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Editor’s Note 

The fifty-six essays in these volumes have been chosen from among many 

hundred.1 Without exception, they were written in the period 1932-1947, 

corresponding to Coomaraswamy’s tenure as a Research Fellow at the 

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, a position that gave him time for the 

speculation and scriptural research to which he was particularly drawn in 

later years. These years were indisputably Coomaraswamy’s high period, 

by which he must and would wish to be judged; his correspondence and 

conversation corroborate this point. Articles dealing with specific works 

of art have in general been excluded from these volumes because, al¬ 

though Coomaraswamy continued in this period to write detailed accounts 

of museum objects, his more characteristic work lay elsewhere. To the 

best of my knowledge, all the essays have been out of print for many 

years or were never previously published. After a gap of more than 

twenty-five years, it is a privilege to present the series of essays at 

the end of Volume 2 which, although unpublished in Coomaraswamy’s 

lifetime, bear the stamp of finished work. Finally, regarding the selection, 

it must be mentioned that these volumes do not exhaust the reserve of 

essays of special merit. 

Coomaraswamy’s addenda to the essays have been a matter of interest 

to scholars and friends. He kept desk copies of his published works and 

added notes to them over the years, doubtless with a view to an edition 

of collected writings enriched by retrospective insight. After his death 

in the late summer of 1947, his widow, Doha Luisa (who had served for 

many years as his daily assistant), determined to incorporate these ad¬ 

denda into the essays. Inasmuch as her husband had already established 

a working relationship with Bollingen Foundation—he had, in particu¬ 

lar, aided Joseph Campbell in the preparation of several posthumous 

1 A bibliography of Coomaraswamy’s writings in the period 1900-1942 is pub¬ 

lished in Ars Islamica IX (1942). Currently on press, A Working Bibliography of 

Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, ed. R. P. Coomaraswamy (London: Books From 

India, Ltd.), is considerably more complete and includes data on late and posthumous 

publications. Inasmuch as Mr. James Crouch (Melbourne, Australia) has well under¬ 

way an exhaustive new bibliography of Coomaraswamy’s writings, we have decided 

against including a nominally complete bibliography in the Selected Papers. The 

first installment of Mr. Crouch’s work has already appeared: “Ananda Coomara¬ 

swamy in Ceylon: A Bibliography,” The Ceylon Journal of Social and Historical 

Sciences, N. S. Ill, No. 2 (1973), 54-66. 
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publications of the great Indologist Heinrich Zimmer—Mrs. Coomara- 

swamy successfully applied for a Bollingen Fellowship to carry on this 

work. For many years, with the help of research assistants recruited from 

the Harvard University community, near which she lived, she transcribed 

and incorporated the addenda, meticulously verified references, and filled 

out bibliographical data where necessary. In due course the editors of 

Bollingen Series made a place in the program for a publication of se¬ 

lected writings. 

Mrs. Coomaraswamy’s death in 1971 left the project still incomplete 

and requiring redirection. Her patient work had brought many treasures 

to light from the mine of the addenda, but the time had come for re¬ 

fining and selection, a task which devotion to her late husband rendered 

unpleasant and perhaps impossible, rather as surgeons refuse to operate 

upon members of their own family. In reformulating the editorial task, 

I found it appropriate to include no addenda other than those which are 

genuinely finished paragraphs or clear references; with regret, I eschewed 

a great many addenda that cannot be taken to be more than raw ma¬ 

terial for revisions, tending to encumber the essays like barnacles rather 

than speed them on their way. This policy makes the essays less rich in 

addenda than was expected by scholars and friends close to the project. 

With few exceptions, addenda have been placed in footnotes, and in all 

cases they have been enclosed in brackets [ ] to distinguish them from 

the text as Coomaraswamy published it. (Editorial notes are also given 

in brackets, with the designation ed.) 

A list of abbreviations, short titles, and editions customarily used by 

Coomaraswamy is included in the front matter of each volume; readers 

will find this list indispensable at first but should gradually discover, as 

did Coomaraswamy, that the abbreviations are convenient and easily 

recalled. Coomaraswamy’s own writings are cited by title and date; fur¬ 

ther information is available in a short list of cited works at the front of 

each volume. Punctuation and spelling throughout the papers have been 

altered where necessary for the sake of uniformity. 

While preparing these papers for publication, editor and copy-editors 

alike have found occasional errors in the enormous mass of references 

made by Coomaraswamy to literary and scriptural tradition. Such errors 

as have escaped us will generally do no more harm to the reader than 

to lead him, for example, to a paragraph in Plato’s writings immediately 

adjacent to the passage that Coomaraswamy wished to cite. Coomara¬ 

swamy also, on occasion, refined the translation of passages in standard 
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sources such as the Loeb Classical Library, but neglected to notify the 

reader of his interventions. Furthermore, he worked from memory more 

often than one might imagine. Called to the dock on this issue of ac¬ 

curacy by his friend Walter Shewring, Coomaraswamy replied in a 

letter: 

I am more than appreciative of your corrections. I can only say I am 

conscious of fault in these matters. It is no excuse to say that checking 

references and citations is to me a wearisome task. I am sometimes 

oppressed by the amount of work to be done, and try to do too much 

too fast. ... In certain cases I have not been able to see proofs. . . . 

One word about the errors. I would like to avoid them altogether, 

of course. But one cannot take part in the struggle for truth without 

getting hurt. There is a kind of “perfectionism” which leads some 

scholars to publish nothing, because they know that nothing can be 

perfect. I don’t respect this. Nor do I care for any aspersions that may 

reflect upon me personally. It is only “for the good of the work to 

be done” that one must be as careful as possible to protect oneself. . . . 

1 am so occupied with the task that I rarely have leisure to enjoy a 

moment of personal realisation. It is a sort of feeling that the harvest 

is ripe and the time is short. Flowever, I am well aware that all 

haste is none the less an error. I expect to improve.2 

Recognizing the existence of this problem from the very beginning of 

my work, and reflecting upon the example of Doha Luisa Coomara¬ 

swamy, who worked perhaps too many years to perfect in the letter texts 

that already approached perfection of spirit, I decided not to verify every 

reference but rather to let Coomaraswamy bear the responsibility for his 

occasional errors as he bears responsibility for his frequent grandeur. 

The Selected Papers of Amanda K. Coomaraswamy owes a great deal 

to its friends. Professional and moral support have been provided from 

the beginning by William McGuire and Carol Orr of Princeton Univer¬ 

sity Press. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr., the director of the Press, has been a per¬ 

sistent friend throughout the complex task. Ruth Spiegel did her initial 

copy-editing with extraordinary care. Wallace Brockway, Joseph 

Campbell, Mircea Eliade, I. B. Horner, and Stella Kramrisch have 

2 Letter to Walter Shewring, 4 March 1936, from the collection of Coomara- 

swamy’s papers and books bequeathed to Bollingen Foundation by Doha Luisa 

Coomaraswamy and now in Princeton University Library. 
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all contributed their mature judgment regarding both selection and 

editing. Lynda Beck, Alice Levi, and Carole Radcliffe 'have been in¬ 

valuable research assistants. The Indologists Carole Meadow, Svatantra 

Kumar Pidara, and Kenneth J. Storey have reviewed Sanskrit and Pali, 

and Lois Hinckley, Kathleen Komar, and Pamela Long have helped 

with translations and various bibliographic problems. James Crouch and 

S. Durai Raja Singam have shared their extensive knowledge of 

Coomaraswamy’s writings. 

Preparation of the index required the help of many individuals: Ann 

Suter compiled the Greek index and also reviewed Greek in the essays; 

Kenneth J. Storey compiled the Sanskrit index; and a team of some twelve 

students in the University of Texas, Austin, joined me for the final stages 

of assembling the general index. I hesitate to list twelve names, but I 

want very much to thank these participants. 

Special acknowledgment must be made to Kurt Kleinman, who set the 

type for these volumes with such rigor and patience; he gives meaning to 

Coomaraswamy’s cherished aphorism: “Every man is a special kind of 

artist.” Eleanor Weisgerber and her staff in the proofroom of the Press 

completed an exceedingly difficult task as if it were all in a day’s work. 

Margaret Case, who took over the task of copy-editing at an early stage, 

thereafter shared every problem as a colleague and friend. 

Dr. Rama P. Coomaraswamy and his wife, Bernadette, have helped in 

countless ways. 

R.L. 
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A The Boo\ of the Gradual Sayings (Anguttara-Ni- 

\dya), ed. F. L. Woodward and E. M. Hare, 5 

vols., London, 1932-1939 (PTS). 

AA 

AB 

Aitareya Aranyahja, ed. A. B. Keith, Oxford, 1909. 

(— Aitareya Brahmanaf. Rigveda Brahmanas: 

The Aitareya and Kausitahi Brahmanas of the Rig¬ 

veda, ed. A. B. Keith, Cambridge, Mass., 1920 

(HOS XXV). 

Abhidharmaho'sa L‘Abhidharma\osa de Vasubandhu, tr. Louis de 

la Vallee-Poussin, 6 vols., Paris, 1923-1931. 

Abhinaya Darpana The Mirror of Gesture: Being the Abhinaya Dar¬ 

pana of Nandil^esvara, ed. A. K. Coomaraswamy, 

with Gopala Kristnaya Duggirala, Cambridge, 

Mass., 1917. 

Aeschylus, Fr. 

Ait. Up. 

In Nauck (see below). 

(= Aitareya Upanisad). In The Thirteen Prin¬ 

cipal Upanishads, ed. R. E. Hume, 2nd ed., rev., 

London, 1931. 

Angelus Silesius (Johann Scheffler) Cherubinischer Wandersmann, 

new ed., Munich, 1949. The Cherubinic Wanderer, 

selections tr. W. R. Trask, New York, 1953. 

Anugita The Bhagavadgita, with the Sanatsugatiya, and the 

Anugita, ed. Kashinath Trimbak Telang, Oxford, 

1882 (SBE VIII). 

Apuleius The Golden Ass, tr. W. Adlington, revised by S. 

Gaselee (LCL). 

Aquinas 1. Sancti Thomae Aquinatis, doctoris angelici, 

Opera omnia ad fidem optimarum editionum ac¬ 

curate recognita. 25 vols. Parma, 1852-1872. 

2. See also Sum. Theol. below. 

Aristotle 1. De anima, tr. W. S. Hett (LCL). 

2. The Metaphysics, tr. Hugh Tredennick (LCL). 

3. The Nichomachean Ethics, tr. H. Rackham 

(LCL). 

4. The Physics, tr. Francis M. Cornford (LCL). 

5. The Poetics, tr. W. Hamilton Fyfe (LCL). 

A rthasastra Kautilya’s Arthasastra, ed. R. Shamasastry, 2nd ed., 

Mysore, 1923. 
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Aryabhata Aryabhatiya, tr. Walter Eugene Clark, Chicago, 

!93°- 

‘Attar, Farldu’d-Dln 1. Farid ud-Din Attar, The Conference of the 

Birds (Mantiq ut-Tair), tr. C. S. Nott from the 

French of Garvin de Tassy, London, 1954. 

2. Mantic Uttair, ou le langage des oiseaux, tr. 

Garvin de Tassy, Paris, 1863. 

3. Salaman and Absal, . . . with a Bird’s-Eye View 

of Farid-Uddin Attar's Bird-Parliament, by Ed¬ 

ward Fitzgerald, Boston, 1899. 

Atthasalini The Expositor (Atthasalini): Buddhaghosa’s Com¬ 

mentary on the Dhammasangani, ed. P. Maung Tin 

and C.A.F. Rhys Davids, 2 vols., London, 1920- 

1921 (PTS). 

AV 1. Atharva Veda, ed. W. D. Whitney and C. R. 

Lanman, Cambridge, Mass., 1905 (HOS VII, 

VIII). 

2. The Hymns of the Atharva-Veda, ed. R.T.H. 

Griffith, 2 vols., 2nd ed., Benares, 1916-1917. 

Avicenna 

Avencebrol 

Metaphysices compendium, Rome, 1926. 

(Solomon Ibn Gabirol) Fons Vitae, see Fountain 

of Life, tr. Alfred B. Jacob, Philadelphia, 1954. 

BAHA Bulletin de I’Office Internationale des Instituts 

d’Archeologie et d’Histone d’Art. 

Baudhayana Dh. Su Das Baudhayana-Dharmasutra, ed. Eugen Hultzsch, 

Leipzig, 1922. 

BD The Brhad Devata of Sauna\a, ed. A. A. Mac- 

donell, Cambridge, Mass., 1904 (HOS VI). 

BEFEO Bulletin de I’Fcole Franpaise d’Extreme-Onent 

(Hanoi). 

BG The Bhagavad Gita, ed. Swami Nikhilananda, 

New York, 1944. 

Boethius The Theological Tractates and the Consolation of 

Philosophy, ed. H. F. Stewart and E. K. Rand 

(LCL). 

Bo\hari Muhammad ibn-Isma al-Bukhari. Arabica and 

Islamica, tr. V. Wayriflfe, London, 1940. 

BrSBh (= Brahma Sutra Bhasya) The Vedanta-Sutras 

with the Commentary by Sanhara\arya, ed. G. 

Thibaut, 2 vols., Oxford, 1890-1896 (SBE 34, 38). 

BSOS Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African 

Studies 
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BU ( =Brhadaranya\a Upanisad) In The Thirteen 

Principal Upanishads, ed. R. E. Hume, 2nd ed., 

London, 1931. 

Chuang-tzu Chuang Tzu: Mystic, Moralist, and Social Re¬ 

former, ed, H. A. Giles, London, 1889. 

Cicero 1. Academica, tr. H. Rackham (LCL). 

2. Brutus, tr. G. L. Hendrickson (LCL). 

3. De natura deorum, tr. H. Rackham (LCL). 

4. De officiis, tr. Walter Miller (LCL). 

5. Pro Publio Quinctio, tr. John Henry Freese 

(LCL). 

6. Tusculan Disputations, tr. J. E. King (LCL). 

Claudian, Stilicho On Stilicho’s Consulship, tr. Maurice Platnauer, 

London and Cambridge, Mass., 1956. 

Clement 1. Miscellanies, tr. F.J.A. Hart and J. B. Mayor, 

London, 1902. 

2. The Clementine Homilies, Ante-Nicene Chris¬ 

tian Library, vol. XVII, Edinburgh, 1870. 

Cloud of Unknowing A Boo\ of Contemplation the Which is Called the 

Cloud of Unknowing in the Which a Soul is Oned 

with God, anon., ed. E. Underhill, London, 1912. 

Coptic Gnostic 

T reatise 

A Coptic Gnostic Treatise Contained in the Codex 

Brucianus, ed. Charlotte A. Baynes, Cambridge, 

T933- 

CU (= Chandogya Upanisad) In The Thirteen Prin¬ 

cipal Upanishads, ed. R. E. Hume, 2nd ed., Lon¬ 

don, 1931. 

D f—Digha-Ni\aya) Dialogues of the Buddha, ed. 

T. W. and C.A.F. Rhys Davids, 3 vols., London, 

1899-1921 (PTS). 

DA f—Digha-Ni\aya Attha\atha) The Sumangala- 

vilasini: Buddhaghosa s Commentary on the Digha 

Ni1{dya, ed. T. W. Rhys Davids and J. Estlin Car¬ 

penter (vol. I), and W. Stede (vols. II and III), 

London, 1886-1932 (PTS). 

Damascene 

Dante 

St. John of Damascus. See Migne, PG, Vols. 94-96. 

1. Convito (1529); facsimile edition, Rome, 1932. 

Dante and his Convito: A Study with Transla¬ 

tions, W. M. Rossetti, London, 1910. 

2. Dantis Alighieri Epistolae: The Letters of Dante, 

ed. P. Toynbee, Oxford, 1966. 

3. The Divine Comedy of Dante Alighieri, tr. 

Charles Eliot Norton, 3 vols., Boston and New 
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Dasarupa 

Dh 

DhA 

Dionysius 

Divyavadana 

Dpv 

Epiphanius 

Erigena 

Euripides 

Garbha Up. 

Garuda Purana 

GB 

Grassmann 

Gree\ Anthology 

Harivamsa 

York, 1895-1897. (This is AKC’s preferred edi¬ 

tion, but he had a dictionary of Dante’s Italian 

and may have done translations on his own in 

addition to using Norton; he also used the Tem¬ 

ple Classics edition.) 

The Dasarupa: a Treatise on Hindu Dramaturgy, 

tr. G.C.O. Haas, New York, 1912. 

The Dhammapada, ed. S. Radhakrishnan, London, 

1950. 

(= Dhammapada Atthakatha) Dhammapada Com¬ 

mentary, ed. H. C. Norman, 4 vols., 1906-1914 

(PTS). 

1. De coelesti hierarchia, see La Hierarchie celeste, 

ed. G. Heil and M. de Gandillac, Paris, 1958 

(Sources chretiennes LVIII). 

2. De divinis nominibus and De mystica theologia, 

see The Divine Names and The Mystical Theol¬ 

ogy, ed. C. E. Rolt, London, 1920. 

3. Epistles, see Saint Denys L’Areopagite, Oeuvres, 

ed. Mgr. Darboy, Paris, 1932. 

Divyavadana, ed. E. B. Cowell and R. A. Neil, 

Cambridge, 1886. 

Dipavamsa, ed. H. Oldenberg, London, 1879. 

Epiphanius (Ancoratus und Panarion), ed. K. Holl, 
Leipzig, 1915-1933. 

John Scotus Erigena. See Migne, PL, Vol. 122. 

1. Euripides, tr. A. S. Way (LCL). 

2. Fragments in Nauck. 

( = Garbha Upanisad) In Thirty Minor Upani- 

shads, tr. K. Narayanasvami, Madras, 1914. 

1. The Garuda Puranam, tr. M. N. Dutt, Calcutta, 

1908. 

2. The Garuda Purana, tr. Ernest Wood and S.U. 

Subrahmanyam, Allahabad, 1911 (SBH IX). 

Gopatha Brahmana, ed. R. Mitra and H. Vidya- 

bushana, Calcutta, 1872 (Sanskrit only). 

H. G. Grassmann, Worterbuch zum Rig-Veda, 

Leipzig, 1873 (cf. also Rig-Veda; iibersetzt und 

mit \ntischen und erlauternden Anmer\ungen ver- 

sehen, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1876-1877). 

The Gree\ Anthology, tr. W. R. Paton (LCL). 

Harivamsha, ed. M. N. Dutt, Calcutta, 1897 (prose 

English translation). 
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Hamsa Up. ( = Hamsa Upanisad) In Thirty Minor Upant- 

shads, tr. K. Narayanasvami, Madras, 1914. 

Heracleitus, Fr. Heracliti Ephesi Reliquiae, ed. Ingram Bywater, 

Oxford, 1877 (see modern editions by G. S. Kirk 

and Philip Wheelwright; Coomaraswamy numbers 

Fragments according to Bywater). 

Hermes Hermetica: The Ancient Greeks and Latin Writings 

which Contain Religious or Philosophic Teachings 

Ascribed to Hermes Trismegistus, ed. W. Scott, 

4 vols., 1924-1946. 

Hesiod Theogony and Wor^s and Days, tr. Hugh G. Eve¬ 

lyn-White (LCL). 

Hippocrates 

HJAS 

Homer 

Wor\s, tr. W.H.S. Jones (LCL). 

Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies. 

The Iliad and The Odyssey, tr. A. T. Murray 

(LCL). 

Homeric Hymns Homeric Hymns, tr. Hugh G. Evelyn-White 

(LCL). 

Horace Epistula ad Pisones (= Ars Poetica), tr. H. Rush- 

ton Fairclough (LCL). 

HOS 

IPEK 

Harvard Oriental Series. 

Jahrbuch fur prdhistorische und ethnographische 

Kunst. 

Isa Up. (= Isa, or I'savdsya, Upanisad) In The Thirteen 

Principal Upanishads, ed. R. E. Hume, 2nd ed., 

London, 1931. 

Itiv (— ltivutta\a) The Minor Anthologies of the Pali 

Canon, Part II: Udana: Verses of Uplift, and Iti- 

vuttafa: As It Was Said, ed. F. L. Woodward, 

London, 1935 (PTS). 

J The ]dta\a, or Stories of the Buddha’s Former 

Births, ed. E. B. Cowell, 6 vols., Cambridge, 1895- 

1907. 

Jacob Boehme 1. Signatura rerum, see The Signature of All 

Things, and Other Writings, new ed., London, 

1969 (includes Of the Supersensual Life and 

The Way from Darkness to True Illumination). 

2. Six Theosophic Points, and Other Writings, 

ed. J. R. Earle, Ann Arbor, 1958. 

3. The Way to Christ, new ed., London, 1964. 

JamI Lawaih, A Treatise on Sufism, ed. E. H. Whin- 

field and M. M. Kazvlnl, London, 1906. 

JAOS Journal of the American Oriental Society. 
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JB 

JHS 

JISOA 

Jan van Ruysbroeck 

JRAS 

JUB 

Kaus. Up. 

KB 

Kena Up. 

KhA 

Kindred Sayings 

KSS 

KU 

Lalita Vistara 

Lan\avatara Sutra 

LCL 

Lucian 

1. The Jaiminiya-Brahmana of the Samveda, ed. 

R. Vira and L. Chandra, Nagpur, 1954 (San¬ 

skrit). 

2. Das fatmmiya Brahmana in Auswahl, text and 

German translation by W. Caland, Amsterdam, 

1919. 

Journal of Hellenic Studies. 

Journal of the Indian Society of Oriental Art. 

The Adornment of the Spiritual Marriage; The 

Sparkling Stone; The Book, of Supreme Truth, tr. 

C. A. Wynschenk, ed. Evelyn Underhill, London, 

I9I4- 

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. 

( = Jaiminiya Upanisad Brahmana) The Jaiminiya 

or Talavakara Upanisad Brahmana, ed. H. Oertel, 

Journal of the American Oriental Society, XVI 

(1896), 79-260. 

(—Kausitaki Upanisad) In The Thirteen Princi¬ 

pal Upanishads, ed. R. E. Hume, 2nd ed., London, 

I93I< 

Kausitaki Brahmana. Rigveda Brahmanas: The 

Aitareya and Kausitaki Brahmanas of the Rigveda, 

ed. A. B. Keith, Cambridge, Mass., 1920 (HOS 

XXV). 

(—Kena Upanisad) In The Thirteen Principal 

Upanishads, ed. R. E. Hume, 2nd ed., London, 

1931. 

(= Khuddakapatha) The Minor Readings, The 

First Book °f the Minor Collection (Khuddakani- 

kdya), ed. Bhikkhu Nanamoli, London, i960 

(PTS). 

See S 

(= Katha-Sarit-Sagara) Kathasaritsdgara, ed. C. H. 

Tawney, Calcutta, 1880-1887; 2nd ed., 1924. 

1. (= Katha Upanisad) In The Thirteen Principal 

Upanishads, ed. R. E. Hume, 2nd ed., London, 

1931. 

2. Katha Upanisad, ed. Joseph N. Rawson, Oxford, 

T934- 

Lalita Vistara, ed. S. Lefmann, 2 vols., Halle, 1902- 

1908. 

Lankavatara Sutra, ed. Bunyiu Nanjio, Kyoto, 1923. 

Loeb Classical Library. 

De Syria Dea, tr. A. M. Harmon (LCL). 
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M (= Majjhima-Ni\aya) The Middle Length Say¬ 

ings (Majjhima-Nikaya), ed. I. B. Horner, 3 vols., 

London, 1954-1959 (PTS). 

Mahavamsa 

Mand. Up. 

See Mhv. 

(=Mandu\ya Upanisad) In The Thirteen Prin¬ 

cipal Upanishads, ed. R. E. Hume, 2nd ed., Lon¬ 

don, 1931. 

M anti qu’ t-T air 

Manasara 

See ‘Attar, Faridu’d-Dln. 

Architecture of Manasara, tr. Prasanna Kumar 

Acharya, London, 1933. 

Mahfusrim ula\alpa Maiijusri: An Imperial History of India in a San¬ 

scrit Text, ed. Ven. Rahula Sankrtyayana, Lahore, 

I934- 
Manu (= Manava Dharmasastra) The Laws of Manu, 

ed. G. Buhler, Oxford, 1886 (SBE XXV). 

Marcus Aurelius 

Mar\andeya Purdna 

Marcus Aurelius, tr. C. R. Haines (LCL). 

Markandeya Purdna, ed. J. Woodroffe, London, 

I9I3- 

Mathnawi The Mathnawi of ]aidin'ddin Rumi, ed. R. A. 

Nicholson, 8 vols., Leiden and London, 1925-1940. 

Mbh 1. Mahabharata. The Mahabharata of Krishna- 

Dwaipayana Vyasa, ed. P. C. Roy, Calcutta, 

1893-1894. 

2. Mahabharata, ed. Vishnu S. Sukthankar, Poona, 

1933- [24 vols. to date]. 

Meister Eckhart 1. Meister Eckhart, ed. F. Pfeiffer, 4th ed., Got¬ 

tingen, 1924 (mediaeval German text). 

2. Meister Eckjiart, ed. C. de B. Evans, 2 vols., 

London, 1924-1931 (English). 

MFA Bulletin 

Mhv 

Bulletin of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 
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The Vedanta and 

Western Tradition 

These are really the thoughts of all men in all ages and 
lands, they are not original with me. 

Walt Whitman 

I 

There have been teachers such as Orpheus, Hermes, Buddha, Lao-tzu 

and Christ, the historicity of whose human existence is doubtful, and to 

whom there may be accorded the higher dignity of a mythical reality. 

Sankara, like Plotinus, Augustine, or Eckhart, was certainly a man among 

men, though we know comparatively little about his life. He was of 

south Indian Brahman birth, flourished in the first half of the ninth 

century a.d., and founded a monastic order which still survives. He became 

a samnyasin, or “truly poor man,” at the age of eight, as the disciple of a 

certain Govinda and of Govinda’s own teacher Gaudapada, the author of 

a treatise on the Upanisads in which their essential doctrine of the non¬ 

duality of the divine Being was set forth. Sankara journeyed to Benares 

and wrote the famous commentary on the Brahma Sutra there in his 

twelfth year; the commentaries on the Upanisads and Bhagavad Gita 

were written later. Most of the great sage’s life was spent wandering about 

India, teaching and taking part in controversies. He is understood to have 

died between the ages of thirty and forty. Such wanderings and disputa¬ 

tions as his have always been characteristically Indian institutions; in his 

days, as now, Sanskrit was the lingua franca of learned men, just as for 

centuries Latin was the lingua franca of Western countries, and free pub¬ 

lic debate was so generally recognized that halls erected for the accom¬ 

modation of peripatetic teachers and disputants were at almost every court. 

The traditional metaphysics with which the name of Sankara is con- 

[Originally an address given before the Radcliffe College chapter of the Phi Beta 
Kappa Society, the text in its present form was published in The American Scholar, 

VIII (1939).—ED.] 
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nected is known either as the Vedanta, a term which occurs in the Upani- 

sads and means the‘‘Vedas’ ends,” both as “latter paYt” and as “ultimate 

significance”; or as Atmavidya, the doctrine of the knowledge of the true 

“self” or “spiritual essence”; or as Advaita, “Nonduality,” a term which, 

while it denies duality, makes no affirmations about the nature of unity 

and must not be taken to imply anything like our monisms or pantheisms. 
A gnosis (jndna) is taught in this metaphysics. 

Sankara was not in any sense the founder, discoverer, or promulgator 

of a new religion or philosophy; his great work as an expositor consisted 

in a demonstration of the unity and consistency of Vedic doctrine and in 

an explanation of its apparent contradictions by a correlation of different 

formulations with the points of view implied in them. In particular, and 

exactly as in European Scholasticism, he distinguished between the two 

complementary approaches to God, which are those of the affirmative 

and negative theology. In the way of affirmation, or relative knowledge, 

qualities are predicated in the Supreme Identity by way of excellence, 

while in the way of negation all qualities are abstracted. The famous “No’ 

no” of the Upanisads, which forms the basis of Sankara’s method, as it 

did of the Buddha’s, depends upon a recognition of the truth—expressed 

by Dante among many others—that there are things which are beyond 

the reach of discursive thought and which cannot be understood except 
by denying things of them. 

Sankara’s style is one of great originality and power as well as subtlety. 

I shall cite from his commentary on the Bhagavad Gita a passage that 

has the further advantage of introducing us at once to the central prob¬ 

lem of the Vedanta—that of the discrimination of what is really, and not 

merely according to our way of thinking, “myself.” “How is it,” Sankara 

says, that there are professors who like ordinary men maintain that ‘I 

am so-and-so’ and ‘This is mine’? Listen: it is because their so-called learn¬ 

ing consists in thinking of the body as their ‘self.’ ” In the Commentary 

on the Brahma Sutra he enunciates in only four Sanskrit words what has 

remamed in Indian metaphysics from first to last the consistent doctrine 

o the immanent Spirit within you as the only knower, agent, and trans¬ 
migrant. 

The metaphysical literature underlying Sankara’s expositions consists 
essentially of the Four Vedas together with the Brahmanas and their 

Upanisads, all regarded as revealed, eternal, datable (as to their recension 

m any case) before 500 b.c, together with the Bhagavad GHd and Brahma 

Sutra (datable before the beginning of the Christian era). Of these books, 
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the Vedas are liturgical, the Brahmanas are explanatory of the ritual, and 

the Upanisads are devoted to the Brahma-doctrine or Theologia Mystica, 

which is taken for granted in the liturgy and ritual. The Brahma Sutra 

is a greatly condensed compendium of Upanisad doctrine, and the Bhaga- 

vad Gita is an exposition adapted to the understanding of those whose 

primary business has to do with the active rather than the contemplative 

life. 

For many reasons, which I shall try to explain, it will be far more diffi¬ 

cult to expound the Vedanta than it would be to expound the personal 

views of a modern “thinker,” or even such a thinker as Plato or Aristotle. 

Neither the modern English vernacular nor modern philosophical or 

psychological jargon provides us with an adequate vocabulary, nor does 

modern education provide us with the ideological background which 

would be essential for easy communication. I shall have to make use of a 

purely symbolic, abstract, and technical language, as if I were speaking 

in terms of higher mathematics; you may recall that Emile Male speaks of 

Christian symbolism as a “calculus.” There is this advantage: the matter 

to be communicated and the symbols to be employed are no more pecul¬ 

iarly Indian than peculiarly Greek or Islamic, Egyptian or Christian. 

Metaphysics, in general, resorts to visual symbols (crosses and circles, for 

example) and above all to the symbolism of light and of the sun—than 

which, as Dante says, “no object of sense in the whole world is more 

worthy to be made a type of God.” But I shall also have to use such tech¬ 

nical terms as essence and substance, potentiality and act, spiration and 

despiration, exemplary likeness, aeviternity, form and accident. Metem¬ 

psychosis must be distinguished from transmigration and both from “re¬ 

incarnation.” We shall have to distinguish soul from spirit. Before we can 

know when, if ever, it is proper to render a given Sanskrit word by our 

word “soul” (anima, psyche), we must have known in what manifold 

senses the word “soul” has been employed in the European tradition; what 

kind of souls can be “saved”; what kind of soul Christ requires us to 

“hate” if we would be his disciples; what kind of soul Eckhart refers to 

when he says that the soul must “put itself to death.” We must know 

what Philo means by the “soul of the soul”; and we must ask how we 

can think of animals as “soulless,” notwithstanding that the word “ani¬ 

mal” means quite literally “ensouled.” We must distinguish essence from 

existence. And I may have to coin such a word as “nowever” to express 

the full and original meanings of such words as “suddenly,” “immedi¬ 

ately” and “presently.” 
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The sacred literature of India is available to most of us only in transla¬ 

tions made by scholars trained in linguistics rather than .in metaphysics; 

and it has been expounded and explained—or as I should rather say, ex¬ 

plained away—mainly by scholars provided with the assumptions of the 

naturalist and anthropologist, scholars whose intellectual capacities have 

been so much inhibited by their own powers of observation that they can 

no longer distinguish the reality from the appearance, the Supernal Sun 

of metaphysics from the physical sun of their own experience. Apart from 

these, Indian literature has either been studied and explained by Christian 

propagandists whose main concern has been to demonstrate the falsity 

and absurdity of the doctrines involved, or by theosophists by whom the 

doctrines have been caricatured with the best intentions and perhaps even 

worse results. 

The educated man of today is, moreover, completely out of touch with 

those European modes of thought and those intellectual aspects of the 

Christian doctrine which are nearest those of the Vedic traditions. A 

knowledge of modern Christianity will be of little use because the funda¬ 

mental sentimentality of our times has diminished what was once an 

intellectual doctrine to a mere morality that can hardly be distinguished 

from a pragmatic humanism. A European can hardly be said to be ade¬ 

quately prepared for the study of the Vedanta unless he has acquired 

some knowledge and understanding of at least Plato, Philo, Hermes, 

Plotinus, the Gospels (especially John), Dionysius, and finally Eckhart 

who, with the possible exception of Dante, can be regarded from an In¬ 

dian point of view as the greatest of all Europeans. 

The Vedanta is not a “philosophy” in the current sense of the word, 

but only as the word is used in the phrase Philosophia Perennis, and only 

if we have in mind the Hermetic “philosophy” or that “Wisdom” by 

whom Boethius was consoled. Modern philosophies are closed systems, 

employing the method of dialectics, and taking for granted that opposites 

are mutually exclusive. In modern philosophy things are either so or not 

so; in eternal philosophy this depends upon our point of view. Meta¬ 

physics is not a system, but a consistent doctrine; it is not merely con¬ 

cerned with conditioned and quantitative experience, but with universal 

possibility. It therefore considers possibilities that may be neither pos¬ 

sibilities of manifestation nor in any sense formal, as well as ensembles of 

possibility that can be realized in a given world. The ultimate reality of 

metaphysics is a Supreme Identity in which the opposition of all con¬ 

traries, even of being and not-being, is resolved; its “worlds” and “gods” 
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are levels of reference and symbolic entities which are neither places nor 

individuals but states of being realizable within you. 

Philosophers have personal theories about the nature of the world; our 

“philosophical discipline” is primarily a study of the history of these 

opinions and of their historical connections. We encourage the budding 

philosopher to have opinions of his own on the chance that they may 

represent an improvement on previous theories. We do not envisage, as 

does the Philosophia Perennis, the possibility of knowing the Truth once 

and for all; still less do we set before us as our goal to become this truth. 

The metaphysical “philosophy” is called “perennial” because of its 

eternity, universality, and immutability; it is Augustine’s “Wisdom un¬ 

create, the same now as it ever was and ever will be”; the religion which, 

as he also says, only came to be called “Christianity” after the coming of 

Christ. What was revealed in the beginning contains implicitly the whole 

truth; and so long as the tradition is transmitted without deviation, so long, 

in other words, as the chain of teachers and disciples remains unbroken, 

neither inconsistency nor error is possible. On the other hand, an under¬ 

standing of the doctrine must be perpetually renewed; it is not a matter 

of words. That the doctrine has no history by no means excludes the pos¬ 

sibility, or even the necessity, for a perpetual explicitation of its formulae, 

an adaptation of the rites originally practiced, and an application of its 

principles to the arts and sciences. The more humanity declines from its 

first self-sufficiency, the more the necessity for such an application arises. 

Of these explicitations and adaptations a history is possible. Thus a dis¬ 

tinction is drawn between what was “heard” at the outset and what has 

been “remembered.” 

A deviation or heresy is only possible when the essential teaching has 

been in some respect misunderstood or perverted. To say, for example, 

that “I am a pantheist” is merely to confess that “I am not a metaphy¬ 

sician,” just as to say that “two and two make five” would be to confess 

“I am not a mathematician.” Within the tradition itself there cannot be 

any contradictory or mutually exclusive theories or dogmas. For example, 

what are called the “six systems of Indian philosophy” (a phrase in which 

only the words “six” and “Indian” are justified) are not mutually contra¬ 

dictory and exclusive theories. The so-called “systems are no more or less 

orthodox than mathematics, chemistry, and botany which, though separate 

disciplines more or less scientific amongst themselves, are not anything 

but branches of one “science.” India, indeed, makes use of the term 

“branches” to denote what the Indologist misunderstands to be “sects.” It 
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is precisely because there are no “sects” within the fold of Brahmanical 

orthodoxy that an intolerance in the European sense has been virtually 

unknown in Indian history—and for the same reason, it is just as easy for 

me to think in terms of the Hermetic philosophy as in terms of Vedanta. 

There must be “branches” because nothing can be known except in the 

mode of the knower; however strongly we may realize that all roads lead 

to one Sun, it is equally evident that each man must choose that road 

which starts from the point at which he finds himself at the moment of 

setting out. For the same reasons, Hinduism has never been a missionary 

faith. It may be true that the metaphysical tradition has been better and 

more fully preserved in India than in Europe. If so, it only means that the 

Christian can learn from the Vedanta how to understand his own “way” 

better. 

The philosopher expects to prove his points. For the metaphysician it 

suffices to show that a supposedly false doctrine involves a contradiction 

of first principles. For example, a philosopher who argues for an im¬ 

mortality of the soul endeavors to discover proofs of the survival of per¬ 

sonality; for the metaphysician it suffices to remember that “the first be¬ 

ginning must be the same as the last end”—from which it follows that a 

soul, understood to have been created in time, cannot but end in time. 

The metaphysician can no more be convinced by any so-called “proof of 

the survival of personality” than a physicist could be convinced of the 

possibility of a perpetual motion machine by any so-called proof. Further¬ 

more, metaphysics deals for the most part with matters which cannot be 

publicly proved, but can only be demonstrated, i.e., made intelligible by 

analogy, and which even when verified in personal experience can only be 

stated in terms of symbol and myth. At the same time, faith is made 

relatively easy by the infallible logic of the texts themselves—which is 

their beauty and their attractive power. Fet us remember the Christian 

definition of faith: “assent to a credible proposition.” One must believe in 

order to understand, and understand in order to believe. These are not 

successive, however, but simultaneous acts of the mind. In other words, 

there can be no knowledge of anything to which the will refuses its con¬ 

sent, or love of anything that has not been known. 

Metaphysics differs still further from philosophy in having a purely 

practical purpose. It is no more a pursuit of truth for truth’s sake than are 

the related arts a pursuit of art for art’s sake, or related conduct the pur¬ 

suit of morality for the sake of morality. There is indeed a quest, but the 

seeker already knows, so far as this can be stated in words, what it is that 
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he is in search of; the quest is achieved only when he himself has become 

the object of his search. Neither verbal knowledge nor a merely formal 

assent nor impeccable conduct is of any more than indispensable disposi¬ 

tive value—means to an end. 

Taken in their materiality, as “literature,” the texts and symbols are in¬ 

evitably misunderstood by those who are not themselves in quest. Without 

exception, the metaphysical terms and symbols are the technical terms of 

the chase. They are never literary ornaments, and as Malinowski has so 

well said in another connection, “Technical language, in matters of practi¬ 

cal pursuit, acquires its meaning only through personal participation in 

this type of pursuit.” That is why, the Indian feels, the Vedantic texts 

have been only verbally and grammatically and never really understood by 

European scholars, whose methods of study are avowedly objective and 

noncommittal. The Vedanta can be known only to the extent that it has 

been lived. The Indian, therefore, cannot trust a teacher whose doctrine 

is not directly reflected in his very being. Here is something very far 

removed from the modern European concept of scholarship. 

We must add, for the sake of those who entertain romantic notions of 

the “mysterious East,” that the Vedanta has nothing to do with magic or 

with the exercise of occult powers. It is true that the efficacy of magical 

procedure and the actuality of occult powers are taken for granted in In¬ 

dia. But the magic is regarded as an applied science of the basest kind; 

and while occult powers, such as that of operation “at a distance,” are 

incidentally acquired in the course of contemplative practice, the use of 

them—unless under the most exceptional circumstances—is regarded as 

a dangerous deviation from the path. 

Nor is the Vedanta a kind of psychology or Yoga a sort of therapeutics 

except quite accidentally. Physical and moral health are prerequisites to 

spiritual progress. A psychological analysis is employed only to break 

down our fond belief in the unity and immateriality of the “soul,” and 

with a view to a better distinguishing of the spirit from what is not the 

spirit but only a temporary psycho-physical manifestation of one of the 

most limited of its modalities. Whoever, like Jung, insists upon trans¬ 

lating the essentials of Indian or Chinese metaphysics into a psychology 

is merely distorting the meaning of the texts. Modern psychology has, 

from an Indian point of view, about the same values that attach to spiritu¬ 

alism and magic and other “superstitions. Finally, I must point out that 

the metaphysics, the Vedanta, is not a form of mysticism, except in the 

sense that with Dionysius we can speak of a Theologia Mystica. What is 
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ordinarily meant by “mysticism” involves a passive receptivity—“we must 

be able to let things happen in the psyche” is Jung’s way of putting it 

(and in this statement he proclaims himself a “mystic”). But metaphysics 

repudiates the psyche altogether. The words of Christ, that “No man can 

be my disciple who hateth not his own soul,” have been voiced again and 

again by every Indian guru; and so far from involving passivity, con¬ 

templative practice involves an activity that is commonly compared to 

the blazing of a fire at a temperature so high as to show neither flickering 

nor smoke. The pilgrim is called a “toiler,” and the characteristic refrain 

of the pilgrim song is “keep on going, keep on going.” The “Way” of the 

Vedantist is above all an activity. 

II 

The Vedanta takes for granted an omniscience independent of any 

source of knowledge external to itself, and a beatitude independent of 

any external source of pleasure. In saying “That art thou,” the Vedanta 

affirms that man is possessed of, and is himself, “that one thing which 

when it is known, all things are known” and “for the sake of which alone 

all things are dear.” It affirms that man is unaware of this hidden treasure 

within himself because he has inherited an ignorance that inheres in the 

very nature of the psycho-physical vehicle which he mistakenly identifies 

with himself. The purpose of all teaching is to dissipate this ignorance; 

when the darkness has been pierced nothing remains but the Gnosis of 

the Light. The technique of education is, therefore, always formally de¬ 

structive and iconoclastic; it is not the conveyance of information but the 

education of a latent knowledge. 

The “great dictum” of the Upanisads is, “That art thou.” “That” is 

here, of course, Atman or Spirit, Sanctus Spiritus, Greek pneuma, Arabic 

ruh, Hebrew ruah, Egyptian Amon, Chinese ch’i; Atman is spiritual es¬ 

sence, impartite whether transcendent or immanent; and however many 

and various the directions to which it may extend or from which it may 

withdraw, it is unmoved mover in both intransitive and transitive senses. 

It lends itself to all modalities of being but never itself becomes anyone 

or anything. That than which all else is a vexation—That art thou. “That,” 

in other words, is the Brahman, or God in the general sense of Logos or 

Being, considered as the universal source of all Being—expanding, mani¬ 

festing and productive, font of all things, ail of which are “in” him as 
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the finite in the infinite, though not a “part” of him, since the infinite has 

no parts. 

For the most part, I shall use the word Atman hereafter. While this 

Atman, as that which blows and enlightens, is primarily “Spirit,” because 

it is this divine Eros that is the quickening essence in all things and thus 

their real being, the word Atman is also used reflexively to mean “self”— 

either “oneself” in whatever sense, however gross, the notion may be en¬ 

tertained, or with reference to the spiritual self or person (which is the 

only knowing subject and essence of all things, and must be distinguished 

from the affected and contingent “I” that is a compound of the body and 

of all that we mean by “soul” when we speak of a “psychology”). Two very 

different “selves” are thus involved, and it has been the custom of trans¬ 

lators, accordingly, to render Atman as “self,” printed either with a small 

or with a capital s according to the context. The same distinction is drawn, 

for example, by St. Bernard between what is my “property” (propnum) 

and what is my very being (esse). An alternative Indian formulation dis¬ 

tinguishes the “knower of the field”—viz. the Spirit as the only knowing 

subject in all things and the same in all—from the “field,” or body-and- 

soul as defined above (taken together with the pastures of the senses and 

embracing therefore all things that can be considered objectively). The 

Atman or Brahman itself cannot be thus considered: “How couldst thou 

know the knower of knowing?”—or in other words, how can the first 

cause of all things be one of them? 

The Atman is impartite, but it is apparently divided and identified into 

variety by the differing forms of its vehicles, mouse or man, just as space 

within a jar is apparently signate and distinguishable from space without 

it. In this sense it can be said that “he is one as he is in himself but many 

as he is in his children,” and that “participating himself, he fills these 

worlds.” But this is only in the sense that light fills space while it remains 

itself without discontinuity; the distinction of things from one another 

thus depending not on differences in the light but on differences in re¬ 

flecting power. When the jar is shattered, when the vessel of life is un¬ 

made, we realize that what was apparently delimited had no boundaries 

and that “life” was a meaning not to be confused with “living.” To say 

that the Atman is thus at once participated and impartible, “undivided 

amongst divided things,” without local position and at the same time 

everywhere, is another way of stating what we are more familiar with as 

the doctrine of Total Presence. 
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At the same time, every one of these apparent definitions of the Spirit 

represents the actuality in time of one of its indefinitely numerous pos¬ 

sibilities of formal manifestation. The existence of the apparition begins 

at birth and ends at death; it can never be repeated. Nothing of Sankara 

survives but a bequest. Therefore though we can speak of him as still a 

living power in the world, the man has become a memory. On the other 

hand, for the gnostic Spirit, the Knower of the field, the Knower of all 

births, there can never at any time cease to be an immediate knowledge 

of each and every one of its modalities, a knowledge without before or 

after (relative to the appearance or disappearance of Sankara from the 

field of our experience). It follows that where knowledge and being, na¬ 

ture and essence are one and the same, Sankara’s being has no beginning 

and can never cease. In other words, there is a sense in which we can 

properly speak of “my spirit” and “my person” as well as of “the Spirit” 

and “the Person,” notwithstanding that Spirit and Person are a perfectly 

simple substance without composition. I shall return to the meaning of 

“immortality” later, but for the present I want to use what has just been 

said to explain what was meant by a nonsectarian distinction of points 

of view. For, whereas the Western student of “philosophy” thinks of Sam- 

khya and Vedanta as two incompatible “systems,” because the former is 

concerned with the liberation of a plurality of Persons and the latter with 

the liberty of an inconnumerable Person, no such antinomy is apparent 

to the Hindu. This can be explained by pointing out that in the Christian 

texts, “Ye are all one in Christ Jesus” and “Whoever is joined unto the 

Lord is one spirit,” the plurals “ye” and “whoever” represent the Samkhya 

and the singular “one” the Vedanta point of view. 

The validity of our consciousness of being, apart from any question of 

being So-and-so by name or by registrable characters, is accordingly taken 

for granted. This must not be confused with the argument, “Cogito ergo 

with the Vedantist and Buddhist that this is merely a conceit, that “feel¬ 

ings are felt” and “thoughts are thought,” and that all this is a part of the 

“field” of which the spirit is the surveyor, just as we look at a picture 

which is in one sense a part of us though we are not in any sense a part of 

it. The question is posed accordingly: “Who art thou?” “What is that self 

to which we should resort?” We recognize that “self” can have more than 

one meaning when we speak of an “internal conflict”; when we say that 

“the spirit is willing but the flesh is weak”; or when we say, with the 

Bhagavad Gita, that “the Spirit is at war with whatever is not the Spirit.” 
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Am I the spirit or the flesh? (We must always remember that in 

metaphysics the “flesh” includes all the aesthetic and recognitive faculties 

of the soul.”) We may be asked to consider our reflection in a mirror, 

ana may understand that there we see “ourself”; if we are somewhat less 

naive, we may be asked to consider the image of the psyche as reflected 

in the mirror of the mind and may understand that this is what “I” am; or 

if still better advised, we may come to understand that we are none of 

these things—that they exist because we are, rather than that we exist 

inasmuch as they are. The Vedanta affirms that “I” in my essence am as 

little, or only as much, affected by all these things as an author-playwright 

is affected by the sight of what is suffered or enjoyed by those who move 

on the stage—the stage, in this case, of “life” (in other words, the “field” 

or “pasture” as distinguished from its aquiline surveyor, the Universal 

Man). The whole problem of man’s last end, liberation, beatitude, or deifi¬ 

cation is accordingly one of finding “oneself” no longer in “this man” but 

in the Universal Man, the forma humamtatis, who is independent of all 

orders of time and has neither beginning nor end. 

Conceive that the “field” is the round or circus of the world, that the 

throne of the Spectator, the Universal Man, is central and elevated, and 

that his aquiline glance at all times embraces the whole of the field (equally 

before and after the enactment of any particular event) in such a manner 

that from his point of view all events are always going on. We are to 

transfer our consciousness of being, from our position in the field where 

the games are going on, to the pavilion in which the Spectator, on whom 

the whole performance depends, is seated at ease. 

Conceive that the right lines of vision by which the Spectator is linked 

to each separated performer, and along which each performer might look 

upward (inward) to the Spectator if only his powers of vision sufficed, are 

lines of force, or the strings by which the puppet-master moves the puppets 

for himself (who is the whole audience). Each of the performing puppets 

is convinced of its own independent existence and of itself as one amongst 

others, which it sees in its own immediate environment and which it 

distinguishes by name, appearance, and behavior. The Spectator does not, 

and cannot, see the performers as they see themselves, imperfectly, but he 

knows the being of each one of them as it really is—that is to say, not merely 

as effective in a given local position, but simultaneously at every point 

along the line of visual force by which the puppet is connected with him¬ 

self, and primarily at that point at which all lines converge and where the 
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being of all things coincides with being in itself. There the being of the 

puppet subsists as an eternal reason in the eternal intellect—otherwise 

called the Supernal Sun, the Light of lights, Spirit and Truth. 

Suppose now that the Spectator goes to sleep: when he closes his eyes 

the universe disappears, to reappear only when he opens them again. The 

opening of eyes (“Let there be light”) is called in religion the act of crea¬ 

tion, but in metaphysics it is called manifestation, utterance, or spiration 

(to shine, to utter, and to blow being one and the same thing in divims); 

the closing of eyes is called in religion the “end of the world,” but in meta¬ 

physics it is called concealment, silence, or despiration. For us, then, there 

is an alternation or evolution and involution. But for the central Spectator 

there is no succession of events. He is always awake and always asleep; 

unlike the sailor who sometimes sits and thinks and sometimes does not 

think, our Spectator sits and thinks, and does not think, nowever. 

A picture has been drawn of the cosmos and its overseeing “Eye.” I have 

only omitted to say that the field is divided by concentric fences which 

may conveniently, although not necessarily, be thought of as twenty-one 

in number. The Spectator is thus at the twenty-first remove from the outer¬ 

most fence by which our present environment is defined. Each player’s or 

groundling’s performance is confined to the possibilities that are repre¬ 

sented by the space between two fences. There he is born and there he 

dies. Let us consider this born being, So-and-so, as he is in himself and 

as he believes himself to be—“an animal, reasoning and mortal; that I 

know, and that I confess myself to be,” as Boethius expresses it. So-and-so 

does not conceive that he can move to and fro in time as he will, but knows 

that he is getting older every day, whether he likes it or not. On the other 

hand, he does conceive that in some other respects he can do what he 

likes, so far as this is not prevented by his environment—for example, by 

a stone wall, or a policeman, or contemporary mores. He does not realize 

that this environment of which he is a part, and from which he cannot 

except himself, is a causally determined environment; that it does what 

it does because of what has been done. He does not realize that he is what 

he is and does what he does because others before him have been what 

they were and have done what they did, and all this without any con¬ 

ceivable beginning. He is quite literally a creature of circumstances, an 

automaton, whose behavior could have been foreseen and wholly explained 

by an adequate knowledge of past causes, now represented by the nature 

of things—his own nature included. This is the well-known doctrine of 

\arma, a doctrine of inherent fatality, which is stated as follows by the 
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Bhagavad Gita, xvm.20, Bound by the working (\anna) of a nature 

that is born in thee and is thine own, even that which thou desirest not to 

do thou doest willy-nilly.” So-and-so is nothing but one link in a causal 

chain of which we cannot imagine a beginning or an end. There is nothing 

here that the most pronounced determinist can disagree with. The meta¬ 

physician—who is not, like the determinist, a “nothing-morist” (ndsti\a) 

merely points out at this stage that only the working of life, the manner 

of its perpetuation, can thus be causally explained; that the existence of 

a chain of causes presumes the logically prior possibility of this existence— 

in other words, presumes a first cause which cannot be thought of as one 

amongst other mediate causes, whether in place or time. 

To return to our automaton, let us consider what takes place at its death. 

The composite being is unmade into the cosmos; there is nothing whatever 

that can survive as a consciousness of being So-and-so. The elements of the 

psycho-physical entity are broken up and handed on to others as a be¬ 

quest. This is, indeed, a process that has been going on throughout our 

So-and-so’s life, and one that can be most clearly followed in propagation, 

repeatedly described in the Indian tradition as the “rebirth of the father 

in and as the son.” So-and-so lives in his direct and indirect descendants. 

This is the so-called Indian doctrine of “reincarnation”; it is the same as 

the Greek doctrine of metasomatosis and metempsychosis; it is the Chris¬ 

tian doctrine of our preexistence in Adam “according to bodily substance 

and seminal virtue”; and it is the modern doctrine of the “recurrence of an¬ 

cestral characters.” Only the fact of such a transmission of psycho-physical 

characters can make intelligible what is called in religion our inheritance of 

original sin, in metaphysics our inheritance of ignorance, and by the philos¬ 

opher our congenital capacity for knowing in terms of subject and object. 

It is only when we are convinced that nothing happens by chance that the 

idea of a Providence becomes intelligible. 

Need I say that this is not a doctrine of reincarnation? Need I say that 

no doctrine of reincarnation, according to which the very being and person 

of a man who has once lived on earth and is now deceased will be reborn 

of another terrestrial mother, has ever been taught in India, even in Bud¬ 

dhism—or for that matter in the Neoplatonic or any other orthodox tradi¬ 

tion? As definitely in the Brahmanas as in the Old Testament, it is stated 

that those who have once departed from this world have departed forever, 

and are not to be seen again amongst the living. From the Indian as from 

the Platonic point of view, all change is a dying. We die and are reborn 

daily and hourly, and death “when the time comes” is only a special case. 
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I do not say that a belief in reincarnation has never been entertained in 

India. I do say that such a belief can only have resulted from a popular 

misinterpretation of the symbolic language of the texts; that the belief 

of modern scholars and theosophists is the result of an equally naive and 

uninformed interpretation of texts. If you ask how such a mistake could 

have arisen I shall ask you to consider the following statements of Saints 

Augustine and Thomas Aquinas: that we were in Adam “according to 

bodily substance and seminal virtue”; “the human body preexisted in the 

previous works in their causal virtues”; “God does not govern the world 

directly, but also by means of mediate causes, and were this not so, the 

world would have been deprived of the perfection of causality”; “As a 

mother is pregnant with the unborn offspring, so the world itself is preg¬ 

nant with the causes of unborn things”; “Fate lies in the created causes 

themselves.” If these had been texts extracted from the Upanisads or 

Buddhism, would you not have seen in them not merely what is really 

there, the doctrine of \arma, but also a doctrine of “reincarnation”? 

By “reincarnation” we mean a rebirth here of the very being and person 

of the deceased. We affirm that this is an impossibility, for good and suffi¬ 

cient metaphysical reasons. The main consideration is this: that inasmuch 

as the cosmos embraces an indefinite range of possibilities, all of which 

must be realized in an equally indefinite duration, the present universe will 

have run its course when all its potentialities have been reduced to act— 

just as each human life has run its course when all its possibilities have 

been exhausted. The end of an aeviternity will have been reached without 

any room for any repetition of events or any recurrence of past conditions. 

Temporal succession implies a succession of different things. History re¬ 

peats itself in types, but cannot repeat itself in any particular. We can speak 

of a “migration” of “genes” and call this a rebirth of types, but this re¬ 

incarnation of So-and-so’s character must be distinguished from the 

“transmigration” of So-and-so’s veritable person. 

Such are the life and death of the reasoning and mortal animal So-and- 

so. But when Boethius confesses that he is just this animal, Wisdom re¬ 

plies that this man, So-and-so, has forgotten who he is. It is at this point 

that we part company with the “nothing-morist,” or “materialist” and 

“sentimentalist” (I bracket these two words because “matter” is what is 

“sensed”). Bear in mind the Christian definition of man as “body, soul 

and spirit.” The Vedanta asserts that the only veritable being of the man 

is spiritual, and that this being of his is not “in” So-and-so or in any “part” 

of him but is only reflected in him. It asserts, in other words, that this 

being is not in the plane of or in any way limited by So-and-so’s field, but 
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extends from this field to its center, regardless of the fences that it pene¬ 

trates. What takes place at death, then, over and above the unmaking of 

So-and-so, is a withdrawal of the spirit from the phenomenal vehicle of 

which it had been the “life.” We speak, accordingly, with strictest ac¬ 

curacy when we refer to death as a “giving up of the ghost” or say that 

So-and-so “expires.” I need, I feel sure, remind you only in parenthesis 

that this ghost” is not a spirit in the Spiritualist’s sense, not a “surviving 

personality,” but a purely intellectual principle such as ideas are made of; 

“ghost” is “spirit” in the sense that the Holy Ghost is Sanctus Spiritus. So 

then, at death, the dust returns to dust and the spirit to its source. 

It follows that the death of So-and-so involves two possibilities, which 

are approximately those implied by the familiar expressions “saved” or 

“lost.” Either So-and-so’s consciousness of being has been self-centered and 

must perish with himself, or it has been centered in the spirit and departs 

with it. It is the spirit, as the Vedantic texts express it, that “remains over” 

when body and soul are unmade. We begin to see now what is meant by 

the great commandment, “Know thyself.” Supposing that our conscious¬ 

ness of being has been centered in the spirit, we can say that the more 

completely we have already “become what we are,” or “awakened,” before 

the dissolution of the body, the nearer to the center of the field will be 

our next appearance or “rebirth.” Our consciousness of being goes nowhere 

at death where it is not already. 

Later on we shall consider the case of one whose consciousness of being 

has already awakened beyond the last of our twenty-one fences or levels 

of reference and for whom there remains only a twenty-second passage. 

For the present let us consider only the first step. If we have taken this step 

before we die—if we have been to some degree living “in the spirit” and 

not merely as reasoning animals—we shall, when the body and soul are 

unmade into the cosmos, have crossed over the first of the fences or circum¬ 

ferences that lie between ourselves and the central Spectator of all things, 

the Supernal Sun, Spirit and Truth. We shall have come into being in a 

new environment where, for example, there may still be a duration but 

not in our present sense a passage of time. We shall not have taken with 

us any of the psycho-physical apparatus in which a sensitive memory 

could inhere. Only the “intellectual virtues” survive. This is not the sur¬ 

vival of a “personality” (that was a property bequeathed when we de¬ 

parted) ; it is the continued being of the very person of So-and-so, no 

longer encumbered by the grossest of So-and-so’s former definitions. We 

shall have crossed over without interruption of consciousness of being. 

In this way, by a succession of deaths and rebirths, all of the fences may 
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be crossed. The pathway that we follow will be that of the spiritual ray 

or radius that links us with the central Sun. It is the only bridge that 

spans the river of life dividing the hither from the farther shore. The word 

“bridge” is used advisedly, for this is the “causeway sharper than a razor’s 

edge,” the Cinvat bridge of the Avesta, the “brig of dread,” familiar to 

the folklorist, which none but a solar hero can pass; it is a far-flung bridge 

of light and consubstantial with its source. The Veda expresses it “Him¬ 

self the Bridge”—a description corresponding to the Christian “I am the 

Way.” You will have divined already that the passage of this bridge con¬ 

stitutes, by stages that are defined by its points of intersection with our 

twenty-one circumferences, what is properly called a transmigration or 

progressive regeneration. Every step of this way has been marked by a 

death to a former “self” and a consequent and immediate “rebirth” as 

“another man.” I must interpolate here that this exposition has inevitably 

been oversimplified. Two directions of motion, one circumferential and 

determinate, the other centripetal and free, have been distinguished; but 

I have not made it clear that their resultant can be properly indicated 

only by a spiral. 

But the time has come to break down the spatial and temporal ma¬ 

terialism of our picture of the cosmos and of man’s pilgrimage from its 

circumference to its center and heart. All of the states of being, all of the 

So-and-sos that we have thought of as coming into being on superimposed 

levels of reference, are within you, awaiting recognition: all of the deaths 

and rebirths involved are supernatural—that is, not “against Nature” but 

extrinsic to the particular possibilities of the given state of being from 

which the transmigration is thought of as taking place. Nor is any time 

element involved. Rather, since temporal vicissitudes play no part in the 

life of the spirit, the journey can be made in part or in its entirety, whether 

before the event of natural death, at death, or thereafter. The Spectator’s 

pavilion is the Kingdom of Heaven that is within you, viz. in the “heart” 

(in all Oriental and ancient traditions not only the seat of the will but of 

the pure intellect, the place where the marriage of Heaven and Earth is 

consummated); it is there only that the Spectator can himself be seen by 

the contemplative—whose glance is inverted, and who thus retraces the 

path of the Ray that links the eye without to the Eye within, the breath of 

life with the Gale of the Spirit. 

We can now, perhaps, better understand all that is meant by the poign¬ 

ant words of the Vedic requiem, “The Sun receive thine eye, the Gale 

thy spirit,” and can recognize their equivalent in “Into thy hands I com- 
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mend my spirit,” or in Eckhart’s “Eye wherewith I see God, that is the 

same eye wherewith God sees in me; my eye and God’s eye, that is one 

eye and one vision and one knowing and one love,” or St. Paul’s “shall be 

one spirit.” The traditional texts are emphatic. We find, for example, in 

the Upanisads the statement that whoever worships, thinking of the deity 

as other than himself, is little better than an animal. This attitude is re¬ 

flected in the proverbial saying, “To worship God you must have become 

God”—which is also the meaning of the words, to “worship in spirit and 

in truth.” We are brought back to the great saying, “That art thou,” and 

have now a better idea, though a far from perfect understanding (because 

the last step remains to be taken), of what “That” may be. We can now 

see how traditional doctrines (distinguishing the outer from the inner, 

the worldly from the other-worldly man, the automaton from the im¬ 

mortal spirit), while they admit and even insist upon the fact that So-and- 

so is nothing but a link in an endless causal chain, can nevertheless affirm 

that the chains can be broken and death defeated without respect to 

time: that this may happen, therefore, as well here and now as at the 

moment of departure or after death. 

We have not even yet, however, reached what is from the point of view 

of metaphysics defined as man’s last end. In speaking of an end of the 

road, we have so far thought only of a crossing of all the twenty-one bar¬ 

riers and of a final vision of the Supernal Sun, the Truth itself; of reach¬ 

ing the Spectator’s very pavilion; of being in heaven face to face with the 

manifested Eye. This is, in fact, the conception of man’s last end as en¬ 

visaged by religion. It is an aeviternal beatitude reached at the “Top of the 

Tree,” at the “Summit of contingent being”; it is a salvation from all the 

temporal vicissitudes of the field that has been left behind us. But it is a 

heaven in which each one of the saved is still one amongst others, and 

other than the Sun of Men and Light of lights himself (these are Vedic as 

well as Christian expressions); a heaven that, like the Greek Elysium, is 

apart from time but not without duration; a resting place but not a final 

home (as it was not our ultimate source, which was in the nonbeing of 

the Godhead). It remains for us to pass through the Sun and reach the 

Empyrean “home” of the Father. “No man cometh to the Father save 

through me.” We have passed through the opened doorways of initiation 

and contemplation; we have moved, through a process of a progressive 

self-naughting, from the outermost to the innermost court of our being, 

and can see no way by which to continue—although we know that behind 

this image of the Truth, by which we have been enlightened, there is a 

somewhat that is not in any likeness, and although we know that behind 
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this face of God that shines upon the world there is another and more 

awful side of him that is not man-regarding but altogether self-intent— 

an aspect that neither knows nor loves anything whatever external to 

itself. It is our own conception of Truth and Goodness that prevents our 

seeing Him who is neither good nor true in any sense of ours. The only 

way on lies directly through all that we had thought we had begun to 

understand: if we are to find our way in, the image of “ourselves” that we 

still entertain—in however exalted a manner—and that of the Truth and 

Goodness that we have “imagined” per excellentiam, must be shattered 

by one and the same blow. “It is more necessary that the soul lose God 

than that she lose creatures ... the soul honors God most in being quit 

of God ... it remains for her to be somewhat that he is not ... to die 

to all the activity denoted by the divine nature if she is to enter the divine 

nature where God is altogether idle . . . she forfeits her very self, and 

going her own way, seeks God no more” (Eckhart). In other words, we 

must be one with the Spectator, both when his eyes are open and when 

they are shut. If we are not, what will become of us when he sleeps? All 

that we have learned through the affirmative theology must be comple¬ 

mented and fulfilled by an Unknowing, the Docta Ignorantia of Christian 

theologians, Eckhart’s Agnosia. It is for this reason that such men as 

Sankara and Dionysius have so strongly insisted upon the via remotioms, 

and not because a positive concept of Truth or Goodness was any less 

dear to them than it could be to us. Sankara’s personal practice, indeed, 

is said to have been devotional—even while he prayed for pardon because 

he had worshipped God by name, who has no name. For such as these 

there was literally nothing dear that they were not ready to leave. 

Let us enunciate the Christian doctrine first in order the better to un¬ 

derstand the Indian. The words of Christ are these: that “I am the door; 

by me if any man enter in, he shall be saved, and shall pass in and out.” 

It is not enough to have reached the door; we must be admitted. But there 

is a price of admission. “He that would save his soul, let him lose it.” Of 

man’s two selves, the two Atmans of our Indian texts, the self that was 

known by name as So-and-so must have put itself to death if the other is 

to be freed of all encumbrances—is to be “free as the Godhead in its 

nonexistence.” 

In the Vedantic texts it is likewise the Sun of men and Light of lights 

that is called the doorway of the worlds and the keeper of the gate. Who¬ 

ever has come thus far is put to the test. He is told in the first place that 

he may enter according to the balance of good or evil he may have done. 

If he understands he will answer, “Thou canst not ask me that; thou 
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knowest that whatever ‘I’ may have done was not of ‘my’ doing, but of 

thine.” This is the Truth; and it is beyond the power of the Guardian 

of the Gate, who is himself the Truth, to deny himself. Or he may be 

asked the question, “Who art thou?” If he answers by his own or by a 

family name he is literally dragged away by the factors of time; but if he 

answers, “I am the Light, thyself, and come to thee as such,” the Keeper 

responds with the words of welcome, “Who thou art, that am I; and who 

I am, thou art; come in.” It should be clear, indeed, that there can be no 

return to God of anyone who still is anyone, for as our texts express it, 

“He has not come from anywhere or become anyone.” 

In the same way, Eckhart, basing his words on the logos, “If any man 

hate not father and mother, . . . yea and his own soul also, he cannot be 

my disciple,” says that “so long as thou knowest who thy father and thy 

mother have been in time, thou art not dead with the real death”; and 

in the same way, Rum!, Eckhart’s peer in Islam, attributes to the Keeper 

of the Gate the words, “Whoever enters saying ‘I am so and so,’ I smite 

in the face.” We cannot, in fact, offer any better definition of the Vedic 

scriptures than St. Paul’s “The word of God is quick and powerful, and 

sharper than any two-edged sword, extending even unto the sundering of 

soul from spirit”: “Quid est ergo, quod debet homo inquirere in hac vita? 

Hoc est ut sciat ipsum.” “Si ignoras te, egredere!” 

The last and most difficult problem arises when we ask: what is the 

state of the being that has thus been freed from itself and has returned to 

its source? It is more than obvious that a psychological explanation is out 

of the question. It is, in fact, just at this point that we can best confess 

with our texts, “He who is most sure that he understands, most assuredly 

misunderstands.” What can be said of the Brahman—that “He is, by that 

alone can He be apprehended”—can as well be said of whoever has become 

the Brahman. It cannot be said what this is, because it is not any “what.” 

A being who is “freed in this life” (Ruml’s “dead man walking”) is “in 

the world, but not of it.” 

We can, nevertheless, approach the problem through a consideration of 

the terms in which the Perfected are spoken of. They are called either 

Rays of the Sun, or Blasts of the Spirit, or Movers-at-Will. It is also said 

that they are fitted for embodiment in the manifested worlds: that is to 

say, fitted to participate in the life of the Spirit, whether it moves or re¬ 

mains at rest. It is a Spirit which bloweth as it will. All of these expressions 

correspond to Christ’s “shall pass in and out, and shall find pasture. Or 

we can compare it with the pawn in a game of chess. When the pawn has 

crossed over from the hither to the farther side it is transformed. It be- 
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comes a minister and is called a mover-at-will, even in the vernacular. 

Dead to its former self, it is no longer confined to particular motions or 

positions, but can go in and out, at will, from the place where its trans¬ 

formation was effected. And this freedom to move at will is another aspect 

of the state of the Perfected, but a thing beyond the conception of those 

who are still mere pawns. It may be observed, too, that the ertswhile pawn, 

ever in danger of an inevitable death on its journey across the board, is 

at liberty after its transformation either to sacrifice itself or to escape from 

danger. In strictly Indian terms, its former motion was a crossing, its 

regenerate motion a descent. 

The question of “annihilation,” so solemnly discussed by Western schol¬ 

ars, does not arise. The word has no meaning in metaphysics, which knows 

only of the nonduality of permutation and sameness, multiplicity and 

unity. Whatever has been an eternal reason or idea or name of an in¬ 

dividual manifestation can never cease to be such; the content of eternity 

cannot be changed. Therefore, as the Bhagavad Gita expresses it, “Never 

have I not been, and never hast thou not been.” 

The relation, in identity, of the “That” and the “thou” in the logos 

“That art thou” is stated in the Vedanta either by such designations as 

“Ray of the Sun” (implying filiation), or in the formula bhedabheda (of 

which the literal meaning is “distinction without difference”). The rela¬ 

tion is expressed by the simile of lovers, so closely embraced that there is 

no longer any consciousness of “a within or a without,” and by the cor¬ 

responding Vaisnava equation, “each is both.” It can be seen also in Plato’s 

conception of the unification of the inner and the outer man; in the Chris¬ 

tian doctrine of membership in the mystical body of Christ; in St. Paul’s 

“whoever is joined unto the Lord is one spirit”; and in Eckhart’s admirable 

formula “fused but not confused.” 

I have endeavored to make it clear that Sankara’s so-called “philosophy” 

is not an “enquiry” but an “explicitation”; that ultimate Truth is not, for 

the Vedantist, or for any traditionalist, a something that remains to be 

discovered but a something that remains to be understood by Everyman, 

who must do the work for himself. I have accordingly tried to explain 

just what it was that Sankara understood in such texts as Atharva Veda 

x.8.44: “Without any want, contemplative, immortal, self-originated, 

sufficed with a quintessence, lacking in naught whatever: he who knoweth 

that constant, ageless, and ever-youthful Spirit, knoweth indeed him-Self, 

and feareth not to die.” 
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Who Is “Satan” and 

Where Is “Hell”? 

He that doeth sin is of the Devil 
i John 3:8 

That in this day and age, when “for most people religion has become an 

archaic and impossible refuge,”1 men no longer take either God or Satan 

seriously, arises from the fact that they have come to think of both alike 

only objectively, only as persons external to themselves and for whose exist¬ 

ence no adequate proof can be found. The same, of course, applies to the 

notions of their respective realms, heaven and hell, thought of as times and 

places neither now nor here. 

We have, in fact, ourselves postponed the “kingdom of heaven on earth” 

by thinking of it as a material Utopia to be realized, we fondly hope, by 

means of one or more five-year plans, overlooking the fact that the con¬ 

cept of an endless progress is that of a pursuit “in which thou must sweat 

eternally,”2—a phrase suggestive less of heaven than of hell. What this 

really means is that we have chosen to substitute a present hell for a future 

heaven we shall never know. 

The doctrine to be faced, however, is that “the kingdom of heaven is 

within you,” here and now, and that, as Jacob Boehme, amongst others, 

so often said, “heaven and hell are everywhere, being universally ex¬ 

tended. . . . Thou art accordingly in heaven or hell. . . . The soul hath 

heaven or hell within itself,”3 and cannot be said to “go to” either when 

the body dies. Here, perhaps, the solution of the problem of Satan may 

be sought. 

It has been recognized that the notion of a Satanic “person,” the chief 

of many “fallen angels,” presents some difficulties: even in religion, that 

[This essay was first published in the Review of Religion, XI (1947).—ed.] 

1 Margaret Marshall in The Nation, February 2, 1946. 
2 Jacob Boehme, De incarnatione Verbi, 11.5.18. 
3 Jacob Boehme, “Of Heaven and Hell,” pp. 259, 260. 
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of a Manichean “dualism” emerges; at the same time, if it be maintained 

that anything whatever is not God, God’s infinity is thereby .circumscribed 

and limited. Is “he,” Satan, then a person, or merely a “personification,” 

i.e., a postulated personality?4 Who is “he,” and where? Is he a serpent 

or a dragon, or has he horns and a poisonous tail? Can he be redeemed and 

regenerated, as Origen and the Muslims have believed? All these problems 

hang together. 

However the ultimate truth of “dualism” may be repudiated, a kind of 

dualism is logically unavoidable for all practical purposes, because any 

world in time and space, or that could be described in words or by mathe¬ 

matical symbols, must be one of contraries, both quantitative and qualita¬ 

tive, for example, long and short, good and evil; and even if it could be 

otherwise, a world without these opposites would be one from which all 

possibility of choice, and of procedure from potentiality to act, would be 

excluded, not a world that could be inhabited by human beings such as we. 

For anyone who holds that “God made the world,” the question, Why did 

He permit the existence in it of any evil, or that of the Evil One in whom 

all evil is personified, is altogether meaningless; one might as well enquire 

why He did not make a world without dimensions or one without tem¬ 

poral succession. 

Our whole metaphysical tradition, Christian and other, maintains that 

“there are two in us,”5 this man and the Man in this man; and that this 

is so is still a part and parcel of our spoken language in which, for example, 

the expression “self-control” implies that there is one that controls and 

another subject to control, for we know that “nothing acts upon itself,”6 

4 “Person cannot be affirmed ... of living things . . . bereft of intellect and rea¬ 

son . . . but we say there is a person of a man, of God, of an Angel” (Boethius, 

Contra Evtychen n). On this basis, Satan, who remains an angel even in hell, can 

be called a Person, or indeed, Persons, since his name is “Legion: for we are many”; 

but as a fallen being, “out of his right mind,” in reality a Person only potentially. 

Much the same could be said of the soul, viz. that there is a Person of the soul, 

but hardly that the soul, as it is in itself, is a Person. Satan and the soul, both alike 

invisible, are only “known,” or rather “inferred,” from behavior, which is just what 

“personality” implies: “personality, that is the hypothetical unity that one postulates 

to account for the doings of people” (H. S. Sullivan, “Introduction to the Study of 

Interpersonal Relations,” Psychiatry, I, 1938). 

5 Plato, Republic 439DE, 604B; Philo, Deterius 82; St. Thomas Aquinas, Sum. Theol. 

11-11.26.4; St. Paul, 11 Cor. 4:16; and in general, as the doctrine is briefly stated by 

Goethe: “Zwei Seelen wohnen ach, in meiner Brust, die eine will sich von der 

andern trennen” (Faust, 1, 759). Similarly in the Vedanta, Buddhism, Islam, and 

in China. 

6 Nil agit in seipsum: axiomatic in Platonic, Christian, and Indian philosophy: 

“the same thing can never do or suffer opposites in the same respect or in relation 
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though we forget it when we talk about “self-government.”* * * * 7 Of these two 

“selves,” outer and inner man, psycho-physical “personality” and very Per¬ 

son, the human composite of body, soul, and spirit is built up. Of these two, 

on the one hand body-and-soul (or -mind), and on the other, spirit, one 

is mutable and mortal, the other constant and immortal; one “becomes,” 

the other “is,” and the existence of the one that is not, but becomes, is pre¬ 

cisely a “personification” or “postulation,” since we cannot say of anything 

that never remains the same that “it is." And however necessary it may be 

to say “I” and “mine” for the practical purposes of everyday life, our Ego 

in fact is nothing but a name for what is really only a sequence of ob¬ 

served behaviors.8 

Body, soul, and spirit: can one or other of these be equated with the 

Devil? Not the body, certainly, for the body in itself is neither good nor 

evil, but only an instrument or means to good or evil. Nor the Spirit— 

intellect, synteresis, conscience, Agathos Daimon—for this is, by hypothe¬ 

sis, man’s best and most divine part, in itself incapable of error, and our 

only means of participation in the life and the perfection that is God him¬ 

self. There remains only the “soul”; that soul which all must “hate” who 

would be Christ’s disciples and which, as St. Paul reminds us, the Word 

of God like a two-edged sword “severs from the spirit”; a soul which 

St. Paul must have “lost” to be able to say truly that “I live, yet not I, 

but Christ in me,” announcing, like Mansur, his own theosis. 

Of the two in us, one the “spark” of Intellect or Spirit, and the other, 

Feeling or Mentality, subject to persuasion, it is obvious that the latter is 

the “tempter,” or more truly “temptress.” There is in each of us, in this 

man and that woman alike, an anima and animus, relatively feminine and 

masculine;9 and, as Adam rightly said, “the woman gave, and I did eat”; 

to the same thing at the same time,” Plato, Republic 436B; “strictly speaking, no 

one imposes a law upon his own actions,” Sum. Theol. 1.93.5; “because of the an¬ 

tinomy involved in the notion of acting upon oneself” (svatmani ca fy-iyavirodhat), 

Sankara on BG 11.17. 

7 “Art thou free of self? then art thou ‘Self-governed’ ” (selbes gewaltic — Skr. 

svarat), Meister Eckhart, Pfeiffer ed., p. 598. 

8 “How can that which is never in the same state ‘be’ anything?” (Plato, Cratylus, 

439E; Theatetus, 152D; Symposium, 2070, etc.). “‘Ego’ has no real meaning, because 

it is perceived only for an instant,” i.e., does not last for even so long as two con¬ 

secutive moments (naivaham-arthah bjani\atva-darsanat\ Vive\acudamani of Sri 

Sankaracharya, 293, Swami Madhavananda, tr., Almora, 3rd ed., 1932). 

9 It is unfortunate that, in modern psychology, an originally lucid terminology 

and distinction has been confused by an equation of the “soul-image” with “the 

anima in man, the animus in woman.” The terms are even more misused by 
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also, be it noted, the “serpent,” by whom the woman herself was first 

beguiled, wears, in art, a woman’s face. But to avoid all possibility of mis¬ 

understanding here, it must be emphasized that all this has nothing what¬ 

ever to do with a supposed inferiority of women or superiority of men: in 

this functional and psychological sense any given woman may be “manly” 

(heroic) or any given man “effeminate” (cowardly).10 

One knows, of course, that “soul,” like “self,” is an ambiguous term, 

and that, in some contexts, it may denote the Spirit or “Soul of the soul,” 

or “Self of the self,” both of which are expressions in common use. But 

we are speaking here of the mutable “soul” as distinguished from the 

“spirit,” and should not overlook to what extent this nefesh, the anima 

after which the human and other “animals” are so called, is constantly 

disparaged in the Bible,* 11 as is the corresponding nafs in Islam. This soul 

is the self to be “denied” (the Greek original meaning “utterly reject,” 

Father M. C. D’Arcy in his Mind and Heart of Love (London, 1946), ch. 7. 

Traditionally, anima and animus are the “soul” and the “spirit” equally in any 

man or any woman; so William of Thierry (cf. note 22 below) speaks of animus vel 

spiritus. This usage goes back to Cicero, e.g., Tusculan Disputations 1.22.52, “neque 

nos corpora sumus . . . cum igitur: Nosce te dicit, hoc dicit, Nosce animum tuum,” 

and v.13.38, “humanus . . . animus decerptus [est] ex mente divina”; and Lucius 

Accius (fr. 296), “sapimus animo, fruimur anima; sine animo, anima est debilis.” 

10 In all traditions, not excepting the Buddhist, this man and this woman are 

both equally capable of “fighting the good fight.” 

11 Cf. D. B. Macdonald, The Hebrew Philosophical Genius (Princeton, 1934), 

p. 139, “the lower, physical nature, the appetites, the psyche of St. Paul . . . ‘self,’ 

but always with that lower meaning behind it”; Thomas Sheldon Green, Gree\- 

F.nglish Lexicon of the Hew Testament (New York and London, 1879), s.v. 1frv\iK6<; 

(“governed by the sensuous nature subject to appetite and passion”); “anima . . . 

cujus vel pulchritudo virtus, vel deformitas vitium est . . . mutabilis est” (St. Au¬ 

gustine, De gen. ad litt. 7.6.9, and Ep. 166.2.3). 

On the other hand, the “Soul” or “Self,” as printed with the capital, is Jung’s 

“Self . . . around which it [the Ego] revolves, very much as the earth rotates about 

the sun . . . [its] superordinated subject” (Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, 

London, 1928, p. 268); not a being, but the inconnumerable and indefinable “Being 

of all beings.” 

We are never told that the mutable soul is immortal in the same timeless way 

that God is immortal, but only that it is immortal “in a certain way of its own” 

(secundum quemdam modum suum, St. Augustine, Ep. 166.2.3). If we ask, Quo- 

modo? seeing that the soul is in time, the answer must be, “in one way only, viz. 

by continuing to become; since thus it can always leave behind it a new and other 

nature to take the place of the old” (Plato, Symposium 2070). It is only God, who is 

the Soul of the soul, that we can speak of as immortal absolutely (1 Tim. 6:16). It 

is incorrect to call the soul “immortal” indiscriminately, just as it is incorrect to 

call any man a genius; man has an immortal Soul, as he has a Genius, but the 

soul can only be immortalized by returning to its source, that is to say, by dying 

to itself and living to its Self; just as a man becomes a genius only when he is 

no longer “himself.” 
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with ontological rather than a merely ethical application), the soul that 

must be lost if “it” is to be saved; and which, as Meister Eckhart and 

the Sufis so often say, must “put itself to death,” or, as the Hindus and 

Buddhists say, must be “conquered” or “tamed,” for “that is not my Self.” 

This soul, subject to persuasion, and distracted by its likes and dislikes, 

this mind that we mean when we speak of having been “minded to do 

this or that,” is “that which thou callest T or ‘myself,’ ” and which Jacob 

Boehme thus distinguishes from the I that is, when he says, with reference 

to his own illuminations, that “not I, the I that I am, knows these things, 

but God in me.” We cannot treat the doctrine of the Ego at length, but 

will only say that, as for Meister Eckhart and the Sufis, “Ego, the word I, 

is proper to none but God in his sameness,” and that “I” can only rightly 

be attributed to Him and to the one who, being “joined unto the Lord, 

is one spirit.” 

That the soul herself, our “I” or “self” itself, should be the Devil— 

whom we call the “enemy,” “adversary,” “tempter,” “dragon,”—never by 

a personal name12—may seem startling, but it is very far from being a 

novel proposition. As we go on, it will be found that an equation of the 

soul with Satan has often been enunciated, and that it provides us with 

an almost perfect solution of all the problems that the latter’s “personality” 

poses. Both are “real” enough for all pragmatic purposes here, in the 

active life where “evil” must be contended with, and the dualism of the 

contraries cannot be evaded; but they are no more “principles,” no more 

really real, than the darkness that is nothing but the privation of light. 

No one will deny that the battleground on which the psychomachy 

must be fought out to a finish is within you, or that, where Christ fights, 

there also must his enemy, the Antichrist, be found. Neither will anyone, 

“superstition” apart, be likely to pretend that the Temptations of St. An¬ 

thony, as depicted in art, can be regarded otherwise than as “projections” 

of interior tensions. In the same way that Picasso’s “Guernica” is the 

mirror of Europe’s disintegrated soul, “the hell of modern existence,” the 

Devil’s horns and sting are an image of the most evil beast in man himself. 

Often enough it has been said by the “Never-enough honoured Auncients,” 

as well as by modern authors, that “man is his own worst enemy.” On the 

other hand, the best gift for which a man might pray is to be “at peace 

with himself”;13 and, indeed, for so long as he is not at peace with Him- 

12 Even the Hebrew Satan, “opponent,” is not a personal name. 

13 Contest of Homer and Hesiod [Oxford Classical Texts, ed. Allen, Vol. 5—ed.], 

165, where the expression evvovv eivai eavrw — fxeravodv (“repentance,” i.e., “com¬ 

ing to be in one’s right mind”), the opposite of irapavodv. 
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self,14 he can hardly be at peace with anybody else, but will “project” his 

own disorders, making of “the enemy”j—for example, Germany, or Russia, 

or the Jews his devil. From whence come wars and fightings among 

you? Come they not hence, even from your lusts (pleasure, or desires, Skr. 

{amah) that contend in your members?” (James 4:1). 

As Jung so penetratingly observes: “When the fate of Europe carried 

it into a four years war of stupendous horror—a war that no one wanted— 

hardly anyone asked who had caused the war and its continuation.”15 

The answer would have been unwelcome: it was “I”—your “I” and mine. 

For, in the words of another modern psychologist, E. E. Fladley, “the 

tragedy of this delusion of individuality is that it leads to isolation, fear, 

paranoid suspicion, and wholly unnecessary hatreds.”16 

All this has always been familiar to the theologians, in whose writings 

Satan is so often referred to simply as “the enemy.” For example, William 

Law: You are under the power of no other enemy, are held in no other 

captivity, and want no other deliverance but from the power of your own 

earthly self. This is the one murderer of the divine life within you. It is 

your own Cain that murders your own Abel,’17 and “self is the root, the 

tree, and the branches of all the evils of our fallen state . . . Satan, or which 

is the same thing, self-exaltation. . . . This is that full-born natural self 

that must be pulled out of the heart and totally denied, or there can be no 

disciple of Christ. If, indeed, “the kingdom of heaven is within you,” 

then also the war in heaven will be there, until Satan has been overcome, 

that is, until the Man in this man is “master of himself,” selbes gewaltic, 

iyKpaTrjs eavrov. 

For the Theologia Germanica (chs. 3, 22, 49), it was the Devil’s “ ‘I, Me, 

and Mine’ that were the cause of his fall. ... For the self, the I, the me 

and the like, all belong to the Evil Spirit, and therefore it is that he is an 

Evil Spirit. Behold one or two words can utter all that has been said by 

these many words: ‘Be simply and wholly bereft of self.’” For “there is 

The Self we mean when we tell a man who is misbehaving to “be yourself” 

Uv aavTu> yevov, Sophocles, Philoctetes 950), for “all is intolerable when any man 

forsakes his proper Self, to do what fits him not” (ibid. 902-903). 

15 C. G. Jung, The Integration of Personality (New York, 1935), p. 274. 

16 E. E. Hadley, in Psychiatry V (1942), 133; citing also H. S. Sullivan, 0p. cit., 

pp. 121-134; “emphasized individuality of each of us, ‘myself.’ Here we have the 

very mother of illusions, the ever pregnant source of preconceptions that invalidate 
almost all our efforts to understand other people.” 

17 William Law, The Spirit of Love, and an Address to the Clergy, cited in Stephen 

Hobhouse, William Law and Eighteenth Century Quakerism (London 1927) pp 
156, 219, 220. ’ 
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nothing else in hell, but self-will; and if there were no self-will, there 

would be no devil and no hell.” So, too, Jacob Boehme: “this vile self-hood 

possesses the world and worldly things; and dwells also in itself, which is 

dwelling in hell”; and Angelus Silesius: 

Nichts anders sturzet dich in Hollenschlund hinein 

Als dass verhasste Wort (merk’s wohl!): das Mein und Dein.18 

Hence the resolve, expressed in a Shaker hymn: 

But now from my forehead I’ll quickly erase 

The stamp of the Devil’s great “I.”19 

Citations of this kind could be indefinitely multiplied, all to the effect 

that of all evil beasts, “the most evil beast we carry in our bosom,”20 our 

most godless and despicable part” and “multifarious beast,” which our 

“Inner Man,” like a lion tamer, must keep under his control or else will 

have to follow where it leads.21 

Even more explicit sayings can be cited from Sufi sources, where the 

soul (nafs) is distinguished from the intellect or spirit (aql, ruh) as the 

Psyche is distinguished from the Pneuma by Philo and in the New Testa¬ 

ment, and as anima from animus by William of Thierry.22 For the encyclo¬ 

paedic Kashful Mahjub, the soul is the “tempter,” and the type of hell in 

this world.23 Al-Ghazall, perhaps the greatest of the Muslim theologians, 

calls the soul “the greatest of your enemies”; and more than that could 

hardly be said of Satan himself. Abu Sa'ld asks: “What is evil, and what 

is the worst evil?” and answers, “Evil is ‘thou,’ and the worst evil ‘thou’ 

if thou knowest it not”; he, therefore, called himself a “Nobody,” refusing, 

like the Buddha, to identify himself with any nameable “personality.”24 

18 Angelus Silesius, Der Cherubinische Wandersmann, v.238. 

19 E. D. Andrews, The Gift to be Simple (New York, 1940), p. 18; cf. p. 79, “That 

great big I, I’ll mortify.” 

20 Jacob Boehme, De incarnatione Verbi, 1.13.13. 

21 Plato, Republic 588c ff., where the whole soul is compared to such a composite 

animal as the Chimaera, Scylla, or Cerberus. In some respects the Sphinx might 

have been an even better comparison. In any case, the human, leonine, and ophidian 

parts of these creatures correspond to the three parts of the soul, in which “the hu¬ 

man in us, or rather our divine part” should prevail; of which Hercules leading 

Cerberus would be a good illustration. 

22 William of Thierry, The Golden Epistle of Abbot William of St. Thierry to 

the Carthusians of Mont Dieu, tr. Walter Shewring (London, 1930) §§50, 51. 

23 Kashf al-Mahjub, tr. R. A. Nicholson (Gibb Memorial Series XVII), p. 199; 

cf. p. 9, “the greatest of all veils between God and man.” 

24 For Abu Sa'id see R. A. Nicholson, Studies in Islamic Mysticism (Cambridge, 

1921), p. 53. 
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Jalalu’d Din Rumi, in his Mathnawi, repeats that man’s greatest enemy is 

himself: “This soul,” he says, “is hell,” and he bids us “slay the soul.” “The 

soul and Shaitan are both one being, but take two forms; essentially one 

from the first, he became the enemy and envier of Adam”; and, in the 

same way, “the Angel (Spirit) and the Intellect, Adam’s helpers, are of 

one origin but assume two forms.” The Ego holds its head high: “de¬ 

capitation means, to slay the soul and quench its fire in the Holy War” 

{jihad); and well for him who wins this battle, for “whoever is at war 

with himself for God’s sake, ... his light opposing his darkness, the sun 

of his spirit shall never set.”25 

’Tis the fight which Christ, 

With his internal Love and Light, 

Maintains within man’s nature, to dispel 

God’s Anger, Satan, Sin, and Death, and Hell; 

The human Self, or Serpent, to devour, 

And raise an Angel from it by His Pow’r. 

John Byrom 

“Spark of the soul . . . image of God, that there is ever in all wise at war 

with all that is not godly . . . and is called the Synteresis”26 (Meister Eck- 

hart, Pfeiffer ed., p. 113). “We know that the Law is of the Spirit . . . 

but I see another law in my members, warring against the Law of the 

Intellect, and bringing me into captivity. . . . With the Intellect I myself 

serve the Law of God; but with the flesh the law of sin. . . . Submit your¬ 

selves therefore to God: resist the Devil.”27 And similarly in other Scrip¬ 

tures, notably the Bhagavad Gita (vi.5, 6) : “Lift up the self by the Self, let 

not self sit back. Lor, verily, the Self is both the friend and the foe of the 

self; the friend of one whose self has been conquered by the Self, but to 

one whose self hath not (been overcome), the Self at war, forsooth, acts 

as an enemy”; and the Buddhist Dhammapada (103, 160, 380), where 

“the Self is the Lord of the self” and one should “by the Self incite the 

25 Citations are from Mathnawi 1.2617; 11.2525; hi.374, 2738, 3193, 4053 (nafs va 

shaitan har du e\ in bud’and); cf. 11.2272 ff., v.2919, 2939. The fundamental kinship 

of Satan and the Ego is apparent in their common claim to independent being; and 

“association” (of others with the God who only is) amounts, from the Islamic point 

of view, to polytheism {ibid, iv.2675-77). 

28 On the meaning of the “Synteresis,” etymologically an equivalent of Skr. sam- 

taraka, “one who helps to cross over,” see O. Renz, “Die Synteresis nach dem HI. 

Thomas von Aquin,” Beitrage zur Geschichte der Philosophic des Mittelalters, X 

(Munster, 1911). 

27 Rom. 7:14-23; James 4:7. 
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self, and by the Self gentle self” (as a horse is “broken in” by a skilled 

trainer), and “one who has conquered self is the best of all champions.” 

(Cf. Philostratus, Vit. Ap., 1.13: “Just as we break in skittish and unruly 

horses by stroking and patting them.”) 

At the same time, it must not be forgotten that the Psychomachy is also 

a “battle of love,” and that Christ—to whom “ye should be married . . . 

that we should bring fruit unto God” (Rom. 7:3, 4)—already loved the 

unregenerate soul “in all her baseness and foulness,”28 or that it is of her 

that Donne says: “Nor ever chaste, except Thou ravish me.” It was for 

nothing but “to go and fetch his Lady, whom his Father had eternally 

given him to wife, and to restore her to her former high estate that the 

Son proceeded out of the Most High’’ (Meister Eckhart).29 The Deity’s 

lance or thunderbolt is, at the same time, his yard, with which he pierces 

his mortal Bride. The story of the thunder-smitten Semele reminds us 

that the Theotokos, in the last analysis Psyche, has ever been of Lunar, 

never herself of Solar stock; and all this is the sum and substance of every 

“solar myth,” the theme of the Liebesgeschichte des Himmels and of the 

Drachen\dmpfe. 

“Heaven and earth: let them be wed again.”30 Their marriage, consum¬ 

mated in the heart, is the Hieros Gamos, Daivam Mithunam,31 and those 

in whom it has been perfected are no longer anyone, but as He is “who 

never became anyone.”32 Plotinus’ words: “Love is of the very nature of 

the Psyche, and hence the constant yoking of Eros with the Psyches in the 

pictures and the myths”33 might as well have been said of half the world’s 

fairy-tales, and especially of the Indian “pictures and myths” of Sri Krish¬ 

na and the Milkmaids, of which the Indian commentators rightly deny 

the historicity, asserting that all these are things that come to pass in all 

men’s experience. Such, indeed, are “the erotica (Skr. srngara) into which, 

it seems that you, O Socrates, should be initiated,” as Diotima says, and 

which in fact he so deeply respected.34 

But, this is not only a matter of Grace; the soul’s salvation depends also 

on her submission, her willing surrender; it is prevented for so long as 

she resists. It is her pride (mana, abhimana\ olipjLa, oitjctls; self-opinion, 

overweening), the Satanic conviction of her own independence (asmi- 

mana, ahamkara, cogito ergo sum), her evil rather than herself, that must 

28 St. Bonaventura, Dominica prima post octavam epiphamae, 2.2. For the whole 

theme, see also Coomaraswamy, “On the Loathly Bride” [in Vol. I of this edition— 

ED.]. 

29 Pfeiffer ed., p. 288. 30 RV x.24.5. 31 SB x.5.2.12. 

32 ku 11.18. 33 Enneads vi.9.9. 34 Plato, Symposium 210A. 
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be killed; this pride she calls her “self-respect,” and would rather die 

than be divested of it. But the death that she at last, despite herself, de¬ 

sires, is no destruction but a transformation. Marriage is an initiatory death 

and integration (nirvana, sams\ara, reXos).35 “Der Drache und die Jung¬ 

frau sind nattirlich identisch”;36 the “Fier Baiser” transforms the dragon; 

the mermaid loses her ophidian tail; the girl is no more when the woman 

has been “made”; from the nymph the winged soul emerges.37 And so 

“through Thee an Iblis may become again one of the Cherubim.”38 

And what follows when the lower and the higher forms of the soul 

have been united? This has nowhere been better described than in the 

Aitareya Aranya\a (n.3.7): “This Self gives itself to that self, and that 

self to this Self; they become one another; with the one form he (in whom 

this marriage has been consummated) is unified with yonder world, and 

with the other united to this world”; the Brhadaranya\a Upamsad 

(iv.3.23): “Embraced by the Prescient Self, he knows neither a within 

nor a without. Verily, that is his form in which his desire is obtained, 

in which the Self is his desire, and in which no more desires or grieves.” 

“Amor ipse non quiescit, nisi in amato, quod fit, cum obtinet ipsum 

possessione plenaria”;39 “Jam perfectam animam . . . gloriosam sibi 

sponsam Pater conglutinat.”40 Indeed: 

Dafern der Teufel konnt aus seiner Seinheit gehn, 

So sahest du ihn stracks in Gottes Throne stehn.41 

So, then, the Agathos and Kakos Daimons, Fair and Foul selves, Christ 

and Antichrist, both inhabit us, and their opposition is within us. Heaven 

and Hell are the divided images of Love and Wrath in divinis, where the 

Light and the Darkness are undivided, and the Lamb and the Lion lie 

down together. In the beginning, as all traditions testify, heaven and earth 

were one and together; essence and nature are one in God, and it remains 

for every man to put them together again within himself. 

35 Nirvana, J. 1.60; samshjxra, Manu 11.67; ri\os, H. G. Liddell and R. Scott, A 

Gree\-English Lexicon, 8th ed., Oxford, 1897, s.v. vi.2. 

38 E. Siecke, Drachen\ampje (Leipzig, 1907), p. 14. 

37 For the Fier Baiser see the references in Coomaraswamy, “On the Loathly 

Bride.” For the marriage, Meister Eckhart (Pfeiffer ed., p. 407) and Omikron, 

Letters from Paulos, New York, 1920, passim. 

38 Rumi, Mathnawi iv.3496. 

39 Jean de Castel, De adhaerendo Deo, C. 12. 

40 St. Bernard, De grad, humilitatis, vii.21. 

41 Angelus Silesius, 1.143. Cf. Theologia Germanica, ch. xvi: “If the evil Spirit 

himself could come into true obedience, he would become an angel [of light] again, 

and all his sin and wickedness would be blotted out.” 
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All these are our answers. Satan is not a real and single Person, but a 

severally postulated personality, a “Legion.” Each of these personalities 

is capable of redemption (apo\at a stasis), and can, if it will, become again 

what it was before it “fell”—Lucifer, Phosphorus, Helel, Scintilla, the 

Morning Star, a Ray of the Supernal Sun; because the Spark, however it 

may seem to be smothered, is an Asbestos that cannot be extinguished, 

even in hell. But, in the sense that a redemption of all beings cannot be 

thought of as taking place at any one time, and inasmuch as there will be 

devilish souls in need of redemption throughout all time, Satan must be 

thought of as being damned for ever, meaning by “damned,” self-excluded 

from the vision of God and the knowledge of Truth. 

The problem with which we started has been largely solved, but it still 

remains to accomplish the harder tasks of an actual “self-naughting” and 

consequent “Self-realization” to which the answers point, and for which 

theology is only a partial preparation. Satan and the Ego are not really 

entities, but concepts postulated and valid only for present, provisional, 

and practical purposes; both are composite photographs, as it were of 

Xj, X2, X3. It has often been said that the Devil’s most ingenious device is 

to persuade us that his existence is a mere “superstition.” In fact, however, 

nothing can be more dangerous than to deny his existence, which is as 

real, although no more so, as our own; we dare not deny Satan until we 

have denied ourselves, as everyone must who would follow Him who 

said and did nothing “of himself.” “What is Love? the sea of non-exist¬ 

ence”;42 and “whoever enters there, saying ‘It is I,’ I [God], smite him in 

the face”;43 “What is Love? thou shalt know when thou becomest Me.”44 

42 Mathnawl 111.4723. 

43 Rumi, Divan, Ode xxvm. “None has knowledge of each who enters that he is 

So-and-so or So-and-so,” ibid., p. 61. 

44 Mathnawi n, Introduction. 
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Religious Tolerance 

“They call Him by a multitude of names, Who is but One”; “A single 

Fire that burns on many altars”; “Even as He sheweth, so is He named”; 

these are affirmations taken from the sacrificial hymns of the Rg Veda. 

“As He is approached, so He becomes”; “It is because of His great abun¬ 

dance—or because He can be so variously participated in—that they call 

Him by so many names.” By way of comment, we cite St. Thomas 

Aquinas, “The many aspects of these names are not empty and vain, for 

there corresponds to all of them one single reality represented by them 

in a manifold and imperfect manner” {Sum. Theol. 1.13.4 and 2). Noth¬ 

ing, perhaps, so strangely impresses or bewilders a Christian student of 

Saint Ramakrishna’s life as the fact that this Hindu of the Hindus, with¬ 

out in any way repudiating his Hinduism, but for the moment forgetting 

it, about 1866 completely surrendered himself to the Islamic way, repeated 

the name of Allah, wore the costume, and ate the food of a Muslim. 

This self-surrender to what we should call in India the waters of another 

current of the single river of truth resulted only in a direct experience of 

the beatific vision, not less authentic than before. Seven years later, Rama¬ 

krishna in the same way proved experimentally the truth of Christianity. 

He was now for a time completely absorbed in the idea of Christ, and 

had no room for any other thought. You might have supposed him a 

convert. What really resulted was that he could now affirm on the basis of 

personal experience, “I have also practiced all religions, Hinduism, Islam, 

Christianity, and I have also followed the paths of the different Hindu 

sects. . . . The lake has many shores. At one the Hindu draws water in a 

pitcher, and calls it jala, at another the Muslim in leather bottles, and 

calls it pdni, at a third the Christian finds what he calls ‘water.’ ” 

[Originally a lecture given in New York, March 1936, for the centenary of the birth 

of Sri Ramakrishna, this text was published in Prabuddha Bharata, XLI (1936), and 

in French by Etudes traditionelles, XLI (1936).—ed.] 
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Such an understanding may be rare, but is absolutely normal in the 

East: as the Bhagavad Gita expresses it, “There is no deity that I am not, 

and in case any man be truly the worshipper of any deity whatever, it is 

I that am the cause of his devotion and its fruit. . . . However men ap¬ 

proach Me, even so do I welcome them, for the path men take from every 

side is Mine.” Similarly the Bhaktamala (cf. G. A. Grierson, ed., London, 

1909) : “No one is ignorant of the doctrines of his own religion. . . . There¬ 

fore let every man, so far as in him lieth, help the reading of the Scrip¬ 

tures, whether those of his own church, or those of another.” And similarly 

also in Islam, “My heart has become capable of every form ... it is a con¬ 

vent for Christian monks, a temple for idols, the place of pilgrimage at 

Mecca, the tables of the Torah, the book of the Koran: I follow the re¬ 

ligion of Love, whichever way His camels take.” 

Such an understanding is rarer still, and one may say abnormal to the 

Western type of humanity. If the modern Christian does not quite en¬ 

dorse the conduct of Charlemagne’s heroes at Saragossa—“The synagogues 

they enter and the mosques, whose every wall with mallet and axes they 

shatter: they break in pieces small the idols . . . the heathen folk in crowds 

to the font baptismal are driven, to take Christ’s yoke upon them. . . . 

Thus out of heathen darkness have five-score thousand been redeemed, 

and be now true Christians,” it is at least quite certain that for every man 

that has died by religious persecution in India, ten thousand have died in 

Europe, and equally certain that the activity of Christian missions still 

quite frankly endorses a program of conversion by force—the force of 

money, not indeed paid out in cash, but expended on education and medi¬ 

cal aid bestowed with ulterior motives. “Force,” as Lafcadio Hearn once 

wrote, “the principal instrument of Christian propagandism in the past, 

is still the force behind our missions.” No greater offenders are to be found 

than missionaries against the commandment, “Thou shalt not bear false 

witness against thy neighbour.” I do not, however, at all wish to dwell 

upon this point of view, but rather to point out that although religious 

tolerance in Europe has never, as in Asia, been founded upon the belief 

that all religions are true, but rather founded on a growing indifference 

to all religious doctrines, an intellectual basis for a willing tolerance of 

other forms of belief is by no means wanting in Christianity. John, indeed, 

speaks of the “True Light that lighteth every man.” Even St. Thomas 

admits that some of the Gentiles who lived before Christ’s temporal birth 

may have been saved. For as Clement of Alexandria had long since said, 

“There was always a natural manifestation of the one Almighty God, 
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amongst all right-thinking men.” Eckhart speaks of “One of our most 

ancient philosophers who found the truth long, long before God’s birth, 

ere ever there was Christian faith at all as it is now,” ahd again much 

more boldly, “He to whom God is different in one thing from another 

and to whom God is dearer in one thing than another, that man is a 

barbarian, still in the wilds, a child.” 

Note that “Merlyn made the round table in tokenying of the roundenes 

of the world for by the round table is the world sygnefyed by ryghte. For 

all the world crysten and hethen repayren unto the round table . . . (that) 

by them which should be felawes of the round table the truth of the 

Sancgreal should be well knowen.” (Malory, Morte Darthur, xiv.2). The 

truth is with Blake when he says, “The religions of all nations are derived 

from each nation’s different reception of the poetic genius1 which is 

everywhere called the spirit of prophecy. ... As all men are alike (though 

infinitely various), so all religions, and as all similars have one source.” 

The Vedic and Christian traditions are never tired of employing “Truth,” 

“Being,” and “Beauty,” as preeminently fitting, essential names of God. 

Now we are well aware that in this human world there cannot be a con¬ 

ceptual knowledge or expression of truth except in some way; just as 

there can be no perceptible beauty except of some kind. What is true in 

all truths, or what is beautiful in all beauties, cannot itself be any one of 

these truths or beauties. As Dionysius says, “If anyone in seeing God un¬ 

derstood what he saw, he saw not God himself, but one of those things 

that are His.” Belief in Revelation or Audition does not mean that the 

very words in which the truth is expressed in any case contain the truth, 

but rather that they point to it, for as St. Thomas says, “Everything has 

truth of nature according to the degree in which it imitates the knowledge 

of God”; “our intellect considers God according to the mode derived from 

creatures”; and finally, “the thing known is in the knower according to 

the mode of the knower.” All concepts of God, even the most nearly 

adequate, are thus man-made; as we say in India, “He takes the forms 

that are imagined by His worshippers.” Very surely He is not to be 

thought of as confined by or fully expressed by any of these forms, Who 

is Himself the single form of every form, and transcendent with respect to 

each and every form; it is from this point of view that many a Christian 

teacher has affirmed that “Nothing true can be said of God.” The value 

of concepts, of any expression verbal or visible, per verbum in intellectu 

conceptum, is one of use; the concept is of value not as a thing in itself, 

1 Vedic kavitva. 
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but as dispositive to an essential vision, not in any likeness. The beauty of 

the formula, the verbal or visual icon, poignant as it may be in Christian 

gospel or Vedic liturgy, is not an end in itself but, referred to him who 

uses it, is an invitation. The purpose of any art, and no less of that highest 

art of theology, in which all other arts, whether literary or plastic, subsist 

per excellentiam, is to teach, to delight, and above all to move (Augustine’s 

docere, delectare, movere). An exclusive attachment to any one dogma, 

any one group of verbal or visual symbols, however pertinent, is an act of 

idolatry; the Truth itself is inexpressible. 

If the image is His whose image it is, the colors and the art are ours. 

Whoever claims that his own manner of understanding and statement is 

the only true one is moved not by the vision of God, but by spiritual pride. 

Such a believer, as Ibn ‘Arabl says, “praises none but himself, for his God 

is made by himself, and to praise the work is to praise the maker of it: 

its excellence or imperfection belongs to the maker. For this reason he 

blames the beliefs of others, which he would not do if he were just. . . . 

If he understood the saying of Junayd, ‘The color of the water is the color 

of the vessel containing it,’ he would not interfere with others, but would 

perceive God in every form and every belief. He has opinion, not knowl¬ 

edge: therefore God said, ‘I am in my servant’s opinion of Me,’ that is, 

‘I do not manifest myself to him save in the form of his belief.’ God is 

absolute or unrestricted as He pleases; and the God of religious belief is 

subject to limitations, for He is the God who is contained in the heart of 

His servant.” The Oriental Gnostic has no fault to find with any Catholic 

doctrine; judged by Vedic standards, one can say that Christianity is true 

and lovely, true so far as any formulation can be true, lovely in so far as 

any thing, as distinguished from One who is no thing, can be lovely. 

Moreover, it can be positively affirmed that every notable Christian doc¬ 

trine is also explicitly propounded in every other dialect of the primordial 

tradition: I refer to such doctrines as those of the eternal and temporal 

births, that of the single essence and two natures, that of the Father’s 

impassibility, that of the significance of sacrifice, that of transubstantiation, 

that of the nature of the distinction between the contemplative and active 

lives and of both from the life of pleasure, that of eternity from aeviternity 

and time, and so forth. Literally hundreds of texts could be cited from 

Christian and Islamic, Vedic, Taoist, and other scriptures and their patris¬ 

tic expositions, in close and sometimes literally verbal agreement. To cite 

a trio of instances at random, whereas Damascene has to say that “He 

Who Is, is the principal of all names applied to God,” in the Katha Upani- 
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sad we have “He is, by that alone is He to be apprehended”: whereas St. 

Thomas says, “These things are said to be under the sun which are gene¬ 

rated and corrupted,” the Satapatha Brahmana affirms that “Everything 

under the sun is in the power of death”; and whereas Dionysius speaks of 

That “which not to see or know is really to see and know,” the ]aimiriiya 

Upanisad Brahmana has it that “The thought of God is his by whom it is 

unthought, or if he thinks the thought he does not understand.” All tradi¬ 

tional teaching employs side by side the via affirmativa and the via remo- 

tionis, and in this sense is in agreement with Boethius that “Faith is a 

mean between contrary heresies.” Sin is defined by the Thomist and in 

India in one and the same way as a “departure from the order to the end.” 

All tradition is agreed that the last end of man is happiness. 

On the other hand, while there can be only one metaphysics, there must 

be not merely a variety of religions, but a hierarchy of religions, in which 

the truth is more or less adequately expressed, according to the intellectual 

capacities of those whose religions they are. Nor do I mean to deny that 

there can be heterodox doctrines, properly to be condemned as heresies, 

but only that any and every belief is a heresy if it be regarded as the 

truth, and not merely as a signpost of the truth. Pantheism, for example, is 

equally a heresy from Christian, Islamic, and Hindu points of view; a 

confusion of things as they are in themselves with things as they are in 

God, of the essence of the participant with the participated Essence, is an 

eSregi°us error, and yet not so great an error as to assume that the being 

of things as they are in themselves is altogether their own being. The dis¬ 

tinction of essence from nature of the Samkhya system is true from a cer¬ 

tain point of view, and yet false when regarded from the standpoint of a 

higher synthesis, as in the Vedanta, and similarly in Christianity, where 

from one point of view essence and nature are the universe apart, and yet in 

the simplicity of the First Cause are one impartite substance. 

It is perfectly legitimate to feel that a given religion is more adequately 

true than another; to hold, for example, that Catholicism is more ade¬ 

quately true than Protestantism, or Hinduism than Buddhism. Real dis¬ 

tinctions can be drawn: Christianity maintains, for example, that meta¬ 

physics, though the highest of the other sciences, is inferior to the sacred 

science of theology; Hinduism is primarily metaphysical, and only sec¬ 

ondarily religious, hence the controversies as to the true significance of 

deification, and hence it is that however much a Hindu may find him¬ 

self in enthusiastic agreement with the angelic and celestial doctors (Tho¬ 

mas and Bonaventura), he is more at home with certain giants of Christian 
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thought whose orthodoxy is suspect, I mean Eriugena, Eckhart, Boehme, 

Blake, and more at home with Plotinus than with the representatives of 

exoteric Christian orthodoxy; more at home with St. John than with St. 

James, more in sympathy with Christian Platonism than with Christian 

Aristotelianism, scarcely at all in sympathy with Protestant theologies, and 

far more in sympathy with Qabbalistic interpretations of Genesis and 

Exodus than with any historical approach. So that we do not for a 

moment mean to maintain the impropriety of all dogmatic controversy. 

We must bear in mind that even within the framework of a presumably 

homogeneous faith it is taken for granted that one and the same truths 

must be presented in various ways suited to the audience, and that this is 

not a matter of contradictory statement, but of “convenient means.” What 

we do maintain is that all paths converge; that the Wayfarer, having 

already trodden a given path, will under all normal circumstances sooner 

reach that point at which all progress ends—“On reaching God, all prog¬ 

ress ends”—than if he retrace his steps and start afresh. 

What we must not forget is that no one can finally pronounce upon 

the truth of a given religion who has not lived it, as Ramakrishna lived 

both Christianity and Islam, as well as Hinduism; and that once con¬ 

vinced that only one’s own truth is true, “It is,” as Professor C. A. Briggs 

of Drew University lately remarked, “the easiest thing imaginable to take 

the concepts of other faiths, abstract them from their contexts, and de¬ 

molish them.” For example, how easily the Islamic definition of Chris¬ 

tianity as a polytheistic religion could be deduced from the considered 

statement of St. Thomas, that “We do not say the only God, because deity 

is common to several” (Sum. Theol. 1.31.2c). In the same way, a pan¬ 

theistic definition of Christianity could easily be deduced from St. Thom¬ 

as’s “A thing has being by participation. ... We must consider ... the 

emanation of all being from the universal cause, which is God” (Sum. 

Theol. 1.44.1 ad 1 and 45 ic). 

What is then, in the last analysis, the value of comparative religion? 

Certainly not to convince us that one mode of belief is the preparation 

for another, or to lead to a decision as to which is “best.” One might as 

well regard ancient or exotic styles of art as preparations for and aspira¬ 

tions towards one’s own. Nor can the value of this discipline be thought of 

as one conducing to the development of a single universally acceptable 

syncretic faith embodying all that is “best” in every faith; such a “faith” 

as this would be a mechanical and lifeless monstrosity, by no means a 
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stream of living water, but a sort of religious Esperanto. Comparative re¬ 

ligion can demonstrate that all religions spring from a common source; 

are, as Jeremias says, the “dialects of a single spiritual speech.” We cannot, 

therefore, take the formulae of one religion and insert them in another 

without incongruity. One can recognize that many formulae are identical 

in different religions; confront, for example, St. Thomas, “Creation, which 

is the emanation of all being from the not-being, which is no thing” (Sum. 

Theol. 1.45.1c) with the Vedic “Being is engendered from nonbeing” 

(,asatah sad ajayata, RV x.72.3), and such comparisons can be validly em¬ 

ployed (even by the most orthodox) as what St. Thomas calls “extrinsic 

and probable proofs” of the validity of a given dogma. 

But of greater value than this is the clarification that results when the 

formulae of one tradition are collated with those of another. For, as we 

have already seen, every tradition is necessarily a partial representation of 

the truth intended by tradition universally considered; in each tradition 

something is suppressed, or reserved, or obscure which in another may be 

found more extensively, more logically, or more brilliantly developed. 

What then is clear and full in one tradition can be used to develop the 

meaning of what may be hardly more than alluded to in another. Or even 

if in one tradition a given doctrine has been definitely named, a realization 

of the significance of this definition may lead to the recognition and 

correlation of a whole series of affirmations in another tradition, in all 

of which the same doctrine is implicit, but which had previously been 

overlooked in their relation to one another. It is thus a great advantage to 

be able to make use of the expression Vedic exemplarism\ or conversely, 

to speak of Christian yoga immediately brings out the analogy between 

St. Bernard’s consideratio, contemplatio, and raptus with Sanskrit dhara- 

nd, dhyana, and samadhi. 

To many Christians, no doubt, Sri Ramakrishna’s primary attachment 

to the cult of the Great Mother gives offense. Nothing is, indeed, more 

usual than to consider that Christianity, whether for better or worse, 

adheres to purely masculine interpretations of divine being; the Christian 

speaks of a Father, but not of a Mother in Heaven, whereas in India the 

ancient love of the Magna Mater maintains itself at the present day on 

equal terms with that of the Propator. And yet the doctrine of the ma¬ 

ternity of the divine nature is repeatedly, however reservedly, affirmed in 

Christian theology, fundamentally in that of the “two natures,” more ex¬ 

plicitly in that of the temporal and eternal nativities, and in that of the 

Generation of the Son as a vital operation from conjoint principles—“Pro- 
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cessio Verbi in divinis dicitur generatio . . . quae est operatio vitae . . . 

et propter hoc proprie dicitur genitum et Filius” {Sum. Theol. 1.27.2; 

cf. 1.98.2c, “In every act of generation there is an active and a passive 

principle.”). It is inasmuch as “eternal filiation does not depend on a 

temporal mother” {ibid, m.35.5 ad 2) that Eckhart can speak of the “act 

of fecundation latent in eternity,” and say that “it is God who has the 

treasure and the bride in Him,” that the “Godhead wantons with the 

Word,” and that “His birth in Mary ghostly was to God better pleasing 

than His nativity of her in the flesh.” One sees that when St. Thomas 

speaks of “that Nature by which the Father begets” {Sum. Theol. 1.41.5), 

the reference is really to the Magna Mater, the Vedic Aditi, not to men¬ 

tion other names of the One Madonna, and sees what is really meant by 

the otherwise obscure assertion that notwithstanding primary matter 

“recedes from likeness to God, yet ... it retains a certain likeness to the 

divine being” {ibid. 1.14.11 ad 3). Natura Naturata indeed “retains” a cer¬ 

tain likeness to “Natura Naturans, Creatrix, Deus”: Mother Earth to 

Mother Nature, Mary in the flesh to Mary ghostly. One need only con¬ 

sider Genesis 1:27, “To the image of God He created him; male and fe¬ 

male He created them,” in connection with Galatians 3:28, “according to 

the image of Him that created him, where there is neither male nor fe¬ 

male,” to realize that whereas Essence and Nature in divinis are one 

simple substance without composition, the very fact that the conjoint 

principles can be separately exemplified is proof that the Supreme Identity 

can be truly spoken of either as Father or as Mother, or as Father-Mother, 

just as in the Vedas the Divine “Parents” are indifferently “Fathers” 

{pitara) or “Mothers” (matara), or as “That One, spirated, despirated” 

{tad e\am dnit avatam, RV x.129.2, where no gender is implied; cf. Eck- 

hart’s “Where these two abysms hang, equally spirated, despirated, there 

is the Supreme Being”). 

Thus we may go so far as to assert on behalf of a true “comparative 

religion,” that however a religion may be self-sufficient if it be followed 

to the very end to which it is directed, there can hardly be supposed a way 

so plain that it could not here and there be better illuminated by other 

lights than that of the pilgrim’s private lantern, the light of any lantern 

being only a refraction of the Light of lights. A diversity of routes is not 

merely appropriate to a diversity of travelers, who are neither all alike, 

nor start from one and the same point, but may be of incalculable aid to 

any traveler who can rightly read the map; for where all roads converge, 

there can be none of them that does not help to clarify the true position 
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of the center of the maze, “short of which we are still in a duality.” Hence 

we say that the very implications of the phrase “religious tolerance” are 

to be avoided: diversity of faith is not a matter for unwilling “toleration,” 

but of divine appointment. And this will hold good even if we sincerely 

believe that other faiths are inferior to our own, and in this sense rela¬ 

tively “evil”: for as Augustine says, “The admirable beauty of the uni¬ 

verse is made up of all things. In which even what is called evil, well-or¬ 

dered and in its place, is the eminent commendation of what is good” 

(Enchiridion xm), whom St. Thomas quotes with approval, adding that 

“The universe, the present creation being supposed, cannot be better, be¬ 

cause of the most beautiful order given to things by God” {Sum. Theol. 

1.48.1 and 1.25.6 ad 3). As Augustine also says, “There is no evil in things, 

but only in the sinner’s misuse of them” (De doctrina Christiana 111.12). 

As to the sinner’s “misuse,” who can assure us of that, with respect to 

which it has been said, “Judge not, that ye be not judged”? 

In the matter of direction towards the Kingdom of Heaven “within 

you,”2 the modern world is far more lacking in the will to seek, than 

likely to be led astray by false direction. From the Satanic point of view 

there could hardly be imagined a better activity than to be engaged in 

the “conversion of the heathen” from one to another body of dogmas: that, 

surely, was not what was meant by the injunction, “Go thou and preach 

the Kingdom of God”—or was He mistaken, when He said, “The King¬ 

dom of Heaven is within you”? 

2 Sanskrit hrdaya\a'se, antarbhutasya \he. 
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The essential procedures of initiatory rites, by which the death of an old 

man and the rebirth of a new man are effected, and the conditions of access 

to penetralia, are alike all over the world. Firmicus Maternus, De errore 

profanarum religionum (ch. xvm), dealing with these subjects,1 reminds 

us that there are right answers to the right questions (habent enim propria 

signa propria responsa), and that the right answer (proprium responsum) 

is made by the initiand (homo moriturus) precisely as the proof of his 

right to be admitted (ut possit admitti). A typical example of such a sig- 

num and of the wrong and right answers can be cited from the Jaiminiya 

Upanisad Brahmana, m.14.1-5. When the deceased reaches the Sundoor 

the question is asked, “Who art thou?” If he answers by his own or by a 

family name2 he is dragged away by the factors of time. He should re¬ 

spond, “Who I am (is) the Light thou (art) (ho’ham asmi suvas tv am). 

[This note was first published in the Review of Religion, VI (i94i).-ed.] 

1 For Firmicus Maternus, see G. van der Leeuw, “The 2YMBOAA in Firmicus 
Maternus,” in Egyptian Religion, I (1933). 

2 “Names are fetters” (AA 11.1.6). God has no personal or family name (BU 
hi.8.8), nor ever becomes anyone (KU 11.18), and it follows that there can be no 
return to God, no deificatio (for which, in Cusa’s words, an ablatio omnis alteritatis 
et diversitatis is indispensable) for anyone who still is someone. The initiate is name¬ 
less, is not himself but Agni (KB vii.2.3), cf. Gal. 2:20, vivo autem jam non ego, 
sed Christus in me. God is a Sea, “nostra pace: ella e quel mare, al qual tutto si 
move” (Paradiso 111.85, 86); and as the names of the rivers are lost in the sea, so are 
our names and likenesses lost when we reach Him (A iv.198, Prasna Up. vi.5). 
“Also sich wandelt der tropfe in daz mer” (Eckhart, Pfeiffer ed., p. 314), cf. RumI, 
“that your drop may become the sea,” and “None has knowledge of each who en¬ 
ters, that he is ‘So-and-so’ ” (Odes xn and xv in Divan), and Lao-tzu, Tao Te Chtng 
XXXII, “To Tao all under heaven will come as streams flow into a great river 
or sea.” [“He that finds (God) becomes lost (in Him): like a torrent he is absorbed 
in the Ocean” (Mathnawi vi.4052).] And so, according to the inscription cited by 
V. Magnien, Les Mysteres d’Eleusis (Paris, 1938), p. 334, “Pour mon nom, ne cherche 
pas qui je suis: le rite mystique l’emmena en s’en allant vers la mer empourpree.” 

See also Coomaraswamy, “A\irncanfia: Self-Naughting” [in this vol. ed.], and 

“Svayamatrnna: Janua Coeli” [in Vol. I of this edition ed.]. 
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As such have I come to thee, the heavenly Light.” He (Prajapati, the Sun) 

replies, “Who thou art, that same am I; who I am, that, same art thou. 

Enter in.” Of numerous parallels that might be cited, perhaps the most 

striking is RumTs myth of the man who knocked at his friend’s door and 

was asked “Who art thou?” He answered “I.” “Begone,” said his friend. 

After a year’s separation and tribulation he came and knocked again, 

and to the same question replied, “ ’Tis thou art at the door,” and received 

the reply, “Since thou art I, come in, O myself.”3 

Now there can be no question that the entrance to the temple of Apollo 

at Delphi was literally a Sundoor, a way into the house or temple of the 

Sun. The superscription, “Know thyself” {yvS>di creavrov) demands a 

knowledge of the answer to the question, “Who art thou?”4 and may be 

said, in the veiled language of the mysteries, to ask this very question. 

The injunction, as Plutarch says,5 is addressed by the God to all who ap¬ 

proach him; and the famous “E” he takes to be their right answer. If 

now, as he also suggests, “E” stands for El, and if we take from his various 

interpretations the meanings (i) the Sun (Apollo) and (2) “thou art,” 

3 Mathnawi 1.3056-3065; cf. Song of Songs 1:8, “Si ignoras te, egredere.” 

4 That the inscription actually puts this question is explicit in Xenophon, Memora¬ 

bilia iv.2.24, where Socrates asks Euthydemus, “Did you heed it, and try to consider 

who you were?” (o'crris el'^s). 

5 Moralia 384D ff. (“The ‘E’ at Delphi”). It is likewise assumed in Plato (Charmides 

1640) that the injunction “Know thyself” is not “a piece of advice” but “the God’s 

salutation (Trpocrp^cns) to those who enter,” and that the words are spoken by the God 

to those who are entering his temple, “otherwise than as men speak” and “very 

enigmatically” (ainy/xarcoSearepov); i.e., “non in doctis humanae sapientiae verbis, 

sed in doctrina Spiritus” (1 Cor. 2:13). 

The words “Know thyself” are “enigmatic,” it would appear, only because they 

can be taken to refer to a knowledge of either one of man’s two souls or selves, the 

bodily and mortal or the incorporeal and immortal, so often spoken of by Plato 

and in the Vedic philosophy. In Xenophon, Memorabilia iv.2.24 (cf. 111.9.6), Socrates 

speaks of “self-knowledge” as the knowledge of one’s own powers and limitations 

[cf. Philo, De specialibus legibus 1.44 and Plutarch, Moralia 394c]; but this is in con¬ 

versation with a conceited man who thinks he already knows himself “who” he is, 

“Euthydemus” by name. But in Alcibiades 1.130EIJ., Socrates says that “he who 

orders, ‘Know thyself,’ bids us know the soul,” and goes on to say that one who 

knows only what is of the body “knows the things that are his but not himself” 

(ra avrov aAA’ ouy avrov) ; cf. BU 1.5.15. 

As a parallel to these distinctions may be cited Plutarch’s ridicule of those who 

cannot distinguish Apollo from the Sun (Moralia 393D, 400cd), passages that echo 

Laws 898D, where Plato says that “that body of Helios is seen by all, his soul by 

none,” and recall AV x.8.14: “Him (the Sun) all men see, not all know with the 

mind.” 
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and assume that both these meanings are contained in the one enigmatic 

syllable, we have the signum, “Who art thou (at the door)?” and the 

responsum, “The Sun thou art (am I).” It is certain that no other true 

answer could have been given by anyone “qualified to go in unto union 

with the Sun.”6 

6 JUB 1.6. i. 
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Recollection, Indian and Platonic 

Punar ehi vacas pate devena manasa saha 

Vasoh pate m ramaya mayy evastu mayi srutam 

AV 1.1.21 

Cathedram habet in caelo qui intus corda docet. 

St. Augustine, In epist. Joannis ad Parthos 

My Lord embraces all things in His knowledge; will you 

not remember? 

Koran vi.8o, tr. A. J. Arberry 

In the following article, the doctrine that what we call “learning” is really 

a “remembering” and that our “knowledge” is by participation in the 

Omniscience of an immanent spiritual principle will be traced in Indian 

and Platonic texts. This corresponds, in the same Perennial Philosophy, 

to the doctrine that the beautiful is such by a participation in Beauty, and 

all being a participation of Being absolutely. 

The omniscience of the immanent spiritual principle, intellectus vel 

spiritus, is the logical correlative of its timeless omnipresence. It is only 

from this point of view that the concept of a Providence (prajnd, npovota, 

TTpo/xr/Oeia) becomes intelligible. The Providential Self (prajnatman) 

does not arbitrarily decree our “Fate” but is the witness of its operation: 

our Fate is merely the temporal extension of its free and instant act of 

being. It is only because we think of Providence as a foreknowledge of the 

[This study was first published as Supplement No. 3 to the Journal of the American 

Oriental Society, LXIV (1944). The abstract that prefaced the article has been re¬ 

tained.—ED.] 

1 AV 1.1.2: “Come thou again, O Lord of Speech, with the divine mind, infix it, 

O Lord of Weal, in me, yea in me let thy lore abide.” Cf. AV 1.1.4, sum srutena 

gamemahi, “May we be familiar with thy lore,” where sam gam corresponds to 

anubhu in other contexts. Cf. also AA 11.2.7, Avir avir me edhi . . . ma srutam me 

pra hasit, “Do thou (Atman, Brahma) be revealed to me, may thy lore not forsake 

me” (Keith’s rendering). 
St. Augustine: “His throne is in heaven who teaches from within the heart.” Cf. 

BU hi.9.23, “the support of Truth is in the heart.” 
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future that we are confused; as if we asked, What was God thinking in a 

time before time was! Actually, Providential knowledge is no more of 

a future than of a past, but only of a now. Experience of duration is in¬ 

compatible with omniscience, of which the empirical self is therefore in¬ 

capable. 

On the other hand, to the extent that we are able to identify ourselves 

with the Providential Self itself—TvdtQi creavTov, That art thou—we rise 

above the sequences of Fate, becoming their spectator rather than their 

victim. Thus the doctrine that all knowledge is by participation is insepara¬ 

bly connected with the possibility of Liberation (mo\sa, Xficrts) from the 

pairs of opposites, of which past and future, here and there, are the per¬ 

tinent instances in the present context. As Nicholas of Cusa has expressed 

it, the wall of the Paradise in which God dwells is made up of these con¬ 

traries, and the strait way in, guarded by the highest spirit of Reason, lies 

between them. In other words, our Way lies through the now and no¬ 

where of which empirical experience is impossible, though the fact of 

Memory assures us that the Way is open to Comprehensors of the Truth. 

The Gayatrl (RV 111.62.10) invokes Savitr to “impel our intellections” 

(■dhiyo yo nah pracodayat), or better, “our speculations.”2 A A 11.3.5 tells 

us that “the self that is in speech {vac)3 is incomplete, since one intuits 

(erlebt, anubhavatiY when impelled to thought (manase) by the Breath 

(pranena), not when impelled by speech.”5 “Breath” is to be understood 

here in its highest sense, common in the Aitareya Aranyaka, that of 

Brahma and immanent solar Self, and as in BU 11.5.19, ayam atma brahma 

“MU vi.10 explains dhiyah by buddhayah\ the dhira is “contemplative” rather 

than merely “wise.” With pracodayat, cf. MU 11.6 pratibodhanaya and pracodayitr. 

3 The powers of the soul are called “selves” in CU vm.8.12.4 T and Kaus. Up. 

iv.20. That is to say, “the self of speech” means the man considered as a speaker. 

In this sense, man has as many selves as he has powers. 

4 Anubhu (cf. “gleich\ommen” and accognoscere) is literally “to come to be along 

with,” or “adapted or conformed to, or identified with” the object of knowledge, 

whether in the epistemological or the erotic (JUB 1.54.7) sense; cf. adaequatio rei 

et intellectus. [Cf. anu . . . vid in RV iv.27.1 = orlvecris as defined in Cratylus 412.] 

We have tried to suggest this content by using the word “intuit,” and sometimes 

“experience” (with implied “immediacy”), reserving “know” for jnd. 

5 This hardly differs from Keith’s version. On Manas (and Vac), cf. Coomara- 

swamy, “On Being in One’s Right Mind,” 1942, p. 11; and CU vm.12.5, “Now he 

who knows, ‘Let me think this’—that is the Self (dtman, Spirit). The Mind is his 

‘divine eye’ (daiva ca\sus); he, verily, with that divine eye, the Mind, beholds 

these objects of desire, and is content.” Mind is the “prior” and the “overlord” of 

the other powers of the soul (SB x.5.3.7, xiv.3.2.3). 
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sarvanubhuh, “this Self, Brahma, experient of all.”6 The sense is, then, 

that it is not by what we are told, but by the indwelling Spirit, that we 

know and understand the thing to which words can only refer us; that 

which is audibly or otherwise sensed does not in itself inform us, but 

merely provides the occasion and opportunity to re-cognize the matter to 

which the external signs have referred us. 

While these texts unmistakably present us with the notions of illumina¬ 

tion and inspiration, we should not propose to deduce from them alone 

a fully developed theory of “Recollection” (smara, smrti; sati) without 

further support; we cite them first by way of introduction to other texts 

treating directly of Memory. 

The doctrine is simply stated in CU vn.26.1: “Memory is from the Self, 

or Spirit” (atmatah smarah). For “the Self knows everything” (sarvam 

atm a janlte, MU vi.7), “this Great Being is just a recognition-mass” 

(vijnanaghana, BU 11.4.12), or “precognition-mass” (prajnana-ghana, BU 

iv.5.13, cf. Mand. Up. 5). Brahma, Self, is “intuitive of everything” {sarva- 

nubhuh, BU 11.2.19) because, as Sankara says, it is the “Self of all” {sar- 

vatman); He, indeed, is “the only seer, hearer, thinker, knower, and fruc- 

tuary in us” (BU m.8.11, iv.5.15; cf. AA m.2.4) and therefore, because 

of His timeless omnipresence, must be omniscient. Memory is a participa¬ 

tion of His awareness who never himself “remembers” anything, because 

he never forgets. “Memory,” as Plotinus says, “is for those who have 

forgotten.”7 

CU vii.13.1 echoes and expands AA 11.3.5 as cited above: “Memory 

{smara) is more than Space {a\asa, the medium of hearing). Accordingly, 

even were many men assembled, not being possessed of Memory, neither 

would they hear any one at all, nor think {man), nor recognize {vijna), 

but if possessed of Memory, they would hear and think and recognize. 

By Memory, assuredly, one recognizes {vijdnati) children, recognizes cat¬ 

tle. Revere Memory.” 

The power-of-the-soul that remembers is the Mind {manas — vovs),8 

undistracted by the working of the powers of perception and action. 

“There, in ‘clairvoyant-sleep’ (.svapne)9 that divinity intuits {anubhavati) 

6 Sarvanubhuh states rather the basis than the bare fact of omniscience. The 

Self is necessarily “omniscient” because it is “the only seer, hearer, thinker, etc. 

in us (BU m.4.2, m.7.23, etc.). The empirical self is its instrument. 

7 Enneads iv.4.7. 8 Cf. MU vi.34.6-9. 

9 Svapna here, as often elsewhere, is not ordinary sleep or dreaming, but a state 

of contemplation {dhyana). The “divinity” is the Recognitive Person (vijnanamaya 

purusa) of BU 11.1.17, 18, “who is said to be ‘asleep’ {svapiti) when he controls the 
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Greatness. Whatever has been seen (drstam), he proximately sees (anu- 

pasyati), whatever has been heard, he proximately hears (anusrunoti). 

Whatever has been and has not been seen, whatever has been heard and 

has not been heard, intuitively known or unknown (anubhutam, ananu- 

bhutam), good or evil {sat, asat),10 whatever has been directly experienced 

(pratyanubhutam') in any land or airt, again and again he directly ex¬ 

periences; he sees it all, he sees it all” (Prasna Up. iv.5); or, as the Com¬ 

mentator understands the conclusion, “being himself the all, he sees it 

all, in accordance with the principle of the identity of knowing and 

being enunciated in verse 11, where the Comprehensor of the Self “know¬ 

ing all, becomes all.” In the foregoing context, Sankara interprets, rightly 

I think, “seen and not seen” as referring to “what has been seen in this 

birth and what has been seen in another birth”:11 the meaning of this 

powers of perception and action. Resuming the recognitive power {vijhanam adaya), 

he rests in the heart. . . . When he ‘sleeps,’ these worlds are his. . . . Controlling 

the powers of perception and action, he drives around in his own person (lit. ‘body’) 

as he will. As in BU v.3.7, where this Person “as it were contemplates (dhyayativa), 

as it were disports, for when he is ‘asleep’ (svapno bhutva) he transcends this world 
and the forms of death.” 

In this technical sense, sleep and “dreaming” are not the sleep of fatigue but 

the act of imagination. And this is quite universal. For example, “I will pour out 

my spirit upon all flesh . . . your old men shall dream dreams, your young men 

shall see visions (Joel 2:28); “my thoughts had soared high aloft, while my bodily 

senses had been put under restraint by sleep—yet not such sleep as that of men 

weighed down by fullness of food or by bodily weariness—[and] methought there 

came to me a Being ... the Mind of the Sovereignty . . . [who said] ‘Keep in mind 

all that you desire to learn, and I will teach you,”’ (Hermes, Lib. 1.1; in 1.28 he 

refers to the sleep of fatigue as ‘irrational sleep”); “Me bi-fel a ferly ... I slumberde 

in a slepyng . . . >enne gon I meeten a meruelous sweune ... I beo-heold. . . .” 

(Piers the Plowman, Prologue). Mathnawi iv.3067 contrasts the sleep of the vulgar 

with that of the elect; the latter “has nothing in common with the sleep of ig¬ 

norance (\hwab-i-ghaflat) in which most people pass their conscious lives” (Nichol¬ 

son’s note on Mathnawi 11.31, cf. 1.388-393; also BG 11.69 [and M 1.260]). Life is an 

“awakening” from nonexistence; “sleep” is an awakening from life. 

What availeth me to sleep and wa\e? 

If to sleep unsleeping the way is seen, 

Ah, then 7 see it availeth me. 

Tayumanavar (P. Arunachalam, “Luminous Sleep,” 

reprinted from the Westminster Review, 

Colombo, 1903). 

1“ Lit. “aught and naught,” and here “good and evil” rather than “real and un¬ 

real”; cf. punyam ca papam ca in BU iv.3.5 and sadasat in MU m.i. 

11 “God enjoys eternalwise the contingency of things. . . . The knower being that 

which is known” (Meister Eckhart, Evans ed., I, 391, 394). “The mind of the Sage 

at rest becomes the mirror of the universe” (Chuang-tzu, p. 158). 
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will become clearer when we deal with jatavedas and jdtissaro and if we 

bear in mind that though he speaks of former births, the Lord is for him 

“the only transmigrant.”12 

The subject of Memory is discussed in Md 78-80. It is first shown that it 

is not by thinking (citta) but by Memory (sati — smrti) that we remem¬ 

ber; for we are not without intelligence even when what was done long 

ago has been forgotten (pamuttham = pramrstam). It is then asked, 

Does Memory arise (appajjati) always as an over-knowledge state (sabba 

. . . abhijananta)13 or is Memory factitious (l{atumika = \rtimd), and 

answered that “Memory occurs as an over-knowledge state, and is also 

factitious,” i.e., it may be either spontaneous or artificially stimulated.14 

The king rejoins, “That amounts to saying that all Memory is over-know¬ 

ing, never factitious.” Nagasena replies, “In that case, craftsmen would 

have no need of workshops or schools of art or science, and masters would 

be useless; which is not true.” So the king asks, “In how many ways does 

Memory arise?” Nagasena answers, “Sixteen.”15 These are really only 

two ways, either by over-knowing without means (abhijanato), or by 

12 See Coomaraswamy, “On the One and Only Transmigrant” [in this volume— 
ED.]. 

13 Abhi in abhijna intensifies jha, to know (yiyvaiaKai, voeco, \ennen, cunning): 

to remember is something more than simply to perceive; cf. Meister Eckhart’s “I 

can see a rose in winter when no rose is there.” Hence, while abhijna can mean 

just “remember” or “understand” (Panini m.2.112, abhijanasi = smarasi, budhyase; 

Mil 77, abhijanasi, “Did you ever remember?”), in Pali Buddhism generally the 

sense of the marvellous predominates, and abhihna = abhijanana is usually the 

supernatural knowledge or omniscience of a Buddha, an iddhi acquired by con- 

templadve discipline and which he or other Arhats can “intuit” (anubhu) at will. 

In this sense abhinna includes the six powers of levitation (motion at will through 

the air), clairaudience, thought-reading, knowledge of one’s own and of other peo¬ 

ple’s former births, and assurance that liberation has been attained (D 111.281, based 

on many other contexts, PTS Dictionary, s.v.). It is noteworthy that “over-knowing” 

and “liberation” coincide, reminding one of Meister Eckhart’s “Not till the soul 

knows all that there is to be known can she pass over to the unknown good.” 

Abhijna does not appear in the Upani$ads; in BG it is always only used of “know¬ 

ing” Krishna—certainly an “over-knowing” and not an empirical experience. [Alter¬ 

natively, one “remembers” Krishna, BG vm.5.] 

14 The Milmdapahha categories are not quite the same as those of the previously 

cited texts, in which abhijna does not appear. But it is made very clear that all 

learning is really re-cognition, i.e., re-collection. 

15 I.e., one abhijanato and the rest \atumi\a. This must have something to do with 

the well-known doctrine of the “sixteen parts” of which the “Self” is the sixteenth 

(BU 1.5.15) and that part “with which you now understand (anubhavasi) the Vedas” 

(CU vi.7.6). [Cf. The Gospel of Sri Rama\rishna, tr. Swami Nikhilananda, New 

York, 1942, p. 367.] On the number “16,” cf. E.J.H. MacKay, Chanhu-Daro Excava¬ 

tions (1935-1936), pp. 240-241 (American Oriental Series, Vol. 20, 1943). 
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external stimulation (\atumi\a), the total of sixteen being made up by 

a subdivision of the second category according to the nature of the means. 

Thus Memory occurs by over-knowledge simply when such as Ananda 

or others who are “birth-rememberers” (jatissara)16 remember a birth 

(jatim saranti): it occurs factitiously when those who are naturally forget¬ 

ful (muttha-ssatikp = mrsta-)17 are constrained or stimulated to remem¬ 

ber by another person (or thing), e.g., when one recognizes a relative by 

likeness, or cattle by their brands,18 or reads letters or numbers, or con¬ 

sults a book, or intuitively (anubhutato), as when one remembers what 

has already been seen or heard (without being “reminded” of it). Memory, 

in any case, is a latent power. 

Thus what we think we “learn,” but really “remember,” implies that in 

intuition directly, and in learning indirectly, we are really drawing upon 

or, as the older texts would express it, “milking” an innate prescience 

(prajnana — npovota, npoparjOeia). In D 1.19-22 we are told that the gods 

fall from heaven only when their “memory fails, and they are of con¬ 

fused memory” (sati mussati, satiya sammosa); those whose mind remains 

16 This refers to the supernormal faculty of remembering past “habitations,” as 

possessed by a Buddha or other Arhat, and is to be distinguished from the memory 

of a former habitation by an ordinary brother, whose memory of the past is in¬ 

cluded in the list of factitious rememberings because means are employed to evoke 

it. The supernormal power is exercised at will by a Buddha and extends to the 

recollection of any birth whatever, however remote; the brother who is not yet an 

Arhat can only, by a step-by-step procedure, recover the memory of one or more 

births, but no more (Vis 411): in the first case the all-seeing view is, as it were, from 

the center of a circle, whence all “moments” within or upon the circumference can be 

seen at a glance; the second case is that of a being whose range is naturally confined 

to motion along the circumference itself (i.e., in time, so far as memories are con¬ 

cerned), who cannot see forward or backward immediately but can only predict by 

inference or recover the past by successive steps—he can look inward by analogy, 

but has neither foresight nor hindsight nor insight, unless suprarationally and by 

inspiration. The Buddha has “prior knowledge of the ultimate beginning (agannam 

. . . pajanami), and more than that” (D 111.28); his range is infinite (anantagocaram, 

Dh 179); but it is as the Buddha, the Wake, not as this man Gotama, now waking 

and now sleeping, that he is thus omniscient (sabbannu = sarvajha), and similarly 

in the case of others. This amounts to saying that Buddha = Paramatman. 

17 TS vii.6.10.4, madya, is glossed by vismrtyonmatta, “oblivious,” “in a state of 

amnesia.” Sn 815, mussati, is explained by nassati, “perishes” (SnA 536); and 

parimussati is paribahiro hoti, i.e., “wholly forgets” is to be “alienated” (Vis 44). 

I infer that amnesia was a known malady, and further that all forgetfulness was 

thought of as a madness of the same kind, only the Buddha and other Arhats being 

perfectly sane. 

18 Cf. CU vii.13.1, “recognize cattle,” cited above. On cattle brands see Pohath- 

Kehelpannala in Ceylon National Review, I (1907), 334, and John Abbott, The 

Keys of Power (New York, 1932), p. 140, and figs. 19-21 and 52. 
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uncorrupted, and do not forget, are “steadfast, immutable, eternal, of a 

nature that knows no change, and will remain so for ever and ever”; and 

such, likewise, is the liberated (vimutto) Buddha’s prescience (pajanana), 

or foreknowing, “on which, however, he lays no stress” (tarn ca pajananam 

na paramasati) .10 It is significant, in the first place, that what is thus said 

of the Buddha is, as so often happens, only a paraphrase of what has al¬ 

ready been said of Agni, who “does not forget the prior nor the latter 

word, but is not vainglorious by reason of his counsel” (na mrsyate pra- 

thamam naparam vaco’sya \ratvd sacate apradrpidah, RV 1.145.2).20 And 

secondly, that for Plato also it is precisely a failure to remember that 

drags down from the heights the soul that has walked with God (6ea> 

ffwonaSos = brahmacdri) and had some vision of the truths,21 but cannot 

retain it (Phaedrus 248c, cf. Plotinus, iv.4.7 ff.).22 

19 I.e., na paramrsati, and rendered by Rhys Davids, "‘he is not puffed up”; in a 

similar context, D 111.28, na paramasami (cf. M 1.433 f°r this word) is rendered by 

‘‘I do not pervert it”-—“I am not attached to it” might be better. That these are 

the right connotations seems to follow from the Vedic parallel cited above. It will 

be because his prescience is “of far more than that” (tato ca uttarataritaram paja- 

nami, M 1.433 and D 111.28), rather than because such knowledge is not essential 

to liberation (M 1.277), that it is not overvalued; there are other than cosmic pos¬ 

sibilities. 

On the distinctions of gnosis amongst the gods in the Brahma worlds, cf. A 

iv.74ff.: some are content with its beatitudes, others are prescient (pajananti) of 

an absolute liberation. 

20 Suggestive of Agni’s epithet satya-vac, “whose word is truth,” RV 111.26.9, 

vii.2.3; cf. Pali sacca-vaca, sacca-vadin. “The flower and fruit of speech is truth” 

(AA 11.2.6 [or “meaning,” Niru\ta 1.10]). Prathamam naparam may well mean 

“eternal” rather than “earlier and latter”; cf. BU n.5.19, apurvam anaparam — 

Paradiso, xxix.20, ne prima ne poscia. 

Agni, bratva . . . apradrpitah, contrasts with the Indra of BD 7.54, svena viryena 

darpitah, until he is reawakened by Saptagu-Brhaspati = Agni and comes to himself 

again. The Sacerdotium is not intoxicated by knowledge, but the Regnum may be 

intoxicated by power. 

21 Few retain an adequate memory of them (Phaedrus 250A). 

22 The gods do not sometimes forget and sometimes remember-—“such memory 

is for those who have lost it.” The omniscience of Zeus does not depend on ob¬ 

servation, but on the innate gnosis of his own unlimited life. Cf. Ibn 'Ata, “Openly 

the heart’s eye then beholds him, and doth scorn remembrance, as a burden hardly 

to be borne,” quoted by Abu Bakr, Kitab al Ta'arruf, ch. 47 [cf. Paradiso xxix.79 ff.]. 

For Aristotle, too, the Divine Mind “does not remember,” as does the perishable 

mind, which is reminded by its sense perceptions (De anima 3.5). “In the heart 

one knows the truth, in the heart alone, forsooth, is truth established” (BU m.9.23); 

the soul’s recognition of the visions stored up in her is the process of “remembering” 

(Enneads iv.7.10, 12). When everything has been remembered, once and for all, 

then there is no more remembering as a process, but only an immemorial knowledge. 

The disparagement of memory will not, then, be misunderstood; one might say 
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No less striking is the fact that mosa, musa (mrsa), “false,” is regularly 

opposed to saccam (satyam), “true”; and since this musa, mrsa derives 

from mussati, mrs, to “ignore,” “forget,” “overlook,” it is clear that “not- 

true” coincides with “forgotten.” In the same way, although conversely, 

Xr/Orj is “oblivion,” “forgetting,” and aXr)9eia “truth,” or literally “not- 

forgetting.” Accordingly, 6 dXrjdd)5 ovpavos (Phaedo 109E) is not merely 

“true, or real, heaven” but also “heaven where there is no forgetting,” and 

where, by the same token, the gods “never learn” because there is nothing 

ever absent from their ken (Plotinus, iv.4.7); in the same way Plato’s to 

dXr]9eia<; tt&iov is not merely “plain of truth” but also “land of no for¬ 

getting,” and the opposite of Aristophanes’ to Xrjdrjs neSlov, “land of 

oblivion” (The Frogs, 186). Lethe, too, is one of Discord’s deadly brood 

(Hesiod, Theogony 227), and still for Shakespeare means “death”; so 

that the “land of «of-forgetting” is also the “land of immortality.” In the 

sense that we are what we know, and that to be and to know are the same 

(to yap avro voFiv ecmv re /cat elrai),23 recollection is life itself, and 

forgetfulness a lethal draught. 

So far, it is clearly implied that Memory is a kind of latent knowledge,24 

that, like “consciousness” in the Buddhist parable of the Raft, remembering is 

“good for crossing over, but not an activity to be clung to.” To remember is a virtue 

in those who have forgotten, but the perfected never lose their vision of the truth 

and have no need to recall it (Phaedrus 249CD, cf. Proclus as discussed in n. 25). 

Sister M. P. Garvey, St. Augustine, Christian or Neo-Platonist (Milwaukee, Wis., 

1939), (P- I07> confuses memory with rememberAg, as one might being with be¬ 

coming. Memory, taken absolutely, coincides with omniscience and is not a pro¬ 

cedure; but rememberAg is learnAg and would be a contradiction in one whose 

memory never fails. This is, in fact, Philo’s distinction of memory (fjLvrjpvr]) from 

recollection (dvd^iv^crts), the latter being a means of escape (Ik Xr/drjs), but evi¬ 

dently needless as such on the part of one whose memory has never lapsed 

(Legum allegoriae hi.91-93). This distinction, if I am not mistaken, is that of 

smara from smarana, the former denoting love as well as memory, and the 

latter the act of remembering, which implies a desiring or seeking rather than a 

loving. 

23 Hermann Diels, ed., Die Fragmente der Vorso\rati\er (Berlin, 1903), fr. i8b 5. 

Cf. MU vi.34.3, yac cittas tanmayo bhavati, “What is one’s thought, that he becomes,” 

and St. Augustine, Confessions xin.ii, “esse, nosse, velle ... in his tribus . . . et una 

vita mens et una essentia.” 

24 “A fund of omniscience exists eternally in our heart” (Mahavairocand-bhisam- 

bodhi, cited by R. Tajima from the Taisho (Tripitaka, XVIII, 380.20). This “fund” 

corresponds to the Alayavijhana (“Hoard of Discernment”), which is to be dis¬ 

tinguished from all specific (singular) discernments, and identified with the “Com¬ 

pendious Providence” (vijndna-ghana, prajnana-ghana) of the Upani$ads, and with 

the form of God’s knowledge in Christian theology, where his knowledge of him¬ 

self is his knowledge of all things. [Cf. Enneads, iv.7.10,12, on the “eternal science” 

latent within you.] 
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which may be either self-revealing or revived by an appropriate external 

sign, for example, when we are “taught,” or more truly “re-minded.” 

There is a clear distinction of mere perception from recognition, whether 

or not evoked by the percept. Memory is a re-covery or re-experiencing 

(pratyanubhu, Prasna Up. iv.5), and it may be observed that the other 

supernatural powers (tddhi) which can be experienced at will by the 

Arhat are simdarly called “recoveries” (patihdra, \/prati-hr^. It is evi¬ 

dently not, then, the outer, aesthetic self, but an inner and immanent 

power, higher than that of the senses, that remembers or foreknows 

(prajna), by a “fore” knowledge that is rather “prior” with respect to 

all empirical means of knowing than merely “fore” with respect to future 

events—unde non prazvidentia sed providentia potius dicitur (Boethius, 

De consolatione philosophiae v.6.69, 70). That which remembers, or 

rather which is always aware of all things, must be a principle always 

present to (anubhu.) all things, and therefore itself unaffected by the dura¬ 

tion in which these events succeed one another.25 We are thus reduced to 

a Providence (prajna, npovoia)26 or Providential Self or Spirit (prajnat- 

man) as the ultimate source on which all Memory draws, and with which 

25 “He knows, but it is not by means of anything other than himself that he 

knows,” BU xv.5.15, etc. This is essentially also the Christian doctrine about the 

divine manner of knowing, cf. St. Thomas, Sum. Theol. 1.14. [note Euripides, 

Helen, 1015-1017.] 

Cf. Phaedrus 247E ff., “Knowledge, but not such knowledge as has a beginning 

and varies as it is associated with (ip . . . ovaa = anubhavati) the things we now 

call realities, but that has its being in the reality that is.” The soul that can always 

hold this vision remains inviolable; but even of those who have seen it, “few are 

possessed of a consistent memory.” 

“Every God has an undivided knowledge of things divided and a timeless 

knowledge of things temporal; he knows the contingent without contingency, the 

mutable immutably, and in general all things in a higher mode than belongs to 

their station” (Proclus, Elements of Theology 124, cf. E. R. Dodds’ ed., Oxford 

[reprinted 1963], p. 226). The gods of Proclus are, of course, the angels of Dionysius 

the Areopagite and of Christian theology in general. 

26 To employ the word “Providence” correctly, it must always be remembered 

that the foreknowing principle is that which gives being, and only indirectly a 

manner of being. It is much rather Fate (the operation of mediate causes, \armd) 

that “allots” or “provides for” the being of things as they are, than Providence, 

which is the timeless witness of this operation. The divine foreknowing is not, as 

such, a transitive act, but the act of being, prior to all becomings, of which it knows 

because it is the only real subject in them all. 

Thus in Dodds’ Proclus, Elements of Theology, p. 126, “for which it (Providence) 

provides” should read “of which it is provident.” Fate inheres in time, Providence is 

ex tempore, and these are as much to be distinguished as are mediate causes from 

a first cause. [Cicero, De natura Deorum n.xxix, confuses prudence and provi¬ 

dence! St. Thomas, Sum. Theol. 1.23.2: “Providence is not anything in the things 

provided for; but a type in the mind of the provider”—therefore, not fate. 
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whoever attains to the same uninterrupted omniscience must be identified, 

as in Prasna Up. iv.io. 

We have already seen that there is such an omniscient Self, the fount of 

Memory (CU vn.26.1, MU vi.7; cf. 1 Cor. 2:11), and it is repeatedly affirmed 

that this immortal, spiritual, fore-knowing solar Self of all beings, whose 

presence is undivided in things divided (BG xm.15, 16),2‘ is our real Self, 

to be distinguished from the contingent Ego, an apparently unanimous 

(except in cases of schizophrenia) aggregate of powers of perception and 

action which are “only the names of His acts” (BU 1.4.7, MU n.6d, etc.). 

The providential principle, in other words, is the immanent Spirit, the 

Knower of the field, apart from whom on the one hand no birth could 

take place (BG xm, etc.), and apart from whom, as only seer, hearer, 

thinker, etc. in us (BU m.7.23, etc.), neither experience nor memory 

could be conceived.28 We see also that the verification of the words, “That 

art thou,” must involve at the same time liberation and omniscience. 

The connection of omniscience with birth implied above is significant. 

Jatissaro, cited above from Mil 78, in fact immediately suggests the older 

epithet Jatavedas, Agni’s because “he knows all births” (vi'sva veda janimd, 

RV vi.15.13; jatanam veda, AB n.39), and the term jdtavidyd, knowledge 

of births, or genealogy.29 It is because Tanu-napat (Agni-Prajapati) be¬ 

comes the immanent Breaths or Powers of the Soul (cf. SB 1.8.3.2; TS 

11.1.1.3, 4; JUB iv.2.6; MU 11.6a, b, etc.) and is thus “his offspring’s witness” 

(prajanam upadrasta', cf. JB 111.261, agnir jajne .. . aupadrastryaya) that the 

gods through him “know the mind of man” (SB m.4.2.5-7).30 How should 

He “who faces all ways” (visvatomukha, RV 1.97.6) and is “of many 

births” (bhuri-janma, RV x.5.1), he who is the “universal life” (visvayu, 

RV 1.27.3, and passim) or “mover of universal life” (RV vm.43.25), and 

who assumes all forms (visvarupa, RV 111.38.4), not be also the “All- 

knower” (visvavit, RV m.29.7; visvavedas, RV m.20.4, and passim) ? 

27 As in Dionysius, De divinibus nominibus xii.n. 

28 Cf. Heb. 4:13. The recollected and regenerated man is “renewed in knowledge 

after the image of him who created him” (Col. 3:10). 

29 For the Knower of Births in divinis this will mean the “genealogy” of all 

things always; in the case of the human priest, his mortal analogue, who vadati 

iatavidyam (RV x.71.11), the genealogy will have to do with a particular line of 

descent (santana). 

30 The all-seeing Sun and the myriads of the solar “rays” or “eyes” [feet or 

hands] that become the immanent Breath and the Breaths, our interior powers of 

which the sense organs are the instruments (JUB 1.28; MU vi.8, etc.) are precisely 

“die gottlicher Spaher, die der Menschen Thaten erschauen” (Grassmann), RV 

passim. 
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Agni, Jatavedas, is the Breath (AB 11.39, SB 11.2.2.15): “those of whose 

births he knows, they verily come to be (bhavanti), but of those whose 

births he knoweth not, how might they exist?” (AB 11.39); “in that it is 

the Breath that mounts (quickens) the emitted semen and knows it, there¬ 

fore He knows whatever is born ’ (SB ix.5.1.68). Being omniprogenitive, 

the Spirit is omnipresent; and being omnipresent, necessarily omniscient. 

This immanent Breath (or “Life”) is, moreover, Vamadeva (AA 11.2.1), 

who says of himself, ‘Being now31 in the womb (garbhe nu san) I have 

known all the births of the gods” (RV iv.27.1; AA 11.5); “thus spake 

Vamadeva, lying in the womb” (garbhe . .. sayanah, AA 11.5).32 As Agni, 

etc., engendered in all things in motion or at rest (garbhas ca sthatam 

garbhas caratham), the Only Transmigrant33 knows the operations of the 

gods and the births of men, and is besought to ward (ni pahi) their births 

(RV 1.70.1-3); as Gandharva34 Soma-guardian “he wards (pati) the 

generations of the gods” (RV ix.83.4), and as the All-seeing (vi'svam 

abhi caste, RV vn.61.1), the Self of all that is in motion or at rest (RV 

1.115.1) and our true Father (JUB m.10.4), he is, as aforesaid, the “Knower 

of births” (RV 1.50.1). As Krishna, “Self abiding in all beings” (aham 

atmd . . . sarva-bhutasaya-sthitah, BG x.20; cf. Heb. 4:12, 13) he knows all 

their births (janmam . . . tany aham veda sarvani, BG iv.5). 

This is not a knowledge of successive events, but of all at once—“Dove 

s’appunta ogni ubi ed ogni quando . . . che ne prima ne poscia procedette” 

(Paradiso xxix.n, 20; Svet. Up. 1.2). The Person of whom all things are 

born, the Lord of Immortality (amrtatvasyesanah), “when he rises up on 

food”35 (yad annenati rohati) becomes “all this, both what hath been 

31 Vedic nu, like sa\rt, “once for all,” “nowever.” Similarly the gnomic aorist, 

“I have known.” 

32 As in BU 11.5.18, purisaya; pura, as in Plato 7toAis, being “body,” and saya 

or sayana etymologically civis. Paul Deussen (Sechzig Upanishads des Veda, Leipzig, 

1897, P- 606) has pointed out that the doctrine of a knowledge within the womb 

that is lost at birth, enunciated in Garbha Up. 3.4, corresponds to the Platonic doc¬ 

trine that all “learning” is really recollection; cf. the Hebrew sources cited on 

pp. 63-64. [Similarly, Udayana’s view in the 10th-century Kusumanjali-, see A. B. 

Keith, Indian Logic and Atomism (Oxford, 1921), pp. 31, 269 (he calls the view 

“quaint”).] 

33 See Coomaraswamy, “On the One and Only Transmigrant” [in this volume— 

ED.]. 

34 The progenitive solar deity, as in M 1.265,266, gandhabbo, apart from whom 

the union of human parents is sterile. 

35 When he “comes eating and drinking” (Luke 7:34). “That Golden Person in 

the Sun ... is even He who dwells within the lotus of the heart and eats food” (MU 

vi.1). “Food” in this context is not, of course, merely “solid food,” but whatever 

fuel feeds the fires of life, whether physical or mental. 
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and what shall be” (RV x.90.2, cf. 1.25.10-12; Svet. Up. m.15).36 “That 

God (Atman and Brahma of the preceding verses), indeed, fills all quar¬ 

ters of the Sky, aforetime was he born, and he is within the womb. He 

alone hath been born, will be born. He standeth toward men, facing all 

ways” (Svet. Up. 11.16). “Other than past and future . . . Lord of what 

hath been and shall be, he alone is today and tomorrow” (KU 1.14, iv.13). 

That Great Being is All-knowing, just because All things originate in 

him (Sankaracarya on BrSBh 1.1.3, BU 11.4.10). In divims, Brahma is the 

lightning flash, which reveals all things instantaneously; and within you, 

“that which comes to mind, and by which it instantly remembers” (upas- 

maraty abhll^snam, JUB iv.21.4, 5 = Kena Up. iv.4.5). [Cf. Plato, Epistle 

viii, 34m, “sometimes this knowledge does blaze forth with a most in¬ 

stantaneous flash. . . .”] 

There has thus been clearly established, in the Indian sources, a logical 

connection of Omniscience, an unbroken Memory of all things, with 

temporal and spatial omnipresence.37 Only from this point of view can 

the notion of a “Providence” be made intelligible, the divine life being 

uneventful, not in the sense that it knows nothing of what we call events, 

but inasmuch as all of the events of what are for us past and future times 

are present to it now, and not in a succession. It is just at this point that 

we can most advantageously turn to consider the similar Platonic doctrine 

“that we do not learn, and that what we call learning is recollection” 

(on ov ixavOdvopev, aWa r/v KaXovfxev pidOpcriv dvapvpcri^ ecrn), and 

that there is “no teaching, but only recollection” (05 ov firjpu SiSa.\y]v 

36 There is a significant doctrine of past (bhutam) and future (bhavyam). Past is 

to future as Sky, Day, Sun, Sacerdotium {brahma), Reality (satyam), and Certainty 

are to Earth, Night, Moon, Regnum (\satra), Unreality (anrtam), and Uncertainty 

(AV xi.15; SB 11.3.1.25). These are progenitive pairs, respectively m. and f., differen¬ 

tiated here but coincident in divinis. Man is generated (prajayate) and increases from 

the clash or conjugation (maithunam) of real and unreal (AA 11.3.6); or as we might 

put it, man is the child of past and future. It is our uninterrupted genesis that sepa¬ 

rates these contraries; their reunion taking place only upon condition of our ceasing 

to become, so as to be what we are (“That art thou”), now, sub specie aeternitatis. 

37 It is, of course, “only as it were with a part of himself” (BG xv.7) that the Su¬ 

preme Identity of Being and Nonbeing can be thought of as Omnipresent, Omniform, 

Omniscient. For Omniscience can be only of the possibilities and actuality of mani¬ 

festation: of what remains (ucchistam, AV xi.7, etc.) there can be neither science 

nor omniscience, and it is from this point of view that, as Erigena justly remarks, 

“God does not know what he is, because he is not any what” (cf. Buddhist d\im- 

cahha). It is only his possibilities of manifestation that become “whats” of which 

there can be science or omniscience. 
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elvai aXX’ dvd/Avrio-iv, Meno 8ie, 82a; cf. Phaedrus 278A).38 Taking for 

granted Plato’s repeated distinction of mortal and immortal “souls” that 

dwell together in us,39 and assuming further that the immortal is not an 

individual but a universal principle “participated in” by the individual, 

not as a thing divided up but as one of which we can know—and be— 

according to the measure of our ability to “know our selves,”40 we proceed 

to cite the main text, that of Meno 8icd. 

“Seeing, then, that Soul [Oeos of Laws 897B] is immortal and has been 

born many times, and has beheld all things both in this world and in 

Hades, she has learnt all things, without exception; so that it is no wonder 

that she should be able to remember all that she knew before41 about virtue 

38 It is in accordance with this doctrine that Plato takes it for granted that the 

function of works of art is to remind us of the eternal realities (Phaedo 74 If., 

Phaedrus 278A); cf. MU vi.34, fin., where for those who do not sacrifice, or know, 

or contemplate, “the remembrance (smarana, [docta ignorantia]) of the heavenly 

abode of Brahma (i.e., brahmalofa) is obstructed.” “It is the unknown, methinks, 

that thou shouldst remember” (atha nu mimamsyam eva te manye ’viditam, JUB 

iv.19.1). In the iconography of Siva, the demon on whom he tramples is called “the 

person of amnesia” {apasmara purusa). 

39 Timaeus 69D, 90AC, Republic 430, 604B; the Immortal Soul being the “real 

Self” of Laws 959B. That this Soul has never become anyone is clear from Meno 

8ib, where the hieratic doctrine is cited, that “the Soul of Man is immortal, and at 

one time reaches an end, which is called ‘dying,’ and is ‘born again,’ but is never 

slain.” This is almost identical with BU iv.4.5,6, BG 11.13 and 17-26, Plato’s a7roA- 

\va9ai S’ ovScVore corresponding to na hanyate hayamane sarire and 6 8rj airo- 

0vr/(TKeiv KaXovcn to nityam va mrtam. In the same way Phaedo 83BC, “the Self of 

(all) beings” (avro rtov ovtwv) and “Soul of every man” (ijjvyrj Trai'TOs avOptinrov, 

Fowler’s version, preferable to Jowett’s “every soul of man”), corresponds to the “Self 

of all beings” (sarvesam bhutanam atma, BU 1.4.16) of the Upani$ads. Cf. Phaedrus 

246B, -n-acra rj xpvyj] 7ravros, and 249E; and Hermes, Lib. x.y, \pvyr] tov ttclvtos. 

Particular attention may also be called to Phaedo 77A, where we are told, not that 

“our souls existed before we were born,” but that “the soul of us (rjpiov rj \fvyrf) 

existed before we were born.” There is a parallel in the Buddhist Vinaya, 1.23 (i.e., 

Mv 1.14, cf. Vis 393), where the Buddha asks a group of young men who are search¬ 

ing for a missing woman, “Which were the better for you, to go seeking the woman, 

or to go seeking the Self”; he does not say “your selves.” In both cases the reference 

is to the unique principle of many individuals. [Cf. Boehme, Signatura rerum ix.65.] 

40 “Philosophy . . . admonishing the soul to collect and assemble herself in her 

Self, and to throw in nothing but her Self, that she may know her Self itself, the 

Self of (all) beings” (Phaedo 83B). Cf. Coomaraswamy, “The ‘E’ at Delphi” [in 

this volume—ed.], and Hinduism and Buddhism, 1943, pp. 15-18, 58. 

41 The doctrine of Recollection recurs in the Koran (vi.8o), and permeates Rumi’s 

Mathnawi (see Anamnesis in Nicholson’s subject index). Mathnawi iv.3632-3635 

runs, “What wonder, then, if the spirit does not remember its ancient abodes, which 

have been its dwelling place and birthplace aforetime, since this world, like sleep, 
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and other things. And since all Nature is congeneric, there is no reason 

why we should not, by remembering but one single thing42—which is 

what we call ‘learning’—discover all the others, if we are brave and faint 

not in the enquiry; for it seems that to enquire and to learn are wholly 

a matter of remembering.”43 The same doctrine is discussed in Phaedo 

is covering it over as clouds cover the stars? Especially as it has trodden so many 

cities, and the dust has not yet been swept from its perceptive faculty, nor has it 

made ardent efforts that its heart should become pure and behold the past; that 

its heart should put forth its head from the aperture of the mystery and should see 

the beginning and the end with open eye.” The wording is suggestive of Indian 

rather than Platonic derivation. The connected doctrine that God is the real agent 

and man only his instrument, as expressed, for example, in the Mantiqu’t-Tair, 

All you have been, and seen, and done, and thought, 

Not you, but /, have seen and been and wrought 

is equally Indian (JUB 1.5.2, MU 111.2, BG hi.27, etc.) and Neo-Platonic (Philo, De 

opificio mundi 78, etc.). 

42 Cf. Timaeus 50AB, and CU vi.1.4, “That teaching (adesam) whereby what has 

not been heard of becomes heard of, what has not been thought of becomes thought 

of, what has not been known becomes known of. . . . Just as by one piece of clay 

everything made of clay may be known of, the modification being only a matter of 

naming, and the reality (satyam) just clay.” Cf. BU iv.5.6. [Socrates claims to know 

everything always by means of his soul, Euthydemus 295 ff.] 

43 “Virtue” (apeT-q) is the subject under discussion. The Dialogue does not de¬ 

cide what “virtue” is; it is neither natural nor taught, nor is it prudence ((fcpovrjats), 

but a thing “that comes to us by a divine dispensation (Meno 98E, 99E ff.). It is a thing 

to be remembered, which remembrance is properly called “learning” (pd-Opcns, cf. 

paOrjTri^, disciple, srdva\a): whence it follows that ignorance, or rather “want of 

learning” (apaOia, cf. Pali assutava putthujana = profane ol ttoWoi), the ignorance 

that is so disgraceful (Apology 29B, Phaedrus 277E), is really “forgetfulness”; cf. 

Skr. asruta, “untaught,” and asruti, “oblivion.” For Hermes, “the soul’s vice is ig¬ 

norance (ayvoiala) and her virtue (dper-q) gnosis” (Lib. x.8.9, cf. 13.7B); and that, 

I think, is just what Socrates means to imply, namely, that virtue is a function of 

self-knowledge (Skr. atmapidna), and can be theirs only who “know themselves.” 

The traditional “ignorance” has nothing, of course, to do with what we call “il¬ 

literacy.” The exaggerated value that we attach to “literature” as such would have 

been, indeed, for Plato, in itself an evidence of “ignorance” (Phaedrus 275, 278); [cf. 

Laws 689, “only those should govern who are masters of themselves, not those who 

are merely literate or otherwise expert”]. Ignorance is “subjection to pleasure,” or 

what amounts to the same thing, “subjection to oneself” (To tJttco dvcu avrov 

Protagoras 357E, 358c; cf. Republic 430Eff.); ignorance is of what is just and what 

unjust (Phaedrus 277E); nothing is worse than to think one knows what one does 

not know (Apology 29B). It is the Self that should be known (TkSA aeavrov): 

for when the Self is seen, is heard, thought of and known, this All is known (BU 

iv.5.6). Whereas to put our trust in the written characters, which are not a part 

of our Self, is a hindrance to that recollection that is in and of the Self (Phaedrus 
275A). 
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72E ff., and 75E, where “we must necessarily have learned in some prior 

time what we now remember. But this is impossible if the Soul in us had 

not existed anywhere before being born in this human nature; and so 

by this consideration it appears again that the Soul is immortal”; as in 

Meno 86ab, “if in us the truth of all things be the Soul, then Soul must 

be ‘immortal’ for it knows things of which we could not have acquired 

knowledge in this life and ‘must have had this learning through all time’ 

(oti tov Trdvra xpovov)”44 [cf. npo5 tov ^vp-navra xpovov, Tunaeus 36E]. 

Following Meno 81, Socrates goes on to give a practical demonstration by 

educing from rather than communicating to a pupil, knowledge which 

he did not appear to possess; and this seems to show that all true educa¬ 

tion is rather a destruction of ignorance45 than the gift of a knowledge, a 

view that is in close agreement with what is called in India the “self-mani¬ 

festation” nature (sva-pra\a'satva) of the intellectual principle. 

Plato’s Immortal Soul, “the most lordly and divine part of us” (Timaeus 

90AB), can be only the immanent Daimon, “that vulgar fellow, who cares 

for nothing but the truth” (Hippias major 2860). It is Philo’s “Soul of 

the soul”; the Sanctus Spiritus as distinguished from the (mortal) “soul” 

(Fleb. 4:12) and “source of all that is true, by whomsoever it has been 

said” (St. Ambrose on 1 Cor. 12:3, cited by St. Thomas Aquinas, Sum. 

Theol. i-ii.i09.1); the Scholastic Speculum Aeternum46 and Synteresis,4' 

Dante’s Amor (Purgatorio xxix.52-54), and our own “conscience” (E.E. 

“inwyt”) in the original and fullest sense of the word; and the Immortal 

Self, the source of Memory, of the Vedanta. 

We meet the doctrine of recollection also in Hebrew contexts. In the 

Talmud (Nidda 30B) and Zohar (Wayyiqra, Aharei Mot), we are told 

that all human souls have a full knowledge of the Torah, etc. (see n. 32), 

44 Here again “soul” in the singular, “we” plural. But elsewhere we find (im¬ 

mortal) “souls” in the plural (Phaedo 76). Both uses are consistent with the view 

that all souls are facets of one Soul, which I think was Plato’s belief, as it was cer¬ 

tainly that of Plotinus and Hermes. 

45 Not that ignorance is “real” (in which case it could not be “destroyed”), but as 

darkness (privation of light) it is removed by illumination. Pali texts often employ 

this illustration: when the Buddha has cleared up some problem by his argument, 

“it is just as if a lamp were brought into a dark room.” 

48 “Wherein those who gaze behold all things, and better than elsewhere” (St. 

Bonaventura, I Sent, d.35> a unic., q. 1, fund. 3, sicut dicit Augustinus ); as a clear 

mirror sees all things in one image” (Meister Eckhart, Evans ed., I, 253). 

47 Cf. O. Renz, “Die Synteresis nach dem HI. Thomas von Aquin,” in Beitrdge 

zur Geschichte der Philosophte des Mittelalters, X (Munster, 1911). 
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and retain all their knowledge until they come down to earth and are 

born. Manasseh ben Israel (seventeenth century) saw here the equivalent 

of Plato’s doctrine of Recollection, for it must follow that whatever is 

learnt after birth can only amount to a recovery of this knowledge; and 

so Elimelech of Lizensk (eighteenth century) says, “By relearning the 

Torah later on for its own sake he (the child) succeeds in grasping the 

truth as it was originally implanted in him.”48 The implied eternity of 

“the Torah that created all the worlds and is the means by which these 

are sustained” (Zohar, Bella ‘Alothe\a) is like that of the Veda, of the 

origin of which nothing more can be said than that “the Lord” (Isvara = 

Kyrios, Demiourgos), at the beginning of each world-aeon, “remembers” 

(smrtva) it and promulgates it, and there is no ground for supposing that 

it was composed by any other standard (Apadeva).49 Again, the doctrine 

of Recollection is explicit in Meister Eckhart, who says: “If I knew my 

Self as intimately as I ought, I should have perfect knowledge of all crea¬ 

tures,” for “the soul is capable of knowing all things in her highest power,” 

viz. “as a clear mirror sees all things in one image,” and so “not until she 

48 For a fuller discussion of this material see J. Finkel, “A Psychoanalytic Pre¬ 

figuration in Hasidic Literature,” Eidenu, New York, 1942. Finkel justly observes 

that Elimelech’s “Unconscious” is not psychological but transcendental. Cf. n. 33. 

[Eleazar of Worms (d. 1223-1232) held that a guardian angel causes forgetfulness at 

birth because if it is remembered, the contradiction of the course of the world with 

its knowledge would drive it to madness (G. G. Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish 

Mysticism, Jerusalem, 1941 [New York, 1954], p. 92).] 

49 Mimamsa. Nydya Pra\asa 6; late, but a restatement of the oldest Purva Mi- 

mamsa doctrine; [cf. Purva Mimamsa Sutras 1.1.5 and BrSBh 1.3.28]. The similar 

doctrine that the Koran is “uncreated” is fundamental to Islam. 

Not to have studied {adhi) or understood (vijha) the Veda (“wit,” as in Wycliffe’s 

version of Rom. 11:34) is utter ignorance (SA xiv). Since the dictionary meanings 

of adhi (lit. “go to”) are to “study” or “remember,” and of smr, to “remember” or 

“teach,” all this amounts to saying that to learn is to remember. Closely related to 

this are the well-known Indian pedagogic principles of oral instruction and learning 

by heart, which are, again, in agreement with Plato (Phaedrus 275A, 278A). To have 

to “look up” a text implies that although we have been once reminded, we have 

again forgotten, and are no less ignorant than before. We only really \now what 

we can always quote. Hence the preference for oral instruction, which must be re¬ 

membered, if we are to possess it. Under these conditions, as also in many “primi¬ 

tive” civilizations, culture is independent of literacy, which last Plato called “a de¬ 

vice for forgetting.” Cf. Coomaraswamy, “The Bugbear of Literacy,” 1944. 

The further argument of the Purva Mimamsa, that words participate in eternity 

because they have a meaning, is entirely comprehensible from the Platonic, Aristo¬ 

telian, and Scholastic doctrine that knowledge can be only of the immutable, and 

not of any things in flux, singulars, or accidentals, which never retain their identity 

from one moment to another. In other words, perception and knowledge, facts and 

realities, are very different things. 
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knows all that there is to be known does she (the soul) cross over to the 

Unknown Good.”50 The doctrine survives in Blake’s “Is the Holy Ghost 

any other than an intellectual fountain?” 

We need not attempt to follow up the history of the doctrine in any 

greater detail. Our main object has been to call attention both to the 

importance and to the universality of the doctrine of Recollection, and to 

bring out that it is only one of the many consistent features of a philosophy 

that is essentially the same in Plato and in the Vedanta.51 

50 Evans ed., I, 324, 253, 359, 385. 

51 The virtual identity of Indian and Socratic-Platonic philosophy is of far greater 

significance than the problem as more often discussed in connection with Plotinus. 

There we are dealing, not with “influences,” but—just as in the case of the roots 

and idioms of the languages, Greek and Sanskrit themselves—with cognate doctrines 

and myths, many of which are as much Sumerian as they are Greek or Indian. The 

Philosophia Perennis antedates the whole historical period within which “influences” 

can be predicated. 

For example, it is not by a borrowing but only by a long inheritance that we 

can explain the occurrence of the “cutting reed” and “clashing rock” forms of the 

“active door” (Janua Coeli) in Greece on the one hand and in Navajo and Eskimo, 

Mexican and South American, and Chinese and Indian mythology, on the other. 

Cf. R. Guenon, Introduction to the Study of the Hindu Doctrines, tr. Marco Pallis 

(London, 1945), p. 50. All mythology involves a corresponding philosophy; and if 

there is only one mythology, as there is only one “Perennial Philosophy,” then that 

“the myth is not my own, I had it from my mother” (Euripides) points to a spiritual 

unity of the human race already predetermined long before the discovery of metals. 

It may be really true that, as Alfred Jeremias said, the various cultures of mankind 

are no more than the dialects of one and the same spiritual language. For this point 

of view, as now entertained by a large school of anthropologists, for whom the con¬ 

cept of one “High God” antedates even the development of animism, cf. Father 

Wilhelm Schmidt, Der Ursprung der Gottesidee (Munster, 1912-1939); The Origin 

and Growth of Religion, tr. H. J. Rose (New York, 1931); and High Gods in North 

America (Oxford, 1933). [Fundamentally, it is held in common that philosophy is 

both a way of life and a means of escape from the wheel, whereby the soul returns 

to its own.] 
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Man is born once; I have been born many times. 
Rumi 

Bei Gotte werden nur die Gotten angenommen. 

Angelus Silesius 

Liberation is for the Gods, not for men, 
Gebhard-Lestrange 

Atmety evopasita, atra hy ete sarva e\am bhavanti 
BU 1.4.7 

N’atthi \oci satto yo imamha \aya anyam \ayam san\amati 

Mil 72, cf. 46. 

I 

Sankaracarya’s dictum, “Verily, there is no other transmigrant but the 

Lord” (satyam, nesvarad any ah samsari, BrSBh 1.1.5),1 startling as it may 

appear to be at first sight, for it denies the reincarnation of individual 

essences, is amply supported by the older, and even the oldest texts, and is 

by no means an exclusively Indian doctrine. For it is not an individual 

soul that Plato means when he says: “The soul of man is immortal, and 

at one time comes to an end, which is called dying away, and at another 

is born again, but never perishes . . . and having been born many times 

has acquired the knowledge of all and everything”;2 or that Plotinus 

means when he says: “There is really nothing strange in that reduction 

[This study was published in supplement No. 3 to the Journal of the American 

Oriental Society, 1944.—ed.] 

1 Cf. T.A.G. Rao, Elements of Hindu Iconography, II (Madras, 1914-1916), 

p. 405, “When Isvara absorbs in himself, he is known as the Puru$a, and as Samsari 

when he has manifested himself.” Cf. n. 66. 

2 Meno 8ibc, where this is cited as the doctrine of learned priests and priestesses, 

and is approved by Socrates. Of the same sort is Agni’s omniscience as Jatavedas, 

“Knower of Births,” and the Buddha’s, whose abhinna extends to all “former 

abodes.” He who is “where every where and every when is focused” (Dante) can¬ 

not but have knowledge of every thing. 
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(of all selves) to One; though it may be asked, How can there be only 

One, the same in many, entering into all, but never itself divided up”;3 

or by Hermes who says that “He who does all these things is One,” and 

speaks of Him as boddess and having many bodies, or rather present 

in all bodies.”4 

The Lord of whom Sankaracarya speaks is, of course, the Supreme 

and Solar Self, Atman, Brahma, Indra, “of all beings Overlord, of all 

beings King, whose omniformity is timeless and whose omnipresence 

enables us to understand that He must be omniscient (sarvanubhuh, 

BU n.5.15, 19, cf. iv.4.22 and AA xiii); Death, the Person in the Sun, 

Indra and Breath of Life, “One as he is Person there, and many as he 

is in his children here,” and at whose departure “we” die (SB x.5.2.13, 

16); the Solar Self of all that is in motion or at rest (RV 1.115.1); our Im¬ 

mortal Self and Inner Controller “other than whom there is no seer, hearer, 

thinker or knower” (BU m.7.23, m.8.11); the solar Indra of whom it is 

said that whoever speaks, hears, thinks, etc., does so by his ray (JUB 1.28, 

29); Brahma, of whom it is said that our powers “are merely the names of 

his acts” (BU 1.4.7, cf- 1-5-21); the Self, from whom all action stems (BU 

1.6.3; BG hi.15); the Self that knows everything (MU vi.7).5 

Whether as Surya, Savitr, Atman, Brahma, Agni, Prajapati, Indra, Vayu 

or madhyama Prana—yadrg eva dadrse tadrg ucyate (RV v.44.6)6—this 

Lord, from within the heart here,7 is our mover, driver and actuator (iri- 

3 Plotinus, iv.9.4, 5 (condensed); cf. 1.1, passim. In our Self, the spiritual Self of 

all beings, all these selves and their doings are one simple act of being; hence it is 

not the separated selves and acts, but rather the Real Agent that one should seek 

to know (BU 1.4.7, Kaus. Up. 111.8, Hermes, Lib. XI.2.12A). “Thou hast seen the ket¬ 

tles of thought a-boiling; consider also the fire!” (Mathnawi v.2902). 

4Hermes, Lib. v.ioa (cf. BU 1.5.21), and X1.2.12A (cf. KU 11.22). 

5 In “Recollection, Indian and Platonic” [the preceding essay in this volume—ed.], 

we have shown that timeless omnipresence and providential omniscience are inter¬ 

dependent and inseparable notions. The related thesis of the present article is that 

the omnipresent omniscient is “the only transmigrant,” and that in the last analysis 

this “transmigration” is nothing but his knowledge of himself expressed in terms of 

a duration. If there were really “others,” or any discontinuity within the unity, 

each “other” or “part” would not be omnipresent to the rest, and the concept of an 

omniscience would be inconceivable. 

6 “He is given names that correspond exactly to the forms in which He is ap¬ 

prehended.” Cf. “All names are names of Him, who has no name, for that he is 

their common Father,” Hermes, Lib. v.ioa. 

7 “Who takes up his stand in every heart” (hrdi sarvasya adhitisthan, BG xm.17); 

“Questi nei cor mortali e permotore, questi la terra in se stringe ed aduna,” Dante, 

Paradiso 1.116—stringe, as in SB vm.7.3.10, etc. 
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tah,8 coday itr? \drayitr10) and whole source of the evanescent conscious¬ 

ness (cetana — samjhdna)11 that begins with our birth and ends with 

our death (MU ii.6d, m.3).12 We do nothing of ourselves and are merely 

his vehicles, and instruments (as for Philo, passim). 

This “higher” (para) Brahma is that “One, the Great Self, who takes 

up his stand in womb after womb (yo yomm yomm adhitisthati13 e\ah 

. . . mahatma) ... as the omniform Lord of the Breaths (vi'svarupah . . . 

8 Cf. the “potter’s wheel”; cf. Murid. Up. 11.2.6; BU 11.5.15; Plotinus, vi.5.5; Ba. 

64:8, etc. 
9 Of the “chariot,” cf. RV vi.75.6; KU 111.3 fT.; J vi.252; Plato, Laws 898c, “Soul 

is the driver of all things.” In MU n.6, the driver’s “reins” or “rays” (rasmayah) 
are the intelligential powers (buddhlndriydni) by which the equine powers of sensa¬ 
tion (,\armendriydni) are governed. Similarly, Hermes, Lib. X.22B, “The energies of 
God are, as it were, His rays,” and xvi.7, “His reins are (His rays).” Cf. Boethius, 
De consolatione philosophiae 1v.11, “Hie regum sceptrum dominus tenet, Orbisque 
habenas temperat, Et volucrem currum stabilis regit, Rerum coruscus arbiter”; Math- 
nawi 1.3268, 3273, 3575-3576. “Under the theory of presence by powers, souls are 
described as rays” (Plotinus, vi.4.3). This is “the living doctrine that ascribes to 
God the totality of all powers,” and to be distinguished from “the pierced and 
cloven doctrine that is conscious of a man’s own mind at work” (Philo, Legum 

allegoriae, 1.93, 94). 
10 Of the “elemental self” (bhutdtman) as “agent” (hartr) of the Inner Man. “He 

is blind indeed who sees only the active self” (\artdram atmanam \evala tu yah 
pasyati . . . na sa pasyati, BG xvm.16), whereas “He sees indeed, who sees the Over- 

lord who is the same in all beings, imperishable in those that perish . . . the Over¬ 

self who, although present in the body, neither acts nor is contaminated by action” 
(na \aroti na lipyate, BG xm.27, 31). 

11 “The dead know not anything” (Eccl. 9:5). Na pretya samjnasti (BU 11.4.12); 

sannd, bhi\\have, lobe lobadhammo, S in.140, cf. Sn 779, 1071, and M 1.260. The 

Self is indestructible (BU iv.5.14; BG iv.13), but “consciousness” in terms of sub¬ 

ject and object is a contingency, and loses its meaning “where everything has be¬ 
come just the Self” (BU 11.4.14), “actively Itself when it is not intelligizing” (Plo¬ 
tinus, iv.4.2). 

12 “Spirit (rub), concealing its glory and pinions and plumes, says to the body, 

‘O dunghill, who art thou? Through my beams (cf. n. 9) thou hast come to life for 

a day or two. . . .’ The beams of the spirit are speech and eye and ear” (Mathnawi 
1.3267-3273). 

13 The body being the domain or garden (drama, BU iv.3.14) or platform (adhist- 
hdnam, CU vm.12.1) of the unseen, incorporeal, and impassible Self. Adhistha 

(sometimes avastha, aruh) is regularly employed in connection with the “mounting” 
of the psycho-physical vehicle (ratha) by the Spirit (atman), e.g., AV x.8.1, (Brahma) 

sarvam . . . adhitisthati; AA 111.3.8.5B, prana adhitisthati (devaratham); KU 11.22, 

sariresv avasthitam . . . atmanam', BG xm.17, hrdi . . . adhitisthan. At the same time 
adhistha implies administration, management, as in Prasna Up. iii.d: similarly anustha 
in KU v.i. 
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pranadhipah)14 he wanders about (samcarati = samsarati)15 by his own 

actions, the fruition of which he enjoys (iipabhoptr),16 and, being asso¬ 

ciated with conceptuality and the notion ‘I am,’ is known as the ‘lower’ 

(apara). . . . Neither male nor female nor neuter, whatever body he as- 

14 Not, as understood by Deussen and Hume, the “individual soul,” which is not 

a Lord but a compound of the Breaths or Beings that are the subjects (svah) of the 

Great Being or Breath from which they arise and into which they return (JUB iv.7; 

MU hi.3, bhutagana). It would be an antinomy to describe the composite individual 

soul, subject to persuasion, as a sovereign power. “The Lord of the Breaths,” who is 

the Leader of the Breaths and of the body” (pranasariranetr, Murid. Up. 11.2.8) 

is much rather the Being and Breath that is “Lord of all (pranah . . . bhutah sarvasy- 

esvarah, AV xi.4.1.10),” the "Lord of the gods (powers of the soul) who enters the 

womb and is 'born again’ (yonim aid sa u jayate punah, sa devanam adhipadr babhfi- 

va, AV xm.2.25) or "Lord of Beings” (bhutanam adhipadh, AV iv.8.1; TS vi.1.11.4; 

MU v.2), i.e., the imperial Breath on whose behalf the “other Breaths” function as 

ministers (Prasna Up. 111.4), and the Brahma whom all things hail as king (BU 

IV-3-37)- The “Lord of the Breaths” (pranadhipah) is the Breath whose superiority to 

all the other Breaths (pranah = devah, bhutani) is again and again insisted upon in 

the contests of the Breaths for supremacy (Brahmanas and Upanisads, passim), and 

other than the subjected elemental self (bhutdtman) that is a host of beings (bhuta- 

gana, MU 111.3). The Lord of the Breaths, “neither male nor female,” is the Breath 

thus described in AA 11.3.8.5, in whom all the gods (Breaths or powers of the soul) 

are unified (AA 11; Kau§. Up. 111.3; cf. BU 1.4.7), the Breath that mounts the bodily 

vehicle and is regularly identified with the Sun, Brahma, Atman, Vamadeva, Indra, 

etc. This Lord of the Breaths is likewise the Inner Person (antahpurusa — antaratman 

of Svet. Up. 111.13; KU v.9-13, vi. 17) who wanders (car ad) from body to body un¬ 

overcome by the fruits of the actions that determine the aughty or naughty wombs 

in which the elemental self alone suffers (MU m.1-3). 

When at death this Self recollects itself (BU iv.4.3, vi.1.13, etc.)—d//aos tU ev ava- 

Tpe-get d.7ro(TTtxvTos tov (jojpatos (Plotinus iv.9.2)—then “we” are no more (BU 

11.4.12, iv.4.3; CU viii.9.1, etc.), “we who in our junction with our bodies are com¬ 

posites and have qualities shall not exist, but shall be brought into the regeneration 

by which, becoming joined to immaterial things, we shall become incomposite and 

without qualities” (Philo, De cherubim 113 ff.; cf. Plato, Phaedo 78c ff.). 

15 Cf. nn. 26, 40. 

16 Upabhoktr — bhoktr in KU 111.4 (Atman) and MU 11.6 (Prajapati). This frui¬ 

tion does not necessarily involve a subjection: insofar as it remains a spectator (abhi 

cdhasid, RV 1.164.20; pre\sada, MU 11.7; Pali upehha\a), or in other words dis¬ 

interestedly enjoys only the flavor of life (akamo . . . rasena trptah, AV x.8.44), the 

governing and immortal Self of the self, or Inner Self (amrto ’syatma, antaratman), 

remains immune (KU v.13; MU 111.2, etc.). As Experient (bhoktr) this immanent 

Person (puruso ’ntasthah) is himself without qualities (nirguna), while the elemen¬ 

tal self (bhutatman) with its three qualities (triguna)—i.e., the individual soul— 

is his “food” (annam, MU vi.io). The contemplative Experient is both the Giver- 

of-being and a Mighty Lord (bhokta ca prabhur eva ca . . . bho\ta mahesvarah, 

BG ix.24, 13, 22); the All-soul that “suffers no hurt whatever by furnishing the 

body with the power to existence” (Plotinus, iv.8.2; cf. KU v.i and BG xm.32). 
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sumes, therewith he is connected (yujyate):17 through the delusions of 

concept, touch, and sight, there is birth and growth of^ the Self by the 

rain of food and drink;18 the embodied Self (dehi)19 assumes functional 

forms in their stations in regular order (\armdnugdny anukjamena dehi 

sthanesu rupciny abhisampadyate)20 . . . and because of conjunction with 

For, as Meister Eckhart says, “With the love with which God leaves Himself, He 

loves all creatures, not as creatures but more: creatures as God. . . . God tastes (Skr. 

bhunkte) himself in all things. . . . Men as creatures taste as all creatures in measures 

and quantities, as wine and bread and meat. But my inner man tastes not as a 

creature, but more: as a gift of God. But my innermost man does not taste it as a 

gift of God, but more: as eternity” (Pfeiffer ed., 180). 

17 Yujyate, like samyoga below, as in BG 1.26, where every birth is said to depend 

upon a “connection” or “yoking” (samyoga) of the Knower of the Field with the 

Field. Conversely, asamyoga, “liberation,” “unyoking,” MU vi.21. 

18 “The nourishment of ‘sense-perception’ which he (the author of Gen. 2:5) figura¬ 

tively calls ‘rain’” (Philo, Legum allegoriae, 1.48). Here with reference to the 

falcon-brought Soma, and the “Shower of Wealth (vasor dhara)." “Touch,” because 

“all experience is contact-born” (BG v.21); cf. Coomaraswamy, “Note on the 

Stickfast Motif,” 1944. 

19 The embodied Self (dehi) of BG n.18 ff., and quick or vibrant (vipascit) Self 

of KU 11.18, 19, that never becomes anyone, but passes over from body to body, 

and is not slain when the body is slain, unborn though it can be thought of as 

continually born and continually dying. This is precisely the doctrine of the im¬ 

mortal Soul, which Plato cites as that of learned priests and priestesses: “They say 

that the soul of man is immortal, and at one time ends, which they call ‘dying away,’ 

and at another is born again, but never perishes” (Meno 8iab). The embodied Self 

(dehi, paramatma . . . sarirasthah) is to be distinguished from the elemental self 

(bhutatman, bhutagana, MU 111.2, 3). The former is the unperishing (avinasyat) 

Self of CU vm.5.3 and BG xm.27, the latter arises out of the elements and perishes 

(■vina'syati) with them (BU 11.4.12). 

20 These words describe the entry of the Self into any one body and its extension 

therein in the form of the Intelligences (Breaths, powers of the soul) that work 

through the doors of the senses, as in MU 11.6, etc. Karmanugani, “corresponding to 

the variety of actions to be performed,” as in BU 1.5.21, “ ‘I am going to speak,’ 

began the Voice,” etc. The powers of speaking, seeing, thinking, etc., “are just the 

names of His acts” (BU 1.4.7)—not “ours” (BG hi.27). “Stupefied by the notion 

of an ‘I that acts,’ the self believes that ‘I am the actor’”; similarly, countless Bud¬ 

dhists texts; cf. Philo, begum allegoriae, 1.78, “I deem nothing so shameful as to 

suppose that T know and ‘I’ perceive. My own intellect the author of its own 

in tell igizing, how could that be?” Anu\ramena, like yathayatanam in Kaus. Up. 111.3 

and Ait. Up. 11.3, and yatha\ramena in MU vi.26, “As rays from Sun, so from him 

(immanent Brahma, Fire of Life) his Breaths and the rest come forth continually 

here in the world in due order (tasya pranadayo vai punar eva tasmad abhyuc- 

carantiha yathahramena).” Sthanesu, “in their places,” as in Prasna Up. 111.2, stha- 

nam. Rupani, “forms,” i.e., “Prajapati’s breath-forms” (pranarupa, Sayana on RV 

x.90.16, and as in BU 1.5.21, where the Breaths are the “forms” of the median 

Breath and called after him; similarly in Prasna Up. 11.12). 
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the qualities, both his own and of action, he seems to be ‘another’ ” {tesam 

samyogahetur aparo21 ’pi drstah, Svet. Up. v.1-13, condensed). 

This transmigrating “Lord of the Breaths” is the Breath {prana), “the 

most excellent {vasistha, BU vi.i, 14),”22 Brahma, Prajapati, he who di¬ 

vides himself five- and manifold to support and sustain the body, to 

awaken his children, to fill these worlds (Prasna Up. 11.3; MU 11.6, vi.26), 

remaining nevertheless undivided in things divided (BG xiii.16, xvm.20). 

To him as Prajapati it is said, “ ’Tis thou, thyself, that art counterborn 

(pratijayase),23 to thee all thy children {prajah — rasmayah, pranah, de- 

vah, bhutam) bring tribute {balim bar anti),24 O Breath” (Prasna Up. 

21 A para, “lower” or “other” as in MU hi.2 (Atman), and to be contrasted with 

para (Brahma) in verse 1 en para (Atman) of Prasna Up. iv.7. For the “one es¬ 

sence and two natures” of Brahma see BU 11.3, Prasna Up. v.2, MU vi.3, 22, 23 and 

vn.11.8, dvaitibhava). This is the doctrine of Hermes, viz. that to say that “God is 

both One and All does not mean that the One is two, but that the two are One” (Lib. 

xvi.3). Similarly Plotinus, iv.4.10, “The ordering-and-governing-principle (to ko<t- 

povv — Plato, Phaedo 97c> o SiaKocrpoiv re Kal iravTwv attios) is twofold, one that 

we call Demiurge and one the Soul of All (Tov 7ravn>s ipv\ri) '■ we speak of Zeus 

sometimes as Demiurge (Creator) and sometimes as the Leader of all (r/yefJLwv tov 

7ravros)”; which is as much as to say that we speak of Varuna sometimes as such 

and sometimes as Mitra or Savitr (netr, RV v.50.1 = pranasariranetr, Mund. Up. 

11.2.8 = atmano ’tma netamrta\hyah, MU vi.7), of Brahma as parapara, dvirupa and 

dvaitibhava, of Agni as IndragnI, and of Prajapati as parimitaparimita, niruhtani- 

ru\ta, etc., in the same way imputing two contrasted natures to one and same es¬ 

sence. And just as in one of these natures the deity is immortal and impassible and 

in the other mortal and passible, so in the one he is without needs and in the other 

has ends to be attained. At the same time, in him these are not two, but one simple 

essence; the distinction is “logical but not real.” So Nicholas of Cusa speaks of the 

“wall of Paradise” that conceals God from our sight as constituted of the “coincidence 

of opposites” and of its gate as guarded by “the highest spirit of reason, who bars 

the way until he has been overcome” (De visione Dei ix, xi)—as in JUB 1.5. 

22 Implying Agni who as the “Fire of Life” is the “Breath of Life,” cf. Heracleitus, 

fr. 20, and Coomaraswamy, “Measures of Fire” [in this volume—ed.]. 

23 BU 11.1.8 pratirupo ’smaj jayase\ cf. Svet. Up. 11.16, v.n. The Self is the Father of 

the Breath and consubstantial (MU vi.i); like the human father and son, in accord¬ 

ance with the normal doctrine that the father himself is reborn in his progeny (RV 

v.4.10, vi.70.3; BD vn.50; AB vii.13; AA 11.5; BG iv.7, 8, etc.), the only Indian 

doctrine of rebirth on earth. It is a character that is thus reborn; it is in his “other 

self” that the father departs at death; and we are often reminded (SB passim) that 

the dead have departed “once for all.” The heredity of vocation is connected with 

the traditional (for it is not only Indian) doctrine of progenitive rebirth. In the 

same way in divinis, the Father is reborn as the Son; cf. the Christian Alma redemp- 

toris Mater . . . tu quae genuisti tuum sanctum genitorem. 

24 Cf. AV x.7.38, 39, x.8.15, xi.4.19; SB vi.i.1.7; JUB iv.23.7, iv.24.1-7; BU vi.1.13; 

Kaus. Up. 11.1. The various names by which the recipient and the tributaries are 

referred to in these contexts all imply the Breath and the Breaths, i.e., God and gods 

under various aspects. Hence “All these gods are in me” (JUB 1.14.2; SB 11.3.2.3; 
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11.7) . By this Prajapati this body of ours is set up in possession of con¬ 

sciousness (cetanavat), he as its driver passing on from body to body 

(pratisariresu carati), unovercome by the bright and dark fruit of his 

acts, or rather those acts of which he, as our Inner Man (antah purusa),25 

is the actuator (harayitr) and spectator (pre\sa\a) rather than the doer 

(MU 11.6—111.3). This Prajapati is likewise “the divine Breath who, whether 

or not transmigrating (samcarans casamcarans ca),26 is neither injured 

nor distressed, and whom all beings serve,” and with respect to whom it is 

further said that “however his children may suffer, that pertains to them 

alone, good only goes to him, evil does not reach the gods” (BU 1.5.20). 

Thus this One, spoken of by many names, is everywhere born and re¬ 

born. “Unseen, Prajapati moves in the womb (carati garbhe antah) and 

is multifariously born” (bahudha vi jayate, AV x.8.13, cf. Mund. Up. 

11.2.6); “The Person expires27 and suspires in the womb, and then is he 

AA 11.1.5, etc.). The praja of AV xi.4.19 (like Prasna Up. 11.7) are not “human be¬ 

ings” (Whitney), but the “rays” by which “we” are ensouled and energized (JUB 

1.28, 29), the Visvedevah (TS iv.3.1.26). These rays are withdrawn at our death 

(BU v.5.2; AA in.2.4, etc.), viz. when Death himself, the Breath, withdraws his 

“feet” from our heart and “we” are cut off (SB x.5.2.13); for the Breaths cannot 

live without him (BU vi.1.13 = CU v.1.12). It is true that we are children of the 

Sun in the sense that our life depends upon him who is our real Father (JUB m.10.4; 

SB vii.3.2.12, etc.), but we are naturally sons of our own fathers, and until we have 

acquired a second self or Self, born of the sacrifice (JB 1.17, etc., cf. John 3:3) we do 

not “really become the immortal children of Prajapati” (SB v.2.1.11, 14), his natural 

sons (SB ix.3.3.14), or himself (SB iv.6.1.5). “That art thou” is always true, but 

only potentially for us, for so long as we are “this man, So-and-so.” We are ensouled 

and quickened by the rays of the Sun, the Breaths, the All-Gods, but it can only 

be said of the perfected that they are those rays of the Sun (SB 1.9.3.10, cf- RV 

1.109.7) , his sons (JUB 11.9.10). 

25 The puruso ’ntasthah of MU vi.io; purusah sarvasu pursu purisayah of BU 

11.5.18; sarvesam bhutesam antahpurusah of AA 111,2.4, described as the unseen 

seer, etc., and as “unbowed” (anata), i.e., anabhibhuta as in MU 11.7; Vamadeva 

garbhe . . . sayanah of AA 11.5; Agni a yah puram narmimm adidet . . . satatma 

of RV 1.149.3. F°r the distinction of this Inner Man from our outer man (the ele¬ 

mental self, bhutatman) cf. 11 Cor. 4:16, “Is qui foris est noster homo corrumpitur 

tamen is qui intus est renovatur de die in diem,” like MU 111.2. Undoubtedly John 

1:14 should be understood to read “And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt in 

us” (ev 17/xiv) rather than “amongst us,” by which “amongst” the Incarnation would 

be considered only historically. 

26 I.e., whether immanent or transcendent; whether he “wanders in the Field, 

together with his acts (\setre samcarati . . . sva\armabhih, Svet. Up. v.3, 7),” or 

remains aloof. 

27 The descent into the blind darkness of the womb, into hell (niraya, MU 111.4); 

from which one comes into being again, being saved from that first death by the 
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born again when thou, O Breath, givest life” (AV xi.4.14, cf. JUB 111.8.10- 

ix.r); “Thou alone, O Sun, art born about the whole world” (e\o visvam 

pari bhuma jayase, AV xm.2.3);28 “One God indwelling the mind, of old 

was he born and is even now in the womb” (AV x.8.28 = JUB m.10.12). 

Similar texts could be cited at greater length, but it will suffice for the 

present to observe the emphasis laid upon the fact that it is always One 

that is diversely and recurrently born: He, that is, who is “undivided in, 

though as it were divided by his presence in divided beings” (BG xni.16 

and xvm.20), being “One as he is in himself, and many as he is in his 

children” (SB x.5.2.16), who are not Beings independently, but Beings by 

participation.29 

All this is also the oldest Samhita doctrine, where it is the Sun or Fire 

that enters into the womb and transmigrates:30 thus RV x.72.9, where 

Aditi “bears Martanda unto repeated birth and death (prajayai mrtyave 

tvat punah.)”; vm.43.9, “Thou, O Agni, being in the womb, art born again 

(garbhe san jayase punah)”; x.5.1, where Agni is “of many births (bhuri- 

janma)”; m.1.20, where as Jatavedas he is “set down in birth after birth 

(janmah-janman nihitah),” i.e., as Sayana adds, “in all these human be¬ 

ings.” As Jatavedas he is omniscient of births (1.70.1, 1.189.1, vi.15.3), 

and necessarily so because, as SB ix.5.1.68 paraphrases, “he finds birth 

again and again ('jatam jatam vindate).” In the same way “filling the 

(three) light-realms of this,31 the mobile and immobile, he cometh mani¬ 

foldly into being, the Sire in these wombs” (purutra yad abhavat, sur 

ahaibhyo garbhebhyah, RV 1.146.1, 5), “yet in one semblance manifold, as 

giver-of-being to all thy people32 (viso visva anu prabhuh, RV vm.11.8).” 

Sun (JUB m.9.1, m.10.4). Cf. St. Bernard, prius morimur nascituri (De grad, 

humilitatis 30). AV apanati — JUB mriyate. 

28 Who as the sacrificial Person “was poured out upon the earth from East to West” 

(aty aricyata pascad bhumvn atho purah, RV x.90.5). 

29 “Et inspexi cetera infra te, et vidi nec omnino esse nec omnino non esse: esse 

quidem, quoniam abs te sunt, non esse autem, quoniam id quod es non sunt” (St. 

Augustine, Confessions vii.n). This “is and is not” is essentially the Buddhist doc¬ 

trine of satto, “existence.” 
30 Throughout the present article and elsewhere we are careful to distinguish 

transmigration from reincarnation; the former implying a transition from one state 

of being to another, the latter to the transmission or renewal of a former state of 

being. Cf. n. 23, and Coomaraswamy, “Measures of Fire.” 

31 I.e., as Prajapati divides himself to fill these worlds. 

32 Visah, i.e., Visvedevah, Maruts, pranah, pranagnayah directly and hence to 

praninah, “living beings,” indirectly. Visvam tvaya dharayate jayamanam . . . prajas 
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It need not be demonstrated here that the Samhitas do not know of a 

“reincarnation” (individual rebirth on earth) since it is generally accepted 

that even the Brahmanas know nothing of such a doctrine (cf. the Keith 

edition of AA, Introduction, p. 44)—except, of course, in the normal 

progenitive sense of rebirth in one’s offspring (RV v.4.10, vi.70.3; AB 

vii.13; AA 11.5). Our concern is rather to point out that the Veda speaks 

both of transmigration and of a one and only transmigrant, and distin¬ 

guishes “liberation” from “coming back again” (vimucam navrtam punah, 

RV v.46.1). Our argument is that the expressions punarmrtyu and punar- 

janma which occur already in RV and the Brahmanas do not in the later 

scriptures acquire the new meanings of “dying again” (elsewhere) and 

“being born again” (here) that are generally read into them. In the major¬ 

ity of cases the references of “repeated death” and “repeated birth” are to 

this present life or “becoming,” as in AB vm.25, sarvam ayur eti, na punar 

mriyate, and SB v.4.1.1, sarvan . . . mrtyun atimucyate, where it is the rela¬ 

tive immortality of not dying prematurely that is involved, and there is 

no question of never dying at all. In “becoming” (bhava, yeVecri?) we die 

and are reborn every day and night, and in this sense “day and night are 

recurrent deaths” (punarmrtyu . . . yad ahoratre, JB 1.11). Punarmrtyu 

is not some one other death to be dreaded as ending a future existence 

but, together with punarbhava or janma, the condition of any form or type 

of contingent existence; and it is from this process, this wheel of becoming 

(bhavacaJpra, 6 Tpoyb? rfj? yevecrecos in James 3:6) here or hereafter, and 

not from any one death only, that liberation is sought.33 

We have so far considered the Transmigrant, Parijman, only as the 

Great Catalyst who remains unaffected by the actions he empowers. The 

Supreme Lord and Self who is seated one and the same in all beings’ 

hearts (BG x.20, xm.27), the citizen in every “city” (BU 11.3.18; Philo, 

tatra yatra vi'sva ’mrto ’si, MU vi.9. “La circular natura, ch’e sugello alia cera mortal, 

fa ben sua arte, ma non distingue l’un dalP altro ostello,” Dante, Paradiso vm.127- 

129 (ostello = nivasa, esp. in the Pali Buddhist expression pubbenivasan anussarati). 

“One Divine Life, mov’d, shin’d, sounded in and thro’ all,” Peter Sterry (V. de Sola 

Pinto, Peter Sterry, Platonist and Puritan, Cambridge, 1934, p. 161). 

33 Cf. Coomaraswamy, Spiritual Authority and Temporal Power, 1942, n. 35. On 

James 3:6, cf. R. Eisler, “Orphisch-Dionysische Mysterien-Gedanken in der christ- 

lichen Antike,” in Vortrdge der Bib. Warburg II (1922-1923), 86 ff.; P. Deussen, 

Vier philosophische Texte des Mahabharatam (Leipzig, 1906), 272 ff.; Plato, Sophist 

248a, Timaeus 29c (contrast yevems and ovcri'a); and O. Kern, Orphicorum frag- 

menta, fr. 32 (1922), kvkXov S’ l^ewrav (SapvirtvOtos apyaAeoio. 
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De cherubim 121), participating in action not because of any need on his 

part but only sacrificially and to maintain the world process (BG 111.9, 22), 

wherein as it were disporting (BrSBh 11.1.32, 33)34 he remains undivided 

amongst divided beings and indestructible amongst the destructible (BG 

xm.16, 27). So long as he (Makha, the Sacrifice) is One, they cannot over¬ 

come him (TA v.1.3); but as One he cannot bring his creatures to life, and 

must divide himself (MU xn.6). We are repeatedly told, indeed, that he, 

Prajapati, desired (a\amayaty’ to be many, and so, as it seems to us, it is 

not quite disinterestedly3" but “with ends not yet attained and with a view 

to enjoying the objects of the senses” that he sets us agoing (MU n.6d). But 

this is a dangerous enterprise, for being their experient, he is carried away by 

the flood of the qualities of the primary matter (prafytair gunaih) with 

which he operates;36 and as the corporeal (sarira) elemental self (bhutat- 

34 Cf. Coomaraswamy, “Lila,” 1941, and “Play and Seriousness,” 1942 [both in 

this volume—ed.]. Cf. Dante, Purgatorio xxvm.95, 96: 

Per sua diffalta in pianto ed in affanno 

cambio onesto riso e dolce gioco 

and Mathnawi 1.1787, 1788: 

Thou didst contrive this “I” and “we” in order that 

Thou mightest play the game of worship with Thyself, 

That all “I”s and “thou”s should become one life. 

When, as in MU 11.6-111.2, we speak of Him as having ends still to be attained, 

we also conceive that He is caught in the net, and that He is liberated again, and 

this is the truth in terms of human thinking. But like all else that pertains to the 

via affirmativa, this is a truth to be finally denied. For the viae, see MU iv.6. 

35 Whenever we explain the existence of the world not directly by God’s being, 

or by His knowledge of Himself, but as a consequence of His Will, i.e., “of expres¬ 

sion,” as here, or when it is said that “Prajapati desired (a\dmayat), May I be many” 

(Brahmanas, passim), we are speaking metaphorically as if He really had ends to be 

attained, as is explicit in MU 11.6, and, just as in dividing effect from cause, we im¬ 

pose our duration upon His eternity. More truly, “There is nothing whatever that 

I might obtain that I am not already possessed of” {na . . . me kimcana anavaptam 

avaptavyam, BG 111.22): “Non per aver a se di bene acquisto, ch’esser non puo” 

(Dante, Paradiso xxix.13, 14). 

So Pentheus conceives that Dionysius can be bound; but He declares that “Of 

himself the Daimon shall release me when I will,” and later, that “I myself myself 

did save, full easily and painlessly” (Euripides, Bacchae 498, 613). The “Daimon” is, 

of course, “himself.” 

36 Just as the Man (avdpuiros), Son of the Father, is seduced by the reflection of 

the divine beauty in the mirror of Nature, and loving it becomes involved in it 

(Hermes, Lib. 1.14, 15; TS v.3.2.1; AB 111.33; PB vn.8.1). The “flood of qualities by 

which the soul is swept away” (gunaughair uhyamanah) corresponds to Plato’s 

“river of sensations” (Timaeus 43B); to the “crossing over” (Bia-rropeta = tarana) 
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man),37 knowing subject over against ostensibly external objects of percep¬ 

tion, and composite of all desires (sarva\dma-maya),38 heps bemused and 

does not see the bountiful Giver-of-being and Actuator within him,39 “but 

conceives that ‘this is I’ and ‘that is mine,’ and therewith binds himself 

by himself like a bird in the net (jaleneva \hacarah)i0 and so wanders 

around (paribhramati = samsarati, samcarati) in wombs both aughty and 

of which there is a reference in Epinomis 894E; and to Philo’s river of the objects of 

sense that swamps and drowns the soul under the flood of the passions until “Jacob” 

(votis) crosses it (Legum allegoriae in. 18 and De gigantibus xm). Cf. St. Au¬ 

gustine’s cum transient amma nostra aquas, quae sunt sine substantia (Confessions 

xm.7). 

37 As in CU viii. 12.1, cited above. 

38 “The Person of desires composite” (\amamayam evayam purusam), BU iv.4.5. 

39 Apart from whom the soul is bound “because of its enjoyment” (bhohjtvat, 

Svet. Up. 1.8), deadly for those who conceive that the experience is their own. 

40 “A little Bird ty’d by the Leg with a String, often flutters and tries to raise it¬ 

self. . . . Thus a Soul fixt in a Self-principle ... is snatched down by that String 

of Self, which ties it to the Ground,” Peter Sterry (de Sola Pinto, Peter Sterry, p. 

169). “Tomb’d in my self: my self my grave. . . . My self even to my self a slave” 

(Phineas Fletcher)—“the prisoner himself being the main occasion of his own im¬ 

prisonment” (Plato, Phaedo 83A, cf. Mathnawi, 1.154). 

The net (or spider’s web, Svet. Up. vi.io; Murid. Up. 1.7; KB xix.3, etc.) that he 

himself has spread (ya eko jalavan, Svet. Up. m.i), the one and only net that he 

manywise transforms and “in which field he wanders” (samcarati, Svet. Up. v.3, 7, 

i.e., samsarati, “transmigrates” rather than Deussen’s “wieder entzieht” or Hume’s 

“draws it together”). 

Insofar as the Only Transmigrant is overcome by the notions “This is I” and 

“Those are others,” the Bird is conceptually one of many, and no longer “the One 

Controller of the created many” (Svet. Up. vi.13), and we, who are preeminently 

subject to these delusions, speak of the liberation of a plurality of individuals, e.g., 

“Many are the essences that are bound by wanting, like a bird in the net {iccha- 

bad d ha puthusatta pasena sa\uni yatha, ti" (S 1.44). 

That “A being is a flux, action is its passing over” (satto samsaram apadi, \am- 

mam tassa parayanam, S 1.38, cf. sadasad yomm apadyate, MU 111.2) taken together 

with Mil 72, There is no particular essence (n’atthi \oci satto) that reincarnates 

(imam ha \aya annam hay am san\amati),” means that there is no constant indi¬ 

viduality that treads the round; as how might there be, when even today our per¬ 

sonality is other than it was yesterday (S 11.95, 96) ? It is not a life, but the fire of 

life that is transmitted (BrSBh iv.4.15; Mil 71; cf. Heracleitus, fr. 20). The Compre- 

hensor of the Buddha’s teaching will not ask himself either What was “I”? or What 
shall “I” become? (S 11.26, 27). 

Khacara is almost literally “skylark”; \ha is anagogically Brahman as unlimited 

“Space” (d\dsa, quintessentia), or toVos, as in Bruce Codex, C. A. Baynes, tr., A 

Coptic Gnostic Treatise (Cambridge, 1933), p. 3. Cf. BU v.i; CU 1.9, in. 12.7-9,’iv. 10.4, 

vn.12, vm.1.14; and Coomaraswamy, “Kha and Other Words Denoting ‘Zero,’ in 

Connection with the Indian Metaphysics of Space” [in this volume—ed.]. 
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naughty (sadasat), overcome by the fruits of actions and by the pairs of 

opposites” (MU ni.2, vi.io).42 

There is, indeed, a corrective (pratwidhi) for this elemental self, viz. in 

the study and mastery of the wisdom of the Vedas and in the fulfilment 

of ones own duty (ysvadharma)ii in its regular stages (asrama, MU iv.3). 

By the knowledge of Brahman, by ardor (tapas) and contemplation 

(cinta — dhyana) he getteth everlasting bliss, yea, when this ‘man in 

the cart (rathitah)il is liberated from those things with which he was 

filled up4‘ and by which he was overcome, then he attains to conjunction 

with the Spirit (dtman eva sayujam upaiti, MU iv.4),” i.e., “being very 

Brahma enters into Brahma (brahmatva san brahmapyeti, BU iv.4.6),”48 

and thus authentically Brahma-become, abides (brahmabhutena attana 

viharati, A 11.211).” That is Nicholas of Cusa’s deificatio, for which the 

sine qua non is an ablatio omnis alteritatis et diversitatisd7 

41 'For the movement of the Kosmos varies the birth of things, and gives them this 

or that quality; it fouls with evil the births of some and purifies with good the births 

of others” (Hermes, Lib. 9.5). 

Asat as “evil,” here and elsewhere, corresponds exacdy to English “naughty,” in 

accordance with the principle ens et bonum convertuntur. 

42 Conversely, “liberated from the pairs of opposites” (BG xv.5, cf. vii.27), and 

“becoming a bird, the sacrificer goes to the world of heaven” (PB v.3.5, cf. xiv.1.13). 

With this whole context, cf. Plotinus, Enneads 1.1, especially 1.1.12. 

43 As in BG m.35, xvm.41-48. This is the to eavtov irparTeiv, Kara cpvcnv that 

Plato makes his type of justice. 

44 Apparently pp. of rath, not otherwise known as a verb, and signifying “em¬ 

bodied” (KU hi.3 viddhi sariram ratham\ MU 11.3 sa\atam ivacetanam idam sari- 

ram). That to “be carted about” is a traditional punishment and disgrace involving 

loss of honor and legal rights is metaphysically significant, and corresponds to the 

subjection of the free spirit to the body and senses; while conversely, it is a royal 

procession when the spirit drives the vehicle to a destination that it itself wills (as in 

BU iv.2.1). On the Royal Road, cf. Philo, De posteritate Caini ci, and on how one 

strays, Legum allegoriae, iv.79 ff. 

The ignominy (like that of crucifixion) is one to which the Solar Hero may 

have to condescend in his pursuit of the imprisoned Psyche; and Lancelot’s “hesita¬ 

tion” in the Chevalier de la charrette corresponds to Agni’s reluctance to become 

the charioteer of the Sacrifice (RV x.51), the Buddha’s hesitation to “turn the 

wheel,” and Christ’s “May this cup be taken from me.” 

45 Yaih paripurnah, as in CU iv.10.3 vyadhibhih paripurno ’smi, “I am filled up 

with diseases.” For “the body fills us up with loves and passions and all kinds of 

images and folly, so that, as they say, it verily and really prevents our ever understand¬ 

ing anything” (Plato, Phaedo 66c); from which plethora we ought to purify our¬ 

selves as far as possible “until the God himself delivers us” (Phaedo 6yd). 

48 Qui autem adhaeret Domino, unus spiritus est, 1 Cor. 6:17. 

47 “If you cannot equate yourself with God, you cannot know Him; for like is 

known by like” (Hermes, Lib. xi.2.20b). 
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Otherwise stated, Prajapati “desires (/{am, many’ to become many, 

to “express (srj)” his children, and having done so is spilled and falls down 

unstrung (Brahmanas, passim). It is “with love (prena)" that he enters 

into them, and then he cannot come together (sambhu) again, whole and 

complete, except by the sacrificial operation (TS v.5.2.1); he cannot from 

his disjointed parts put himself together (samhan), and can only be 

healed through the sacrificial operations of the gods (SB 1.6.3.36, etc.). It 

is sufficiently well known, and needs no demonstration here, that the final 

purpose of this operation in which the sacrificer symbolically sacrifices 

himself is to build up together again, whole and complete, both the sacri¬ 

ficer and the divided deity at one and the same time. It is evident that the 

possibility of such a simultaneous regeneration rests upon the theoretical 

identity of the sacrificer’s real being with that of the immanent deity, 

postulated in the dictum, “That art thou.” To sacrifice our self is to 

liberate the God within us. 

In still another way we can illustrate the thesis by referring to those 

texts in which the immanent deity is spoken of as a “citizen” of the body 

politic in which he is, as it were, confined, and from which he also liber¬ 

ates himself when he remembers himself and we forget our selves. That 

the human body is called a “city of God (puram . . . brahmanah, AV 

x.2.28; brahmapura, passim)" is well known;48 and he who as a bird 

(pa/{st bhutva) becomes a citizen in all these cities (sarvasu pursu puri- 

sayah) is hermeneutically purusa (BU 11.5.18). The Solar Man or Person 

who thus inhabits us and is the Friend of All is also the beloved Vamadeva, 

the Breath (prana), “who set himself in the midst of all that is (sa yad 

idam sarvam madhyato49 dadhe) . . . and protected all that is from evil”50 

(AA 11.2.1); and being in the womb (garbhe . . . san) is the knower of 

all the births of the gods (Breaths, Intelligences, powers of the soul) who 

serve him (RV iv.27.1; KU v.3, etc.). He says of himself that “although a 

hundred cities51 held me fast,52 forth I sped with falcon speed” (RV 

48 lust as also for Plato, man is a “body politic” (ttoAis = pur). [Cf. Coomara- 

swamy, “What is Civilization?” 1946—ed.] 

49 The immanent Breath is repeatedly referred to as “median” (madhyama), i.e., 

with respect to the Breaths, by whom it is surrounded and served. As in Philo, 

Legum allegoriae 1.51, where “God extends the power that is from him by means 

of the median breath (Sta tov /xecrov 7n/eu/xaros) until it reaches the subject,” on 

which it stamps the powers that are within the scope of its understanding, thus 

(ibid., 50) ensouling what was soulless. 

50 As in BU 1.3.7 ff- 

51 Probably the hundred years of a man’s life, during which time the Breath shines 

upon him (AA 11.5.1). When he departs, we die (SB x.5.2.13, etc.), for “as a mighty 
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iv.27.1),53 and that “I was Manu and the Sun” (RV iv.26.1; BU 1.4.10, 

etc.).54 

‘ ‘Forth I sped’ . . . thus spake Vamadeva incarnate (garbhe . . . 

saydnah = punsayah). The Comprehensor thereof, when separation from 

the body takes place, forth-striding upwards (urdhva utf^ramya)55 and 

obtaining all desires in yonder world, has come together (samabhavat),56 

immortal” (AA 11.5; cf. 1.3.8, conclusion). Vamadeva is here equated with 

that “other self {itara atma)”57 which, being all in act (hrtahrtyah)™ 

stallion might pull out the pegs of his hobbles all at once, even so he pulls up the 

Breaths all together” (BU vi.1.13, cf. 111.9.26; CU v.1.12)—thus recollecting himself 
(BU iv.4.3). 

52 ‘‘Not knowing himself” (Sayana); “become a Stranger to himself,” Peter Sterry 

(de Sola Pinto, p. 166). 

53 “Knowing himself” (Sayana). “Now that I see in Mind, I see myself to be 

the All. I am in heaven and on earth, in water and in air; I am in beasts and plants; 

I am a babe in the womb, and one that is not yet conceived, and one that has been 

born; I am present everywhere” (Hermes, Lib. xiii.iib, cf. XI.2.20B; cf. AV xi.4.20, 

RV iv.40.5, etc.). 

64 With “I was Manu and the Sun” may be compared the verses of Amergin 

(Oxford Boob of English Mystical Verse, ed. D.H.S. Nicholson and A.H.E. Lee, 

Oxford, 1916, p. 1) and those of Taliesin (John Guenogvryn Evans, Poems from the 

Boob of Taliesin, Tremvan, 1915; Robert Douglas Scott, The Thumb of Knowledge 

in Legends of Finn, Sigurd and Taliesin, New York, 1930, pp. 124 ff.). For example, 

Amergin: “I am the wind which blows o’er the sea, I am the wave of the ocean . . . 

a beam of the sun . . . the point of the lance in battle, the God who creates in the 

head the fire,” and Taliesin: “I have sung of what I passed through ... I sing of 

true lineage ... I was in many a guise before I was disenchanted ... I was the 

hero in trouble ... I am old. I am young ... I am universal, I am possessed of 

penetrating wit.” There is no doctrine of “reincarnation” here, but of the eternal 

avatarana and sarvajhana of the “Immortal Soul” (Spirit) of Meno 81 and Agni 

Jatavedas of the Indian texts. 

55 when Death, the Person in the Sun, the Breath, abandons his stand in the heart 

and strides off {ut\ramati), we are “cut off.” Hence, with reference to the two 

selves of AA 11.5, etc., the question of Prasna Up. vi.3, “When I go forth, in which 

shall I be going forth (ut\rantah) ?” 

56 Samabhavat is more than just “became”: it is rather “came together, whole and 

complete.” Contrast TS v.5.2.1, where Prajapati “cannot come together again (punar 

sambhavitum na sabnoti) out of his children” until the Sacrifice has been performed, 

of which the sacrificer is born again in the sense of AA 1.3.8, amrtam evatmanam 

abhisambhavati, sambhavati, “is regenerated, yea reborn as (or united with) the Im¬ 

mortal Self.” In the same context Keith misunderstands atmanam samsburute, which 

is not “adorns this trunk” (as Vairocana might have supposed, CU vm.8.3) but 

“integrates, or completes, himself,” as in AB vi.27, where Keith’s “perfects himself” 

is quite acceptable. Contrast TS v.5.2.1 punah sambhavitum nasabnot. 

57 “Other” (and “dearer,” BU 1.4.8) than the psycho-physical self that is reborn 

in the normal course of progenitive reincarnation “for the perpetuation of these 

worlds and the doing of the holy tasks” (AA 11.5)—“thus providing servants 
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when “old age is reached (vayogatah), departs (praiti) and is regenerated 

(ipunar jay ate — samabhavat),” i.e., reborn for the third and last time.50 

The escape of this “Dwarf,” Vamana, the superintendent of the city 

(puram . . . anusthdya), enthroned in the middle (madhye . . . asinarn), 

and whom the Visve Devah (Breaths, functional powers of the soul) 

attend upon (upasate),60 is further described in KU v.1-4, where it is 

asked, “When this immanent unstrung body-dweller is released from 

the body (asya visransamanasyaei sarlrasthasya dehinah dehad mucyama- 

nasya), what survives (kirn parisisyate) ?” and answered: “That,” viz. 

Brahma, Atman—the predicate of the dictum “That art thou.”62 Thus “At¬ 

man means that which remains if we take away from our person all that is 

Not-self”;63 our end is to exchange our own limited manner of being 

“So-and-so” for God’s unlimited manner of being simply—“Ego, daz 

wort ich, ist nieman eigen denne gote alleine in slner einekeit.”64 

A consideration of all that has been said so far will enable us to approach 

such a text as that of BU iv.4.1-7 without falling into the error of sup- 

(VTrr/ptTcu) for God in our own stead, and this we do by leaving behind us chil¬ 

dren’s children” (Plato, Laws 773E)—to whom our character and responsibilities are 

both naturally and ritually transmitted (BU 1.5.17 ff., cf. Kau$. Up. ii.n). 

58‘‘His task performed”; as in MU vi.30, cf. TS 1.8.3.1 \arma \rtva, and the 

corresponding \atam haramyam in the Buddhist Arhat formula, passim. Hence 

“all in act,” without residue of potentiality. 

59 The third birth that takes place from the funeral pyre (tato ’nusambhavati 

pranarn v eva, JUB m.10.9) and is the true Resurrection. 

60 Visve deva upasate corresponds to RV vn.33.11 visve devah . . . adadanta. 

61 Deussen’s “nach des Leibes Einfalls” is impossible, because both visransamanasya 

and sarlrasthasya are qualifications of dehinah. Hume’s “when this incorporate one 

. . . is dissolved” is inappropriate because the dehin is imperishable and indissoluble 

(BG 11.23, 24> etc.). On the other hand, the incarnate principle can be spoken of 

as “unstrung” in the same way that we are repeatedly told that Prajapati, having 

expressed his children and thus become many, is “unstrung” (vyasransata) and 

falls down (AA 111.2.6 and passim). 

62 Similarly in answer to the questions asked or implied, \im atisisyate or avasisyate, 

in CU n.10.3, viii.1.4, and BU v.i. The Endless (Ananta) Residue (Sesa) is that 

Brahman, Aksara, etc., who was originally ophidian (apad) and endless (AV 

X.8.21; BU hi.8.8; Mund. Up. 1.1.6; MU vi.17) and now that all semblance of other¬ 

ness is discarded remains the same World Serpent “endless, for that both his ends 

meet (anantam . . . antavac ca samante, AV x.8.12)”; this Se$a being the Ucchista 

of AV xi.7 and Purnam of AV x.8.29. See also Coomaraswamy, “Atmayajha,” Ap¬ 

pendix II [in this volume—ed.]. 

63 P. Deussen, Outlines of Indian Philosophy (Berlin, 1907), 20. As in Buddhist pro¬ 

cedure, where each of the five factors of the psycho-physical personality is dismissed 

with the words, “That is not my Self (na me so atta).” 

64 Meister Eckhart, Pfeiffer ed., p. 261. 
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posing that the “land leech” of verse 3 is an individual and definitely 

characterized “soul” that passes over from one body to another. Rather, 

it is the undivided and never individualized Self that having now re-col¬ 

lected itself (atmanam upasamharati, cf. BG 11.58), and free from the 

“ignorance” of the body (with which it no longer identifies itself), trans¬ 

migrates; this re-collected Self is the Brahma that takes on every form and 

quality of existence, both good and evil,65 according to its desires and 

activities (verse 5); if it is still attached (saktah), still desirous (\ama- 

yamanah), this Self {ay am, i.e., ay am atma) returns (punar aiti) from 

that world to this world, but if without desire (a\ama-yamanah), if it 

loves only itself (atmahamah, cf. iv.3.21), then “being very Brahma, it 

enters into Brahma (brahmaiva san brahmdpyeti),” then “the mortal be¬ 

comes the immortal” (verses 6, 7). The meaning of these passages is dis¬ 

torted, and given a reincarnationist sense, by all those translators (e.g., 

Hume and Swami Madhavananda) who translate ay am of verse 6 by “he” 

or “the man,” overlooking that this ayatn is nothing but the ayam atma 

brahma of the preceding verse.66 The distinction is not of one “man” from 

another, but of the two forms of Brahma-Prajapati, “mortal and immor¬ 

tal,”67 desirous and undesirous, circumscribed and uncircumscribed, etc. 

(SB iv.7.5.2; BU 11.3; MU vi.36, etc.), and of the “two minds, pure and 

impure” (MU vi.34.6), from one another.68 If we were in any doubt 

on this point, it is made very clear by the words of BU iv.3.35-38, “Here 

65 As in MU vn. 11.8 carati . . . satyanrtopabhogarthah dvaitibhavo mahatmanah, 

“The Great Self, having two natures, proceeds (moves, circulates, transmigrates) 

with intent to experience both the true and the false.” 

66 On the interpretation of this ayam, cf. Sankaracarya on BU 1.4.10, “One must 

not think that the word ‘Brahma’ here means ‘a man who will become Brahma,’ 

for that would involve an antinomy. ... If the objection be made that from BU 

m.2.13 punyena parmana bhavati ‘by good deed one becomes good,’ ... it follows 

that there must be a transmigrating self other than and distinguishable from the 

Supreme (parasmad vila\sano ’nyah samsart), ... we say, No ... for one thing 

cannot ‘become’ another.” It can only become what it is. Tv5>6l aeavrov; Werde was 

du bist. 
67 RV 1.164.38 amartya martyena sayonih. On these two selves (Plato s mortal and 

immortal souls that dwell together in us) see Coomaraswamy, Spiritual Authority 

and Temporal Power, 1942, pp. 72 ff. 
68 Pure, “by disconnection with desire,” impure “by contamination with desire.” 

The pure Mind is the daivam manas of BU 1.5.19, identified with Brahma in BU 

iv.1.6 (mano vai samrat paramam brahma) and with Prajapati in TS vi.6.10.1, SB 

ix.4.1.12, and passim. This is Plato’s unchangeable Mind ‘in which only the Gods 

and but few men participate,” as distinguished from irrational Opinion, subject 

to persuasion (Timaeus 5ide). Cf. Coomaraswamy, “On Being in One’s Right 

Mind,” 1942. 
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comes Brahma!”, that it is not an individual but God himself that comes 

and goes when “we” are born or die. 

It would be an antinomy to apply to myself—this man, So-and-so—or 

to any other someone amongst others the words, “That art thou,” or to 

think of myself, le moi, as the “I” of Swami Nirbhyananda’s 

I am the bird caught in the net of illusion, 

I am he who bows down the head 

And the One to whom he bows: 

I alone exist, there is neither seeker nor sought.69 

When at last I realized Unity, then I knew what 

had been unknown, 

That I had always been in union with Thee.70 

When the soul-bird at last escapes from the net of the fowler (Psalms 

124:7) and finds its King, then the apparent distinction of immanent 

from transcendent being dissolves in the light of day, and it hears and 

speaks with a voice that is at once its own and its King’s, saying 

I was the Sin that from Myself rebell’d: 

I the remorse that tow’rd Myself compell’d . . . 

Pilgrim, Pilgrimage and Road 

Was but Myself toward Myself: and Your 

Arrival but Myself at my own door.71 

II 

It has been, we think, sufficiently shown that the scriptures of the Vedanta, 

from the Rg Veda to the Bhagavad Gita, know of but One Transmigrant. 

Such a doctrine follows, indeed, inevitably from the word Advaita. The 

argument, “Brahma is only metaphorically called a ‘life’ (jiva, living be¬ 

ing) on account of his connection with accidental conditions, the actual 

existence of any one such ‘life’ lasting for only so long as He continues to 

69 “The eternal procession is the revelation of Himself to Himself. The knower 

being that which is known” (Meister Eckhart, Evans ed., I, 394). “It knew Itself, 

that ‘I am Brahma,’ therewith It became the All” (BU 1.4.10). 

701 know these lines only from H. P. Shastri, Indian Mystic Verse (London 
1941). 

71 Faridu’d-Din ’Attar, Mantiqu’t-Tair; cf. RumT, Mathnawi, 1.3056-3065, and 

JUB in.14.1-5. 
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be bound by any one set of accidents” (Sankaracarya on BrSBh ni.2.10), 

is only an expansion of the implications of the logos, “That art thou.” 

We have also indicated more briefly the o/iokoyia of the Indian and 

Platonic traditions, and have alluded to the Islamic parallels: rather to 

make the doctrine more comprehensible than to imply any derivation. 

From the same point of view we have still to refer to the Judaic and Chris¬ 

tian doctrines. In the Old Testament we find that when we die and give 

up the ghost, “Then shall the dust return to the dust as it was: and the 

spirit (ruah) shall return to God who gave it” (Eccl. 12:7). Of this, D. B. 

Macdonald remarks, the Preacher “is heartily glad, for it means a final 

escape for man.”72 To be “glad” of this can be thought of only for one who 

has known who he is and in which self he hopes to go hence. For the Jews, 

who did not anticipate a “personal immortality,” the soul (nefes) always 

implies “the lower, physical nature, the appetites, the psyche of St. 

Paul”73—all that in Buddhist terms “is not my Self”—and they must 

therefore have believed, as Philo assuredly did, in a “soul of the soul,” 

the 7rvevfjia of St. Paul.74 

72 Hebrew Philosophical Genius, Princeton and Oxford, 1936, p. 136. 

73 Ibid., p. 139. So in Islam, e.g., Rumi, Mathnawi, 1.1375 fL., “This carnal self 

(nafs) is Hell, and Hell is a Dragon. . . . To God (alone) belongs this foot (the 

power) to kill it”; 1.3274, “When the Soul of the soul (jan-i-jan — God, 1.1781) 

withdraws from the soul, the soul becomes even as the soulless body, know this”; 

cf. IUB iv.26, “Mind is a hell, speech is a hell, sight is a hell,” etc. The internal con¬ 

flict of Reason (’aql — vovs) with the carnal soul (nafs) is compared to that of 

a man and woman living together in one house (ibid., 1.2616 ff.). As Jahangir said in 

his memoirs apropos of Gosain Jadrup, Tasawwuf and Vedanta are the same. As 

R. A. Nicholson (on Mathnawi 1.2812) puts it, the Sufi doctrine is that “God is 

the essence of all existences . . . [while] everything in the world of contingency 

is separated from the Absolute [only] by individualization. The prophets were sent 

to unite the particulars with the Universal.” 

74 With reference to the doctrine elsewhere, A. H. Gebhard-Lestrange states very 

correctly that “the transmigration of souls is generally misinterpreted as the passing 

of a soul from one person to another. . . . What actually takes place is that the In¬ 

dividual [ized] God-Soul incarnates again and again until It attains the aim of 

incarnating as a Seeker who will go upon the Quest and eventually lose individuality 

and become one with the freed God-Soul’ (The Tradition of Silence in Myth and 

Legend, Boston, 1940, p. 63). Notable repudiations of reincarnationist interpreta¬ 

tion will be found in Hierocles on the Golden Verses of Pythagoras, tr. N. Rowe 

(London, 1906), v.53; in Hermes, Lib. X.19-22; and in Marsilio Ficino, who held, 

in the words of Kristeller, that “wherever Plato seems to speak of a transmigration 

of the human soul into other natural species, we must understand by it the dif¬ 

ferent forms and habits of human life” (Paul O. Kristeller, The Philosophy of Mar¬ 

silio Ficino, New York, 1943, p. 118). Cf. Eisler, “Orphisch-Dionysische Mysterien- 

Gedanken,” p. 295. 
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In Christianity there is a doctrine of \arma (the operation of mediate 

causes) and of a fate that lies in the created causes themselves, but no 

doctrine of reincarnation. No stronger abjections of the “soul are any¬ 

where to be found than are met with in the Christian Gospels. “No man 

can be my disciple who hateth not ... his own soul ’ (eavrov \fjvxyv, 

Luke 14:26); that soul which “he who hateth in this world shall keep it 

unto life eternal” (John 12:25), but which “whoever seeks to save, shall 

lose” (Luke 9:25). Compared with the Disposer (conditor = sarndhatr), 

other beings “are neither beautiful, nor good, nor are at all” (nec sunt, 

St. Augustine, Confessions xi.4). The central doctrine has to do with 

the “descent” (avatarana) of a Soter whose eternal birth was “before 

Abraham” and “through whom all things were made.” This One him¬ 

self declares that “no man hath ascended up to heaven, but he that came 

down from heaven, even the Son of Man which is in heaven” (John 

3:13); and says, moreover, “Whither I go, ye cannot come” (John 8:21), 

and that “If any man would follow me, let him deny himself” (Mark 

8:24).” 

“The word of God is quick and powerful, and sharper than any two- 

edged sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul (i/wx7?) 

from spirit (nvevjjLa, Heb. 4:12).” When St. Paul, who distinguishes 

the Inner and the Outer Man (11 Cor. 4:16; Eph. 3:16), says of himself, 

“I live, yet not /, but Christ in me” (Gal. 2:2o)76 he has denied himself, 

has lost his soul to save it and knows “in whom, when he departs hence, 

he will be departing”; what survives (atisisyate) will not be “this man,” 

Paul, but—the Savior himself. In Sufi terms, “St. Paul” is “a dead man 

walking.”77 

When the Savior’s visible presence is withdrawn he is represented in 

75 “Man should strive for this, that he turn his thoughts away from himself and 

all creatures and know no father but God alone” (Meister Eckhart, Pfeiffer ed., p. 

421). Much more is implied than a merely ethical “self-denial.” On our two selves, cf. 

also Jacob Boehme, Signatura rerum ix.65. 

76 In the same sense St. Paul writes to his disciples, “For ye are dead, and your 

life is hid with Christ in God . . . who is our life” (Col. 3:3, 4). 

For a discussion of the implications of St. Paul’s words see £. Mersch, The Whole 

Christ, tr. John R. Kelly (London, 1949), 11.274 ff. (1936). Thus for Cajetan they 

mean that Christ is the sole thinker, seer, actor, etc. in “Paul.” Barthelemy of Medina 

maintained that whatever good works “we” do are really done by Christ in us as 

sole agent. 

77 Like Abu Bakr; see RumI, Mathnawi vi.747-749. In this sense the saying, “Die 

before ye die,” is attributed to Muhammad. 
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us by the Counsellor (Trapd/A-pTos),'8 “Even the Spirit of Truth (to 

Trvev/Aa Trjs aXpOeias) . . . which is the Holy Ghost, whom the Father 

will send in my name, he shall teach you all things, . . . He will lead 

you into all truth” (John 14:17, 26; 16:13). In him we cannot but see 

Plato’s immanent Aaipujov and 'Hye/xdT,79 “who cares for nothing but 

the truth” and whom God has given to each one of us “to dwell along 

with him and in him” (Hippias major 288D, Timaeus 90AB); St. Au¬ 

gustine’s Ingenium, the scholastic Synteresis, Dante’s Amor, and our 

Inwyt or Conscience in its fullest (and not merely ethical) significance. 

“His world is the World-indeed,80 whose Self, the All-maker, All¬ 

doer, who indwells this abysmal bodily-composite, has been found and 

is awakened (yasyanuvittah pratibuddha dtmajiX . . . the Lord of what 

hath been and shall be. . . . Desiring him only for their World, the 

Travellers (pravrajin) abandon this world” (BU iv.4.13, 15, 22)—“lest the 

Last Judgment come and find me unannihilate, and I be seiz’d and 

bound and given into the hands of my own selfhood” (William Blake). 

Only, indeed, if we recognize that Christ and not “I” is our real Self 

and the only experient in every living being can we understand the 

words, “I was an hungered ... I was thirsty . . . Inasmuch as ye have 

done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto 

me” (Matt. 26:35 fL). It is from this point of view that Meister Eckhart 

speaks of the man who knows himself as “seeing thy Self in everyone, 

and everyone in thee” (Evans ed., II, 132), as the Bhagavad Gita speaks 

of the unified man as “everywhere seeing the same Lord universally 

hypostasized, the Self established in all beings and all beings in the Self” 

(vi.29 with xm.28). Were it not that whatever we do to “others” is 

thus really done to our Self that is also their Self, there would be no 

metaphysical basis for any doing to “others” as we would be done by; 

the principle is implicit in the rule and only more explicit elsewhere. 

The command to “hate” our relatives (Luke 14:26) must be understood 

78 Cathedram habet in caelo qui intus corda docet (St. Augustine, In epist. Joannis 

ad Parthos). Omne verum, a quocumque dicatur, est a spiritu sancto (St. Ambrose 

on 1 Cor. 13:3). Dhiyo yo nah pracodayat (RV 111.62.10) . . . yo buddhyantastho 

dhyayiha (MU vi.34). 
79 Atmano ’tma neta ’mrtah, MU vi.7. Vi'svo devasya (savitur) netur marto vurita 

saphyam, RV v.50.1. 
80 “World” (loka) here absolutely (as in BU 1.4.15-17, 1.5.17; CU 1.9.3; MU VI-24; 

SB 1.8.1.31, etc., where the contingent and real worlds are contrasted); the Kingdom 

of Heaven, “within you” (BU m.9.17, 25). 

81 Pratibuddha agreeing with atma, not with yasya. Cf. BD vii.57 (n. 85). 
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from the same point of view: “others” are no more valid objects of love 

than “I” am; it is not as “our” relatives or neighbors that they are to 

be loved, but as our Self (dtmanas tu \dmdya, BU 11.4.5);82 just as it 

is only himself that God loves in us, so it is God we ought to love in 

one another. 

Upon this immanent Spirit of Truth, the Divine Eros, our very life 

depends, until we “give up the ghost”—the Holy Ghost. “It is the Spirit 

that quickeneth; the flesh avails nothing” (John 6:63). “The power of 

the soul, which is in the semen through the Spirit enclosed therein, 

fashions the body” {Sum. Theol. m.32.11).83 This is the “Sower (6 cnrei- 

pojv) went forth to sow. . . . Some fell upon stony places. . . . But other 

fell into good ground. . . . The field is the world” (Matt. 13:3-9, 37) — 

sadasad yonim dpadyate (MU m.2).84 And is this Divine Eros, the “Know- 

er of the Field” (BG xm), any other than the Prodigal Son “who was dead, 

and is alive again; and was lost, and is found”—dead for so long as he had 

forgotten who he was, and alive again “when he came to himself”85 (Luke 

15:11 ff.)? 

It has been said, “Ye crucify him daily” (cf. Heb. 6:6), and so assuredly 

does every man who is convinced that “I am” or “I do” and therewith di¬ 

vides up this One conceptually into many independent and possible be¬ 

ings.86 Of all the conclusions to be drawn from the doctrine of the One 

82 So “a man, out of charity, ought to love himself more than he loves any other 

person . . . more than his neighbor” {Sum. Theol. 11-11.26.4). Cf. BU 11.4.1-9 (mutual 

love is not of one another as such, but of the immanent spiritual Self); Hermes, 

Lib. iv.6b; Aristotle, 'Nichomachean Ethics ix.8; and Marsilio Ficino, originator of 

the term “Platonic love,” importing that “true love between two persons is by 

nature a common love for God” (Kristeller, The Philosophy of Marsilio Ficino, 

pp. 279, 287). 

83 “He who, dwelling in the semen, yet is other than the semen, unseen Seer, un¬ 

thought Thinker . . . Inner Controller” (BU m.7.23), “who grasps and erects the 

flesh” (Kaus. Up. 111.3). “Say not ‘from semen’” (BU 111.9.28.5), for “without the 

Breath semen is not effused, or if it be, it will decay, and not produce” (AA iii.2.2). 

84 Cf. Plato, Timaeus 41 and 69, where God, the Maker and Father, instructs the 

gods, his sons, as subservient causes, to bring together the mortal part of creatures, 

but “as for that immortal part, which we call the Divine Guide (©etov . . . ijye- 

fiovovv), that part I will deliver unto you when I have sown it {crireipas . . . eyw 

TrapaSwou)) 

85 “Came to himself,” els eavrov Se i\6wv. Sayana on RV iv.27.1, atmanam jdnan\ 

BD vn.57, tatah sa buddhva atmanam-, Sayana on BU 1.4.10, nanu smarasy atmanam. 

86 RV x.90.11, \atidhd vy akalpayan, “How manyfold did they divide him?”; con¬ 

versely AB 1.18, na vai na ittham vihrto’nnam bhavi$yati, hantemam yajham sambha- 

rama, “It will not suffice for our food that we have dismembered the Sacrifice, come, 

let us gather him together again.” 
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and Only Transmigrant, the most poignant is this, that whereas He is 

the bird caught in the net, the Ram caught in the thicket, the sacrificial 

Victim and our Savior, he cannot save us except and unless we, by the 

sacrifice and denial of our self, also save Him.87 

87 As is also implied in the Christian doctrine of the Mystical Body of Christ. Cf. 

St. Augustine, “When we all sing, it is that One Man who sings in us” (In Ps. 136); 

in praying, we should not say “we” but “I,” because although it is actually a multi¬ 

tude that speaks severally, really “it is that One Man who speaks, who is dis¬ 

tributed throughout the world” (In Ps. 122); and so, “If, on the one hand, we die 

in him and in him are resurrected, he on the other hand dies and is resurrected 

in us” (Epist. 140). 

The Doctrine of the Mystical Body of Christ is represented in Buddhism by that 

of the Buddha, Dhamma and Samgha. It is in the Samgha (\/samhan) that the 

distributed Buddha-nature is reintegrated; in this communion those separated mem¬ 

bers are reunited, which Prajapati “could not put together again” (na sasa\a samha- 

tum, SB 1.6.3.36) otherwise than by means of the Sacrifice in which the sacrificer 

(identified with the oblation) and the Sacrifice are jointly regenerated. 
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Vivo autem, jam non ego Gal. 2:20 

Eya diz solte du sele scheiden von allem dem, daz tht 1st. 

Eckhart, Pfeiffer ed., p. 525 

Her umbe sol der mensche geflizzen sin, daz er sich entbilde 

sin selbes unt alien creature noc\ \einen vater wizze denne 

got alleine. . . . Dis ist alien menschen fremde . . . ich wolde, 

das irz bejunden hetet mit lebenne. 

Eckhart, Pfeiffer ed., pp. 421, 464 

When thou standest still from the thinking of self, and the 

willing of self 

Jacob Boehme, Dialogues on the Supersensual Life 

An egomania occasioned the fall of Lucifer, who would be “like the most 

High” (Isa. 14:14), thinking, “Who is like me in Heaven or Earth?” 

(Tabari xxiv), and desiring to deify himself (Augustine, Quaestiones 

veteris et novi testamenti cxm), not in the way discussed below by an 

abnegation of selfhood, but, as St. Thomas Aquinas says, “by the virtue 

of his own nature” and “of his own power” (Sum. Theol. 1.63.3c). We are 

all to a greater or less extent egomaniacs, and to the same extent fol¬ 

lowers of Satan. Acts 5:36 refers to a certain Theudas as “boasting him¬ 

self to be somebody.” 

In the vernacular, when a man is presumptuous, we ask him, “Who do 

you think you are?” and when we refer to someone’s insignificance, we 

call him a “nobody” or, in earlier English, a “nithing.” In this worldly 

sense it is a good thing to be “someone” and a misfortune to be “nobody,” 

and from this point of view we think well of “ambition” (iti-bhavabhava 

tanha). To be “someone” is to have a name and lineage (ndma-gotta) or, 

at least, to have a place or rank in the world, some distinction that makes 

us recognizable and conspicuous. Our modern civilization is essentially 

individualistic and self-assertive, even our educational systems being more 

[This essay was first published in the New Indian Antiquary, m (1940).—ed.] 

1 As the title implies, this study is mainly based on Christian and Buddhist sources. 
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and more designed to foster “self-expression" and “self-realization”; and 

if we are at all concerned about what happens after death, it is in terms 

of the survival of our treasured “personality”2 with all its attachments 

and memories. 

On the other hand, in the words of Eckhart, “Holy scripture cries aloud 

for freedom from self.” In this unanimous and universal teaching, which 

affirms an absolute liberty and autonomy, spatial and temporal, attainable 

as well here and now as anywhere else, this treasured “personality” of 

ours is at once a prison and a fallacy, from which only the Truth shall 

set you free:3 a prison, because all definition limits that which is defined, 

and a fallacy because in this ever-changing composite and corruptible 

psychophysical “personality” it is impossible to grasp a constant, and im¬ 

possible therefore to recognize any authentic or “real” substance. Insofar as 

man is merely a “reasoning and mortal animal,” tradition is in agreement 

with the modern determinist in affirming that “this man,” So-and-so (yo- 

yamdyasmd evam namo evam gotto, S 111.25) has neither free will4 

2 We write “personality” because we are using the word here in its vulgar sense 

and not in the stricter and technical sense in which the veritable “person” is dis¬ 

tinguished from the phenomenal “individual,” e.g., in AA 11.3.2 and Boethius, 

Contra Evtychen n. 

3 The doctrine is one of escape and the pursuit of happiness. It will not be con¬ 

fused with what has been called escapism. Escapism is an essentially selfish activity, 

failure to “face the music” (as when one “drowns one’s sorrows in drink”), and 

the choice of easier paths; escapism is a symptom of disappointment and is cynical 

rather than mature. We need hardly say that to “wish one had never been born” 

is the antithesis of the perfect sorrow that may be occasioned by the sense of a con¬ 

tinued existence: we are born in order to die, but this death is not one that can 

be attained by suicide or by suffering death at the hands of others; it is not of our¬ 

selves or others, but only of God that it can be said in the words of St. John of the 

Cross, “and, slaying, dost from death to life translate.” 

At the same time, the true way of “escape” is more strenuous by far than the life 

that is escaped (hence the designation of the religious in India as a “Toiler,” srama- 

na), and it is the degree of a man’s maturity (in Skr. the extent to which he is 

pa\va, “pukka,” and no longer ama, “raw”) that is the measure of the possibility 

of his escape and consequent beatitude. 

“The minds of some are set on Union (yoga), the minds of others on comfort 

(\sema)” (TS 11.5.11.5; cf. KU 11.1-4). 

4 The denial of freedom in “this man,” the individual, is explicit in Sn 350, “It 

does not belong to the many-folk to do what they will (na \ania\aro hi puthujja- 

nanam)." Cf. “Ye cannot do the things that ye would” (Gal. 5:17). This denial is 

made in a very striking manner in Vin 1.13-14 and S 111.66-67, where for the usual 

formula according to which the body and mentality are anatta, not I, nor mine, the 

proof is offered that this body, sensibility, etc., cannot be “mine,” cannot be “I,” 

for if these were myself, or mine, they would never be sick, since in this case one 

could say, “Let my body, sensibility, etc., be thus, or not-thus,” nothing being really 
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nor any element of immortality. How little validity attaches to this man’s 

conviction of freedom will appear if we reflect that while we speak of 

“doing what we like,” we never speak of “being when we like,” and that 

to conceive of a spatial liberty that is not also a temporal liberty involves 

a contradiction. Tradition, however, departs from science by replying 

to the man who confesses himself to be only a reasoning and mortal 

animal that he has “forgotten who he is” (Boethius, De consolatione 

philosophiae, prose vi), requires of him to “Know thyself,”5 and warns him 

If thou knowest not thyself, begone” (rz ignoras te, egredere, Song of 

Solomon, 1:8). Tradition, in other words, affirms the validity of our con¬ 

sciousness of being but distinguishes it from the So-and-so that we think 

we are. Ihe validity of our consciousness of being is not established in 

metaphysics (as it is in philosophy) by the fact of thought or knowledge; 

on the contrary, our veritable being is distinguished from the operations 

of discursive thought and empirical knowing, which are simply the caus¬ 

ally determined workings of the “reasoning and mortal animal,” which 

are to be regarded yathabhutam, not as affects but only as effects in which 

we (in our veritable being) are not really, but only supposedly, involved. 

ours except to the extent that we have it altogether in our power, nor anything 

variable any part of an identity such as the notion of a “very person” (satpurusa) 

intends. A further consideration is this, that if the becoming (bhava) of the finite 

individual were not absolutely determined by “fate,” “mediate causes,” or “\arma” 

(the terms are synonymous), the idea of an omniscient providence (prajha, panna, 

knowledge of things not derived from the things themselves) would be unintelligible.’ 

In this connection we may remark that we are not, of course, concerned to prove 

dialectically any doctrine whatever, but only to exhibit its consistency and there¬ 

with its intelligibility. This consistency of the Philosophia Perennis is indeed good 

ground for “faith” (i.e., confidence, as distinguished from mere belief), but as this 

philosophy” is neither a “system” nor a “philosophy,” it cannot be argued for 
or against. 

E.g., Avencebrol, Fons vitae 1.2, quid est ergo, quod debet homo inquierere 

in hac vita? . . . hoc est ut sciat se ipsum.” Cf. Jacob Boehme, De signatura rerum 

1.1. The reader will not confuse the “science of self” (dtmavidya) here with that 

intended by the psychologist, whether ancient or modern; as remarked by Edmond 

Vansteenberghe, the yvwft. aeavrov with which Nicholas of Cusa opens his De docta 

ignorantia n est plus le Connais-toi toi-meme’ du psychologue Socrate, c’est le ‘Sois 

maitre de toi ( = Dh 160, 380, atta hi attano natho) des moralistes stoi'ciens” (Au- 

t°ur de la docte ignorance, Miinster, 1915, p. 42). In the same way, the only raison 

d’etre of “Buddhist psychology” is not “scientific,” but to break down the illusion of 

self. The modern psychologist’s only concern and curiosity are with the all-too-human 

self, that very self which even in its highest and least suspected extensions is still 

a prison. Traditional metaphysics has nothing in common with this psychology, 

which restricts itself to “what can be psychically experienced” (Jung’s own defini¬ 
tion). 
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Tradition, then, differs from the “nothing-morist” (Skr. nasti\a, Pali 

natthihyd) in affirming a spiritual nature that is not in any wise, but im¬ 

measurable, inconnumerable, infinite, and inaccessible to observation, and 

of which, therefore, empirical science can neither affirm nor deny the 

reality. It is to this “spirit”'1 (Gk. nvevpa, Skr. diman, Pali atta, Arabic 

ruh, etc.) as distinguished from body and soul—i.e., whatever is phe¬ 

nomenal and formal (Gk. abofxa and Skr. and Pali nama-rupa, and 

savijnana-\aya, savinnd.na-\aya, “name and appearance,” the “body with 

its consciousness”)—that tradition attributes with perfect consistency an 

absolute liberty, spatial and temporal. Our sense of free will is as valid 

in itself as our sense of being, and as invalid as our sense of being So-and-so. 

There is a free will, a will, that is, unconstrained by anything external to 

its own nature; but it is only “ours” to the extent that we have abandoned 

all that we mean in common sense by “ourselves” and our “own” willing. 

Only His service is perfect freedom. “Fate lies in the created causes them¬ 

selves” {Sum. Theol. 1.116.2); “Whatever departeth farthest from the First 

Mind is involved more deeply in the meshes of Fate [i.e., \arma, the in¬ 

eluctable operation of “mediate causes”]; and everything is so much freer 

from Fate by how much it draweth nigh to the pivot of all things. And 

if it sticketh to the constancy of the Supernal Mind, that needs not move, 

it is superior to the necessity of Fate” (Boethius, De consolatione philoso- 

phiae, prose iv). This freedom of the Unmoved Mover (“that which, itself 

at rest, outgoeth them that run,” Isa Up. iv) from any necessitas coac- 

tionis is that of the spirit that bloweth where and as it will (onov Oeket 

TTvei, John 3:8; carati yatha vasam, RV x.168.4).7 To possess it, one must 

have been “born again ... of the Spirit” (John 3:7-8) and thus “in the 

spirit” (St. Paul, passim), one must have “found and awakened to the 

Spirit8 {yasyanuvittah pratibuddha atma, BU iv.4.13),” must be in excessus 

0 The phenomena of this “spirit” (the realizations of its possibilities of manifesta¬ 

tion under given conditions) are all phenomena whatever, among which those 

called “spiritualistic” have no privileged rank; on the contrary, “a mouse is miracle 

enough. .. .” 
7 RV x.168.3-4, John 3:7-8, and Gyljaginning 18 present remarkable parallels [cf. 

Edda Snorra Sturlusonar med S\aldatali, ed. Gudni Jonsson (Reykjavik, 1935)- 

ED.]. 

8 “He who sees, thinks and discriminates this Spirit, whose pleasure and play are 

with the Spirit, whose dalliance is with the Spirit [as in BU iv.3.21, All creation is 

female to God”] and whose joy is in the Spirit, he becomes autonomous {svardj), 

he becomes a Mover-at-will (\amacdrin) in every world; but the worlds of him 

whose knowledge is otherwise than this are corruptible, he does not become a 

Mover-at-will in any world” (CU vii.25.2). The conception of motion-at-will is 

developed in many texts, from RV ix.113.9, “Make me undying there where motion 
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( gone out of’ oneself, one’s senses), in samadhi (etymologically and se¬ 

mantically “synthesis”), unified (e\o bhutah, cf. e\odi-bhava), or in 

other words “dead” in the sense that “the kingdom of God is for none but 

the thoroughly dead (Eckhart), and in the sense that RumI speaks of a 

dead man walking” (Mathnawi vi.742-755), or again that of initiatory 

death as the prelude to a regeneration. There is not, of course, any neces¬ 

sary connection between liberation and physical death:9 a man can as well 

be liberated now in the time of this life” (ditthe va dhamme pannibbuto, 

jivan mukta) as at any other time, all depending only upon his remem¬ 

bering “who he is,” and this is the same as to forget oneself, to “hate one’s 

own life (psyche, soul,” or “self,” Luke 14:26), depeere a se tota and 

a semetipsa liquescere (St. Bernard),10 the “death of the soul” (Eckhart), 

is at will” (yatranu\amam caranam . . . mam amrtam \rdhi), onwards. The Chris¬ 
tian equivalent can be found in John 3:8 and 10:9 (“shall go in and out, and find 
pasture, as in TU m.10.5, “he goes up and down these worlds, eating what he will 
and assuming what aspect he will”). 

Motion-at-will is a necessary consequence of filiation or deification, the Spirit mov¬ 
ing as it will in virtue of its omni- and total presence and because “he that is joined 
unto the Lord is one Spirit” (1 Cor. 6:17), all possession of “powers” (rddhi, iddhi, 

such as flying through the air or walking on the water) being gifts of the Spirit and 
depending upon a more or less ablatio omnis alteritatis et diversitatis (Nicholas of 
Cusa). In other words, our freedom and beatitude are the less the more we are still 
ourselves, un tel. The “miracle” is never an “impossibility,” but only so according 

to our way of thinking: performance is always the demonstration of a possibility. 
It is not opposites (as “possible” and “impossible”), but contraries—for example, rest 
and motion—both of which are “possibles,” that are reconciled in divinis. “Primi¬ 
tive languages retain the stamp of this polarity in words which may mean either 
of two contrary things (cf. Freud on Abel, “Gegensinn der Urwort” in Jahrbuch 

fib psychoanalytische und psychopathologische Forschungen, II 1910, and Betty Hei- 
mann, “The Polarity of the Infinite,” JISOA, V, 1937). 

It may be added that because of the identity of the immanent and transcendent 
pint (1 Cor. 6:17; “That art thou” of the Upanisads, etc.), we make no real dis¬ 

tinction in the present article between “my spirit” (the “ghost” that we “give up” at 
death) and ‘the Spirit” (the Holy Ghost), although sometimes writing “spirit” 
with reference to the immanent essence (antaratman) and “Spirit” with reference 
to the transcendent essence {paramatman). So far as a distinction can be made, it is 
logical but not real” (secundum rationem, non secundum rem). 

Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was: and the spirit shall return 
unto God who gave it” (Eccl. 12:7). Our sense of being may be “in the spirit” or 
in the dust, and so either “saved or lost.” It is well for him “who has been of 

strength to awaken before the body is unstrung” (KU V1.4). 

10 For St Bernard, see fitienne Gilson, La Theologie mystique de Saint Bernard 

(fans, 1934), ch. 5. How close to Indian formulation St. Bernard comes appears in 
his distinction of propnum from erre {mama from atta) and in Rousselet’s summary 
{ibid p. 150, n. 2) “Cela revient a dire qu’on ne peut pleinement posseder Dieu 
sans pleinement se posseder soi-meme,” at the same time that {ibid., p. 152, n 1) 
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“nothing else than that the spirit goeth out of itself, out of time, and 

entereth into a pure nothingness” (Johannes Tauler), becoming thus “free 

as the Godhead in its non-existence” (Eckhart); to have said “Thy will 

be done, not mine” or, in other words, to have been perfected in “Islam.”* 11 

Man has thus two selves, lives or “souls,” one physical, instinctive, and 

mortal, the other spiritual and not in any way conditioned by time or 

space, but of which the life is a Now “where every where and every when 

is focused’ (Paradiso xxix.12), and “apart from what has been or shall 

be” (KU 11.14), that ‘ ‘now that stands still” of which we as temporal 

beings, knowing only a past and future, can have no empirical experience. 

Liberation is not a matter only of shaking off the physical body—oneself 

is not so easily evaded—but, as Indian texts express it, of shaking off all 

bodies, mental or psychic as well as physical. “The word of God is quick 

and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing even to 

the dividing asunder of soul (ifjvxv) and spirit (rri'etijua)” (Heb. 4:12). 

It is between these two that our choice lies: between ourselves as we are 

in ourselves and to others, and ourselves as we are in God—not forgetting 

that, as Eckhart says, “Any flea as it is in God is higher than the highest 

of the angels as he is in himself.” Of these two “selves” the psychophysical 

“11 n’y a plus de suum, l’etre s’est vide de lui-meme,” as in SB 111.8.1.2-3, where 
the initiated sacrificer is “as if emptied out of himself” (riricana ivatma bhavati) in 
order to enter into possession of his “whole self” (sarvatmanam), or as in A 1.249, 
where the man who “has brought into full being body, will and foreknowing 
([bhavita-kayo, -citto, -panno—i.e., whole self) is not emptied out (aparitto — apra- 
rikta) but the Great Spiritual-Self of which the way is beyond all measure (mahatta 

appamana vihari)." 
11 As far as possible this clear distinction of “Soul” anima, nafs, vedana, 

etc.) from “spirit” (ttvevpa, spiritus, ruh, atman, etc.) is maintained in the present 
article; cf. Origen, cited by Eckhart (Pfeiffer ed., p. 531) “din geist ist dir niht 
genomen: die krefte diner sele sint dir genomen” (“It is not thy spirit, but the pow¬ 
ers of thy soul [= indriydni] that art taken from thee”). It must also be recognized, 
however, that in the European tradition the word “soul” is used in many senses 
(for example, “animal” is literally “ensouled,” anima here as spiraculum vitae-, cf. 
Skr. prana-bhrt) and that in one of these senses (which is strictly that of Philo’s 
“soul of the soul,” Heres lv; cf. Augustine, De duabis animabis contra Manicheos) 

“soul” means “spirit.” In what sense “soul” is or is not to be taken to mean “spirit” 
is discussed by William of Thierry in the Golden Epistle, l (p. 87 in Walter Shew- 
ring’s English version, London, 1930). In the same way, atman may refer to the 
psychophysical “self” or to the spiritual self; from the latter point of view, the 

psychophysical self is anatta, “not spiritual”! 
It is because both “soul” and “spirit” are selves, although of very different orders, 

that an equivocation is inevitable. The use of the words in their context has always 

to be very carefully considered; the proper sense can always be made out. 
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and spiritual, one is the “life” (\fjvxr)) to be rejected and the other the 

“life” that is thereby saved (Luke 17:33 and Matt. 16:25), and of these 

again the former is that “life” (1fjvxrj) which “he who hateth ... in this 

world shall keep it unto life eternal” (John 12:25) and which a man 

must hate, “if he would be my disciple” (Luke 14:26). It is assuredly all 

that is meant by psyche in our “psychology” that is in this way le moi 

ha'issable; all of us, in fact, that is subject to affects or affections or wants 

of any sort, or entertains “opinions of his own.”12 

The unknown author of the Cloud of Unknowing is therefore alto¬ 

gether in order when he says so poignantly (ch. 44) that “All men have 

matter of sorrow: but most specially he feeleth matter of sorrow, that 

wotteth and feeleth that he is. . . . And whoso never felt this sorrow, he 

may make sorrow: for why, he never yet felt perfect sorrow.13 This sor¬ 

row, when it is had . . . maketh a soul able to receive that joy, the which 

reeveth from a man all witting and feeling of his being.” And so also 

William Blake, when he says, “I would go down unto Annihilation and 

Eternal Death, lest the Last Judgment come and find me Unannihilate, 

and I be seiz’d and giv’n into the hands of my own Selfhood.”14 In the 

same way St. Paul, vivo, autem jam non ego: vivit vero in me Christus 

(Gal. 2:20) [and RumI, “He has died to self and become living through 

the Lord” (Mathnawi 111.3364)]. 

12 Cf. the citation from Jacob Boehme at the head of this article. It is compara¬ 

tively easy for us to admit that a “self-willing” is egotistical; it is far more difficult 

but equally indispensable to realize that a “self-thinking”—i.e., “thinking for one¬ 

self” or “having opinions of one’s own”—is as much an error or “sin,” defined as 

“any departure from the order to the end,” as any wilfulness can be. A good case 

of “thinking for oneself” is what is called the “free examination of scripture”; here, 

as was remarked by David Maclver, “the number of possible objections to a point 

of doctrine is equal to the number of ways of misunderstanding it, and therefore 

infinite.” 

13 Vairagya, “dis-gust,” as distinguished from asa bhanga, “disappointment”: ne\- 

bhamana-sita as distinguished from geha-sita in S iv.232 and in Mil 76. Cf. Kara deov 

Avttt) as distinguished from rov koo/aov Xvirrj in 1 Cor. 7:10. 

14 As remarked by St. Thomas Aquinas {Sum. Theol. 1.63.3), “no creature can 

attain a higher grade of nature without ceasing to exist,” which self-denial is a 

thing “against the natural desire.” It is not of its “own” will that the creature can 

desire its own “annihilation” or “death” [cf. Meister Eckhart, Evans ed., I, 274]. But 

our consciousness of being (as distinguished from any conceit of being So-and-so or 

Such-and-such) is precisely not the “creature”; it is another will in me than “mine,” 

the lover of another (S iv.158) self than “mine” that “longs intensely for the Great 

Self” (mahattam abhi\\han\ata, A 11.21)—i.e., for Itself. This does not pertain to 

our self-love, but God’s, who is in all things self-intent and loves no one but himself. 

[“Thus we understand how a life perishes. ... If it will not give itself up to death, 

then it cannot attain any other world” (Boehme, Sex puncta v.io).] 
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We are sometimes shocked by the Buddhist disparagement of natural 

affections and family ties [cf. MU vi.28, “If to son and wife and family he 

is attached—for such a one, no, never at all!”]. But it is not the Christian 

who can thus recoil, for no man can be Christ’s disciple “and hate not 

his father, and mother, and wife, and children, and brethren, and sisters,” 

as well as himself (Luke 14:26 [cf. Plato, Phaedo 68a]). These uncom¬ 

promising words, from one who endorsed the command to honor father 

and mother and who equated contempt with murder, show clearly enough 

that it is not an ethical doctrine of unselfishness or altruism that we are 

dealing with but a purely metaphysical doctrine of the transcending of 

individuation. It is in the same sense that he exclaims, “Who is my mother, 

or my brethren?” (Mark 3:33, etc.), and accordingly that Meister Eck- 

hart warns, “As long as thou still knowest who thy father and thy mother 

have been in time, thou art not dead with the real death” (Pfeiffer ed., 

p. 462). 

There can be no return of the prodigal, no “turning in” (nivrtti), except 

of same to same. “Whoever serves a God, of whom he thinks that ‘He is 

one and I another,’ is an ignoramus” (BU 1.4.10); “If then you do not 

make yourself equal to God, you cannot apprehend God: for like is known 

by like” (Hermes, Lib. xi.2.2ob). The question is asked of the one who 

comes home, “Who art thou?” and if he answers by his own or a family 

name, he is dragged away by the factors of time on the threshold of suc¬ 

cess (JUB m.14.1-2) :15 “. . . that ill-fated soul is dragged back again, re¬ 

verses its course, and having failed to know itself, lives in bondage to un- 

15 The traveler, at the end of life’s journey (not necessarily on his deathbed), 

knocks at the Sundoor (as in JUB, etc.), which is the door of the house of Death 

(as in KU) and that of Yama’s paradise (as in RV), and would be received as a 

guest or, as expressed in Pali, amata-dvdram ahacca titthati (S 11.43). Admission, 

however, depends upon anonymity, with all its implications of “being in the spirit” 

(atmany etya muhha adatte, “going in the spirit, the gate accepts him,” JUB 111.33.8). 

There can be no doubt that the same mythical and profound eschatology underlies 

the Homeric legend of Ulysses and Polyphemus. The latter is assuredly Death. (His 

one eye corresponds to Siva’s third; that it is blinded and thus closed means that 

the world illumined by sun and moon, the two eyes of the gods, is to persist for 

Ulysses and his companions. It must be an initiatory, not a final death that is over¬ 

come, as is also suggested by the “cave”.) His land which yields crops untilled is a 

Paradise, like Yama’s or Varuna’s; Ulysses would be his guest. The story, as told 

by Homer (and Euripides), has become an adventure rather than a myth, but it 

remains that the hero who overcomes Death is the one man who when he is asked, 

“Who art thou?” answers, “No one”; and it is noteworthy that in the Euripides ver¬ 

sion, when the blinded Cyclops cries out, “Where is Nobody?” the chorus answers, 

“Nowhere, O Cyclops.” It would be hard to say whether Homer still “understood 

his material”; it may be taken for granted that Euripides did not. 
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couth and miserable bodies. The fault of this soul is its ignorance 

(Hermes, Lib. x.8a). He should answer, “Who I am is' the light Thou 

art. What heavenly light Thou art, as such I come to Thee, and answer¬ 

ing thus is welcomed accordingly, “Who thou art, that am I; and who 

I am, art thou. Come in" (JUB iii. 14.3-4). To the question, Who is at 

the door?” he answers, “Thou art at the door, and is welcomed with 

the words, “Come in, O myself” (Ruml, Mathnawi 1.3062-3). It is not as 

un tel that he can be received—'“Whoever enters, saying I am So-and-so, 

I smite him in the face” (Sham s-i-T abriz); as in Song of Solomon 1 :y, 

si ignoras te, . . . egredere. 

“He that is joined unto the Lord is one spirit” (1 Cor. 6:17). But this 

Spirit (atman), Brahman, God, the “What?” of JUB 111.14, “hath not 

come anywhence nor become anyone” (KU n.18). The Imperishable has 

neither personal nor family name (BU m.8.8, Madhyamdina text) nor 

any caste (Mund. Up. 1.1.6); “God himself does not know what he is, 

because he is not any what”1' (Erivgena); the Buddha is “neither priest 

nor prince nor husbandman nor any one at all (koci nomhi). ... I wander 

in the world a veritable naught (afymcana). . . . Useless to ask my kin” 

(gottam, Sn 455-456).18 

16 Cf. Dh 243 where, after a list of “faults,” we have: “the supreme fault is ig¬ 

norance” (savijja paramam malam). 

17 The deiformed soul in which an ablatio omnis alteritatis et diversitatis has been 

effected (Nicholas of Cusa) is therefore beyond our speechways (vadapatha, Sn 

1076); “unknown to herself or any creature, she knows well that she is, but she 

does not know what she is” (Meister Eckhart, Pfeiffer ed., p. 537). 

18 In the same way, the famous ode xxxi of S hams-i-Tabriz [Rumi, Divan], 

“. . . I know not myself . . . ; I am not of Adam nor of Eve . . . ; my place is the 

Placeless, my trace is the Traceless; nor body nor life, since I am of the life of 

the Beloved” (na tan nasad na fan nasad, ki man az fan janan-am). Nicholson com¬ 

ments: “‘I am nought’ means ‘God is all.’” From the Indian point of view, the 

“Beloved” is, of course, “the Spirit, which is also one’s own spiritual essence”—“For 

one who has attained, there is none dearer than the Spirit” or “than the Self” {na 

piyataram attana, S 1.75; cf. BU 1.4.8, tad etat preyah putrat . . . ydd ayam atma . . . 

atmanam eva priyam upasita-, BU 11.4; BU iv.5; CU vii.25; [Mund. Up. n.2.1 ff.]; 

etc.). With “traceless” compare Dh 179, tam buddham anantagocaram padam, \ena 

padena nessatha, “that Buddha, whose pasture is without end, the footless [or track¬ 

less], by what track can you find him out?” (This is complementary to the usual 

doctrine of the vestigium pedis, according to which the intelligible Buddha [or 

Agni] can be tracked by his spoor, pad'a or padani.) Cf. Coomaraswamy, Elements of 

Buddhist Iconography, 1935, nn. 145 ff. “A Tathagata, I say, is actually (dhamme) 

beyond our ken” (ananuve'jjo, M 1.140 [similarly anupalabbhi yamano, S 111.112]); 

and in the same way of Arhats “there is no demonstration” (vattarn tesam natthi 

pahhapanaya\ S 141): “Him neither gods nor men can see” (tam ce hi nadaXkJium, 

S 1.23). The last is spoken in the Buddha’s physical presence and corresponds to the 
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Having drawn the outlines of the universal doctrine of self-naughting 

and of self-sacrifice or devotion in the most literal sense of the words, we 

propose to devote the remainder of our demonstration to its specifically 

Buddhist formulation in terms of a\imcahhayatana, “the Station of No- 

what-ness, or, more freely, “the Cell of Self-naughting.” “When it is 

realized that There is no aught’ (n’atthi \imct), that is ‘Emancipation of 

the Will (ceto-vimutti) in the ‘Station of No-what-ness’” (S iv.296 and 

M 1.297; cf- D 11.112). The exact meaning of “There is naught”—i.e., 

well-known text of the Vajracchediha Sutra, “Those who see me in the body (ru- 

pena) or think of me in words, they do not see me at all, their way of thinking is 

mistaken; the Blessed Ones are to be seen only in the Body of the Law, the Buddha 

can only be rightly understood as the principle of the Law, assuredly not by any 

means.” Cf. St. Thomas Aquinas, “Therefore if anyone in seeing God conceives 

something in his mind, this is not God, but one of God’s effects” (Sum. Theol. m.92.1 

ad 4); “We have no means for considering what God is, but rather how He is not” 

HG-i)- [Cf. Hermes, Lib. xiu.3, ovk tolovtol<; Oewpovp.cu, <L tLkvov. 

“The new man, being incorporeal, can be seen only with ‘the eyes of the mind.’ ” 

Cf. JUB iv. 19 and The Doctrine of the Sufis, A. J. Arberry, tr. (Cambridge, 

1935), P- 34-3 
19 Ceto-vimutti (often rendered “heart’s release”) in contrasted with pahha-vimutti, 

“intellectual emancipation,” ceto and pahha denoting both the means or way of 

liberation and the respect in which liberadon is obtained. The texts often speak of a 

“being free in both departments” ubhato-bhaga-vimutti, as well as of other types of 

liberation, and it is evident that the two ways, which are those of the will and the in¬ 

tellect, converge and ultimately coincide. A 11.36, ceto-vasipatto hoti vita\\a-pathesu, 

“He is a past master of the will in matters of choice [or ‘matters of counsel’],” brings 

out very clearly the conative connotations of ceto, which are evident also for cetas 

in AV vi.116.3. S hi.60 defines san\hara as samcetana, rendered by Rhys Davids “seats 

of will.” It is clear, then, that the connection of ceto-vimutti with a\imcahha is in¬ 

trinsic, since it is just to the extent that one ceases to feel that one is anyone and to 

the extent that one loses all sense of proprium (mama) that self-willing and self¬ 

thinking must cease. It is just because ceto implies both willing and thinking that 

it is difficult to represent it by a single English word; however, it is in just the same 

way that English “to have a mind to” is the same as “to wish to” or “to want to” 

and so, too, that Skr. man, to “think,” and \am, to “wish” or “want,” are virtually 

synonymous in many contexts. Pahha is not, of course, “thought” in this sense, but 

much rather “speculation” in the strict sense of this word (aditye mahat . . . adarse 

pratirupah Kaus. Up. iv.2. with very many Christian and other parallels—e.g., Sum. 

Theol. 1.12.9c, “All things are seen in God as in an intelligible mirror,” i.e., the 

speculum aeternum). It is asked in M 1.437, how is it that some are liberated in one 

way and some in the other, the Buddha replying that it depends upon “a difference 

in faculties” (indriya-vemattatam). The difference is, in fact, typically that of the 

royal from the sacerdotal, Ksatriya from Brahman character; because of this differ¬ 

ence a bha\ti-marga and \arma-marga are stressed in the Bhagavad Gita and a jhana- 

marga in the Upanisads. The two ways of ceto-vimutti (in Itivuttaka 27, identified 

with metta, “charity”) and pahha-vimutti correspond to and are essentially the same 

as the bhakti-marga and jhana-marga of Brahmanical texts. 
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“naught of mine”20—is brought out in A 11.177: “The Brahman21 speaks 

the truth and no he when he says ‘I am naught of an aoyone anywhere, 

and therein there is naught of mine anywhere soever’ ” (naham ^vacant 

\assaci hjmcanam, tasmim na ca mama \vacam katthaci \imcanam 

n'atthi; also in M 11.263-264),22 the text continuing, “Therewith he has no 

conceit of being ‘a Toiler’ (samana) or ‘a Brahman,’ nor conceit that ‘I 

am better than’ or ‘I am equal to’ or ‘inferior to’ (anyone). Moreover, by 

a full comprehension of this truth, he reaches the goal of veritable ‘naught- 

ing’ (a\imcannam yeva patipadam)What is neither “I” nor “mine” is 

above all body, sensibility, volitional conformations, and empirical con¬ 

sciousness (i.e., the psychophysical self), and to have rejected these is “for 

your best good and beatitude” (S 111.33; the chapter is entitled Natum- 

ha\a, “What Is Not ‘Yours’”). Accordingly, “Behold the Arhats’ beati¬ 

tude! No wanting can be found in them: excised the thought ‘I am’ 

(asmi) ;23 delusion’s net is rent. . . . Unmoving, unoriginated . . . Brahma- 

20 It will be seen that the Arhat or Brahman who has attained to self-naughting and 

confesses accordingly n’atthi or n’atthi \imci might have been called a natthika or 

natthi\avadi (“denier”). If he is never in fact so called (but, rather, sunyavadi), 

it is because these were designations current in a very different sense, with reference 

namely to the “materialist” or “skeptic” who denies that there is another world or 

hereafter (as in M 1.402-403) or takes the extreme view (natthita) that there is ab¬ 

solutely nothing in common between the individual that acts and the individual that 

experiences the results of the acts (S 11.17). We propose to discuss this other “denier” 

upon another occasion. 

21 Pali Buddhism not only equates brahma-bhuta with buddha, brahma-ca\\a with 

dhamma-cakka, etc., but (where there is no polemic involved) maintains the old and 

familiar distinction of the Brahman by birth {brahma-bandhu) from the Brahman as 

Comprehensor {brahma-vit), in the latter sense equating Brahman with Arhat. 

22 Netti 183 (cited in a note on A 1.203) explains \imcana here by raga-dosa-moha— 

i.e., ethically—and this is true in the sense that when self is let go, there remains no 

ground for any “selfish” passion; hjmcana is the “somewhat” of the man who still 

feels that he is “somebody” and accordingly the ground in which interest, ill-will, and 

delusion can flourish. 

In all respects equivalent to n’atthi (Skr. nasti) is Persian nest in Shams-i-Tabriz 

(T 139.12a, cited by Nicholson, p. 233), “Be thou naught {nest shu), naughted of 

self, for there is no crime more heinous than thine existence.” 

23 This does not imply that the Arhat “is not,” but excludes from an ineffable 

essence the process of thought. From this point of view, cogito ergo sum is altogether 

without validity; what I call “my” thinking is by no means my Self. The Arhat does 

not wonder whether he is, what he is, or how he is, has been, or will be (S 11.26, 

Sn 774). “He does not worry about what is unreal” {asatti na paritassati, M 1.136); 

he is self-synthesized {aphattam susamahito, passim), and in this state of synthesis 

{samadhi), though he is unaware of anything, “yet there is awareness in him” (S 

v.74; cf. BU iv.3.28-30). The Buddha neither teaches that nibbana is a “nothingness” 

nor that the Arhat “comes to naught”: “There is (atthi) an unborn, unbecome, un- 
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become . . . true ‘Persons’ (sappurisd), natural sons of the Wake_That 

heart-wood of the Brahma-life is their eternal reason; unshaken in what¬ 

ever plight, released from still becoming’ (punabbhava'), on ground of 

dompted [-self] they stand, they in the world have won their battle. . . . 

They roar the ‘Lion’s Roar.’ Incomparable are the Wake (arahanta, 

S 111.83-84, 159).” There is no question of a post-mortem “annihilation” 

here, then, but of Persons triumphant here and now; their uncondi¬ 

tionality will not be changed by death, which is not an event for those 

who have died before they die” (Ruml), not an event for the jivan-mu\ta, 

the veritable di\sita for whom the funeral rites have already been per¬ 

formed and for whom his relatives have already mourned (JUB m.7.9). 

Of these it is only the manifestation in terms of “name and appearance” 

(nama-rupa) that comes to an end (as all things must that have had a 

beginning), so that after death they will be sought for in vain by Devas 

or men in this world or any other (S 1.123, D 1.46, etc.), just as one might 

seek in vain for a God any where, of whom it is asked “Whence did he 

come to be?” (kuta a babhuva, RV x.168.3), '^n what quarter is He or in 

what?” (TS v.4.3.4) and “Who knows where He is?” (KU 11.25): Thou 

“canst not tell whence it cometh, and whither it goeth: so is every one 

that is born of the Spirit” (John 3:8). In spite of this, however, it must 

be remarked that the attainment of infinity is not a destruction of finite 

possibility, for the deceased Comprehensor, being a Mover-at-will (\a- 

mdcarin), can always therefore reappear if, when, where, and as he will. 

Examples of this “resurrection” may be cited in JUB m.29-30 (where the 

noli me tangere offers a notable parallel to the Christian resurrection), 

and in the Parosahassa ]ata\a (No. 99), where a Bodhisattva is asked on 

his deathbed, “What good has he gotten?,” and he answers: “There is 

naught” (n’atthi \imci), which is misunderstood by his disciples to 

created, uncompounded, and were there not, there would be no way out here of this 

born, become, created and compounded existence” (Ud 80); a Tathagata (see Coo- 

maraswamy, ‘‘Some Pali Words” [in this volume—ed.]) whose “ ‘I am’ has been cast 

off” (asmimano pahino) is not “destroyed”—“It is in the very presence of such a 

Tathagata that I call him ‘past finding out’ (ananuvejjo), and yet there are some who 

naughtily, vainly, falsely, and contrary to what is the fact (asata tuccha musa abhu- 

tena) charge that the Tathagata is a misleader (venayi\a\ cf. dunnaya, heresy) who 

propounds the cutting off, destruction, and ceasing to be of essences. That is just 

what I am not, and what I do not propound. The stoppage (nirodha) that I have 

reached, both of old and now, is nothing but the stoppage of Grief (dnkbjiassa— 

i.e., of that which is anatta, not I nor mine),” M 1.139-140. (The coincidence of anattd 

with du\\ha corresponds exactly to the esa ta atma sarvantarah ato’nyad artam of BU 

m.4.2.) 
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mean that he had gotten “no good” by his holy life. But when the con¬ 

versation is reported to his chief disciple, who had not been present, he 

says “You have not understood the meaning of the Master’s words. What 

the Master said was that he had attained to the ‘Station of No-what-ness 

(ahimcannayatana) .”24 And thereupon the deceased Master reappears from 

the Brahma-world to confirm the chief disciple’s explanation.2j 

The man self-naughted is a happy man; not so those still conscious of 

their human ties. “Look you, how they are blest, these ‘Nobodies,’ yea 

these Comprehensors who are ‘men of naught’: and see how hindered he 

for whom there is an ‘aught,’ the man whose mind is tied up with ‘other 

men’” (Ud 14).26 For “to have known the forthcoming of not being 

‘anyone’ (dkimcahha-sambhavarn natva) . . . that is ‘gnosis’ (etam hdnam, 

Sn 1115)this is the Way, “Perceiving that there is ‘No-what-ness’ 

(akimcannam) . . . convinced that ‘There is not’ (n’atthi—i.e., ‘naught 

mine,’ as above), so cross the flood” (Sn 1070). And this is not an easy 

matter: “Hard to perceive what’s false (anattam\ here probably = anr- 

tam),27 nor is it easy to perceive the truth (saccam = satyam) ; he knows, 

24 It is worthy of note that Alara Kalama’s doctrine and realization extended to 

the experience of a\imcannayatana (M 1.165). 

25 Again a sufficient proof that even in “late” Hinayana Buddhism to have become 

“no one” was by no means the same as to have been “annihilated.” The Buddhist posi¬ 

tion is in no way inconsistent with the “never have I not been and never hast thou 

not been . . . nor ever shall not be” of BG 11.12. It should be observed that the resur¬ 

rections of JUB hi.29-30 and the ]ata\a as cited above are wholly “in order” and 

have nothing in common with the phenomenon of spiritualism. It is as much a Bud¬ 

dhist as a Brahmanical commonplace that “the dead are not seen again amongst the 

living,” as asked in the ]ata\a\ cf. CU vm.13-14. 

26 In context the reference is to a man who steals for his wife. The contrasted terms 

are akjmcana, “man of naught,” and sa\imcana, “man of aught,” the man, that is, 

who “has” what he calls “his” individuality, which individuality in this case “ex¬ 

presses itself” in an act of partiality. This “man of aught” is hindered by the notions 

of “himself” and of “his” wife, the “tie” being as between these two selves, subjective 

and objective; insofar as he does not “hate” both himself and his wife, he is not the 

Buddha’s disciple but is troubled and gets into trouble. In all these contexts it must 

be remembered that it is a question of the summum bonum and man’s last end, and 

not of the “good of society,” which is not a final end. The man’s first duty is to work 

out his own salvation (Dh 166). Abandonment of self and of all ties is not only 

literally “un-self-ish,” but it is also both better and kinder to point out the way to 

happiness by following it than to be “sympathetic”—i.e., to “suffer with”—those who 

will not “seek peace, and ensue it.” 

27 The PTS editor, Paul Steinthal, reads anattam, but ms A, admittedly the best 

manuscript, has anatam, which is the form that would be assumed by anrtam in Pali 

(cf. amrtam, amatam). A commentary has anatam, but apparently in the sense of the 

“not-bent,” hence nibbana, and it must be with this in view that Woodward trans- 
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whose wanting has been smitten through, who sees that ‘There is naught’ ” 

(n’atthi kimcanam, Ud 80); “who hath overpast becoming or not be¬ 

coming in any way” (iti-bhavabhavam, all relativity, Ud 20) .2S 

It will be seen that anonymity is an essential aspect of akimcanha. All 

initiations (di/^sa) and, likewise, Buddhist ordination (pabbajana), which 

as in monasticism elsewhere is a kind of initiation,29 involve at the outset 

a self-denial.30 This is explicit in Ud 55, where “Just as rivers lose their 

lates “infinite.” But it is almost impossible to doubt that what we have is the familiar 

antithesis of anrtam to satyam. The uncertainty of the reading nevertheless expresses 

a sort of double entendre-, that which is anatta, “not what I really am” (na me so atta, 

passim) but “devoid of any spiritual-essence” (S iv.54) and “naught-y” (asat, M 

1.136), is equally from the Brahmanical point of view at the same time “false” and 

“human” as distinguished from what is “true” and “non-human”—i.e., divine-—as 

is explicit in VS 1.5 and SB 1.9.3.23 (cf. AB vii.24), where the sacrificer (always in 

the last analysis the sacrificer of himself) when initiated and during the performance 

of the rite “has entered from the untruth (anrtam) into the truth (satyam)” and 

when at the close of the operation he formally desecrates himself, but does not like to 

say plainly the converse of this and so says instead, “Now I am he that I actually 

(empirically) am,” So-and-so. 

28 “It is the Spirit in thee, O man, that knows which is the true and which the 

false (atta te purisa janati saccam va yadi va musa)—the ‘fair self’ (\alydnam . . . 

attanam) ... or the ‘foul’ (papam attanam)” (A 1.149), in other words the “great 

self” (mahatta) or the “petty” (app’atumo) of A 1.249, the “Self that is Lord of self” 

or the “self whose Lord is the Self” of Dh 380. The false view is to see “self in not- 

self” (anattani . . . atta, A 11.42, etc.)—i.e., in the empirical subject or its percepts 

(S 111.130, etc.). It is “well for him that knows himself” (atta-sahhato, S 1.106; at- 

tahhu, D 111.252), “whose light is the Spirit” (atta-dipa, D 11.100), the “self-lover” 

(attakamo, S 1.75, etc.), “inwardly self-synthesized” (a)j hat am susamahito, A 11.31, 

etc.), “in whom the Spirit has been fully brought to birth” (bhavitatta, passim). 

“Go seek your Self” (attanam gaveseyyatha, Vin 1.23; attanam gavesitum, Vis 393). 

“Quicken thy Self” {coday’attanam, Dh 379), for “self is the Lord of self” (Vis 

380). 
29 The initiate is “nameless” in KB vn.2-3 and speaks of none by name; he is not 

himself, but Agni. In SB 111.8.1.2, he is “emptied of self.” Buddhist ordination (pab¬ 

bajana from the point of view of the ordained, pabbajana from that of the ordainer, 

who during the Buddha’s lifetime is the Buddha himself) has many of the char¬ 

acteristics of, and is sometimes called, an initiation (S 1.226; Commentary [ = SA 

1.346] explains cira^dikJihita, “long since initiated,” by circfi-pabbajita “long 

since ordained”; cf. J v.138). In ]ata\amala x.32, a Bodhisattva is d't\sita. 

The primary senses of pabbajati are to “wander, travel,” and “be in exile,” and so, 

to become a fellow in the ‘Companionship (sangha) of Mendicant Travelers 

(bhikXhu, pabbajaha), a true Wayfarer; cf. Coomaraswamy, “The Pilgrim’s Way,” 

and “The Pilgrim’s Way, A Buddhist Recension,” 1938 (article in two parts); the 

Traveler is bound for a world’s End that is within himself. 

30 The ethical aspect of this self-denial is a dispositive means to the end of self- 

naughting and self-realization, not an end in itself. Tapas, whether Brahmanical 
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former name and lineage (purimam nama-gottani) when they reach the 

sea, and are accounted just as ‘the great sea,’ so men Qf the four castes 

(brahmana l^hattiyd vessd sudda), when they ‘as-wanderers-are-ordained’ 

(pabbajitva), discard their former names and lineage, and are reckoned 

only to be ‘Toilers, Sons of the Sakyan.’ ” It is thus that the “exile” (pab- 

bajaka) sets to work to “de-form himself of himself,” as Eckhart expresses 

it (daz er sich entbilde sin selbes) or, in other words, to “transform” him¬ 

self. 

The anonymity which we have described above as a doctrinally in¬ 

culcated principle is by no means only a monastic ideal, but has far-reach¬ 

ing repercussions in traditional societies, where our distinctions of sacred 

from profane (distinctions that are, in the last analysis, the signature of 

an internal conflict too rarely resolved) can hardly be found. It reappears, 

for example, in the sphere of art. We have discussed elsewhere “The 

Traditional Conception of Ideal Portraiture”31 (citing, for example, the 

Pratimdndta\a 111.5, where Bharata, though he exclaims at the artists’ 

skill, is unable to recognize the effigies of his own parents), and we may 

point out here that there is a corresponding anonymity of the artist him¬ 

self, not only in the field of the so-called “folk arts” but equally in a more 

sophisticated environment. Thus, as H. Swarzenski has remarked, “It 

is in the very nature of Mediaeval Art that extremely few names of 

artists have been transmitted to us . . . the entire mania of connecting 

the few names preserved by tradition32 with well-known masterpieces, 

. . . all this is characteristic of the nineteenth century’s cult of individual¬ 

ism, based upon ideals of the Renaissance.”33 Dh 74 exclaims, “May it be 

known to religious and profane that ‘This was my work’ . . . that is an 

or Buddhist, is never a “penance,” but in its disciplinary aspect a part of that training 

by means of which the petty self is subjected and assimilated to the Great Self or, 

in a familiar symbolism, by which the steeds are brought under the driver’s control, 

apart from which the man is “at war with himself” (S 1.71-72, like BG vi.5-6); 

and in its intrinsic character, a radiance, reflecting his “Who glows (tapati) yonder.” 

31 Cf. Coomaraswamy, Why Exhibit Wor\s of Art? 1943, ch. 7. 

32 “History,” rather than “tradition” in our stricter sense. 

™ Journal of the Walters Art Gallery, I (1938), 55. Cf. Josef Strzygowski, “the 

artist in Viking times is not to be thought of as an individual, as would be the 

case today. ... It is a creative art” (Early Church Art in Northern Europe, New 

York, 1928, pp. 159-160); and with respect to this distinction of “individual” from 

“creative” art, “I do nothing of myself” (John 8:28), and, “I take note, and even as 

He dictates within me, I set it forth” (Dante, Purgatorio xxiv.52). [“No pro¬ 

nouncement of a prophet is ever his own,” Philo, De specialibus legibus iv.49; cf. 

iv.192.] Better to be an amanuensis of the Spirit than to “think for oneself”! 
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infantile thought.”34 DhA 1.270 relates the story of thirty-three youths 

who are building a “rest hall” at four crossroads, and it is explicit that 

“The names of the thirty-three comrades did not appear,” but only that 

of Sudhamma, the donor of the roofplate (the keystone of the dome).35 

One is irresistibly reminded of the “Millennial Law” of the Shakers that 

“No one should write or print his name on any article of manufacture, 

that others may hereafter know the work of his hands.”36 And all this 

has not only to do with the body of the work and its aesthetic surfaces; 

it has just as much to do with its “weight” (gravitas) or essence (atman). 

The notion of a possible property in ideas is altogether alien to the Philo- 

sophia Perennis, of which we are speaking. It is of ideas and the inventive 

power that we can properly say, if we are thinking in terms of the psycho- 

34 The words of the original could mean either my “work” or my “doing,” \amma 

covering both things made and things done. The same ambiguity, or rather ambiva¬ 

lence, is present in the corresponding text of BG 111.27, “One whose self is con¬ 

founded by the concept of an T imagines that ‘I am the doer,’ ” and v.8, where the 

Comprehensor does not think of “himself as the doer of anything,” the word for 

“doer,” \artr, meaning equally “maker” or “creator”; cf. JUB 1.5.2, “Thou (God) 

art the doer,” and iv.12.2, “I (God) am the doer” (or “maker”). Like BG, as cited 

above, is Ud 70, “Those who give ear to the notion ‘I am the doer’ (aham\ara), 

or are captivated by the notion ‘another is the doer’ (paramkara), do not under¬ 

stand this matter, they have not seen the point.” 

We need hardly remind the reader that this is a metaphysical position and must 

not be confused with the a\iriyavada heresy—namely that of the man in Ud 

45 who is represented as saying, “even while acung, ‘It is not I that am agent’ 

(yo c’api \atva na haromYti c’ahd)." “I,” “this man,” un tel, have no right to evade 

“my” responsibility in this way, by maintaining that it does not matter what I do, 

because it is not really I that am doing it. It is only when the nonentity of this “I” 

[which is not “mine” (Dh 62) but an assumption], has been verified (sacchi\atva) 

that ‘I,’ in the sense of 1 John 3:9, being “born of God, . . . cannot sin,” or that of 

Gal. 5:18, am “not under the law.” 

35 In early Indian art, the names of the donors are constantly met, those of artists 

almost never. The donor’s name is recorded because he wishes to “acquire merit” 

for what he has done; the artist is not, as such, in this specifically moral sense ac¬ 

quiring merit, but on the one hand earning his wages and on the other working for 

the good of the work to be done, neither of these points of view implying any wish 

for fame. 
36 Edward and Faith Andrews, Shaker Furniture (New Haven, 1937), p. 44. In 

all these connections, however, it is the spirit rather than the letter that matters. 

In the same community, for example, furniture could not be owned “as private prop¬ 

erty, or individual interest” and yet might be marked with a person’s initials “for 

purposes of distinction.” And it was, in just the same way, in order for a Buddhist 

monk to say, “I” or “mine,” when convenient (S 1.14). In the same way an artist’s 

signature need not be an advertisement but can be, like a hallmark, a simple guaran¬ 

tee of quality and acceptance of responsibility. 
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physical ego, that this is not “mine” or—if the self has been naughted, so 

that, to use the Brahmana phrase, we have “come into our Qwn that these 

gifts of the Spirit are truly “mine,” since it is the Synteresis, the Divine 

Eros, inwit, “in-genium,” immanent spirit, daimon, and not the natural 

individual that is the ground of the inventive power, and it is precisely 

this inwit, this intellectual light, and not our own “mentality” of which 

it is said that “That art thou.” 

In conclusion, the student must not be misled by such terms as self- 

naughting, nonbeing, or any other of the phrases of the negative theology. 

Nonbeing, for example, in such an expression as Eckhart’s “nonexistence 

of the Godhead,” is that transcendent aspect of the Supreme Identity 

which is not, indeed, being, but that to which all being, even God’s, can 

be reduced, as to its principle; it is that of God’s which is not susceptible 

of manifestation, of which, therefore, we cannot speak in terms that are 

applicable only to states of manifestation, yet without which God would 

be only a “pantheon,” a “pantheistic” deity, rather than “all this” and 

“more than this,” “within” and “without.” In the same way, it must be 

realized that of one assimilated to God by self-naughting and therefore 

no longer anyone, we have no longer any human means or speechway 

(vadapatha) to say what he is, but only to say that he is not such or such. 

It would be even more untrue to say that he is not than that he is; he is 

simply inaccessible to analysis. Even a theoretical grasp of metaphysics is 

impossible until we have learned that there are “things which our in¬ 

tellect cannot behold ... we cannot understand what they are except by 

denying things of them” (Dante, Convito m.15) and that these very 

things are the greater part of man’s last end. If, for example, the Arhat 

no longer desires, it is not because he is in human language “apathetic,” 

but because all desires are possessed, and pursuit has no longer any mean¬ 

ing; if the Arhat no longer “moves,” it is not as a stone lies still but be¬ 

cause he no longer needs any means of locomotion in order to be any¬ 

where; if he is not curious about empirical truths, whether “this is so” 

or “not so,” it is not because he does not know but because he does not 

know as we know in these terms. For example, he does not think in 

terms of past or future, but only is now. If he is “idle,” from our point 

of view who still have “things to do,” it is because he is “all in act” 

(\rta\rtyah, \ata\araniyo), with an activity independent of time. 

But if we cannot know him, it does not follow that he cannot know or 

manifest himself to us. Just as in this life, while in samadhi, he is inac- 
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cessible and -for all practical purposes dead, but on emerging from this 

synthesis and “returning to his senses” can conveniently make use of 

such expressions as “I” or “mine” for practical and contingent purposes 

without attainder of his freedom (S 1.14), so after death, by which he is 

not changed, a resurrection is always possible in any guise (he “shall go 

in and out, and find pasture,” John 10:9, with many Indian parallels— 

e.g., TU 111.5, “he goes up and down these worlds, eating what he desires 

and assuming what aspect he will"). This possibility by no means excludes 

that of reappearance in that very (dis-)guise by which he had been known 

in the world as So-and-so. Examples of such resurrection can be cited not 

only in the case of Jesus, but in that of Uccaissravas Kaupayeya (JUB 

m.29-30), in that of the Boddhisattva of the Parosahassa Jdta\a, and in 

that of the former Buddha Prabhutaratna. Such a resurrection, indeed, is 

only one of innumerable “powers” (iddhi), such as those of walking on 

the water, flying through the air, or disappearing from sight, which are 

possessed by one who is no longer “in himself” but “in the spirit,” and 

inevitably possessed precisely because they are the powers of the Spirit 

with which he is “one” (1 Cor. 6:17) :37 which powers (as listed, for exam¬ 

ple, in S 11.212 ff., A 1.255 ff., and S v.254 ff.) are precisely the “greater 

works” of John 14:12, “the works that I do shall he do also; and greater 

works than these shall he do.” There can, indeed, be no question for those 

who know the “facts” that insofar as the yogin is what the designation 

implies, “joined unto the Lord,” these “powers” are at his command; he 

is only too well aware, however, that to make of these powers an end in 

themselves would be to fail of the real end. 

It will be seen that in speaking of those who have done what was to 

be done, we have been describing those who have become “perfect, even 

as your Father in Heaven is perfect.” There will be many to say that even 

if all this holds good for the all-abandoner, it can have no meaning for 

“me,” and it is true that it cannot have its full meaning for “me” who, 

en etant un tel, am insusceptible of deification and therefore incapable of 

37 This unification is to be understood in the same way that the “eternal reasons” 

are one with the intellect that entertains them and yet distinguishable among them¬ 

selves, so as to be in posse to project their images upon the walls of our cave. Filiation 

or theosis by an ablatio omnis alteritatis et diversitatis can be expressed in terms of 

“glorification” as a becoming consciously a ray of the Light of lights: the relation 

of a ray, although of light throughout its course, is that of identity with its source 

at one end and separate recognizability at the other, where its effect is observed as 

color. In no better way than by this adequate symbol, made use of in all traditions, 

can we express or suggest the meaning of Eckhart’s “fused but not confused” or 

Indian bhedabhedha, “distinction without difference.” 
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reaching God. Few or none of “us” are yet qualified to abandon our¬ 

selves. As far as there is a Way, it can be trodden step by step. There is 

an intellectual preparation, which not merely prepares the way to a 

verification (sacchihjriya) but is indispensable to it. As long as we love 

“our” selves and conceive of a “self-denial” only in terms of “altruism,” 

or cling to the idea of a “personal” immortality for our or other selves, 

we are standing still. But a long stride has been taken if at least we have 

learned to accept the idea of the naughting of self as a good, however 

contrary it may be to our “natural” desire, however alien menschen fremde 

(Eckhart). For if the spirit be thus willing, the time will come when the 

“flesh,” whether in this or any other ensemble of possibilities forming a 

“world,” will be no longer weak. The doctrine of self-naughting is 

therefore addressed to all, in measure of their capacity, and by no means 

only to those who have already formally abandoned name and lineage. 

It is not the saint, but the sinner, that is called to repent of his existence. 
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Svasti vah par ay a tamasa parastat 

Mundaka Upanisad, n.2.61 

When a man vows to Almighty God all that he has, all his 

life, all his knowledge, it is a holocaust. 

St. Gregory, XX Homily on Ezekiel 

Just as Christianity turns upon and in its rites repeats and commemorates 

a Sacrifice, so the liturgical texts of the Rg Veda cannot be considered 

apart from the rites to which they apply, and so are these rites themselves 

a mimesis of what was done by the First Sacrificers who found in the 

Sacrifice their Way from privation to plenty, darkness to light, and death 

to immortality. 

The Vedic Sacrifice is always performed for the Sacrificer’s benefit, both 

here and hereafter.2 The immediate benefits accruing to the Sacrificer 

are that he may live out the full term of his life (the relative immortality 

of “not dying” prematurely) and may be multiplied in his children and 

in his possessions; the Sacrifice ensuring the perpetual circulation of the 

“Stream of Wealth” (yasor dhara)3 the food of the gods reaching them 

in the smoke of the burnt offering, and our food in return descending 

from heaven in the rain and thus through plants and cattle to ourselves, 

so that neither the Sacrificer nor his people shall die of want. On the other 

hand, the ultimate benefit secured to the Sacrificer who thus lives out 

his life on earth and in good form is that of deification and an absolute 

[This essay was first published in the Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, VI (1942). 

—ED.] 

1 “Welfare to ye in crossing over to the farther shore of darkness!” 

2 “For the winning of both worlds,” TS vi.6.4.1; “that ‘life’s best’ that has been 

appointed by the gods to men for this time being and hereafter,” Plato, Timaeus 90D. 

3TS v.4.8.1, v.7.3.2, 3; SB v.4.1.16, vn.3.1.30, ix.3.2, etc.; MU vi.37, BG 111.10 If. 

The vasor dhara, is represented iconographically in the Cakravartin compositions at 

Jaggayapeta, cf. James Burgess, Buddhist Stupas of Amaravati and Jaggayapeta 

(London 1887), pi. lv, fig. 3, etc. 
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immortality. These distinctions of temporal from eternal goods correspond 

to that which is sharply drawn in the Brahmanas between a mere per¬ 

formance or patronage of the rites and a comprehension of them, the 

mere participant securing only the immediate, and the Comprehensor 

(evamvit, vidvan, viduh) both ends of the operation (\arma, vrata). This 

is likewise the well-known distinction of the \arma kdnda and karma 

marga from the jndna \dnda and marga—a division of viaeA that is ulti¬ 

mately resolved when the whole of life is sacrificially interpreted and 

lived accordingly. 

To know Indra as he is in himself is the summum bonum (Kaus. Up. 

iii.i, cf. AA 11.2.3); and already RV vm.70.3 points out that “none at- 

taineth Him by works or sacrifices” (na . . . karmana . . . na yajnaih 

[cf. SB x.5.4.16]). If it is not by any mere activity nor by any ritual means, 

it is clear that it can only be by an understanding or verification of what 

is done that he can be found. Here, then, we propose to ask not what 

is enacted outwardly, but what is accomplished inwardly by the under¬ 

standing sacrificer. 

The Brahmanas abound with evidence that the victim is a representa¬ 

tion of the sacrificer himself, or as the texts express it, is the sacrificer him¬ 

self. In accordance with the universal rule that initiation (di/^sd) is a 

death and a rebirth, it is explicit that “the initiate is the oblation” (havir 

vai dif{sitah, TS vi. 1.4.5; c^- AB 11.3), “the victim (pasu) substantially 

(nidanena) the sacrificer himself” (AB 11.11).5 This was to be expected, 

for it is repeatedly emphasized that “We [the sacrificers here and now] 

must do what was done by the gods [the original sacrificers] in the be¬ 

ginning.” It is, in fact, himself that the god offers up, as may be seen 

in the prayers “O Agni, sacrifice thine own body” (yajasva tanvam tava 

svam, RV vi.11.2; cf. 1.142.11, avasrja upa tmana), and “sacrifice thyself, 

augmenting thy body” (svayam yajasva tanvam vrdhanah, RV x.81.5), 

[“Worship thyself, O God” (yajasva tanvam, RV x.7.6, vi.11.2)]. To 

sacrifice and to be sacrificed are essentially the same: “For the gods’ sake 

he chose death, for his offspring’s [the same ‘gods’] sake chose not im- 

4 The locus classicus for the viae, affimativa and remotionis, is MU iv.6. These 
are also the sai\sa and asaikja paths, of those who are and are no longer under the 
law. Those who attempt to take the latter before the first has been followed to its 
end are certain to lose their way. 

5 Cf. TS vi.1.5.4, SB 1.2.3.5 with Eggeling’s note (SBE, Vol. 12, p. 49) and SB 
m.3.4.21. 
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mortality: they made Brhaspati the sacrifice, Yama gave up (arireclt,8 

poured or emptied out) his own dear body” (RV x.13.4). [So in SB 

1.6.3.21, “Me (Soma) shall they offer up to all of you.” Prajapati at his 

own sacrifice “gave himself up to the gods” (SB xi.i.8.2ff.; the sacrificer 

“gives himself up to the gods, even as Prajapati gave himself up to the 

gods . . . for the (Sacrifice) becomes an oblation to the gods”; cf. SB 

viii.6.1.10.] And so it is “by the Sacrifice that the gods offered up the 

Sacrifice” (yajnena yajnam ayajanta devah, RV x.90.16) : we shall see 

presently why, and how correctly, Sayana says in commenting on the 

last passage that “the gods” are “Prajapati’s breath-forms” (pranarupa; 

see n. 56). 

The sacrificer’s offering up of himself is ritually enacted in various ways. 

The prastara, for example, which represents the sacrificer, is thrown into 

the Fire, and he only saves himself from an actual immolation by an 

invocation of the Fire itself (SB 1.9.2.17, cf. m.4.3.22) : one who ritually 

approaches either the household or the sacrificial Fire does so reflecting 

that “that Fire knows that he has come to surrender himself to me” 

(iparidam me, SB 11.4.1.11, cf. ix.2.1.17, ix.2.3.15, 17, ix.4.4.3, AB 11.3), and 

if, indeed, “he did not expressly make this renunciation of himself (atma- 

nah paridam na vadeta), the Fire would deprive him of it” (SB ix.5.1.53).7 

Otherwise stated, “the Sacrificer casts himself in the form of seed8 

(represented by grains of sand9) into the household Fire (dtmanam . . . 

retobhutam sincati, SB vn.2.1.6) to ensure his rebirth here on earth, and 

6\/n'c is to “pour out” or “flood,” and with ati-, to “overflow,” the passive “to 
be emptied out over” having often the same value. A superabundance in the source 
and deficiency in the recipient are implied, hence unatiriktau = minus and plus, 
pudendum muliebre et membrum virile (cf. Caland on PB xix.3.9). To be “spent, 
or emptied out, as it were” (riricana iva, PB iv.io.i and passim) follows emission; 
only “as it were,” however, in divinis, because “the Single Season is never emptied 
out (ndtiricyate, AV vm.9.26).” In RV x.90.5, the sacrificial Person “is poured out 
over, i.e., overflows the Earth from East to West” (atyaricyata pascad bhumin 
atho purah); cf. JUB 1.54.7, atyaricyata, and 1.57.5, ubhayato vaca atyaricyata. 

7 Qui enim voluerit animam suam salvam jacere, perdet earn, Mark 8:35. 
8 Just as also, in being initiated, the sacrificer had been made to pass through 

all the stages of insemination, embryonic development in the womb, and birth; see 
AB 1.3, where we have saretasam . . . \rtva “having made him possessed of seed,” 
the seed from which he will arise as a new man (cf. Eckhart’s “He who sees me, sees 

my child"). 
9 The Kusana coins, notably Kanaka’s, on which the king is shown standing left 

with his right hand over a small altar, are probably representations of this ritual 
acdon, and as much as to say that the king has performed the Rajasuya sacrifice 

and is, if not a god, in any case a ruler by divine sanction. 
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into the sacrificial altar with a view to his rebirth in heaven,10 employing 

verses containing the verb apyai, “to grow,”11 and referring to Soma, for 

“Soma being the Breath” (prdnah), he thus introduces ‘Breath into the 

effused seed and so quickens it (SB vn.3.1.12, 45, 46); the verses (VS 

xii.112, 113) concluding “growing, O Soma, unto immortality, gain thou 

thy highest glory in the Sky,” i.e., that of the Moon (SB m.4.3.13). 

This introduces us to “Soma,” of whom we shall have much to say. 

For he too, King Soma, is the victim: Agni the eater, Soma the food 

here below, the Sun the eater, the Moon his food and oblation above 

(SB xi.1.6.19, x.6.2.1-4, and passim). We cannot pursue this relationship 

here at full length except to say that “when eater and food (adya = 

purodasa, sacrificial cake) unite (ubhayam samagacchati), it is called the 

eater, not the food” (SB x.6.2.1), i.e., there is an assimilation in both senses 

of the word; that this assimilation is also the marriage effected on the 

night before the new moon’s rising (amavasya, “cohabitation,”12 Panini 

hi.1.122) when she enters into (pravisati) him (JUB 1.33.6); that the 

10 Sexual intercourse, ritually understood, is a kind of Soma sacrifice (BU vi.2.13, 

vi.4.3). The household Fire is identified with the wife, of whom one is born again 

here; the sacrificial Fire is the divine womb into which one pours (sincati) himself, 

and from which a solar rebirth ensues. The Comprehensor of this doctrine, making 

the Burnt Offering (agnihotra), has therefore two selves, two inheritances, human 

and divine; but one who offers, not understanding, has but one self, one inheritance, 

viz. the human (JUB 1.17.18). “That which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that 

which is born of the Spirit is spirit” (John 3:6). With the sowing of one self as 

seed into the Fire and the quickening of this seed by the Breath, cf. Rom. 6:4 ff.: 

“We are buried with him [Christ] by baptism unto death . . . planted together . . . 

our old man is crucified with him, that the body of sin might be destroyed. For 

he that is ‘dead’ is freed from sin. Now if we be dead with Christ we believe that 

we shall also live with him.” 

11 At the full moon offering there are references to the slaying of Vrtra (the 

moon, SB 1.6.4.18), “because Indra smote Vrtra with the full moon offering. In that 

they have references to waxing at the new moon offering, it is because then the 

moon passes away (\sapam . . . gacchati) and verily thus does he cause it to grow 

and wax” (KB hi.5). 

12 Sun and Moon, Breath and Substance, are a progenitive pair (Prasna Up. 1.4.5, 

cf. Plutarch, M or alia 3680). Their marriage is probably implied in RV lxxxv.i8, 19 

(cf. A. A. Macdonell and A. B. Keith, Vedic Index of Names and Subjects, Lon¬ 

don, 1912, s.v. candra), and by the word amavasya itself. For comparative material 

cf. Ernest Siecke, Die Liebesgeschichte des Himmels, Strasbourg, 1892. Love and 

Death are one person. There are inseparable connections between initiation, mar¬ 

riage, and death, and alimentary assimilation; the word “marriage” itself seems to 

contain mer (Skr. mr to die, cf. maryah, marriageable youth); and very many 

of the words used in our texts with respect to the unification of the many in the 

one imply both death and marriage, e.g., api-i, e\o bhu, sambhu, samgam, samdhd\ 

cf. reAeto to be perfected, be married, die. 
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Sun and Moon are the divine and human worlds, Om and Vac (JUB 

hi.13, 14), [i.e., Self and self, le soi and le moi]; and again, that the Sun 

is Indra, the Moon Vrtra, whom he swallows on that night before the 

new moon appears (SB 1.6.4.18, 19). It appears, indeed, from a correlation 

of this passage with SB 11.4.4.17-19, that Vrtra is the solar Indra’s bride— 

cf. RV x.85.29, where the Sun’s bride, who enters into him (visati patim), 

is originally ophidian, acquiring feet only on her marriage (as in the mar¬ 

riage of a mermaid to a human); and that there are more ways than one 

of “killing'’ a dragon. All this expresses the relationship of the Breath 

to the “elemental self,” Eros to Psyche, the “Spirit” to the “soul,” and is 

paralleled in Meister Eckhart’s “The soul, in hot pursuit of God, becomes 

absorbed in Him . . . just as the sun will swallow up and put out the 

dawn” (Evans ed., I, 292; cf. Dante, Paradiso xxvii.136-138), who is her¬ 

self a “snake” (apad) in the beginning (RV 1.152.3, vi.59.6).13 

Into the details of the Soma Sacrifice (an indispensable part of the 

Agnihotra, oblation to Agni, burnt-offering), we need not enter here, 

except to remind ourselves that the shoots (amsu) of the Soma plant, or 

any plant that represents Soma and of which the stems or fruits are 

used, are “pressed” (suta)—i.e., crushed and ground—and that the 

strained and purified juice is offered in the Fire, and also partaken of by 

the priests and the sacrificer. There is a real analogy of the Soma mill to 

the wine-press, and of Soma juice to the “pure blood of the grape” (Deut. 

32:14), and of the rite to the “drink offering” of the wine in the Fire 

(Lev. 23:13), noster deus consumens (Deut. 4:24), and of the slaying 

of Soma to the killing of the grain when it is threshed and ground. Ac- 

13 Cf. Coomaraswamy, “Two Passages in Dante’s Paradiso” and “The Rape of a 

Nag!” [both in the present volumes—ed.]. 

[From another point of view, the coition (samagamana) of the Sun (Mitra) and 

Moon (Varuna) on the night of their dwelling together (amdvasya), called a mar¬ 

riage of the full and waning moons, the (full) moon being identified with Varuna 

and the waning moon identified with Mitra (see SB 11.4.4.17-19): precisely because 

the waning moon is assimilated by the Sun, and that which is eaten is called by 

the name of the eater (SB x.6.2.1, with specific reference to the Sun and Moon). 

This is the same thing as the solar Indra’s swallowing up the lunar Vrtra on “the 

night of dwelling together” (cf. KB 111.5); Vrtra is therefore to be seen as Indra’s 

wife—“Potentiality hath gotten feet (i.e.,, shed her ophidian nature) and as a wife 

jay a with her Lord” (RV x.85.29). In erotic parlance, to be “slain” and to be in 

gloria are one and the same thing. Now we see just what it is that the “hero” 

failed to do in the story of the Lady of the Land in The Earthly Paradise. And we 

see again that marriage is an assimilation of hostile principles, and that to be as¬ 

similated is to die. It is precisely in all these senses that the soul (which must as 

Eckhart says, “put itself to death”) is to be thought of as the Bride of Christ. Can 

we wonder that Vincent of Beauvais spoke of Christ’s ferocitas?] 
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cording to Plutarch (Moralia 353), the Egyptians thought of wine as 

“the blood of those who had once battled against the,gods, and from 

whom when they had fallen and had been mingled with the earth, they 

believed vines to have sprung.” 

As to this last, “barley stalks are Soma stems” (SB xn.7.3.13); “barley 

is Varuna” (SB xm.3.8.5),14 as was Soma tied up before his pressing 

(TS vi.i.11.2, 5); and brandy (surd, fermented liquor prepared from 

rice and barley) is one of the substances that can be made to be Soma 

by rites of transubstantiation (SB xii.7.3.11). The grains contain the sacri¬ 

ficial essence (medha) that had been in Man (purusa, cf. RV x.90), 

from which it passed to the horse, etc., and finally into the earth, whence 

it is regained by digging (cultivation). The grain is threshed, husked, 

winnowed, and ground. In the kneading and cooking the sacrificial 

cake (purodasa) acquires the animal qualities of hair, skin, flesh, bone, 

and marrow, and “the Man whom they had offered up becomes a mock- 

man” (\impurusa).15 The cake becomes the sacrificial animal, and con¬ 

tains the sacrificial essence of the former animal victims. It can hardly be 

doubted that, like our “gingerbread men,” the cake was made in the shape 

of a man.16 The whole procedure is expressly equated with the sacrifice 

of a living victim; the threshing and grinding are, like the slaying of Vrtra 

14 For the inauspiciousness of Varuna’s uncultivated barley (“wild oats”) cf. 

KB v.3 (those who eat of it are Varuna’s prisoners); RV vn.18.5-10 (the yavasa 

of the unherded kine), and per contra the Aryan barley that the liberated kine 

enjoy, x.27.8. 

The agricultural symbolism survives in our word “culture.” The rocky ground 

of the soul must be opened up if it is to yield fruit; and this is a matter of spade¬ 

work and sweat. Cf. Philo, Legum allegoriae, 1.48 (on Gen. 2:4, 5), Mind as the 

laborer in the field of sense perception. 

15 Analogous to the mock man (\impurusa, anaddha-purusa) made “in the place 

of a man” (Sayana, purusasthane), and no doubt in human form, to represent the 

chthonic (purisya) Agni (SB vi.3.1.24, 3.3.4, 4.4.14) and “heaped up for to be the 

sacrificial essence, to be food” (ciyamana . . . medhayety annayeti, SB vn.5.2.32). 

The untamed soul is indeed a hjmpurusa, a mockery of the real Man. 

16 The shape of the sacrificial cake may depend on the context. In SB 111.8.3.1, 

the purodasa is certainly a round cake, representing a man’s head, or rather face, 

and the Sun’s disk; seven other cakes, representing the “seven breaths” (ears, eyes, 

nostrils, and mouth) are arranged about it to complete it. As these “breaths” are 

also “glories” (sriyah), this is made the basis of the hermeneutic etymology of 

head (bras'). Cf. Philo, De opificio mundt, 1.29 (/<{<J>aA?j . . . enra ^pfjTcu, Svcrtv 

ocpOaXpois, etc.) and 1.33 (Trpoounrov, evOa twv aio-Or/o-ewv 6 toVos, etc.) cf. 1.51 

(Iv Trpocrunru) ra? atcrfJycras eS^/xovpyci). Philo says that the divine power is in¬ 

fused by means of the median breath” (Sta tov p,e<jov 7rmyiaros); this median 

breath is precisely the madhyamah pranah and madhye vamana of the Aranyakas 

and Upani$ads. 
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and Soma, sins requiring expiation; the flour that has been “killed” by the 

mortar and pestle and millstones is ritually quickened in order that the 

gods may be given the “living food”17 they require (SB 1.1.4.6-1.2.3.9 and 

AB 11.8, 9). [“Verily, living he goes to the gods” (TS v.6.6.4); c^- R°m- 

12:1, “present your bodies a living sacrifice.”] The traces of the passion of 

the “Vegetation Spirit” survive in popular18 agricultural rites all over the 

world, and notably in the words of the song “John Barleycorn,” whose 

awns, like those of the rice in AB 11.9, are his “beard,” the mark of his 

manhood, and who, although they treat him so “barbarously,” springs up 

again. 

The polarity of Soma is like Agni’s. The Soma when bought and tied 

up (in the form of a man, to represent the sacrificer himself, SB m.3.2.18) 

is of Varuna’s nature, and must be made to be a Friend (Mitra) with 

the words, “Come unto us as the Friend (Mitra) creating firm friend¬ 

ships for pacification” (sdntyai, TS vi.i.ii, 1.2.7).19 It must never be for¬ 

gotten that “Soma was Vrtra” (SB m.4.3.13, m.9.4.2, iv.4.3.4), and it needs 

no proof here that Vrtra = Ahi, Papman, etc. Accordingly, “Even as 

Ahi from his inveterated skin, so [from the bruised shoots] streams the 

yellow rain, prancing like a horse” (RV 1x.86.44), “even as Makha thou, 

Soma, goest prancing to the filter” (RV ix.20.7).20 “The Sun, indeed, is 

Indra, and that Moon none but Vrtra, and on the new-moon night he, 

17 On the “living food” of the gods, cf. Coomaraswamy, “The Sun-kiss,” 1941, 

p. 55, n. 26. 

18 It may be noted that lo\yam in AB 11.9 is not “the people’s” (Keith), but 

“conducive to the sacrificer’s world,” i.e., the “world” (lokjzh) of SB x.5.2.12, 

x.5.4.16; KB viii.3; BU 1.4.15, 1.5.17; MU vi.24, etc., i.e., the world of the Self, 

world of the gods, Brahmaloka, heaven. 

Popular agricultural rites are no more, generally speaking, of popular origin 

than are the narrative forms of folklore. It is a mistake to suppose thap scripture 

ever makes use of “old folklore ideas pressed into its service” (Keith, AA, p. 251, 

n. 5). On the contrary, as Professor Mircea Eliade has very justly observed, “La 

memoire collective conserve . . . des symboles archaiques d’essence purement meta¬ 

physique. ... La memoire populaire conserve surtout les symboles qui se rapportent 

a des ‘theories’ meme si ces theories ne sont plus comprises” (“Les Livres populaires 

dans la litterature roumaine,” in Zalmoxis, n, 1939, P- 7^)- Ff. Coomaraswamy, 

“Primitive Mentality” [in Vol. 1 of this edition—ed.]. 

19 See Appendix 1. 
20 It is the general rule that the Adityas have been originally Serpents, and have 

vanquished Death by the sloughing of their inveterated skins (PB xxv.14.4). Cf. 

the procession (udasarpant) of the sarparsir mantra\rtah . . . aswisah Arbuda 

in AB vi. 1; it is curious that just as Soma is strangled with a turban (usmsa), 

SB 111.2.18, so Arbuda (whose glance is baleful) is blindfolded with a turban in 

AB. On Soma’s “prancing” or “playing” (kfida) cf. Coomaraswamy, “Lila,” 1941 

[in this volume—ed.]. 
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Indra, completely destroys him, leaving nothing remaining; when the 

Sun devours (grasitva) him,21 he sucks him dry and spits him out {tarn 

nidhirya nirasyati); and having been sucked out (dhitah), he grows 

again (sa punar dpydyate); and whoever is a Comprehensor of this 

[myth or doctrine] in the same way overcomes all Evil (papman), leav¬ 

ing naught of it remaining” (SB 1.6.4.13, 19, 20; cf. TS 11.5.2.4, 5, JUB 

1.33.6 [and vrtram ahim . . . avayat, RV x.113.8]). The stone, in fact, 

with which Soma is pressed and slain, is identified with the Sun (Aditya 

Vivasvant, SB m.9.4, 8), what is enacted here corresponding to what 

is done there. And as in divims (adhidevatam) and in the ritual mimesis, 

so “within you” (adhyatmam) \ the powers of the soul (sight, hearing, 

etc.) that are Brahma’s immanent forms are called his “swallow” or 

“sink” (giri); and conversely the Comprehensor of this himself “swallows” 

or “sinks” (girati) the hateful, evil foe (dvisantam papmanam bhratrvyam 

— Vrtra),22 and “becomes with Self” (bhavaty atmana), and like Brahma 

“one whose evil foe is as refuse” (pardsya, a thing to be cast out, spat 

out, rejected or refused, AA 11.1.8); the cycle is reversed and completed 

when in sleep (or in samadhi or at death) the Breath (prdnah, immanent 

deity, Sun, Brahma) itself “swallows up” (jagara) the “four great 

selves,”23 viz. these same powers of sight, hearing etc. (JUB 111.2). 

So also in terms of the animal sacrifice offered to Agnlsomau, who, 

when they have been united, jointly “overcome the Sacrificer,” who is 

born in debt to Death (SB 111.6.2.16) and is only redeemed by the actual 

victim, “or rather [i.e., more truly], they say: ‘Unto Agmsomau Indra 

21 As Brhaspati “eats” (adat) Vala, RV x.68.6. Cf. n. 72. 

22 When Indra casts his bolt “at the evil hateful foe” (papmane dvisate bhratrvy- 

aya), it is “Vrtra the Evil One” (vrtram papmanam) that he smites (SB iv.3.3.5): 

“brotherhood” expressing “enemy” because the Asuras are the “elder brothers” of 

the Devas (jyestha, “elder,” from \/ jya, to “oppress.” We have argued elsewhere 

(1Spiritual Authority and Temporal Power in the Indian Theory of Government, 

1942, n. 22) that throughout the sacrificial texts the “Enemy” is primarily Vrtra, 

Papman, Mrtyu (Buddhist Mara, Papivant), and that any application of the formu¬ 

lae to other and human enemies is always secondary; that it is only when the 

King has overcome his own Devil that he is empowered to overcome other devilish 

rebels. Keith is clearly right in saying that a magical application of the rites is 

foreign to the Rg Veda, but as certainly wrong in saying that “the sacrifice in the 

Brahmanas is a piece of magic pure and simple” (Religion and Philosophy of the 

Veda and Upanishads, London, 1925, p. 454). 

23 The breaths or powers of the soul are so many “selves” or “persons” (the 

seeing man, the hearing man, etc.), but act unanimously as the man himself, for 

or against his real Self, the Breath, their Head and Leader (AA 11.3.5,6, m.2.1; 

JUB iv.7.4; CU viir.12.4ff.; Kaus. Up. 111.2,8, iv.2d), source and last end. 
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slew Vrtra (TS vi.1.11.5;24 similarly SB m.3.4.21). Thus “ransoming 

Self by self” (KB xm.3),25 “by self he enters into Self” (VS xxxii.n). 

The like holds good in terms of the supplementary sacrifice of the Cake 

(puroddsa), which contains the sacrificial property (medha) that was 

originally in the human victim (SB 1.1.4.8, 9, 111.8.3.1-3). 

Or rather, it is not Soma himself, but only his evil (papman) that is 

slain (SB m.9.4.17, 18).2b For “Soma is the Regnum” (^satra, SB v.3.5.8); 

and it is precisely that he may be enthroned, and rule indeed, that he is 

slain” (SB 111.3.2.6). The guilt from which Soma is cleansed is that he op¬ 

pressed Brhaspati, his Purohita, or that he was even capable of thinking of 

such a thing (SB iv.1.2.4); his passion is an assimilation to and a marital re¬ 

union with the Sacerdotum. The whole pattern underlies and is reflected 

in the rites of royal initiation (rajasuya = varuna-sava)—“This man is 

your king, Soma the king of us Brahmans” (VS x.18). The prince dies 

that the king may be born of him; there remains no evil, nothing of his 

Varunya nature in the king; it is not himself but his evil that is killed. 

The beating with sticks (SB v.4.4.7) may be compared to the pressing of 

Soma and to the threshing of grain by which it is separated from the 

husks. As Indra slew Vrtra, so the king overcomes his own hateful, evil 

foe (SB v.2.3.7). 

In the beginning, Indra overcomes Vrtra for the sake of Agni and 

Soma, whom he has swallowed; in the Sacrifice Agni and Soma overcome 

24 Not as Keith renders it (against the Commentary) “by Agni and Soma,” but 

for them because they are in Vrtra, from whom they can escape only when Indra 

makes him yawn (TS 11.5.2.3, 4), only when “Indra forced the Engulfer to dis¬ 

gorge, compelled the panting Danava” (jigartim indro apajaguranah prati svasan- 

tam danavam han, RV v.29.4; cf- vm.21.11, svasantam, and note y/svas, sus, in 

“Su$na”). Vrtra is the Sacrifice; it is in the same way that Indra and Agni are 

brought forth from the Person, the Sacrifice, in RV x.90.13, and that “as from a 

fire laid with damp fuel ... so from this great being (bhuta, viz. atman) were 

the Vedas, worlds and all things breathed forth” (nisvasitam, BU iv.5.11, MU 

vi.32; cf. JUB 1.47.3, “The All, that is his breathing forth”). Beyond all question 

the “Great Being” from whom all these things are breathed out is the Vrtra from 

whose mouth (when Indra made him yawn) “went forth all gods, all sciences, all 

glory, all food, all weal,” leaving him drained (SB 1.6.3.15.16); just as Se$a (yad 

asisyata, see Appendix 2) = Atman, so here also Atman, Mahabhuta = Vrtra. 

For just as “Ffim being One they call by many names’’ (RV 1.164.46, etc.), so 

the one Urmythos (bhavavrtta, Genesis) has been told and retold in many ways, 

and that not only in India, but all over the world where “in den verschiedenen 

Kulturen findet man die Dialetye der einen Geistessprache" (Alfred Jeremias, 

Altorientalische Geisteskultur, Berlin, 1929, foreword). 

25 Cf. Lev. 114. 

26 “That the body of sin might be destroyed,” Rom. 6:6. 
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the sacrificer, or rather what in him is of Vrtra’s nature, and so the circle 

is completed. Thus: Tvastr cast the residue (yad asisyata)~‘ of the Soma 

upon his sacrificial Fire, saying, “Wax great as Indra s foe. Then, 

“whether it was what was falling (pravanam, lit. ‘on the slope’)28 or 

what was on the Fire (adhy agneh), that coming into being (sa sambha- 

van, i.e., as Vrtra) overcame (abhisamabhavat) Agni and Soma,” and 

then Vrtra “waxed” and, as his name implies, “enveloped (<avrnot)” 

these worlds (TS 11.4.12, cf. 11.5.2). Whereas in the Sacrifice “they bring 

forward the Soma (juice), and when he is established in Agni [the 

regnum in the sacerdotum], they coexisting (sambhavantau) overcome 

(abhisambhavatah) the sacrificer29 [represented by the victim, TS vi.6.9.2, 

etc.]. Now the initiate (di\sitah) has been hitherto holding himself in 

readiness to serve as the sacrificial essence; but (eva) in that Agni and 

Soma receive a victim, that is his redemption. . . . Or, rather [i.e., more 

truly] they say: ‘Indra smote Vrtra for Agni and Soma.’ Inasmuch as the 

sacrificer offers up a victim to Agni and Soma, it verily becomes ‘his 

Vrtra-slayer’” (vartraghna evdsya sa, TS vi.1.11.6). The Comprehensor 

who offers the full and new moon offering does so with Indra (TS 

11.5.4.1); as Indra repelled Vrtra, the Evil One, by the new moon offering, 

so does the sacrificer (SB vi.2.2.19). “Agni, the Lord of the operation, 

makes him who has slain his Vrtra to operate [sacrifice] for a year; there¬ 

after he may sacrifice at will” (TS 11.5.4.5). “At will,” for when the pur¬ 

pose of the Sacrifice has been accomplished, there is nothing more that 

27 Yad asisyata — sesa, see Appendix 2. 

28 Cf. RV ix.17.1, pra nimnena, Sayana pravanena. 

29 “The initiate enters the jaws of Agnisomau; in that on the fast day he offers 

a victim to them, this is a redemption of himself” (KB x.3). Similarly, SB in.3.4.21 

and hi.6.3.19, where “the initiated is the oblation offered to the gods” (havir 

va’esa devanam bhavati), i.e., their food, and must redeem himself from Soma, 

that is to say from Varuna’s noose (ibid., 20) or curse (111.3.2.2), for Soma was 

Varunya—in other words, from the jaws of Death into which the sacrificer would 

be swallowed up at every stage of the sacrifice if he did not in one way or another 

redeem himself. The Soma sacrifice is a “mysterious rite” (gambhiram adhvaram, 

SB m.9.4.5 adhvara, lit. “not-a-slaying,” “no doubt referring to the nature of the 

sacrifice, in which the victim is slain but revivified, and the sacrificer would die 

were he not redeemed). “Such, indeed, are the forests and ravines of the sacrifice 

(;yajndranyani yajha-\satrdni [? for \hdtrdni)) . . . and if any enter into them 

ignorantly, then hunger and thirst, ill-doers and devils harass them . . but if Com- 

prehensors enter into them, they pass on from one task to another, as from one 

stream to another, from one refuge to another, and obtain well-being, the world 

of heaven” (SB xn.2.3.12); “dangerous are the ways between heaven and earth” 

(SB 11.3.4.37); “the sacrifice is razor-edged, and swiftly he (who sacrifices) be- 

cometh holy or he perishes” (punyo va bhavati pra va miyate, TS 11.5.5.6). 
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must be done; such an one is now a \dmdcdnn, he is no longer under 

the law but delivered from the law of obedience to that of liberty, and 

to him it can be safely said, Lo mai piacere omai prende per duce. The 

Buddha no longer makes burnt offering (as he had done in former states 

of being), he does what he likes (\dma\dro, Sn 350) just because he has 

overcome and dispossessed his Vrtra. 

The word gin (AA 11.1.8), rendered above by “swallow” (n.), lends 

itself to a far-reaching exegesis. Keith translates it by “hiding place” (of 

Brahma), and in a note says very rightly that “it is called giri, because 

prana is swallowed up and hidden by the other senses.”30 In a note on 

AA 11.2.1, he adds, “The sun and prana are as usual identified, the one 

being the adhidaivatam, the other the adhyatman representation. The 

former attracts the vision, the latter impels the body.”31 It is, in fact, 

within us that the deity is “hidden” (guhd mhitam, passim), there that 

the Vedic r say ah sought him by his tracks, there in the heart that the 

“hidden Sun” (suryam gulham, RV v.40.6, etc.) is to be “found.” “For 

this in ourself is hidden (guhadhyatmam), these deities (the breaths); 

but manifest in divinis” (dvir adhidaivatam, A A 1.3.3), sPeech being 

“manifest” as Agni, vision as the Sun, etc. (AA 11.1.5, etc.). These are the 

“two forms of Brahma, the formed (murta, i.e., visible) and the unformed 

(amurta) . . . presented (sat) and immanent (tya),”32 respectively the 

visible Sun disk and the eye, and the unseen Persons in the disk and in 

the eye (BU 11.3). 

30 The “other senses” (sight, hearing, etc.) identified with the giri of Brahma 

are extensions or sendings (prahitah, AA 11.1.5 = hitah, Upanisads passim, guhasa- 

ya nihitah in Murid. Up. 11.1.8, prativihitah in Kaus. Up. in.5, and as the istani 

of the Rsis are vihitani, RV 1.164.15, and the Maruts hitah in 1.166.3) °f the central 

Breath (pranah) or Spirit (atman) from which they originate and to which they 

return. Hence his name of “Grtsamada”: grtsa, “greedy,” because as pranah he 

breathes in, and as madah, “pleasure,” he breathes out these powers (AA n.2.1). 

That is, God is swallowed up in us when he proceeds, and we in him when he 

recedes. 

31 “The Sun’s body is seen by everyone, its soul by no one. And the same is true 

of the soul of any other body . . . embracing all the senses of the body, but only 

knowable by the mind. . . . Soul (as charioteer) drives the Sun about . . . (and) 

moves us about in all ways,” Plato, Laws 898D-899A; cf. AV x.8.14, “Him all see 

with the eye, not all know with the mind”; and for the “chariot” (bodily vehicle), 

MU 11.6, etc. 

32 Tya is not “yonder” (Hume); it is the manifested God, the visible Sun that 

is “yonder”; tya, as the following verses show, refers to the transcendent principle 

that is invisibly in the Sun and within you. Cf. tyasya = mama in BU 1.3.24. 
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With giri (V gir, “swallow”) compare grha (V graft, “grasp”); both 

imply enclosures, resorts, a being within something. At the same time, 

giri is “mountain”; and garta (from the same root) both “seat” and 

“grave” (one can be “swallowed up” in either). The semantics is paral¬ 

leled in Ger. Berg, “mountain,” and its cognates Eng. barrow, (i) “hill” 

and (2) “burial mound,” burgh, “town,” borough, and finally bury, cf. 

Skr. stupa, (1) “top,” “height,” and (2) burial mound. We are then, 

the “mountain” in which God is “buried,” just as a church or a stupa, 

and the world itself, are His tomb and the “cave”33 into which He de¬ 

scends for our awakening (MU 11.6, pratibodhanaya', cf. AV xi.4.15, 

83 Cf. Plato’s “cave,” and the “cavernous” quality of early traditional architecture, 
floor, space, and roof corresponding to earth, air, and sky equally in a cavern and 
in a chamber; cf. guha, “cave,” “hiding place,” and “hut.” Brahma is indeed guhyam 
(KU v.6), the spirit nihito guhayam (KU 11.20), “hidden” in us, as a “cave-dweller.” 

That God is “buried” in us underlies the Vedic metaphor of digging for hidden 
treasure, and that of mining in MU vi.29. The powers of the soul (r-^s ifn>xr}s 
Swa/xeis, which Hermes calls 8aLpoves, Lib. xvi.14 ff.) are “elementals” (bhutah), 
and their concern is with the “elements” (bhutani) or “ores” (dhatavah). Bhutah, 
“beings,” are likewise elves, sprites (spirits), fairies, or dwarfs, who may be either 
good or evil; it is not without reason that these beings, the Sidhe for example, are 
so often thought of as living in “fairy mounds”—or when the “little people” are 
thought of as dwarfs or gnomes, then in mountains. The head and leader of these 
psychic Bergleute, thought of as dwarfs, is himself the immanent Dwarf, Vamadeva, 
Vamana, the “Dwarf enthroned in the midst whom all the gods serve (madhye 
vamanam asinam visve deva upasate, KU v.3); the “gods,” in accordance with 
Sankara’s inevitable explanation, being the powers of the soul (“vision, etc.,” i.e., 
the “breaths”), bringing tribute (balim upaharantah) to their head, the “Other 
One” of verse 5, who is beyond all question the median “Breath,” as is explicit 
in AA 11.2.1. Thus the dwarfs and gnomes of the European tradition, digging for 
treasure in the mountains, are the projected images and trace in folklore of our 
own elemental powers. In one of our best known Marchen, the formulation is very 
precise: it is the natural function of the “seven dwarfs” to serve and protect Snow 
White, who is herself Psyche; Snow White is poisoned by the “fruit of the tree,” 
and that this is the tree of good and evil is clear from the fact that the apple is 
parti-poisonous and parti-wholesome (the fruit of the tree is wholesome for those 
who eat to live, but deadly for those who live to eat; cf. SB 11.4.2.1-6). Of them¬ 
selves the dwarfs can protect but cannot heal her; this is done by the solar hero, a 

Prince Charming” (i.e., in the full sense of the word, “enchanting”: the solar 
Hero is the master of enchantment—blessed are those whom this magician en¬ 
chants), and it is only when the tasted apple falls from her lips that she awakens 
from her deadly sleep. 

In an alternative symbolism, the cave becomes a laboratory and the workers 
alchemists seeking for the philosopher’s stone; or a smithy in which ores are re¬ 

fined and beaten into shape—“as a goldsmith taking a piece of gold draws out of 

it (tanute, V tan, also to sacrifice and to propagate) another, newer and fairer 
form, so the Spirit . . (BU iv.4.4). 
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jinvasyatha). What all this leads to, bearing in mind that both the Maruts 

and Soma shoots are equated with the “breaths” (SB ix.3.1.7, AB 111.16, 

and TS vi.4.4.4), is the probability that giri in the Rg Veda, although 

translatable by ‘ mountain,” is really rather “cave” (guhd) than “moun¬ 

tain, and ginstha “in the mountain” rather than upon it, and tantamount 

to dtmastha (KU v.12, MU 111.2), notably in RV vin.94.12, where the 

Marut host is ginstha, and 1x.85.12 and v.43.4 where Soma and Soma 

juice (rasa) are ginstha. Just the same is implied in RV v.85.2, where 

Varuna is said to have put “Counsel in hearts, Agni in the waters, the 

Sun in the sky, and Soma in the rock” (adrau, Sayana parvate).Zi “The 

34 In this context adrau is, like the other words hrtsu, etc., a locative of place 

in: in TS vi.i.ii, where the text is cited, Keith renders rightly “in the hill.” In 

the same way Soma is “shut up in the rock” (asnapinaddham, RV x.68.8); and 

in JUB iv.5.2, a'snasu somo raja is rendered rightly by Oertel “in the stones King 

Soma.” In SB in.4.3.13 and hi.9.4.2, we are reminded that “Soma was Vrtra” 

(— Ahi, described in RV 1.32.2 as “having his lair in the mountain,” parvate sisray- 

anam, i.e., in a cave; one recalls that dragons always live in caves, and not on 

mountaintops), and we are told that “Soma’s body (‘body’ is that in which the 

subject lives) was the mountains and the rocks (tasyaitacchariram yad giriyo yad 

asmanas), thence is born that plant called ‘Usana’ (tad esosana namausad hir jayate), 

. . . v/hich they collect thence and press” (tam etad ahrtyabhisunvanti). We nat¬ 

urally think of plants as growing on mountains, and so they do; but things are 

born from what contained them, plants are in the earth before they spring up. 

Sayana’s commentary, moreover, makes it clear that by “mountains” are to be 

understood “beings” (soma-sarira-bhutesu . . . atas tam eva girav utpannam . . . 

abhisunvanti), i.e., the Soma = bhutatman, as in MU vi.io, cited below; and that 

the plant that is actually collected is “not really Soma” (na sakjat somarn), but 

only ritually made to be Soma. Thus Vrtra (= Vala) is the rock that Indra smites 

and from which Indra (or Brhaspati or both) releases cattle, streams, and all those 

things that had been covered up and hidden away (vrtam — verbergt, verhullt, 

“hilled”) in the beginning. 

Not only then is giri (mountain) to be connected with gir to “swallow” (not 

gir to “sing”), but there can be no doubt that Indian hermeneutists connected 

asman (and doubtless asna) with as, to “eat”; e.g., Mahidhara glosses VS xvii.i 

asman by asnatity, asma; he asman, sarvabhakja\a agne. In AV xvm.4.54 asman- 

nanam adhipatyam jiyama, Whitney renders asman by “stone” but Bohtlingk and 

Roth by “Esser.” The hermeneutist might in the same way derive adri from ad, 

to “eat.” I by no means assert that all these hermeneia are etymologically valid; 

what they nevertheless point to is that early man (the troglodyte) thought of a 

mountain as a place to live not on, but in, and as a depository of treasure—a 

manner of thinking that survives in the concept of the “house” which is not that 

of a solid mass but that of a “dome” (dama) in which things are housed and 

hidden, and in which, indeed, the owner himself is “swallowed” up when he 

enters its doorway (mubjiam — ostium), disappearing when he “goes home” 

(,astam gacchati) and reappearing when he comes out of doors (prddur bhavati). 

We are such “houses.” 
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Soma oblation ... is incorporeal” (AB 11.14). No wonder that “of him 

the Brahmans understand by ‘Soma’ none ever tastes, none tastes who 

dwells on earth” (RV x.85.3, 4). 

Soma’s death is his procession; he is slain in the same sense that every 

initiand, homo moriturus, dies, to be born again. “A man is unborn 

insofar as he does not sacrifice” (JUB 111.14.8), to sacrifice is to be born 

(KB xv.3), Vrtra’s slaughter is Indra’s birth (as Mahendra, SB 1.6.4.21). 

The Sacrificer, participating in Soma’s passion, is born again of the 

sacrificial Fire in the sense that “except a man be born again . . .” and 

“Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die . . .” (John 3:3 

and 12:24). 

We observed that Yama “gave up,” or much more literally, “emptied 

out” (arireclt) his body. In the same way the Person, the One whom 

the gods make manifold, is said to have been poured out completely, or 

have been “all emptied out” (aty aricyata, RV x.90.5, Sayana atiri\to’bhut); 

it is often stated that Prajapati, desiring to be many, and emanating off¬ 

spring (praja srstvd), was emptied out (riricanah, SB m.9.1.2, and pas¬ 

sim). In the same way, Vrtra, in whom the streams had been covered 

up (RV vii.100.7), and from whom Indra and Visnu win “that by which 

he is these worlds” (TS 11.4.12), is like a leather bottle “drained” (nispi- 

tah)35 of his contents (SB 1.6.3.16); just as, conversely, in “sleep” these 

same powers are “drunk in” (apita bhavanti) by the Breath (SB x.5.2.14- 

15). That all This (Universe) was in Vrtra is the very raison d’etre of 

the Sacrifice (SB v.5.5.1). 

All this is reflected in the ritual, as if in a mirror, inversely. Whereas 

Prajapati divides himself, pours out his offspring, makes himself many 

and enters into us in whom he is swallowed up and hidden, so in his turn 

the sacrificer “draws in (uddhrtya, V hr) these breaths with Om, and 

sacrifices them in the Fire without evil” (MU vi.26). As Prajapati “ema¬ 

nated offspring, and thought himself emptied out” (riricanomanyata), 

so “the sacrificer as it were emanates offspring and is thereupon emptied 

out as it were” (riricana iva, TS vi.6.5.1): “With his whole mind, his 

whole self (sarvenevatmana), indeed, the initiate (di\sitah) assembles 

35 As the powers of the soul are “drunk in” (apitah) in SB x.5.2.12, when they 

“enter into” (apiyanti, Kau$. Up. 111.3, etc.) the Breath in “sleep,” in samddhi, or 

at death. 

The roots apt (go in to), apt (drink in), dp (possess), apyai (swell) must be 

very carefully distinguished in all texts having to do with the procession and 

recession of the powers of the soul; in AV x.8.5, Whitney’s Index is certainly wrong 

in reading apitvam, Lanmann right in reading apitvam. 
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(■sambharati) and would collect (sam ca jihirsati, V hr) the Sacrifice; 

his self, as it were, is emptied out” (rincana ivatma bhavati, SB m.8.x.2, 

KB x.3). That the sacrificer thus “collects” (samharati, V hr) himself 

is the active equivalent on his part of what is done to him by the Spiritual 

Self itself at death (or in sleep, or in samadhi) “when the breaths (pranah, 

i.e., indnyam, rrjs 'pvxrjs Swa/rei?) unite with it (abhisamayanti) and it, 

taking complete possession of those measures of fire38 (eta tejo-matrah 

samabhyadadano') descends into the heart (hrdayam evanvakrdmati)37 

. . . (and thus) striking down the body, dispelling its ignorance, collects 

itself (atmanam samharati) in order to pass on” (BU iv.4.1, 3) ;38 the 

equivalent on his part of what is done by the departing Breath (pranah) 

when it “extracts” (samvrh, BU vi.1.13) or “impresses” (sam\hid, CU v.1.2, 

i.e., “levies”) the breaths, as a horse might tear out the pegs by which it is 

tethered. 

This takes place in any case when “the dust returns to the dust as it 

was: and the spirit unto God who gave it” (Eccl. 127).39 The burning 

question for us is, “In whom, when I go forth, shall I be going forth? 

On whose ground shall I be standing?” (Prasna Up. vi.3).40 Shall I be 

collected or shall I collect myself ? Shall I be passively repossessed or ac¬ 

tively self-possessed? “Whoever departs from this world, not having seen 

his very own world (svam lo\am adrstva),41 he unaware of it no more 

36 The breaths or “sense powers” are “fires.” Cf. Coomaraswamy, “Measures of 

Fire” [in this volume—ed.]. 

37 As in SB x.5.2, where the [epos yapcos of Indra and IndranI is consummated 

in the heart. IndranI (Psyche) is the sum of the indriyani, as Sad is the person 

of Indra’s saclh, Sri the person of many sriyah, and in Buddhist contexts Sudham- 

ma = sudhamma, cf. Victoria, properly n. pi. of victor, but as a person f. 

38 In this whole context (BU iv.4.1-7), it is especially important to bear in mind 

that He who is the only seer, only hearer, only thinker, only comprehensor in us 

(BU in.7.23), He who wanders from womb to womb (AV x.8.13), the charioteer 

who sets us agoing (MU 11.6, etc.), is by the same token the only transmigrant; 

as Sankara puts it, “Of a truth, the Lord is the only transmigrant” (satyam, nesva- 

rad any ah samsarin, BrSBh 1.1.5). Neither in the Brahmanical nor in the Pali 

Buddhist texts can any doctrine of the “reincarnation” of an individual be found, 

except in the sense that a man is reborn in his children. 

39 “The spirit (a\h) is for heaven, the body (\het) for the earth” (K. H. Sethe, 

“Saqqarah Pyramid Texts,” in Margaret A. Murray, Saqqara Mastabas, London, 

1905, 474): to become this a\h, or \a, at death, is to become a God, an Immortal 

(A. Moret, The Nile and Egyptian Civilization, London, 1927, pp. 169, 182, 183). 

40 Cf. the answers in CU m.14.4, Kaus. Up. 11.14, and Prasna Up. iv.7, and cf. 

AV x.8.44. The resurrection is the “birth out of doubt” of SB n.2.4.9, and ac¬ 

cordingly to faith, JUB 111.11.7. 

41 See n. 18, first paragraph. 
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profits than one might from the Vedas unrecited or a deed undone” (BU 

I. 4.15); whereas, “One who knows that contemplative, ageless, youthful 

Self has nothing to fear from death” (AV x.8.44). 

The relationship of the breaths to the Breath, like that of the Maruts 

(identified with the breaths in SB ix.3.1.7, etc.), is that of subjects (visah, 

svah) to their king or duke. They are, accordingly, his legitimate “food,” 

he lives on them. They are, in fact, his “divisions.” As he (Bhagavan), 

distributing his powers, divides himself (dtmanam vibhajya, passim) in 

them, so are they his devoted supporters (bhaktah) in that it is theirs to 

“support” him, in every sense of the word, but especially inasmuch as it 

is theirs to render him his “share” (bhagam). This feudal relationship is 

repeatedly stated in the words “We are thine and thou art ours” (RV 

vm.92.32, BU iv.4.37, etc.; cf. Plato, Laws 904B). That they “feed” him is 

constantly stated in the phrase, “they bring him tribute” (balim haranti or 

bharanti).42 In BU vi.1.3, when the superiority of the Breath has been ac¬ 

knowledged, he, addressing the breaths, says, “In that case, pay me tribute” 

{me balim kuruta)-, each, accordingly, makes acknowledgment that its 

particular function is not its own, but his; in the case of speech (vac), for 

example, “That wherein I am the ‘worthiest’ (f.) {yad vd aham va- 

sisthasmi), that ‘worthiest’ (m.) art thou” {tvam tad vasistho’si) ,43 They, 

42 AV x.7.39, yasmai devah sada balim haranti-, x.8.15, mahadya\sam (Brahma) 

. . . tasmai balim rastrabhrto bharanti; xi.4.19, praja ima balim haran; Kau$. Up. 

II. 1, ayacamanaya (without his asking) balim haranti-, JUB iv.23.7, balim hareyuh-, 

MU vi.18, pratyahara (slater devahara, amrta), as in BG 11.58, yada samharati 

indriyanindriyarthebhyah. 

In the same way, ritually, bait offerings are made at Yaksa shrines, and politically 
subjects offer tribute. 

If the king plunders” his subjects’ cattle {pecunia\) it is because what seems 

to be theirs is really his; just as God plunders us, all of whose great possessions are 

borrowed from Him (PB xxi.i.i). Therefore “Render unto Caesar the things that 

are Caesar’s and unto God the things that are God’s.” It is for Caesar as for God 

to redistribute the food. The reciprocal relations of the powers of the soul to 

the Spirit in the individual microcosm and the circulation of money (pecunia\) 

in the political microcosm correspond to that of the “shower of wealth” {vasor 

dhar'a) in the macrocosm. It is not by demanding tribute and service, but by failing 

to expend his revenues for his people s good, that a king becomes ungodly, a 
Vrtra rather than an Indra. 

43 Vasistha, the primal Brahman of RV vii.33.11, is regularly Agni; who “abides 

in beings as speech {vac) in the speaker” (AV 11.1.4) and is in divinis what speech 

is in us, just as the Sun is in divinis what the power of vision is in us {passim). 

Hence she is Vasistha to him as Vasistha. These traditional correspondences under¬ 

lie the connection between the tongues of fire and the speaking with tongues in 

Acts 2:3; see Coomaraswamy, ‘Lila" [in this volume—ed.]. 
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in other words, contribute offerings to him that are in reality his attributes 

(dbharana); they acknowledge that they are “only the names of his acts” 

(BU 1.4.7, c^- I-5-2I, 1-6.3; BG hi.15, etc.). 

In TS 11.4.12.5, 6 and SB 1.6.3.17, Vrtra enters into Indra by agreement. 

The fire is, indeed, the consumer of food both for gods and men (JUB 

iv.i 1.5-7). Or rather, that part of the bisected Vrtra which was of Soma’s 

nature becomes the Moon, and that part of him which was Asurya (i.e., 

the ophidian part, the tail) became the belly, “to kindle (indhiya) him” 

and “for his enjoyment (bhogaya),” and is in men the tyrannical appetite 

to which these creatures (imah prajah, sc. pranah, sensitive powers of 

which the individual is a host) pay tribute (balim haranti) whenever they 

are hungry. So men say that “Vrtra is within us”; and the Comprehensor 

of this doctrine, that Vrtra is the consumer, slays man’s enemy, privation 

or hunger. As to this, one recalls on the one hand that the bowels are of 

a serpentine aspect and, as it were, headless; and on the other that for 

Plato, and traditionally, the bowels are the seat of the emotions and ap¬ 

petites.44 We must, of course, beware of understanding “food” in any 

restricted sense; in all our texts, “food” is whatever can be desired, what¬ 

ever nourishes our existence, whatever feeds the fires of life; there are 

foods for the eye and foods for the mind, and so forth. Vrtra’s fire is the 

source of our voluptas when we seek in works of art nothing but an 

“aesthetic” experience, and of our turpis curiositas when we “thirst for 

knowledge” for its own sake. Of the “two birds,” one eats, the other 

oversees but does not eat (RV 1.164.20, Mund. Up. 111.1.1, etc.). 

Hence, in the significant verses of MU vi.34, “As fire deprived of fuel 

(nirindhah)45 is extinguished in its own hearth (svayonav upasamyate), 

so when its emotions46 have been killed (vrtti-psayat) the will is extin¬ 

guished in its own seat (cittam svayonav upasamyate). It is from the 

love of Truth (satyapamatas) that the mind (manas) is extinguished in 

its own seat; false are the actions and the wantings that haunt (parma- 

vasanugah) one bemused by the objects of the sensitive powers (indri- 

yartha-vimudhasya). Transmigration (samsara) is nothing but our willing 

44 Hence the necessity for a purgation, katharsis, suddha parana, of the mind 

(manas, pratu, vofls) in order to eliminate these waste products. 

45 To have extinguished the fire of life by withholding its fuel becomes a com¬ 

mon Buddhist metaphor. In this broader sense, fasting and continence mean far 

more than mere abstention from concrete foods or sexual acts. 

48 For citta-vrtti I believe that “emotions” is a more accurate rendering than is 

Woods’ “fluctuations.” Note that vrtti assimilates the asuddham pamasamparpam 

manas (MU vi.34) to the Vrtra of SB 1.6.3.9, so called because he was “on the 

move” (avartayat). 
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0cittam eva); purge it (sodhayet) carefully, for ‘As is one’s willing, so 

one comes to be’ (yac cittas tanmayo bhavati).47 . . . The mind is said 

to be twofold, clean and unclean (suddham cdsuddham ewa); unclean by 

connection with wanting (kama), clean when dissevered from want¬ 

ing. . . . ‘The mind, indeed, is for human beings (manusyanam) the 

means alike of bondage and of freedom, of bondage, when attached to 

objects (visaya), and of release (fflo(w) when detached therefrom.’” 

And “Hence, for those who do not perform the Agnihotra (do not make 

burnt-offering), who do not edify the Fire, who do not know and do not 

contemplate, the recollection of Brahma’s empyrean abode is obstructed. 

So the Fire is to be served with offerings, to be edified, lauded, and con¬ 

templated.”48 

47 Cf. AA 11.1.3, \arma \rtam ay am puruso brahmano, lo\ah, “this Person is what 

he does, he is the Brahma-world”; BU iv.4.5, yatha\ari yatha cari tat ha bhavati . . . 

sa yatha\amo bhavati . . . tad abhisampadyate, “As he (this Person) acts, as he 

conducts himself, so he becomes; what he wants . . . that he attains”; Plato, Laws 

904c, Such as are the trend of our desires and the nature of our souls, just such 

each of us becomes”; and similarly for Hermes, whose 8<ufwve<s are the innate 

tendencies or powers and the nature or “fate” of the soul, “the being of a daimon 

consists in his working” (8alp.ovo<; yap ovcria ivepyeia, Lib. xvi.14); a man cannot 

be and yet be doing nothing, God himself is what he does (Lib. xi.2.i2b, 13a). 

At the same time, the act of being is one of self-knowledge (BU 1.4.10); and so 

to know and to be are the same (to yap avto voeiv ecmv re Kal elvai, Hermann 
Diels, Fragmente der Vorso\rati\er, Berlin, 1903, 18B5). 

48 Cf. Mund. Up. 1.2.3. The supposed opposition of the Upanisads to the ob¬ 

servance of rites is largely a figment of the imagination; and similarly in Buddhism, 

where the Buddha says that so long as the Vajjians observe their ancient customs 

and honor (sa\\aronti, lit. ‘verify’), esteem (garukaronti, lit. ‘treat as weighty’) 

respect (mdnenti) and serve (pdjenti) the Vajjian (Yakkha-) shrines within or 

without the city, and do not withhold the tribute (balim no parihdpenti) formerly 

given and duly rendered, ... so long may they be expected not to decline but 
to prosper” (D 11.75). 

It is only for those already liberated and already in a “state of grace” that ob¬ 

servances are unnecessary, though they may still remain convenient. What is al¬ 

ways necessary to liberation is to understand and be fully aware of what one is 
doing. 

All rites are rites de passage. . . . Rite opens the portals through which none 

may pass but the dead. ... At each of the crises which usher in the successive 

phases of great lives, the vital tide rises and falls, first at its ebb in the mystical 

(sic) state of ritual death, then at the moment of annihilation, suddenly at flood 

inflowing miraculously to a higher level of life” (Andrew Rugg Gunn Osiris and 

Odin, London, 1940, pp. 152, 153). For, as Meister Eckhart has said, “He who 

would be what he ought to be must stop being what he is.” 

He is a truly poor man (sannyasi), he is a harnessed man (yogi) who does what 

ought to be done (karyam \arma \aroti), regardless of consequences; not such 

is one who kindles no sacred fire and performs no rites” (BG vi.i). 
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In other words, the appetitive soul, the greedy mind, is the Sacrifice; 

we, as we are in ourselves, seeking ends of our own, are the appropriate 

burnt-offering: The chariot of the gods (i.e., the body born of the Sacri¬ 

fice) is yoked for the world of heaven, but that of man for wherever his 

purpose (artha) is fixed; the chariot of the gods is the Fire” (TS v.4.10.1, 

cf. AA 11.3.8 fin.). We see why it is always assumed that the Sacrifice, 

even of an animal, is a voluntary one; there could be no inner meaning 

of an unwilling victim.1'1 We see what is really accomplished by the 

heroic Indra (who, be it remembered, is an immanent deity, as the “Per¬ 

son in the right eye,” and so our real Person) when he “crushes, rends 

and cuts to pieces Vrtra’s seat (yom) and lair (dsaya),50 and it becomes 

this offering, and so recovers the Vedas (SB v.5.5.4-6). Now as we have 

already seen, the sacrificer is the oblation (havis). He is identified with 

the prastara, which is anointed with the words, “May they (the gods) 

eat, licking the anointed bird” (VS 11.16—“licking,” because Agni is their 

mouth, his flames their tongues), thus “making it a bird and to fly up 

from the world of men to the world of the gods”; the prastara is like 

“any other corpse,” except that it is to be touched with the fingers only, 

not with sticks (SB 1.8.3.13-23). The sacrificer’s “death” is at the same 

time his salvation; for the Self is his reward:51 “They who take part in a 

49 See further above and Appendix 1. 

50 “Seat” or “womb,” as in MU vi.34.1, 2, cited above; and “lair” (asaya), hardly 

to be distinguished from “womb” (cf. Pali abbuda — arbuda, as “foetus”), that 

in which the sense powers are guhasaya nihitah, Mund. Up. n.1.8. It is inasmuch as 

Varuna “lies” (asaye) in them that Varuna, like Agni who makes them his seat, 

knows all the births of the gods, i.e., their births as the powers of the soul and all 

their workings (RV vm.41.7). In RV 1.32.7, that dissevered Vrtra’s lair is in many 

places (purutra vrtro asayad vyastah) suggests the Agni of m.55.4 (vibhrtah puru- 

tra saye): cf. “I am the Spirit, my station in the lair (asaya) of all beings. . . . Ananta 

am I of snakes” (BG x.20, 29). The cavern (guha) from which the streams and all 

other living principles are released can be equated with the “bellies of the moun¬ 

tains” in RV 1.32.1 and 1.54.10. Cf. Isa. 51:1, “Look unto the rock whence ye are 

hewn, and to the hole of the pit whence ye are digged.” 

The “Person in the right eye” is regularly equated with “the Person in the Sun,” 

of whom it is said that “He who is yonder, yonder Person in the Sun, I myself 

am he” (MU vi.35). It is only to my real Self, this “inward Person” (antah 

purusa), that the words “That art thou” can be applied; not to “this man” who 

still knows in the worldly sense who he is, by name and family descent. 

51 Cf. JUB hi.11.3, yad dt\sate . . . dal^sinam abhijayate. Any reception of ma¬ 

terial gifts by Brahmans participating in a sacrificial session (sattra) is condemned 

in the strongest possible terms (TS vii.2.10.2). Guerdons (daksina) may and ought 

to be given only when the priests are sacrificing on behalf of others than them¬ 

selves (SB iv.3.4.5), just as a Christian priest saying a Mass on another’s behalf 

properly receives a fee. 
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sacrificial session (sattra) go to the world of heavenly light. They kindle 

(vivify) themselves with the initiations and cook (mature) themselves 

with the sacrificial seances. With two they cut off their hair (except the 

topknot), with two their skin, with two their blood, with two their flesh, 

with two their bones, with two their marrow. In the sacrificial session 

the Self is the guerdon (dtma-da\sinam)\ verily receiving the Self as 

their guerdon, they go to the world of heaven. They cut off the topknot 

at last for success (rddhyai), thinking, ‘More quickly may we attain to 

the world of heaven’” (TS vii.4.9, cf. PB iv.9.19-22, SB 1.8.3.16-19).52 

The mortal, psychophysical self (atman) that the sacrificer immolates, 

whether as above ritually, or when he actually dies and is made an obla¬ 

tion (ahuti, AB 11.4; SB 11.2.4.8, xn.5.2.13; BU vi.2.14, 15, etc.) in the 

Fire (the sacrificial rite prefiguring his final resurrection from the Fire), 

while it acts as a unity (AA m.2.1, JUB iv.7.4, Kaus. Up. 111.2, 8) is 

not one member (cf. 1 Cor. 12:12 ff.) but a compound (samhata, sarndeha, 

sambhuti, omy/cpi/ra, etc.), or “host of elemental beings” (bhutagana), 

called “elemental self” (bhutatman) and, as such, distinguished (as in 

Plato) from “its immortal Self” (amrto’sydtma, if/vxv i/nry^1?), the im¬ 

passible and un-affected Inner Man (antahpurusah — prajhatman, solar 

Self; cf. MU 111.2, 3). In view of what has already been said of the Soma 

sacrifice, a symbolic self-immolation, it will not now surprise us to find 

that this passible “elemental self” is identified with Soma (soma samjho’- 

yam bhutatma, MU vi.io). Not, of course, the Soma that “was Vrtra,” 

or Varunya, but the Soma that still is Vrtra, or Varunya; not Soma the 

Friend (mitra) but Soma the Titan (asura, SB xii.6.i.io, n); not Soma 

the immortal, but the Soma that is to be pressed and slain and from 

whom the immortal extract is to be separated out. In MU vi.io we are, 

accordingly, further reminded that Soma is the food and Fire the eater 

[it is with this Fire and not with the Soma that the Sacrificer identifies 

his Self], and that the Comprehensor of the equation Soma = bhutatman 

is a truly poor man (sannyasi), a harnessed man (yogi), and a “self- 

sacrificer” (dtmayaji), i.e., “one who himself officiates as his own sacrifi¬ 

cial priest, as distinguished from the devaydji, for whom the sacrifice is 

52 All this corresponds to the removal of the annamaya and other “sheaths” 

(.\osa) of Brahma, to the “shaking off of bodies” (JUB 1.15.5, m.30.2, etc.), es¬ 

sential because “no one becomes immortal with the body” (SB x.4.3.9). It is sym¬ 

bolized also in the Vaisnava vastra-harana. Love reminds us that “across my 

threshold naked all must pass.” This is Philo’s “noble nudity” (apiaT-rj yu/xvwcns, 

Legum allegoriae 1.77). 
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performed by another, notably by the god (Agni, devayaj, SB passim)53 

as missal priest: the Sacrificer’s immolation of himself, the “elemental 

self,” is his “self-sacrifice” (atmayajna). 

In the same way we shall now be able to understand how in MU 

VI-35 powers of the soul are equated with Soma shoots: here “of the 

Fire that is hidden within the Sky it is but a little measure that is the 

Water of Life (amrtam) in the midst of the Sun, of which the growing 

shoots (apy ay-an pur ah)34 are Soma or the Breaths {soma prana va)." 

The equation of the breaths with Soma shoots is even more explicit in 

TS vi.4.4.4, prana va amsavah, “the breaths are Soma shoots.” Now we 

have seen that “Soma was Vrtra,” and that he emerges from these shoots 

“as the Serpent from his skin”; the powers of the soul, the collective soul 

itself are, then, Vrtra’s “seat and lair” from which the offering (isti) 

is extracted (SB v.5.5.1, 6, cited above). The real Soma sacrifice is the 

bruising of these shoots, the breaths, the elemental self or soul: “One 

withdraws (uddhrtya) these breaths (from their objects)55 and sacrifices 

them in the Fire” {pranan . . . agnau juhoti, MU vi.26); “the (imma¬ 

nent) deities56 are the breaths, mind-born and mind-yoked, in them one 

53 Cf. RV 1.142.11, devan ya\si, vanaspate. 

54 This is my own reading of the text, avoiding all emendation. 

55 As in MU vi. 19, BG 11.58, iv.27, etc. and in all contemplative practice leading 

to synthesis (samadhi). Cf. Psalms 51:16, 17, “Thou delightest not in burnt offering. 

The sacrifices of God are a broken spirit.” 

56 “All these deities are in me” (JUB 1.14.2); “they make their home in me” 

(SB 11.3.2.3); they are neither in heaven nor on earth, but in breathing creatures, 

i.e., living beings (praninah, VS xvii.14). Strictly speaking, Prajapati’s children (his 

“breath forms” as Sayana calls them, cf. BU 1.5.21 where it is after him Prajapati, 

the Breath, and as his forms, rupani, that the powers of the soul are called “breaths”) 

are gods and titans, competing in these worlds for possession of them; the sense 

organs of speech, scent, hearing, vision, and thought sang for the gods all fruition 

(bhogan) and for themselves whatever was beautiful (\alyanam), until the titans 

infected them with evil—that is, whatever is done by any of them informally 

(apratirupam). Only the Breath remained immune to this infection, and he trans¬ 

lates (atyavahat) the senses, striking off their evil, their mortality, so that each 

becomes its macrocosmic equivalent, speech becoming Agni, smell Vayu, vision the 

Sun, hearing the Quarters of heaven, mind the Moon. The Breath then shares out 

the nourishment that it sings for itself (the Breath is the organ-blower, the breaths 

the Maruts that move in the bodily organ-“pipes, nadyah,” into which they have 

been “put, hitah”), playing the part of host to the breaths that take up their places 

round about him as a regiment of the “King’s Own (svah)” that at the same time 

forms his bodyguard and is fed by him. The Breath is identified with (Agni-) 

Brhaspati-Brahmanaspati, i.e., the Spiritual Power in which the Temporal Power 

inheres (BU 1.3, cf. JUB 11.8). It is in this sense that the gods were originally 
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sacrifices metaphysically” (prana vai deva, manojata manoyujas, tesu pa- 

ro\sam juhoti, TS vi.1.4.5, c^- JUB 1.40.3).57 

“Mind-born and mind-yoked”: in the ever-recurrent simile of the 

chariot,58 i.e., the bodily vehicle in which the solar spiritual Self takes up 

its stand as a passenger for so long as the chariot lasts, the sense organs 

are the steeds and the reins are held by the directing mind (manas, vovs) 

on behalf of the passenger; “Savitr yokes the gods (devah = pranah) 

with mind, he impels them (yu\tvaya manasa devan . . . savita prasuvati 

tan, TS iv.i.i).” When the horses willingly obey the rein, the chariot 

conducts the passenger to his proper destination; but if they pursue their 

own ends, the natural objects of the senses, and the mind yields to them, 

the journey ends in disaster (it must be remembered that the mind is 

“twofold,” bound by the senses or independent of them, MU iv.34, cf. 

Philo, Legum allegoriae 1.93). The man whose senses are under control, 

or “yoked” (yuhtah, yujah), i.e., the yogi, can say accordingly “I yoke 

myself, like an understanding horse (svayam ayuji hayo na vidvan, RV 

v.46.1)”; which is only another way of referring to those who “offer up 

all the workings of the senses and the breaths in the Fire of the yoga of 

self-control, kindled by gnosis” (BG iv.27). 

It is now also clear why we are told in RV x.85.3-4 that though “they 

fancy when they crush the plant that they are drinking very Soma; 

mortal (TS vii.4.2.1, SB 11.2.2.8, etc.), and only by Agni’s counsels, or by the sacri¬ 

fice, or by making the brahma their own, attained their present dignity (arahatta), 

immortality (amrtatva), and victory (jiti), RV vi.7.4, x.63.4, SB in.4.3.15, xi.2.3.6, 

etc. 

57 That is to say that when the sacrificer, in whom these powers are immanent, 

ceasing to use them for improper (apratirupa) ends, i.e., the pursuit of pleasure, 

returns himself with the immanent deities to their source, then “he” becomes an 

immortal. It is not his personality but his Person that then survives after death, when 

“we who, in our junction with our bodies are mixtures and have qualities, shall 

not exist, but shall be brought into the rebirth, by which, becoming joined to 

incorporeal things, [we] shall become unmixed and without qualities” (Philo, De 

cherubim, 113 ff.). The TS passage sums up in a few words the whole thesis of “self- 

sacrifice,” i.e., the sacrifice of oneself by oneself to one’s Self, “this self’s immortal 

Self” (MU 111.2). Whoever will not make this sacrifice is “damned”: “Whosoever 

hath not [possessed his Self], from him shall be taken away even that [self] he 

hath,” Matt. 13:12. 

58 The symbol of the chariot is employed by Plato and the Platonists in exactly 

the same way. To exhibit the collation in full would require a separate article, 

but we may point out that the notion of a yoking of the senses is conspicuous in 

Hermes, Asclepius 1.5 ff. 
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yet of him the Brahmans understand by ‘Soma’ none ever tastes, none 

tastes who dwells on earth.”j9 The extracted juice is not immediately, not 

really Soma (Sayana, na ca sa sa\sat somah). The drinking of Soma, 

in other words, is a rite of transubstantiation; “it is metaphysically 

(paro\sam) that the Ksatriya obtains the Soma drinking, it is not im¬ 

mediately (pratya\sam = sahjat) partaken of by him . . . (but only) 

through the High Priest (purodhas), through the initiation (di\sa), 

and the ancestral invocation” (pravara, implying “apostolic succession”), 

AB vn.31; cf. SB 111.6.2.9, where the Soma pressing stones are Initiation 

(dif^sa) and Ardor (tapas); “they collect (ahrtya) the plant usana and 

press it, and by means of the initiation (di{sa) and the seances (upasads, 

sacrificial sittings-in), by the Tanunaptra (-covenant) and the ‘making to 

grow’ (apyayana), they make it to be ‘Soma’” (SB m.4.3.13); “by Faith, 

the daughter of Surya, he makes it (surd, brandy, properly the drink of 

the Asuras and loathsome to Brahmans) to be Soma juice” (SB xii.7.3.11); 

that which was taken away from Namuci (Vrtra) by the Asvins is now 

drunk as Soma (SB xn.8.1.3-5), the “Supreme Offering” (VS xix.2, 

SB xii.8.2.12). 

Such is the significance of what is called the “Subjective Interior Burnt- 

offering” ('adhyatmikam antaram agnihotrah), of which SA x.i ff. af¬ 

firms that “if one sacrifices, knowing not this Agnihotra, it is for him as 

though he pushed aside the coals and made oblation in the ashes.” 

The assumption of the Fire is described in SB 11.2.2.8-20, of which the 

following is a summary. The gods {devah) and titans {asmah') were 

both the children of Prajapati, both alike devoid-of-any-spiritual-Self 

(anatmanah) and consequently mortal: only Agm was immortal. Both 

parties set up their sacrificial Fires. The titans performed their rite ex¬ 

ternally (profanely); but “the gods then set up that Fire in their inward 

self (enam . . . antaratman adadhata), and having done so became im¬ 

mortal and invincible and overcame their mortal and vincible foes.” In 

the same way now the sacrificer sets up the sacrificial Fire within him¬ 

self. As to this Fire thus kindled within him he thinks, “herein will I 

69 An explicit warning that the Elixir of Life is not a physical medicine of any 

kind; it is no more than the fons vitae to be found outside ourselves. Cf. AB 11.14, 

. . the Soma oblation is one of ambrosia. These oblations are incorporeal (i.e., 

invisible and intangible); it is with those oblations that are incorporeal that the 

sacrificer wins immortality.” 
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sacrifice, here do the good work.” Nothing can come between him and 

this Fire;60 “Surely, as long as I live, that Fire that has been set up in 

my inward self does not die down in me.” He feeds that flame who 

utters right (satyam), and more and more becomes his own fiery force 

(tejas); he quenches it who utters wrong (anrtam),61 and less and less 

becomes his fiery force. Its service is just “right.” 

Accordingly, “being about to edify Agni (build up the Fire-altar) the 

sacrificer apprehends him in himself (atmann agmm grhnite)', for it is 

from himself that he brings him to birth (atmano . . . adhijayate, SB 

vii.4.1.1).” The true Agnihotra is, in fact, not a rite to be merely performed 

at fixed seasons, but within you daily,62 after the primordial pattern of the 

thirty-six thousand Arka-Fires that were of mental substance and mentally 

edified by the first sacrificers: “mentally (manasa)b3 were they edified, 

mentally were the cups of Soma drawn, mentally they chanted. . . . These 

60 Cf. AB vii.12, where if anything passes between the sacrificer and his ritual 

fires he may ignore it, because his fires “have been set up within himself (atmany 

asya hita bhavanti).” 

61 For satyam (rtam) and anrtam our words “truth” and “untruth” have a too 

definitely ethical and empirical significance to be entirely adequate; just as our 

word “sin” is too ethical to represent what is implied by Sanskrit and Greek terms 

meaning “incorrect,” or more literally, “missing the mark.” Properly speaking, 

“sin,” as defined by St. Thomas Aquinas, is “any departure from the order to the 

end,” and not merely moral error. Satyam and anrtam are nearer to “correct” (in¬ 

teger) and “incorrect.” In the same way, virtue (\ausalam, Pali \usalam), like 

wisdom (ao<t>La), is radically “skill”; and the beautiful (\alyana, koAos) not what 

we like, but whatever is appropriate or “in good form (pratirupa),” as opposed 

to what is ugly, improper, or more literally “informal (apratirupa)”; nor are these 

merely “aesthetic” values, for halyana and \ausala, \usala, are both opposed to papa, 

“evil” or “foul,” as in Scholastic philosophy pulcher is opposed to turpis, whether as 

“ugly” or as “disgraceful.” Only what is correct is effective; and hence the great 

emphasis laid on the correct, i.e., beautiful, performance of the sacrificial rites, 

and the necessity for expiation in the case of any error (Brahmanas, passim). When¬ 

ever the conduct of life is sacramentally envisaged, this perfectionism is carried 

over into every possible field of doing or making: in the single concept of skill, 

“prudence” and “art” coincide. “Skilful performance is Yoga (yogah harmasu 

\ausalam, BG 11.50).” 

62 Similarly AA 11.3.8 (the 36,000 days of a man’s life), and KU iv.8 (dive diva 

idyo . . . havismadbhir manusyebhir agnih, “The Fire should be served every day 

with human oblations”). In this sense human sacrifice is essential to salvation. 

63 Manasa, “with the mind as instrument” or “mentally,” occurs some 80 or more 

times in RV, frequently in connection with the Sacrifice—e.g., 1.172.2, stomo . . . 

hrda tastau manasa-, 11.40.3, ratham . . . manasa yujyamanam (cf. v.46.1, svayam 

ayuji); vn.64.4, gartarn manasa ta\sat\ vn.67.1, havismata manasa yajhiyena-, simi¬ 

larly vi.16.4, havir hrda tastam. We have no reason to suppose that the Sacrifice 

had ever been a merely mechanical operation. 
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Fires, indeed, are knowledge-built (vidyacita eva); and for the Compre- 

hensor thereof all beings (sarvam bhutani, all the powers of the soul) 

build up these Fires, even while he is asleep.” And so “by knowledge 

(vidyaya) they ascend to where desires have migrated (pardgatah); it is 

not by guerdons (dakjinabhih) nor by ignorant ardour (avidvamsah 

tapasvinah) . . . but only to Comprehensors that that world belongs” (SB 

x.5.4.16). This last passage states explicitly what is clearly implied by RV 

vm.70.3, cited above. 

A distinction is thus clearly drawn between mere performance and the 

understanding of what is done, performance as such and performance 

as the support of contemplation; and between an objective performance 

on stated occasions and a subjective and incessant performance. The first 

of these distinctions is made again in SB x.4.2.31, “Whosoever as a Com- 

prehensor performs this sacred work, or even one who is a Compre- 

hensor (but does not actually perform the rites), puts together again this 

(divided) Prajapati, whole and complete” (and therewith at the same 

time reintegrates himself); and again in SB xm. 1.3.22, where the distinc¬ 

tion is drawn between those who are merely “seated at a sacrificial ses¬ 

sion” (sattrasadah) and those who are “seated in reality” (satisadah), 

only those who thus sacrifice in truth being “seated amongst the very 

gods” (satisu devatasu sidantah). 

The satisad is the same as the Atmayaji referred to above, namely one 

who is his own priest. The atmayaji is “one who knows, ‘this (new) 

body of mine hath been integrated (samskriyata), hath been superim¬ 

posed (upadhiyate) by that body (of the Sacrifice)’: and even as Ahi 

from his skin, so does he free himself from this mortal body, from the 

evil (papmanas, i.e., from Vrtra), and as an offering (ahuti),64 as one 

composed of the Three Vedas, so he passes on to the world of heavenly 

light. But the DevayajI (for whom another officiates), who merely knows 

that ‘I am sacrificing this (victim) to the gods, I am serving the gods,’ 

is like an inferior who brings tribute to (balim haretj a superior ... he 

does not win so much of a world” (SB xi.2.6.13, 14) .65 The distinction 

64 “Having come into being from Agni, the womb of the gods (cf. JB 1.17) from 

the oblation, with a body of gold (= light, immortality) he proceeds to the world 

of heavenly light” (AB n.14); and similarly in SB xn.2.2.5-6, and many like con¬ 

texts. 
65 Cf. JUB 1.14.1, “He should not be one whose gods are far away. Verily, it is 

insofar as he approaches the gods with himself (atmana devan upaste, i.e., is an 

atmayaji) that become gods for him”; and BU 1.4.10, “So whoever approaches a 

deity as being other, thinking ‘He is one, and I another,’ does not comprehend; he 
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is of active and passive viae, of “salvation” from “liberation.” The Atmay- 

ajl is “one who sacrifices in himself” (atmann eva yajati, MU vn.9). 

“Seeing the Self66 impartially in all beings and all beings in the Self, the 

Atmayaji obtains autonomy” (svarajyam, Manavadharmasastra xii.91; 

cf. CU viii.1.1-6, BG vi.29). 

The foregoing interpretation of the Sacrifice as an exhaustive series of 

symbolic acts to be treated as supports of contemplation (dhiyalamba) 

reflects a traditional assumption that every practice (vpa£19) implies 

and involves a corresponding theory (6ea>pla). The observation of SB 

ix.5.1.42 that the building of the Fire (-altar) includes “all kinds of 

works” (vi'sva \armdni) assimilates the sacrificer to the archetypal sacri- 

ficer, Indra, who is preeminently the “All-worker” (visva\arma). It is 

just because the Sacrifice, if it is to be correctly performed (and this is 

quite indispensable), demands the skilled cooperation of all kinds of 

artists, that it necessarily determines the form of the whole social struc¬ 

ture. And this means that in a completely traditional society there is no 

real distinction of sacred from profane operations; rather, as the late A. M. 

Hocart expressed it, “chaque occupation est un sacerdoce”;67 and it is a 

consequence that in such societies, “the needs of the body and the soul are 

satisfied together.”68 In view of this, it will not surprise us to find what 

in any investigation of the “caste system” must never be overlooked, name¬ 

ly, that the primary application and reference of the verb kr (creo, 

Kpaivco), to do or make, and the noun karma, action or making, is to 

sacrificial operation (cf. Grassmann, s.vv., insbesondere, opjern, Opfer- 

wer\\ and Lat. operari — sacra facere). It will be as true of every agent 

as it is for the king that whatever he does of himself, unsupported by 

any spiritual reason, will be to all intents and purposes “a thing not 

done” (akprtam). What might otherwise seem to our secular eyes a revolu¬ 

tionary principle, viz. that the true Sacrifice (“making sacred,” leponoia) 

is to be performed daily and hourly in each and every one of our func- 

is a mere victim for them.” Similarly Meister Eckhart, “Some there are so simple 

as to think of God as if He dwelt there, and of themselves as being here. It is not 

so, God and I are one” (Pfeiffer ed., p. 206). 

66 The solar Self of RV 1.115.1 and AV x.8.44. 

67 Les Castes, Paris, 1938, p. 27. 

68 R. R. Schmidt, Dawn of the Human Mind, London, 1936, p. 167. That manu¬ 

facture should serve the needs of body and soul at one and the same time was 

also Plato’s demand; and wherever there is not this intention, man is attempting 

to live an atrophied existence, by “bread alone.” 
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tionings—tesu paro{sam juhoti, TS vi.1.4.5—is really implicit in the con¬ 

cept of action {kgarma) itself; it is, in fact, only inaction, what is not done, 

that can be thought of as unholy, and this is explicit in the sinister mean¬ 

ing of the word krtya, “potentiality” personified; the perfect man is “one 

who has done what there is to do” (\rtakjytah), the Arhat katam \a- 

raniyam. The sacrificial interpretation of the whole of life itself, the 

\arma marga doctrine of the Bhagavad Gita, is implicit in texts already 

cited, and explicit in many others, e.g., JUB iv.2, where the man is the 

Sacrifice, and his breaths, the powers of the soul, acting as Vasus, Rudras, 

and Adityas, carry out the morning, midday, and evening pressings (i.e., 

the Soma sacrifice) during his first 24, second 44, and last 48 years of a 

life of 116 years. Similarly CU 111.16, followed by 111.17, where privation 

is equated with initiation, enjoyments with the sacrificial sessions and 

chantings, the virtues with the guerdons, generation with regeneration, 

and death with the last ritual ablution. In the same way in the “thousand 

years” operation of the all-emanating (visvasrjah) deities, “Death is the 

slayer” (samitr, PB xxv.18.4), who dispatches the resurrected victim to 

the gods.69 

In Kaus. Up. 11.5, in Hume’s version appropriately entitled “A per¬ 

son’s entire life symbolically a Soma-sacrifice,” it is affirmed with respect 

to the Interior Burnt-offering (antaram agnihotra) that our very breath¬ 

ings in and out (pranapdnau: the two primary breaths or lives, which 

include and represent all those of sight, hearing, thought, and speech, 

etc., AA n.3.3) “are two endless ambrosial oblations (nante amrtahuti) 

that whether waking or sleeping one offers up (juhoti) continuously and 

without a break; and whatever other oblations there are, have an end 

(,antavatyas tah), for they amount to no more than activity as such (\arm- 

mamayo hi bhavanti). And verily the Comprehensors thereof in former 

time abstained from making actual burnt offerings (agnihotram na ju- 

huvam ca\ruh).” It is from the same point of view that the Buddha, 

who found and followed the ancient Way of the former Fully Awakened 

(S 11.106, etc.) and expressly denies that he taught a doctrine of his own 

invention (M 1.77), pronounces: “I pile no wood for altar fires; I kindle 

a flame within me (ajjhatam — adhydtmi\am'), the heart the hearth, 

the flame thereon the dominated self” (atta sudanta, S 1.169; i-e-> saccena 

danto, S 1.168 = satyena dantah). We have seen already that one who 

has slain his Vrtra, i.e., dominated self, and is thus a true autocrat (st/a- 

69 On the “happy dispatch,” cf. Appendix 1. 
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raj), is liberated from the law according to which the Sacrifice is factu¬ 

ally performed (TS 11.5.4.5); and in the same way in AA 111.2.6, the 

Kavaseyas who (as in Kaus. Up. 11.5, cf. BG iv.29) sacrifice the incoming 

breath when they speak and the outgoing breath when they remain si¬ 

lent, ask: “To what end should we recite the Veda (cf. BG 11.46), to 

what end should we sacrifice externally) ?”70 

In the sacrificial interpretation of life, acts of all kinds are reduced 

to their paradigms and archetypes, and so referred to Him from whom all 

action stems; when the notion that I am the doer” (aham\ara, f^arto’ham 

asmiti) has been overcome, and acts are no longer “ours,” when we are 

no longer any one {vivo autem, jam non ego sed Christus in me, Gal. 

2.20), then we are no longer “under the law,” and what is done can no 

more affect our essence than it can His whose organs we are. It is in this 

sense only, and not by vainly trying to do nothing, that the causal chain 

of fate {\arma with its phaldni) can be “broken”; not by any miraculous 

interference with the operation of mediate causes, but because “we” are 

no longer part and parcel of them. The reference of all activities to their 

archetypes (essentially a reductio artium ad theologiam) is what we ought 

to mean when we speak of rationalizing our conduct; if we cannot give 

a true account (ratio, A.oyo?) of ourselves and our doings it will mean 

that our actions have been “as you like it (vrthd),” reckless (asam\hy- 

anam) and informal (apratirupam) rather than to the point (sadhu) 

and in good form (pratirupam),71 

For one who has completely realized the sacrificial implications of every 

action, one who is leading not a life of his own in this world but a transub¬ 

stantiated life, there are no compulsory forms. This must not be understood 

to mean that he must adopt the role of a nonconformist, a “must” that 

would be altogether incompatible with the concept of “freedom.” If, in the 

last analysis, the Sacrifice is a mental operation even for the Rg Veda, 

where the ritual acts are mentally performed (manasd, passim) but it 

is not to be inferred that there is no manual procedure, it is also true 

that an emphasis on the ultimate inwardness of the Burnt-offering by no 

70 It is, no doubt, in their character as nonsacrificers that the Kavaseyas of RV 

vii.18.2 are enemies of Indra, whose very raison de devenir is sacrificial operation 

They have, by their repudiation of the divine activity and imitation of the divine 

idleness, become again Asuras, and are no longer the loyal subjects of the king of 
this world. 6 

11 Cf. notes 56 and 61. Right offering is whatever is neither excessive nor de¬ 
fective in the Sacrifice (SB xi.2.3.9). 
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means necessarily involves a disparagement of the physical acts that are 

the supports of contemplation. The priority of the contemplative does not 

destroy the real validity of the active life, just as in art the primacy of the 

free and imaginative actus primus does not remove the utility of the manu¬ 

al actus secundus. In the \arma marga, \arma retains, as we have seen, its 

sacrificial implications. A mere and ignorant performance of the rites 

had always been regarded as insufficient (na \armana . . . na yajnaih, 

RV vm.70.3). If the \arma of the Bhagavad Gita is essentially (svabha- 

vamyatam, xvm.47 = Kara 4>vcnv) a work to which one is called by 

one’s own nature or nativity, this had been equally true in the Vedic pe¬ 

riod when the sacrificial operation involved “all kinds of works” and 

the acts of the carpenter, doctor, fletcher, and priest had all been regarded 

as ritual “operations (yratani).” And so as BG iv.15, reminding us of 

several contexts cited above, affirms and enjoins, “Understanding this, 

the sacrificial work was performed even by the ancients desirous of 

liberation (\rtam \arma purvair api mumukjubhih) \ so do thou do 

work (kuru \arma) even as by the ancients of old it was done.” It is 

true that, as the Vedanta consistently maintains, man’s last end is unat¬ 

tainable by any means, whether sacrificial or moral, but it is never for¬ 

gotten that means are dispositive to that end: “This Spiritual Self is not 

to be taken hold of (labhyah) by the weak, nor in arrogance, nor by 

ardor without its countersign (of poverty); but he who being a Compre- 

hensor labors (yatate) with these means (upaya), that Self dwells in 

Brahma-home” (Mund. Up. m.2.4). 

We have seen that the conquest of Ahi-Vrtra, the slaying and eating72 

of the Dragon, is nothing but the domination of the self by the Self; 

and that the Burnt-offering is the symbol and should be the fact of this 

conquest. “He who makes the Burnt-offering (agnihotram) tears up 

the snare of greed, cuts down delusion and disparages anger” (MU vi.38); 

and so, “transcending the elemental powers and their objects ... he whose 

bowstring is his solitary life73 and whose arrow is his lack of the conceit 

72 The eucharistic meal is of extreme importance in the Sacrifice. The essential 

and only indispensable part of the victim is the heart, for this is the mind, the life- 

breath and the “very self” of the victim; it is basted with ghi on a spit, and so 

made to be that living food of which the gods partake. In the Edda, Sigurd un¬ 

derstands the language of birds (“angels,” cf. Rene Guenon, “La Langue des 

oiseaux," Voile d’lsis, xxxvi, 1931) when he tastes of Fafnir’s heart. 

73 The parivraja\a’s quest (a Grail quest, like that of the Vedic rsayah) is strictly 

analogous to that of the knight errant and to that of the solar hero in our fairy 

tales. There must be no looking back (SB xn.5.2.15). 
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of self-existence,74 fells the keeper of the first of Brahma’s palace-gates, 

whose crown is delusion . . . and who slays all these beings with the ar¬ 

row of wishful thinking,” and may enter Brahma’s palace, whence he 

can look down upon the revolving wheel as may the charioteer upon 

the turning wheels of his vehicle; “but for one who is smitten and en- 

flamed by darkness and passion, a body-dweller attached to son or wife 

or kindred, no, never at all!” (Kaus. Up. 1.4 and MU vi.28).75 This 

“keeper” is assuredly the Dragon on the Hero’s path and the Guardian 

of the Tree of Life; in other words, the Death that every Solar Hero 

must overcome. We hope to show elsewhere that Indra’s defeat of Ahi- 

Vrtra and the Bodhisatta’s conquest of Mara are relations of one and the 

same universal mythos. Here we have only proposed to emphasize that 

the Dragon, or Giant—by whatever name, whether we call him Ahi, 

Vrtra, Soma, Prajapati or Purusa, or Osiris or Dionysos or Ymir—is always 

himself the Sacrifice, the sacrificial victim; and that the Sacrificer, whether 

divine or human, is always himself this victim, or else has made no real 

sacrifice. 

In sacrificing himself in the beginning, the Solar Hero, having been 

single, makes himself—or is made to be—many for the sake of those into 

whom he must enter if they are to find their Way “from darkness to 

light, death to immortality” (BU 1.3.28). He divides himself, and “Ex¬ 

cept ye eat the flesh of the Son of man, and drink his blood, ye have no 

life in you” (John 6:53); and as we have seen, he is swallowed up in 

us, like a buried treasure. In this cosmic crucifixion the Sacrifice is “ex¬ 

tended”; and insofar as we think and act in terms of the pairs of op¬ 

posites, think of him in the noumenal and phenomenal aspect under 

which he enters into the world (SB xi.2.3.4, 5), we “crucify him daily.” 

If his sacrifice is an act of grace, and it is because of his love (prena) 

for his offspring that he enters into them (TS v.5.2.1) in whom as only 

Samsarin (BrSBh 1.1.5) he submits to repeated deaths (JUB 111.11.1 ff., 

cf. RV x.72.9), it is, on the other hand, a murder that is committed by 

whoever, human or divine, sacrifices another; the slaying and dismem- 

74 Cf. Mund. Up. 11.2.3, where the arrow is oneself, Brahma the target. [“Such 

a blind shot with the sharp dart of longing love may never fail of the prick, which 

is God,” Epistle of Discretion, by the author of the Cloud of Unknowing (cf. Ed¬ 

mund Gardner, ed., The Cell of Self-Knowledge, London, 1910, for text of the 
Epistle).] 

75 “If any man come to me, and hate not his father and mother, and wife, and 

children, and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life (xfjvxq, soul) also, he 

cannot be my disciple” (Luke 14:26). 
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berment of Vrtra is, in fact, on Indra’s part an original sin (\ilbisa) 

because of which he is often excluded from the Soma drinking, and for 

which atonement must be made (TS 11.5.3.6, AB vn.31, KB xv.3; cf. 

SB 1.2.3, ni.9.4.17, xn.6.1.40, etc.).78 

“We” are aggregates of the functional powers that are the offspring 

(prajah) of Prajapati (Brahma, Atman, Prana, Sun) and the names of 

his acts; it is the universal Self that operates in each of our many selves, 

seeing, thinking, etc., into which it is divided; it is this Self that collects 

itself when we die, and that passes on to other habitations, the nature of 

which is predetermined by its own former activities. Whether or not 

“we” survive this passage will depend upon whether our consciousness 

of being—not to be confused with our “waking” powers of perception, 

of which nothing survives the transition77—is in him, or in “ourselves.” 

It remains, however, for this Wanderer, and for us if we have known 

him and not merely ourselves, to “collect himself” once and for all and 

to return from this round of becomings to himself; having been many, 

he must again become one; having died again and again, he must be 

resurrected once and for all. The second phase of the Sacrifice, then, and 

from our present position in the manifold the most essential part of it, 

consists in the putting together (samdha) again of what had been dis¬ 

membered, and the building up (sams\r) of another and unitary Self 

that shall be our Self when this present self is no more. This unification 

and “coming into one’s own” is at once a death, a rebirth, an assimilation, 

and a marriage. 

We must not, however, suppose that “we” are the heroes of this cosmic 

drama: there is but One Hero. It is the God that “fetters himself by 

himself like a bird in the net” laid by the huntsman Death, and the God 

that breaks out of the snare,78 or, otherwise stated, crosses over the torrent 

of life and death to its further shore by the bridge that is made of his 

own Spirit, or as one climbing reaches the top of the tree to rest on his 

eyrie or soar at will. He, and not this man So-and-so, is my Self, and it 

is not by any acts of “mine,” but only by knowing Him (in the sense 

that knowing and being are one), by knowing Who we are that “we” 

76 Just as in the slaying of Soma, Mitra does a “cruel deed” (TS vi.4.8.1). 

77 “After death there is no consciousness” (na pretya samjnasti, BU 11.4.12): 

“the dead know not anything” (Eccl. 9:5). 

78 “Liberation is for the Gods, not for man” (A. H. Gebhard-L’Estrange, The 

Tradition of Silence in Myth and Legend, Boston, 1940, p. 7). In the Philosophia 

Perennis, this is as strictly orthodox as Sankara’s “Verily, there is no other trans¬ 

migrant than the Lord” (BrSBh 1.1.5)- 
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can be set free. That is why all traditions have insisted upon the primary 

necessity of self-knowledge: not in the modern psychologists sense, but 

in that of the question “Which self?” that of the oracle “Know thyself,” 

and that of the words Si ignoras te, egredere. “By the Self one findeth 

manhood, by comprehension findeth immortality; great is the destruction 

if one hath not found Him here and now! (atmana vindate viryarn, 

vidyaya vindate’mrtam . . . na ced ihavedin mahati vinastih, JUB iv.19.4, 

5).” “With himself he indwells the Self, who is a Comprehensor thereof” 

(samvisaty atmanatmanam ya evarn veda, VS xxxn.ii). “What thou, Agni, 

art, that may I be!” (TS 1.5.7.6). 

Appendix 1: On Peace 

“What is the best thing of all for a man, 

that he may as\ from the gods?” 

“That he may be always at peace with himself.” 

Contest of Homer and Hesiod, 320. 

Soma’s “pacification” is his quietus as a Varunya principle. Cf. TS 11.1.9.2, 

where by means of Mitra the priest “pacifies” (samayati) Varuna, and 

thus frees the sacrificer from Varuna’s noose; and TS v.5.10.5, where 

the dangerous deities might suck in (dhyayeyuh) the sacrificer and he 

“appeases” (samayati) them with the oblations. The ritual slayer is a 

samitr, one who gives the quietus (RV v.43.4, SB 111.8.3.4, etc.). In the 

same way, the sacrifice of the Christian victim is for atonement, to make 

peace with the angry Father. And while appeasement implies a satisfac¬ 

tion or gratification of the person appeased, it must never be overlooked 

that peace (santi) can never be made with an enemy; in one way or an¬ 

other he must be put to death as an enemy (although “it is his evil, not 

himself that they slay”) before he can be made a friend of. So when the 

will is pacified (upasamyate, MU vi.34) it is “stilled,” and when the 

psychophysical self is “conquered and pacified (jita . . . prasantah, BG 

vi.7)” by the Supreme Self, it has been sacrificed. Desire cannot survive 

the attainment of its object; only the “dead” who do not desire, because 

their desire is realized, are at peace, and hence the frequent association 

of the words a\ama (without desire) and aptakama (with desire at¬ 

tained), e.g., BU iv.3.21 and iv.4.6. 

There is similarly in Lat. pax a sinister significance (well seen in the 
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case of imperalistic wars of “pacification”); the connections of the word 

are with pangere, paciscor, and Skr. pdsa, “fetter,” esp. of Death. Eng. 

dispatch (esp. in the sense to “kill") contains the same root; the victim’s 

is a “happy dispatch” precisely because he is released or unleashed from 

the fetter or penalty imposed by the Law. A treaty of peace is a thing 

imposed (primary sense of pangere) on an enemy: it is only insofar as 

the enemy, presumed a rebel (the war being just and the victory that of 

right rather than might, as is assumed in all traditional ordeals including 

those of single or other combat), repents and willingly submits to the 

bonds into which he enters, that the “peace” is really an “agreement,” the 

santi a samjnana, and that is why the “consent” of the sacrificial victim 

is always secured; cf. SB xm.2.8.2, where that “they make it consent 

(samjndpayanti) means that they kill the victim.” In this case the “enemy” 

is really resurrected as a “friend”; or in other words, it is not himself 

but his evil that is “killed.” 

There is thus a kind of peace (which I have elsewhere called “inter¬ 

necine”) that can be only too easily understood; but also another “that 

passeth all understanding.” It is only the peace by agreement that is real 

and that can endure; and it is for this reason that Gandhi would rather 

see the English relinquish, i.e., sacrifice, their hold on India of their own 

free will than see them compelled to do so by force. The same applies 

to the holy war of the Spirit with the carnal soul; if there is to be “unity 

in the bond of peace” (Eph. 4:3), the soul must have “put itself to death,” 

and not simply have been suppressed by force majeure of violent as¬ 

ceticism and penances. And similarly in the case of the “war of the sexes," 

which is only a special case of war of the Spirit with the Soul. 

Appendix 2: Sesa, Ananta, Anantaram 

TS 11.4.12, yad asisyata = RV 1.28.9, ticchistam, not the “dregs” of Soma, 

but what is “left” when the Soma has been extracted from the now dry 

twigs or husks. In this inexhaustible ucchistam (as in Vrtra) all things 

are contained (AV xi.7), “everything is synthesized within it (ucchiste 

. . . vi'svam antah samahitam, AV xi.7.1)”; “plenum is That (Brahma), 

plenum This (All), when plenum is out-turned (udacyate) from plenum, 

(e.g., This All from Vrtra) plenum remains” (avasisyate, BU v.5), “. . . 

yea, That may we know today whence This was poured out futo 
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tad adya vidhyama yatas tat pansicyate, AV x.8.29; Whitney s that . . . 

whence that” for tad .. . yatas tat betrays the literal and the logical sense). 

Brahma, in other words, is infinite (anantaram), the brahma-yoni in¬ 

exhaustible. 

Yad asisyata = Sesa, i.e., Ananta, the World Serpent, the Swallower 

in whom all possibilities whatever are latent and from whom all pos¬ 

sibilities of manifestation are extracted; and this endless (ananta) circle 

is precisely that of Midgardsworm (Gylfginning, 46-48) [see Edda Snor- 

ra Sturlusonar med Shaldatali, ed. Gudni Jonsson (Reykjavik, 1935) 

ed.], that of “der Schlange, die sich in den eigenen Schwanz beisst, [und 

die] stellt den Aon dar” (Alfred Jeremias, Der Antichrist in Geschichte 

und Gegenwart, Leipzig, 1930, p. 5), that of Agni “footless and headless, 

hiding both his ends (apad a'sirsa guhamdno antd) when first born in 

the region’s ground (budhne rajasah, i.e., as Ahi Budhnya), from his 

womb (asya yonau, RV iv.i.ii; cf. x.79.2, guha siro nihitam rdhag a\si),” 

Prajapati “sightless, headless, recumbent (apasyam amuhham sayanam, 

JUB 111.38),” Vrtra-Kumara “handles and footless (ahastam . . . apadam, 

RV x.30.8).” In the same way Brahma “was the one and only Endless 

(e\o nantah, MU vi.17),” Brahma has no ends (anto nasti yad brahma, 

TS vii.3.1.4), “footless he came into being erst (apad agre samabhavat, 

AV x.8.21),”79 “as an Asura (so’gre asurdbhavat)": he (Aksara) is a 

“blind (-worm) and deaf (-adder) having no interval (aca\sus\am asro- 

tram . . . anantaram, BU m.8.8)”; “both blind and deaf, without hands 

or feet (aca\suhsrotram tad apany apadam . . . bhutayonim, Mund. Up. 

1.2.6)”; the “endless (anantam)” Chant is like a necklace “of which the 

ends come together (samantam),” a serpent constricting its coils (bhogan 

samahrtya, meaning also “assembling its enjoyments”), and the Year,80 

79 Cf. “Inasmuch as he came into being footless (apad), he (Vrtra) was the 

Serpent (Ahi),” SB 1.6.3.9. The Commentary on AV iv.6.1 equates the prime-born 

Brahma, who drank the Soma and made its poison harmless, with Taksaka 

(Sesa). 

AV iv.6.3 makes Garutman the first drinker of the poison. This Garutman is 

probably that one of the two Suparna of RV 1.164.20 that eats of the fruit of the 

tree; there may be a real connection of visa, poison, and v.isaya, object of per¬ 

ception. In any case these legends are perhaps the prototypes for the Puranic myth 

of Siva’s drinking of the poison produced at the Churning of the Ocean. 

80 Cf. AV X.8.12, “Ending, indeed, but endless inasmuch as his (Brahma-Pra- 

japati’s) ends are united,” or “finite, indeed, but infinite because of confinity 

(anantam . . . antavac ca samante)-, these two (ends, confines) the Keeper of the 

Vault, comprehending what hath been and shall be (bhutam uta bhavyam) thereof, 

goes on distinguishing (carati vicinvan).” This is the “entering in of time from 
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endless because its two ends, Winter and Spring, are united (samdhatah, 

JUB 1.35.7 ff.). The Buddha is “footless (apadam, Dh 179),” like Mara 
(A iv.434, M 1.180). 

“What is the beginning, that is the end” (Keith), or rather “He who 

is the coming forth is also the returning (yo hy eva prabhavah sa evapy- 

ayah, AA 111.2.6; cf. KU vi.n, Mand. Up. 6, and BG xvm.16).” “His 

before and after are the same” (yad asya purvam aparam tad asya, AB 

m.43); in other words, “He is fontal and inflowing” (Eckhart), his 

departure when we end is “the flight of the alone to the alone” (Ploti¬ 

nus). And accordingly “That” is what remains there (atra parisisyate) 

when the body-dweller (dehinah, not my “soul” but my Self) is untied 

and liberated from the body (KU v.4); what then remains over (ati'sisy- 

ate') is the immortal Self (atman, CU vm. 1.4-5). As it is in and as this 

Self that the Comprehensor is reborn from the pyre, the “transcendent 

residue (atisesa)” is the analogue there of the “residue (sesa)” that he 

leaves behind him here to inherit the character from which, as brahmavit 

and brahmabhuta, he has now been released from mortal manifestation 

to immortal essence without distinction of apara from para brahma. 

Therefore the Serpent (naga) is the interpretation (nirvacanam) of the 

“religious whose issues have ceased (\hinasava bhi^hu, M 1.142-45)”: 

as is Brahma a\sara. “The last step to fare without feet”; “in me is no I 

and no we, I am naught, without head without feet” (RumI, Divan, 

pp. 137, 295). Thus “we are brought face to face with the astounding 

fact [less astounding, perhaps, in view of what has been said above] that 

Zeus, father of gods and men, is figured by his worshippers as a snake,” 

and the correlative fact that “all over Greece the dead hero was wor¬ 

shipped in snake form and addressed by euphemistic titles akin to that 

of Meilichios” (Jane Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study of the Greeks 

Religion, Cambridge, 1922, pp. 18, 20, 3256!.).81 God is the undying, or 

rather ever renascent Serpent, with whom every Solar Hero must do 

battle, and to whom in turn the Hero is assimilated when he tastes of the 

great antagonist’s flesh and blood. We take this opportunity to call atten¬ 

tion to the Story of King Karade in the “Alsatian Parzival,”82 a legend 

the halls of the outer heaven,” the bisection or decapitation of Makha-Vrtra, the 

“act of creation,” and the first act of the Sacrifice of which the last end is to 

reunite the “head” with the “body.” 

81 The “beards” of the Greek snakes perhaps represent the “spectacle marks” of 

a cobra. 

82 Cf. E. K. Heller, “The Story of the Sorcerer’s Serpent,” Speculum, xv (1940), 

338 ff., and literature there cited. 
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that recalls in more than one detail the Indian versions of the enmities of 

Indra and Vrtra. In the Karade story, the sorcerer Elyafres, who himself 

performs the Green Knight’s feat, allowing himself to be decapitated and 

later reappearing uninjured, is the Queen’s lover and the natural father 

of the King’s supposed son Karados. Elyafres has been decapitated by 

Karados, and when he reappears at the end of a year to return blow for 

blow, in place of any physical blow he reveals to Karados his true 

paternity. Karados, however, takes the side of his legal father. The Queen 

then persuades Elyafres to create a serpent, to be the destroyer of Karados, 

just as Vrtra is created to be Indra’s mortal enemy, with the same result 

in both cases, the intended victor becoming either directly or indirectly 

itself the sufferer. The serpent winds itself about Karados’ arm, and 

cannot be undone. Karados is only saved by his betrothed, Guingenier, 

and her brother; Guingenier exposes her breast to the serpent’s gaze, and 

when it extends itself towards her, the brother cuts it to pieces. We shall 

not attempt to analyze the whole of this most interesting myth here, but 

point out that the sorcerer Elyafres corresponds to Tvastr, the Mayin; 

Karados to Indra, who is Tvastr’s son and enemy as Karados is Elyafres’; 

the serpent to Ahi-Vrtra; and that the motif of the coils corresponds to 

the event as related in TS v.4.5.4, where Vrtra “ties up Indra in sixteen 

coils (sodasabhir bhogair asinat)." From these coils Indra can only be 

freed by Agni, who burns them. In the Indian mythology, Agni is In- 

dra’s brother; in the Karade story, it is not, indeed, the hero’s brother, 

but it is his brother-in-law that destroys the serpent. 

Appendix 3: Nakula: 

In AV vi.139.6, we find a love charm, “as the mongoose, having cut 

to pieces a snake, puts it together again, so do thou, herb of virility, put 

together again what of love was cut to pieces (yatha na\ulo vichidya 

samdadhati ahim punah, eva . . .).” The mongoose is, indeed, a killer 

of snakes, an ahihan, but it has not been recorded by naturalists that it 

can put them together again. Perhaps we should have said, “as the Mon¬ 

goose, having cut Ahi (-Vrtra) to pieces, puts him together again.” In 

order to solve this riddle, we shall go far afield before returning to it. 

In Lev. 11:22, the word bar gal, one of four creatures presumed to be 

insects and permitted to be used as food, is rendered in the Revised 
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Version by “beetle” and in the Septuagint by lit. “snake- 

fighter.” Philo (De opificio mundi 1.39) says that “this is an animal (ipne- 

T0V)83 having legs above its feet, with which it springs from the ground and 

lifts itself into the air like a grasshopper.” This is a fair description of the be¬ 

havior of a mongoose or ichneumon in the presence of a snake, and is also 

justified by the derivation of hargal from \/ harag, to leap suddenly; 

that is what a mongoose does when struck at by a snake, thus avoiding 

the blow; in any case the Hebrews did not eat beetles, but might eat 

quadrupeds “which have legs above their feet, to leap withal upon the 

earth (Lev. 11:21), i.e., having legs long enough to do so, and there is 

nothing in the text of w.21, 22 to show that all four of the creatures 

listed in v.22 must have been insects. However, we shall not say anything 

more about hargal, as it is sufficient for our purpose that it is rendered 

in the Septuagint, which Philo follows, by o^uo/r.dx'tjs, and in the Vul¬ 
gate by ophiomachus. 

According to Hesychius, is ixvevpwv, and also a kind of 

wingless locust. This ambiguity can be explained by the fact that there 

is an “ichneumon fly,” a kind of wasp, doubtless so called because it lays 

its eggs in caterpillars and so kills them,84 and hence might be called a 

“snake killer” if we bear in mind that snakes are traditionally “worms.” 

But such wasps are neither edible nor wingless, and there can be no doubt 

that our 6^>/.oju,ax'i7<? is an ichneumon, i.e., the Egyptian mongoose, Herpes 

ichneumon, an animal that “tracks” (as the word ixvevp.a)v implies)85 

83 The rendering of epnerov by “reptile” (Colson and Whitaker in LCL) is im¬ 
possible. Philo cannot have meant this, as he would have known very well that 
the Plebrews did not eat reptiles; the original sense of ipnerov, despite the etymol¬ 
ogy, identical with that of “serpent,” is merely that of “quadruped” as distin¬ 
guished from “biped” (PL G. Liddell and R. Scott, A GreehAsnglish Lexicon), and 
it is certainly in this sense that Philo used the word. 

84 The Indians were aware of this, and though they did not quite understand 
what actually takes place in nature, used the simile, “as the worm becomes the 
wasp” (losing its own nature and taking on that of its slayer), as an exemplum 
of deification, of what takes place when the liberated self devo bhutva devan apyeti 
(BU iv.1.2); this implying, in the words of Nicolas of Cusa, an ablatio 
omnis alteritatis et diversitatis. 

85 Skr. mrg and Gk. t^v'evco are used alike in the Vedic texts and by Plato with 
reference to the “tracking” of the Hidden Light or the Truth. 

Lat. calcatrix — cockatrice is also properly the “Tracker” (if not rather “Tread- 
er”), and according to Webster “originally an ichneumon” but also a “water 
snake,” sometimes confused with the crocodile but an enemy of crocodiles. The 
heraldic Cockatrice or Basilisk, a winged Griffin, with a serpent’s tail, is sometimes 
thought of as an asp, sometimes as a bird. The Hebrew tsefar (Isa. 11:8, Vulgate 
regains) seems to have been a bird, and as enemy of reptiles must be thought 
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crocodiles and eats their eggs, and also kills and eats snakes (as the word 

implies). Plutarch, Moralia 380F, quite rightly says that the 

Egyptians “revered” (eTifirjcrav) the ichneumon. For as Adolf Erman 

tells us, in an account of the divine animals of Egypt, “amongst these is 

the ichneumon rat into which Atum (the Sun god) changed himself 

when fighting against Apophis” (Die Religion der Agypter, Berlin and 

Leipzig, 1934, p. 46), i.e., Apophis-Seth, the Egyptian Serpent or Drag¬ 

on god, the constant enemy of the Sun, in a word the “Egyptian 

Vrtra.” Thus Daressy, discussing an inscription on the statue of the 

Pharoah “Zedher le Sauveur” (4th century b.c.), reads “Iusaat, the eye of 

Ra, became an animal of 46 cubits in order to combat Apap in his 

fury . . . ,” the text proceeding to say that he may be invoked in cases 

of snake poisoning (Annales du Service des Antiquites de I’Egypte, 

XVIII, 116,117). Sethe takes up the matter again in “Atum als Ichneumon” 

in Aegyptische Sprache und AltertumsJpunde, LXIII (1928), 50: “Re‘ 

changed himself into a ‘d animal of 46 ells, to slay the serpent Apophis 

as he raged.” He further cites and illustrates a sculptured representation 

of the Egyptian mongoose, bearing the inscription “Atum, the guardian 

God of Heliopolis,” and concludes that the ichneumon and the Sun 

god “share a common name (‘nd) because they are both victors in the 

dangerous battle with the snake.” A more detailed account of “Das 

Ichneumon in der agyptischen Religion und Kunst” is given by Gunther 

Roeder in Egyptian Religion, IV (1936) : in several statuettes of the erect 

type, the Sun and Uraeus are represented on the ichneumon’s head. 

Can we assume that the Indian mongoose (nabpula) had also been 

a symbol and type of the solar Indra as Ahihan? We have no direct evi¬ 

dence for this, beyond the implications of AV vi. 139.5 already cited. But 

there is rather cogent indirect evidence in the fact that the female mon¬ 

goose (nakuli), equated with the tongue, was certainly a type of the 

feminine principle in the cosmos, namely, Vac (Sarasvati, Earth, etc.). 

In RV 1.126.6, Svanaya (whom Indra has aided, probably the Sun) says 

that She who is clasped and dipt, who like the she-mongoose (Jqasipa, 

Sayana nakidi) conceals herself (jangahe), she moistened gives me the 

of as a Sunbird, perhaps a vulture, which actually tramples on its ophidian prey. 

The heraldic Cockatrice, with its combination of avian and ophidian characters, 

should be a type of the Supreme Identity of the two contrasted principles, divine 

and titanic, which can only be characterized as “good and evil” when they are in 

opposition, i.e., in the world with its “pairs of opposites,” which opposites are, 

properly speaking contraries rather than contradictories. 
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hundred joys of rutting”; she, who in her reply calls herself Romasa 

(hairy) and says that she is fleeced like a Gandharan ewe, is, according 

to Sayana, “Brhaspati’s daughter.” She must be, in fact, the “tongue” 

(juhu, i.e., Vac), Brhaspati’s wife in RV x.109.5 an<^ the she-mongoose 

of AA in.2.5, “the mistress of all speech, shut in by the two lips, enclosed 

by the teeth (osta apinaddha nak^uli dantaih panvrta sarvasyai vaca tsa- 

na),” apinaddha and panvrta corresponding to dgadhita and parigadhita 

in 1.126.6 and explaining jangahe (middle intensive from y/ gah, “sich 

verstecken”).86 The point of all this is that nakuli being Vac, etc., her 

masculine counterpart must have been thought of as na\ula, the male 

mongoose, and may have been so spoken of in some lost text (as in the 

case of other pairs with corresponding names, such as Surya, Surya; 

Vasa, VasI; Rukma, Rukma; Mahisa, MahisI, etc.). The “mongoose” 

(m.) would thus have been a type (rupa) of Indrabrhaspatl or of either 

Brhaspati or Indra as “snake-fighter.” Brhaspati and Indra are preemi¬ 

nently sacrificers. And what is the essential in the Sacrifice? In the first 

place, to divide, and in the second to reunite. He being One, becomes 

or is made into Many, and being Many becomes again or is put together 

again as One. The breaking of bread is a division of Christ’s body made 

in order that we may be “all budded together in him.” God is One as 

He is in Himself, but Many as He is in His children (SB x.5.2.16). 

Prajapati’s “joints are unstrung” by the emanation of his children, and 

“he, whose joints were unstrung, could not put them together again (sa 

visrastaih parvabhih na sasa\a samhatum, SB 1.6.3.36 = prajah . . . tabhy- 

ah punah sambhavitum nasaknoti, TS v.5.2.1)”;87 the final purpose of 

the Sacrifice is to put him together again and it is this that is done in 

the Sacrifice by himself (sa chandobhir atmanam samadadhat,6& AA 

111.2.6, etc.) or by the gods or any sacrificer, who reintegrate themselves 

with him at one and the same time (SB passim). Prajapati is, of course, the 

Year (samvatsara, passim); as such, his partition is the distinction of 

times from the principle of Time; his “joints (parvani)” are the junc- 

86 Other interpretations of jangahe are possible and even plausible. Our purpose 

has been to show that na\uU is, in fact, a type of the feminine half of the divine 

syzygy, na\ula by implication a type of the male half. If na\ula can be equated 

with Indra as Ahihan, as is intrinsically plausible, this would also serve to explain 

Kubera’s napula as his purse, the inexhaustible source of his wealth, Indra being 

always the great dispenser. 

87 Having fettered himself by himself, like a bird in the net, MU 11.2, vi.30. 

88 Becoming thus again samahita, “in samadhi," converse of hit a, prahita, prativi- 

hita, nihita, etc. 
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tions of day and night, of the two halves of the month, and of the seasons 

(e.g., Winter and Spring, see Appendix 2 for the “united ends of the 

endless Year”), SB 1.6.3.35, 36- In the same way Ahi-Vrtra, whom Indra 

cuts up into “joints (parvani, RV iv.19.3, vm.6.13, vm.7.23, etc.)” was 

originally “jointless” or “inarticulate89 (aparvah, RV iv.19.3),” i.e., “end¬ 

less (anantah).” In the same way, Indra divides Magha-Vala (RV m.34.10, 

TB 11.6.13.1), i.e., Makha (the Sacrifice, PB vii.5.6, and saumya, cf. RV 

ix.20.7 mabjio na . . . soma) “whom so long as he was One the Many 

could not overcome” (TA v.1.3). 

We have already seen that the Indian texts interpret the slaying of 

Ahi-Vrtra metaphysically and identify Vrtra with the aesthetic, passible, 

emotional “elemental self” that is seated in the “bowels.” I cannot cite 

Egyptian texts to the same effect, but there can be no doubt that for the 

Egyptians the conflict of the Sun with Apophis-Seth was one of light 

against darkness, good against evil. For the Hebrews, the Serpent who 

persuaded the mother of all mankind to eat of the fruit of the tree is 

certainly the type of evil and the enemy above all others; while “the word 

[nefes = anima] translated ‘soul’ so often in our English version meant 

... for all Hebrews, the lower, physical nature, the appetites, the psyche 

of Paul. It was used also to express ‘self,’ but always with that lower 

meaning behind it” (D. B. Macdonald, The Hebrew Philosophical Ge¬ 

nius, Princeton, 1934, p. 139, cf. p. 99) .90 The serpent is explicitly this 

“soul” for Philo and Plutarch. Philo says that “the snake-fighter (6<£io- 

^xns) is, I think, nothing but a symbolic representation of self-control 

(ey/cpareia), waging a fight that never ends and a truceless war against 

incontinence and pleasure. . . . For if serpentlike pleasure is a thing un¬ 

nourishing and injurious, sanity, the nature that is at war with pleasure, 

Inarticulate, here continuous, undivided”; but also just as in another 

sense the silent (a'sabda) Brahma is inarticulate lamruhta, etc.), and the expressive 
(sabda) Brahma articulate (niru\ta, etc.). 

It is one of the chief defects of this interesting book that the author speaks 

of Plato s psyche as if this had been one single and altogether divine principle 

(pp. 99, 139)- Plato, in fact, always speaks of two souls, appetitive and rational, 

the former corresponding to Hebrew nefes and St. Paul’s psyche, and the latter to 

Hebrew ruah and St. Pauls pneuma (as also to the Indian sarira and asarira atman, 

bhutatman and antah purusa). Macdonald does not see that inasmuch as the He¬ 

brew could “speak with himself and reason with himself” (p. 139), this involves 

two “selves,” as was demonstrated once for all by Plato (Republic 430EF, 4361s, 
6o4b, etc.), these two being nefes and ruah. The latter, which comes from God 

and is reabsorbed in him (of which Ecclesiastes “is heartily glad, for it means a 

final escape for man” [p. 128], i.e., if he knows who he is and in which self he 

will be departing at death) is the “one and only Samsarin” of the Vedanta. 
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must be most nutritious and a saving power. . . . Therefore set up mind 

(yvco/iT]), the snake-fighter, against it, and contend to the last in this 

noblest contest” (Legum allegoriae 1.39, 85, 86); and Plutarch that “Ty- 

phon (Seth) is that part of the soul which is passible and titanic (ttclOtitl- 

kov Kdl TLravLKov) irrational (aXoyov) and forward, and of the bodily 

part the perishable, diseased and disordered, as is shown in abnormal 

seasons and temperatures, and by eclipses of the sun and disappearances 

of the moon, eruptions as it were and lawless acts on the part of Ty- 

phon . . . whose name signifies ‘restraint’ or ‘hindrance’ ” (Moralia 371 

b.c.).91 In Christianity, the “Serpent” is still the “Tempter.” 

The Indians may have thought that the mongoose not only bit to pieces 

the snake but also put it together again, somewhat as the weasel of folk¬ 

lore is supposed to revive its dead mate by means of a life-giving herb. It 

may be, and probably is, with an “herb of virility” that the mongoose of 

AV 139.6 puts the “snake” together again and so “heals (bhesajati)” it 

as they “heal” the divided Year in SB 1.6.3.35, 3^1 and we can even say 

that the Ahi identified with the “soul” (the “double-tongued" Aditi-Vac 

of SB 111.2.4.16) is the “mate” of the Nakula identified with the divine 

Eros who, assuredly, “puts together again whatever of love is divided.” 

But bearing in mind that supernatural no more means unnatural than 

superessential means nonessential, we say that it is not as natural history 

but as myth that the acts of the mongoose are to be understood. The 

na\ula-b^)i6fxax<]9 is a type or exemplum of the divine or human sacri- 

ficer; the snake “a symbol of magic healing.”92 

91 “Self-government” (svaraj), i.e., “inward government of the worse by the nat¬ 

urally better part” of us (Plato, Republic 431AB, etc.). 

92 Cf. Grimm, Marchen, 16, “Die drei Schlangenbliitter,” and the snake that As- 

klepios was, which later survives coiled about his staff. 
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The late Sanskrit word Ilia, as is well known, describes any kind of play¬ 

ing, and may be compared in meaning to Gr. trcu8ia. Here we shall be 

chiefly concerned with the reference of lila to the divine manifestation 

and activity thought of as a “sport,” “playing,” or “dalliance.” 

In such a conception there is nothing strange or uniquely Indian. Meis- 

ter Eckhart, for example, says: “There has always been this play going 

on in the Father-nature . . . from the Father’s embrace of his own na¬ 

ture there comes this eternal playing of the Son.1 This play was played eter¬ 

nally before all creatures. . . . The playing of the twain is the Holy Ghost 

in whom they both disport themselves and he disports himself in both. 

Sport and players are the same” (Evans ed., p. 148); Boehme adds “not 

that this joy first began with the creation, no, for it was from eternity. . . . 

The creation is the same sport out of himself” (Signatura rerum xvi.2-3). 

That Plato thought of the divine activity as a game is shown by his 

calling us God’s “toys”—“and as regards the best in us, that is what we 

really are”;2 whence he goes on to say that we ought to dance accordingly, 

[This article was first published in the Journal of the American Oriental Society, 

XLI (1941).—ED.] 

1 Cf. BU iv.1.6, where the beatitude (ananda) of Brahma is explained by the 

fact that “by means of his Intellect (manas) he consorts with the Woman,” i.e., 

Vac. The divine beatitude is occasioned, so to say, by the eternal reunion of essence 

and nature in divinis; “that same mystery of the eternal generation, in which there 

has been an eternal perfection” (Jacob Boehme, Signatura rerum xvi.i). 

2 We are the “pieces” that the Draughts-player moves, not arbitrarily, but in 

accordance with our own deserts; “a wondrous easy task” because, although He is 

the author of our being, we ourselves are responsible for being what we are, and 

all that the game requires is to move each piece into a better or worse position in 

accordance with its own character (Laws 904, cf. Heracleitus, fr. 79). This is 

essentially an enunciation of the law of \arma and the doctrine that “Fate lies in 

the created causes themselves.” [On God’s game of chess, cf. RumI, Divan, Ode x, 

“How happy the king that is mated to thy rook,” and Mathnawi 1.600, 11.2645, 3213, 

IV-I555> on the ball in the polo-field, which only moves as it ought “when it is made 

to dance by the King’s hand.” 

D. B. Macdonald, on the basis of Prov. 8:30, 31, remarks that the Hebrews “came 

to think of man as part of an animated toy spread before the eyes of Jehovah and 
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obeying only that one golden cord of the Law by which the puppet is 

suspended from above,3 and so pass through life not taking human affairs 

to heart but “playing at the finest games”; not as those playboys play 

whose lives are devoted to sports, but being “otherwise minded” than 

those whose acts are motivated by their own interest or pleasure (Laws 

giving Him joy” (The Hebrew Philosophical Genius, Princeton, 1936, pp. 50, 134, 

136).] 

3 Cf. BU hi.7.1, where (to combine the text and Sayana’s commentary): “Do 

you know that Thread by which, and that Inner Controller by which and by whom, 

this world and the other and all beings are strung together and controlled from 

within, so that they move like a puppet, performing their respective functions?” 

That Plato knew of a “thread-spirit” (sutratman) doctrine is implied in the passage 

cited from the Laws and confirmed by the fact that in Theaetetus 153 he connects 

the golden cord of Iliad vm.i8ff. with the Sun, to whom all things are bound 

by it, just as in SB vi.7.1.17; cf. AV x.8.39 and BG vn.7, [We cannot treat the doc¬ 

trine of the “golden cord” at full length here, but may point out that the thought 

of Iliad viii.23 ipvcrcupu (bearing in mind that in this verb, notably in middle and 

passive forms, the sense of “draw” can hardly be separated from that of “rescue”) 

underlies John 12:32 7rdyras cA/alcrco npos e/xavrov, Hermes, Lib. xvi.5 ets avrov ra 

iravTa ?Aku>v and xvi.7 di'aSijcras eavrov, and Dante, Paradiso 1.117, "Questi la 

terra in se stringe ed aduna.”] 

The two notable Buddhist references to the human puppet (S 1.134, Pherigatha 

11.390 If.) ignore the Puppeteer, their only purpose being to show that the puppet 

is a composite and evanescent product of causal concatenation, not to be regarded as 

one’s Self. Rumi apostrophises, “O ridiculous puppet, that leapest out of thy hole 

(box), as if to say ‘I am the lord of the land,’ how long wilt thou leap? Abase 

thyself, or they will bend thee, like a bow” (Rumi, Divan, Ode xxxvi); ridicu¬ 

lous, because “Whoso hath not escaped from (self-) will, no will hath he” {ibid., 

Ode xm). Here “they” refers to the contrary pulls of the affections, instincts, likes, 

and dislikes by which the animal man, by no means self-moving, “is dragged 

this way or that,” to good or evil as the case may be (Plato, Laws 644D, echoed 

in Hermes, Lib. xvi.14). Cf. Aristotle, De anima 111.10 (433a), “Appetite produces un¬ 

accountable (irapa tov Aoyicr/xdv) movement: for imOvpia is a kind of appetite, and 

reason (voik) is never wrong.” 

We, in fact, resent the mechanistic interpretation of our individuality only be¬ 

cause we identify our being with the “little self” of the puppet, and not with that 

of the Great Self of the Puppeteer. Man, Per sua diflalta . . . ed in affanno cambio 

onesto riso e dolce gioco (Dante, Purgatorio xxvm.95, 96)! What is really meant 

to be God’s toy and dance accordingly is to have made His will our own; to play 

with him on the stage rather than for ourselves; and at the same time to share his 

point of view who looks on from above, or from the stalls, or from the sidelines 

(according to the metaphor); to have become no longer the victims, but the 

spectators of our own fate. 
[D. B. Macdonald, Hebrew Philosophical Genius, p. 135, observes that “the puppets 

are self-conscious and have a certain choice as to which cord they will allow to 

draw them.” The choice lies between the life of instinct and the “reasonable” 

(Kara Xoyov) life; but in saying this we must remember that when Plato says 

“guided by Reason” he means “doing the will of God” and not a merely common 

sense or pragmatic “behavior”; we mean by “reason” what he calls opinion. ] 
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644, 803, 804). Plato’s otherwise-minded “philosopher” who, having made 

the ascent and seen the light, returns to the Cave to take part in the life 

of the world (Republic vn) is really an avatara (“one' who has gone 

down again”), one who could say with Krishna: “There is naught in 

the Three Worlds I have need to do, nor anything I have not gotten that 

I might get, yet I participate in action. . . . Just as the ignorant, being 

attached to actions, act, even so should the Comprehensor, being unat¬ 

tached, also act, with a view to the maintenance of order in the world” 

(BG m.22-25).4 It is in the same connection of ideas that the word Ilia 

appears for the first time in the Brahma Sutra, 11.1.32, 33, na prayoja- 

natvdt, lo\avat tu lila^aivalyam, “Brahma’s creative activity is not under 

taken by way of any need on his part, but simply by way of sport, in 

the common sense of the word.”5 

The emphasis is, we realize, always upon the idea of a “pure” activity 

that can properly be described as “playful” because the game is played, 

not as “work” is ordinarily performed, with a view to secure some end 

essential to the worker’s well-being, but exuberantly; the worker works 

for what he needs, the player plays because of what he is. The work is 

4 To complete the parallel, it should be borne in mind that “one’s own norm, 

the work appointed by one’s own nature” (svadharma , . . svabhavaniyatam \arma, 

BG xvm.47) corresponds exactly to that “doing of what it is by nature one’s own to 

do (to iavrov vparreiv, Kara cfrvcnv)” that Plato makes his type of “justice,” and 

also terms “sanity” (Republic 433, Charmides 161, etc.). 

5 Whereas Plutarch (Moralia 393EF) was rather shocked by the notion of God’s 

playfulness implied in Iliad xv.355-366, where Phoebus Apollo bridges a moat and 

casts down a wall, and we are told that this was child’s play for him to do. He 

thinks irreverent to say that “the God indulges in this game (naiSid) constantly, 

molding (7rAdTTajj/) the world that does not (yet) exist and undoing (a.Tro\vu>v) 

it again when it has come into being. For on the contrary, insofar as he is in some 

way present in the world, by this his presence does he bind together (o-uvSeZ) its 

substance and prevail over its corporal weakness, which tends towards corruption.” 

Plutarch did not see that these works of creation, preservation, and destruction are 

of the very essence of the divine operation; the life of any one creature, and finally 

of the world itself, lasting only for so long as He remains with it and until “the 

Spirit returns to God who gave it.” 

[In this citation from Plutarch cruvSei refers to the mjv8(.(rp.o<; by which all things 

are strung together within themselves and also connected with the Sun, as the 

limbs of a puppet are strung together and attached to the manipulator’s hand. We 

cannot deal here with this aspect of the thread-spirit doctrine, except to refer to 

the “straight line like a pillar extended from above throughout Heaven and Earth,” 

of which Plato says that this was the “fastening of Heaven” (cnivSttr/xov tov ovpavov, 

Republic 616c), and to point out that this shaft of “light” that “comprises-and-con- 

trols the whole revolving circuit” (cf. RumI, Mathnawi v.2345) is the traditional 

Axis Mundi (Skr. s\ambha), properly described as a shaft of light.] 
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laborious, the playing hard; the work exhausting, but the game a recrea¬ 

tion. The best and most God-like way of living is to ' play the game.” 

And before we relinquish these general considerations, it should be 

realized that in traditional societies all those actual games and per¬ 

formances that we now regard as merely secular “sports” and “shows” 

are, strictly speaking, rites, to be participated in only by initiates; and 

that under these conditions proficiency (\ausalam) is never a merely 

physical skill, but also a “wisdom" (croc^ia, of which the basic sense is 

precisely “expertise”). And so extremes meet, work becoming play, and 

play work; to live accordingly is to have seen “action in inaction, and 

inaction in action” (BG iv.18), to have risen above the battle, and so to 

remain unaffected by the consequences of action (BU iv.4.23, Isa. Up. 5, 

BG v.7, etc.), the actions being no longer “mine” but the Lord’s (JUB 

1.5.2, BG hi.15, etc.), to whom they “do not cling” (KU v.ii, MU 111.2, 

BG iv.14, etc.). 

The notion of a divine “playing” occurs repeatedly in the Rg Veda. 

Out of twenty-eight occurrences of krll, to “play” (in various senses), and 

related adjectives, we cite ix.20.7 \ridur ma\ho na manhayuh, “disport¬ 

ing, like a liberal chief, thou goest, Soma,” 1x.86.44 where “Soma, even as 

Ahi, creeping forward from his inveterated skin, flows like a prancing 

{Ionian) steed,”6 x.3.5, where Agni’s flames are the “playful ones” (kji- 

lumat), and x.79.6 where, with respect to his dual operation, ab intra 

and ab extra, unmanifested and evident, Agni is described as “not play¬ 

ing, and playing” (a\rilan brilan). It is obvious that Agni is thought of as 

“playful” inasmuch as he “flares up and dies down” (uc ca hrsyati ni ca 

hrsyati, AB in. 4), and that the designation of his tongues as the “flickerers” 

(lelayamanah) in Mund. Up. 1.2.4 corresponds to their designation as the 

“playful ones” in RV x.3.5. At the same time Agni is constantly spoken of 

as “licking” (rih, UK) whatever he loves or devours; for example, “Agni 

licks at (pari . . . rihan) his mother’s mantle (of forest trees) and . . . 

is ever licking (rerihat sada, RV 1.140.9),” and “as with his tongue he 

moves, he continually licks (rerihyate) his mother” (x.4.4). 

The idea of a divine play or dalliance is fully represented in the Upani- 

sads and the Bhagavad Gita, but the word lila does not occur, and \rid 

appears only in CU vm.12, where the incorporeal Spirit (asarira atman) 

is thought of as “laughing, playing (\ridan) and taking its pleasure,” and 

MU v.i, where “the Universal Spirit (visvatman), Universal Creator, 

6 Agni’s flames are compared to mettled horses in RV iv.6.5. 
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Universal Enjoyer, Universal Life” is also “the Universal Lord of sport 

and pleasure” (visva\rldaratiprabhuh)' in which he participates without 

being moved, being at peace with himself (santatman). 

It is clear from what has been cited above that we might as legitimately 

speak of a Soma-\rldd or Agni-\rldd or Atma-krida or Brahma-Ilia as 

we do of a Buddha-lllha or Krsna-/z7a. The expression Buddha-////?# oc¬ 

curs in the Jatakas,7 8 e.g., 1.54, where it is said by the gods that “it will be 

given to us to behold the Bodhisatta’s (Gautama Buddha’s) infinite 

Buddha-//"///# and to hear his word.” The rendering of lllha here and in 

the PTS Dictionary by “grace” is far too weak; the grace of the Buddha’s 

virtuosity (\usalam) is certainly implied, but the direct reference is to 

his “wonderful works”; the Buddha’s lllha is, like Brahma’s Ilia, the 

manifestation of himself in act. Elsewhere in the Jatakas we find the 

word Ilia, in the expression llla-vilasa (J v.5 and 157); llla-aravinda oc¬ 

curs in Vimdnavatthu Atthakatha 43 [E. R. Gooneratne, ed., London, 1886 

(PTS)]. If, now, we had only the word lllha to consider, the deriva¬ 

tion from lih (rih) to “lick”9 would suffice to confirm our view that it 

was the “playing” of Agni’s flames that from the beginning afforded a 

natural support for the notion of a divine “playing.” But while we have 

not the slightest doubt as regards the connection of ideas, it would be 

impossible to derive the equivalent Ilia from the same root. Lila must be 

connected with lelay, “to flare” or “flicker” or “flame,” a stem that is like 

Ilia itself post-Vedic; and this can hardly be anything but a reduplicated 

form of ll, to “cling.” A semantic development from “cling” to “play” 

would not be inconceivable if we stress the erotic senses of the Sanskrit 

words. On the other hand, as the St. Petersburg Dictionary says, Ilia 

has often been regarded as a corruption of \rldd. We shall only suggest 

that the root is actually ll, but that the form of the word Ilia may have 

been assimilated to that of the equivalent \rldd. 

This brief discussion will leave us free to consider the very interesting 

uses of the verb lelay. We have already cited lelayamandh qualifying Ag¬ 

ni’s “tongues.” In Mund. Up. 1.2.2, yada lelayate hy arcih is “as soon as 

the point of flame burns upward.” A natural development is found in 

7 This is virtually identical with BU iv.3.13, where we are also reminded that 

“men behold his pleasuring (aramam), but see not Him.” 

8 I cannot trace the DhA references given by the PTS Dictionary. 

9 The PTS Dictionary makes lih mean “polish,” but this is at the most a deriva¬ 

tive sense; the primary meanings are to “lick,” and in this sense “kiss.” 
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Svet. Up. 111.18, hamso lelayate bahih, “outwardly hovers the Gander,” 

i.e., the Lord (prabhuh), the Person, Spirit (dtman), Brahma as Sun- 

bird; this hovering being evidently another way of referring to the 

Gander s enjoyments described in BU iv.3.12—14. In the same context 

(BU iv.3.7), this Spirit, Person, and Intellectual Light of the Heart, as 

he moves to and from that world and this, remaining himself ever the 

same, is said to seem now to contemplate, and now to hover or visibly 

shimmer or burn (dhyayatl ’va leldyati ’va), to be “asleep” or to be 

awake. ’ It is, then, of the motion and effects of Fire, Light, and Spirit 

that lelay can be predicated. 

We must deal next with a series of texts in which the Sun, or solar 

Indra, or Saman, or Urgltha identified with the Sun or Fire, is said to 

flame aloft or overhead. In JUB 1.45.1-6, the solar Indra “born here again 

as a Rsi, a maker of incantations (mantra\rt), for the keeping (guptyai) 

of the Vedas,”10 when he comes as the Udgitha “ascends from here to 

the world of heavenly light (ita evordhvas svar udeti) and burns over¬ 

head (upari murdhno leldyati); and one should know that ‘Indra hath 

come.’ ”u In the same way in JUB 1.51.3, the Saman, having been ex¬ 

pressed (srstam) as the Son of Sky and Earth, “came forward there and 

stood flaming” {lelayad atisthat). Again, in JUB 1.55, where the Sun 

(“He who burns yonder”) has been born of Being and Nonbeing, Saman 

and Rc, etc., it is said that “He burns aloft {uparistdt = upari murdhnas), 

the Saman set above.” But at first “he was unstable, it seemed {adhruva 

iva), he did not flame, it seemed (alelayad iva), he did not burn aloft” 

{nordhvo 'tapat).12 Only when made firm by the gods did he burn up¬ 

wards, hitherward and crosswise (i.e., shine from the center in the six 

directions, being himself the “seventh and best ray”). What is said in 

JUB 1.45.4-6, cited above, is repeated with reference to the “Breath” 

{prana), identified with the solar Herdsman of RV 1.164.31, cf. AA 

10 It will be understood that Agni and Indra are just as much “resonances” as 

“lights,” and that the “licking” of Agni’s flames is also their “crackling” or “sing¬ 

ing.” The Sun himself “sings” as much as he “shines,” and this finds expression 

in the verb arc, meaning either to “sing” or to “shine,” or perhaps rather both 

in one {verbum et lux convertuntur); cf. Coomaraswamy, “The Sun-Kiss,” 1940, n. 12. 

11 Agamana is literally “advent”: cf. “Tathagatha.” 

12 Alelayat I take to be an example of the negative verb, which the sense requires 

in the present context. [Otherwise, “only flickered, and did not glow”; cf. TS 

v.6.4.2 and vn.3.10.4, “did not shine.”] With na . . . atapat, cf. SB iv.6.6.5, where also 

“at first the Sun did not shine” {na ha va eso’gre tatapa). 
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ii.1.6; the Breath, accordingly, upari murdhno lelayati (JUB m.37.7). 

In JUB 11.4.1, this same “Breath” is called the controlling flame-pointed 

Udgltha” {vast diptagra udgitho yat pranah), and 11.4.3, “Verily, ‘flame- 

pointed’ becomes his renown who is a Comprehensor thereof.”13 

Now it appears that while in divims (adhidevatam) “overhead” will 

mean “in the sky,” with reference to a given person here below (adhy- 

atmam) it will mean just overhead. We find accordingly in the Lalita 

Vistara (I, p. 3) that when the Buddha is in samadhi “a Ray, called the 

‘Ornament of the Light of Gnosis’ (jhdnalo\dlan\aram nama rasmih), 

proceeding from the opening in the cranial protuberance (usnisaviva- 

rantarat),14 plays above his head” (uparistan murdhnah . . . cacara). 

This is manifestly the iconographic prescription underlying the repre¬ 

sentation of a flame that is made to rise from the top of the head in so 

many of the later Buddha figures. The Saddharma Pundariba [tr. H. 

Kern, Oxford, 1884] (text p. 467) asks: “By reason of what gnosis (jha- 

naj is it that the Tathagatha’s cranial protuberance (murdhnyusnisa) 

shines (vibhdtij ?” The answer to this is given partly above, and more 

generally in BG xiv.n: “When there is gnosis, light shines forth (pra- 

kasa upajdyate jhanam yadaj from the orifices of the body, then be it 

known that ‘Being has matured’” (vrddham sattvam), i.e., that the man 

has “become what he is” [cf. St. Thomas Aquinas, “Bodily refulgence 

is natural in a glorified body . . . but miraculous in a natural body,” 

Sum. Theol. 111.45.2c]. Before going on to the last step we must make 

allusion to another well-known context in which a flame appears “over¬ 

head.” Dlpak Raga is famed as a melody that is literally an illumination 

and that may consume the singer in its flame; in the Hindi text it is said 

that “Dlpak disports (\eli }{arata = \ridati), Dlpak is a king, who dis¬ 

plays the fullness of beauty, and upon whose head there shines a flickering 

flame (bigala bijoti masta\a ujiyari).”15 Now, bearing in mind that the 

Sanctus Spiritus is the “intellectual light,” Meister Eckhart’s “funkelm 

13 Cf. Plato, Symposium 197A, where those whom Love inspires are “beacon lights.” 

14 It is unnecessary to discuss here whether usnisa already means (as we have 

assumed) “cranial protuberance,” or still means “turban.” In either case it is from 

the top of the head that the light proceeds. A close parallel to the wording in J 

vi.376, where the deity of the royal umbrella emerges from an opening in its finial 

(ichattapindikavivarato nipkjiamitvaj. We have already pointed out that pindika 

corresponds to usnisa as “cranial protuberance” (cf. Coomaraswamy, “Some Pali 

Words,” s.v. Pindaka [in this volume— ED.]). 

15 See Coomaraswamy, “Dlpak Raga,” 1924-1925, p. 29. In some representations of 

this Raga the singer stands in a pool of water for greater safety. For Dlpak Raga 

see also Sheikh Chilli, Fol\-tales of Hindustan (Allahabad, 1913), pp. 118, 125. 
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der sele,” and that Fire is the principle of Speech,16 a remarkable parallel 

to some of the foregoing contexts can be cited from Acts 2:3-4, where 

the Spirit appears to the Apostles in the form of “cloven tongues of fire 

and it sat upon each of them. And they . . . began to speak with other 

tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance.” 

We have been able to trace, accordingly, not only the continuity and 

universality of the notion of the divine activity thought of as a kind of 

game and dalliance, but also to recognize in the “play” of a flickering 

flame or vibrant light the adequate symbol of this epiphany of the Spirit. 

16 [“Fire, becoming speech, occupied the mouth” (agnir vag bhutva mu\ham pra- 

vi'sat, AA 11.4.2), “abiding in beings as Speech in the speaker” (AV 11.1.4). It is true 

that all the powers of the soul (pranah) are “measures of fire,” nevertheless, when¬ 

ever the correspondences are particularized, Speech corresponds to Fire, Vision to 

the Sun, etc. (e.g. SB x.3.3.8).] 
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Dr. Kurt Riezler’s valuable discussion under this heading in the Journal 

of Philosophy, XXXVIII (1941), 505-517, and my own “Lila," deal with 

complementary aspects of the notion of playful activity; the points of 

view converge and meet in the citation from Heracleitus made by both 

authors [see p. 1480—ed.]. 

Dr. Riezler’s interest lies mainly in the distinction of (mere) play from 

(real) seriousness; mine in the indistinction of play and work on a higher 

level of reference. In the sense that the divine part of us, our real Self, 

or “Soul of the soul” is the impassible spectator of the fates that are 

undergone by its psychophysical vehicles (MU 11.7, 111.2, etc.), it is clearly 

not “interested” or involved in these fates, and does not take them seri¬ 

ously; just as any other playgoer does not take the fates of the stage 

characters seriously, or if he does can hardly be said to be looking on at 

the play, but is involved in it. It is surely with reference to this best part 

of us, with which we identify ourselves if we “know who we are,” that 

Plato says more than once that “human affairs ought not to be taken 

very seriously” (p.eydA.179 fiev cnrovSrjs ovk a£ia, Laws 803BC, cf. Apology 

23A), and that we are asked to “take no thought for the morrow” (Matt. 

6:34)- 
We must not confuse such a lack of “interest” with what we mean by 

“apathy” and the inertia that we suppose must be the consequence of 

such an ataraxia. All that “apathy” really implies is, of course, an in¬ 

dependence of pleasure-pain motivation; it does not exclude the notion 

of an activity Kara cf>vcnv, but only that of an activity compelled by 

conditions not of our own choosing. Apathy is spiritual equipoise and a 

freedom from sentimentality. We are still aware that a disinterested 

statesman will make a better ruler than one who has “interests” of his 

own to be furthered; “tyranny is monarchy ruling in the interest of the 

monarch” (Aristotle, Politics 111.5). The good actor is one for whom “the 

[First published in ]ournal of Philosophy, XXXIX (1942), 550-52.—ed.] 
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play’s the thing,” not one who sees in it an opportunity to exhibit him¬ 

self. The physician calls in another medical man to operate on a member 

of his family, just because the stranger will be less “interested” in the fate 

of his wife or child and therefore better able to play his game with 

death. “It is contrary to the nature of the arts to seek the good of any¬ 

thing but their object” (Plato, Republic 342BC). 

Games are insignificant to us. But that is abnormal; and if we are to 

consider play and seriousness from a more universally human point of 

view we must remember that “games”—and this covers the whole circus 

of athletic contests, acrobatic and theatrical performances, jugglery, chess, 

gambling, and most of the organized games of children and the folk, 

all in fact that is not merely the artless gamboling of lambs1—are not 

“merely” physical exercises, spectacles, or amusements, or merely of hygi¬ 

enic or aesthetic value, but metaphysically significant. Plato asks, “Are 

we to live always at play? and if so, at what sort of games?” and answers, 

“such as sacrifices, chanting, and dancing, by which we can win the favor 

of the gods and overcome our foes” (Laws 803DE). Ludus underlies our 

word “ludicrous”; but in the Latin Dictionary (Harper) we find “Ludi, 

public games, plays, spectacles, shows, exhibitions, which were given in 

honor of the gods, etc.” 

Although, then, in a game there is nothing to be gained except “the 

pleasure that perfects the operation,” and the understanding of what is 

properly a rite, we do not therefore play carelessly, but rather as if our 

life depended upon victory. Play implies order; of a man who ignores 

the rules (as he may be tempted to do if the result is to him the matter 

of primary importance) we say that he is “not playing the game ; if we 

are so much in earnest, so much “interested” in the stakes, as to “hit 

below the belt,” that is not duelling, but nearer to attempted murder. 

It is true that by not cheating we may lose: but the whole point of the 

game is that we are not playing only to win, but playing a part, de¬ 

termined by our own nature, and that our only concern is to play well, 

regardless of the result, which we can not foresee. “Mastery is of action 

only, not of its fruits; so neither let the fruit of action be thy motive, nor 

hesitate to act” (BG 11.47). “Battles are lost in the same spirit in which 

they are won” (Whitman); victory depends on many factors beyond 

1 Cf. Otto Ranke, Art and Artist, New York, 1932, ch. 10, “Game and Destiny, 

and Coomaraswamy, “The Symbolism of Archery, 1943- 
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our control, and we ought not to be concerned about what we are not 

responsible for. 

The activity of God is called a “game” precisely because it is assumed 

that he has no ends of his own to serve; it is in the same sense that our 

life can be “played,” and that insofar as the best part of us is in it, but 

not of it, our life becomes a game. At this point we no longer distinguish 

play from work. 
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The Fire is the principle of every life. 

Jacob Boehme, Signatura rerum xiv.29 

In a recent thesis,1 Dr. William C. Kirk has fulfilled his immediate 

purpose, which was to discover, as far as that is possible, what was actu¬ 

ally said by Heracleitus on Fire. We do not propose to review this bro¬ 

chure, which is fully documented and well constructed. It is rather the 

restricted purpose of historical scholarship itself that we wish to criticize. 

We must, indeed, know what has been said: but of what use will such 

knowledge be to us, unless we consider the meaning of what was said 

and can apply this meaning to our own experience? Here Dr. Kirk has 

little more to say than is contained in the significant words, “Heracleitus 

is one of the Greek philosophers who sought to explain the whole uni¬ 

verse in terms of some one basic entity. . . . After his time, to be sure, 

fire decreased in importance, and men ceased to look for one principle2 

that would explain all phenomena.” This is a confession that men have 

fallen to the level of that empiricism of which Plato was so contemptu¬ 

ous, and to that of those Greeks whom Plutarch ridiculed because they 

could no longer distinguish Apollo from Helios, the reality (to ov) from 

the phenomenon, “so much has their sense perception (aurfbycri?) per¬ 

verted their power of discrimination (Siai'oia).”3 It is, however, only 

partially true that “the importance of fire has decreased,” and only some 

men have abandoned the search for “one principle.” 

Dr. Kirk sees that Heracleitus must have had forerunners, but scarcely 

[This essay was first published in O Instituto, C (1942), Coimbra, Portugal.—ed.] 

1 Fire in the Cosmological Speculations of Heracleitus (Minneapolis, 1940). 

2 “One principle” . . . “that One by which, when it is known, all things are 

known” (BU n.4.5). 
3 Plutarch, Moralia 393D, 400CD. Cf. Plato, Laws 898D, “The body of Helios is seen 

by all, his soul by none,” and AV x.8.14, “Him (the Sun) all men see, not all know 

with the mind.” “Apollo” is Philo’s 6 vot^tos os- [Note Victor Magnien, Les 

Mysteres d’Fleusis (Paris, 1929), p. 143.] 
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realizes that he may not have been a philosopher in the modern sense, 

but rather one in the highest ancient sense, according to which the 

veritable teacher is one who understands and transmits a doctrine of im¬ 

memorial antiquity and anonymous divine origin.4 He does say that 

Heracleitus speaks as one who propounds an obvious and generally ac¬ 

cepted truth, not as one who argues for a personal opinion. What re¬ 

mains of Heracleitus is, indeed, unquestionably “orthodox,” i.e., in ac¬ 

cordance with the Philosophia Perennis (et Universalis), of which the 

teachings are always and everywhere the same. 

The conception of a transcendent and universal Fire, of which our 

fires are only pale reflections, survives in the words “empyrean” and 

“ether”; the latter word derives from aWco, to “kindle” (Skr. indh) and 

it is, incidentally, not without interest that Blake’s “tiger burning bright” 

echoes the aWwves Orjpes of the Greeks, who thus referred to the horse, 

the lion, and the eagle; the Rg Veda (11.34.5) speaks of “blazing (indhan- 

van = aWcov) kine.” For Aeschylus, Zevs icrriv aWpp (Fr. 65A; cf. 

Virgil, Georgies 11.325); in the Old Testament (Deut. 4:24) and for St. 

Paul (Heb. 12:29), FJoster Deus ignis (nvp) consumens est; and the 

epiphany of the Spirit is as “tongues of fire” (Acts 2:3, 4).® Agni (ignis, 

Fire) is one of the principal, and perhaps the chief of the names of God 

in the Rg Veda. Indra is “metaphysically Indha'* (aWcov), a “Kindler,” 

for he “kindles” (inddha) the Breaths or Spirations (prandh, SB vi.1.1.2).6 

The solar Gander (hamso), “on seeing whom one sees the All,” is a “blaz¬ 

ing Fire” (tejas-endham, MU vi.35), and spoken of as “flaming” (leldyati, 

BU iv.3.7), like Agni’s tongues (laldyamanah in Mund. Up. 1.2.4). The 

Buddha, who can be regarded as a humanized type of Agni or Indrag- 

4 The Buddha, for example, proclaims that he “has followed the ancient path” 

(S 11.106), and says that “Whoever pretends that I preach a doctrine wrought by 

my own reasoning and argumentation shall be cast out” (M 1.77); [“the Source 

of a hundred streams (bhutanam garbham),” RV 111.26.9]. 

5 The connection of the tongues of fire and the speaking with tongues is not 

fortuitous, but depends on the doctrine that Fire (Agni) is the principle of Speech 

(Vac); to which she is reduced when freed from her natural mortality (BU 1.3.8, 

etc.; for the mortality of all the functional powers, cf. JUB iv.19); Agni, like 

Plato’s Saipwv, “cares for nothing but the Truth,” being satyavacah (RV 111.26.9, 

vn.2.3). Cf- SB x.3.3.1, “What becomes of one who knows that Fire? Ffe becomes 

eloquent, speech does not fail him.” See Rene Guenon, “Le Don des langues,” 

Guides traditionnelles, xliv (1939). [The Rsis (Sages) are described as sacrifices 

and singers “born hither again for the keeping of the Vedas” (JUB 1.45.2).] 

6 [For Indra-Agni as twins see RV vi.59.2, x.8.7. For the fullest account of the 

Rsis as “Breaths,” the maruts as “Storms,” see SB vi.1.1.6 and JUB 1.45.1-6; iv.12.6.] 
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nl,' is a master of the element of fire” (tejo-dhatum-\usalo, Vin 1.25) 

which he can assume at will, and he is represented iconographically not 

only as a Tree but also as a Pillar of Fire.s Meister Eckhart can still speak 

of the motionless heaven, called fire or the empyrean” and say that the 

nectar (die ziieze\eit = ambrosia, amrta, “honey,” “water of life”) is 

withheld from all who do not reach “that fiery heavenly intelligence.”9 

Let us now consider the Indian doctrine of “Measures of Fire.” I use 

capitals here and in the many contexts where it is the God, and not the 

natural phenomenon in which He manifests Himself, that is referred 

to.10 We must first explain that while Skr. agni is literally ignis, “fire,” 

the word tejas, which we shall have to cite repeatedly, is strictly speaking 

not so much the fire itself as an, or the most, essential quality of “fire,” 

whether as deity or natural phenomenon. Tejas (V tij, to be sharp, cf. 

cttV^w, (TTLy/jia, di-stinguo, in-stig-o, stick, stake, stitch), is, as nearly as pos¬ 

sible, what Jacob Boehme calls the “sharpness of the fire-flash” (Three 

Principles xiv.69). In RV vi.3.5, Agni is said to whet his tejas like a point 

of iron. The corresponding adjective tigma commonly qualifies socis, 

“flame,” and Agni himself is tigma-socis, “of sharp flame.” The word 

tejas is usually and rightly, however, translated by “fire”11 or “fiery 

energy,” the essential quality standing for the essence, the characteristic 

act for the agent; just as the Blast (vayu) of the Spirit (atman) is noth¬ 

ing but the Spirit itself in terms of its characteristic activity. At the same 

7 Indragni, like Mitravarunau, is the mixta persona of the Sacerdotum (Agni be¬ 

ing the brahma) and the Regnum (Indra, the \satraj in divinis. Thus “Indra is 

Agni as Supreme Overlord,” Sayana on RV v.3.2, cf. v.3.1; also AB hi.4, iv.22, and 

BD 1.68. Names are given according to the aspect under which God is considered 

(RV v.44.6); [brahma sat \satram ucyate, “even as he seemeth so he is called,” 

AV x.2.23]. 

8 Cf. Coomaraswamy, Elements of Buddhist Iconography, 1935, PI. II; also Exod. 

13:21. 

9 Meister Eckhart, Pfeiffer ed., pp. 214 ff. 

10 The customary designation of the early Greek and Indian philosophies as 

“naturalistic” is a betrayal of the truth [“physical” in Greek had not this meaning.] 

A philosophical “development” from naturalism to abstraction, coincident with an 

aesthetic development from abstraction to naturalism, would have been strange in¬ 

deed. It is we, for whom “such knowledge as is not empirical is meaningless,” who 

fail to distinguish the adequate natural symbol from its reference, we who see 

the pointing finger rather than the moon itself. 

11 Cf. J. Ph. Vogel, “Het Sanskrit Woord Tejas (= Gloed, Vuur) in de Beteekenis 

van Magische Kracht,” Med. d\.a\.v. Wetenschappen, afd. Letter\unde, Deel 70, 

Serie B, No. 4 (1930). 
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time it must be understood that neither agni nor tejas imply a heat as dis¬ 

tinguished from a light; tejas, for example, is not merely a sharpness 

but also a “brilliance” as of lightning, hence the correlation “Fire and 

what can be illuminated” (tejas ca vidyotayitavyam ca, Prasna Up. iv.8 ). 

In Fr. 77 Heracleitus himself substitutes </>ao? for the vvp of Fr. 20, the 

verbs remaining unchanged. Since we have made him our starting point, 

and since it would be awkward to repeat Boehme’s “sharpness of the 

fire-flash,” we shall adhere to the customary rendering of tejas by “fire” 

or “Fire.” 

Now, “Of the Fire {tejas) that is hidden within the Sky,13 it is but a 

little measure (amsa-matram) that (glows) in the midst of the Sun, in 

the eye and in fire. That (Fire) is Brahma, Immortal.14 ... It is but a 

little measure {amsa-matram) of that Fire that is the ambrosia {amrtam) 

in the midst of the Sun, whose growing shoots {apayankurah) are Soma 

and the Breaths” {prdndh, MU vi.35).15 And so, indeed, just as sparks 

12 “It is as the Breath {prana) that Agni shines” (dipyate, JUB iv.12.6); “I am 

the flash in what is luminous {tejas . . . vibhava vasau) . . . the splendor of the 

splendid” {tejas tejasvindm, BG vii.9, 10). [Agni is the tejas wherewith they slew 

Vrtra (SB 11.5.4.3, 8), Agni is the tejas of the Sacrifice (SB v.3.5.7-8) and the im¬ 

mortal in the mortal (AV xn.2.33).] 

13 I.e., is inrepovpdno's (cf. Plato, Phaedrus 247c); beyond the Sky {uttaram divah, 

AV x.7.3; parena divam, Ait. Up. 1.2; pare-ardhe, RV 1.164.10); in the empyrean 

as distinguished from the celestial or Olympian paradise. 

14 The immortal, fiery {tejomayam) Brahma, the Spirit {atman) of BU 11.5.1 ff.; 

[see Coomaraswamy, “The Sun-kiss,” 1940, especially n. 15.] 

15 The functional powers are called Spirations, Lives, or Breaths after the central 

Spiration, Life, or Breath of which they are participations and on which they de¬ 

pend (BU 1.5.21, CU v.1.15); and “Indra’s energies” (indriyani) with reference to 

Indra, identified with the central Breath; and by other names, e.g. “Elemental Beings” 

{bhutani) with reference to the “Great Being” {mahabhutah) from which their 

being stems. The passible Ego or “Elemental Self” {bhutatman, MU 111.2) is ac¬ 

cordingly a “host of beings” {bhutagana, MU 111.3) and, in fact, the “Marut host” 

{marudgana), for “the Maruts are the Breaths” (AB 111.16), as they are also “Fires” 

{agnayah, RV 111.26.4). The true relation of these Breaths or Storms (our “stormy 

passions”) to their Head is that of subjects to a king, loyal unto death; but if they 

are allowed to run wild in pursuit of their natural objects, serving themselves and not 

their king, “we” are distracted by this body of fallen Angels within us. Self-integra¬ 

tion is a matter of orientation. That is, in brief, “Indian psychology.” 

The assimilation of the Breaths to (Soma-) shoots, implied in our text, is of 

very great significance for the exegesis of the Soma-sacrifice, but needs more 

space than can be devoted to it here. 

The Commentators read apyayan\urah and emend to apyankurah, i.e., apt 

an\urdh. In order to avoid any emendation we have assumed a reading apyayan\u- 

rah, i.e., apyai-an\urah, which is not impossible and gives an appropriate meaning; 

cf. SB vii.3.1.45 [and AA 1.4.1]. 
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disperse in all directons from a blazing fire, so from this Prescient Spirit 

(iprajndtman, the ultimate and solar Self) the Breaths and other sub¬ 

stances disperse to their stations” (BU n.1.3, Kaus. Up. 111.3, iv.20, Mund. 

Up. 11.1.1, MU vi.26, 31, with negligible variants), and it is from this point 

of view that Brahma is compared to a “sparkling fiery wheel” (MU 

vi. 24). Now “these functional powers (indriyani = pranah) are of the 

Spirit (atma\dm), it is the Spirit (atm an) that proceeds (in them) and 

that controls them” (MU vi.31);18 they are the solar rays or reins17 

(rasmayah) by which the Only Seer and Thinker sees, hears, thinks and 

eats within us (MU 11.6, vi.31, BU 111.y7.23, JUB 1.29, 30, etc.), being ac¬ 

cordingly the “Only Samsarin” (BrSBh 1.1.5). Thus these active powers 

of speech, vision, thought, etc. “are only the names of His acts,” of the 

forces that he puts forth and again absorbs (BU 1.4.7, I-5-2I> 1.6.3, etc.). 

In their operation in ourselves all these Breaths or Lives act together, so 

that we are able to refer to, see, hear, and think of one and the same 

object simultaneously (Kaus. Up. 111.2; cf. 1 Cor. 12:14 ff.). 

Now He, the Spirit (atman), Brahma, Prajapati, the Immortal, who 

in us assumes the appearances (rupani) of speech, vision, mind, etc. 

(these being, as we have seen, the names of His acts, not “ours”), is him¬ 

self “of the substance of fire” (tejo-mayam, BU 11.5.1-15); he “divides 

himself” (atmanam vibhajya) to quicken his children (MU 11.6), himself 

remaining “undivided amongst the divisions” (BG xvm.20).18 Again, the 

act of “creation,” or rather “expression” (srstih), is typically thought of 

as a “determination” or “measuring out” (nirmanam),19 the Measurer 

who is himself the measure of all things remaining “unmeasured amongst 

the measured” (AV x.7.39). It follows from this that His divisions, the 

16 [“In me I take first Agni” (TS v.7.9); “let the fires of the sacred hearths 

(atma) again officiate just here in their respective stations (yathasthama)” (AV 

vii. 67). lndriyagnayah are the senses sacrificed into the fire of restraint, i.e., tesu 

paro\sam juhoti, the individual’s Internal Agnihotra (BG iv.26, 27); “when the 

Comprehensor controls the mind and the Breath has put the objects of the senses 

in their place” (MU vi.19); also, “the fires (tejas) of the senses wear away. . . . 

Thine alone is the chariot, the dance and the chant” (KU 1.26).] 

17 The metaphor of the chariot, common to Plato and our Indian sources, is here 

involved. In MU 11.6, Prajapati is the driver of the bodily vehicle, controlling the 

steed (the sensitive powers) by the “rays” or “reins” (rasmayah) that extend from 

his station in the heart to the objects of sense perception; cf. Plato, Laws 898c, 

\pvyrj pev eoriv 1) Trep layover a i)/xtv navTa, and Hermes, Lib. x.22, /cat tov ptv 6eov 

Kadavep d/crivcs at evepyctai, and xvi.7, eicn 8c /cat ^vtat (eauToi) a/ertves). 

18 Cf. Plotinus, iv.i.i. 

19 Cf. Coomaraswamy, “Nirmana-\aya,” 1938, citing RV 111.29.11, etc., where 

Agni is “measured out.” 
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aforesaid faculties (or “intelligencies,” jndnam, KU vi.io, MU vi.30; 

prajna-mdtrdh, Kaus. Up. 111.8; buddhindnyam, MU n.6)20 must be 

“Measures (matrah)21 of Fire.” It is, in fact, as “Fires” (agnayah, SB 

x.3.3.1 ff.), as the “Fires of the Breaths” (pranagnayah, Prasna Up. iv.3) 

and as “Measures of Fire” (tejo-matrah, BU iv.4.1, Prasna Up. iv.8) that 

these active hypostases of the Spirit are actually referred to. 

We have shown, then, that the elementals of the active life are “Meas¬ 

ures of Fire,” and that being mortal in themselves they proceed from 

and again return to the immortal fiery Breath of the Total Presence 

within us. It is just this Indian and universal doctrine that Pleracleitus 

(Fr. 20) enunciates: “Kocrpov rovSe top avrov dnavrajp oxire ti? 9ed>v ovre 

dvOpconcop errotpcrep, aXX’ r/v del Kal ear tv Kal ecrrat • 7rvp aeltjcoov, axrro- 

ptevov perpa Kal aTrocr (depvvpevov perpa.” “That Kosmos, the identity of 

all things, no one of gods or men hath ever wrought, but it ever was, 

and is and ever shall be everliving Fire, in measures being kindled and 

in measures dying out.”22 

Very many others of Pleracleitus’ dicta are in the same way enuncia¬ 

tions of doctrines that are both Indian and universal.23 That “The Thun¬ 

derbolt (Kepavvo<; — vajra) governs all things” (Fr. 28), for example, 

states the doctrine of the Axis Mundi.24 In drawing parallels, it has been 

very far from my intention to suggest that the philosophies of Hera- 

20 The Breaths as “Intelligencies” are the “gods within you” of JUB 1.14.1, 2, 

and the “angels” of Christian theology; their Duke (netr), rex angelorum, devanam 

raja, Indra (Vayu). 

21 Matra (like perpov) is etymologically “matter,” not in the sense of “that 

which is solid,” but in the proper sense of “that which is quantitative” and has a 

position in the world (lo\a-locus). Whatever is thus in the world can be named 

and perceived (nama-rupa) and is accessible to a physical and statistical science; 

the unmeasured being the proper domain of metaphysics. 

22 “That Kosmos” evidently being the vo^tos *007x09 = vo^tos J/Aios, the “un¬ 

created Brahma-world” of CU vm.13.1, the “world-picture” (“painted by the Spirit 

on the canvas of the Spirit,” Sankaracarya. Atmanirupanam 95); the pattern 

of the sensible world. “It knows only itself, that ‘I am Brahma’; thereby it becomes 

the All” (BU 1.4.10). “Sicut erat in principio, est nunc et semper erit,” because for 

Brahma there is neither past nor future but only the eternal now. 

23 So that, as Heracleitus also says (Fr. 77), dvOpxmos o/cw? ev ivcppovr) <j>do<i, 

airrtTat, dnocrfiEvwTiu “Man, like a light in the night, is kindled and extinguished.” 

(aTrojtjfiiwvpt is to be despirated; of wind, to die down; of fire, to go out; of 

passion, to be stilled. These are precisely the senses of Skr. nirva, Pali nibbayati 

(also to be finished, be perfected). The samadhi of the Breaths is their nirvana 

and their TeXevrr). 

24 Skr. skambha, sthiina, yupa, etc., Christian stauros, Islamic qutb, etc. 
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cleitus or Plato are derived from Indian or other Oriental sources.25 No 

culture, people, or age can lay claim to any private property in the Philoso- 

phia Perennis. All that I have tried to show is that the axioms of this 

philosophy, by whomsoever enunciated, can often be explained and clari¬ 

fied or emphasized by a correlation with the parallel texts of other tradi¬ 

tions. And finally, I can only say of Heracleitus, with Socrates, that “What 

I understand of him is excellent, and what I do not [yet] understand is 

also excellent.” 

25 For example, it does not seem to be necessary to derive the “negative theology” 

of Plotinus from Indian sources, as Emile Brehier wishes to do (La Philosophic de 

Plotin, Paris, 1928, pp. 107-133). It is quite true that a negative theology is fully 

developed in the Indian sources and that in MU vi.30 both viae, affirmativa and 

negativa, are commended and are to be followed in their logical sequence. But it 

would be far simpler to think of Plotinus as dependent on such Platonic sources as 

Phaedrus 247c, “The region above the sky was never worthily sung by any earthly 

poet, nor will it ever be . . . For the colorless, formless and intangible . . . ,” 

and Epistle vu, 341D, where Plato says that the subject of his most serious study 

(i.e., the ultimate nature of deity) “does not at all admit of verbal expression like 

other studies.” 
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One only Fire is kindled manifold, one only Sun is present tc 

one and all, one only Dawn illuminates this all: that which 

is only One becomes this all. 

Rg Veda vm.58.2 

Modern scholarship for the most part postulates only a gradual develop¬ 

ment in Indian metaphysics of a notion of a single principle, of which 

principle the several gods (devah, vi'sve devah, etc.) are, as it were, the 

powers, operative aspects, or personified attributes. But as Yaska expresses 

it, “It is because of His great divisibility (maha-bhagyat) that they apply 

many names to Him, one after another. . . . The other gods (devah) 

come to be (bhavanti) submembers (pratyangani) of the One Spirit 

(ekasyatmanah) . . . their becoming is a birth from one another, they 

are of one another’s nature; they originate in function (\arma);1 the 

Spirit is their origin . . . Spirit {atman) is the whole of what a God is” 

{Nirukta vn.4). Similarly, BD 1.70-74: “Because of the magnitude of the 

Spirit (mahatmyat) a diversity of names is given (vidhlyate) . . .2 ac- 

[This essay was first published in the Dr. S. Knshnaswami Aiyangar Commemora¬ 

tion Volume (Madras, 1936), and revised for the Journal of Indian History, XV 

(1936). The second version, with the author’s further revisions and addenda, is 
printed here.—ed.] 

1 It is, in fact, Visva\armd, the Doer of All Things, that gives their “names,” 

that is to say, their individual being, to the gods, and is therefore called devanam 

namadhah, x.82.3. [The functions are “merely the names of Brahma’s acts,” BU 

i-4-7> all functionings arise from the Spirit,” ibid. 1.6.3; “all action stems from 

Brahma,” BG 111.5; cf. Meister Eckhart, Evans ed., II, 175]. 

[Almost verbally identical with Jan van Ruysbroeck, “because of his incom¬ 

prehensible nobility and sublimity, which we cannot rightly name nor wholly 

express, we give Him all these names,” Adornment of the Spiritual Marriage, XXV. 

For I deem it impossible that He who is the maker of the universe in all its 

greatness, the Father or Master of all things, can be named by a single name; 

I hold that He is nameless, or rather, that all names are names of Him. For He 

in his unity is all things; so that we must either call all things by his name, or call 

him by the name of all things,” Hermes, Asclepius 111.20A. 

He alone has the spirit of Christ who has changed his forms and his names 
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cording to the distribution of their spheres (sthanavibhagena). It is in¬ 

asmuch as they are ‘differentiations,’ ‘presences’ (vibhutih),* * 3 that the names 

are innumerable. But the shapers (\avayah) in their incantations (man- 

tresu) say that the godhoods (devatas) have a common source; they are 

called by different names according to the spheres in which they are 

established.4 Some say that they are participants therein (tad bhaktah), 

and that such is their derivation; but as regards the aforesaid Trinity of 

world-rulers, it is well understood that the whole of their participation 

(bha\tih) is in the Spirit (atman).”5 

from the beginning of the world and so reappeared again and again in the world” 

(Clement, Clementine Homilies hi.20, cf. BG iv.8, sambhavami yuge yuge). 

“Each angelical prince is a property out of the voice of God, and bears the great 

name of ‘God’” (Jacob Boehme, Signatura rerum xvi.5). Cf. JUB m.i, where the 

Gale of the Spirit (vayu) is called “the one entire godhood” (e\a . . . krtsna 

devata), the rest are “semigodhoods.”] 

3[“The Gale is omnipresent (vayur a\asam anuvibhavati),” JUB iv.12.10; and 

so, as Krishna says, “There is no end to my divine presences” (nanto’sti mama 

divyanam vibhutinam, BG x.40). It is to these “presences” or “powers” that the 

many names are given.] 

4 [Cf. PB xx.15.2-2 where the spheres of action of Agni, Vayu and Aditya are 

called their “lots” or “shares” (bhahtih).] 

5 An ontology of this kind is not properly to be called pantheistic or monistic. 

This would only be legitimate if, when the essence has been analyzed into its 

many aspects, there were no remainder; on the contrary, the whole of Indian 

scripture, beginning with the Rg Veda, consistendy affirms that what remains ex¬ 

ceeds the whole of that which suffices to fill up these worlds, and that the source 

remains unaffected by whatever is produced from it or returned to it at the be¬ 

ginning or end of an aeon. The view that all this is a theophany does not mean 

that all of Him is seen; on the contrary, “only a quarter,” so to speak, of his 

abundance (RV x.90.3, cf. MU vi.35, BG x.42) suffices to fill up the worlds of time 

and space, however far they may extend, however long they may endure. 

Cf. Whitby in the preface to the English version of Rene Guenon, L’Homme et 

son devenir selon le vedanta (Paris, 1925): “It is to be hoped that this book will 

give the coup de grace to the absurd and well-nigh unaccountable prejudice which 

persistently depreciates the Vedic doctrine on account of its alleged ‘pantheism.’ 

This parrot-cry . . .”; and Lacombe, in the preface to Rene Grousset, Les Philoso¬ 

phies indiennes (Paris, 1931) “II ne faut pas conclure, a notre avis, que le Vedanta 

soit pantheiste, ou meme moniste, surtout au sens que ces mots ont chez nous. II 

se nomme lui-meme advaita, non-dualiste. Sa preoccupation d’assurer la tran- 

scendance de Brahman non moins que son immanence, de maintenir l’interiorite 

de son Gloire, est manifest! Position irreductible . . .”; and Coomaraswamy, 

A Hew Approach to the Vedas: An Essay in Translation and Exegesis, 1933, p. 42. 

It may be added that similar objection can be made to the word “Monotheism” 

in the title of the present essay. Tad e\am in RV x. 129.2 is much rather “Supreme 

Identity” than “only God.” It is as “only God,” with aspects as many as the points 

of view from which He is regarded, that “That One” becomes intelligible; but 
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The foregoing passages illustrate the normal method of theology in any 

discussion de divinis nominibus, when a recognition of the various opera¬ 

tions of a single principle gives rise to the superficial appearance of a 

polytheism. In Christianity, for example, “we do not say the only God, 

for deity is common to several” (Sum. Theol. 1.31.2c); still, “To create 

beings belongs to God according to His own being, that is His essence, 

which is common to the three Persons. Hence to create is not peculiar 

to any one Person, but is common to the whole Trinity” (Sum. Theol. 

1.45.6c); and it is well understood that “Although the names of God 

have one common reference, still because the reference is made under 

many and different aspects, these names are not synonymous. . . . The 

many aspects of these names are not empty and vain, for there corresponds 

to all of them one single reality represented by them in a manifold and 

imperfect manner” (Sum. Theol. i.i3.a ad 2).6 [Cf. Sayana on SB 1.6.1.20: 

Prajapati is inexplicit because He is essentially all the gods and hence it 

cannot be said of Him that “He is this or that” (ayam asaviti) but only 

that “He is.” And also Hermes Trismegistos: “Are we to say that it is 

right that the name of ‘God’ (Oeos, deva) should be assigned to Him, 

or that of Maker (7rot7^T7]5, \dvya) or that of Father (naTep, pitr, Pra¬ 

japati) ? Nay, all three names are His; He is rightly named ‘God’ by 

reason of His power, and ‘Maker’ by reason of the work He does, and 

Father by reason of His goodness,” Lib. xiv.4.] In the same way, Plotinus: 

“This life of the ensouled stars is one identical thing, since they are one 

in the All-Soul, so that their very spatial movement is pivoted upon iden¬ 

tity and resolves itself into a movement not spatial but vital,” Enneads 
iv.4.8. 

That these conceptions of the identity of the First Principle with all 

its powers are current in the Brahmanas and the Atharva Veda is well 

what That One may be in itself can only be expressed in terms of negation, for 
example, “without duality.” See Erwin Goodenough, An Introduction to Philo 
Judaeus (New Haven, 1940), p. 105. 

6 [In “dividing Himself (atmanam vibhajya) to fill these worlds” (MU vi.26, 

etc.), He remains “undivided in these divisions” (avibhakta vibhaktesu, BG xvm.20, 

cf. xin.16), “unmeasured, i.e., im-material, amongst the measured” (vimite’mita, 
AV x.7.39; amatra, BU m.8.8, etc.); the immanent gods, the Spirations (pranah), 

are “measures of Fire” (tejo-matrah, BU iv.4.1), viz. “the ever-lasting Fire, in 

measures being kindled and in measures dying out” (Heracleitus, Fr. 30). “In 

other words, there are not in Him many existences, but only one sole existence, 

and his various names and attributes are merely his modes and aspects” (JamI, 
Lawa’ih xv).] 
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known. There may be cited, for example, SB x.5.2.16, “As to this they say, 

Is then Death one or many?’ One should answer, ‘One and many.’ For, 

inasmuch as He is That (Person in the Sun), He is one; and inasmuch as 

He is multiply distributed (bahudha vyavistih') in His children, He is 

many,” to be read together with verse 20: “As He is approached, even such 

He becomes (yathopasate tad eva bhavati)”-,’’ and AV vm.9.26, “One Bull, 

one Prophet, one Home, a single Ordinance, one simplex Yaksa in His 

ground, one Season that is never emptied out”; and AV 1.12.1, where Agni 

is described as “One energy whose procession is threefold (ekam ojas 

tredha vicahjame)'' 

It is more often overlooked that the same point of view is so explicit¬ 

ly and repeatedly affirmed in the Rg Veda as to leave no room for 

any misunderstanding. A full discussion of the Vedic formulation of the 

problem of the one and the many would require an extended study of 

Vedic exemplarism (see Coomaraswamy, “Vedic Exemplarism” [in the 

present volume—ed.]), but we may call attention to the expression visvam 

ekam, “integral multiplicity,” in RV 111.54.8. All that we propose now is 

to assemble some of the most conspicuous of the Vedic texts in which the 

identity of the one and the many is categorically affirmed; adding that, 

even were none of these explicit statements available, the law expressed 

in them could have been independently deduced from an analysis 

of the functions attributed to the various powers, for although these func¬ 

tions are characteristic of particular deities, they are never entirely peculiar 

to any one of them.7 8 

7 [E.g., AB hi.4, “In that one resorts to (upasate) Him as one to be made a friend 

of (mitrabrtyaiva), that is his form as the Friend (mitra).” In the Kailayamalai, 

Siva is addressed as “Thou that take the forms imagined by thy worshippers” (see 

Ceylon National Review, January 1907, p. 285).] 

8 Max Muller invented the term “henotheism” to describe this method, which he 

apparently imagined to have been peculiar to the Vedas. Christianity, as a matter of 

fact, is “henotheistic” in so far as it affirms that whatever is done by one of the Per¬ 

sons is done by all, and vice versa. A fully developed “henotheism” is even more 

characteristic of Stoicism and of Philo, cf. Emile Brehier, Les Idees philosophiques 

et religieuses de Philon d’Alexandrie (Paris, 1925), pp. 112, 113: “La conception de 

dieux myrionymes, d’un dieu unique auquel sous ses differentes formes s’addres- 

sent les prieres des inities etait familiere au stoicisme . . . de meme que dans les 

hymnes orphiques, la toutepuissance de chaque Dieu n’empeche pas leur hierarchie, de 

meme ici [that is, according to Philo] les etres sont classes bien souvent hierarchique- 

ment comme s’il s’agissait d’etres distincts.” [And Plodnus, v.8.9, “He and all have 

one existence, while each again is distinct. It is distinction by state without interval: 

there is no outward form to set one here and another there and to prevent any from 

being an entire identity; yet there is no sharing of parts from one to another. Nor 
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Familiar passages, often dismissed as “late,” include RV 1.164.46: “The 

priests refer in many different ways (bahudha vadant}) to That that 

is but one, they call Him Agni, Yama, Matarisvan: they call Him Indra, 

Mitra, Varuna, Agni, who is the heavenly eagle (suparna) Garutman”; 

RV x.114.5, “Ecstatic shapers (viprah \avayah) conceive of Him in many 

ways (bahidha \alpayanti) the eagle that is one”; and x.90.11, where, 

after the First Sacrificers have divided up (vyadadhuh) the Person, the 

question is posed in brahmodaya fashion, “How many-fold did they think 

Him out?” {k^atidha vyabyalpayan).9 It is precisely this goal (artham) of 

being made to dwell in many places (bahudha nivista) that Agni dreads, 

as He lingers in the darkness (tamasi f{sesi, x.51.4-5), although, in fact, 

even while He proceeds He still remains within (anu agram carati hjeti 

budhnah, m.55.7 = \rsne budhne, iv.17.14 = vrsabhasya riile, iv.1.12, 

etc.). As Eckhart expresses it, “the Son remains within as essence and 

goes forth as person . . . the divine nature steps forth into relation of 

otherness, other but not another, for this distinction is rational, not real.” 

“To the Shapers He is manifested as the Sun of men” (avir . . . abhavat 

suryo nrn, RV 1.146.4).10 Cf. Plotinus, v.8.9, “He who is the one God 

. . . what place can be named to which He does not reach?” 

Equally explicit, however, are the statements scattered through the other 

books. In particular, He is often said to have two different forms, accord¬ 

ing to His being in the Day or Night, and this is “as He wills” (yatha 

va'sam, RV 111.48.4, vii.101.3; cf. x.168.4 and AV vi.72.1). When this is 

expressed as “Now He becometh sterile (starir u tvad bhavati) now be¬ 

gets (side u),” vn.101.3, the latter expression, like His designation as sub 

in 1.146.5, is as much as to say savita bhavati, “He becomes Savitr.” Cf. 

m.55.19 and x.10.5, where Tvastr and Savitr are identified by ap¬ 

is each of these divine wholes a power in fragment . . . the divine is one all-power.” 

The second passage might have been written of the Christian Trinity.] Here also, 

then, we meet with that superficial appearance of polytheism by which the apologist 

of some other religion than that under discussion is so conveniently deceived, the 

Muslim for example, when he calls the Christian doctrine of the Trinity “poly¬ 

theistic.” 

9 Vac, the Magna Mater, is similarly “divided” by the gods, and made to occupy 

multifarious stations (ma deva vyadadhuh purutra bhuristhatram bhurya-ve'say- 

antirn, RV x.125.3). It is made abundantly clear throughout that the divine unity 

is essential, the multiplicity conceptual. 

10 John 1:4, et vita erat lux hominum. [The Spiritual Sun (of RV 1.115.1, etc.) 

is the “Light of lights” (jyotisam jyotis, RV 1.113.1, BU iv.4.16, etc.); “The bright 

Light of lights is what the knowers of the Spirit (atma-vidah) know,” Mund. Up. 

11.2.10); the “Father of lights” (James 1:17).] 
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position. In RV 111.20.3 an<^ vm.93.17, Agni and Indra are called polynomi- 

nal (bhurim-ndma, puru-nama) and in 11.1, Agni is addressed by the 

names of nearly all the powers, and there are countless passages in which 

Indra is a designation of the Sun. In vm.11.8, Agni is “to be seen in many 

different places, or aspects” [cf. 1.79.5 and vi.10.2, Agni purvani\ah.\ Al¬ 

though His semblance is the same in many places (purutra hi sadrnn asi, 

vm.11.8, 1.94.7), yet His becoming is manifold (purutra . . . abhavat 

1.146.5), and He is given many names, for “Even as He showeth, so is 

He called” (yadrg eva dadrse tadrg ucyate, v.44.6),11 of which SB x.5.2.20, 

cited above, is hardly more than a paraphrase. RV 1.146.5, cited above, is 

based on innumerable texts scattered throughout the Rg Veda, e.g., m.5.4 

and 9, where Agni is identified with Mitra, Varuna, and Matarisvan; in 

iv. 42.3, Varuna identifies Himself with Indra and Tvastr; similarly in 

v. 3.1-2, Agni is identified with Mitra, Varuna, and Indra. Nor is this a 

matter of mere suggestion; the particular points of view from which the 

different names are appropriate is carefully stated. 

[In the same way, if Agni as the Sun is the “face” or “point” (ani\a) 

of the gods (RV 1.115.1, vii.88.2, etc.), and at the same time logically 

“many-faced” (purvani\ah), “this does not put something real in the 

eternal God, but only something according to our way of thinking” {Sum. 

Theol. 111.35.5c), for “Men in their sacrificial worship have imposed upon 

Thee, Agni, the many faces” {bhurini hi tve dad hire ani\agne devasya 

yajnavo janasah, RV m.19.4). The “faces” or “points” of the solar Agni 

are in fact his “rays,” those very rays by which the Spiritual Sun sup¬ 

ports the being of all things, but by which the solar Gateway is concealed 

(JUB 1.3.6), he who would enter in praying, accordingly, that the rays 

may be dispersed (Isa Up. 15, etc.). Otherwise expressed, Agni is the 

Tree of Life {vanaspati, passim), “The ‘other Fires’ are thy branches” 

(RV 1.59.1) : “all other Agnis stem from thee, O Agni”; “All these deities 

are forms of Agni” (AB m.4).12] 

11 As in Sum. Theol. 1.13.1 ad 3, “Pronomina vero demonstrativa dicuntur de 

Deo, secundum quod faciunt demonstrationem ad id quod intelligitur, non ad id 

quod sentitur. Secundum enim quod a nobis intelligitur, secundum hoc sub demon¬ 

strationem cadit.” 

12 E.g., AV xm.3.13, “This Agni becomes Varuna in the evening; in the morning 

he becomes Mitra,” etc.; JUB 111.21.1-2, where the Gale (Vayu) blows from the 

five quarters—east, south, west, north, and above—respectively as Indra, Tsana, 

Varuna, Soma, and Prajapati; JUB iv.5.1, where Agni, “Varuna’s messenger,” be¬ 

comes Savitr at Dawn, Indra Vaikuntha at noon, Yama at night; J iv.137, “Sujampati 

in heaven proclaimed, as Maghava on earth is named.” 
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In many cases the verb bhu, to “become,” as it occurs in the Brahmana 

and Niru\ta texts already cited, is employed in the Rg Veda to denote in 

the same sense the passing over from one name and function to another. 

For example, RV m.5.4, “Agni becometh (bhavati) Mitra when enkin¬ 

dled, Mitra the priest; and Varuna becometh Jatavedas”; cf. iv.42.3, “I, 

Varuna, am Indra,” and v.3.1-2, “Thou, Agni, art Varuna at birth, 

(bhuvo varuno yad rtaya vest, x.8.5), becomest (bhavasi) Mitra when 

enkindled. In thee, O Son of Strength, abide the Universal Gods; Indra 

art thou to the mortal worshipper. With respect to maidens thou be¬ 

comest Aryaman, and as Svadhavan bearest a secret name” (nama . . . 

guhyam), probably as Trita of 1.163.3, “Trita art thou by the interior 

operation (asi . . . tritoguhyena vratena).” Again, RV m.29.11, “As Titan 

Germ he hight Tanunapat,13 when born abroad is Narasansa, when 

fashioned in the Mother he becometh Matarisvan, the Gale of the Spiritus 

in its course” (tanunapat ucyate garbha asuro narasanso bhavati yad vi- 

yayate matarisva yad amimita matari vatasya sargo [garbha] abhavat 

sarlmani, cf. m.5.9). That Spiritus is indeed Varuna’s own Essence (atma 

te vata, vn.87.2), and the breath of Vac (x.125.8), a gale whose form is 

never seen, but is the Essence {atma) of all the gods, moving as it listeth 

(x.168.4). 

To the foregoing passages, in which the diversified effects of what is 

really a single operation are considered, may be added RV vi.47.18, “He 

is the counterform of every form, it is that form of His that we should 

look upon; Indra, by virtue of His magic powers proceeds as multiform” 

{rupam rupam pratirupam babhuva tad asya rupam ca\sanaya, indro 

mayabhih pururupa lyate), a passage closely corresponding to Eckhart’s 

“single form that is the form of many different things,” resuming the 

scholastic doctrine of exemplarism. And whereas in x.5.1 Agni alone is 

rtupati, in RV vi.9.5, “The Several Gods with one common mind and 

common will unerring move upon the single season” {e\am rtum, cf. 

e\a rtu in AV vm.9.26, cited above), closely corresponding to Sum. Theol. 

111.32, 1 ad 3, where what is done by one of the Persons of the Trinity 

is said to be done by all, “because there is one nature and one will.” 

SB vm.7.3.10, “Yonder Sun strings these worlds upon his Spirit as upon 

13 The name Tanunapat, “Grandson of Himself,” formulates the well-known 

doctrine that “Agni is kindled by Agni” (RV 1.12.6, vm.43.14), according to which 

in ritual the new Garhapatya must be lit from the old. Cf. Sum. Theol. 111.32A 

ad 1, “the taking itself (i.e., the assumption of human nature, taking birth) is at¬ 

tributed to the Son,” i.e., it is the Son’s own (avToyci^s) act as well as that of the 

other Persons. 
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a thread,” BG vii.7, “All this is threaded upon me,” and x.20, “I am the 

Spirit seated in the heart of all beings,” merely repeat the thought of RV 

1.115.1, “The Sun is the Spirit (atman) of all that is moving or at rest.” 

In x.121.2, Hiranyagarbha (Agni, Prajapati), is called the “giver of Spirit,” 

(atmada), and it is in this sense that Agni in 1.149.3, *s <l°f hundred-fold 

Essence” (satatmd [cf. bhuri ndma vandamano dadhati, v.3.10]. In 

x.51.7 Agni is called upon to give the gods their “share” (bhdgam); 

that is his particular function as priest. 

It is thus clear enough that the Niruhyta and the Brhad Devata are fully 

justified in saying that the gods are participants (bhahta) in the divine 

Essence or spiration; even the phraseology of the Vedic mantras is re¬ 

tained by the expositors. The reference to “participation” leads us to the 

consideration of Vedic Bhaga, later Bhagavan. Bhaga is not a personal 

name, but rather a general designation of the active power in any of his 

aspects, as the “Free Giver” or “Sharer-out,” who makes his bhahtas to 

participate in his riches. These riches can be only the aspects of his Es¬ 

sence, for assuredly we cannot think of deity as possessing anything more 

than what He himself is; “Sharing out himself, He fills these worlds full” 

(atmanam vibhajya purayati imdn lo\dn). This last is indeed an Upani- 

sadic text (MU vi.26), but the concept is Vedic. Bhaga is, in fact, 

referred to by apposition as the “Dispenser” (vibhahtr, RV v.46.6); and 

bhaga is “share” or “dispensation,” as in 11.17.7, addressed to Indra, “I 

pray thee, Bhaga . . . measure out, bring forward, give me that share 

(bhdgam) whereby the body is empowered (mamah),” where bhdgam 

= amrtasya bhdgam, in 1.164.21; cf. also vm.99.3, “Depending upon him, 

as upon the Sun, the Several (vi'sve, sc. dev ah) have participated in what 

is Indra’s”; 1.68.2, where in a laud addressed to Agni, the Several (vi'sve, 

sc. devah) are said to “participate in thy deity” (bhajanta devatvam)\ 

vii.81.2 has the prayer at dawn, “May we be associated in participation” 

(sam bha\tena gamemahi). From these passages it is sufficiently plain 

that bhaga and vibhahtr are the dispenser or giver, who bestows himself 

or his substance; sambhaja, the participant who shares in the gift; bhaga, 

bhahja, and bhahta the share that is given or received. While these are 

Vedic expressions, bha\ti, the act of distribution, or making to partake 

of what is given, and bhahta as the synonym of vibhahtr, the giver, oc¬ 

cur only later. 

The vexed problem of the “origin of the bha\ti movement” need never, 

perhaps, have been posed, if renderings such as these had been retained 
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in the translation of later texts, especially that of Bhagavad Gita. Bhakta 

in the Rg Veda may be either the share of “treasure” obtained by the 

sacrificer from the deity (iv.i.io, ratnam devabhaktam, etc.), or, con¬ 

versely, the share that is given or appointed to the deities by the sacrificer 

(1.91.1, pitaro . . . devesu ratnam abhajanta dhlrah), [and typically by 

Agni as sacrificial priest (hotr), “Convey thou graciously unto the gods 

their share (bhagam) of the oblation” (x.51.7): Ita missa est\\. In the 

latter case the sacrificer or sacrificial priest is the vibhaktr, and the sub¬ 

stitution of bhakta for the Vedic vibhaktr introduces no new conception. 

Bhakti implies devotion, because all giving presupposes love: it does not 

follow that bhakti should be translated by “love.” It is true that the 

bhakti-marga is also the prema-marga, the passive “Way of Love,” as 

distinguished from the jhdna-mdrga, the active “Way of Gnosis”; but that 

the expressions bhakti-marga and prema-marga have a common reference 

does not make them synonymous (expressions are only “synonymous” 

when they refer to the same thing under the same aspect). It can hardly 

be denied that the pitarah who in RV 1.91.1, abhijanta, were bhaktas in 

the later sense, or that theirs was a bhakti-marga. We should render 

bhakti-marga “Way of Dedication” or “Way of Devotion” rather than 

“Way of Love.” It is true in the same way that “participation” implies 

“love,” and vice versa, since a love that does not participate in the beloved 

is by no means “love,” but rather “desire.” Love and participation are 

nevertheless logically differentiated conceptions, each of which plays its 

own part in the definition of the devotional act; and when the two ex¬ 

pressions are confused in an equivocal rendering, not only are these shades 

of meaning lost, but at the same time the evidence of the continuity of 

Vedic with later thought is concealed, and an unreal problem is evoked. 

We then wish to express ourselves as in full agreement with the views 

of Franklin Edgerton, who concluded that “everything contained in at 

least the older Upanisads, with almost no exceptions, is not new to the 

Upanisads, but can be found set forth, or at least very clearly fore¬ 

shadowed, in the older Vedic texts,”14 and those of Maurice Bloomfield, 

who argued “that mantra and brahmana are for the least part chronologi¬ 

cal distinctions; that they represent two modes of literary activity, and 

two modes of literary speech, which are largely contemporaneous. . . . 

Both forms existed together, for aught we know, from the earliest times; 

only the redaction of the mantra collections seems on the whole to have 

preceded the redaction of the Brahmanas. . . . The hymns of the Rg Veda, 

14 JAOS, XXXVI (1917), 197. 
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like those of the other three Vedas, were liturgical from the very start. 

This means that they form only a fragment . . . late texts and commen¬ 

taries may contain the correct explanation”;15 Bloomfield also, with ref¬ 

erence to the oldest parts of the Rg Veda, calls it “the last precipitate, 

with a long and tangled past behind it of a literary activity of great and 

indefinite length.”16 

We are in agreement with Alfred Jeremias, when he says in the Fore¬ 

word to his Altonentalische Geistes\ultur (Berlin, 1929): “Die Menschen- 

heitsbildung ist ein einheitliches Ganzes, und in den verschiedenen Kul- 

turen findet man die Dialekte der einen Geistessprache”; with Carl 

Anders Scharbau (Die Idee der Schopfung in der vedischen Literatur, 

Stuttgart, 1932), “die Tiefe und Grosse der theologischen Erkenntnis des 

Rgvedas keineswegs hinter der des Vedanta zuriicksteht”;17 and finally 

with Say ana, that none of the Vedic references are historical. 

It is precisely the fact that the Vedic incantations are liturgical that 

makes it unreasonable to expect from them a systematic exposition of 

the philosophy they take for granted; if we consider the mantras by them¬ 

selves, it is as if we had to deduce the Scholastic philosophy only from 

the libretto of the Mass. Not that this would be impossible, but that we 

should be accused of reading into the Mass meanings that could not 

possibly have been present to the mentality prevailing in the “Dark Ages,” 

of yielding, as Professor Keith expresses it (who cannot himself be accused 

of any such weakness), to “our natural desire ... to find reason pre¬ 

vailing in a barbarous age.” In fact, however, the mantras and the Latin 

hymns alike are so closely wrought, their symbolism is employed with 

such mathematical exactitude (Emile Male speaks of Christian symbolism 

as a “calculus”), that we cannot possibly suppose that their authors did 

not understand their own words; it is we who misunderstand, if we in¬ 

sist on reading algebra as though it were arithmetic. All that we can 

learn from literary history is that the doctrines which are taken for 

granted in the mantras were not, perhaps, published until after a certain 

amount of linguistic change had already taken place; we may find some 

new words, but we do not meet with new ideas. It is our own fault if 

we cannot see that Mitravarunau, of whom the latter is “the immortal 

brother of the mortal” former, are none other than the apara and the 

para Brahman to whom the Upanisads refer as mortal and immortal 

respectively. 

15JAOS, XV (1893), 144. 18JAOS, XXIX (1908), 288. 

17 P. 168, n. 166. 
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Just as, in relation to the Babylonian liturgies, there must also have 

existed a “wisdom literature . . . not written to be repeated in temples,”18 

and as it must be assumed that there existed the concept of a “single 

God . . . [whose] various aspects were not yet considered separate deities 

in the Sumero-Accadian pantheon,”19 so in the case of the Vedic liturgies, 

where the occurrence of the concepts of a “One, that is equally spirated, 

despirated” (ariit avatam, x.129.2), and of Agni as “being and non-being 

in one” (sadasat, x.5.7) cannot be called surprising. We see then in the 

Brahmanas, Upanisads, Bhagavad Gita, and even in Buddhism, nothing 

but an ultimate recension and publication of what had always been 

taught, whether to initiates or in those circles the existence of which is 

implied by the brahmodaya form of many hymns, and by such Brahmans 

as that one who in RV x.71.11 is referred to as expounding the lore of 

the genesis (vadati jata-vidyam), and whom we may assume to have 

been, like Agni himself, a “comprehensor of the generations of all things 

(visva veda janima, vi.15.13; cf. iv.27.1).” 

18 Stephen Herbert Langdon, Tammuz and Ishtar (Oxford, 1914), p. 11. 

19 Henri Frankfort, Iraq Excavations of the Oriental Institute, 1932/1933 (Chi¬ 

cago, 1934), I, 47. 

[Addendum: Meister Eckhart, Evans ed., II, 153, “Were there an hundred Persons 

in the Godhead, the man who sees distinctions apart from time and number would 

apprehend no more than one.”] 
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God is the cause of all things by His knowledge. 

St. Thomas, Sum. Theol. (Suppl.) 111.88.3. 

The doctrine of Exemplarism is bound up with that of forms or ideas, 

and has to do with the intelligible relation that subsists as between the 

forms, ideas, similitudes, or eternal reasons of things (nama, “name” or 

“noumenon” = forma) and the things themselves in their accidental and 

contingent aspects (rupa, “phenomenon” = figura). This is as much as to 

say that Exemplarism, in the last analysis, is the traditional doctrine of 

the relation, cognitive and causal, between the one and the many: the 

nature of which relation is implied in Vedic Sanskrit by the expressions 

visvam e\am (RV 111.54.8), “the many that are one, the one that is mani¬ 

fold” (= Plotinus, “integral multiplicity”), visvam satyam (RV n.24.12), 

“the manifold truth,” and visvam . . . garbham (RV x.121.7), “the germ 

of all,” and more fully enunciated in SB x.5.2.16, “As to this they say, ‘Is 

He then one or many?’ One should answer, ‘One and many.’ For inas¬ 

much as He is That, He is one; and inasmuch as He is multiply dis¬ 

tributed (bahudha vyavistih) in his children, He is many,”1 i.e., as the 

[This essay was first published in the Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, I (1936). 

—ED.] 

1 “He,” in the original, “Death” (mrtyu)-, “That,” i.e., “the Person in the Sun.” 

In order not to complicate the present exposition by a discussion de divinis nomini¬ 

bus, the pronoun has generally been substituted for the name of deity actually 

employed in the passages cited. I have discussed the use of essential names in my 

“Vedic ‘Monotheism’” [in the present volume—ed.]. The general principle is as 

follows: deity is everywhere of one and the same form (RV vui.n.8, purutra hi 

sadrnn asi; 1.94.7, V° visvatah suprati\ah sadrnn asi), i.e., is perfectly simple but 

has many names, the application of which inheres not in Him, but in the percipient; 

“Even as He seems, so is He named” (yadrg eva dadr'se tadrg ucyate, RV v.44.6); 

[“He Himself is all the gods,” BU 11.5.19;] “As He is approached, so He becomes 

(yathopasate tad eva bhavati, SB x.5.2.20), for example, “Indra art Thou to the 

mortal worshipper” (RV v.3.1), “Thou art Varuna at birth, becomest Mitra when 

kindled” (RV hi.5.4 and v.3.1). 
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“Person in the mirror (adar'se purusah), Who is born in his children 

in a likeness” (pratirupah . . . prajdydmdjayata, Kaus. Up. iv.ii).2 

The doctrine in these respects cannot be better demonstrated than by 

means of a diagram consisting of two concentric circles, with their com¬ 

mon center and two or more radii, or by the corresponding Vedic symbol 

of a wheel (ca\ra) with its felly, hub, and spokes. Such a diagram or 

symbol represents the universe in cross section, the circles any two levels 

of reference or “worlds” (lol{a), or more specifically, the individual and 

intellectual, or human and angelic (adhyatma and adhidaivata) levels of 

reference. The whole world, or universe (vi’svam), thus represented cor¬ 

responds to the ensemble of all possibilities of manifestation, whether 

informal, formal, or sensible; a world (lo\a = locus) is a given ensemble 

of possibilities, a given modality. The infinite ocean of all possibility, 

whether of manifestation or nonmanifestation, is represented by the blank 

surface of the paper which at the same time interpenetrates and transcends 

the indefinite extension of the finite universe represented by the diagram; 

this unlimited surface is unaffected by the extension or abstraction of 

the diagram, which has no position. Each radius, spoke, or ray represents 

the whole being of an individual consciousness, its intersection with any 

circumference the operation of this consciousness at that level of ref¬ 

erence; each such point of intersection forming the center of a minor 

“world,” which must be thought of as a smaller circle struck about its 

own center, on the inner surface of the sphere of which the diagram is 

a cross section, in a plane, that is, at right angles to the radius or ray 

that connects the unique center with the point in question. 

The unique center is, like the whole diagram, without position in its 

ambient, “position” having a meaning only upon or within the circum¬ 

ference; and just as this ambient is unaffected by the presumption of a 

center with or without its dependent radii, so the properties of the unique 

center once assumed are unaffected by the extension or subtraction of radii. 

And as the indefinitely numerous points which constitute the surface of 

2 [Anurupah, conformable by name; pratirupa, corresponding form, JUB 1.27 

cf. RV vi.47.18; adar’se pratirupah, “I worship the Being in the mirror ... I also 

worship His reflection,” Kaus. Up. iv.ii; tv am eva pratijayase, “Thou alone art 

counter born (reborn, born in a likeness),” Prasna Up. 11.7. “All mirrors in the 

universe, I ween, display Thy image with its radiant sheen,” JamI, Lawaih, 26; 

apratirupah is foul, deformed, papam, evil, improper, BU 1.3.4; na . . . patirupam, 

“unseemly,” “not in good form,” A 1.148. 

Monier-Williams gives pratima, masc. creator, fern, likeness; cf. Augustine, De 

spiritu et litter a 37, “This likeness begins now to be formed again in us”; and 

Paradiso xxvi.106, xxix.i42ff., for “mirror.”] 
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indefinitely numerous concentric spheres represent the points of view of 

individual knowing subjects, so the unique point from which all radii 

proceed and to which all converge represents an omniscient, supra-indi- 

vidual consciousness, metaphysically the First Principle, theologically God 

in his intelligible aspect, that of the Supernal Sun, or Light; while what 

we have called the ambient, at once immanent and transcendent, rep¬ 

resents the Godhead or Divine Darkness. Strictly speaking, the diagram 

should have been drawn not in black on white, but in gold against a 

black ground, and it is thus in fact that the Vedic jyotiratha, “the chariot 

of light” (= Biblical “chariot of fire”), and its wheels are conceived. 

In such a diagram, it is obvious that for every point on the outer circum¬ 

ference there is a corresponding and analogous point on the inner cir¬ 

cumference, with only this difference, that on the inner circumference 

the “points” are more closely packed. If the circumference of the inner 

circle be reduced, the same condition holds good. In such reduction, there 

can be no moment at which the “points” of which the circumference (or 

spherical surface represented by it) is composed can be thought of as 

annihilated; we can only continue to think of them as more and more 

densely packed, and finally coinciding in a unity without composition. 

In other words, all of the radii, all individual principles, and in their 

total extension, are represented at their common center in principio, in an 

inconnumerable principle (tattva), which is at the same time an alto¬ 

gether simple substance (dharma) and possessed of a multifarious nature 

(svabhava); a single point, and yet for each radius its own and private 

starting point. In just this sense, “The notions of all created things 

(\dvyd — \avi\armdni) inhere in Him, who is as it were the hub within 

the wheel (ca\re nabhir iva sntd, RV vm.41.6);8 “In Him are all beings, 

3 Similarly, RV x.82.6, “Inherent in the nave(l) of the Unborn, in which insist 

the several worlds as one” (ajasya nabhau ad hi e\am arpitam yasmin vi'svani 

bhuvanani tasthuh); or aja may be rendered by “Goat,” the reference being to the 

Sun as Visvakarma, the “All-maker,” in either case. 

As to the rendering of \dvya by “notions of all created things”: Vedic \avi is 

“poet” in the sense of the original Greek 7rot^rijs, that is, Philo’s sense, and as the 

word is applied to God in the New Testament. It is as “creator” that the term 

havi is used of the Sun, Agni, and others in the Rg Veda; while \dvya, cited 

above from vm.41.6, is not as in the later rhetoric merely a “poem,” but “whatever 

is made by a bavi," whether by way of generation or art. If the word Ravya in 

the sense of “poem” also implies a diction, expression, and utterance, this cor¬ 

responds to the Scholasdc equation of rationes with Aoyot (St. Bonaventura, 83 

Quaestiones, q.46, n. 2). 
If the Vedic \avayah are in a certain sense the authors of the su\tas, it is rather 

as finders or inventors (in the etymological sense of in-venio, dis-cover) than as 
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and the eye that oversees; intellect (manas), spiration (pranah), and 

noumenon (nama) coincident (samahitam, ‘being in s am ad hi) ; in him 

when he comes forth all his children enjoy (nandanti) (the fulfilment of 

their ends or purposes, by which their will to life is determined) ;* * * 4 sent 

by him, and born of him, it is in him that all this universe is stablished,” 

AV xix.53.6-9; and in the same way as the Person, or Man, He is called 

the “resort of all phenomena” (rupany eva yasyayatanam . . . purusam, 

BU 111.9.16). 

This inherence in the central consciousness is accordingly the means of 

a “unified density of cognition” (ekjbhuta prajhana-ghana, Mand. Up. 

5), a “cognitive pleroma” (\rtsnah prajhana-ghana, BU iv.5.13); “He 

knows the whole speculatively” (visvam sa veda varuno yatha dhiya,5 

RV x.ii.i), and ab intra, “being provident, even before birth, of all the 

generations of the Angels” (garbhe nu sann anvesdm avedam aharn de¬ 

composers; theirs is the “prophetic” faculty; and the su\tas themselves are of quick¬ 

ening efficacy; all of which is far removed from conceptions of authorship and 

“literature” nowadays current. It is as \avi that the Sun “wears the forms of all 

things in their kind” (visva rupdni prati muhcate, RV v.81.2), that is, “frees his 

comrades from the curse” (amuhcat nir avadyat, RV 111.31.8), from the bonds of 

Varuna (varunyat, RV x.92.i4), i.e., from the fetter of Death (bandhanat mrtyor, 

RV vii.59.12); and because, by the mere act of shining, the Supernal Sun thus 

releases all things from darkness to light, from potentiality to act, he is called, 

as Pusan, the “Son of liberation” (vimuco napat, RV 1.42.1 and passim). 

4 AV xix.53.7, \dlena sarva nandanty agatena, translated above, reflects RV 

x.71.10, sarve nandanti . . . agatena . . . sahjiya, Kala (“Time,” the “Year”) re¬ 

placing Sakhi (the “Comrade,” sc. Varuna, cf. God as the “Friend” in Sufi par¬ 

lance). This variant is omitted in Bloomfield’s Concordance. 

5 Sayana’s paraphrase is admirable: dhiya is atmanurupaya prajhayd, “by his 

foresight (providence) in his own likeness.” Dhi — dhyana — contemplatio. The 

dhi or dhyana of Varuna corresponds to the adar'sa-jhana or “mirror-knowledge” of 

the jhana-dharma\aya, which in Mahayana Buddhism is also a “knowledge of 

sameness” (samata-jhana), e.g., in the Abhisamayalam\ara (Obermiller, in Acta 

Orientalia, IX), and a simultaneous act; cf. Lan\avatara Sutra 11.115, “Just as waves 

arise in the sea simultaneously (yugapatkale), as things are seen simultaneously in 

a mirror or in dream, so is the mind in its own pasture” (cittam svagocare [= svay- 

onau in MU vi.34, where cittam svayonau upasamyate\). I do not agree with Suzuki 

that this verse is out of place in its context; the idea is that just as when a breeze 

springs up, the dawn wind of creation for example, the whole surface of the 

waters is covered by ripples, which arise all together and not one by one or one 

after another here and there, so in the world-picture the mind sees all things at 

one and the same time (yugapat\ale); while svagocare, “in its own pasture,” does 

not mean “in its own sense-fields,” but the contrary of this, being equivalent to 

svastha-cittah, svastha-buddhih, anayasa-cittah, and such expressions employed in 

connection with dhyana. 
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vandm janimdni visvd, RV iv.27.i);e in other words, His knowledge of 

things is not derived from them objectively and post factum, but from 

their prior likeness in the mirror of His own intellect. Just as the physical 

sun enjoys a bird’s-eye view of this whole earth in its orbit, so the Supernal 

Sun “surveys the whole” (vi'svam . . . abhicaste, RV 1.164.44), being the 

eye or Aussichtspun\t {adhya\sa) of Varuna or of the Angels collectively 

{yam ca\sur . . . suryas . . . abhi yo vi'sva bhuvanani caste, RV vn.61.1; 

cf. 1.115.1, x.37.1, x.129.7; xm.45, etc.), just as, in the Avesta, the Sun 

{hvare = svar — surya) is Ahura Mazda’s eye, and in Buddhism, the 

Buddha is still the “eye in the world” {ca\\hum lof(e). What this eye 

sees in the eternal mirror is the “world-picture”; “The Primal Spirant 

(,paramdtman) sees the world-picture (jagac-citra, lit. the ‘picture of what 

moves’) painted by itself upon a canvas that is nothing but itself, and 

takes a great delight therein” (Sankaracarya, Svdtmanirupana 95); “sees 

all things at once in their diversity and in coincidence” {abhi vi pasyati 

and abhi sampasyati, RV 111.62.9, x- 187.4; VS xxxn.8, sam ca vi ca 

eti; and BG vi.29-30). 

Taken in and by itself, this First Spirant, without composition {ad- 

vaita), and at rest (sayana), is the “living conjoint principle” of St. 

Thomas {Sum. Theol. 1.27.2c), the unity of the “cohabitant parents” 

{sa\sita ubhd . . . matara, RV 1.140.3, parif^sita pitara, m.7.1, etc.) who 

are innumerably named, but typically “Intellect” (manas) and “Word 

{vac),7 whose conjunction effects what Eckhart calls “the act of fecunda¬ 

tion latent in eternity.” But this unintelligible unity of the Father 

(-Mother)8 belongs entirely to the darkness of the “common nest” or 

6 It is as vi’sva veda janimdni that Agni is called Jatavedas, “comprehensor of 

the genesis of things,” RV passim, and as such that he is identified with Varuna, 

ab mtra (m.5.4), being indeed the “comprehensor of Varuna” (iv.1.4); and this 

“lore of genesis” (jatavidya) which the Brahman knows in x.71.11 is the same 

thing as the “hidden names of the Angels” {devanam guhya ndmani, v.5.10), as 

will be evident when we turn to the further discussion of ndma. This divine provi¬ 

dence or wisdom is also spoken of as “counsel” {kratu, often, like maya and saci, 

met with in pi. and then equivalent to “powers”), e.g., iv.12.1, “Thou art a Com¬ 

prehensor by thy counsel, Jatavedas {tava \ratvd jatavedas ci\itvdn)d 

7 Manas and Vac as conjoint pair occur in the Rg Veda, Brahmanas, and Upani- 

sads, passim. Vac is verbum, and as in Italian, feminine {la parola). Cf. Eckhart, 

“The Father wantons with the Word”; “From the Father’s embrace of his own 

nature (= svabhava, pra\rti, Vac, Savitri, Surya, etc.) comes the eternal playing 

(= nitya lild) of the Son.” 

8 AV vm.9.10, “Who knoweth the mithunatva of Viraj ?”; cf. JUB 1.54, “They 

(dual) becoming Viraj (s.) engendered (yonder Sun) {tau virad bhutva prajanaya- 

tdm)” [cf. purutra . . . abhavat, RV 1.146.5; pururupa iyate, vi.47.18; and AV 

n.i-3] • 
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“matrix” wherein all things come to be of one and the same ilk (yatra 

vi’svam bhuvaty ebanidam, Narayana Up. 3, cf. RV iv.io.i !{hila, and VS 

xxxii.8; sarve asmin deva ekjavrto bhavanti, AV xm.4.20). 

Thus, while the divine intellect and the ideas or forms or eternal rea¬ 

sons apparent to it are one simply secundum rem, the latter are at the 

same time manifold secondum rationem intelltgendi sive dicendi (St. 

Bonaventura, I Sent, d.35, a. unic., q.3, conch). As Plotinus expresses it 

(iv.4.1) “The Highest, as a self-contained unity, has no outgoing ef¬ 

fect.9 . . . But the unity of the power is such as to allow of its being 

multiple to another principle, to which it is all things.” 

What is represented in our diagram already presumes the diremption 

(>dvedha, BU 1.4.3) of those that had been closely embraced (sampans- 

vaktau, ibid.), that is, of knower and known, subject and object, essence 

and nature, Heaven and Earth, as indicated by the remotion of the cir¬ 

cumference from the center. This diremption and divine procession (kra- 

ma — dvitva, Taittiriya Pratisd\hya xxi.16)10 is coincident with the birth 

of the Son (IndragnI), of Light (jyotis), of the Sun, “Savitr the creator, 

who wears the visible forms of all things” (visvd rupani prati muhcate 

\avih . . . savita, RV v.81.2); “by the separation of the prior, the latter 

came forth” (prathamah . . . brntatrad esam upara udayan, RV x.27.23). 

In other words, the act of being implied by the words “I am that I am,” 

“I am Brahman,”11 although entirely one of self-intention, becomes from 

an external point of view the act of creation, which is at the same time a 

9 “Having no outgoing effect,” Skr. avi'svaminva. 

10 Conversely, “There is no procession of one in samadhi” (\ramo nasti samahite, 

Lan\avatara Siitra 11.117). Samadhi corresponds to raptus or excessus in Christian 

yoga, but metaphysically a con-centration must be distinguished from a religious 

ecstasy in the etymological sense of the latter word, viz. that of a going outside 

oneself. 

11 “It knew, indeed, itself, that ‘I am Brahman,’ thereby it became the All” 

(BU 1.4.10). This does not, of course, represent an empirical consideration of one’s 

own mentality as object, but is the pure act of being, where to be and to know 

are the same thing; it in no way contradicts Erigena’s magnificent words, “God 

does not know what He himself is, for He is not any what; and this ignorance 

surpasses all knowledge.” 

BU 1.4.10, “It became the All” (sa idam sarvam bhavati), corresponds to RV 

vin.58.2, “One only Fire is kindled manifold, one only Sun is present to one and 

all, one only Dawn illuminates this All; that which is only One becomes this All 

(e\am va idam vi babhuva sarvam)',' and is echoed also in connection with the 

Buddha, S 11.212, “I being One become many, and being many become One (e\o 

pi bahudha homi, bahudha pi hutva e\o homi).'' Cf. also MU vi.26 and KU v.12, 

“Who maketh His single form to be manifold” (e\am rupam bahudha yah \aroti). 
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generation (prajanana) and an intellectual (manasa) creation per artem 

(tasta) and ex voluntate (yatha vasam, ]{amya)\ for the Son “in whom 

were created all things” (Col. 1:16) is also their form and exemplar, the 

whole occasion of their existence,12 and it is, accordingly, that species and 

beauty are appropriated to the Son, whom as being the Word, i.e., as con¬ 

cept, Augustine calls the “art” of God.13 

The Son or Sun is thus the “single form that is the form of very dif¬ 

ferent things” (Eckhart, resuming in these words the whole doctrine)14 all 

of which are in his likeness, as he is in theirs—but with this very important 

distinction necessitated by the inconnumerability of the unique center, that 

while the likeness in the thing depends upon the archetype, the latter in 

no way depends upon the thing, but is logically antecedent: “The model 

of all that is, preexistent, He knows all generations (satahsatah pratima- 

nam purobhur vi'sva veda janima), He smites the Dragon; shining (or 

‘sounding’) forth (pra . . . arc an) from Heaven our Leader, cattle-fain, as 

Comrade frees his comrades from the curse” (amuncat nir avadyat, RV 

111.31.8; pratijuti-varpasah, 111.60.1; e\am rupam bahudha yah \aroti, KU 

v.12).15 The terms “exemplar” and “image,” which imply in strictness 

“model” and “copy,” can, however, be used equivocally, and for this reason 

a distinction is made between the archetype as imago imaginans and the 

12 “Exemplar means raison d’etre" {exemplar rationem producentis dicit, St. 

Bonaventura, I Sent., d.31, p.n, a.i, q.i ad 3); “Idea is the likeness of a thing, by 

which it is known and produced” {ibid., d.35, a. unic., q.i, fund.2); “Exemplar 

implies idea, word, art, and reason {idea, verbum, ars, et ratio); idea, with respect 

to the act of foresight; word, with respect to the act of statement; art, with respect 

to the act of making; and reason, with respect to the act of completing, because it 

adds the intention of the end in view. And because all these are one and the same 

in God, one is often said in place of another” {Breviloquium, p.i, c.8). From these 

definitions the reader will be enabled to judge of the propriety of the employment 

of the terms in transladon. 

13 See Sum. Theol. 1.39.7; the artist, accordingly, whether human or divine, 

works “by a word conceived in his intellect” {per verbum in intellectu conceptum, 

ibid., 1.45.6c). Cf. St. Bonaventura, “Agens per intellectum producit per formas, 

quae non sunt aliquid rei, sed idea in mente sicut artifex producit arcam” {II Sent., 

d.x, p.i, a.i, q.i ad 3, 4): “et quia multa sunt cognita, et unum cognoscens, ideo 

ideae sunt plures, et ars tantum una” {ibid., 1.35, a. unic., q.3 ad 2). 

14 Cf. St. Bonaventura, “Quia vero (exemplar in Deo) infinitum et immensum, 

ideo extra omne genus. Et hinc est, quod existens unum potest esse similitudo 

expressiva [= srjyamana] multorum” {Breviloquium, p.i, c.8). 

15 Here the divine providence is directly connected with the act of creation (con¬ 

quest of the dragon, and release of individual potentialities from the darkness, 

duress, and deformity or evil of the antenatal tomb, to light and operation). “Cattle” 

in the Rg Veda are unrealized potentialities of every kind, of which the proceeding 

principles desire to take effective possession. 
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imitation as imago imaginata (St. Bonaventura, / Sent., d.31, p.n, a.i, q.i, 

concl.). A corresponding ambiguity is met with in Sanskrit, where the 

distinction must be made according to the context. As imago imaginans, 

the deity is called “primordial omniform” (agriyam visvariipam, RV 

1.13.10), “the likeness of all things” (visvasya pratimanam, RV 11.12.9; 

cf. 111.31.8, cited above), “the omniform likeness of a thousand” (sahasra- 

sya pratimam visvariipam, VS xm.41), “the counterpart of Earth” (prati- 

manam prthivyah, RV 1.52.13), “for every figure He hath been the form 

{riipam riipam pratiriipo babhuva), that is his likeness that we should re¬ 

gard (tad asya riipam praticaf^sanaya), it is by His magic powers (may- 

abhih) that He proceeds in a plurality of aspects” (pururiipa iyate, RV 

vi.47.18). If it be asked, “What was the model, what the starting point?” 

{pa . . . pratima nidanam pirn, RV x.130.3), the answer is, the sacrificial 

victim; for this image and this likeness by which the Father proceeds is 

the sacrifice—“yielding himself up to the Angels, he expressed a likeness 

of himself, to wit, the sacrifice, hence one says, ‘Prajapati is the sacrifice’ ” 

(dtmanah pratimanam asrjata, yad yajndm, tasmad ahuh prajapatir yajfiah, 

SB xi.1.8.3), cf. “Manu is the sacrifice, the standard (pramitih), our Sire,” 

RV x.100.5; where the relation of the one and the many is again involved, 

for the Father remains impassible, although in a consubstantial likeness 

(that of the “Year,” ibid. xi.1.6.13) sacrificially divisible. But while in these 

passages there can be no doubt of the priority of the pattern (pratimana, 

pratima, pratirupa), pratiriipa in Kausitapi Upanisad cited below is no less 

surely imago imaginata; and although He is the model of all things, no 

one of them can be called His like, “There is no likeness (pratimanam) of 

him amongst those born or to be born” (RV iv.18.4.12; cf. BU iv.1.6).16 

The exemplary image, form, or idea is then a likeness in the prior sense 

of imitable prototype; in fact, “It is inasmuch as God knows His essence 

as being imitable by this or that creature, that He knows it as the particular 

reason and idea of that creature” {Sum. Theol. 1.15.2c).17 An assimilation 

such as this need not imply a likeness of nature or mode; indeed, minima 

assimilatio sufficit ad rationem exemplaris (St. Bonaventura, I Sent., d.36, 

a.3, q.2 fund.). For example, if “He shines upon this world in the aspect 

of Person” {purusa-riipena, A A 11.2.1), if man is “made in the image and 

16 “No likeness,” i.e., no similitudo univocationis sive participationis (St. Bona¬ 

ventura, / Sent., d.35, a. unic., q.i, concl.); non est similitudo per unius naturae 

participationem {ibid., d-34, a. unic., q.4 ad 1). 

17 “Idea non nominat tantum essentiam, sed essentiam imitabilem,” St. Bonaven¬ 

tura, I Sent., d.36, q.2, a.2 ad 1. 
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likeness of God, ’ it does not follow that God as He is in Himself is just 

like or of the same kind as a man, but only that the form or idea of man 

is present to his consciousness and being, and, be it noted, there on equal 

terms with an amoeba. And it is in the same way that the human artist 

embodies the single form entertained in his intellect in other natures such 

as those of stone or pigment; the imago imaginans here as before being 

the formal cause of the becoming of the imago imaginata\ as is implied in 

the dictum ars imitatur naturam in sua operatione, where natura is “Na- 

tura Naturans, Creatrix, Deus.” 

In Kaus. Up. iv.2, “The macrocosm in the Sun, the likeness in the mir¬ 

ror” (aditye mahat . . . adarse pratirupah), pratirupa is evidently imago 

imaginata. It is, in fact, as a reflection or projection and, as we shall see, 

expressively (srjyamana) that the eternal reasons or ideas (namani) are 

represented in their contingent aspects (rupani); a formulation that im¬ 

plies the traditional doctrine of the correspondence of macrocosm and 

microcosm, as enunciated, for example, in AB viii.2, “Yonder world is 

in the likeness of (anurupa) this world, this world in the likeness of that,” 

a condition that is clearly exhibited in our diagram by the correspondence 

of circle with circle, point for point. In what manner the ideas are causal 

with respect to all their contingent aspects will be apparent when we re¬ 

call that the central consciousness is always thought of as a Light or 

Sound, of which the contingent forms on any circumference are projec¬ 

tions, reflections, expressions, or echoes thrown, as it were, upon the wall 

of Plato’s cave, or upon the screen of a theater, with only this difference, 

that the pattern or lantern slide which corresponds to the “form” or 

“idea” of the picture actually seen is not merely close to the source of 

light, but intrinsic to the light itself, so that we meet on the one hand 

with such expressions as “formal light” (Ulrich of Strassburg) and 

“image-bearing light” (Eckhart), and on the other such as VS v.35, “Thou 

art the omniform light” (jyotir asi visvarupam).18 “He lent their light 

to other lights” (adadhaj jyotisu jyotir antah, RV x.54.6), “Ye, Agnlsomau, 

18 In Scholastic philosophy, the nature of the divine exemplarism is constantly 

illustrated by means of the likeness of light, e.g., “which although it is numeri¬ 

cally one, nevertheless expresses many and different kinds of color” (St. Bonaven- 

tura, I Sent., d.35, a. unic., q.2 ad 2); “Exemplary cause, just as physical light is 

one in kind, which is nonetheless that of the beauty that is in all colors, which the 

more light they have the more beautiful they are, and of which the diversity is 

occasioned by the diversity of the surfaces that receive the light” (Ulrich of Strass¬ 

burg); see Coomaraswamy, “The Mediaeval Theory of Beauty” [in Vol. I of this 

edition—ed.] ; cf. Dante, Paradiso xxxm.82-90, “One simple Light, that in its depths 

encloses, as in a single volume, all that is scattered on the pages of the universe.” 
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found the single light for many”; and in the building of the fire altar, 

the brick laid down “for progeny” and representing Agni is called the 

“manifold light” (visvajyotis, SB vn 1.4.2.25-26). 

A subtle problem arises here. For what is meant by the assertion that 

“The Spirant is interminable, omniform, and yet no doer of anything” 

(anantas cdtrnd vi'svarupo hy a\arta, Svet. Up. 1.9), or, as Eckhart ex¬ 

presses it, by the apparent contradiction of the statements that “He works 

willy nilly” and “there no work is done at all”? In view of this, that all 

the personal powers may be described as reaching out to all things 

(visvaminva, RV passim, cf. 11.5.2, where Agni vi'svam invati), what is 

meant by the assertion, “At the back of yonder heaven,19 what they chant 

is an omniscient word compelling nothing” (mantrayante divo amusya 

prsthe visvavidam vacam avisvaminvam, RV 1.164.10, cf. 45), and why 

is the chariot of the Sun, although by nature directed everywhere (vi- 

suvrtam), also described as having no effect on anything (avisvaminvam, 

RV n.40.3) ? These questions have an important bearing on the problems 

of destiny and free will. As follows: the centrifugal procession of indi¬ 

vidual potentialities depends upon the central unity essentially; their be¬ 

coming, life, or spiration depends entirely upon the being and spiration of 

the Primal Spirant, in this sense, that the very existence of individual 

radii or rays becomes unthinkable if we abstract the central luminous 

point;20 and this dependence is constantly asserted, for example, in the 

designation of Agni as “all-supporting” (visvambhara). 

On the other hand, it is not the single form of all potentialities, making 

arbitrary dispositions (“Heaven gives no orders”), but the specific21 form 

191.e., “In the world beyond the falcon,” JB 111.268, “there the Sun does not 

shine” (Murid. Up. 11.2, 10 and KU v.15); in the divine darkness (tamas, passim)-, 

“Things belonging to the state of glory are not under the sun” (Sum. Theol., 

ni.91.1), “One escapes altogether through the midst of the Sun” (JUB 1.3); “No 

man cometh to the Father save through me” (John 14:6), who as the Sun is the 

“gateway of the worlds” (lo\advara, CU vm.6.6). 

20 In this case, that of pralaya absolutely, all things are returned to the condition 

of potentiality, and even the first assumption in Godhead, that of light or being, 

has not been made. The individual is then “drowned,” losing “name and aspect,” 

and, if a Comprehensor, is completely enlarged from all necessity without residual 

elements of existence; or if not wholly and consciously perfected, must await the 

opportunities of manifestation and experience in a succeeding aeon, when the 

dawning of another day again effects the Harrowing of Hell. 

21 Form, idea, reason, species, truth, virtue, and beauty, although not synonymous, 

are interchangeable terms in Scholastic exemplarism, because one at their source. 

Species, however, in this sense, does not imply a group within a genus, but what 
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of each potentiality that determines each thing’s individual mode or char¬ 

acter, and gives to it its “proper likeness” (sva-rupam). In other words, 

God or Being is the common cause of the becoming of all things, but 

not immediately of the distinctions between them, which distinctions are 

determined by “the varying works inherent in the respective personali¬ 

ties (Sankaracarya, on Vedanta Sutra ii.i, 32, 35); they are born ac¬ 

cording to the measure of their understanding (yatha-prajham, AA 

11.3.2) ; or, as more commonly implied in the Rg Veda, according to their 

several ends or purposes (anta, artha); “they live dependent on (upaji- 

vanti) their such-and-such desired ends” (yam yam antam. abhihamah, 

CU vm.2.10). So it is said, “Now run ye forth your several ways” (pra 

nunam dhavata prtha\, RV vm.100.7).22 “In fine,” as Plotinus expresses 

it (iv.3.13 and 15), “the law is given in the entities upon whom it falls; 

these bear it about with them. Let but the moment arrive, and what it 

decrees will be brought to act by those beings in whom it resides; they 

fulfil it because they contain it; it prevails because it is within them; it 

becomes like a heavy burden, and sets up in them a painful longing to 

enter the realm to which they are bidden from within,” and thus “all 

diversity of condition in the lower spheres is determined by the descendant 

beings themselves.”23 

A doctrine of this kind, which makes each creature the source and 

bearer, not of its own being but of its own destiny (and this is what one 

means by “free will,” although this is in reality a state of bondage, viz. 

to the idiosyncracy of the individual will), is common to all tradition, 

and has been everywhere expressed in almost the same way: for example, 

“It is manifest that fate is in the created causes themselves” (Sum. Theol., 

1.116.2) ; “God’s being is bestowed on all creatures alike, only each receives 

it according to its receptivity” (Johannes Tauler, The Following of Christ, 

tr. J. K. Morrell, London, n.d., §154, p. 135); “As is the harmony, so also 

is the sound or tone of the eternal voice therein; in the holy, holy, in the 

perverse, perverse” (Jacob Boehme, Signatura rerum xvi.6-7); “formal 

light ... of which the diversity is occasioned by the diversity of the sur- 

is individually specific, and similarly as regards goodness (or perfection) and beauty, 

things being good or beautiful in their kind (and there is only one of each kind), 

and not indefinitely. 

22 In this connection may be noted KU iv.14, “Just as water rained upon a lofty 

peak runs here and there (vidhavati), so one who sees the principles in multiplicity 

(,dharmany prthap pa'syan) pursues after them (1anudhavati).” 

23 “According to their receptive powers,” Dionysius, De divinis nominibus iv.i. 
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faces that receive the light” (Ulrich of Strassburg; see Plotinus, iv.4.8); 

for, as Macrobius says, unus fulgor illiiminat, et in nmversis appareat in 

multis speculis (Sommum Scipionis 1.14). We find this point of view also 

in Islam: the creative utterance, kun, “Be,” causes or permits the positive 

existence of individuals, but in another sense (that of mode), they are 

causes of themselves “because He only wills what they have it in them 

to become” (Ibnu’l ‘ArabI, as cited by R. A. Nicholson, Studies in Islamic 

Mysticism, Cambridge, 1921, p. 151). 

That we do what we must is a matter of contingent necessity (neces- 

situs coactionis), altogether distinct from the infallible necessity (necessi¬ 

tus infallibilitatis) with which He who acts “willingly but not from will” 

(Eckhart), “does what must be done” (cakrih . . . yat hgurisyam, RV 

vii.20.1, cf. 1.165.9 and vi.9.3), viz. “those things which God must will of 

necessity” (Sum. Theol. 1.45.2c); the individual is then only freed (mu\ta) 

to the extent that the private will to which he is in bondage consents to 

His who wills all things alike, a condition implied in RV v.46.1, his 

condition “who hath what he will, for whom the Spirit is his will, who 

doth not will” (dpta-\amam atma-hamam a\dmam, BU iv.3.21); as 

Boethius expresses it, “The nearer a thing is to the First Mind, the less it 

is involved in the chain of fate.” It is because these considerations can 

hardly be made intelligible without reference to the concept of the re¬ 

lation of the one and the many, proper to Exemplarism, that we have 

thought it proper to refer to the matter in the present connection. 

As to our rendering of atman: in the citation from Tauler, above, “be¬ 

ing” or “essence” corresponds to atman as the suppositum of accidents 

and sine qua non of all modality (-maya). We have experimented else¬ 

where with a rendering of atman by “essence,” but propose in future to 

adhere to a more strictly etymological equivalent, more especially inas¬ 

much as the atman doctrine in the Rg Veda must be considered in con¬ 

nection with x.129.2, anid avatam, equivalent to “at the same time atmya 

and anatmya,” or “equally spirated, despirated.” The word atman, derived 

from an or va, to “breathe” or “blow,” is, in fact, more literally “spirit,” 

spirant, or spiration, and hence “life.”24 This Spirit or Gale (atman, prana, 

24 The translation of atman as “Self” is unsatisfactory in any case, and mainly 

for two reasons: (1) that it introduces an altogether unfamiliar terminology, one 

that lends itself to misunderstandings connected with the connotation “selfishness,” 

and (2) that the reflexive use of atman, which underlies the rendering “Self,” 

hardly occurs in the Rg Veda. Atman is “spirit,” as this word is used, for example, 

in the trilogy, “body, soul, and spirit (rupa, nama, atman)." 
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vata, or vayu) is, as may be understood from what has been said above, 

the only property that can be shared and is thus apparently divided, as Be¬ 

ing amongst beings, the breath of life in breathing things; cf. BD 1.73, 

“Spiration (atman) is said to be the only participation (bhaktih) that can 

be attributed to the three great Lords of the World” (the functional 

Trinity). In RV 1.115.x, “The Sun, as being the spirant (atman) in all 

that is mobile or immobile, hath filled Midhome and Heaven and Earth” 

(the “Three Worlds,” the Universe); in x.121.2, “The Golden Germ 

(hiranyagarbha, Agni, the Sun, Prajapati) is the bestower of spiration” 

(atmada); Agni in this sense is “a hundred-fold spirant (satatma, RV 

I-I49-3)»” that is, he has innumerable lives or hypostases, as many, in fact, 

as there are living things (antar ayusi, RV 1v.58.11), to each of which he 

is a total presence (as can be clearly seen in our diagram), although as 

we have seen, each is but a participant (bha\ta) of his life, for though 

“all is offered, the recipient is able to take only so much” (Plotinus, 

vi.4.3).25 In JUB m.2-3, “Spiration {atman) both of Angels and mortals, 

Spiritus {atman) arisen from the sea, and which is yonder Sun”26 may be 

read in connection with SB vm.7.3.10, “Yonder Sun connects (samavay- 

ate)27 these worlds by a thread {siitre),2S and what that thread is is the 

Gale” (vayuh); cf. ibid. 11.3.3.7, “it is by His rays (rasmibhih) that all 

creatures are endowed with their spirations (pranesu abhihitah), and so 

it is that the rays extend downwards to these spirations.” These texts recall 

RV 1.115.1, cited above, and 111.29.11, “formed in the Mother, He is Ma- 

tarisvan (= Vayu, Spiritus) and becomes the draught of the Gale in its 

course” {vdtasya sargah); cf. vii.87.2, “The Gale that is thy breath (atm a 

te vatah) thunders through the Firmament . . . and in these spheres of 

Earth and lofty Heaven are all those stations dear to thee.” In RV x.168.4, 

“This Angel, the spiration of the Angels (atma devanam), Germ of the 

World {bhuvanasya garbha — Hiranyagarbha) moves as He will (yatha 

25 “All beings are not their own being, but beings by participation” (Sum. Theol. 

1.44.1c); “Creation is the emanation of all being from the Universal Being” (ibid. 

1.45.4 ad 1); [but (ibid. 1.45.1c), “Creation is the emanation of all being from the 

Nonbeing, which is nothing.” Also, “To create is to make something out of noth¬ 

ing”; and 1.45.4 ad 3, “Creation is the creation of Being, and not only of matter.” 

Cf. BU 11.1.20 and CU vi.10.2, “All creatures have come forth from sat."] 

26 Cf. ibid. 111.32, where the Angel’s omniformity (sarvam rupam) is illustrated 

by the five exemplata, “and what his single form is, is the Spirit (tad etad e\am 

eva rupam prana eva)." 

27 Samavaga is “perpetual co-inherence,” and in the symbolism based on weaving 

is illustrated by the relation of thread to the cloth. 

28 The doctrine of the “thread-breath” (sutratman) recurs in BG vii.7, cf. x.21. 
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va’sam),29 His sound (ghosa)30 is heard but never his likeness (rilpam), 

so let us offer with oblation to the Gale (vataya).” 

Similarly in later texts: “For that sharing out his spiration, or himself 

(atmanam vibhajya, cf. bha\ti in BD 1.73), He fills these worlds, it is 

said that as indeed sparks from fire and as light rays from the sun, so 

from Him in the course of his procession (yatha hjamanena) the spira- 

tions and other powers of perception (pranadayah) go forth again and 

again” (abhyuccaranti punahpunar, MU vi.26). Much later: “That (viz. 

the principle, tattva, called Sadasiva, the ‘Eternal Siva’) becomes by in¬ 

version (viparyayena)31 and in the splendor of its practical power (hpriya- 

29 “The wind bloweth as it listeth,” etc. (John 3:8). Cf. Prose Edda, Gylfi 18, 

“He is so strong that he rears great seas, but strong though he be, yet may he not 

be seen, therefore is he surely wonderfully shapen”; and RumI, Divan, “Foamed 

the sea (ab, Skr. ap), and at every foam-fleck, something took figure and something 

was bodied forth” (Ode 19); “The Spirit of God moved upon the face of the 

waters” (Genesis). 

30 Ghosa is to be noted here, as the “voice” of the Gale. This Ghosa is the mother 

of Hiranyahasta, Savitr, the Sun, and one with Vadhrimatl and Vac: cf. RV 

1.116.13 and vi.62.7, where the Asvins hear the call of Ghosa, the soughing of the 

dawn-wind (vasarha vatah, RV 1.122.3) of creation, the breath of Vac, “Whose 

breathing is the Gale, whenas I take in hand to shape the several worlds” (vata 

iva pravami, etc., RV x.125.8). 

31 “By inversion” or “by revolution” (viparyayena) involves the notions of the 

“face” and “back” of God—the Janus symbolism—and is reminiscent of RV iv.1.2, 

“Do thou, Agni, turn round thy brother Varuna (bhrataram varunam agne a 

vavrtsva)," and thus, indeed, “the kingdom is reversed” (paryavart rastram, RV 

x.124.4), dominion passing from the “Father” or “Elder Brother” to the “Son” 

or “Younger Brother” (both relations as well as that of consubstantiality are predi¬ 

cated of Varuna and Agni in the Rg Veda). 

It is the “rotation” of this central principle, “the axle-point on which the aevi- 

ternal substances depend” (anim na rathyam amrtadhi tasthuh, RV 1.35.6) — 

Dante’s “il punto dello stelo al cui la prima rota va dintorno”—that initiates the 

revolution of the Wheel of the Year, “mounted whereupon the Angels move round 

all the worlds” (KB xx.i). It must not, however, be overlooked that the “rota¬ 

tion” of a point means nothing secundum rem\ the unique center, though the 

prime mover, is by no means the primum mobile, but in itself immoveable. It is 

only when the radii are projected and circles struck, that is, when diremption of 

essence and nature has taken place, that we are given the two points d’appui in¬ 

dispensable for leverage and local motion, and only from an exterior point of 

view that we can speak of a rotation of the axle-point, or distinguish “face” and 

back in the Supreme Identity (tad e\am)\ it is the felly, not the axle-point, that 

actually turns, impelled by the will to life in individual principles. That is why at 

the same time that the Supreme Identity is spoken of as turning from interior 

(guhya) to exterior (avis) operation (vrata) at will (yatha va'sam), the Rg Veda 

also treats of the separation of Heaven and Earth, that is to say of creation, as 

being effected by the several desirous principles, whose co-creative activity—the 
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safyty-aujjvalaye, cf. ujjvalati in MU vi.26) the form of the universal demi¬ 

urge of things in their manifested likeness (vyabtdkyxra-visvdnusamdhdtr- 

rupani), and this is the principle called ‘Lord’ ” (isvara-tattvam, Ma- 

hdrtha-manjari xv, Commentary);32 virtually identical with the formula¬ 

tion of Philo, according to whom “two powers are first distinguished 

(crxLCovTai) from the Logos, viz. a poetic, according to which the artist 

ordains all things and which is called God; and the royal power of Him 

called the Lord, by which He controls all things.”33 

From all of the foregoing passages it is evident that as in Scholastic and 

Neoplatonic, so also in the Vedic tradition, it is a formal light that is the 

cause of the being and becoming of all things (as light, the cause of their 

being, as formal the cause of their becoming); the fontal raying of this 

primal light seeming to be an actual expression or emanation (srsti) and 

local motion (caranam, gati), although really this Agni, even while “He 

proceedeth foremost, still remains in his ground” (anvagram carati \seti 

budhnah, RV m.55.7), “While yet abiding in the Germ, He is repeatedly 

born” (RV vm.43.9); cf. Plotinus (iv.3.13), “abiding intact above, while 

giving downwards,” and Eckhart, “The Son remains within as Essence 

operation of “mediate causes”—is brought forward in the first and subsequent 

sacrifices, by which the unitary principle is intellectually contracted and identified, 

as, for example, in x.114.5, “By their wordings they made him logically manifold 

who is but One,” and x.90.11 and 14, “They subdivided the Person . . . thought 

out the worlds,” and thus in fact by their thousand years’ session “expressed every¬ 

thing” (vi'svam asrjata, PB xxv.18.2). It is just because of the distinction of these 

two points of view (secundum rem and secundum rationem intelligendi sive di- 

cendi) that one can ask in brahmodaya, as in RV x.129.7, whether, indeed, the 

world was expressed from within or determined from without. 

The ontology of RV x.90.14, lo\an a\alpayan, and x.114.5, bahudha \alpayanti, 

is preserved in Lan\dvatara Sutra nx.77, “The being of the three worlds is con¬ 

ceptual (vi\alpa-matram), without external validity (bahyamartham na vidyate); 

it is as a concept that it is seen pictorially (vi\alpam drsyate citram).” 

32 Kashmir Series XI (Bombay, 1918), 44; rupam is here imago imaginans. Other 

instances of the persistence of the exemplarist concept in later literature may be 

cited in the Kadambari (Parab’s ed., Bombay, 1928, p. 10), where King Sudraka 

is compared to God, “whose abundance (vasatd, cf. Vedic Vasu, Vasistha) displays 

the likeness of every form” (pra\atita-visvarupa\rteh), and in Sa\untala 11.9, 

where the heroine is so beautiful that she seems to have been “intellectually created 

by Brahma” (manasa \rta vidhina), to be, that is, rather a divine idea than a 

mundane actuality. 

33 Emile Brehier, Les Idees philosophiques et religieuses de Philon d’Alexandrie 

(Paris, 1925), p. 113. “Two powers,” i.e., spiritual and temporal, brahma and 

\satra. 
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and goes forth as Person . . . other, but not another, for this distinction 

is logical (Skr. vihyxlpam), not real (Skr. satyam)." 

As Plotinus expresses it (vi.4.3), “Under the theory of procession by 

powers,34 souls are described as rays.”35 In other words, the animating 

(jinva, codana, sava) principle is both a living and a vocal power, and the 

light of the world. Ayu, “Life,” and Visvayu, “Universal Life,” are 

constant epithets of Agni, who is “the one life of the Angels” (asur e\am 

devanam, RV x.121.7) and “the only guardian of being” (bhutasya . . . 

patir e\ah, ibid. 1), and manifests himself as Light (jyotis, bhana, ar\a, 

etc.), whether of the Fire-flash or the Supernal Sun; brahmana vdcah 

parama vyoma, TS vii.4.18. As in John 1:1-3, “In principio erat verbum, 

et verbum erat apud Deum, et Deum erat verbum . . . Omnia per ipsum 

facta sunt . . . Quod factum est in ipso vita erat; et vita erat lux homi- 

num.”36 

This equivalence of life, light, and sound must be taken into account 

when we consider the causal relationship of Vedic nama, “name” or 

“noumenon,” to rupa, “phenomenon” or “figure,” which is that of ex¬ 

emplary cause to exemplatum; for while nama involves the concept 

primarily of thought or sound, rupa involves the concept primarily of 

vision. Not that light and sound are strictly speaking synonymous (for 

though they refer to one and the same thing, they do so under different 

34 “Powers,” in Skr. saci, sa\ti, svadha, vibhuti, \satra, etc. “It is the manifesta¬ 

tion of their (the devas’) powers that their names are various” (BD 1.71). 

35 Cf. MU vi.26, as cited above. In Christian iconography, in representations of 

the Annunciation, the Spirit (dove) moves on the path of a ray that extends from 

the Supernal Sun to the Virgin, while in representations of the Nativity a similar 

ray (which is in fact coincident with the axis of the universe, the trunk of the 

Tree of Life, Gnostic aravpos, and the “one foot” of the Sun) connects the Bam¬ 

bino with the Sun. Even in the case of ordinary conceptions the Spirit is the 

animating power, Sum. Theol. hi, q.32, a.i, agreeing with KB 111.3, “It is spira- 

tion (prana), verily the conscious Spirit (prajnatman) that grasps and quickens 

the flesh.” 

36 According to a variant text (cf. Augustine, Confessions vu.g), “quod factum 

est, in eo vita est, et vita erat lux hominum,” i.e., “There is life in what was made, 

and this life was the light of men.” See also Rene Guenon, “Verbum, Lux, et 

Vita,” Le Voile d’lsis, XXXIX (1934), 173, and P. Mus, “Le Buddha pare,” B&FEO, 

XXVIII (1928), 236, n. 4, “la voix et la lumiere . . . deux manifestations connexes 

d’une tneme nature transcendente.” It may be noted that in RV x.168.4, cited above, 

one and the same verb srnvire, “is heard,” is employed in connection with both 

sound and appearance; while alternatively in 1.164.44, one and the same verb dadrse, 

“seen,” is similarly employed. [“La parole est vie, elle possede toute vie, elle est toute 

vie” (Willem Caland and Victor Henry, L’Agni.stoma (Paris, 1906-1907), I, 232, 

quoting A'svalayanasrautasutra v.9.1).] 
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aspects), but that the utterance fat lux and the manifestation lux erat 

by no means imply a temporal succession of events; the utterance (vy- 

ahrti) of names and the appearance of the worlds is simultaneous, and, 

strictly speaking, eternal.3' Thus we find in JUB m.33 that “The Sun is 

sound; therefore they say of the Sun, ‘He proceeds resounding’” (ya 

ddityassvara eva sah, tasmdd etam adityam ahus, svara etlti) : the hum¬ 

ming of the world wheel is the music of the spheres. It is, in fact, hardly 

possible to distinguish the roots svar, to “shine” (whence surya, “sun”), 

and svr, to “sound” or “resound” (whence svara, “musical note”) and 

also in some contexts to “shine.” The like applies in the case of root arc, 

which means either to “shine” or to “intone,” and to its derivatives such 

as ar\a, which may mean either “sheen” or “hymn.” There is also a close 

connection, and was probably an original coincidence, of the roots bha 

to “shine” and bhan to “speak.” Even in English we still speak of “bright” 
ideas and “brilliant” sayings. 

The shining of the Supernal Sun is then as much an “utterance” as a 

“raying”; he, indeed, “speaks” (mitro . . . bhruvdnah, RV m.59.1; 

vn.36.2; 1.92.6), and what he has to say is “that great and hidden name 

{nama guhyam) of multiple effect (puruspr\), whereby thou dost pro¬ 

duce all that has come to be or shall become” (RV x.55.2) (“The Father 

spoke himself and all creatures in the Word, to all creatures in the Son,” 

Eckhart). The name or form of the thing is thus prior—prior, that is, in 

hierarchy rather than in time—to the thing itself, and is its raison d’etre, 

whether as pattern or as name; and it is accordingly as an expression 

(srsti) or utterance (vyahrti) that the thing itself is manifested or evoked; 

“in the beginning this universe was unuttered” (avyahrti, MU vi.6). 

In the concluding paragraphs of the present essay we shall accordingly 

assemble certain of the Vedic texts in which the doctrine is explicit or 

implicit that the utterance of a name is of creative efficacy. For example, 

“He by the names of the four (seasons) has set in motion his ninety 

coursers, as a rounded wheel” (RV 1.155.6), viz. the Wheel of the Year, 

as made up of four ninety-day seasons; it is “by those four titan names 

immaculate (asuryani ndmadabhyani . . . yebhih), that He well knows, 

that thou, Indra, hast performed all thy mighty deed” (karmani cakartha, 

37 That is to say “now”; that “now” of which a temporal experience is impossible, 

being only of a past and a future, and where becoming never stops to be. We have 
discussed elsewhere (The Rg Veda as Land-Nama-B6\, 1935) the proposition 

enunciated by Sayana and others that the Veda deals only with what is eternal 

(nityam), and shall return to the subject. 
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RV x.54.4; cf. 111.38.4, x.73.8); it is after these hidden names that the 

maker of all things names, that is, creates, the Angels, .being devandm 

namadhah, RV x.82.3; it is by recourse to Agni that these Angels “get 

for themselves those names by which they are worshipped sacrificially, and 

thus contrive their own well-born embodiment {ndmd.ni . . . dadhire 

yajniyany, asudayanta tanvah sujdtah, RV 1.72.3) ;38 it is inasmuch as he 

“knows the distant hidden names (apicya veda namam guhya) that 

Varuna propagates the multiplicity of notions of created things (\dvyd 

puru . . . pusyati), even as Heaven (i.e., the Sun) propagates their as¬ 

pect (rupam),”39 which “notions of created things” (kavya = \avi- 

\armdni, see n. 4) “inhere in him as hub within the wheel” (RV vm.41.5 

and 6). The productive activity of the co-creative principles is similarly 

nominative (namadheyam dadhanah, RV x.71.1);40 What was the 

bovine virtue (sa\myam goh, cf. sagmyena, 111.31.1) of the Bull and Cow, 

38 Here the sequence of ideas corresponds to that implied in the Scholastic dictum, 

“the soul is the form of the body.” 
39 As in RV v.81.2, where the Sun vi'sva rupani prati muhcate\ “He illumines 

(bhasayati) these worlds . . . incarnadines (rahjayati) existences here” (MU vi.7); 

“This supremely pure splendor of the impartible essence illumines all things at 

once ... the patent of his power, resplendent in luminous detail” (Eckhart). 

40 Cf. CU vi. 14, “Modification is a matter of wording, a giving of names to 

things” (vacarambhanam vi\aro namadheyam, reminiscent also of RV x.125.8, 

where the Word, Vac, speaks of herself as arambhamana bhuvanani; drambha has 

been defined as evocation, “mental initiation of action”). It is on the basis of the 

magical efficacy of enunciation that the employment of words of power in ritual 

depends: for example, PB vi.9.5, “By saying ‘born’ (jatam hi), he brings to birth 

{jijanat)," and ibid, vi.10.3, “In saying ‘lives’ he puts life into them that live.” 

Cf. Lankjdvatara Sutra, vi, p. 228, “When names are enunciated, there is the 

manifestation of appearance {nimittabhivyah]a\am), there is concept {vi\alpah) 

The doctrine of ideas, inseparable from that of exemplarism, recurs in traditional 

teachings at all times. As remarked by E. Gilson, “Le mot idee remonte a Platon, 

mais la chose elle-meme existait avant lui, puisqu’elle est eternelle. On doit d’ailleurs 

supposer que d’autres hommes les avaient connues avant lui, de quelque nom 

ils les aient designees, car il y eut des sages anterieurement a Platon et en dehors 

meme de la Grece, et il n’y a pas de sagesse sans la connaissance des idees” (Intro¬ 

duction a Vetude de Saint Augustin, Paris, 1929, p. 257). The doctrine, for ex¬ 

ample, appears already in the Sumero-Babylonian conception of creation as a 

terminology or determination, for “the Babylonians regarded the name of a thing 

as its reality ... to name a thing practically means in their theology to determine 

its essence” (Stephen Langdon, Sumerian Epic, Philadelphia, 1915, pp. 39-40, cf. 

idem, Semitic Mythology, Boston, 1931, pp. 91, 289). In the Clementine Homilies, 

in connection with the doctrine of the True Prophet, similar to the Indian “Eternal 

Avatar,” we find with reference to Adam’s calling of things by their names, “He 

himself, being the only true prophet, fittingly gave names to each animal, according 

to the merits of its nature, as having made it.” 
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that they measured out by names (a namabhih mamire), making a mani¬ 

fested image in it (m . . . mamire rupam asmin, RV 111.38.7), “Then 

verily they recollected (amanvat) the distant name (nama . . . apicyam, 

admirably rendered by Griffith s essential form ) of Tvastr’s Cow within 

the mansion of the Moon” (RV 1.84.15), “When he (the Sun) upstood, 

all things him adorned; who moves self-luminous, indued in glory; that 

is the Bull s, the Titan s mighty form, it is the Omniform who takes 

his stand upon his aeviternities (mahat tad vrsno asurasya nama, a visva- 

rupo amrtani tasthau, RV 111.38.4, where Visvarupa must be Tvastr, and 

amrtani, pk, contrasts with an implied anantatva in or as which the 

Asura lies recumbent, ante principium); “The Son (the Sun) in Heaven’s 

light determines the Father-Mother’s third hidden name” (dadhati putrah 

pitror apicyam nama trtiyam adhi rocane divah, ix.75.2, where dadhati . . . 

nama is the same as to be namadhah in x.82.3, as cited above); and all 

this is at the same time a creative recollection in the Platonic sense, as in 

RV x.63.8, where the Visve Devah are “mindful of all that is mobile or 

immobile” (visvasya sthatur jagatas ca mantavah). It is “by wordings” 

(vacobhih) that they “think Him out as manifold who is but One”41 

(RV x.114.5); that He, indeed, appears at all depends upon the ritual in¬ 

cantation, “And sundry sang, they brought to mind the Great Chant, 

whereby they made the Sun to shine”42 (arcanta e\e mahi sama manvata, 

etc., RV vm.29.10); “by an angelic utterance they opened up the cattle 

fold” (vacasadaivyena, etc., RV iv.1.15).43 

41 That this is possible depends on His Protean nature, who is “omniform” 

(visvarupa, passim), and is “man-made” in the sense that He assumes the forms 

that are imagined by His worshippers. 

42 “For that God is God he gets from creatures. . . . Before creatures were, God 

was not God” (Eckhart). 

43 Intellect being identical with its noumenal content, the intellectual creation 

so often referred to in Vedic tradition is essentially the same thing as a creation 

by the utterance of a name or names. The intellectual creation is typically per 

artem, as for example in RV 1.20.2, “they wrought by intellect” (tatakjur manasa), 

where y/ ta\s implies the use of an axe on wood, viz. that “wood from which they 

fashioned Heaven and Earth,” RV x.31.7. The intellectual operation is, moreover, 

strictly speaking a conception; what is formulated in the “heart” by the applica¬ 

tion of manas to vac is literally a generation and a vital operation; as in BU 1.5.7, 

“The Father is manas (intellect), the Mother vac (Word), the Child prana (life).” 

[The new born Kumara (Agni) demands a name, for it is “by name that evil is 

smitten away,” i.e., by name that there is procedure from potentiality to act, SB 

vi. 1.3.8-9.] In RV x.71.2 there may be noted the expression manasa vacam a\rata\ 

manasa \r being parallel to haste or panau \r, to “marry,” where \r, to “make,” 

has a value comparable to that of “make” in the modern erotic vernacular. Cf. 

Sum. Theol. 1.45.6c, where the artist is said to operate by a word conceived in his 
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The “names” or noumena of things are, moreover, everlasting, and 

in this respect unlike the things themselves in their contingent manifes¬ 

tation: “When a man dies, what does not go out of him is his name 

(nama; similarly BU m.1.9, manas), that is endless (ananta), and inas¬ 

much as what is endless is the Several Angels, thereby he wins accordingly 

the endless world (anantam lo\am),” BU m.2.12; in other words, his 

name is “written in the Book of Life.” From the point of view of the de¬ 

sirous principles, in potentia but eager to be in act, the possession of a 

“name” and corresponding entity is naturally the great desideratum,44 

and what they most fear is to be “robbed of their names”; cf. RV v.44.4, 

“Krivi in the forest steals away their names (krivir namani pravane mu- 

sdyati).” 

On the other hand, it must not be overlooked that individuation and 

identification are specific limitations, implying the possession of only a 

particular ensemble of possibilities to the exclusion of all others. “Speech 

(vac) is the cord, and names (namani) the knots whereby all things are 

bound” (AA 11.1.6). Liberation (mu\ti), then, as distinguished from 

salvation, is something other than a perpetual and ideal being still oneself 

and, as it were, a part of the world picture; liberation in the fullest sense 

of the word is a liberation not merely from phenomenal becoming, but 

from any noumenal determination whatever.45 The cycle that must for 

the Wayfarer begin with the audition or the finding of a name, must for 

the Comprehensor end in silence, where no names are spoken, none is 

named, and none remembered. There knowledge-of, which would imply 

division, is lost in the coincidence of knower and known, “as a man 

locked in the embrace of a dear bride knows naught of a within or a 

without” (BU iv.3.21); There “none has knowledge of each who enters, 

that he is so-and-so or so-and-so” (Ruml); the prayer of the soul is an- 

intellect (per verbum in intellectu conceptum), that is, like the Father and Divine 

Architect, per artem and ex voluntate, both with knowledge and with will; the 

consciousness of the artist being in either case a conjoint principle, and the “work” 

(\armd) the artist’s child. 

44 Hence the distress of the Devas at Agni’s hesitation in RV x.51, and their 

corresponding fear when the Buddha, who is the same as Agni usarbudh, hesitates 

to set in motion the Wheel of Order, by which the Way is to be opened for them 

to proceed. 

45 “Released from form or aspect (namarupad-vimu\tah), the Comprehensor 

reaches thus the heavenly Person beyond the yon, knowing the ultimate Brahman, 

he indeed becomes the Brahman” (Mund. Up. 111.2.8-9; [padam gacchanty ana- 

mayam, BG 11.51]). 
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swered, “Lord, my welfare lies in thy never calling me to mind” (Eck- 

hart). If what of the Supreme Identity is manifestable appears to us to be 

contrasted into variety and individualized, the doctrine of Exemplarism, 

common to both the Eastern and the Western forms of a common tradi¬ 

tion, exhibits the relation of this apparent multiplicity to the unity on 

which it hangs, and apart from which its being would be a pure nonen¬ 

tity; and furthermore, inasmuch as the last end must be the same as the 

first beginning, the way is pointed out that leads again from multiplicity 

to unity, from the semblance to reality. As in AA 11.3.8.3, 4, “The Makers, 

laying aside the Yes and No, what’s ‘blunt’ and what is veiled of speech,46 

have found their quest; they that were held in bond by names are now 

beatified in that which was revealed; they now rejoice in what had been 

revealed by name, in that in which the host of Angels cometh to be one; 

putting away all evil by this spiritual power, the Comprehensor reaches 

Paradise.”47 

401.e., abandoning all dialectic; cf. BU 111.5, “laying aside both innocence and 

learning, then is he a Silent Sage.” Krura and ulbanisitu, rendered tentatively 

by “blunt” and “veiled,” seem to imply pratya\sam and paro\sam—all that is 

formal, no longer significant for one to whom the content of all form is immedi¬ 

ately present. 

47 The text is difficult, but there can be no doubt that Keith correctly explains 

that it means “they rose above mere names to the unity of brahman or prana." 

Cf. \hila (= nida), RV iv.10.1, and yatra vi'svam bhuvaty e\ariidam, “Where all 

abides in one nest,” Narayana Up. 3, previously cited. 
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Then only will you see it, when you cannot speak of it; for 

the knowledge of it is deep silence, and suppression of the 

senses. Hermes, Lib. X.5 

The general significance of “silence” in connection with rites, myths, and 

mysteries has been admirably discussed by Rene Guenon in Etudes tradi- 

tionelles.1 Here we propose to cite other, more specific details from the 

Vedic tradition. It must be premised that the Supreme Identity (tad 

ek^am) is not merely in itself “without duality” (advaita), but when con¬ 

sidered from another and external point of view is an identity of many 

different things. By this we do not mean only that a first unitary principle 

transcends the reciprocally related pairs of opposites (dvandvau) that can 

be distinguished on any level of reference as contraries or known as con¬ 

tradictories; but rather that the Supreme Identity, undetermined even by 

a first assumption of unity, subsumes in its infinity the whole of what can 

be implied or represented by the notions of the infinite and the finite, of 

which the former includes the latter, without reciprocity.2 On the other 

hand, the finite cannot be excluded or isolated from or denied to the in¬ 

finite, since an independent finite would be in itself a limitation of the 

infinite by hypothesis. The Supreme Identity is, therefore, inevitably repre- 

[This essay was published in Indian Culture, III (1937).—ed.] 

1 Rene Guenon, “Organisations initiatiques et societes secretes,” and “Du Secret 

initiatique,” Le Voile d’lsis (1934), pp. 349 and 429; “Mythes, mysteres et symboles,” 

Le Voile d’lsis (1935), p. 385. Since 1936 Le Voile d’lsis has been published as 

Etudes traditionelles. 

2 “The Infinite (aditih) is Mother, Sire, and Son, whatever hath been born, 

and the principle of birth, etc.” (RV 1.89.10); “Nothing is changed in the im¬ 

movable Infinite (ananta) by the emanation or the withdrawals of worlds” (Bhas- 

kara, Bijaganita [Benares, 1927], repeating the thought of AV x.8.29 and BU v.i, that 

“Though plenum (purnam) be taken from plenum, plenum yet remains.”). The in¬ 

clusion of the finite in the Infinite is expressly formulated in AA 11.3.8, “A is 

Brahman, the ego (aham) is within it.” 

On the relation of unity to multiplicity see Coomaraswamy, “Vedic Exemplarism” 

[in the present volume—ed.]. 
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sented in our thought under two aspects, both of which are essential to 

the formation of any concept of totality secundum rem. So we find it said 

of Mitravarunau (apara and para Brahman, God and Godhead) that from 

one and the same seat they behold “the finite and the infinite” (aditim 

ditirn ca, RV 1.62.8); where, of course, it must be borne in mind that in 

divims to “see” is the same as to “know” and to “be.” Or in like manner, 

but substituting the notion of spiration for that of manifestation, it can 

be said that “That One is equally spirated, despirated” (tad e\am anid 

avatam, RV x.129.2); or is at the same time “Being and Nonbeing” (sa- 

dasat, RV x^).3 

The same conception, expressed in terms of utterance and silence, is 

clearly formulated in RV 11.43.3, “Whether, O Bird, thou utterest weal 

aloud, or sittest silent (tusnim), think on us with favor.”4 And similarly 

in the ritual, we find that rites are performed either with or without 

enunciated formulae, and that lauds are offered either vocally or silently; 

for which the texts also provide an adequate explanation. Here it must 

be premised that the primary purpose of the Vedic Sacrifice (yajna) is 

to effect a reintegration of the deity conceived of as spent and disinte¬ 

grated by the act of creation, and at the same time that of the sacrificer 

himself, whose person, considered in its individual aspect, is evidently 

incomplete. The mode of reintegration is by means of initiation (di\sa) 

and symbols (prati\a, dkrti), whether natural, constructed, enacted, or 

vocalized; the sacrificer is expected to identify himself with the sacrifice 

itself and thus with the deity whose primordial self-sacrifice it represents, 

“the observance of the rule thereof being the same as it was at the crea- 

3 The “distinct operations” (vivrata), interior and exterior (lira or guhya, and 

avis), of the Supreme Identity are represented by many other pairs, e.g., order 

and disorder (cosmos and chaos), life and death, light and darkness, sight and blind¬ 

ness, waking and sleep, potency and impotence, motion and rest, time and eternity, 

etc. It may be observed that all of the negative terms represent privations or evils 

if considered empirically, but absence of limitation, and good, when considered 

anagogically—the negative concept including the positive, as cause includes effect. 

[This is further illustrated by the two natures, niru\taniru\ta, mortal and immortal, 

like Mitravarunau in RV 1.164.38, the two Brahmans in BU 11.3.1, Prajapati in SB 

x.1.3.2.] 
4 Cf. RV x.27.21, “Beyond what is heard here, there is another sound” (srava 

id ena paro anyad asti)\ 1.164.10, “At the back of yonder Heaven the gods incant 

an omniscient word without outgoing effect” (mantrayante . . . visvavidam vacam 

avi'svaminvam); JUB m.7-9, where the initiate (dipsitah, regarded as one dead 

to the world) is said to utter a “nonhuman” word (amanusim vacam) or “brahma- 

dictum” {brahmav'adyam). Nothing but an echo of the veritable Word can be heard 

or understood by human ears. 
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tion.” A clear distinction is drawn between those who may be merely 

“present” and those who “really” participate in the ritual acts which are 

performed on their behalf. 

As already stated, there are certain acts that are performed with a vocal 

accompaniment and others silently. For example, in SB vii.2.2.13-14 and 

2.3.3, in connection with the preparation of the Fire-altar, certain fur¬ 

rows are ploughed and certain libations made with an accompaniment 

of spoken words, and others silently—“Silently (tusnim), for what is 

silent is undeclared (aniru\tam), and what is undeclared is everything 

(sarvam). . . . This Agni (Fire) is Prajapati, and Prajapati is both de¬ 

clared (niruktah) and undeclared, bounded (panmitah) and unbounded. 

Now whatever he does with spoken formulae (yajusa), thereby he in¬ 

tegrates (sams\aroti) that form of his which is declared and bounded; 

and whatever he does silently, thereby he integrates that form of his 

which is undeclared and unbounded. Verily, whoever as a comprehensor 

thereof does thus, he integrates the whole totality (sarvam \rtsnam) of 

Prajapati; the ab extra forms (bahyani rupani) are declared, the ab intra 

forms (antardni rupani) are undeclared.” An almost identical passage 

appears in SB xiv.1.2.18; and in vi.4.1.6 there is another reference to the 

performance of a rite in silence: “He spreads the black antelope skin 

silently, for it is the Sacrifice, the Sacrifice is Prajapati, and Prajapati is 

undeclared.” 

In TS in.1.9, the first libations are drawn off silently (upansu), the 

latter with noise (upabdim), and “thus one bestows upon the deities 

the glory that is theirs, and upon men the glory that is theirs, and becomes 

divinely glorious amongst the deities and humanly glorious amongst 

men.” 

In AB 11.31-32, the Devas, unable to overcome the Asuras, are said to 

have “seen” the “silent laud” (tusnim sansam apasyam), and this the 

Asuras could not follow. This “silent laud” is identified with what are 

called the “eyes of the rowa-pressings, by means of which the Compre¬ 

hensor reaches the Light-world.” There is a reference to “these Eyes of 

soma, by which eyes of contemplation (dhi) and intellect (manas) we 

behold the Golden” (hiranyam, RV 1.139.2, to wit, Hiranyagarbham, the 

Sun, the Truth, Prajapati, as in x.121). It may be observed in this con¬ 

nection that, like the wine of other traditions, the soma partaken of is 

not the very elixir (rasa, amrta) of life, but a symbolic liquor—“Of what 

the Brahmans understand by ‘soma,' none ever tastes, none tastes who 

dwells on earth” (RV x.85.3-4): it is “by means of the priest, the initia- 
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tion, and the invocation” that the temporal power partakes of the sem¬ 

blance of the spiritual power (brahmano rupam), AB vn.31.6 Here the 

distinction between the soma actually and the soma theoretically partaken 

of is analogous to that between the spoken words of the ritual and that 

which cannot be expressed in words, and similarly analogous to the 

distinction between the visible representation and the “picture that is not 

in the colors” (L,an\avatdra Sutra 11.118). 

The well-known orison in RV x.189, addressed to the Serpent Queen 

(sarpardjni) who is at once the Dawn, Earth, and Bride of the Sun, is 

also known as the “mental chant” (rndnasa stotra), evidently because it is, 

as explained in TS vii.3.1, “chanted mentally” (manasa6 stuvate), and 

this just because it is within the power of the intellect (manas) not 

merely to encompass this {imam, i.e., the finite universe) in a single mo¬ 

ment, but also to transcend it, not only to contain (paryaptum) but also 

to environ (paribhavitum) it. And in this way, by means of what has 

previously been enunciated vocally (vacd) and what is afterwards enun¬ 

ciated mentally, “both (worlds) are possessed and obtained.” Precisely 

the same is implied in SB n. 1.4.29, where it is said that whatever has not 

been obtained by the preceding rites is now obtained by means of the 

Sarparajnl verses, recited, as is evidently taken for granted, mentally 

and silently; and thus the whole (saw am) is possessed. Similarly in KB 

xiv.i, where the two first parts of the Ajya are the “silent murmur” 

(tusnim-japah) and the “silent laud” (tusnim-sansa), “He recites in- 

audibly, for the attainment of all desires,” it being understood, of course, 

that the vocalized chant pertains to the attainment only of temporal goods. 

It may be noted, too, that the correspondence of the spoken words 

to the exterior and those unspoken to the interior forms of deity, cited 

above, is in perfect agreement with the formulation of AB 1.27, where 

when the soma has been bought from the Gandharvas (types of Eros, 

armed with bows and arrows, who are the guardians of Soma, ab intra) 

5 AA 11.3.7, “By means of the form of Yonder-one one has being in this world” 
(amuno rupenemam lo\am abhavati); the converse, “by means of this (human) 

form one is wholly reborn in that world” is stated here, and also in n.3.2 where 

a “person” (purusa) is distinguished from the animal (pasu) in that he “by the 

mortal seeks the immortal, that is his perfection.” For example, in AB vii.31, cited 

above, it is by means of the nyagrodha shoots that the representative of the tem¬ 

poral power partakes of soma metaphysically {paro\sena). This doctrine of “transub- 

stantiation” is similarly enunciated in SB xii.7.3.11, “By faith he makes the surd 

to be soma',' cf. SB xii.8.1.5 and xn.8.2.2. See also Coomaraswamy, “Angel and 

Titan: An Essay in Vedic Ontology,” 1935, p. 382, n. 12. 

6 Hence Manasa Devi, the modern Bengali designation of the Serpent Goddess. 
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at the price of the Word (vac, fem., called here the Great Naked One 

—the Nude Goddess—and represented in the rite by a virgin heifer), it 

is prescribed that the recitative is to be performed in silence (upansu) 

until she has been redeemed from them, that is to say, so long as she re¬ 

mains “within.” 

In BU in.6, where there is a dialogue on Brahman, the position is 

finally reached where the questioner is told that Brahman is “a divinity 

about which further questions cannot be asked,” and at this the ques¬ 

tioner “holds her peace” (upararama). This is, of course, in perfect agree¬ 

ment with the employment of the via remotioms in the same texts, 

where it is said that the Brahman is “No, No” (neti, neti), and also with 

the traditional text quoted by Sankara on Vedanta Sutras m.2.17, where 

Bahva, questioned regarding the nature of Brahman, remains silent 

('tusnim), only exclaiming when the question is repeated for the third 

time, “I teach you indeed, but you do not understand: this Brahman is 

silence.” Precisely the same significance attaches to the Buddha’s refusal 

to analyze the state of nirvana. [Cf. avadyam, “the unspeakable,” from 

which the proceeding principles are liberated by the manifested light, RV 

passim.] In BG x.38, Krishna speaks of himself as “the silence of the hid¬ 

den ones ('mauna guhydndm), and the gnosis of the Gnostics” (jnanarn 

jnanavatam); where mauna corresponds to the familiar muni, “silent 

sage.” This is not, of course, to say that He does not also “speak,” but 

that his speaking is simply the manifestation, and not an affection, of 

the Silence; as BU 111.5 also reminds us, the supreme state is one that 

transcends the distinction of utterance from silence—“Without respect to 

utterance or silence (amaunam ca maunam nirvidya), then is he indeed a 

Brahman.” When it is asked further, “By what means does one thus 

become a Brahman?” the questioner is told, “By that means by which 

one does become a Brahman,” which is as much as to say, by a way that 

can be found but cannot be charted. The secret of initiation remains 

inviolable by its very nature; it cannot be betrayed because it cannot be 

expressed—it is inexplicable (anirufyam), but the inexplicable is every¬ 

thing, at the same time all that can and all that cannot be expressed. 

It will be seen from the citations above that the Brahmana texts and 

the rites to which they refer are not only absolutely self-consistent but 

in complete agreement with the values implied in the text of RV 11.43.3; 

the explanations are, indeed, of universal validity, and could be applied 

as well to the Orationes Secretae of the Christian Mass (which is also a 
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sacrifice) as to the unvoiced repetition of the Indian Yajus-formulae.7 

The consistency affords at the same time an excellent illustration of the 

general principle that what is to be found in the Brahmanas and Upani- 

sads represents nothing new in principle, but only an expansion of what 

is taken for granted and more “eminently” enunciated in the “older” 

liturgical texts themselves. Those who assume that quite “new doctrines” 

are taught in the Brahmanas and Upanisads are simply placing unneces¬ 

sary difficulties in the way of their own understanding of the Samhitas. 

It will be advantageous also to consider the derivation and form of the 

word tusnim. This indeclinable form, generally adverbial (“silently”) 

but sometimes to be rendered adjectivally or as a noun, is really the 

accusative of a supposedly lost tusna, fern, tusnl, corresponding in mean¬ 

ing to Greek crty-i), and derived from y/tus, meaning to be satisfied, 

contented, and at rest, in the sense that motion comes to rest in the at¬ 

tainment of its object, and indeed as speech comes to rest in silence when 

all has been said that can be said. The word tusnim occurs as a real 

accusative (W. Caland, Utusnhn is equal to vacamyamah”)—for to speak 

of “contemplating silently” would involve a tautology—in PB vii.6.i, 

where Prajapati, desiring to proceed from the state of unity to that of 

multiplicity (bahu syam), expressed himself with the words “May I be 

born” (prajayeya), and “having by intellect contemplated the Silence” 

(tusnim manasd dhydyat), therewith “saw” (adidhlt) that the Germ 

(garbham, to wit, Agni or Indra, who as the Brhat becomes the “eldest 

son”) lay hidden within himself (antarhitam), and so proposed to bring 

it to birth by means of the Word (vac). [Cf. TS n.5.11.5, yad-dhi manasd 

7 It may be added that while, from a religious point of view, silence and fasting 

and other acts of abstention are acts of penance, from a metaphysical point of 

view their significance has no longer to do with the mere improvement of the 

individual as such, but with the realization of supra-individual conditions. The 

contemplative life as such is superior to the active life as such. It does not follow, 

however, that the state of the Comprehensor or even that of the Wayfarer should 

be one of total inaction; this would be an imperfect imitation of the Supreme 

Identity, where eternal rest and eternal work are one and the same. There is an 

adequate imitation only when inaction and action are identified, as intended by 

the Bhagavad Gita and the Taoist wu wei\ action no longer implies limitation 

when it is no longer determined by needs or compelled by ends to be attained, 

but becomes a simple manifestation. In this case, for example, utterance does not 

exclude, but rather represents silence [“It is just by sound that the nonsound is 

revealed,” MU vi.22]; and it is in just this way that a myth or other adequate 

symbol, although an “expression” actually, remains a “mystery” essentially. In 

the same way, every natural function, when referred to the principle it represents, 

can properly be said to have been renounced even when it is performed. 
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dhyayati, where yad is equivalent to “unspoken word,” “unuttered con¬ 

cept.”] Tusnim manasa dhyayat then corresponds to > the more usual 

manasa vacam akjata (RV x.71.2) or manasaiva vacam mithunam sa- 

mabhavat (SB vi.1.2.9), with reference to “the act of fecundation latent 

in eternity,” for thus8 “He (Prajapati) became pregnant (garbhinY and 

expressed (asrjata) the Several Angels.” The birth of the Son is, strictly 

speaking, not only a conception from the conjoint principles, in the sense 

of vital operation, but at the same time a conception intellectually, per 

verbum in intellectu conceptum, corresponding to the designation of the 

Germ (garbham, to wit, Hiranyagarbha) as a concept (didhitim) in this 

sense, RV m.31.1. 

The Pancavimsa Brahmana, cited above, goes on to explain with refer¬ 

ence to the intention of “bringing to birth by means of the Word” (vacd 

prajanaya) that Prajapati “released the Word10 (vacam vyasrjata, in other 

words, effected the separation of Heaven and Earth), and She descended 

as Rathantara (vag rathantaram avapadyata, where avapad is literally 

to ‘step down,’) . . . and thence was born the Brhat . . . that had lain 

so long within” (jyog antar abhut); cf. RV x.124.1, “Thou hast lain long 

enough in the long-darkness” (jyog eva dirgham tama dsayisthah)d1 

That is to say that Aditi, Magna Mater, Night, becomes Aditi, Mother 

8 “Thus,” i.e., as St. Augustine expresses it: having thus “made Himself a mother 

of whom to be born” (Epiphanius contra quinque haereses, 5). [See A Coptic 

Gnostic Treatise Contained in the Codex Brucianus Ms. g6, tr. Charlotte Baynes 

(Cambridge, 1933), xii.io (p. 48), for Source and Silence.] 

9 Cf. Epiphanius contra quinque haereses xxxiv.4, “The Father was in travail,” 

and in folklore, the “couvade.” 

10 It is of interest to note the ritual parallel in SB iv.6.9.23-24 where, after sit¬ 

ting speechless (vacamyamah), the sacrifices are to “release their speech” (vacam 

visrjetan) according to their desires, e.g., “May we be abundantly supplied with 

offspring.” [Note tusnim sansam tira iva vai retamsi vi\ryante, AB 11.39; cf. espe¬ 

cially JUB hi.16.] 

11 DIrghatamas, “Long Darkness,” one of the blind “prophets” (rsi) of the Rg 

Veda, is, accordingly, the designation of an ab intra, occulted form of Agni, whose 

relation to his younger brother DIrghasravas, “Far Cry,” is as that of Varuna 

to his younger brother Mitra or Agni, or, in other words, as of Death (mrtyu) 

to Life (ayus). Of DIrghasravas it is also said that he had “long been under re- 

sraint and lacking food” (jyog aparuddho’ sayanah, PB xv.3.25), and all these ex¬ 

pressions correspond to what is said of Vrtra in RV 1.32.10, namely, that “Indra’s 

enemy lay in the long darkness (dirgham tama asayat) beneath the Waters”; the 

ab intra aspect of deity being that of the Dragon or Serpent (vrtra, ahi), the 

procession of Prajapati a “creeping forth from the blind darkness” (andhe tamasi 

prasarpat, PB xvi.1.1), and that of the Serpents generally a “crawling forth” (ati 

sarpana), whereby they become the Suns (PB xxv.15.4). On this serpentine proces¬ 

sion see Coomaraswamy, “Angel and Titan,” 1935. The procession of DIrghatamas 

requires a longer discussion. 
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Earth, and Dawn, to be represented in the ritual by the altar (vedi) 

that is the birth-place (yom) of Agni: distinction is made between the 

Word that was with God and was God” from the Word as Earth 

Mother, or in other words of “Mary ghostly” from “Mary in the flesh.”12 

For, as we know from TS m.1.7 and JB 1.145-146, the Brhat: (the Father 

brought to birth) corresponds to Heaven,13 the future (bhavisyat), the 

unbounded (apanmitam), and to despiration (apdna); the Rathantara 

(the Father’s separated nature) corresponds to Earth, the past (bhutat), 

the bounded (panmitam), and spiration (prana) xx The same assumptions 

are found in JUB 1.53 ff., substituting Saman and Rc for Brhat and 

Rathantara: the Saman (masc.) representing intellect (manas) and despi¬ 

ration (apdna), the Rc (fern.) the Word (vac) and spiration (prana). 

The Saman is also in seipso “both she (sa) and he (ama),” and it is as 

a single luminous power (viraj)15 that the conjoint principles generate 

12 Otherwise represented mythically as the rape of the Word (RV 1.130.9, where 

Indra “steals the Word,” vacam . . . musayati), or as an analysis of the Word (RV 

vii.103.6, x.71.3 and 125.3), or again as a measurement or birth of Maya from 

Maya (AV vni.9.5, “Maya was born from Maya,” followed by the Lalita Vistara 

xxvii. 12, "Inasmuch as her, i.e., the Buddha’s mother’s, likeness was modeled after 

that of Maya, Maya she was called.”). 

13 Agni, although the Son, is the Father himself reborn, and immediately ascends; 

moreover, “Agni is kindled by Agni” (RV 1.12.6). It can be said of him, accord¬ 

ingly, not only that “Being the Father, he became the Son” (AV xix.53.4) and 

that He is both “the Father of the gods and their Son” (RV 1.69.1, see SB vi.1.2.26), 

but also that “He who heretofore was his own Son now becomes his own Father” 

(SB 11.3.3.5), that he is “His Father’s father” (RV vi.16.35), at once the Son and 

Brother of Varuna (RV iv.1.2 and x.51.6), and “Own-son” (tanunapat, passim) — 

this last expression exactly corresponds to the Gnostic “avToyevrjs-” It is, then, 

easy to see how Agni, although a Son of chthonic birth, can in his identity with 

the Sun be regarded also as the Lover of the Earth Mother; the syzygy Agni- 

PrthivI being then an aspect of the parents Heaven and Earth, Savitr-Savitrl, and 

more remotely Mitravarunau (GB 1.32 and JUB iv.27, etc.). 

14 Cf. in AA 11.3.6 the distinction of spirit (prana) from body (sarira), of which 

the former is hidden (tiro) and the latter evident (avis), like “a” inherent and 

“a” expressed: SB x.4.3.9, “No one becomes deathless by means of the body, but 

whether it be by gnosis or by works, only after abandoning the body.” 

15 Viraj, from whom all things “milk” their specific virtue or character, is com¬ 

monly a designation of the Magna Mater, but even when so regarded is a syzygy— 

“Who knoweth her progenitive duality?” AV vm.9.10. The terms viraj and aditi, 

although both usually feminine, may also have a masculine sense with similar 

reference to the first principle. To maintain, indeed, that any creative power con¬ 

sidered in its creative aspect can be defined as exclusively “male” or exclusively 

“female” involves a contradiction in terms, all creation whatever being a co-gnition 

and con-ception; even in Christianity, the generation of the Son is “a vital operation 

from a conjoint principle” (a prmcipio conjuncto, Sum. Theol. 1.27.2), i.e., a 

principle that is both an essence and a nature—“That nature by which the Father 
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the Sun, and then immediately depart from one another, this division of 

essence from nature, Heaven from Earth, or Night from Day being t e 

inevitable condition of all manifestation; it is invariably the coming o 

the light that separates in time the Parents that are united in eternity. 

Now saman always has reference to the music, rc to the articulate wording 

of the incantations (rc, mantra, brahma), so that when words are sung 

to measured music this represents an analysis and naturing of a heavenly 

music that in itself is one, and inaudible to human ears.16 We may say, 

begets.” It is only when it is realized once and for all that the creative power on 

any level of reference—whether, for example, as God or Man—is always a unity 

of conjoint principles, that is to say, a syzygy and mithunatva, that the propriety 

can be seen of such expressions as “He (Agm) was born from the Titans worn 

(asurasya jatharat ajayata),’’ RV m.29.14; “Mitra pours the seed in Varuna (retah 

varuno sincati)," PB xxv.10.10; “My womb is the Great Brahman, therein I lay the 

Germ,” BG xiv.3, and many similar references to the maternity of a deity referred 

to by names grammatically masculine or neuter. 
16 Just as in Plotinus, Enneads 1.6.3, “Harmonies unheard in sound create the 

harmonies we hear and wake the soul to the one essence in another nature”; 

and v.9.11, “An earthly representation of the music that there is in the rhythm 

(- skr chandansi) of the ideal world.” It is precisely in this sense that the ritual 

music like every other part of the Sacrifice, is an imitation of “what was done by 

the Divinities in the beginning” (SB vn.2.1.4 and passim), which holds good no 

less for the Christian Mass or Sacrifice. 
It may be observed that in the operation of conjoint principles we necessarily 

conceive of one as active, the other as passive, and say that one is agent and the 

other means, or that one gives and the other receives. The apparent conflict with 

the Christian doctrine, which denies a “passive power” in God (Sum. Theol. 1.41.4 

ad 2), is unreal. St. Thomas himself remarks that “in every generation there is 

an active and a passive principle” (Sum. Theol. 1.98.2c). The fact is that a distinc¬ 

tion of this kind is determined by the necessity of speaking in terms of time and 

space; whereas in divims action is immediate, and there is no real, but only a logi¬ 

cal distinction of agency from means. Savitr and Savitrl are both equally wombs 

(yoni, JUB iv.27). If “One of the perfections acts (\arta), the other fosters 

(rndhan),” RV 111.31.2, and both of these are active operations; it does not mean 

that either “act” or “fostering” represents possibilities which might or might not 

have been realized, but merely refers to the co-operation of the conjoint principles, 

intention and power. There is no distinction of potentiality from act. It is only 

when the creation has taken place, and concepts of time and space are therefore 

involved, that we can think of a puro atto as divided from potenza by the measure 

of the whole universe (Dante, Paradiso xxix.31-36), of Heaven and Earth as 

“driving apart” (te vyadravatam, JUB 1.54), or of “Nature as receding from likeness 

to God” (Sum. Theol. 1.14.11). This separation (viyoga) is the occasion of cosmic 

suffering (trai‘so\a, the pain of the Three Worlds that had once been one, PB 

vm.1.9, lo\a-duh\ha, Weltschmerz, KU v.ii), and it is no wonder that “When 

the conjoint pair were parted, the Devas moaned, and said, Let them be wed 

again’” (RV x.24.5); it is, however, only “at the meeting of the ways,” “at the 

worlds’ end,” that Heaven and Earth “embrace” (JUB 1.5, etc.), only “in the heart” 

that the marriage of Indra and Indram is really consummated (SB x.5.2.11), that 
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accordingly, that the name Great Liturgy’ (brhad u\thah, where ukthah 

is from vac, “to speak”) applied to Agni, e.g., in RV v.19.3, represents the 

Son as a spoken Word, and manifested Logos;17 and in the same way 

Indra is “the most excellent incantation” (jyesthas ca mantrah, RV 
x.50.4). 

The spoken Word is a harmony. In KB xxiii.2 and xxiv.i, “Prajapati 

is he whose name is not mentioned ;lb this is the symbol of Prajapati. . 

Aloud in Sing aloud, O thou of wide radiance’ (Agni) is a symbol 

is to say, in a silence and darkness that are the same as that “Night that hides 

the darkness of the conjoint pair” in RV 1.123.7, the Satapatha Brahmana inter¬ 

preting this condition of unconscious cognition (sainvit), perfect beatitude (para- 

mananda), and sleep (svapna) as an “entering into, or being possessed by, what is 

one’s very own” (svapyaya) fcf. Mand. Up. 11, ap'iti.}. 

The Sacrifice in its liturgical aspect is a “bringing to birth by means of the 

Word . one sings the Saman on a Rc,” and this is a procreative coupling 

{mithunam), identical with that of Intellect and Word {manas and vac). Sacrifice 

and Guerdon {yajna, da\sind, i.e., Prajapati and Dawn), and literally an in-form- 

ation of Nature, for were it not for Intellect, the Word would be incoherent” 

(SB 111.2.4.11), whereas it is in fact the “birthplace of Order.” The Rathantara, 

for example, is a means of procreation {prajananam, PB vn.7.16, corresponding to 

prajananam as “mistress” vispatrii, the “mother” of Agni in RV m.29.1); Savitri 

in this sense is identified with the meters (chandansi) and called the “Mother of 

the Vedas (Gopatha Brahmana 1.33 and 38)1 which “meters” are commonly re¬ 

ferred to as the means par excellence of reintegration {sams\arana, AB vi.27, 

SB vi.5.4.7, etc.), and in her conjunction with Savitr presents an analogy with 

the Gnostic Ecclesia (“Mother Church”) and Gnosis as constituting with Man 

{avOponox; = Prajapati, Agni, Manu) a syzygy. In this connection also there 

should be noted the close relationship of the words matra, matr, and maya, “meter,” 

“mother,” and “magical-means” or “matrix”; ma to “measure” and nir-ma, to 

“measure out” being constantly employed not only in the sense of giving form and 

definition, but in the closely related sense of creating or giving birth to, notably in 

RV 111.38.3, in.53.15, x.5.3, x.125.8, AV vm.9.5, and in the well-known expression 

nirmana-\aya, denoting precisely the assumed and actually manifested and born 

“body” of the Buddha. 

Sacrifice and birth are inseparable concepts; the Satapatha Brahmana, indeed, 

proposes the hermeneia, “yajna, because 'yan jayatel ” Sacrifice is divisive, a 

“breaking of bread”; the product is articulated and articulate. The Sacrifice is a 

spreading out, a making a tissue or web of the Truth {satyam tanavamaha, SB 

ix.5.i.i8), a metaphor commonly employed elsewhere in connection with the 

raying of the fontal light, which forms the texture of the worlds. Just as the kin¬ 

dling of Agni is the making perceptible and evident of a hidden light, so the 

utterance of the chants is the making perceptible of a silent principle of sound. 

The spoken Word is a revelation of the Silence, that measures the trace of what 

is in itself immeasurable. 

18 [Prajapati chooses aniru\tam samno . . . svargyam, the “indistinct (part) of 

the saman which belongs to heaven,” JUB 1.52.6; cf. manasa “silently,” opposed to 

vaca, as in JUB 1.58.6; see SB iv.6.9.17 and Eggeling’s note on manasa stotra, also 

JUB 1.40.4.] 
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of the Brhat.” In SB vi.1.1.15, the triumphant Jubilate of the spoken 

Word is described as follows: “She (the Earth, bhum-i, being prthivl, 

‘spread out’), feeling herself altogether complete (sarva \rtsnd), sang 

(a gay at); and because she ‘sang,’ therefore she is Gayatri. They say too 

that ‘It was Agm, indeed, on her back (prsthe)19 who, feeling himself 

altogether complete, sang; and inasmuch as he sang, therefore he is 

Gayatra.’ And hence whosoever feels himself altogether complete, either 

sings or delights in song.” 

We have thus briefly discussed the divine nativity from certain points 

of view in order to bring out the correspondences of the Vedic and the 

Gnostic references to the Silence. In both traditions the authentic and 

integral powers on every level of reference are syzygies of conjoint prin¬ 

ciples, male and female; summarizing the Gnostic doctrine of the Aeons 

(Vedic amrtasah = devah) we may say that ab intra and informally 

these are (3v66s and cnyyj, “Abyss,” and “Silence,” and ab extra, formally, 

vovs and evvota or Sophia, “Intellect,” and “Wisdom,” and without go¬ 

ing into further detail, that cnyrj corresponds to Vedic tusni and vovs 

to manas, criyr) and Sophia respectively to the hidden and manifested 

aspects of Aditi-Vac; and also that the “fall” of the Word (vdg . . . 

avapadyata, cited above), and her purification as Rc, Apala, Surya (JUB 

1.53 ff., RV vm.91 and x.85) correspond to the fall and redemption of 

Sophia and the Shekinah in the Gnostic and Qabbalistic traditions, respec¬ 

tively. In what are really more academic rather than more “orthodox” 

forms of Christianity, the two aspects of the Voice, within and without, 

are those of “that nature by which the Father begets” and “that nature 

which recedes from likeness to God, and yet retains a certain likeness to 

the divine being” {Sum. Theol. 1.41.5c and 1.14.11 ad 3), the eternal and 

the temporal Theotokoi, respectively. 

Let us repeat in conclusion that the Supreme Identity is neither merely 

silent nor merely vocal, but literally a no-what that is at the same time 

indefinable and partially defined, an unspoken and a spoken Word. 

19 Prsthe, i.e., either (1) with reference to Agni’s being seated on the earthen 

altar {vetii) which is his birthplace {yoni), and/or (2) with reference to Agni’s 

being supported by the Prsthastotra, of which hymn the Gayatri is the mother 

by Prajapati, PB vii.8.8. 
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In the words of SB x.5.3.3, Agni should be “intellectually laid and in¬ 

tellectually edified” (manasaivadhiyanta manasdclyanta). 

“Intellectually laid and intellectually edified”: for inasmuch as Agni 

Himself “performs an intellectual sacrifice” (manasa yajati, RV 1.77.2), 

it is evident that one who would attain to Him as like to like must have 

done likewise, without which a true “Imitation of Agni” would be im¬ 

possible. Manas in the Samhitas and Brahmanas, and sometimes in the 

Upanisads, is the Pure or Possible Intellect, at once a name of God and 

that in us by which He may be grasped. Thus RV 1.139.2, “We have be¬ 

held the Golden-one by these our eyes of contemplation and of intellect” 

(apa'syama hiranyam dhlbhis cana manasa svebhir a\sibhih)-, RV 1.145.2, 

“What He [Agni], contemplative, hath as it were grasped by His own 

intellect” (sveneva dhlro manasa yad agrabhit); RV vi.9.5, “Intellect is 

the swiftest of birds” (mano javistham patayatsu antas); RV vm.100.8, 

“The Eagle cometh with the speed of intellect” (mano java ayamana . . . 

suparnah-, cf. Manojavas as a name of Agni, JB 1.50); RV x.ii.i, “Varu- 

na’s knowledge of all things is according to His speculation” (visvam sa 

veda varuno yatha dhiya)\ RV x.181.3, “By an intellectual speculation 

they found the Godward-path” (avindan manasa dldhyana . . . devay- 

anam) \ TS 11.5.11.5, “Intellect is virtually Prajapati” (mana iva hi praja- 

patih); SB x.5.3.1-4, where Intellect (manasj is identified with “That 

which was in the beginning neither Non-being nor Being” (RV x.129.1), 

and this Intellect emanates the Word (vacam asrjata), a function usually 

assigned to Prajapati; BU 1.5.7, “The Father is Intellect (manas)-, The 

Mother, Word (vac); the Child, Spirit or Life (prana)," in agreement 

with the usual formulation, according to which Intellect and Word, 

Heaven and Earth, as Knower and Known, are the universal parents of 

[This essay was first published in the A. C. Woolner Commemoration Volume, ed. 

Mohammad Shaft (Lahore, 1940).—ed.] 
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the conceptual universe;1 and KU iv.ii, He is attainable intellectually 

(manasaivedam aptavyam). 

On the other hand, we meet with such expressions as pd\cnu manasa, 

(RV vn.104.8 and x.114.4), implying the distinction of a “mature” from 

an “unripened” Intellect; and in such characteristic texts as K.ena Lip. 

1.3, “There the intellect does not attain” (na tatra . . . gacchati manah), 

and MU vi.34, “Intellect must be arrested in the heart” (mano mroddha- 

vyarn hrdi), as well as wherever the transcendental Person is spoken of 

as “de-mented” (amanas, amanasah),2 and generally in Buddhism, the 

Intellect (manas) is the Reason or Practical Intellect—that Intellect which 

in MU vi.30 is described as the seat, not of science, but of opinion and 

all pros and cons, the term buddhi now coming into use as a designation 

of the speculative as distinguished from the empirical and dialectic Reason. 

These apparent contradictions are completely resolved in MU vi.34, 

where “Intellect is for men a means of bondage or liberation (\dranarn 

bandha-mo\sayoh)” as the case may be—“of bondage if it clings to ob¬ 

jects of perception (visayasangi), and of liberation if not directed towards 

these objects (nirvisayam),” i.e., if thought, the only basis of the world- 

1 Intellect (manas, buddhi) and will (vasa, \drna), being coincident in divinis — 

adhidevatam, the divine procession is “conceptual” in both senses of the word; cf. 

SB vi.1.2.9, where Prajapati manasa iva vacam mithunam samabhavat, sa garbhy 

abhavat . . . asrjata. The same is explicit in the Scholastic expressions per verbum 

in intellectu conceptum and per artem et ex voluntate. Needless to say, the in¬ 

tellectual and artificial processions are the same, procession or creation per artem = 

tastaiva being essentially an intellectual operation; cf. RV 1.20.2, vacoyuja tata\su 

manasa, and similar texts. In other words, while the procession of the Word (act 

of the Divine Intellect) and the procession of the Spirit (act of the Divine Will), 

although coincident, are nevertheless logically distinguishable, the procession of 

the Word and procession per artem are not merely coincident but logically in¬ 

distinguishable, and this, indeed, is sufficiently evident in Christian theory, where 

Christ is called “the art of God” (Augustine, De trinitate vi.io). 

2 In BU 111.8.8, the akjara brahman is amanas-, in Murid. Up. 11.1.2, the despirated 

Puru$a not in any likeness, i.e., para brahman, is amandh; in BU vi.2.15 — CU 

iv.15.5, 6 and v.10.2, He who acts as Guide on the devayana — brahmapatha 

beyond the Sun is, according to different readings, the “de-mented” or “superhu¬ 

man” Person (puruso’manasah or ’amnavah). Inasmuch as those who are thus con¬ 

ducted “nevermore return to this human cycle” (imam mdnavam avartam navar- 

tante), it is clear that both Indian commentators, together with Hume, who follows 

them, are wrong in reading BU vi.2.15 as puruso manavah without avagraha-, the 

reading must be here just as in the parallel passages, puruso’manavah or ’mcinasah. 

For it is obvious that it can only be the Superhuman Person who guides on the 

superhuman trail, Agni Vaidyuta then, rather than Agni Vaisvanarah; cf. the con¬ 

trast of “lightning” and “concept”—i.e., of immediate vision with theological formu¬ 

lation—in Kena Up. 29-30. 
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vortex (cittam eva hi samsaram), “is brought to rest in its own source 

(cittam. svayondvi upasamyate) by a surcease from fluctuation (vrtti- 

hjayat). Intellect is said to be twofold, Pure and Impure” (mano hi 

dvividham, suddham casuddham ca)4—impure when there is correlation 

with desire (kdmasampar\dt), pure by remotion of desire; and when the 

intellect, sentimentality, and distraction having been subtracted, has been 

brought to a thorough stillness/ when one reaches dementation, that is 

the last step (layavihjeparahitam manah fprtvd suniscalam, yada ydty 

amanibhdvam tada tat paramam padam), that is, Gnosis and Liberation; 

all else is but a tale of knots {eta] jhanam ca mokjarn ca, sesanye gran- 

thavistarah).6 

The quoted passages and whole context show that by amanibhava, 

“dementation,” nothing so crude is meant as a literal annihilation of the 

3 Svayonau corresponds to svagocare in Lanpavatara Sutra 11.115, where the in¬ 

tellect being “in its own pasture, beholds all things at once, as if in a mirror”; 

cf. Chuang-tzu, “The mind of the sage being brought to rest becomes the mirror 

of the universe.” The opposite of svayonau and svagocare (= svasthd) is visaya- 

gocare in the expression, “as firmly as the intellect is attached in the pasture of 

the senses” (visaya-gocare, also in MU vi.34), visaya-gocara being further synony¬ 

mous with indriya-gocara in BG xm.5. D. T. Suzuki entirely misses the point when 

he renders Lan\avatara Sutra 11.1x5, sva-gocare, by “in its own sense-fields”; the 

meaning really being “in its own pasture”—i.e., when not directed toward sense 

objects. Vrtti-\saya, as in Yoga Sutra, passim, “cessation of the fluctuations of the 

mind-stuff.” 

4 As also, of course, in Buddhist formulation, where the mind is either defiled 

by ignorance or as it is in itself, “immutable, although the cause of mutation”; see, 

for example, Asvaghosa, Sraddhotpada (Apvaghosha’s Discourse on the Awakening 

of Faith in the Mahay ana, tr. Teitaro Suzuki, Chicago, 1900), p. 79. Cf. the con¬ 

cept of the “two-fold mind,” in Erwin Goodenough, By Light, Light (New Haven, 

i935)> P- 385- 
5 Cf. KU vi.10, “That they call the supreme goal, when the five perceptions 

conjointly with the mind (manas) come to a standstill, and intellect (buddhi) 

makes no motion”; also Jacob Boehme, The Supersensual Life, p. 227, “But if thou 

canst, my son, for a while but cease from all thy thinking and willing, then shalt 

thou hear the unspeakable words of God. . . . When thou standest still from the 

thinking of self, and the willing of self: when both thy intellect and will are 

quiet . . . above . . . the outward senses.” 

6 Laya, from U, “to cling, adhere,” is here the act of clinging or attachment to 

desirable things and tantamount to “stickiness” in the modern vernacular sense; 

cf. asneha in BU m.8.8. Laya, therefore, can properly be rendered by “sentimen¬ 

tality” or by “materialism,” implying both an infatuation with what we like and 

a worship of what we know as “fact.” 

Grantha is “knot” in the psychological sense of “complex,” those Gordian knots 

of the heart that must be cut before the experience of eternity is possible (CU 

vii.26.2, KU vi. 15, Mund. Up. m.2.9). 
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intellect, but rather that the last end has been attained when the intellect 

no longer intelligizes, that is, when there is no longer a distinction of 

Knower from Known or of Knowledge and Being, but only a Knowledge 

as Being and a Being as Knowledge; when, as our text expresses it, 

“Thought and Being are consubstantial” (yat cittas tanmayo bhavati). 

BU iv.3.30 similarly states, “Although he does not know, nevertheless he 

knows; he does not know but there is no loss on the knower’s part, since 

he is indestructible; it is just that there is no second thing other than 

and distinct from himself that he might know.”' Or again, as Aquinas 

expresses it, “When the Intellect attains to the form of Truth, it does 

not think, but perfectly contemplates the Truth8 . . . which means com¬ 

plete identity, because in God the Intellect and the thing understood are 

altogether the same. . . . God has, of Himself, speculative knowledge 

only. . . . God does not understand things by an idea existing outside 

Himself ... an idea in God is identical with His essence” (Sum. Theol. 

1.34.1 ad 2 et 3, 1.14.16, and 1.15.1). 

With further reference to yat cittas tanmayo bhavati, cited above: the 

whole verse reads, “The world vortex is merely Thought (cittam eva 

hi samsaram), labor then to cleanse it (sodhayet); as is the Thought, such 

is the mode of Being (yat cittas tanmayo bhavati)-, this is the Eternal 

Mystery (guhyam . . . sanatanam).”9 Much more is evidently intended 

than merely the “character-making power of Thought” (Hume), for the 

whole context has to do with a plane of reference where “Thought does 

7 That “he” thus na vijanati is, then, an “Unknowing” that is really perfection 

of knowing, and altogether unlike the “ignorance” of the agnostic (avidvan). 

Christian parallels could be cited without end. See Erigena’s “God does not know 

what He Himself is, because He is not any what; and this ignorance surpasses 

all knowledge,” and the significant title of the well-known anonymous work, 

A Boo\ of Contemplation the Which is Called the Cloud of Unknowing in the 

Which a Soul Is Oned with God. 

For a further analysis of what is meant by “unconsciousness” (asamjhdna) post 

mortem and in “deep sleep,” see SB x.5.2.11-15 and BU 11.1.19, 11.4.12-14, and 

iv.5.13-15. It is an unconsciousness because it is not a consciousness of anything, 

which would be impossible where there is no duality, but so far from being an 

absence or privation of consciousness, it is a consciousness as all that might other¬ 

wise be known only conceptually (sam\alpitam), and hence it is described by such 

expressions as “condensation of discrimination” (vijhana-ghana) and “cognoscent” 

(samvit). 

8 Cf. BG vi.25, atmasamstham manah hjtva na \imcid api cintayet. 

9 Cf. Svet. Up. vi.22, where there is no question of works, but Gnosis and the 

Love of God are described as the indispensable and only means of liberation, and 

“this is the ultimate secret of the Vedanta promulgated in a former aeon” (vedante 

paramam guhyam purakalpe pracoditam). 
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not think” and with the attainment of an uncharacterized goal;10 there 

is no question of a salvation by merit, but only of liberation by gnosis. 

Nor could we expect the expression “Eternal Secret” to be applied to 

anything so obvious as the “character-making power of Thought.” This 

character-making power is, moreover, explicitly dealt with in BU iv.4.5, 

where the whole reference is to the plane of conduct; thus, “As one acts, 

as is one’s habit, such is his being (yathahari yathdcan tatha bhavati'). . . . 

As one wills (\amo bhavati), so he intends (hratur bhavati); as he in¬ 

tends, so he does; and as are his deeds, such is the goal that he attains.” 

In our text, MU vi.34, the reference is likewise to the plane of conduct 

or active life insofar as Thought has not been cleansed: but how is it 

when Thought has been cleansed? We know that this means cleansed 

of the concept of “I and Mine,” “I as a Doer,” and of all pairs of op¬ 

posites, Vice and Virtue included, and as specifically stated in our text 

(mano hi . . . suddham . . . \dmo vivarjitam), of that very “willing” 

which in BU iv.4.5 is found to be the ultimate basis of “character.”11 

Yas cittas tanmayo bhavati has reference, then, to a state of being where 

“character” has no longer any meaning, and where “identity of Thought 

and Being” can only mean that the goal of Thought has been attained 

in a perfect adaequatio rei et intellectus\ Thinker and Thought in divinis, 

in samddhi, being one perfectly simple essence, “characterized” only by 

“sameness” (samata; cf. Mund. Up. m.1.3, param samyam) or “perfect 

simplicity” (e\avrtatva) and peace (santi). 

“Thither neither sight nor speech nor intellect can go; we neither 

‘know’ it nor can we analyze it, so as to be able to communicate it by 

instruction” (anusisyat, Kena. Up. 1.3). The realization of the corre¬ 

sponding state in which the Intellect does not intelligize, which is called 

in our text “the Eternal Mystery” and in KU vi.io, “the Supreme Goal” 

and which “cannot be taught,” is the ultimate “secret” of initiation. It 

must not be supposed that any mere description of the “secret,” such as 

can be found in Scripture (sruti) or exegesis, suffices to communicate the 

secret of “de-mentation” (amanibhdva)\ nor that the secret has ever 

10 Cf. Jami, Lawaih 24, “His first characteristic is the lack of all characteristics”; 

Eckhart, “God’s only idiosyncrasy is being.” 

11 A further definition of the cleansing of thought is implied in Mund. Up. 

hi.1.9, “The thought of men is altogether interwoven with the physical functions 

(pranais cittam sarvam otam prajandm, tantamount to the Thomist All our knowl¬ 

edge is derived from the senses”); it is in him whose thought is cleansed (of this 

contamination) that the Spirit manifests (yasmin visuddhe vibhavati esa atma)." 
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been or could be communicated to an initiate or betrayed to anyone, or 

discovered by however much learning. It can only be realized by each 

one for himself; all that can be effected by initiation is the communica¬ 

tion of an impulse and an awakening of latent potentialities; the work 

must be done by the initiate himself, to whom the words of our text, 

prayatnena sodhayet, are always applicable until the very end of the road 

{adhvanah param) has been reached. 

We make these remarks only to emphasize that whatever can be said 

of it, the secret remains inviolable, guarded by its own essential incom¬ 

municability. It is in this sense only that the Sun, the Truth, in JUB 

1.5.3, sa^ to <<repel” (apasedhanti) the would-be “winner beyond the 

Sun”12 (CU 11.10.5-6, JUB 1.6.1), who must “break through” into the 

Inexhaustible (Mund. Up. 11.2.2, tad evd\saram . . . viddhi)13 by his own 

powers and, as in our text MU vi.34, “by effort” {prayatnena). It is not 

a question of (frdovos (“jealousy”) on the part of an Olympian deity or 

on the part of any human guru. Esoteric doctrines are not withheld from 

anyone soever lest he should understand; on the contrary, and although 

the words of scripture are inevitably “enigmatic,” the doctrine is com¬ 

municated with all possible clarity, and it is for those who have ears to 

hear, to hear in fact (RV x.71.6, Mark 4:11-12). It is not for interested 

reasons that the words or other symbols by which the ultimate secret 

12 We cannot undertake here a detailed analysis of the stages of deification but 

may point out that the “breaking through” (the Sun into what lies beyond the Sun) 

is Eckhart’s “second death of the soul and is far more momentous than the first” 

(Evans ed., I, 275). The prolongation of the brahmapatha beyond the Sun, where 

neither Sun nor Moon nor Stars give light and the only guidance is that of the 

superhuman Lightning or immediate vision leading on to the para brahman, de- 

scribable only by the via remotionis {neti, neti), implies a renunciation even of the 

Wayfarer’s “eternal prototype” (svaritpa) in the divine mind, and the last step 

{param padam), by which one mounts upon the very throne of Brahman (Kau$. Up. 

1.5-7)—that ’s> “knowing Brahman as very Brahman”—is the Wayfarer’s last death, 

who thus as in BU 1.2.7, “becoming Death, dies no more deaths, for Death does not 

die.” All this is implied by the superlative paristad etasyai’tasminn amrte nidadhyat, 

“should commit himself to that Immortality far beyond this (Sun),” JUB 1.6.1, and 

param adityaj jayati . . . paro hasyadityajayaj jayo bhavati, “wins beyond the Sun, 

yea, conquers beyond the conquest of the Sun” (CU 11.10.5-6). 

13 In connection with the expression “breaking through” (cf. MU vi.30, dvaram 

bhitva), I take this opportunity to point out that Vedic vedhas, commonly rendered 

by “wise,” as if from vid, is far more probably “penetrating,” from vyadh, and 

tantamount to vedhin (“archer”) in the sense of Mund. Up. 11.2.2, tad eva\saram 

viddhi-, cf. also BG xi.54, sa\yo hy aham viddhah. And if, indeed, vedhas and viddhi 

are also possible forms of vid, no antinomy is involved, inasmuch as it is precisely 

by gnosis {jhana, vidya) that the breaking through or hitting of the mark is effected. 
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is adumbrated “are not to be communicated unless to one who is at 

peace (prasdnta) and has perfect devotion (yasya . . . para bhaktih), 

being, moreover, either one’s own son or a disciple” (Svet. Up. vi.22-23) — 

and therefore fit for initiation (dikja)—but, essentially, because any such 

communication would be useless in the case of an unqualified auditor, 

for what is the use of the texts to one who does not know Him” (yas 

tan na veda kimrca \arisyati, RV 1.164.39 = Svet. Up. iv.8); and, ac¬ 

cidentally, as a matter of “convenience” because of “those who can only 

approach the Word in sin’ (ta ete vacant abhipadya papaya, RV x.71.9).14 

The secret’ of what is meant by “dementation” (amanlbhava) being 

inaccessible to “mere learning” (cf. panditam manyamanah . . . mudhah,15 

Mund. Up. 1.2.8; cf. Isa Up. 9), it is thus by definition inaccessible to 

“scholarship” in the modern and philological sense of the word, and from 

this point of view it must be confessed that the greater part of our 

14 Cf. Mund. Up. in.2.10—11: “The Brahma doctrine may be communicated to such 

as perform the sacrifice (\riydvantah), who are auditors (srotriyah), who are men 

of faith (sraddkayantah), who take their stand in ‘Brahman,’ and making an of¬ 

fering of themselves to the Only Prophet (Agni), bearers of coals of fire on their 

head. . . . But it is not for one to study who does not practice.” It may be re¬ 

marked, incidentally, that rendered into purely Christian terms, kriyavantah would 

be “regular celebrants of the Mass.” 

15 Primarily the Asuras, from whom the Devas are often represented as con¬ 

cealing their procedure, lest these “mortals” should follow them, cf. Genesis 3:22, 

“lest he put forth his hand, and take also of the tree of life, and eat, and live for¬ 

ever”; and secondly, the “profane,” childish, opinionated and unripe multitude 

(avidvansah, mudhah, balah, nastihah, prthagjandh, lau\i\ah, etc.), cf. Mark 

4:11-12, “Unto you it is given to know the mystery of the Kingdom of God: but 

unto them that were without, all these things are done in parables: that seeing they 

may see, and not perceive; and hearing they may hear, and not understand; lest at 

any time they should be converted, and their sins should be forgiven them”; 

Mark 4:23, “If any man have ears to hear, let him hear”; and Origen, Contra 

Celsum 1.7, “That there should be certain doctrines not made known to the multi¬ 

tude ... is not a peculiarity of Christianity alone.” 

To resume, it is inherently impossible to communicate the highest (anagogic, 

pdramarthiha) Truth otherwise than parabolically by means of symbols (verbal, 

visual, mythical, ritual, dramatic, etc.) and equally undesirable to attempt to com¬ 

municate the highest Truth to anyone or everyone, because the unqualified auditor 

must inevitably, if he thinks he understands, misunderstand; cf. Kena Up. 11.3b, 

“It is not understood by those who ‘understand’ It; but only by those who do not 

‘understand’ It.” The point of view is unwelcome to a democratic age of pathetic 

belief in the efficacy of indiscriminate “education,” yet even in such an age it is 

sufficiently evident to what an extent publicity (French, vulgarisation) involves a 

distortion of all but the most elementary theoria—the theory of relativity, for ex¬ 

ample, being really “forbidden” to all those who cannot think in the technical terms 

of higher mathematics. 
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“Vedic studies” amounts to nothing more than a “wandering about in 

ignorance on the part of blind leaders of the blind Up. 1.2.8) 

and certainly not to such a “comprehension” as is implied by the con¬ 

stantly repeated ya evarn vidvan of the texts, a comprehension which is 

either a matter of experience, or no matter. Learning, then, like other 

“means” (upaya), may be dispositive “either to bondage or to liberation,” 

and that this is so is a proposition with which even some Western critics 

of modern educational aims are in hearty agreement.16 The last end or 

“value” depends, as usual, on the final cause; when learning becomes an 

end in itself, a science for the sake of science, then it amounts to no more 

than what was called by St. Bernard a “vile curiosity” (turpis curiositas). 

But if the learning is acquired not for its own sake, but as a means to 

a further end, and thus becomes a “sacrifice of knowledge . . . offered to 

Me” (jnana-yajnam . . . mad arpanam, BG ix.15, 27), it is conducive to 

the summum bonum envisaged by all scripture as man’s last end. 

We have been led to a discussion of these matters in connection with 

such hard sayings as “the mind must be arrested” (mano niroddhavyam) 

and “de-mentation” (amanibhava), partly by the occurrence of such ex¬ 

pressions as “ultimate secret” in the same context, and more particularly 

in order to explain just how it is that in spite of the prestige of modern 

scientific methods and in spite of their general adoption in Indian seats 

of learning, there remains an unknown and for various reasons largely 

inarticulate—but far from insignificant—body of opinion according to 

which, apart from the limited field of editorship and publication, the 

results obtained by modern Vedic scholarship have been fundamentally 

nil, precisely because in almost all these studies the heart of the matter has 

been evaded, either because the “doctrine that escapes beneath the veil 

of the strange verses” (Dante, Inferno ix.61), the “picture that is not in 

the colors” (Lan\avatara Sutra n.117-118), has exceeded the capacities 

of the student or translator or, what amounts to the same thing, has not 

interested him. 

It is not without reason, then, that the whole Vedic (and likewise the 

Christian) tradition has insisted on the necessity of “Faith” (sraddha). 

16 C. G. Jung has indeed attributed the “failure” of Western Orientalism partly 

to pride and partly to a more or less conscious attitude of aloofness assumed by the 

scholar, precisely because “a sympathetic understanding might permit contact with 

an alien spirit to become a serious experience” (Richard Wilhelm and C. G. Jung, 

The Secret of the Golden Flower, 2nd rev. ed., New York, 1962, p. 81). And 

indeed, there can be no real knowledge of anything from which one holds aloof 

and cannot love. 
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We assume the Scholastic definition of Fides as a “consent of the intel¬ 

lect to a credible proposition, of which no empirical proof is available.”17 

If one has not so much confidence in the texts as to believe that behind 

the words lies more than can be told in words, if one is not convinced by 

the technical consistency of the verses that their “authors” could not have 

spoken thus without themselves possessing a clear understanding and 

actual experience of what they were speaking of, if one does not so far 

trust the texts as to realize that they are not merely fashioned in the 

literary sense but are strictly speaking “in-formed,” how can one pretend 

to have grasped or aspire to grasp their true intention, Dante’s vera sen- 

tenzia? As the Buddhist texts so often express it, the nominalist’s pre¬ 

occupation with the aesthetic surfaces and neglect of their content can 

only be compared to the case of the man who, when the moon is pointed 

out, sees nothing but the pointing finger; we refer to the condition which 

a modern European writer has so aptly diagnosed as an “intellectual 

myopia.” 

The terms of Scripture and Ritual are symbolic (prati\avat); and 

merely to submit this self-evident proposition is to say that the symbol 

is not its own meaning but is significant of its referent.18 Under these 

17 This briefly resumes the Thomist definitions. It may be observed that the propo¬ 

sition Ad ftdem duo requiruntur, s. quod credibilia proponantur, et assensus (Sum. 

Theol. v.iii.ii ad i and 22.6.1c) excludes the ridiculous interpretation Credo quia 

incredibilis. On the other hand, it may be remarked that the euhemeristic inter¬ 

pretations of metaphysical texts, suggested by most modern exegetes, are literally 

“incredible.” The fact is that a majority of modern exegetes have approached their 

task from the standpoint of the anthropologist rather than that of the meta¬ 

physician; in which connection the story related by Eusebius and quoted by H. G. 

Rawlinson in “India and Greece: A Note,” Indian Arts and Letters, X (1936) 

is very pertinent: “Aristoxenus the musician tells the following story about 

the Indians. One of these men met Socrates at Athens, and asked him what was 

the scope of his philosophy. ‘An enquiry into human phenomena,’ replied Socrates. 

At this the Indian burst out laughing. ‘How can a man enquire into human phe¬ 

nomena,’ he exclaimed, ‘when he is ignorant of divine ones?”’ 

18 It will hardly be out of place to remind the philologist or anthropologist who 

undertakes to explain a myth or traditional text that it has long been the recognized 

method of exegesis to assume that at least four valid meanings are involved in any 

scriptural text, according to the level of reference considered; the possible levels 

being, respectively, the literal, moral, allegorical, and anagogic. If the four levels be 

reduced to two by treating the three last as collectively “spiritual” meanings, the 

consequent “literal and spiritual” correspond to Skr. pratya\sam and paro\sena or 

adhyatman and adhidevatam: the “anagogic” or highest spiritual significance cor¬ 

responding to Skr. paramarthi\a. The student, evidently, who deliberately restricts 

himself to the lowest and most obvious (naturalistic and historical) level of ref¬ 

erence cannot expect to achieve a great exegetic success; he may, indeed, succeed 
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circumstances, would it not be a contradiction in terms for one who 

can say that “such knowledge as is not empirical is meaningless to us” 

to claim to have understood the texts, however encyclopedic his knowl¬ 

edge of them might be? Must there not be recognized an element of 

perversity in one who can stigmatize the Brahmanas as “puerile, arid, 

and inane” and yet propose to study or translate such works?19 Under 

such conditions, what other results could have been expected than have 

been actually attained? To take only one example: the whole doctrine 

of “reincarnation” and the supposed “history” of the doctrine have been 

so distorted by a literal interpretation of symbolic terms as to justify a 

designation of the doctrine thus presented as “puerile,” just as the re¬ 

sults of the study of Indian mythology by statistical methods may fairly 

be described as “arid and inane.” 

We should not like it to be supposed that the foregoing remarks are 

directed against Western scholars as such or personally. The defects of 

modern Indian scholarship are of the same sort, and no less glaring. 

The recent adoption of the naturalistic and the nominalistic point of 

view by Indian scholars has led, for example, to such absurdities as the 

belief that the “sky-faring vehicles” (vimana, etc.) of the ancient texts 

were actually airplanes; we are merely pointing out that such absurdities 

are no greater than, but of the same sort as, those of Western scholars 

who have supposed that in the Vedic rescue of Bhujyu from the “sea” 

there is no more to be seen than the vague reminiscence of the adventure 

of some man who, once upon a time, fell into the salt sea and was duly 

rescued, or those who argue that RV v.46.1 represents no more than the 

case of the royal retainer who follows his leader no matter what befalls— 

not recognizing that verses of this kind, far from being anecdotal, are 

general equations or forms of which events as such, whether past or 

present, can only be regarded as special cases. Our only purpose has 

been to show that to make of Vedic studies nothing more than “an in¬ 

quiry into human conduct” (to quote the phrase attributed to Socrates) 

presupposes a complete misunderstanding of the nature of the texts 

themselves; and in the present case, that those who propose to investigate 

in depicting the myth as he sees it “objectively”—i.e., as something into which 

he cannot enter, but can only look at. But in thus describing a myth according to 

what is, strictly speaking, his “accidental” knowledge of it, he is really discussing 

only its “actual shape” and leaving altogether out of account its “essential form.” 
19 Quotations in this and the preceding sentence are from the published works 

of two of the most distinguished Sanskritists. 
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such terms as manas from this all-too-human and exclusively humanistic 

point of view must necessarily fail to distinguish “dementation” from 

“insanity” and “unknowing” from “ignorance.” We maintain, accord¬ 

ingly, that it is an indispensable condition of true scholarship to “believe 

in order to understand” (crede ut intelligas), and to “understand in order 

to believe” (intellige ut credas), not, indeed, as distinct and consecutive 

acts of the will and of the intellect, but as the single activity of both. The 

time has surely come when we must not merely, as heretofore, consider 

the meanings of particular terms but also reconsider our whole method 

of approach to the problems involved. We venture to propound that it 

is precisely the divorce of intellect and will in the supposed interests of 

objectivity that primarily explains the relative infirmity of the modern 

approach. 
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Kha and Other Words Denoting “Zero,” 

in Connection with the 

Indian Metaphysics of Space 

Kha, cf. Greek x<*°s, is generally “cavity”; and in the Rg Veda, particu¬ 

larly “the hole in the nave of a wheel through which the axle runs” 

(Monier-Williams). A. N. Singh has shown conclusively that in Indian 

mathematical usage, current during the earlier centuries of the Christian 

era, \ha means “zero”;1 Suryadeva, commenting on Aryabhata, says that 

“the /{has refer to voids (/{hani sunya upa lakjitam) . . . thus khadvina\e 

means the eighteen places denoted by zeros.” Among other words denot¬ 

ing zero are sunya, akdsa, vyoma, antarif{sa, nabha, ananta, and purnad 

We are immediately struck by the fact that the words sunya, “void,” and 

purna, “plenum,” should have a common reference; the implication being 

that all numbers are virtually or potentially present in that which is with¬ 

out number; expressing this as an equation, o = x — x, it is apparent that 

zero is to number as possibility is to actuality. Again, employment of the 

term ananta with the same reference implies an identification of zero with 

infinity; the beginning of all series being thus the same as their end. This 

[This essay was first published in the Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies 

(London), VII (1934).—ed.] 

1 Journal of the United Provinces Historical Society, VII, 44-45, 62. 

2 It may as well be pointed out here that although “the decimal notation must 

have been in existence and in common use among the mathematicians long before 

the idea of applying the place-value principle to a system of word names could 

have been conceived” {ibid., p. 61), and although a decimal scale has actually been 

found at Mohenjo Daro (EJ.H. Mackay, “Further Excavations at Mohenjodaro,” 

Journal of the Royal Society of Arts, LXXXII, 1934, 222) it is by no means the 

intention of the present article to present an argument for a Rg Vedic knowledge 

of either the decimal system or the concept of “zero” as such. Our purpose is merely 

to exhibit the metaphysical and ontological implications of the terms which were 

later on actually used by Aryabhata and Bhaskara, etc., to designate “zero,” “one,” 

and some higher numbers. 
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last idea, we may observe, is met with already in the earlier metaphysical 

literature, for example RV iv.i.ii, where Agni is described as “hiding 

both his ends (guhamdno anta)"\ AB 111.43, “the Agnistoma is like a 

chariot wheel, endless (ananta)”; JUB 1.35, “the Year is endless (ananta), 

its two ends (anta) are Winter and Spring ... so is the endless chant 

(anantam saman).” These citations suggest that it may be possible to ac¬ 

count for the later mathematicians’ selection of technical terms by refer¬ 

ence to an earlier usage of the same or like terms in a purely metaphysical 

context. 

Our intention being to demonstrate the native connection of the mathe¬ 

matical terms \ha, etc., with the same terms as employed in purely meta¬ 

physical contexts, it will be necessary to prepare the diagram of a circle 

or cosmic wheel (ca\ra, mandala) and to point out the significance of 

the relationships of the parts of such a diagram according to universal 

tradition and more particularly in accordance with the formulation of the 

Rg Veda. Take a piece of blank paper of any dimensions, mark a point 

anywhere upon it, and with this point as center draw two concentric 

circles of any radii, but one much less than the other; draw any radius 

from the center to the outer circumference. With exception of the center, 

which as a point is necessarily without dimension, note that every part 

of our diagram is merely representative; that is, the number of circles 

may be indefinitely increased, and the number of radii likewise, each 

circle thus filled up becoming at last a plane continuum, the extended 

ground of any given world or state of being; for our purpose we are con¬ 

sidering only two such worlds—mythologically speaking, Heaven and 

Earth, or psychologically, the worlds of subject and object—as forming 

together the world or cosmos, typical of any particularized world which 

may be thought of as partial within it. Finally, our diagram may be 

thought of either as consisting of two concentric circles with their com¬ 

mon radii and one common center, or as the diagram of a wheel, with its 

felly, nave, spokes, and axle-point. 

Now in the first place, as a geometrical symbol, that is to say with re¬ 

spect to measure or numeration, our diagram represents the logical rela¬ 

tionships of the concepts naught or zero, inconnumerable unity, and in¬ 

definite multiplicity; the blank (.sunya) surface having no numerical sig¬ 

nificance; the central point (;indu, bindu) being an inconnumerable unity 

(inconnumerable, advaita., because there cannot be conceived a second cen¬ 

ter) ; and either circumference an endless (ananta) series of points, which 

may be thought of as numbers; the totality (sarvam) of the numbered, 
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that is to say individual, points representing the sum of a mathematically 

infinite series extending from one to “infinity,” and conceivable as plus or 

minus according to the direction of procedure. The whole area (sarira) 

delimited corresponds to place (desa), a revolution of the circles about 

their center corresponds to time {kata'). It will be observed further that 

any radius connects analogous or corresponding points or numbers on the 

two circumferences;3 if, now, we suppose the radius of one or both circles 

indefinitely reduced, which brings us to the central point as limiting con¬ 

cept (that is also “as it was in the beginning”), it is evident that even this 

point can be thought of only as a plenum of all the numbers represented 

on either circumference.4 On the other hand, this point, at the same time 

that it represents an inconnumerable unity and, as we have seen, a plenum, 

must also be thought of as representing, that is, as the symbol of, zero, 

for two reasons: (i) inasmuch as the concept to which it refers is by defini¬ 

tion without place and without dimensions, and therefore nonexistent, 

and (2) the mathematically infinite series, thought of as both plus and 

minus according to direction, cancel out where all directions meet in com¬ 

mon focus. 

So far as I know, Indian literature does not provide a specifically geo¬ 

metrical exegesis exactly corresponding to what is given in the preceding 

paragraph. What we do find in the metaphysical and religious traditions 

is a corresponding usage of the symbol of the Wheel (primarily the 

solar chariot, or a wheel thereof), and it is in this connection that we 

first meet with some of the most significant of those terms which are 

later on employed by the mathematicians. In RV 1.155.6 and 1.164.2, n, 

13, 14, 48; AV x.8.4-7; KB xx.1; JUB 1.35; BU 1.5.15; Svet. Up. 1.4; 

Prasna Up. vi.5-6, and like texts, the Year as an everlasting sequence is 

thought of as an unwasting wheel of life, a revolving wheel of the Angels, 

in which all things have their being and are manifested in succession; 

“none of its spokes is last in order” (RV v.85.5). The parts of the wheel 

are named as follows: ani, the axle-point within the nave (note that the 

axle causes revolution, but does not itself revolve); \ha, nabhi, the nave 

(usually as space within the hub, occasionally as the hub itself); ara, 

spoke, connecting hub and felly; nemi, pavi, the felly. It should be ob¬ 

served that nabhi, from Vnabh, to expand, is also “navel”; similarly 

in anthropomorphic formulation, “navel” corresponds to “space” (MU 

3 The familiar principle “as above, so below” is illustrated here. 

4 The notion of exemplarism is expressed here, with respect to number or mathe¬ 
matical individuality. 
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vi.6); in the Rg Veda, the cosmos is constantly thought of as “expanded” 

(V pin) from this chthonic center. 

Certain passages indicating the metaphysical significance of the terms 

ani, \ha, and nab hi in the Rg Veda may now be cited. It should be 

premised that we find here in connection with the constant use of the 

wheel symbol, and absence of a purely geometrical formulation, the term 

am employed to express ideas later on referred to by the words indu or 

bmdud Vedic am, being the axle-point within the nave of the wheel, 

and on which the wheel revolves, corresponds exactly to Dante’s “il punta 

dello stelo al cui la prima rota va dintorno” (Paradiso xm.n-12). The 

metaphysical significance of the ani is fully brought out in RV 1.35.6, 

amm na rathyam amrta adhi tasthuh, “as on the axle-point of the chariot 

wheel are actually existent the undying [Angels or intellectual prin¬ 

ciples],” which also supplies the answer to the well-known problem, 

“How many Angels can stand on the point of a needle?” More often the 

nave of the wheel, rather than the axle-point specifically, is treated as its 

center; nor need this confuse us if we reflect that just as under limiting 

conditions (indefinite reduction of the radius, or when the central point 

has been identified but the circle not yet drawn) the center represents 

the circle, so under similar conditions (metaphysically, in principio) the 

axle-point implies the nave or even the whole wheel—the point without 

dimension, and a principial space not yet expanded (or as the Rg Veda 

would express it, “closed”) being the same in reference. The nave then, 

\ha or nabhi, of the world wheel is regarded as the receptacle and foun¬ 

tain of all order, formative ideas, and goods: for example, 11.28.5, Tdhyama 

te varuna \hdm rtasya, “may we, O Varuna, win thy nave of Law”; 

vm.41.6, where in Trita Aptya “all oracles (\dvyd) are set as is the nave 

within the wheel (ca\re nabhir iva)”; iv.28, where Indra opens the closed 

or hidden naves or rocks (apihita . . . \hdni in verse 1, apihitani asna 

in verse 5) and-thus releases the Seven Rivers of Life.6 In v.32.1, where 

5 Indu occurs in the Rg Veda as “drop” in connection with Soma: in AV vii.109.6 

as “point on a die”; and grammatically as the designation of Anusvara. PB vi.9.19- 

20 is of interest: indava iva hi pitarah, mana iva, i.e., “the Patriarchs are as it were 

drops (indu in pi.), as it were the intellectual principle.” In RV vi.44.22, Indu is 

evidently Soma; in vii.54.2, Vastospati. 

6 The Rivers, of course, represent ensembles of possibility (hence they are often 

spoken of as “maternal”) with respect to a like number of “worlds,” or planes of 

being, as in 1.22.16, prthivyd sapta dhamabhih. Our terms \ha, asna, etc., are neces¬ 

sarily employed in the plural when the “creation” is envisaged with respect to the 

cosmos not as a single “world,” but as composed of two, three, or seven originally 

unmanifested but now to be conceptually distinguished “worlds”; the solar chariot 
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Indra breaks open the Fountain of Life (utsam), this is again an empty¬ 

ing out of the hollows ({ham), whereby the fettered floods are released. 

According to an alternative formulation, all things are thought of as 

ante principium shut up within, and in principio as proceeding from, a 

common ground, rock, or mountain (budhna, adn, parvata, etc.) : this 

ground, thought of as resting island-like within the undifferentiated 

sea of universal possibility (x.89.4, where the waters pour sdgarasya 

budhnat), is merely another aspect of our axle-point (am), regarded as 

the primary assumption toward which the whole potentiality of existence 

is focused by the primary acts of intellection and will. This means that 

a priori undimensioned space ({ha, a{asa, etc.) underlies and is the 

mother of the point, rather than that the latter has an independent origin; 

and this accords with the logical order of thought, which proceeds from 

potentiality to actuality, nonbeing to being. This ground or point is, in 

fact, the “rock of ages” (a'smany anante, 1.130.3; adrim . . . acyutam, 

vi.17.5). Here ante principium Agni lies occulted (guha santam, 1.141.3, 

etc.) as Ahi Budhnya, “in the ground of space, concealing both his ends” 

(budhne rajaso . . . guhamdno anta, iv.i.ii, where it may be noted that 

guhamano anta is tantamount to ananta, literally “end-less,” “in-finite,” 

“eternal”), hence he is called “chthonic” (nabhir agni prthivyd, 1.59.2, 

etc.), and is born in this ground (jdyata prathamah . . . budhne, iv.i.ii) 

and stands erect, Janus-like, at the parting of the ways (ayor ha s{ambha 

. . . patham visarge, x.5.6); hence he gets his chthonic steeds and other 

treasures (asvabudhna, x.8.3; budhnya vasuni, vn.6.7). It is only when 

this rock is cleft that the hidden kine are freed, the waters flow (1.62.3, 

where Brhaspati bhinad adrim and vidadgah,', v.41.12, srnvanty apah . . . 

adreh). This is, moreover, a center without place, and hence when the 

Waters have come forth (that is, when the cosmos has come to be) one 

asks, as in x.111.8, “where is their beginning (agram), where their ground 

(budnah), where now, ye Waters, your innermost center (madhyam 

. . . antah) ?”* * * * 7 

having one, two, three, or seven wheels, accordingly. It is perhaps because the 

chariot of the Year is more often than not thought of as two-wheeled (Heaven 

and Earth), and therefore provided with two analogous axle-points, that ani was 

not later employed as a verbal symbol of “one.” 

7 Madhya is “middle” in all senses, and also algebraically “mean.” For the meta¬ 

physical values, cf. RV madhye samudre, and utsasya madhye — sindhundm 

upodaye, as the place of Agni or Varuna, and in CU 111.11.1, e{ata madhye sthane, 

“single in the midmost station.” 
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Thus metaphysically, in the symbolism of the Wheel, the surface—blank 

(sunya) in the initial nonbeing {as at) of any formulation (sam{alpa) — 

represents the truly infinite (aditi) and maternal possibility of being; the 

axle-point or nave, exemplary being (vi'svam e{am, RV 111.54.8 = integral 

omnipresence); the actual construction, a mentally accomplished parti¬ 

tion of being into existences; each spoke, the integration of an individual 

as nama-rupa, that is, as archetypal inwardly and phenomenal outwardly; 

the felly, the principle of multiplicity (visamatva). Or, employing a more 

theological terminology: the undetermined surface represents the Godhead 

(aditi, parabrahman, tamas, apah); the axle-point or immovable rock, 

God (aditya, aparabrahman, is vara, jyoti); the circle of the nave, Heaven 

{svarga); any point on the circumference of the nave, an intellectual prin¬ 

ciple (nama, deva); the felly, Earth with its analogous (anurupa) phe¬ 

nomena (visva rupani); the construction of the wheel, the sacrificial act 

of creation (\arma,8 srsti), its abstraction, the act of dissolution {laya). 

Furthermore, the course {gati) of any individual upon the pathway of a 

spoke is in the beginning centrifugal {pravrtta) and then again centripetal 

{nivrtta), until the center {madhya) is found; and when the center of 

individual being coincides with the center of the wheel, he is emancipated 

{mukta), the extension of the wheel no longer involving him in local 

motion, at the same time that its entire circuit now becomes for him 

one picture (jagaccitra)9 seen in simultaneity, who as “round-about-seer,” 

paridrastr, now “overlooks everything,” vi'svam . . . abhicaste, 1.164.44. 

In order to understand the use of terms for “space” {{ha, d{dsa, anta- 

ri\sa, sunya, etc.)10 as verbal symbols of zero (which represents privation 

of number, and is yet a matrix of number in the sense o = x — x),11 it 

must be realized that a\asa, etc., represent primarily a concept not of 

physical space, but of a purely principal space without dimension, though 

the matrix of dimension.12 For example, “all these beings arise out of the 

8 For the construction of the wheel, cf. RV vm.77.3, a\hidat \he aran iva 

\hedayd, and the discussion in Coomaraswamy, “Angel and Titan: An Essay in 

Vedic Ontology,” 1935. 
9 Sankaracarya, Svdtmanirupana 95. 

10 Sunya does not appear in RV, though sunarn occurs in the sense of “priva- 

tion.” 
11 Observe that the dual series of plus and minus numbers represents “pairs of 

opposites,” dvandvau. 
12 C. A. Scharbrau, “Transzendenter Raum der Ewigkeit ist der Akasa vor allem 

auch da, wo er als Ausgangspunkt, als Schopfungsgrund und als Ziel, als A und O 
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space (a\asdd samapadyanta) and return into the space (d\dsarn praty- 

astam yanti). For the space is older than they, prior to them, and is their 

last resort (pardyanam),” CU 1.9.1; “space is the name of the permis¬ 

sive cause of individual-integration (d{dso vai nama ndmarupayor nirva- 

hitd),” CU viii.14; and just as Indra “opens the closed spaces (apihitd 

\hdni),” RV iv.28.1, so the Self “awakens this rational [cosmos] from 

that space (d\dsat esa \halu idarn cetamatram dobhayati), MU vi.17, 

in other words, ex mhilo fit. Furthermore, the locus of this space is 

“within you”: “what is the intrinsic aspect of expansion is the supernal 

fiery energy in the vacance of the inner man (tat svarupam nabhasah \he 

antarbhutasya yat param tejah),” MU vii.n;13 and this same “space 

in the heart” (antarhrdaya abas a) is the locus (ayatana, vesma, nida, 

kosa, etc.) where are deposited in secret (guhd mhitam) all that is ours 

already or may be ours on any plane (lo\a) of experience (CU vm.1.1-3). 

At the same time, in BU v.i, this “ancient space” (kjia) is identified with 

Brahman and with the Spirit (^/zanz brahma, \hatn purdnam, vayuram 

\ham iti), and this Brahman is at the same time a plenum or pleroma 

(purna) such that “when plenum is taken from plenum, plenum yet re- 
55U 

mains. 

Flere we get precisely that equivalence of and purna, void and 

plenum, which was remarked upon as noteworthy in the verbal notation 

of the mathematicians. The thought, moreover, is almost literally repeated 

when Bhaskara in the Bijaganita15 defines the term ananta thus: ay am 

ananto rd'sih khahara ity ucyate. Asmin vi\arah khahare na rasavapi 

pravistesvapi nihsrtesu bahusvapi syal layasrstifale ’nante ’cyute bhu- 

taganesu yadvat, that is, “This fraction of which the denominator is zero, 

is called an infinite quantity. In this quantity consisting of that which 

has cipher for its divisor, there is no alteration, though many be added or 

subtracted; just as there is no alteration in the Infinite Immovable (anante 

acyute)16 at the time of the emanation or resolution of worlds, though 

hosts of beings are emanated or withdrawn.” 

der Welt angeschaut wird,” Die Idee der Schopjung in der vedischen Literatur 

(Stuttgart, 1932), p. 56; “size which has no size, though the principle of size,” 

Meister Eckhart, Evans ed., I, 114. 

13 Nabha, from V nabh, to “expand,” etc., as also in ndbhi, “navel” and “nave.” 

A secondary sense of nabh is “to destroy.” 

14 This text occurs in almost the same form in AV x.8.29. 

15 Calcutta, 1917, pp. 17-18. 

16 Cf. asmany anante and adrim acyutam cited above, with the meaning “rock 

of Ages.” 
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It may be observed further that while in the Rg Veda we “do not find 

the use of names of things to denote numbers, we do find instances of 

numbers denoting things.”1' In vn.103.1, for example, the number “twelve” 

denotes the “year”; in x.71.3, “seven” stands for “rivers of life” or “states 

of being.” It is thus merely a converse usage of words when the mathe¬ 

maticians make use of the names of things to denote numbers; to take the 

most obvious examples, it is just what should be expected, when we find 

that 1 is expressed by such words as adi, indu, abja, prthvi; 2 by such as 

yama, a'svind', 3 by such as agni, vaisvanara, haranetra, bhuvana; 4 by 

veda, dis, yuga, samudra, etc.; 5 by prana; 6 by rtu; and so forth. It is 

not to be understood, of course, that the number-words are all of Vedic 

origin; many suggest rather an Epic vocabulary, e.g., pandava for 5, 

while others, such as netra for 2, have an obvious and secular source. 

In certain cases an ambiguity arises, for example, lo\a as representing 

either 3 or 14, dis as representing 4 or 10, but this can be readily under¬ 

stood; in the last-mentioned case, for example, the quarters have been 

thought of in one and the same cosmology as either four, or if we count 

up eight quarters and half-quarters, adding the zenith and nadir, as ten. 

Taken in its entirety as cited by Singh, the numeral vocabulary can 

hardly antedate the beginning of the Christian era (we find that 10 

is represented, among other words, by avatar a; and 6 by rdga). 

If we attempt to account for the forms of the ideograms of numbers 

in a similar fashion, we shall be on much less certain ground. A few 

suggestions may nevertheless be made. For example, a picture-writing of 

the notion “axle-point” could only have been a “point,” and of the con¬ 

cept “nave” could only have been a “round O,” and both of these signs 

are employed at the present day to indicate “zero.” The upright line that 

represents “one” may be regarded as a pictogram of the axis that pene¬ 

trates the naves of the dual wheels, and thus at once unites and separates 

Heaven and Earth. The Devanagarl and Arabic signs for “three” cor¬ 

respond to the trident (trisula), which is known to have been from 

very ancient times a symbol of Agni or Siva. A priori it might be expected 

that a sign for “four” should be cruciform, following the notion of ex¬ 

tension in the directions of the four airts (dis); and in fact we find in 

Saka script that “four” is represented by a sign X, and that the Devana¬ 

garl may well be thought of as a cursive form derived from a like proto¬ 

type. Even if there be sufficient foundation for such suggestions, it is 

hardly likely that a detailed interpretation of ideograms of numbers 

17 Singh, p. 56, (as cited in n. 1). 
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above four could now be deduced. We can only say that the foregoing 

suggestions as to the nature of numerical ideograms rather support than 

counter the views of those who seek to derive the origins of symbolism, 

script, and speech from the concept of the circuit of the year. 

It is, however, beyond question that many of the verbal symbols—the 

case of kha for “zero” is conspicuous—used by Indian mathematicians had 

an earlier currency, that is to say before a development of mathematical 

science as such, in a more universal, metaphysical context. That a scien¬ 

tific terminology should thus have been formulated on the basis of a 

metaphysical terminology, and by no means without a full consciousness 

of what was being done (as the citation from Bhaskara clearly shows), 

is not only in accordance with all that we know of the natural course of 

Indian thought, which takes the universal for granted and proceeds to 

the particular, but also admirably illustrates what from a traditionally 

orthodox point of view would be regarded as constituting a natural and 

right relationship of any special science to the metaphysical background 

of all sciences. One is reminded of words in the Encyclical of Pope 

Leo XIII, dated 1879, on the “Restoration of Christian Philosophy”: 

“Hence, also, the physical sciences, which now are held in so much 

repute, and everywhere draw to themselves a singular admiration, be¬ 

cause of the wonderful discoveries made in them, would not only take no 

harm from a restoration of the philosophy of the ancients, but would 

derive great protection from it. For the fruitful exercise and increase of 

these sciences it is not enough that we consider facts and contemplate 

Nature. When the facts are well known we must rise higher, and give 

our thoughts with great care to understanding the nature of corporeal 

things, as well as to the investigation of the laws which they obey, and 

of the principles from which spring their order, their unity in variety, 

and their common likeness in diversity. It is marvelous what power and 

light and help are given to these investigations by Scholastic philosophy, 

if it be wisely used . . . there is no contradiction, truly so called, between 

the certain and proved conclusions of recent physics, and the philosophical 

principles of the Schools.” These words by no means represent a merely 

Christian apologetic, but rather enunciate a generally valid procedure, 

in which the theory of the universal acts at the same time with sug¬ 

gestive force and normatively with respect to more specific applications. 

We may reflect, on the one hand, that the decimal system, with which the 

concept “zero” is inseparably connected, was developed by Indian schol- 
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ars18 who were very surely, as their own words prove, deeply versed in 

and dependent upon an older and traditional metaphysical interpreta¬ 

tion of the meaning of the world; and on the other, that had it not been 

for its boasted and long-maintained independence of traditional meta¬ 

physics (in which the principles, if not the facts, of relativity are ex¬ 

plicit),19 modern scientific thought might have reached much sooner 

than has actually been the case a scientifically valid formulation and 

proof of such characteristic notions as those of an expanding universe 

and the finity of physical space. What has been outlined above with 

respect to the special science of mathematics represents a principle no 

less valid in the case of the arts, as could easily be demonstrated at very 

great length. For example, what is implied by the statement in AB vi.27, 

that “it is in imitation of the angelic works of art that any work of art 

such as a garment or chariot is made here,”20 is actually to be seen in the 

hieratic arts of every traditional culture, and in the characteristic motifs 

of the surviving folk arts everywhere. Or in the case of literature: epic 

(Volsunga Saga, Beowulf, the Cuchullain and Arthurian cycles, Ma- 

hdbharata, Buddhacarita, etc.) and fairy tale (notably, for example, Jac\ 

and the Beanstalk) repeat with infinitely varied local coloring the one 

story of jatavidya, Genesis.21 The whole point of view can, indeed, be 

recognized in the Indian classification of traditional literature, in which 

the treatises (sdstras) on auxiliary science such as grammar, astronomy, 

law,22 medicine, architecture, etc., are classed as Vedanga, “limbs or pow¬ 

ers of the Veda,” or as Upaveda, “accessory with respect to the Veda”; as 

18 “The place system of the Babylonians . . . fell on fertile soil only among the 

Hindus. . . . Algebra, which is distinctly Hindu . . . uses the principle of local 

value” (M. J. Babb, in JAOS, LI, 1931, 52). That the “Arabic” numerals are ulti¬ 

mately of Indian origin is now generally admitted; what their adoption meant for the 

development of European science need not be emphasized. 

19 Aryabhata, Aryabhatiya iv.9, “As a man in a boat going forward sees a sta¬ 

tionary object moving backward, just so at Lanka a man sees the stationary asterisms 

moving backward.” 
20 See Coomaraswamy, The Transformation of Nature in Art, 1934, P- 8 and n. 8. 

21 Cf. Ernest Siecke, Die Liebesgeschichte des Himmels (Strassburg, 1892); and 

Alfred Jeremias, Handbuch der altorientalischen Geisteskultur (Berlin, 1929), p. 

x: “Die Menschheitsbildung ist ein einheitliches Ganzes, und in den verschiedenen 

Kulturen findet man die Dialekte der einen Geistessprache.’ 

22 Even the “Machiavellian” Arthasastra (1.3) proceeds from the principle sva- 

dharmah svargciya anantydya ca, tasya atihrame l o\ah san\ardd acchidyeta, vocation 

leads to heaven and aeviternity; in case of a digression from this norm, the world 

is brought to ruin by confusion.” 
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Guenon expresses it, “toute science apparaissait ainsi comme un prolonge- 

ment de la doctrine traditionelle elle-meme, comme une de ses applica¬ 

tions . . . une connaissance inferieure si Ton veut, mais pourtant encore 

une veritable connaissance,” while, per contra, “Les fausses syntheses, qui 

s’efiforcent de tirer le superieur de l’inferieur . . . ne peuvent jamais etre 

qu’hypothetiques. . . . En somme, la science, en meconnaissant les prin- 

cipes et en refusant de s’y rattacher, se prive a la fois de la plus haute 

garantie qu’elle puisse recevoir et de la plus sure direction qui puisse 

lui etre donnee . . . elle devient douteuse et chancelante . . . ce sont la 

des caracteres generaux de la pensee proprement moderne; voila a quel 

degre d’abaissement intellectuel en est arrive l’Occident, depuis qu’il est 

sorti des voies qui sont normales au reste de l’humanite.”23 

23 Rene Guenon, Orient et Occident (Paris, 1930), extracts from ch. 2. 
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The Tantric Doctrine of 

Divine Biunity 

“You say, then, Trismegistus, that God is of both sexes?” 

Hermes, Asclepius 111.21 

All tradition speaks in the last analysis of God as an inconnumerable 

and perfectly simple Identity, but also of this Supreme Identity as an 

identity of two contrasted principles, distinguishable in all composite 

things, but coincident without composition in the One who is no thing. 

The Identity is of Essence and Nature, Being and Nonbeing, God and 

Godhead—as it were, masculine and feminine. Natura naturans, Creatrix 

universalis est Deus.1 On the other hand, a division of Essence from 

Nature, Heaven from Earth, subject from object, is a sine qua non of the 

existence of composite things, all of which are, but in different and par¬ 

ticular ways. Nature then “recedes from likeness to God, yet even inso¬ 

far as it has being in this wise, it retains a certain likeness to the divine 

being” {Sum. Theol. 1.14.x 1 ad 3). Henceforth Essence is the Creator and 

active power, Nature the means of creation and passive recipient of form 

—“Nature as being that by which the generator generates” (Damascene, 

De fide orthodoxa 1.18). Of which the relation of man to woman is a 

likeness: the relation of marriage is a sacrament and rite because an ade¬ 

quate symbol and reflection of the identification of Essence and Nature 

in divinis. 

The notion of a bisexual polarity in Deity suggested above has some¬ 

times been regarded as a peculiarity of the mediaeval Hindu and Buddhist 

[First published in French in Etudes traditionelles, XLII (1937), this essay later 

appeared in its original English version in the Annals of the Bhandar\er Oriental 

Research Institute, XIX (1938).—ed.] 

1 Sum. Theol., Turin edition, 1932 {“nihil obstat"), Lexicon by J. M. Mellinio, p. 

22*: cf. references to the text, J. M. Mellinio, Index Rerum, s.v. Natura, item 7, 

natura dicitur dupliciter, etc. Throughout the present article, “Nature” stands for 

Natura naturans. 
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Tantric systems of India, in which it is so clearly enunciated and made 

the basis of a visual and ritual symbolism:2 and especially so regarded 

by those who disparage the use of any sexual symbolism and are therefore 

unwilling to recognize it elsewhere. Within the limits of the present 

article it would be impossible to demonstrate the veritable universality 

of the doctrine of a divine biunity; we shall not, for example, attempt to 

discuss the Chinese yin and yang, and shall merely allude to the Gnostic 

syzygies. What we propose to show as briefly as possible is that a sym¬ 

bolism of this sort permeates not only the older Indian tradition, of 

which the later Tantrism is, in fact, a perfectly orthodox adaptation, but 

also the Christian ontology from first to last. 

In the Vedic tradition, the Supreme Identity {tad e\am) is “at the 

same time spirant and despirated” {anit avatam, RV x.129.2), “Being 

and Nonbeing3 (sad-asat) in the uttermost Empyrean, in the womb of 

the Infinite” (RV x.5.7). In the same way in Mund. Up. 11.2.1-2, 

the supralogical Brahman is “Being and Nonbeing . . . Intellect and 

Voice” {sad-asat . . . vdg-manas). The coincidence of the proximate and 

ultimate {apara and para) Brahman in the Upanisads is that of Mitra- 

varunau in the Vedas. The Supreme Identity is equally bipolar whether 

one thinks of “It” as masculine or feminine: so one asks with respect to 

the Magna Mater, Natura Naturans Creatrix, the Infinite (virdj, aditi), 

“Who knoweth Her progenitive duality?” {mithunatvam, AV vm.9.10); 

and conversely, “He (Brahman) is a womb” {yoni's ca giyate, VS 1.4.7.27). 

But if the conjoint principles are considered in their reciprocity, it is the 

manifested God that is the masculine and unmanifested Godhead that 

is the feminine power, as being the inexhaustible reservoir of all possibil¬ 

ity, including that of manifestation: it is, then, Mitra that inseminates 

Varuna (PB xxv.10.10), Krishna who “deposits the embryo in the Great 

Brahman, my womb . . . mine ultimate Nature {para prahjti), the womb 

of all existence” (BG xiv.3 and vn.5, 6), and “Into the womb of the In- 

2 To what extent “Tantrism” and “Saktism” are to be identified has been dis¬ 

cussed by Glasenapp in OZ, XII (1936), 120-133, where it is concluded that “a 

starting point for the Sa\ta doctrines is given in the philosophy of ‘Speech’ {vac) 

of the Mantra-Sastras.” See also the same author’s “Die Entstehung des Vajrayana,” 

ZDMG, XC (1936), 546-572; Mircea1 Eliade, Yoga: Essai sur les origines de la mys¬ 

tique indienne, Paris and Bucharest, 1936; S. K. Das, Sapti or Divine Power, Cal¬ 

cutta, 1934; Coomaraswamy, uParavrtti = Transformation, Regeneration, Anagogy,” 

1933, and “A Note on the Asvamedha,” 1936. 

3 “Nonbeing” must not be understood to mean a nothingness: Nonbeing is 

predicated of the Infinite qua “non-Ens,” not quia “non Est”; i.e., negatively, but 

not by way of privation. Cf. G. de Mengel, “La Notion de l’absolu dans diverses 

formes de la tradition,” Le Voile d’lsis (June 1929). 
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finite that Soma puts the embryo” (RV ix.74.5), in accordance with RV 

x.121.7, “Waters wherein was laid the universal embryo,” namely, the 

“Golden Germ,” Hiranyagarbha. 

Intellect and Voice (manas and vac) are One ab intra: “The Voice is 

verily Brahman in the uttermost Empyrean” (TS vn.i8e). But “This 

Brahman is Silence” (Sankaracarya on VS m.2.17). Just as the incanta¬ 

tion (brahman) is there inaudibly the Brahman, so is the Voice unvoiced; 

the Intellect is there “de-mented” of itself, the Voice unuttered.4 It is only 

when these two are divided, when heaven and earth are pillared apart 

by the axis of the universe (s\ambha, crraupo?), that Intellect and Voice 

become the “poles of the Vedas” (vedasya ant, AA 11.7), respectively 

celestial and chthonic, then only that Being and Nonbeing take on an 

ethical qualification as of Life and Death, Good and Evil, divided from 

one another as the hither from the farther shore by the width of the 

universe: it is from a position here below that one prays, “Lead us from 

Nonbeing to Being, Darkness to Light” (BU 1.3.28). Nonbeing then 

acquires, indeed, the value non Est, inasmuch as it refers to all things 

under the Sun, of which Augustine says that as compared to God “nec 

pulchra sunt nec bona sunt nec sunt” (Confessions xi.4) :5 the creation 

and cosmic crucifixion are not merely the necessary means of redemption, 

but also the very antithesis of the last end, which must be the same as 

the first beginning. Accordingly, as RV x.24.5 expresses it, “When the 

conjoint pair were parted, the Devas moaned, and cried ‘Let them be 

wed again’ and hence the enactment of the marriage in ritual, sym¬ 

bolic of the reunion of Indra and IndranI in the heart, so poignantly 

described in the analogy of human union in SB x.5.2.11-15. 

Let us consider now one of the many texts describing the divine pro¬ 

cession from interior to exterior operation. In PB vii.6.i-6, “Prajapati,6 

4 RV x.27.1, “Beyond this here, assuredly, there is another sound” (srava id ena 

paro anyad asti); Plotinus, Enneads 1.6.3, “Harmonies unheard create the harmonies 

we hear and wake the soul to the one essence in another nature”—which is the 

essential function alike of the Vedic and Christian liturgies. 

See also MU vi.34, “The mind must be brought to a stop (mano nirddhavyam),” 

with many parallels, Brahmanical and Buddhist; and Meister Eckhart, “The mind 

must be de-mented. . . . None may attain be he not stripped of all mental matter.” 

5 Augustine continues, making a distinction of two kinds of knowledge, empirical 

and absolute, analogous to the Indian avidya and vidyd—“Scientia nostra scientiae 

tuae comparata ignorantia est.” For the unreality of things as they are in themselves, 

cf. Acts of Peter xxxix, “there is naught else that is save Thee only.” 

6 The implications of the name “Prajapati” and of the designation of “creatures” 

as praja, literally “progeny,” are the same as those of Acts 17:28, “We are the 

offspring of God.” 
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being One and desiring to be Many, with Intellect looked upon the Si¬ 

lence: what was in Intellect, became the Great. He perceived, This 

embryo of Myself is hidden within Me: I shall bring it to birth by means 

of the Voice.’7 8 He separated off the Voice: She went the Way of the 

Vehicle of Passing-over, so-called because it swiftly ‘bringeth over. Thence 

the ‘Great’ was duly born: of which Prajapati spake that ‘This is the 

greatness of the Great, that it was so long a time within. The Great 

was unto Prajapati even as his eldest Son.” 

The Son is thus already in the undivided unity of the conjoint prin¬ 

ciples the Father’s image in himself, per verbum in intellectu conceptumf 

and this conception is Eckhart’s “act of fecundation latent in eternity.” 

Prajapati’s “contemplation of the Silence” is unmistakably a vital opera¬ 

tion: the wording tusnlm manasa dhyayat closely corresponds to that of 

RV x.71.2, manasa vac am alprata, “had intercourse by Intellect with the 

Voice,” and SB vi.1.2.9, sa manasaiva vdcam mithunam samabhavat, sa 

garbhy abhavat, “He had intercourse by Intellect with Voice, He became 

pregnant.” That Prajapati divides the Voice from himself (which Voice 

had been his “Silence”), vacant vyasrfata, corresponds to BU vi.4.2, “He 

separated the Woman,” striyam asrjata—“This Voice is indeed a maiden,” 

yosa vayam va\, SB m.2.1.19—and to St. Augustine’s “I made myself a 

Mother of whom to be born” (Contra V Haereses 5). It is precisely be¬ 

cause the Father himself takes birth through the Mother that there is a 

7 “What was engendered had been life in Him” (John 1:4, from the Greek and 

according to the traditional punctuation). That the Vulgate renders o yeyove 

by quod factum est abstracts from the original meaning the sense of vital operation. 

Notwithstanding that to generate and to make are the same in divinis, the words 

themselves are not synonymous, inasmuch as they consider the same thing under 

different aspects. The Latin version suggests what de Gaigneron has called an ef¬ 

fort to “ ‘denaturer,’ pour ne pas scandaliser.” The Nicaean Council, however, 

maintained that the Son was “begotten, not made,” and we find accordingly in the 

credo genitum non factum, ytvrjdevTa ov -jOevra. 

8 Said by St. Thomas with reference to! the artist’s operation in the likeness of 

divine creation; the mental concept of th^ work to be done is literally the artist’s 

child. A similar application occurs in the Indian texts, for example, SB m.2.4.11, 

“Intellect prevents the Voice . . . were it not for the Intellect, the Voice would 

speak incoherently”; SB 1V.6.7.TO, “The Voice speaks not but what is contemplated 

by Intellect”; TS n.5.11.5, “What he contemplates by Intellect (yad dhi manasa 

dhyayati), that he utters by the Voice”; cf. RV 1.20.2, where the Rbhus, the artists 

of the gods, “wrought by conjoining Intellect with Voice” (vacoyuja tatapsur ma- 

nasa, where ta\s has the sense of working like a carpenter with an axe on wood, 

in this case that wood of which the world is made). The work of art is always the 

embodiment of a conception. See Coomaraswamy, “The Vedic Doctrine of ‘Silence’ ” 

[in the present volume—ed.]. 
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coessentiality of the Son with the Father, as in AB vn.13: “Becoming an 

embryo, he enters the wife, the mother, and being renewed, is born again 

(punar . . . jay ate).” There is a delegation and transmission of the uni¬ 

versal Nature in the genealogia regni Dei just as there is of a particular 

human nature in a dynastic succession of functional types; it may be 

added that a “rebirth” in this sense—“the doer aright is ordinately born 

in his children,” RV vi.70.3; “my children are my coming to be again,” 

JUB m.27.17; “that he has engendered is his going on again,” CU m.17.3 

—constitutes all that is, properly speaking, the Indian doctrine of the 

reincarnation of the individual, as distinguished from that of the trans¬ 

migration of the Spiritual Person who, when the body dies, “hurries again 

to a womb,” BU iv.3.36—reincarnation and transmigration coinciding 

only in divinis. The separated Voice now assumes a vehicular function, 

that of the liturgy in its verbal aspect, the Rc, elsewhere identified with 

this world and the Earth. The “Great” (brhat, implying an indefinite 

extension in time and space), at first contained as an embryo (garbha) 

within the Unity and now transferred by vital operation to the Mother, 

in whom it waxes, and of whom it is born, is primarily Agni, the visible 

and audible Prajapati,9 considered here in a liturgical aspect: “He is born 

from the Titan’s loins and shines in the Mother’s lap” (RV m.29.14), the 

altar-womb of Mother Earth.10 That the “Great” is said to have lain 

“great while within” (jyog antar) is a form of expression characteristic for 

Agni, as in RV x.124.1, “a great while hast Thou lain in the long dark¬ 

ness” (jyog eva dirgham tama dsayistdh), and for his cognate Dirghasravas 

as in PB xv.3.25, where the “Far-cry” “was long in exile and in want of 

food” (jyog aparuddho’ sandy ah [not yet come “eating and drinking ]). 

9 Agni (or Indra, Surya, or Soma) is as much the “Great Liturgy (brhad u\tha) 

as, literally, a Fire. Cf. RV v.87.1, where the hymns are described as born of the 

Voice” (vaci-nispanna). We have discussed elsewhere the identity in divinis of 

sound and light. The Son is as much a resonance as luminous and calorific. The 

Son of God is an utterance; “In the beginning, this world was unuttered (MU 

vi.6). 
10 In Christian nativities of the Byzantine type, where there is a broken cave in 

place of the later and more familiar ruined stable (the significance of both is the 

same in the last analysis, as is also the case in the Vedic tradition, where the crea¬ 

tive act involves the breaking open of a cave which is also a stable of cattle), it is 

made as clear as possible that the Theotokos is the Earth, Gaia. It is, moreover, 

with perfect accuracy that Wolfram von Eschenbach sings, “the Earth was Adam’s 

mother . . . yet still was the Earth a maid. . . . Two Men have been born of maidens, 

and God hath the likeness ta’en of the son of the first Earth-maiden . . . since 

He willed to be Son of Adam” (Parzifal, I, ix-549ff.). 
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The worlds are ever impatient for the birth and coming forth by day: 

“When shall the Child be born?” RV x.95.12. 

Another and very informative text is that of BU 1.4.1-4. Here the ac¬ 

count of the creation begins with the Spirit {atman) “alone in the aspect 

of Person (purusa).” This person in the beginning “was of such sort as 

are a man and a woman closely embraced (etdvan dsa yatha stri-puman- 

sau samparisvaktau). He desired a second. He caused that Spiritual-Self 

of his to fall atwain (atmanam dvedhapatayat) d1 Thence came into be¬ 

ing ‘husband and wife.’ . . . He had intercourse with Her: thence were 

human beings engendered (manusyd ajayanta).” In the same way He 

and She assuming other than human forms begat their like in these 

animal types.12 

Thus once more the One becomes Many by an act of generation. Again, 

the converse operation by which the conceptually separated self is re¬ 

united to the ever undivided Self or Spiritual Essence is a “deification” 

described as a marriage: “This is that form of his that is beyond the 

meters,13 that hath smitten away all evil, and that hath no fear. It is as 

when one is closely embraced (samparisva\tah, corresponding to sampa- 

risva\tau, above) by a darling bride and knows naught of a within or 

a without, even so that the (spiritual) Person (of a man) embraced by 

the prognostic Spirit (prajnatmana)xi knows naught of a within nor a 

without. That is his true form, in which his desire is obtained, the Spirit 

is the whole of his desire, he has no unfulfilled desire, nor any grief” 

(BU iv.3.21). 

11 As in RV x.27.23, “In the dwelling of the gods had been the first; from their 

diremption sprang the latter.” 

12 RV 1.179.2, nu patriir vrsabhir jagamyuh-, x.5.2, vrsano samjagmire . . . 

arvafibhih. “Our original nature was by no means the same as it is now. . . . For 

‘man-woman’ (avSpoyvvoy) was then a unity in form no less than name,” Sym¬ 

posium 189E. 

13 Aticchanda, usually rendered as “beyond desires,” but we think it means, 

rather, “beyond the meters,” which are the means by which he is approached. 

14 Prajhatman, the fore-knowing and all-knowing Spirit, whose “true form,” 

transcending all distinction of subject and object, is a “unitary condensation of prior 

gnosis” (ehpbhuta prajnana-ghana, Mund. Up. v; prtsna prajnana-ghana, BU iv.5.13), 

i.e., a single totality of knowledge not derived from any source external to itself— 

“the One Word of the Ineffable which is the Gnosis of the Whole” (Pistis Sophia, 

Codex Askew, ed. Petermann, p. 233). Prajha is etymologically and semantically 

the equivalent of the Gnostic prognosis {irpoyinncn^), spoken of in the Apocryphon 

of John as belonging to the male-female Pentad of the Aeons of the Father, and 

as having been the first gift bestowed by the Invisible One upon the First Man, 

the Virginal Spirit, the Image of Himself (cited from Schmidt, in Charlotte A. 

Baynes, A Coptic Gnostic Treatise, Cambridge, 1933, pp. 8, 9). 
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It would scarcely be an exaggeration to say that the whole ontology of 

the Vedic tradition, alike in the Samhitas and in the Brahmanas and 

Upanisads, is expressed rather typically than incidentally in terms of 

sexual symbolism. We have not by any means exhausted the material, 

some of which is far more outspoken than are the texts that have been 

discussed; but we think that enough has been said to demonstrate the 

perfect orthodoxy of the Tantras in these respects. It remains to consider 

the divine polarity and bisexuality in Christian scripture and exegesis. 

The problem is directly suggested by the doctrine of the two-fold, 

temporal and eternal, birth of the Son of God. Let us remember that it is 

impossible to think of these as having been two different events in the 

divine life, which is intrinsically uneventful. Indeed, as St. Thomas says 

himself, “On the part of the child there is but one filiation in reality, 

although there be two in aspect” (Sum. Theol. m.35.5 ad 3). All this sug¬ 

gests that there must have been an eternal as well as a temporal Madon¬ 

na.15 And that is clearly what is implied by Meister Eckhart: “His birth 

in Mary ghostly was to God better pleasing than his nativity of her in 

the flesh” (Evans ed., I, 418). If St. Thomas says that “eternal filiation 

does not depend on a temporal Mother” (Sum. Theol. m.35.5 ad 2)> 

are we not entitled to add, “but on an eternal Mother”? Who then is 

Eckhart’s “Mary ghostly” but “that divine Nature by which the Father 

begets” (Sum. Theol. 1.45.5.6), Natura naturans, Creatrix? 

In case it should seem that we are forcing the sense of St. Thomas, let 

us consider the Thomist doctrine of the divine procession. “The procession 

of the Word in divinis is called a generation.16 . . . Generation means the 

15 [On the two Aphrodites, one Ovpavia, the elder daughter of Heaven (Ovpa- 

vo<s), the other, the younger, daughter of Zeus and Dione, called IldvS^/xos 

(= Vaisvanara), cf. Symposium i8od.] 

16 It may be remarked that it is a cardinal doctrine of Christianity that there is 

no potentiality or passivity in God, who is all in act. On the other hand, while for 

St. Thomas “The power of generation belongs to God” (Sum. Theol. 1.41.5, and 

as must also be assumed from the general use of yfyvop-ai side by side with woUw 

in the Greek New Testament), he says also that “In every act of generation there 

is an active and a passive principle” (Sum. Theol. 1.98.2c). A reconciliation can be 

effected if we consider that the conjoint principles in divinis are not two separate 

beings; just as in the case of the Three Persons, of whom there can be predicated 

characteristic functions without impugning their co-essentiality. There is no un¬ 

realized potentiality in God; at the same time His inexhaustible potentiality re¬ 

mains intact without diminution: as in BU v.i, “When plenum is taken from 

plenum, plenum remains.” The conjoint principles in divinis are those of a static 

Essence (bhutata) and dynamic Power (sa\ti) [Eckhart, Evans ed., p. 276, “Es- 
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origin of any living thing from a living conjoint principle (a pnncipio 

vivente conjuncto); and this is rightly called nativity. . : . So, then, the 

procession of the Word in divinis is of the nature of a generation. For it 

proceeds in the manner of an intelligible act, which is a vital operation 

(operatio vitae'). . . . Therefore is He rightly called begotten, and Son. 

Hence also that these things which belong to the generation of living 

things are used in Scripture to denote the procession of the divine Wis¬ 

dom; that is to say, by way of conception and birth (conceptione et 

partu); for, as it has been said of the person of the Divine Wisdom, 

‘When there were no depths, 1 was brought forth (concepta). Before the 

hills was I brought forth (par tune bar)' ” (Sum. 7 heol. 1.27.2c and ad 2, 

citing Prov. 8:24, 25). 

The whole of Proverbs 8 recalls RV x.125. Compare, for instance, “Unto 

you, O men, I call. . . . Hear; for I will speak of excellent things; and 

the opening of my lips shall be right things. ... I am understanding; I 

have strength. By me kings reign. ... I love them that love me. . . . 

The Lord possessed me in the beginning of his way, before his works 

of old. I was set up from everlasting, from the beginning, or ever the 

earth was. . . . When he prepared the heavens I was there. ... I was 

by him, as one brought up with him: and I was daily his delight, re¬ 

joicing always before him, rejoicing in the habitable parts of his earth; 

and my delights were with the sons of men. . . . All they that hate me 

love death,” with “I wend with the Rudras, Vasus, Adityas, and several 

Angels; I am the support of Mitravarunau, IndragnI, and the paired 

Asvins. ... I am the Queen, in whom all goods are garnered, most 

knowledgeable. . . . Through me all eat the bread of life, whoever sees, 

or breathes, or hears; though unawares, all these abide in me. Hear ye 

my faithful saying. I, none but I, utter what is most pleasant, both to 

sence, so far as it is active in the Father, is Nature”; cf. Hermes, Asclepius 111.21]; 

when these are actually divided, static and1 dynamic become active and passive, 

and this is one of those senses in which it can be said that “Nature recedes from 

likeness to God,” inasmuch as She becomes the recipient of form; and then it can 

be said, with Dante, “cima nel mondo, in che puro atto fu produtto. Pura potenza 

tenne la parte ima” (Paradiso xxix.32-34), “Summit of the world, where pure act 

came into being; pure potentiality was in the nether part.” [On Mathnawi 1.2437, 

“She is a ray of God, she is not your darling: she is creative, you might say she is 

not created,” Wali Muhammad in his Sharh-i-Mathnawi (Lucknow, 1894), p. 156, 

comments: “for the attributes, agens and patiens, belong to the essence of the Creator 

and both are manifested in woman.” Note also RV 111.31.2, anyah \artd . . . anya 

rndhan.\ 
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men and angels: him whom I love I make an Awful-power, Brahman, or 

Prophet, or Comprehensor. ... I that am the matrix in the Waters and 

the Sea, bring forth the Father, [i.e., as the Son] when I originate, being 

his head. . . . My breath it is, forsooth, that blows the Gale, whenas I 

take in hand the several worlds to fashion them: so far my sway, I do 

insist beyond these heaven and this wide earth.” In the first of these cita¬ 

tions it is Sophia, and in the second Vac that speaks.17 

It is sufficiently clear from the text of St. Thomas quoted above that 

his conjoint principle” in divims corresponds to the notions of Essence 

and Nature (“that Nature by which the Father begets,” Sum. Theol. 

I.41 *5C) 5 and that he identifies this Nature with the “Wisdom” of Prov¬ 

erbs, Dante’s Sophia, whom he (Dante) calls “the bride of the Emperor 

of Heaven, and not bride alone, but sister and most beloved daughter,” 

and of whom he says that “She exists in him in true and perfect fashion 

as if eternally wedded to him” (Convito m.12).18 

A greater authority can be cited in Gen. 1:25, 26, “And God said, Let 

us make man in our own image, after our likeness. ... So God created 

man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and 

female created he them.”19 The likeness is exemplary. The created form 

of humanity is not that of this man as distinguished from that of this 

woman, but that of their common humanity: “He called their name 

Adam,” Gen. 5:2. This Man (Adam) is, in fact, a syzygy, until the Deity 

brings forth the woman out of him, that he may not be alone:20 “She 

17 [Of. CU vi. 1.4, vaca arambhana, only cause of the variety of appearances; on 

Hokhmah (= Sophia) as God’s “wife” or “daughter,” cf. D. Nielsen, “Die alt- 

semitische Muttergotten,” ZDMG, XCII (1938), 550.] 

18 Whom also Dante addresses as “Virgin Mother, daughter of thy Son” (Paradiso 

xxxm.i). A similarly “incestuous” confusion of relationships is met with in the 

Indian, and even also the Islamic formulations (cf. Coomaraswamy, “The Darker 

Side of Dawn,” 1935, p. 5, and A New Approach to the Vedas, 1933, p. 3 and 

nn. 9 and 10); in other words, the polarity of the conjoint principles is not merely 

analogous to that of male and female in one particular and marital relation, but 

in all possible reciprocal relations. 

19 On this passage see the Commentary in the Zohar I, 90-92, “the Father said 

to the Mother by means of the Word” and “the Man of emanation was both male 

and female, from the side of both Father and Mother.” 

20 Observe the parallel in BU 1.4, where Prajapati divides himself, desiring a sec¬ 

ond, because “for one who is alone there is no delight.” Another parallel that 

may be noted appears in connection with the Biblical description of Eve as having 

been made from Adam’s rib (Gen. 2:21-22), just as in RV x.85.23 the daughter 

of Manu is called the “rib” (parsu), “through whom (under the name of Ida or 

Ila) he generated this race of men” (SB 1.8.1.10). This Ila is also a name of the 

mother of Agni (RV in.29). 
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shall be called Woman because she was taken out of Man,” Gen. 2:23c1 

“In this likeness,” then, could never have been said had there not already 

been an archetype of this polarity in God—that is to say, of course, in 

principle, for we are not speaking of a composition in divims.22 The 

Christian doctrine, moreover, like the Indian, envisages an ultimate re¬ 

union of the divided principles, there where “there is neither male nor 

female: for ye are all one [Skr. e\i-bhuta\ in Christ Jesus” (Gal. 3:28).~3 

That is where it is no longer a question of this man or that woman, but 

only of that Universal Man of whom Boehme says that “this champion 

or lion is no man or woman, but he is both” (Signatura Rerum xi.43). 

If it be objected, finally, that all this sexual phraseology is a sort of 

rhetoric and not to be taken literally, we say that while it is not a matter 

of rhetoric in any “literary” sense, it is a matter of analogy and sym¬ 

bolism: as is explicit in both passages from the Brhadaranya\a Upanisad 

cited above, it is not a question of a man and a woman in fact, nor of any 

existence, but of the form of being which is “as if it were (yatha) that of 

a man and woman closely embraced.” Our whole intention has been to 

indicate that an adequate symbolism of this sort has been universally 

employed in the unanimous and orthodox tradition and, more specifically, 

within the limits of the present article, to show in what like manner it 

has been employed in the Hindu and Christian forms of the transmitted 

revelation. 

21 “All living creatures, having been till then bisexual, were parted asunder, and 

man with the rest; and so there came to be males on the one part, and likewise 

females on the other part” (Hermes, Lib. 1.18). 

22 Cf. the Apocalypse of John (cited by Baynes, tr., A Coptic Gnostic Treatise, 

p. 14), “The Three, the Father, the Mother, and the Son, the perfect Power”; and 

SA vii.15, “All that is declared to be One. For the Mother and the Father and the 

Child are this all.” 

23 [Gal. 3:28 is cited by St. Thomas, Sum. Theol. 1.93.6 ad 2, in illustration of 

his own statement, “the image of God belongs to both sexes, since it is in the mind, 

wherein is no sexual distinction”; Omne quod generatur, generatur ex contrario, 

Sum. Theol. 1.46.1 ad 3.] 
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Dante’s Paradiso 

It has now for some time been fully recognized that Islamic analogies 

are of singular value for an understanding of Dante’s Dwina Commedia, 

not only in connection with the basic form of the narrative1 but as re¬ 

gards the methods by which the theses are communicated.2 And this 

would hold good, entirely apart from the consideration of any problems 

of “influence” that might be considered from the more restricted point 

of view of literary history. It has been justly remarked by H. A. Wolfson 

that the mediaeval Arabic, Hebrew, and Latin “philosophical literatures 

were in fact one philosophy expressed in different languages, translatable 

almost literally into one another.”3 Again, if this is true, it is not merely a 

result of proximity and influence nor, on the other hand, of a parallel 

development, but because “Human culture is a unified whole, and in 

the various cultures one finds the dialects of one spiritual language,”4 

because “a great universal line of metaphysics is evident among all peo- 

[This essay was first published in Speculum, XI (1936).—ed.] 

1 See Miguel Asm y Palacios, La Escatologia musulmana en la Divina Comedia 

(Madrid, 1919), and the abridged translation by H. Sunderland, Islam and the 

Divine Comedy (London, 1926). 

2 Luigi Valii, ll Languaggio segreto di Dante e del “Fedeli d’Amore” (Rome, 

1928); Rene Guenon, L’Lsoterisme de Dante (Paris, 1925); idem, “Le Langage 

secret de Dante et des ‘Fideles d’Amour,’ ” and “ ‘Fideles d’Amour’ et ‘Cours 

d’Amour,”’ Le Voile d’Isis, XXXVII (1932), and XXXVIII (1933)- Indian and 

Zoroastrian comparisons have been made in Angelo de Gubernatis, “Dante e l’ln- 

dia,” Giornale della Societa Asiatica Italiana, III (1889), and “Le Type indien de 

Lucifer chez Dante.” Actes du Xe Congres des Orientalistes; and f. J. Modi, Dante 

Papers: Viraf, Adamnan, and Dante, and Other Papers (London, 1914). Many of 

the problems are bound up with those of the history of the Templars and Rosicru- 

cians. 

3 The Philosophy of Spinoza, Cambridge, Mass. (1934), I, 10. 

4 Alfred Jeremias, Handbuch der altonentalischen Geisteshidtur (Berlin, 1929); 

p. x. 
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pies.”5 Without going too far afield in time or space and one could go 

at least as far as Sumeria and China—it will suffice for present purposes 

to say that what is affirmed by Wolfson for Arabic, Hebrew, and Latin 

will be of equal validity if Sanskrit is added to the list. 

In recent years I have repeatedly drawn attention to the remarkable 

doctrinal and even verbal equivalents that can be demonstrated in mediae¬ 

val Latin and Vedic Indian traditional literature, in respect to which, 

if borrowing were assumed, priority would have to be allowed to the 

Vedic side; but borrowing is not assumed. As these equivalences are not 

likely to be familiar to my present readers, a few will be cited here; and 

striking as they may be, they are merely samples of countless others of 

the same sort. 

We find it said, for example, in connection with the orthodox doctrine 

of Christ’s two births, eternal and temporal, that “on the part of the 

child there is but one filiation in reality, though there be two in aspect” 

(Sum. Theol. m.35.5 ad 3); cf. “His birth in Mary ghostly was to God 

better pleasing than his nativity of her in the flesh” (Eckhart, Evans ed., 

1,418). And inasmuch as Christ’s filiation is in any case a “vital opera¬ 

tion from a conjoint principle (a principio conjunctive>),” and the “eternal 

filiation does not depend upon a temporal mother” (Sum. Theol. 1.27.2c 

and m.35.5 ad 2), it follows that Christ is mothered in eternity no less 

than in time; the mother in eternity, Eckhart’s “Mary ghostly,” being 

evidently “that divine nature by which the Father begets” (Sum. Theol. 

1.41.5c), “That nature, to wit, which created all others” (St. Augustine, 

De trinitate xiv.9)—Natura naturans, Creatrix universalis, Deus, inas¬ 

much as essence and nature are one in Him, in the Supreme Identity, 

who is the unity of the conjoint principles. Finally, inasmuch as the 

divine life is uneventful, there is evidently but one act of generation, 

though there be “two in aspect, corresponding to the two relations in 

the parents, as considered by the intellect” (Sum. Theol. m.35.5 ad 3)- 

It is, then, Latin Christian doctrine that there is one generation, but 

two mothers logically distinguishable. The exact equivalent of this, in 

the fewest possible words, occurs in the Gopatha Brahmana 1.33, “two 

wombs, one act of generation (dve yoni e\am mithunam).” This brief 

text, on the one hand, resumes the familiar Vedic doctrine of the bimother¬ 

hood of Agni who is dvimata—as, for example, in RV m.2.2 and 11, “He 

became the son of two mothers ... he was quickened in unlike wombs,” 

and RV 1.113.1-3, where Night, “when she hath conceived for the Sun’s 

5 J. Sauter, “Die altchinesische Metaphysik und ihre Verbundenheit mit der 

abendlandischen,” Archiv fur Rechts- und Sozial-philosophie, XXVIII (1934), 90. 
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quickening, yields the womb to [her sister] Dawn”—and, on the other, 

to the derivative dogma of the dual motherhood (or alternatively mother¬ 

hood and foster motherhood) by which the eternal Avatar is manifested 

in Vaisnavism, Buddhism, and Jainism, where by a somewhat materialized 

formulation the divine child is actually transferred from the womb of the 

spiritual power to that of the temporal power, represented respectively by 
the queens Devananda and Tisala.6 

In AB m.43, the pattern of the Sacrifice performed in imitation of what 

was done in the beginning is described as “without beginning or end. . . . 

That which is its beginning is also its end, that again which is its end is 

also i'ts beginning, they do not discriminate which is anterior and which 

posterior,” with which may be compared Boethius, De consolatione philo- 

sophiae 1, prose 6, “is it possible that you who know the beginning of all 

things should not also know their end?”; Sum. Theol. 1.103.2c, “the end 

of a thing corresponds to its beginning”; Eckhart (Evans ed., I, 224), 

“the first beginning is because of the last end”; and Dante, Paradiso 

xxix.20, 30, ne prima ne poscia . . . sanza distinzione in essordire. 

The definition of a personal as distinguished from an animal nature in 

AA 11.3.2, viz. “A person (purusa) is most endowed with understanding, 

he speaks what has been discriminated, he draws distinctions, he knows 

the morrow, he knows what is and is not mundane, and by the mortal 

seeks the immortal,” while “as for the other cattle, theirs is a valid 

perception merely according to hunger and thirst, they do not speak 

what has been discriminated,” etc., is as nearly as possible identical with 

the classical definition in Boethius, Contra Evtychen 11: “There is no 

person of an ox or any other of the animals which dumb and unreasoning 

live a life of sense alone, but we say there is a person of a man, of God, 

or an angel . . . there is no person of a man if animal or general.” 

“ ‘he who is’ is the principal of all names applied to God,” says St. 

John of Damascus (De fide orthodoxa 1); so in KU vi.13, “He is to be 

laid hold of as ‘he is.’ ” With respect to the “thought of God,” which “is 

not attainable by argument” (KU 11.9), that “His is that thought by 

whom it is unthought, and if he thinks it, then he does not understand” 

corresponds to Dionysus (De mystica theologica 1): “Which not to see 

or know is really to see and know,” and Ep. ad Caium Mon.: “If any¬ 

one seeing God understood what he saw, he saw not God himself, but 

one of those things that are God’s.” 
In connection with the Immaculate Conception, St. Thomas (Sum. 

6 For further parallels, see Coomaraswamy, “The ‘Conqueror’s Life’ in Jaina 

Painting,” JISOA, III (1935), I32- 
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Theol. 111.32.1 ad 1) remarks that while in this case the Spiritus entered 

the material form without means, in normal generation- the power of 

the soul, which is in the semen, through the Spirit enclosed therein, 

fashions the body.” This corresponds not only to the brief formulation 

of RV vm.3.24, “The Spirit is the father’s part, raiment of the body 

(dtmd pitus tanur vasah),” but more explicitly to JUB m.10.5, “It is 

inasmuch as the Breath-of-life inhabits the expended seed, that he [who 

is to be born] takes shape (yadd hyeva retas siktarn prana avisaty atha 

tat sambhavati),” and Kaus. Up. 111.3, “It is as the Breath (prana) that 

the Intelligizing Spiritus (prajnatman) grasps and erects the body.” 

Sum. Theol. 1.45.1c, “Creation, which is the emanation of all being, 

is from nonbeing, which is nothing (Creatio, quae est emanatio totius 

esse, est ex non ente, quod est nihil),” combined with 1.14.8c, “The 

knowledge of God is the cause of things. For the knowledge of God is 

to all creatures what the knowledge of the artificer is to things made 

by his art (sicut scientia artificis se habet ad artifciata)” and with the 

doctrine of the Spirit as the animating power in the act of generation, 

whether human or divine (see above)—all this is represented in a briefer 

formulation of the Rg Veda. Thus RV x.72.2: “The Master of the 

Spiritual power like as a blacksmith with his bellows welded all these 

generations of the Angels; in the primal aeon, being was begotten 

from nonbeing,” where “Blacksmith”7 (\armdra, “maker,” “workman”), 

like Tvastr (the “Carpenter,”8 who in the Rg Veda “hews by intellect 

[;manasa ta\sati],” in the sense of the Scholastic per verbum in intel- 

lectu conceptum, predicated of the artificer in Sum. Theol. 1.45.6c) and 

Visvakarman (“All-maker,” later the patron aspect of deity with respect 

to the crafts and worshiped as such in their lesser mysteries), corre¬ 

sponds to Deus sicut artifex in Scholastic imagery; and “welded with 

his bellows” (samadhamat) alludes to the “blast” of the Spirit, the 

animating Gale (vdta, vayu) by which the Son himself is “aroused” 

(Agni, vdtajutah, RV 1.65.4, VI-6-3> etc.) and “made to blaze” (dhami- 

tam, RV 11.24.7), “when Vata blows upon his flame” (RV iv.7.10), 

“that Gale, thy Spiritus that thunders through the universe” (dtmd te 

vatah, etc., RV vn.87.2), Vayu, spiration of the Angels, whose sound is 

heard indeed, though his form is never seen” (RV x.168.4). 

This image of the Master Blacksmith with his bellows admirably illustrates 
Sum. Theol. 1.1.9c: Spiritual truths are fittingly taught under the likeness of ma¬ 
terial things.” 

8 It is by no means without good and sufficient reasons that Jesus was called the 
“Son of the carpenter,” for, indeed, there is a “wood” of which the world is 
wrought by the Master Carpenter. 
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The most general Scholastic definition of sin, of any kind, is as fol¬ 

lows, “Sin is a departure from the order to the end” (Sum. Theol. n- 

I. 21.1c and 2 ad 2), and in connection with the artistic sin, St. Thomas 

goes on to explain that it is a sin proper to the art “if an artist produce 

a bad thing, while intending to produce something good; or produce 

something good, while intending to produce something bad.” In KU 

II. 1.1, he who chooses what he likes most (prey as) rather than what is 

most lovely (sreyas) is said to “deviate from the end” (hiyate arthat)\ 

in SB 11.1.4.6, if a certain part of the rite is wrongly done, “that would be 

a sin (aparaddhi)? just as if one were to do one thing while intending 

to do another; or if one were to say one thing while intending to say 

another; or if one were to go one way while intending to go another.” 

In Sum. Theol. 1.103.5 ai^ I: “These things are said to be under the 

sun which are generated and corrupted according to the sun’s move¬ 

ment,” and hi (Supp.) 91. 1 ad 1: “The state of glory is not under the 

sun.” In SB 11.3.3.7, “He who glows [the Sun] is this Death [an essential 

name of deity ab intra]”; accordingly, all creatures below Him are mortal, 

but those beyond Him are Angels (or “Gods”) who are alive; and x.5.1.4, 

“Everything hitherward from the Sun is in the grasp of Death (mrtyu- 

naptam).” 

There may also be cited a pair of examples of earlier origin on the Eu¬ 

ropean side. Matt. 10:16, “prudentes sicut serpentes, et simplices sicut 

columbae,” corresponds to RV x.63.4, ahimaya anagasah. Again, whereas 

in Gen. 2:21-22 God “took one of his [Adam’s] ribs, . . . And the rib 

which the Lord God had taken from man, made he a woman,” and 

3:20, “Adam called his wife’s name Eve; because she was the mother 

of all living,” so also in the Rg Veda the name of Manu’s daughter is 

the “Rib” (par sur ha nama manavi), who under another name, Ida, is 

the mother “through whom he [Manu] generated this race of men” (SB 

1.8.1.10), Manu being in the Hindu tradition the archetype and progeni¬ 

tor of men in the same way as Adam in the Hebrew tradition, the condi¬ 

tion of incest in both formulations depending on the “blood relationship” 

(jdmitra) of the original parents. 

A single Islamic example may be added. Whereas St. Augustine, Con¬ 

fessions vii.11, has, with reference to created things, “A being they have, 

because they are from Thee: and yet no being, because what Thou art 

they are not,” and Sum. Theol., 1.44.1c, “All beings apart from God are 

not their own being, but beings by participation,” we find in JamI, La- 

9 Aparaddhi derives from aparadh, defined by Monier-Williams as “to miss one’s 

aim.” 
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waih xiii, “Earth lacks true Being, yet depends thereon—Thou art true 

Being.” 

Not merely could other doctrinal and verbal parallels of this sort be 

cited almost ad infinitum10—e.g., in connection with such matters as 

Exemplarism,11 Transubstantiation, and Infallibility—but similar equiva¬ 

lencies could be even more easily demonstrated in the domain of visual 

symbolism,12 a mode of communication that even more than verbal sym¬ 

bolism is the characteristic idiom of traditional metaphysics. For example, 

there has often been brought out the common valency of the Christian 

rose and Indian lotus as representations of the ground of all manifesta¬ 

tion, the support of being when it proceeds or seems to proceed from 

being to becoming. The case of musical form is the same: “An example 

of the tenacity with which the music of a cult survives is afforded in the 

West by Catholic church music which, deriving from Jewish temple 

singing, stands apart from the quite different art-music of today, like an 

erratic block. There are similar instances in the East, such as those of the 

Indian Samaveda melodies, and in Japan the singing of the No dramas, 

which even in the late courtly and profane environment in which we 

hear it, has preserved its original liturgical significance” (Robert Lach- 

mann, Musi\ des Orients, Breslau, 1929, pp. 9-10). It is, in fact, the case 

that even the “secular” music of India, where nothing, indeed, can be 

defined as wholly secular, has preserved that quality of endlessness which 

is predicated of the liturgical chant in a passage from the Aitareya Brah- 

mana cited above and which is equally recognized in Christian plainsong. 

The commonly accepted formula of the existence of a gulf dividing 

Europe from Asia is thus fallacious in the sense that while there is a divi¬ 

sion, the dividing line is traceable not between Europe and Asia norma- 

tively considered but between mediaeval Europe and Asia, on the one 

10 Single parallels might be referred to “coincidence,” which is merely to sub¬ 

stitute description for explanation. If, however, we believe with St. Augustine 

(De diversis quaestionibus Lxxxm.24) that “Nothing in the world happens by 

chance (a proposition with which the scientist will scarcely quarrel [nor the 

theologian, for whom “if God did not govern by mediate causes, the world would 

be deprived of the perfection of causality,” St. Thomas]), three explanations, and 

only three, of repeated and exact coincidences” are possible: There must have 

been (1) a borrowing on the part of the later source, (2) a parallel development, 

or (3) a derivation from a common anterior source. 

11 Cf. Coomaraswamy, “Vedic Exemplarism” [in this volume—ed.]. 

12 Cf. J. Baltrusaitis, Art sumerien, art romain (Paris, 1934), and Coomara¬ 

swamy, “The Tree of Jesse and Oriental Parallels,” Parnassus, VII (1935). 
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hand, and modern Europe on the other: in general and in principle, 

whatever is true for mediaeval Europe will also be found to be true for 

Asia, and vice versa. 

As regards the bearing of all these parallels on the validity of Christian 

doctrine and exegesis: from the Hindu point of view, the natural con¬ 

sequence of collation will be to evoke the consideration, “Christian doc¬ 

trine, judged by Vedic standards, is also orthodox.” The converse recog¬ 

nition, that “Vedic doctrine, judged by Christian norms, is also orthodox,” 

might be, and a priori should be, expected, but given the Christian as¬ 

sumption not only of a knowledge of the truth (which may be freely 

granted) but also of an exclusive possession of this knowledge (such as 

Hindus neither claim for themselves nor grant to any others), all that 

can be predicted for the moment is an acceptance of Vedic data as “ex¬ 

trinsic and probable arguments” {Sum. Theol. 1.1.8 ad 2), just as St. 

Thomas himself, in fact, made use of Aristotle, and just as St. Jerome, 

in discussing the superiority of the virgin to the married estate {Adversus 

Jovinianum 1.42), actually invoked the doctrine of the “Gymnosophists of 

India, amongst whom the dogma is handed down that Buddha, the head 

of their teaching, was born of a virgin from her side.” 

So far as the comparisons that have been so extensively made as be¬ 

tween Christianity and Buddhism (in which field St. Jerome seems to 

have been the pioneer, though the case of Jehoshaphat = Bodhisattva 

must also be borne in mind), or Neoplatonism and Buddhism, are 

in question, it must be remembered that although the parallels are 

real, nevertheless deductions as to derivation or influence are insecurely 

founded, inasmuch as the Buddhist doctrines are themselves derivative, 

and Christian and Neoplatonic analogies with pre-Buddhist texts can be 

presented in greater number and with greater cogency. For instance, all 

of the details of the Buddha’s nativity, not excluding the detail of lateral 

birth, are, in fact, already traceable in the Vedic nativities of Indra and 

Agni, respectively types of the temporal and spiritual powers, often 

combined in the dual IndragnI, king-and-priest. We maintain, in other 

words, the relative independence of the Christian tradition at any one 

time, whether that of Dionysius or that of Dante, at the same time that 

we relate all orthodox teaching, of which the Vedic expression itself is 

merely a late expression, to one common and (as may be added, though 

this is not essential to the presently restricted argument) ultimately 

superhuman source. The problems are not essentially, but only acci¬ 

dentally, problems of literary history. 
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Enough has now been said to indicate the principles involved, and 

perhaps to convince the reader that it may not be unreasonable to look in 

Sanskrit as well as in Islamic texts for parallels to or even explanations, 

but not necessarily sources, of particular idioms of thought employed by 

Dante, none of whose ideas are novel, though he clothes the traditional 

teaching in a vernacular form of incomparable splendor, splendor ven- 

tatis. The two passages chosen for comment are selected not because of 

their special importance, nor because they can be more easily paralleled 

than very many others, but as having presented particular difficulties to 

commentators relying only on European sources. Paradiso xxvii.136-138 

reads: 

Cost si fa la pelle bianca nera, 

nel primo aspetto della bella figlia 

di quel ch’ apporta mane e lascia sera. 

In P. El. Wicksteed’s version: “So blackeneth at the first aspect the white 

skin of his fair daughter who bringeth morn and leaveth evening.” We 

remark first the parallel in Eckhart, Evans ed., I, 292: “The soul, in hot 

pursuit of God, becomes absorbed in him, ... just as the sun will swallow 

up and put out the dawn”; [and ibid., p. 365: “Atoned with her Creator, 

the soul has lost her name, for she herself does not exist; God has ab¬ 

sorbed her into him just as the sunlight swallows up the Dawn till it is 

gone”]. The Paradiso text has been called “a difficult and disputed pas¬ 

sage,” although in any case it is admittedly the Sun who, in line 138, 

“bringeth morn and leaveth evening.” Eckhart’s words already indicate 

that the “daughter” must be Dawn. It is true that in Classical mythology, 

Dawn is the sister rather than the daughter of the Sun, but it is just here 

that the Vedic tradition will be of help. For while Dawn is sometimes 

there the sister of the Sun or Fire (RV vi.55.5 and x.3.3), she is typically 

and constantly the daughter, as well as the bride, of the Sun, who is called 

her “ravisher” (jdra). She is, indeed, from th<p Hindu point of view, the 

same as Dante’s “virgin mother, daughter of thy son” (Paradiso xxxiii.i); 

the Mother of God, of Christ, by whom “all things were made” (John 

1:3), “for by him were all things created” (Col. 1:16), and as thus the 

Mother of all things, one with Eve in the same sense that Christ is one 

with Adam. It is, indeed, precisely as the Magna Mater, die eine Ma¬ 

donna (Jeremias), that Usas, Dawn, otherwise known as Surya (the 

Sun “goddess,” as distinguished from Surya, the Sun “god”), becomes the 

bride of the Sun in the endless Liebesgeschichte des Himmels (E. Siecke). 
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Vedic references to these events and especially to Dawn’s destruction by 

her lover, the Sun, who follows after her in hot pursuit (the converse 

of Eckhart’s formulation cited above), are innumerable. In the famous 

hymn of RV x.189, commonly employed as an oratio seer eta, the Serpent 

Queen (another of the names of Dawn and Mother Earth) is “She who 

moves within the luminous spheres, She as his Voice {vac, fern.) is given 

to the Winged-Sun; when He suspires, then She expires {‘asya pranat 

apanati).” 

Dawn’s glorious hour is very transient; “A virgin uncontrolled, She 

cometh forth, foreware of Sun and Sacrifice and Fire” (RV vii.80.2), 

but no sooner has the Sun caught up with her than He and She shine out 

together (vn.81.2); no longer shining privately with her own radiance, 

but clothed with the Sun, She now “shines forth in the bright eye of her 

Seducer” (1.92.11). It is often Indra as the Sun that is spoken of as “strik¬ 

ing down the chariot of Dawn” (x.73.6), who thus becomes IndranI, 

the Queen of Heaven, but without distinction of King and Queen. 

This is, furthermore, a purification, for anterior to her procession, Dawn 

has been a “footless snake,”13 ophidian rather than angelic, Night being 

related to her sister Dawn as Lilith to Eve. It is precisely to this ophidian 

nature that She dies when She proceeds, her Assumption then following 

his Ascension. Drawn through the nave of the solar Wheel, She as Apala 

(“Unguarded” in the sense “unwedded”) is given a sunny skin in place 

of her old snake skin (vin.91), and made “fit to be fondled” {samslisti\a\ 

Satyayana Brdhmana cited by Sayana). There Heaven and Earth are 

embraced (samslisyatah, JUB 1.5)14—which is not a “myth” within the 

current anthropological misunderstanding of the word, but a union 

{mitliuna) to be realized “within the heart’s void {hrdayd\a'sa)" by the 

true Cognostic (samvit) and is the “supreme beatitude” (paramo hy esa 

anandah, SB x.5.2.11), Dante’s piacere eterno (Paradiso xvm.16). 

And all this is significant from the point of view of the interpretation 

of our Dante text, for it has been suggested that the Sun’s bella figlia is 

Humanity, the Sun being “father of each mortal life” (Paradiso xxii.116) 

and man “begotten of man and of the Sun” (cf. De monarchia 1.9 and 

6-7). There is no antinomy here, for as we have seen, Dawn and Mother 

13 For a more detailed presentation see Coomaraswamy, “The Darker Side of 

Dawn,” 1935. 
14 This is in William Blake’s sense the “Marriage of Heaven and Hell,” all the 

earthly properties by which individuation is determined being “hells,” as is ex¬ 

plicit in JUB iv.26; cf. S x.5. 
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Earth, in the same sense as Adam and Eve—i.e., seminally are all men, 

Everyman,15 and Everyman is the Church, the Bride of -Christ. To be 

united with Him, Humanity, the Church, must be transformed in Vedic 

language, must shed he^, serpent skin and put off evil. Just this is de¬ 

scribed, not only in the story of Apala, but again in that of the marriage 

of Surya (RV x.85.28-33), where the Bride puts off her scaly \rtyd (“po¬ 

tential”) form, evil and inglorious, and in a most felicitous (sumangali) 

likeness (“fairest of all fair forms,” as the Satyayana Brahmana describes 

the once reptilian Apala) “assumes her Lord as doth a Bride” (a jayd 

vi'sate patim, RV x.85.29). And this is said as nearly as possible in the 

same way by St. Bonaventura of the Marriage of Christ with his Church: 

“Christ will present his bride, whom he loved in her baseness and all her 

foulness, glorious with his own glory, without spot or wrinkle” (Do¬ 

minica prima post octavum epiphaniae 11.2). 

We have presented the tradition as to Dawn in some little detail in 

order to remind the reader how dangerous it is, in connection with writers 

of this caliber and with such preoccupations as Dante’s and Eckhart’s, 

who are not belle-lettrists,16 though each is the “father” of a language, 

to attribute to individual poetic invention or artistry what are really tech¬ 

nical formulae and symbols with known connotations. At the very least, 

our Vedic citations suffice to give a consistent meaning to Dante’s and 

Eckhart’s words. Both are always aware of much more than they tell; 

as Dante himself forewarns the reader, “mirate la dottrina, che s’ asconde 

sotto il velame degli versi strani” (Inferno ix.61). ft must also be re¬ 

membered that the illustration of Christian doctrine by means of pagan 

15 It will not be forgotten that from the Scholastic point of view. Humanity is a 

form that has nothing to do with time; not the humanity of “humanism,” but a 

creative principle informing every man, and according to which he must be judged. 

Thus, Thierry of Chartres speaks of the jorma humanitatis which nur.quam perit, 

and St. Thomas says that “humanity is taken to mean the formal part of a man” 

(Sum. Theol. 1.3.3). [“God assumed manhood and not man” (Meister Eckhart, 

Pfeiffer ed., p. 250).] 

16 Eckhart, “All happiness to those who have listened to this sermon. Had there 

been no one here, I must have preached it to the popr-box”; “work as though no 

one existed, no one lived, no one had ever come upon the earth” (Evans ed., I, 

143 and 308). Dante, “The whole work was undertaken not for a speculative but 

for a practical end ... the purpose of the whole and of this portion [Paradiso] 

is to remove those who are living in this life from the state of wretchedness and 

to lead them to the state of blessedness” (Epistle ad Can. Grande 15, 16); BG 

11.47, “Be thy property in works by no means in their fruits,” and 111.9, “This 

world is enchained by works, save they be directed to the Sacrifice; so do thy 

work unto this end, without concern.” 
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symbols was not only from the mediaeval point of view quite legitimate, 

but even persisted in permitted practice until comparatively modern 

times, of which an example can be cited in the work of Calderon.17 

It is not unreasonable, then, to suppose that both Eckhart and Dante were 

acquainted with traditional doctrines—perhaps initiatory and only orally 

transmitted, or perhaps only not yet traced in extant documents—such 

as have been cited above apropos of il somma sol and bella figlia. 

Our second passage occurs in Paradiso xvni.no-iii: 

... da lui si rammenta 

quella virtu ch’ e forma per li nidi. 

In Wicksteed’s version, supplying only the capital, this is, “from Him 

cometh to the mind that power that is form unto the nests.” It should be 

hardly necessary to point out that “form” must be taken here, in its usual 

Scholastic and exemplary sense, to be “essential form” (as when it is said 

that “the soul is the form of the body”) and not in the modern vernacular 

sense of “actual form” or shape. Now, quite apart from the parallels to 

be cited below, it may be remarked that nests imply birds, and that both 

imply trees, and that “birds” is traditionally a designation of the Angels, 

or intellectual substances, wings denoting independence of local motion, 

and the “language of birds” that of “angelic communication”;18 or “birds” 

in a more general way may stand for the quick (in all senses of the 

word) as distinguished from the inanimate and immobile. From this 

point of view, which is, in fact, the right one, “nests” will be the habita¬ 

tions of the Angels and other living beings amongst the branches of the 

Tree of Life, “nest” will signify the phenomenal—bodily or otherwise 

individually appropriated—environment of the soul, and the “power that 

is form unto the nests” will be His who made Man in his own image 

and likeness. Nevertheless, the passage has been regarded as obscure; the 

comments made by Wicksteed and Oelsner,19 who ask, “But why nests ? 

Are the nests the heavens, nestling one within the other?” etc., are partic¬ 

ularly devious, perhaps because in discussing the Jovian M of verses 94-96, 

although they recognize that the likeness of a bird is intended, they do 

17 Cf. Rene Allar, “Calderon et l’unite des traditions,” Le Voile d’lsis, XL (1935), 

407 ff. 
18 RV vi.9.5, “Intellect is the swiftest of birds.” Cf. Rene Guenon, “La Langue 

des oiseaux,” Le Voile d’Isis, XXXVI (1931), 667 ff. 

19 Temple Classics Edition, Paradiso, p. 227. 
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not realize that it is precisely the likeness of an eagle that is meant that 

is, the likeness of God himself, here “exemplified’ by Jove and con¬ 

sequently fail to see that the “nests” are those of beings in that same 

image. 

All that has been said above is explicit in the Vedic tradition, where, 

moreover, of the two words for “nest,” nida and \uldya, the former at 

once recalls Dante’s nidi. The general significance of “nest” is defined in 

PB xix.15.1: “Nest is offspring, nest is cattle [“great possessions,” “realized 

potentiality”], nest is dwelling.” In RV 1.164.20-22, there occurs the image 

of two Eagles who comradely occupy the Tree of Life and are the dual 

aspect of the Deity, who on the one hand sees all things20 and on the 

other eats of the fig;21 and the image of others perched below, “who 

chant with ever-open eyes their share of life22 (amrtasya bhagam anime- 

sam . . . abhi svaranti), taste of the honey, and beget their children,” but 

of whom “none can reach the summit of the Tree who knoweth not the 

Father, the great Herdsman of the Universe.”23 But inasmuch as He 

whose being is Contemplative (dhirah) has also “made his home in me 

that am made ready here (ma dhirah pa\am atravivesa),” we find him 

elsewhere spoken of not only as “nestless”24 (anidah, RV x.55.5-6, Svet. 

20 The Sun is Varuna’s eye, with which He surveys the whole universe (RV, 

passim)-, none can even wink without His knowledge (RV vn.86.6); He counts 

the winkings of men’s eyes and knows all that man does, thinks, or devises (AV 

iv.16.2, 5), which knowledge on His part is speculative (vi'svam sa vedo varuno 

yathd dhiya, RV x.ii.i). Cf. Luke 12:6-7, “Are not five sparrows sold for two 

farthings, and not one of them is forgotten before God? But even the very hairs 

of your head are all numbered”; Heb. 4:12-13, “For the word of God . . . is a 

discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart. Neither is there any creature 

that is not manifest in His sight”; Sum. Theol. 1.14.16c and ad 2, “God has of Him¬ 

self a speculative knowledge only ... [in which] He possesses both speculative 

and practical knowledge of all other things.” 

21 Luke 7:34, “The Son of man is come eating and drinking”; Deut. 4:24, “God 

is a consuming fire.” Agni the Heavenly Steed, the Spiritus, the Winged Sun “Who 

from here below soared unto Heaven ... is the greed est of eaters” (RV 1.163.6-7). 

God’s “eating” is our Life, for thereby the Spiritus is clothed in flesh, becoming 

anna-maya. 

22 As also RV viii.21.5, “Seated like birds, O Indra, we raise our song to Thee”; 

cf. Paradiso xvm.76-77, “So within the lights the sacred creatures flying sang.” 

23 Cf. Paradiso x.74, “He who doth not so wing himself that he may fly up 

there,” for which numerous Sanskrit parallels could be adduced—e.g., PB xiv.1.13, 

“Those who ascend to the top of the Great Tree, how do they fare thereafter? 

Those who have wings fly off, those without wings fall down,” and similarly, 

JUB m.13.9. 

24Matt. 8:20, “the birds of the air have nests; but the Son of man hath not 

where to lay his head.” 
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Up. v.14), but also as the Swan (harnsa) who by the Breaths of Life 

protects his “lower seats” (avaram \uldyam, BU iv.3.12), whose own 

“perch is as it were a bird’s” (sadanam yathd veh, RV 111.54.5-6): “nest¬ 

less” and “nested” corresponding to the nature of the Deity who is “One 

as he is yonder” and also “manifoldly present in his children” (SB 

x.5.2.16-17), whence he is spoken of as Nrsad “Seated in man,” Nrcaksus, 

Having regard for man,” and Vaisvanara, “Common to all men.”25 

The “lower nests,” however, are not merely those of the individual 

substances in the sense explained above, but are at the same time every 

sacrificial altar, whether concrete or within you,28 on which the sacred 

Fire is kindled, and it is in these senses that “the Deity, abandoning his 

golden throne, hastens to the Falcon’s seeming birthplace, the seat by 

speculation wrought” (syeno na yonim sadanam dhiya \rtam hiranyayam 

asadam deva esati, RV ix.71.6), where the Falcon, is as usual, the Fire; 

the birthplace, as usual, the Altar; the lap of Mother Earth, the Mother’s 

womb; and the aspect of Deity (deva) referred to as hastening is that of 

Soma, sap of the Tree of Life, the “Wine” of life, and willing {krlluK) 

Sacrifice.2' We find accordingly an elaborate symbolism of the Altar, 

which is the “lower throne” of Deity, in this very likeness of a bird’s 

nest, and even that the Altar is completed in such a manner as to be 

manifestly like a nest, as, for example, in AB 1.28, where the Priest, in¬ 

voking the sacred “Fire and the Angelic Host to be seated first on the 

birthplace rich in wool” (represented by the “strew,” these words being 

taken from RV vi.15-16), proceeds with the formula “Making an anointed 

nest for Savitr” (the Sun as “Quickener”) and, in fact, prepares “as it 

were a nest with the enclosing sticks of pitudaru-wood, bdellium, tufts of 

wool, and fragrant grasses,” and all of this is really a representation of 

the nest of the Phoenix, in which the life of the Eagle, the Fire, is per¬ 

petually renewed. 

It remains only to add what is already implied in the words “by specu¬ 

lation wrought” (dhiya kjtam, cited above, dhi in Vedic Sanskrit being 

25 Cf. Coomaraswamy, “Vedic Exemplarism.” 

26 On the kindling of Agni “within you,” see SB vn.4.1.1 and x.5.3.3. 

27 Partaken of by way of transubstantiation: “Men fancy when the plant is 

pressed, they drink of very Soma, but of Him the Brahmans understand by Soma, 

nonesoever tastes who dwells on earth” (RV x.85.3-4). “The Nyagrodha is para- 

bolically King Soma; parabolically the temporal power obtains the semblance of 

the spiritual power, by means of the priest, the initiation, and the invocation as it 

were” (AB vn.31). The only approach to Him is by way of initiation and ardor 

(SB 111.6.2.10-11); cf. Gen. 3:22, “lest he put forth his hand, and take also of the 

tree of life, and eat, and live for ever.” 
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used synonymously with dhyana — contemplation, that the kindling of 

Agni in his lower nests, where until kindled He is merely latent—in 

other words, the bringing of God to birth who else remains unknown— 

while it is effected symbolically in the ritual of Sacrifice or Mass, is ef¬ 

fected by “him who understands it (ya evam vidvan)," the Comprehen- 

sor thereof (evamvit), the Gnostic (jnanin), “in the empty space of the 

heart (hrdayakase),” “in the bare room of the inner man (antar-bhutasya 

\he)"\ it is an interior darkness that is illuminated. “No man by works 

or sacrifices attains to Him who quickeneth for ever” (RV vm.70.3), 

but only those in whom a last death of the soul has been effected and 

who, when they stand before the gates of heaven and face the question, 

“Who art thou?” are qualified to answer not with any personal or family 

name, but in the words, “This who that I am is the Light, Thyself”— 

only these are welcomed with the benediction, “Who thou art, that am 

I, and Who I am, That art thou: proceed” (JUB in.14), nothing then 

remaining of the individual, whether as to “name” or “likeness” (ndma- 

rupa), but only that Spiration (atman) that seemed indeed to have been 

determined, and participated, but is in fact impartible.28 One thus freed, 

entering through the midst of the Sun (“I am the Way ... no man cometh 

to the Father, but by Me,” John 14:6; “Only by knowing Him does one 

pass over death, there is no other Way to go there,” VS xxxi.18), “the 

gate through which all things return perfectly free to their supreme felic¬ 

ity” (Eckhart, Evans ed., I, 400), becomes a “Mover-at-will” (\dmacd- 

rin) whose will, indeed, is no longer his own, but confused with God’s. 

“That is his proper form, who hath his will,29 the Spirit is his will, he 

hath no will, nor any want” (BU iv.3.21); “he goes up and down these 

worlds, eating what he will, and assuming what likeness he will” (TU 

in.10.5); just as in John 10:9, “I am the door: by Me if any man enter in, 

he shall be saved, and shall go in and out, and find pasture,” and more 

explicitly again in the Pistis Sophia. 

We have sketched above a summary outline of the implications of the 

symbol “nest” in the Vedic Gnostic tradition! It is true that Dante’s use 

28 “The fastidious soul can rest her understanding on nothing that has name. 

She escapes from every name into the nameless nothingness. . . . These are the 

blessed dead . . . buried and beatified in the Godhead. . . . In this state we are as 

free as when we were not; free as the Godhead in its non-existence” (Eckhart, 

Evans ed., I, 373, 381-382). I would go down unto Annihilation and Eternal 

Death, lest the Last Judgment come and find me Unannihilate, and I be seiz’d 

and giv’n into the hands of my own Selfhood” (Blake). 

29 Cf. Paradiso xxii.64-65, “Ivi e perfetta, matura ed intera ciascuna disianza.” 
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of the word should have been understood either from other passages (e.g., 

Paradiso xxm.1-12, where Beatrice herself is compared to a bird that rises 

from its nest at dawn to greet the sun), or by comparison with Biblical 

texts such as Matt. 7:20 cited in a footnote above; but at the same time, 

and just as in connection with the Sun, it may be taken for granted that 

Dante, whose knowledge of Christian and Pagan symbolism is so ex¬ 

tensive and so accurate,30 was more than well aware of all the technical 

meanings of the symbols he employs—“technical,” because such terms 

are neither employed by way of ornament, nor are they explicable at will, 

but belong to the vocabulary of a consistent parabolic language.31 We 

think that it has been shown that the references of an exponent of ortho¬ 

dox Christian principles, writing at the end of and, as it were, resuming 

all the doctrine of the Middle Ages, can actually be clarified by a com¬ 

parison with those of scriptures that were current half the world away 

and three millenniums earlier in time; and that this can only be explained 

on the assumption that all these “alternative formulations of a common 

doctrine (dharma-parydya) are dialects of the one and only language 

of the spirit, branches of one and the same “universal and unanimous 

tradition,” sanatana dharma, Philosophia Perennis, St. Augustine’s “Wis¬ 

dom uncreate, the same now as it ever was, and the same to be for ever¬ 

more” (Confessions ix.io). 

30 Cf., for example, the metaphysically technical description of the Three Worlds 

in Paradiso xxix.28—36, and the treatment of il punto in xin.ii—13, xvn.17—18, 

and xxviii.16, 25-26, and 41-42, f°r all of which the Indian parallels could be ad¬ 

duced; ‘‘in punta dello stelo, a cui la prima rota va dintorno. . . . Da quel punto 

depende il cielo, e tutta la natura” (xm.ii-12 and xxvm.41-42) corresponding, for 

example, to RV 1.35.6, amm na rathyam amrta adhi tasthuh. 

31 Clement, Miscellanies vi.15, “Prophecy does not employ figurative forms in 

the expressions for the sake of beauty of diction”; Sum. Theol. i.i.ioc, “Whereas 

in every other science things are signified by words, this science has the property, 

that the things signified by the words have themselves a signification.” Emile Male 

aptly referred to the language of Christian symbolism as a “calculus.” 
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Every student of Vedic literature will be familiar with what are called by 

modern scholars “folk etymologies.” I cite, for example, the Chandogya 

Upanisad (vm.3.3), “Verily, this Spirit is in the heart1 (esa atma hrdi). 

The hermeneia (niruktam) thereof is this: ‘This is in the heart’ (hrday- 

am), and that is why the ‘heart’ is called 1 hr day am.' Whoever is a com- 

prehensor of this reaches Heaven every day.” Specimens, of course, abound 

in Yaska—for example, Nirukta v.14, “Puskaram means ‘mid-world,’ be¬ 

cause it ‘fosters’ (posati) things that come to be.2 Water is puskaram too, 

because it is a ‘means of worship’ (pujakaram), and ‘to be worshipped’ 

(pujayitauyam). Otherwise, as ‘lotus’ (pus\aram) the word is of the 

same origin, being a ‘means of adorning’ (vapuskaram); and it is a 

‘bloom’ (pusyam) because it ‘blossoms’ (puspate).” Explanations of this 

kind are commonly dismissed as “etymological triflings” (J. Eggeling), 

“purely artificial” (A. B. Keith), and “very fanciful” (B. C. Mazumdar), 

or as “puns.” On the other hand, one feels that they cannot be altogether 

ignored, for as the last-mentioned author says, “There are in many Upani- 

sads very fanciful explanations . . . disclosing bad grammar and worse 

idiom, and yet the grammarians who did not accept them as correct, did 

not say anything about them”;3 that is, the early Sanskrit grammarians, 

whose “scientific” abilities have been universally recognized, did not em¬ 

body these “explanations” in their “grammar,” but at the same time never 

condemned them. 

Nirukta is not, in fact, a part of philology in the modern sense; a herme- 

[This essay appeared in the Visva-Bharati Quarterly, NS II (1936) and concur¬ 

rently in French in Etudes traditionelles, XLI (1936); the Addendum which con¬ 

cludes the essay was published in each journal the following year.—ed.] 

11.e., “within you,” in the sense that “The Kingdom of Heaven is within you.” 

2 The space between Heaven and Earth, being and not-being, light and darkness, 

essence and nature, being precisely the locus, opportunity, and “promised land” of 

all birth and becoming. 

3 B. C. Mazumdar, review of J. N. Rawson, The Katha Upanisad, in Indian Cul¬ 

ture, II (1935/1936), 378. 
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neutic explanation may or may not coincide with the actual pedigree of a 

word in question. Niru\ta — hermeneia is founded upon a theory of 

language of which philology and grammar are only departments, one 

may even say the most humble departments, nor do I say this without a 

real and genuine respect for those “omniscient impeccable leviathans of 

science that headlong sound the linguistic ocean to its most horrid depths, 

and (in the intervals of ramming each other) ply their flukes on such 

audacious small fry as even on the mere surface will venture within their 

danger,”4 and whose advice in matters of verbal genealogy I am always 

ready to accept. Etymology, an excellent thing in its place, is nevertheless 

precisely one of those “modern sciences which really represent quite 

literally ‘residues’ of the old sciences, no longer understood.”5 In India 

the traditional science of language is the special domain of the purva- 

mimamsa, of which the characteristic is that “It lays stress on the proposi¬ 

tion that articulate sounds are eternal,8 and on the consequent doctrine 

that the connection of a word with its sense is not due to convention, but 

is by nature inherent in the word itself.” When, however, A. A. Mac- 

donell adds to this excellent characterization that “Owing to its lack of 

philosophical interest, the system has not as yet much occupied the atten¬ 

tion of European scholars,”7 he only means that the subject is not of 

interest to himself and his kind; it is implausible that he should have had 

in mind deliberately to exclude Plato from the category of “philosophers.” 

For not only does Plato employ the hermeneutic method in the Cratylus 

—for example, when he says “ ‘to have called’ (to KaXeorav) things useful 

is one and the same thing as to speak of ‘the beautiful’ (to koKov)"— 

but throughout this dialogue he is dealing with the problem of the na¬ 

ture of the relation between sounds and meanings, inquiring whether 

this is an essential or an accidental one. The general conclusion is that 

the true name of anything is that which has a natural (Skr. sahaja) 

meaning—i.e., is really an “imitation” (/xqu/tjo-is) of the thing itself in 

4 Standish Hayes O’Grady, Silva Gadelica (London and Edinburgh, 1892), II, v. 

5 Rene Guenon, La Crise du monde moderne (Paris, 1927), p. 103. 

6 What is meant by the “eternity of the Veda” is sometimes misunderstood. 

“Eternal” is “without duration,” “not in time” (a\dla), therefore ever present. 

The “eternity” of tradition has nothing to do with the “dating” of a given scrip¬ 

ture, in a literary sense. As St. Thomas Aquinas expressed it, “Both the Divine 

Word and the writing of the Book of Life are eternal. But the promulgation cannot 

be from eternity on the part of the creature that hears or reads” (Sum. Theol. 

n-1.91.1 ad 2). 
7 History of Sanskrit Literature (London, 1900), p. 400. 
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terms of sound, just as in painting things are imitated in terms of color 

—but that because of the actual imperfection of vocal imitation, which 

may be thought of as a matter of inadequate recollection, the formation 

of words in use has been helped out by art and their meaning partly 

determined by convention. What is meant by natural meaning can be 

understood when we find that Socrates and Cratylus are represented as 

agreeing that “the letter rho (Skr. r, r) is expressive of rapidity, motion, 

and hardness.” Cratylus maintains that “he who knows the names knows 

also the things expressed by them,” and this is as much as to imply that 

“He who first gave names to things did so with sure knowledge of the 

nature of the things”; he maintains in so many words that this first giver 

of names (Skr. ndmadhdh) must have been “a power more than human 

and that the names thus given in the beginning are necessarily their “true 

names.” The names themselves are dualistic, implying either motion or 

rest, and are thus descriptive of acts, rather than of the things that act; 

Socrates admits that the discovery of real existence, apart from denota¬ 

tions, may be “beyond you and me.” 

It is likewise the Indian doctrine (BD 1.27 flf., Niru\ta 1.1 and 12, etc.) 

that “Names are all derived from actions”; insofar as they denote a course 

of action, names are verbs, and insofar as someone or something is taken 

to be the doer of the action, they are nouns. It must not be overlooked 

that Skr. ndma is not merely “name,” but “form,” “idea,” and “eternal 

Sound and meaning (sabddrtha) are inseparably associated, so reason. 

that we find this expression employed as an image of a perfect union, 

such as that of Siva-sakti, essence and nature, act and potentiality in 

divinis. Names are the cause of existence; one may say that in any com¬ 

posite essence (sattva, ndmarupa), the “name” {ndma) is the form of the 

“phenomenon” (rupa) in the same sense that one says that “the soul is 

the form of the body.” In the state of nonbeing (asat) or darkness {ta¬ 

rn as), the names of individual principles are unuttered or “hidden” 

{namani guhyd, apicya, etc.; RV passim) f t(> be named is to proceed 

from death to life. The Eternal Avatar himself; proceeding as a child {hpu- 

mara) from the unfriendly Father, demands a name, because it is “by name 

that one strikes away evil” {papmanam apahanti, SB vi.1.3.9) i all beings on 

their way dread most of all to be robbed of their names by the powers of 

8 See Coomaraswamy, “Vedic Exemplarism,” [in the present volume—ed.]. Also 

Rene Guenon, “Le Symbolisme du theatre,” Le Voile d’lsis, XXXVII (1932), 69. 

9 “When names were not, nor any sign of existence endowed with name” (Rumi, 

Divan, Ode xvn). 
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Death, who lies in wait to thieve (krivir ndmani pravane musayati, 

RV v.44.4). “It is by his deathless name (amartyena tidmnd) that Indra 

overliveth human generations” (RV vi.18.7). So long as an individual 

principle remains in act, it has a name; the world of “names” is the world 

of “life.” “When a man dies, what does not go out of him is ‘name,’ that 

is ‘without end,’ and since what is ‘without end’ is the Several Angels, 

thereby he wins the ‘world without end’” (BU m.2.12). 

It is by the enunciation of names that a “more than human power” 

not merely designates existing things correctly but endows them with their 

being, and the All-maker can do this because He is omniscient of the 

hidden or titanic names of things that are not yet in themselves; it is by 

the foreknown names of mediate causes that He does all that must be 

done, including the creation of all separated beings. For example, RV 

1.155.6, “He by the names of the Four [Seasons] has set in motion the 

rounded wheel [of the Year] that is furnished with ninety steeds”; x.54.4, 

“Thy titan names, all these, O Maghavan, thou surely knowest, whereby 

thou hast performed thy mighty deeds”; vm.41.5, “Varuna knoweth the hid¬ 

den names remote, many a locution maketh he to blossom {\dvyd purii 

. . . pusyati), even as the light of heaven (dyauh, here the Sun, pusan, 

savitr, as in v.81.2) bringeth into blossom all kind (pusyati . . . rupam)." 

It is by the same token that all words of power are efficacious—for exam¬ 

ple, PB vi.9.5 and vi.10.3, “By the word ‘born’ (jdtam) he ‘brings to birth’ 

(jljanat). ... In saying ‘lives’ he enlivens them that ‘live.’ ” 

It is thus by a divine providence that all things are brought forth in 

their variety: “Varuna knows all things speculatively” (visvam sa veda 

varuno yatha dhiyd, RV x.ii.i). “All-maker, supernal seer-at-one-glance 

(samdr\), of whom they speak as ‘One beyond the Seven Prophets,’ who 

is the only one Denominator of the Angels (yo devanam namadha e\a 

eva), to him all other things turn for information (j-amprasnam)” RV 

x.82.2-3,10 should be read in connection with 1.72.3, where the Angels, 

by their sacrificial service, “obtained their names of worship, contrived 

10 It is quite right for us to think of “names as the consequences of things” 

(Aristotle, as quoted by Dante in the Vita nuova), because our knowledge of things 

is not essential, but accidental; aspiring to essential knowledge, names are for us 

a means to knowledge and not to be confused with knowledge itself. But let us 

not forget that from the point of view of the Creator, Plato’s “more than human 

power” which was the First Denominator, names (ideas) preceded things, which 

He \new before they were. Already possessed of essential knowledge, for Him to 

name is the same as to create-, from the point of view of the First Mind, “things 

are the consequences of names.” 
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their high-born bodies”; to be named—to get a name, in other words 

is to be born, to be alive. This denominative creation is .a dual act: on 

the part of the One Denominator, the utterance is as single as himself; 

on the part of the individual principles, this single meaning that is preg¬ 

nant with all meanings is verbally divided, “by their wordings they con¬ 

ceived him manifold who is but One” (RV x.114.5). And inasmuch as 

such a sacrificial partition is a contraction and identification into variety, 

it must be realized that to be named, while indispensable to wayfaring, 

is not the goal: “Speech (vac) is the rope, and names the knot whereby 

all things are bound” (AA 11.1.6). The end is formally the same as the 

beginning; it is as one “no longer fed by form or aspect (namarupad- 

vimuktah) that the Comprehensor reaches the heavenly Person beyond 

the yon, knowing the Brahman becomes the Brahman” (Mund. Up. 

111.2.8-9). aAs these flowing rivers tend towards the sea, their name and 

aspect are shattered, it is only spoken of as ‘sea’ ” (Prasna Up. vi.5). “The 

fastidious soul,” as Eckhart says, “can rest on nothing that has name”; 

“On merging into the Godhead all definition is lost,” and this is also 

why he says, “Lord, my welfare lies in thy never calling me to mind”; 

for all of these quotations innumerable parallels could be cited from 

other Christian as well as from Sufi and additional Indian sources. 

One thus begins to glimpse a theory of expression in which ideation, 

denomination, and individual existence are inseparable aspects, conceptu¬ 

ally distinguishable when objectively considered, but coincident in the 

subject. What this amounts to is the conception of a single living lan¬ 

guage, not knowable in its entirety by any individual principle but in 

itself the sum of all imaginable articulations, and in the same way cor¬ 

responding to all imaginable acts of being: the “Spoken Word” of God 

is precisely this “sum of all language” (vaci\arn sarvanmayam\ Abhinaya 

Darpana 1). All existing languages are partially remembered and more 

or less fragmented echoes of this universal torigue, just as all modes of 

vision are more or less obscure refractions of the world-picture (jagac- 

citra; Svatmanirupana 95) or eternal mirror (speculum aeternum\ Augus¬ 

tine, De civitate Dei xii.29) which, if one knew and saw in their entirety 

and simultaneity, would be to be omniscient. The original and inexhaus¬ 

tible (a\sara) affirmation (om) is pregnant with all possible meaning; 

or, thought of not as sound but as “omniform light” (jyotir-visvarupam, 

VS v.35), is the exemplary form of very different things, and either way 

is precisely “that one thing by which when it is known, all things are 
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known” (Murid. Up. 1.3, BU 1.4.5). The paternal comprehension and the 

mother tongue which are, thus, in their identity the first principle of 

knowledge are evidently inaccessible to empirical observation;11 as long 

as an individual consciousness can be distinguished as such, an omni¬ 

science is inconceivable, and one can only “turn to the One Denominator 

for instruction” (RV x.82.3)—namely, to Plato’s “more than human pow¬ 

er,” to recover lost potentialities by acts of recollection, raising our level 

of reference by all available dispositive means. The metaphysical doc¬ 

trine of universal language is, thus, by no means to be thought of as 

asserting that a universal language was ever actually spoken by any peo¬ 

ple under the sun; the metaphysical concept of a universal speech is, in 

fact, the conception of a single sound, not that of groups of sounds to be 

uttered in succession, which is what we mean when we speak of “a 

spoken language,” where in default of an a priori knowledge of the 

thought to be expressed, it may be “difficult to tell whether it is the 

thought which is defective or the language which has failed to express 

it” (Keith, A A, p. 54). 

The assumption more immediately underlying the traditional science of 

hermeneutics (niru\ta) is that there remains in spoken languages a trace 

of universality, and particularly of natural mimesis (by which, of course, 

we do not mean a merely onomatopoetic likeness but one of true anal- 

11 And thus, as a modern scholar would say, “meaningless to us and should not 

be described as knowledge” (A. B. Keith’s edition of the Aitareya Aranya\a, Ox¬ 

ford, 1909, p. 42), where, however, it should be borne in mind that the kind of 

knowledge intended corresponds to Skr. avidya, as being a relative knowledge or 

opinion, as distinguished from an ascertainment. [Augustine, Confessions xi.4, 

“Scienda nostra sciendae tua ecomparata ignorantia est . . . Ignorantia divisiva 

est erratium.”] It is not, as Macdonell pretends, because the theory of an adequate 

symbolism of sound is devoid of philosophical (or, rather, metaphysical) interest, 

but because the modern scholar is not interested in principles but only in “facts,” 

not in truth but only in statistical prediction, that “the [Purva Mimamsa] system 

has not as yet much occupied the attention of European scholars.” The same might 

be said with respect to any other traditional science. 

All tradition proposes means dispositive to absolute experience. Whoever does 

not care to employ these means is in no position to deny that the proposed pro¬ 

cedure can lead, as asserted, to a principle that is precisely aniru\tam, no thing 

and no where, at the same time that it is the source of all things everywhere. 

What is most repugnant to the nominalist is the fact that, granted a possibility 

of absolute experience, no rational demonstration could be offered in a classroom, 

no “experimental control” is possible, very much as cogito ergo sum is to every 

individual an adequate proof of his own conscious existence, of which, however, 

no demonstrative proof could be offered to the solipsist because he cannot directly 

experience the consciousness of another who also claims to be a person. 
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ogy); that even in languages considerably modified by art and by conven¬ 

tion, there still survives a considerable part of a naturally adequate sym¬ 

bolism. It is assumed, in other words, that certain assonances, which may 

or may not correspond to the actual pedigrees of words, are nevertheless 

indications of their affinities and meanings, just as we recognize family 

likeness, both of appearance and of character, apart from the line of 

direct inheritance. All of which is anything but a matter of “folk etymol¬ 

ogy”; it is not a matter of etymology at all in the narrowest sense of the 

word, but rather of significant assonance,12 and in any case the “folk” 

tradition is a matter of the “folk” only in respect to its transmission, not 

its origin; “folklore” and Philosophia Perennis spring from a common 

source. 

To neglect the niru\ta is, indeed, to impose upon oneself a needless 

handicap in the exegesis of doctrinal content. Compare in this connec¬ 

tion the more intelligent procedure of “Omikron”: “A further decision 

led me constantly to consult such ancient lexika and fragments of lexika 

as were obtainable; for I believed that in these original dictionaries of the 

Hellenes, the ancient scholars would have given apposite meanings, as 

well as clues to symbolic and allegoric expression. I paid particular atten¬ 

tion to the strange Hermeneia of the old grammarians, supposing that 

they had good reasons for it, and even for giving, usually, more than one 

Hermeneia for the same word.”13 

From an empirical point of view, it can hardly be claimed that the con¬ 

nection of sounds with meanings has been seriously investigated in mod¬ 

ern times; we have the word of Macdonell that “the system has not much 

occupied the attention of European scholars.” Even if such investigations 

had been made, with indefinite or negative results, it would still hold 

that hermeneia (niru\ta) as actually employed by ancient authors pre¬ 

sents us with an invaluable aid to the understanding of what was actually 

intended by the verbal symbols that are thus elucidated. The words of 

Scripture are for the most part highly technical and pregnant with many 

meanings on various levels of reference, so that even the nominalist 

should feel himself indebted to the hermeneutist from a semantic point 

of view. 

12 “For example, we do not mean to imply that as between the words Agnus 

and Ignis (Latin equivalent of Agni) there is anything more than one of those 

phonetic similarities to which we referred above, which very likely do not cor¬ 

respond to a line of linguistic descent, but are not therefore to be regarded as purely 

accidental” (Rene Guenon, L’Esoterisme de Dante, Paris, 1925, p. 92, n. 2). 

13 Omikron, Letters from Paulos (New York, 1920), Introduction. 
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Nirukta = Hermeneia: addendum 

In the preceding article, I described the Omkara as the “sum of all 

language” (vaci\arn sarvanmayam), and “that one thing by which when 

it is known, all things are known.” There is a remarkable text exactly 

to this effect in CU 11.23.3, "As the leaves [of a book] are pinned 

together by a spike (sankiina), so all speech (sarvd vac) is pinned together 

by the Omkara; verily, the Omkara is all this, the Omkara verily [is] 

all this”; and for this, too, there is a striking parallel in Dante (Paradiso 

xxxm.85-92): “Within its depths I saw ingathered, bound by love in one 

volume, the scattered leaves of all the universe . . . after such fashion 

that what I tell of is one simple flame. The universal form of this com¬ 

plex I think that I beheld.” The parallel is all the closer because in the 

first case the universal form is that of the eternal sound, in the other, 

that of the eternal light; for light and sound are coincident in divinis 

(cf. svar and svara), and just as Dante speaks of “these singing suns” 

(Paradiso x.76; cf. xvm.76, “So within the lights the flying sacred crea¬ 

tures sang”), so JUB m.33 has “The Sun is sound, therefore they say 

of this Sun ‘It is as sound that He proceeds’ (svara eti)," and in CU 

1.5.1, “The Sun is OM, for he is ever sounding forth ‘OM.’” 

Incidentally, the Chandogya passage cited above, “As all the leaves are 

pinned together by a spike (yatha san\una sarvani partiam samtrnnani)," 

affords very strong evidence for the contemporaneity of writing with the 

redaction of this Upanisad, for everyone who has seen a South Indian 

palm leaf manuscript of many leaves held together by a spike passed 

through one of the string-holes will recognize the aptness of the simile. 
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“For an accurate understanding of the original meaning of 

most of the technical terms of Buddhism, a knowledge of 

their Sanskrit form is indispensable.” 
Max Muller, SBE, Vol. to, liv.1 

In the following article certain Pali words are discussed, with particular 

reference to their treatment in the PTS Dictionary and to their trans¬ 

lation in the now completed Nikaya volumes of the PTS. References are 

to the corresponding editions, by volume and page. The discussions of 

Attha (artha), Rasa, Vyanjana, and Sahajanetta amount to a first essay in 

the study of Buddhist rhetoric, and should be read together. 

[This paper was first published in the Harvard journal of Asiatic Studies, iv (1939)- 

Thanks are due I. B. Horner, president of the Pali Text Society, for reviewing 

the text prior to this publication.—ed.] 

1 To this I would add that Buddhist doctrine is very largely addressed directly 

to learned Brahman hearers, already familiar with almost all of the technical terms 

in their Sanskrit forms and with the Indian rather than the specifically Buddhist 

content of the words: it follows that the more we can approach the texts from the 

same point of view, the better we shall be able to grasp them. Buddhism presup¬ 

poses the Brahmanical position, and for the most part is only in conflict with actual 

or supposed perversions of this position. 

Insofar as Buddhism is an argument addressed to a learned audience, it is an 

argument that presupposes a knowledge of the Vedas and Upanisads; if we are 

not equipped with a similar knowledge, we can hardly expect to understand more 

of the Dhamma that is “deep, deep in meaning, itranscendental and coupled 

with negation {te ye suttanta gambhira gambhirattha IpJputtara sunnata-patisannuta, 

A 1.72, S 1.267, etc.)” than is directly addressed to the “untaught many-folk” (as- 

suta puthujjana, “the man in the street”). 

In connection with the Buddhist commentaries, it may be remarked here that 

Buddhaghosa did not know Sanskrit or the history of Sanskrit terms, and in at 

least some cases interprets Pali words in a fashion dependent on special usages in 

his own period; his treatment of unhisa is a case in point. Hence, what a Brahman 

auditor face-to-face with the Buddha may be supposed to have understood by a 

given term may often represent its real value in “original Buddhism” better than 

the interpretation of a later Buddhist commentator. 
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a\anittha. The Dictionary misses the full meaning of this word in 

its context, S v.237, J ni.487, etc. It is not “ ‘not the smaller,’ i.e., the great- 

est, highest,” but “amongst whom there is none younger (or lesser) than 

another.” The Devas in question can only be the Maruts, of whom “None 

is come forth superior or inferior, or is waxen of medium glory” (te ajy- 

estha a\amsthdsa ndbhido2 madhyamdso mahasd vi vavrdhuh, RV v.59.6), 

but “as brothers have waxen together,” RV v.60.5. As Vayu is metaphysi¬ 

cally the “Gale of the Spirit,” so are these Storm winds “Blasts of the 

Spirit.” It will not be overlooked that in MU 11.1 Brhadratha (of the Iksva- 

kuvamsa, also the Buddha’s), who is about to become an atmajnah (Pali 

attannu) and kjtakjtyah (Pali \ata{icco, \atam \araniyam), is reputed a 

Marut, and ibid, vi.30, where he is actually \rta\rtyah (“all in act”) and 

enters through the Sundoor into the Brahmaloka, he is no longer referred 

to by a personal or family name, but only as “Marut.” The Buddhist phrase 

a\anittha gamin, which occurs with parinibbdyin in a list of designations of 

“Never-returners” in several contexts (D 111.237, etc-)> implies accordingly 

the attainment of the Brahmaloka and of companionship on equal terms 

with the highest Devas, the Blasts of the Spirit, amongst whom there is no 

distinction of superior or inferior or of early or late comers-in. Quite 

analogous to this is the position of the Comprehensor, of whom it is often 

said, e.g., S 1.12, that he does not think of himself as “equal, or better than, 

or inferior to others.” 

G. P. Malalasekera, in his Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (London, 

T937), cites from DA 11.480, Buddhaghosa’s explanation of a\anittha deva. 

In this citation, sabbeh’eva should be sabbe h’eva. Moreover, B. does not 

give two different explanations of the name, but only one: the a\anittha 

deities are so called because none amongst them is junior in attainment 

and virtues.3 

a\ali\o. In S 1.11-13, a YakkhI asks of the Buddha what is meant by the 

designation of the Dhamma as “intemporal” (a\ali\o), i.e., “eternal.” The 

Buddha answers that it is only by the understanding of what-can-be-told 

that eternal life can be attained: “Those who heed only what can be told 

2 Udbhidah in the sense of MU vi.30, sauram dvaram bhitva — urdhvam, . . yo 

bhitva suryamandalam, again with reference to a Marut. 

3 The implications of a\anittha are similar to those of the well-known Parable of 

the Vineyard, Matt. 20:1-16. Cf. “for all shall know Him, from the least even unto 

the greatest of them” (Jer. 31:34), and Augustine’s discussion in De spiritu et lit¬ 

ter a 41. 
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(a\\heyyam, i.e., the tale itself, dhjxyanamj, who rest on what can be told, 

who do not fully comprehend what can be told, these come under the yoke 

of Death: but one who fully comprehends what can be told, makes no 

debate about the teller (a\kjidtaram na mannati, the reference of ahjthd- 

taro being to the Buddha himself, as in Sn 167), reflecting (iti) ‘It is not 

“his”' (tarn hi tassa na hoti), and so makes no mistake (yena nam vajja 

na tassa atthi).” The YakkhI does not understand and asks the Buddha 

“to explain in detail the meaning of what has been said in brief” (sam- 

fyiittena bhdsitassa vittharena attham jdneyyam). The Buddha then more 

explicitly states the doctrine of dhjmcahna by means of which he has 

already answered at one and the same time the Yakkhl’s mistaken refer¬ 

ence to the Buddha as “surrounded by other mighty Devatas” and her 

actual question as to the meaning of “timeless” (a\dlif{o): “He is con- 

trarious (vivadetha, with reference to the preceding vajja tassa) who 

thinks in terms of ‘equal, better or worse,’ ” i.e., who thinks of the Bud¬ 

dha as “someone.” Still she does not understand (as before). More ex¬ 

plicitly the Buddha says, “He that has done with ‘number,’ him neither 

gods nor men, whether here below or there beyond, can reach” (pahasi 

sankham . . . tarn . . . ndjjhagdmum deva manussd idha va hurarn va). 

At last she understands the Buddha’s meaning (att/iam): “timeless” can 

only apply to a doctrine that has not been taught by “some one”; the 

dhamma is a\dli\o as being, not the “dated” “view” of So-and-so (whether 

man or personal deity is irrelevant), but Truth itself. Neither the Buddha 

nor the Dhamma is “in time,” but only their manifestations, which must 

not be taken absolutely, but must be penetrated and seen through. The 

designation of Dhamma as “timeless” is the Buddhist form of the well- 

known Indian doctrine of the “eternity of the Veda,” for which there are 

good Christian equivalents, e.g., St. Augustine, De lib. arb. 1.6, Lex, quae 

summa ratio nominatur, non potest cuipiam intelligent non incommu- 

tabilis aeternaque videri; Sum. Theol. 1-11.91.1, divina ratio nihil concipit 

ex tempore, etc. “Dhamma” could hardly be rendered in Latin better than 

by Lex, quae summa ratio nominatur . . . aeterna . . . divina ratio. The 

modern scholar’s objection to the doctrine of the eternity of the Word, 

Law, or Dhamma is based on a misunderstanding of what is meant; as 

remarked by St. Thomas Aquinas, ibid., “the Divine Word and the writ¬ 

ing of the Book of Life (which corresponds to the vidya implied in 

“Jatavedas” and to “Providence”) are eternal. But the promulgation can¬ 

not be from eternity on the part of the creature that hears or reads.” The 

doctrine of the eternity of the summa ratio itself is the same as the 
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Platonic doctrine of ideas; that of its temporal promulgation correspond¬ 

ing to the appearance of the shadows on the wall of the cave. In the 

Buddhist texts in the same way we find the Dhamma described in one 

breath as sanditthikp, manifest, and a\ali\o, not in time. For, to borrow 

the words of Augustine, “This wisdom is not made; but it is at this 

present, as it hath ever been, and so shall ever be” (Confessions ix.io). 

There are many other texts in which the Buddha identifies himself, the 

Dh amma, and Brahma; the Dhamma is accordingly temporal and in¬ 

temporal, just as the Brahman, single essence with two natures, is \ala 

and a\dla (MU vi.15, etc.), “time and timeless,” and therewith also 

sa\ala and a\ala, “with and without parts.” Otherwise expressed, Brah¬ 

man is on the one hand the audible brahman — mantram, and on the 

other silent: sabda and asabda, “vocal and silent.” 

ahjnyavada. Just as in Brahmanism (e.g., TB in. 12.9.7-8; JUB 1.5.1-2; 

CU vm.4.4; BU iv.4.23; KU 11.14; Kaus. Up. 1.4; MU vi.18, 35; BG v.15, 

etc.) and in Christianity (1 John 3:9; 11 Cor. 3:17; Gal. v:i8; Sum. Theol. 

1-11.93.6 ad 1 and 11-11.180.2), ethical values are in the last analysis to be 

rejected and all responsibility ceases, so in Pali Buddhism (M 1.135, 160; 

M 11.36-39; Dh 39, 267, 412; Sn 715, etc.); it follows, indeed, as a matter 

of course that when the whole burden of \amma (the operation of medi¬ 

ate causes, or “fate”) is laid down forever, the relative factors of this 

burden (what ought to have been done and was not done, and what 

ought not to have been done but was done) are likewise discarded; this 

abandonment of ethical values inevitably accompanying the abandonment 

of the psycho-physical “self” (Pali appatumo, papa atta, anatta), an aban¬ 

donment that is styled in Brahmanism “self-sacrifice” or “self-conquest” 

(atma-yajha, atma-jaya), in Christianity “self-naughting” (Eckhart’s “the 

soul must put itself to death,” Christ’s “hating one’s own soul,” and St. 

Paul’s “dividing asunder of soul from spirit”), in Buddhism “self-con¬ 

quest” (atta-jaya), “self-dompting” {atta-dam at ha), “self-allaying” {atta- 

samatha), “self-extinction” {atta-parinibbapana), or more explicitly and 

technically, the attainment of the “station of not being anyone” {akimcah- 

hayatana). 

It will be seen that the ultimate negation of all responsibility is a purely 

metaphysical and contemplative position: it can have no applicable mean¬ 

ing for anyone who still is “someone,” still “active” or, in other words, 

still “alive.” To argue that “I,” So-and-so, am not a responsible agent 

would be a ridiculous confusion of thought: it is only the I that is not 
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a So-and-so that is free of the burden of responsibility, only one born of 

God, and in the spirit, that cannot sin. To pretend that this can apply to 

“me” (So-and-so) is to interpret the doctrine of filiation and theosis in 

the Satanic sense of the paranoiac. There have nevertheless been some 

modern scholars who have pretended to see in the “That art thou” of 

the Upanisads just such a deification as this; and have been “shocked” 

accordingly: and some others, the Amaurians for example, who were 

charged with maintaining that “as every human act is the act of God, 

there is no distinction between good and evil, and hence Nature should 

not be refused anything.”4 We are concerned here only with the latter 

sort of heretics, those whose heresy or “false view” (miccha cLitthi) is 

termed in Pali Buddhism abinyavada, the proposition viz. that inasmuch 

as deeds are done without a doer,5 it does not matter what “I” do, whether 

good or evil (D 1.53) : as against this position, the Buddha proclaims him¬ 

self a hjriyavadi, and an a\iriyavadl inasmuch as he teaches both what 

ought-toJbe-done and ought-not-to-be-done (Vin 1.233 ff., and A 1.62); but 

a \inyavadi only in the sense of “one who teaches that there is an ought- 

to-be-done” in opposition to the ahjriyavadi, whose teaching is that there 

is no “ought-toTe-done” (D 1.115); these distinctions depending on a 

word division ahiriya-vadi (teacher of an ought-not-to-be-done) and a- 

kinya-vadi (not the teacher of an ought-to-be-done).6 

In A 11.232, Gotama is accused of a-\iriyavada, the accuser maintaining 

that he “teaches that there is no ought-to-be-done with respect to any acts” 

(sabba\ammanam ahjriyam pannapeti), and it is of interest that in the 

course of the refutation the Buddha points out that a\iriya (the word 

might be rendered by “laissez-faire” in this context) amounts to an an- 

4 Maurice de Wulf, History of Mediaeval Philosophy, 3rd ed. (London, 1935), 

P- 235- 
5 See aham\ara. 

0 There are actually three different ways in wljich the a\iriyavadi claims irre¬ 
sponsibility (cf. J v.228). In A 1.173, the translation of a\iriya by “inaction” is 

mistaken; for inaction we should require a\amma corresponding to aharma in 

BG iv.16. As a false “view,” a\iriya means “no ought to be done”: as a “right view,” 

that there is ‘ an ought not to be done.” The three grounds on which an irrespon¬ 

sibility is based are (1) fatalism, actions being the effect of past acts over which 

we have no control, (2) actions are not our acts but those of the Lord (issara), 

and (3) actions are uncaused and unmotivated (ahetu, appacaya): as against all 

these the Buddha maintains that “this should be done, should not be done (idam 

va \araniyam idam va aharaniyam),” and it is in this sense also that he calls him¬ 
self both hinyavadi and a\iriyavddi, as above. 
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mhilation of the world (ucchedani . . . lo/(assa), “of which the very sub¬ 

sistence consists in the verity, i.e., causal efficacy, of action ’ (\ammasacca, 

to be understood as in A n.i97~98 with respect to any bodily, vocal, or 

mental activity, \aya-, vacl- and mano-samdrambha), an argument remi¬ 

niscent of BG hi.8, sarira-ydtrdpi ca te na prasidhyed a\armanah and 

111.24, utsldeyur ime lo\a na {urydm /(arm a ced a ham.' It is indeed for 

this very reason that the Buddha sets the Wheel in motion in response 

to the desire of all the Devas, voiced by Brahma, who exclaims that 

otherwise “the world is lost!” nassati . . . , vinassati (J 1.81, S 1.136ff., M 

1.168, etc.). It is expressly stated too that the Buddha “practices what he 

preaches” (yathavadi tathakari, A 11.24, reminiscent of RV iv.33.6, satyam 

ucur nara eva hi ca\ruh, and ix.113.5, satya-vadam-t-satya-\arman)\ it 

is as the Arhat, passim, that he has “done what was to be done”7 8 (\ata- 

hjcco, \atam \araniyam, corresponding to the Brahmanical \rta\rtyah).9 

We can see now easily, then, how it can be that while in Ud 70 the 

notion that “I am the doer” is scouted (see ahamhara), in Ud 45 the 

man “who even when he acts yet says ‘I am not the agent’ ” (yo cdpi 

\atvd na \aromiti caha) is likewise condemned. As in Christian doctrine, 

the moral virtues do not belong to the contemplative life essentially, but 

only dispositively, while they do belong to the active life essentially. 

atta. (1) Atta can be equated with \aya only in the reflexive sense. For 

example, in D 1.34, anno atta dibbo riipi manomayo corresponds to D 

1.77, ahham /(ayam . . . rupim manomayam (also in M 11.17) • This does 

not imply that atta can be translated by “body,” meaning simply the 

flesh: on the contrary, “body” is used to mean the whole psycho-physical 

personality, just as in English we speak of “somebody,” or as in “gin a 

body meet a body,” and also make use of “soul” in the same way in such 

7 The Buddha’s doctrine was evidently as much misunderstood or wrongly re¬ 

ported by some in his own day, as it has been misunderstood by some modern 

scholars (notably those who saw in nibbana “annihilation”). In M 1.140, for ex¬ 

ample, we find him accused of teaching the “cutting off, destruction and becoming 

naught of existent entities (sato-satassa ucchedani vinasam vibhavam).” He protests 

that the accusation is “naughtily, vainly, falsely made and contrary to what is fact 

(1asata tuccha musa abhutena)for “this is just what I do not teach.” 

8 Not simply, of course, in the sense of “duty done,” but that of “having done 

what was to be done,” i.e., “having reduced all potentiality to act” and being there¬ 

fore “all in act.” 

9 Note the dramatic distinction of \rta\rtyah, “doer of evil,” “worker of witch¬ 

craft,” in AV iv. 17.4. 
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expressions as “not a soul was to be seen.’ Anno attd and anno bayo are 

much rather what we mean by “another man, a new being, than 

either “spirit” or “body” in the stricter sense of these words. Kaya is found 

again in the general sense of “person” (quisque) in M 1.206, where three 

young men are leading the higher life in one company: one of them says 

“I live in obedience to the will of these venerable (comrades), surrender¬ 

ing my private will (sa\am cittam)', we, Sir, are many men (nana . . . 

pdyd, several ‘bodies’), but most assuredly one will” (e\am cittam). In 

A 1.168 (cf. 11.68, D 111.61) we find both attd and (instead of \aya) sarira 

employed in the same sense of quis or quisque — k^ascit: the objection is 

raised that this is the perfecting of only one person (e\am attanam . . . 

parinibbdpeti), that this is an acquisition of merit affecting only “some¬ 

body” (^e\asariri\am punnapatipadam patipanno hoti); the Buddha shows 

that the monk’s abandonment of the world affects not only himself, but is 

“everybody-ish” (ane\asanri\a). 

The Dictionary notes the meaning quis or quisque only s.v. tuma (= at¬ 

td — Skr. tman — dtman). 

(2) One of the most remarkable examples of what C.A.F. Rhys 

Davids would call a “left in” in late Pali literature occurs in J vi.252, 

where \ayo te ratha-sannato . . . attd va sarathi corresponds to KU 111.3, 

atmanam rathinam viddhi, sariram ratham eva tu. The text is of utmost 

importance in connection with the “Chariot Parable” elsewhere, notably 

in S 1.135 and Mil xxvi ff.10 In the latter passage, so well known, it is 

shown that just as there is no “chariot” apart from the sum of the com¬ 

ponent parts to which the name of “chariot” is conventionally given, so 

there is no “Nagasena” apart from the psycho-physical components of 

the variable phenomenon to which the name of “Nagasena” is conven¬ 

tionally given; the psycho-physical composite is anatta, here and through¬ 

out our texts; there is nothing but a phenomenon (rupa) to which a name 

(nama) can be given. 

Observe now, that just as the repeated analyses of the psycho-physical 

constitution of the so-called individual end invariably with the words 

10 We do not overlook that Milinda himself is referred to as the rider, but this 

is merely to introduce the subject of the parable. If Nagasena had gone on to apply 

the parable not only to himself but also to Milinda, it is the psycho-physical per¬ 

sonality by name “Milinda” that would have been analyzed, and Nagasena might 

well have said to him, na vo so atta, “all that is not your essence,” still without 

touching upon the nature of an essence thus defined by elimination, that spiritual 

essence to which we here, in accordance with J vi.252, refer to as the “rider” or 

“charioteer.” 
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na me so atta, “that is not my ‘self,’ or ‘spiritual essence,’ ” so Nagasena 

shows that in all that can be named, whether “chariot” or “Nagasena,” 

no self-subsistent being or persistent substance can be found. Nagasena 

i*o more denies that there may be a charioteer distinct ffom the chariot, 

or a principle distinct from all that can be called “Nagasena,” than the 

words na me so attd can be made to mean “there is no atta.” He leaves 

out the rider altogether, only because his immediate purpose, like the 

Buddha’s in so many texts, is to break down the belief in a “self” that is 

either physical or psychic. He has nothing to say, therefore, about a 

rider to whom no name can be given, that other “self” (atman) of KU 

ii.i8 that “hath never become anyone” (na babhuva \ascit), a self that 

can only be defined by the elimination of all that it is not, but which is 

assuredly the substance of all those Buddhist saints who, like the Buddha 

himself, had realized that all phenomena are anatta, and had attained to 

the “Station of Not-being-Anyone” (akjncanndyatana). And we can well 

say with Ud 80 that “if there were not this Unborn, Unbecome, Non- 

effected, Incomposite, there would be no way to escape from this world 

of birth, becoming, effection, and composition.” 

If the Buddha himself is the “most luminous and foremost charioteer” 

(sdr at hi, Sn 83), if Dhamma is the charioteer (S 1.33), Atta the charioteer 

(J vi.252), and the chariot conversely “enspirited” (attaniya,11 S v.6), 

all these are equivalent formulae: the Buddha is the Spirit, and it is only 

when He holds the reins, only when the Great Self (mahatta, A 1.249) 

is in control, that the contemplative therewith “drives off and away from 

this world” in what is called the Brahma-vehicle or Dhamma-vehicle 

(S v.6).12 

attha (—artha). In A 1.151, the qualifications of the teacher and the 

hearer of Dhamma (the Doctrine as taught, desitam, a\\hydtam, etc.) 

are that each separately and both together must be able to receive (pati- 

11 Certainly not here with any pejorative value! In the many contexts in which 

atta and attaniya, “self and self-ish” or “essence and essential” are denied (e.g., M 

1.297), the reference is to the composite vehicle itself, the soul-and-body that are 

“not my very-Self (na me so atta)" but the pseudo- or “petty self” (appatumo, 

A 1.249). our texts maintain that there is no entity of the chariot itself, but 

only the name and the appearance thereof; none of them affirms that there is no 

rider. 
In S v.6, Woodward’s rendering of attaniyam bhutam as “built by self” betrays 

the meaning: attaniyam is “enspirited,” bhutam is geworden\ it is in a vehicle of 

which atta is in control that the contemplatives “drive away.” 

12 Brahmayanam anuttaram niyyanti dhira lo\amha. 
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samvedetl)13 both the attha and the dhamma.14 Woodward [translator of 

An guitar a Ni\aya in the PTS edition] renders “must be able to penetrate 

both the letter and the spirit thereof” and adds in a footnote that “Attha 

is the primary, or surface meaning: dhamma the applied meaning.”10 

He does not realize that his word “thereof” implies that there is a dham¬ 

ma of a dhamma. There can be no doubt that what is intended is “must 

be able to receive both the application and the substance” of the teaching. 

In the section immediately following, it is said that the same qualifica¬ 

tions are prerequisite if the discourse (\athd) is to be effective (pavattani, 

rendered by Woodward “profitable” here and in the similar context 

A 1.125), i.e., are to move the hearer so that action results. 

Before going further, let us observe that Skr. artha is the purpose, rea¬ 

son, use, value, application, and function, as well as the meaning, of what¬ 

ever it may be that is referred to:16 and that whereas in “primitive” 

thought function and meaning coincide, we who no longer think in terms 

of adequate symbols are unable to deal with function and meaning by a 

single act of the mind. This has a marked effect upon our theories of art, 

13 In patisamvedeti, prati is secundum and sam corresponds to co (= cum) in 

cognoscere: pratisamvid is cognoscere secundum rem. An adaequatio rei et intel- 

lectus is implied. 

14 Cf. Sn, prose preceding verse 1124, where we find that to every question an 

answer can be given in terms of attha or of dhamma accordingly. Dh 362, 363, 

attharn dhammam ca dlpeti . . . tarn ahu bhi\\hum. Cf. M 1.37, A v.329, etc., 

attha-veda and dhamma-veda, as knowledge of or devotion to both attha and 

dhamma, “the law and the prophets.” 

15 “Letter and spirit” is used in two senses, neither of which is that of “surface 

meaning and applied meaning.” The two senses are (1) the most familiar, and that 

was developed by Origen (De pnncipiis, Bk. 4, cc. 8-20), viz. that the literal 

meaning is no more than the symbol of the intended meaning, a figure of speech 

to be interpreted, as for example when it is said that of samudda the adhivacanam 

is nibbana\ and (2) that emphasized by St. Augustine in De spiritu et littera, in 

which “letter” refers to the moral law; this is the “letter that kills” inasmuch as it 

is by this law that the offender is condemned; while, on the other hand, the “spirit” 

is the Holy Ghost at work within the soul, imparting the knowledge of God by 

which those who are dead unto sin but live in Christ are liberated from the Law. 

Attha and dhamma could be rendered by “letter and spirit” in Augustine’s sense, 

attha being the “applied meaning” and dhamma the “ultimate meaning”: the dis¬ 

tinction is that of \arma\anda from jhana\anda, and it may be in this sense that 

the PTS Dictionary rightly distinguishes, s.v. Veda, attha from dhamma as the 

letter from the spirit of the Buddha’s teaching, though Woodward’s note, which 

gives for dhamma the meaning that belongs to attha, shows that he is not using 

“letter and spirit” in their original, Pauline sense. 

10 B°r example, in S 1.34 (also Vin xi.147) sampassam attharn attano is rendered 

“seeing his own good,” but could also be translated “seeing the meaning of ‘self’ 

(«»«).” 
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whether literary or plastic. It must be realized that from the Indian, as 

from the Scholastic point of view, it cannot be said that the meaning of a 

phrase has been conveyed otherwise than to the extent that the hearer acts 

upon what he is supposed to have understood.17 In other words, the Dham- 

ma cannot be understood apart from its application. 

In A 11.7 we find accordingly that the man who has learnt but little 

understands either the application (attha) or the substance of the Law 

(dhamma), and so by his audition (sutena) is “unborn” (anuppanno, an 

expression that vividly recalls JUB 111.14.8, “Verily is a man unborn insofar 

as he does not sacrifice”). Woodward’s version is “knows not the letter 

(attham), knows not the meaning (dhammam),” the very reverse of what 

is intended. In Ud 70, however, where we have “The blind, the un¬ 

seeing, know neither the meaning nor what is not the meaning (attham, 

anattham, i.e., how to apply and how not to apply), nor the text itself 

nor what is not the text” (dhammam, adhammam, i.e., do not know 

when the doctrine has been correctly and when incorrectly stated), Wood¬ 

ward’s version “know not the profitable (attham) . . . know not dhamma” 

is much nearer the mark. In Ud 6, “He is pure, he is a Brahman, in 

whom are Truth and Doctrine (saccam ca dhammo ca),” saccam (— sa- 

tyam) takes the place of attham, and amounts to vera sentenzia. 

The foregoing interpretations of attha and dhamma are confirmed by two 

Jataka texts. In J vi.389 we find the Bodhisattva instructing a king, Cowell 

and Rouse translating attham ca dhammam ca anusasati by “used to in¬ 

struct the king in things temporal and spiritual”;18 the reference is unmis¬ 

takably to Arthasastra and Dharmasastra, a meaning quite in agreement 

with the relative values found for attha and dhamma above. Finally we 

have J vi.251-52, where the king requests the Bodhisattva to teach him att¬ 

ham ca dhammam ca, “policy and doctrine” (Cowell and Rouse misrender 

by “the sacred text and its meaning,” reversing the sense of the terms). The 

Bodhisattva accordingly teaches him how to act; he is to protect Brahma- 

nas and Samanas; to feed the hungry; he should not put to labor the aged 

17 It is for this reason that the traditional Indian scholar feels that the deliberately 

objective and detached methods of modern scholarship (adopted, as Jung has said, 

“partly because of the miserable vanite des savants which fears and rejects with 

horror any sign of living sympathy, and partly because an understanding that 

reaches the feelings might allow contact with the foreign spirit to become a serious 

experience”) can never lead to more than a superficial grasp of any doctrine. It is 

only when we ourselves participate in the quest and are hunters ourselves that we 

can understand the terms of venery, not as disinterested lookers-on. 

18 The same words occur in J vi.131, where they are rightly translated in the 

same way. 
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man, or ox, or horse, but give to each their due, since they served him 

when they were strong; in short, he is to avoid unrighteousness and fol¬ 

low righteousness. Then “the Great Person, having discoursed to him 

concerning liberality and morals (dana and slla) . . . proceeded to in¬ 

struct him in the Law (dhamma) by means of the parable of the chariot 

that grants all wishes.” This parable of the chariot begins, Thy body is 

called the chariot,” and concludes “The Spirit is the charioteer” (\dyo te 

ratha-sahhato . . . atta va sarathi, almost verbally identical with KU 111.3; 

see above, s.v. atta [2]). We have here an actual example of what was im¬ 

plied by attha and what by dhamma.19 

The foregoing analysis will be essential to the discussions of rasa and 

vyahjana below; see also sahajanetta. 

attham (== asta). Pali attha is not only Skr. artha, meaning, purpose, etc. 

(see vyahjana), but sometimes Skr. astam, “home.” In this sense the 

word occurs in Sn 1074-76: the Muni, gone out as a flame is blown out 

by the wind, and released from denomination and embodiment, “goes 

home (attham paleti)20 and is not reborn” (na upeti san\ham, see 

san\ha) \ it is asked, In the case of one thus “gone home” (attham gato), 

whether or not he “is” and whether he is forever well; the answer being 

that “for one ‘gone home’ there is no gauge, there is nothing by which 

he can be referred to,21 when all qualities have been swept up, all word- 

ways22 too are swept up.” The expression “gone home” derives from 

19 It need hardly be emphasized that in the present article we are dealing entirely 

with attha as contrasted with dhamma (or vyahjana), not with attha in the very 

frequent and simple sense of “meaning” for which the example of A v.194, etc., 

“Here in the world, it is by means of a parable that such men as are of ready wit 

understand the meaning of what has been said (upamdyam idh’ehacce vihhu 

purisa bhasitassa attham ajananti)” will suffice. 

20 Max Muller’s version in SBE is very defective and far too free. To have 

“gone home” in this anagogical sense is certainly to have “disappeared” from the 

field of objective perception, whether human or angelic, but we are not therefore 

justified in translating attham gato by “disappeared”: it is always important to re¬ 

tain the literal meaning on which all other meanings depend. Nor is Max Muller’s 

alternative, “Has he disappeared, or does he not exist?” the right one: the alterna¬ 

tives are posed with respect to one who has “gone home” (attham-gato, so . . .), 

about which “gone home” no question arises, the only question being as to what 

this “gone home” implies. 

21 As stated more fully in D xi.68, a locus classicus. 

22 Vadapathcr. he has therefore entered into the silence of the unspoken word, 

dharma defined as in Lalita Vistara, text p. 423, “apart from any voice or sound 

of wordway, though the efficient cause of the voices of all beings (sarva-ruta-ghosa 

vakpathanitam . . . sarvasattva-ruta-racanam)“Nothing true can be said” of the 
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Brahmanical sources, where the Gale of the Spirit, the “One Whole God- 

hood is the home to which the Sun himself and all separated essences 

return; for references see “Svayamdtrnnd: Janua Coeli,” note 28 [in Vol. 

1 of this edition—ed.]. 

anatam. The printed text of Ud 80 reads duddassam anattam nama, na 

hi saccam sudassanam, but what is admittedly the best MS. (A), and 

also at least one commentary, read anatam for anattam, and though the 

commentator understands by anatam “unbent,” hence “nibbdna” (cf. 

Kindred Sayings, I, 236, note 4) and Woodward’s rendering “infinite,” 

it is almost certain that the meaning of the whole is, “It is hard to dis¬ 

cern what’s false, nor easy to discern what’s true,” and that anatam here 

represents anrtam, the regular antithesis of satyam in Sanskrit contexts. 

The reading anattam can be accounted for in two ways, either as an error 

on the part of the scribe, unfamiliar with the rare word anatam (not 

in PTS Dictionary, nor can I cite it elsewhere than as above)23 or less 

probably by the fact that what is anattam is also anatam = anrtam, as 

could easily be shown in sense from Pali sources, e.g., A 1.149, where of 

man’s two selves, the “fair” (palydna) is true {saccam), the “foul” (papa) 

false (musa), M 1.135, where the psycho-physical ego is “unreal” (asat), 

and similarly Dh 368; or literally from Brahmanical sources, particularly 

VS 1.5 and SB 1.9.3.23, cf. AB vn.24, and SB m.9.4.2 (“The Devas are 

the truth and men untruth”). 

ahampdra. Ud 70, “Those who give ear to the notion ‘I am the doer’ 

(ahampdra), or are captivated by the notion ‘Another is the doer’ {pa- 

ram para), do not understand this matter, they have not seen the point”: 

in A m.337, attapdra replaces ahampdra and means the notion that “a 

self, or oneself, is the doer”; in S 11.252 and parallel passages, it is a ques¬ 

tion of realizing that “there is no ‘I’ that does, no ‘mine’ that is the doer, 

no latent ‘I am’ {ahampdra-mamampdra\asmi-\mdnanusayd na honti),” 

dharmapaya, but only of sambhogapdya or nirmanapaya. In the same way the 

dhamma is apalipo, “not ex tempore,” but like the a pal a Brahman of MU vi.15, 

“without parts,” and like the amurta Brahman of BU n.3.1, “immortal.” 

23 The contrast of true and false in Pali is usually saccam musam, as in A n.25, 

an interesting context in which the relativity of “true and false,” in the factual 

sense, is emphasized; the Tathagata is not circumscribed by these systematic fences 

{samvutesu — samvrttesu); Buddhas are not interested in “facts.” In this connec¬ 

tion it may be observed that “fact” and “fiction” are both equally what we “make 

of” our “experience.” 
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whether subjective or objective. The sense makes it clear that ahamhdra 

is really a “Karmadharaya” compound, and not literally the ego-factor 

or “I-maker,” but the notion that “I am the doer.” Nor can there be 

much doubt that the same applies in Brahmanical contexts where, just as 

in many other traditions, the notion that I am the doer (\arta ham iti, 

BG 111.27, where it is inasmuch as he so thinks that the self of the man 

is “deluded by ahamkara') is scouted, cf. BG v.8, JUB 1.5.2, etc. It may 

be observed that a verification of “not being the doer” can only be made 

by one who has attained the “station of not being anyone” (dkimcahhaya- 

tanam). This “I am not the doer” is a metaphysical position, not a moral 

one, and must not be confused with the ahjriyavdda heresy, that of the 

man who in Ud 45 “even whilst acting says that ‘It is not I that am 

agent’ (yo capi \atvd na hproml'ti c'aha),” and as in D 1.53 that it is 

therefore a matter of indifference whether one does good or evil: so long 

as “I am who I am,” “this man,” I cannot lay down the burden of my 

responsibility so easily, but only at the end of the road, at world’s end, 

and as one “born of God,” and no longer “myself,” am I “not under 

the law” (Gal. 5:18). 

ahetuvada. A mtcchd ditthi, in A 11.31, S 111.73, M 111.78, grouped with ahjri¬ 

yavdda and natthi\avada. Also in M 1.408; and synonymous with ahetuha- 

vada in S 111.210. The denial of causality, i.e., hamma as the operation of 

mediate causes, cf. A 1.173 ff., pubbe J^atahetu “by the effect of what was 

formerly done,” is a denial of the very core of Buddhist doctrine expressed 

in the so-called confession ye dhamma hetupabhava . . . , Vin 1.405, and in 

countless inscriptions; a refusal to see things yatha-bhutam, i.e., as effects 

only. The opposite (hetuvada in M 1.409 = \ammavdda in A 1.187), the 

Buddha is a “causalist” (hammavddi), that is to say a “determinist” or “fa¬ 

talist” (in the Christian sense, where “fate lies in the created causes them¬ 

selves” and “is the very disposition or series, i.e., order, of second causes,” 

Sum. Theol. 1.116.2; cf. Boethius, De consolatione philosophiae v.6), as re¬ 

gards all things that are anatta, i.e., the psycho-physical self composite of the 

five hhandhas. It is traditional doctrine that “nothing in the world happens 

by chance” (Augustine, De diversis quaestionibus Lxxxm.34, approved by 

St. Thomas, Sum. Theol. 1.116.x ad 2); it is only the little-witted (alpa- 

buddhayah) who maintain that the world is not produced in any or¬ 

dered sequence (a-paraspara-bhutam, opposite of yathd-bhutam), but 

is as it is only as the result of an exercise of free will {kjm anyat \dma- 

haitu\am), and this view is tantamount to a destruction of the world 
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(\saydya jagatah, BG xvi.9). It may be pointed out that it is only on 

the basis of a world order (Koar/jLo9, rta) that the notions of an omni¬ 

science and omniscient “Providence” (prajna as in Ait. Up. v.3, and pas¬ 

sim) are intelligible; if “nothing happens by chance” the possibility of a 

Providence necessarily follows. In other words, it is only from the hetu- 

vdda, \ammavdda point of view that we can understand AA 11.3.2, where 

the avijnana pasavah (= Buddhist puthujjana) are said to “become such 

as they are, they verily are born in accordance with Providence” (etavanti 

bhavanti, yatha prajnam hi bhavanti); BU iv.4.2, where the savijnanam 

(sariram) is “taken hold of by knowledge and works, and antecedent 

Providence” (tam vidya-\armani samanvarabhete, purva-prajha ca); and 

BG xviii.14, where beyond the four mediate causes (hetu) of whatever it 

may be that a man undertakes there is reckoned as a fifth the “Divine” 

(daivyam, sc. prajhanam, and admirably rendered by Barnett as “Provi¬ 

dence”). Our principal object in this section has been to bring out the 

consistency and interdependence of the Buddhist doctrines of \amma 

on the one hand and sabbahha on the other. 

akotita. In S 11.281, d\otitdni pacca\otitani civardni, the most correct 

translation would be, 1 think, “garments of material calendered on both 

sides.” 

asivisa. “Derivation uncertain” according to the PTS Dictionary. In any 

case, the occurrence of the word is an interesting survival, as is that of 

ahi, both words occurring together in the Mahdvagga, Vin 1.24-25, where 

the ahi-naga overcome by the Buddha in the Jatila fire-temple is described 

as nagaraja iddhima asiviso ghoraviso . . . ma\\ham asahamano. The 

word occurs in AB vi.i, where the sarparsi and mantra\rt Arbuda is an 

asivisah, “basilisk”; and in Avestan as azhi-visha in Azhi-vishapa. In 

S iv.172, the asivisd are the four great families of snakes, and represent 

the Four Great Elements. Visha is certainly “poison”; dsi is probably Skr. 

d'si or asis (perhaps from a'si to “sharpen”), in the sense of “fang.” Asivisa 

would then mean “poison-fanged,” either as adjective qualifying ahi, 

or as noun = snake. 

itthatta. The expression naparam itthattaya, constantly concluding the 

series \hina jdti, vusitam brahmacanyam, \atam \araniyam descriptive 

of the Arahat, is usually rendered either by “after this present world there 

is no beyond” or “there is no hereafter for him.” These versions do not 
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convey the meaning and, on the contrary, state what is precisely the 

natthif^a heresy, which consists in the denial of a beyond (see natthiha). 

The meaning is that “there is no more such and suchness for him hence¬ 

forth”: it is not that there is “no beyond,” but that it is improper {a\al- 

lam) to make any affirmation or denial about the state of the Arahat here¬ 

after, it may not even be said that he does not see or know (D n.68)24; 

his mode is modeless, we cannot say what he is because he is not any 

what. Far better is the rendering of naparam itthattaya in M 1.184 by “there 

is no more of what I have been”; this, which is true of every death and 

rebirth, is preeminently true of the thoroughly dead, pannibbuto. 

Itthatta may be noted in A 11.82, with reference to change of occupa¬ 

tion: “Dying thence, he is born to this” (tato cuto itthattam agacchati): 

in the same way D 111.146, with reference to the Buddha’s descent from 

the Tusita heaven, “dying thence he entered into this condition of things 

{tato cuto itthattam agato)”: itthatta as “thisness” being the finite aspect 

of tathatta “thatness,” i.e., nibbana\ just as one “comes to this" state of 

affairs, so one “goes on one’s way to that" {tathattaya patipajjati, D 1.175 

and S 11.199). 

Itthatta is thus synonymous with bhavdbhava (becoming in a given 

way, or not becoming in a given way), but not with bhavarn ca vibhavam 

ca (becoming and not becoming, i.e., existence and nonexistence). Thus 

in A 11.10, iti-bhavdbhava . . . tanha (thirst for becoming thus, or not 

becoming so)20 is a hindrance, the variant ittha-bhavahnathabhavam = 

samsdra occurring in the verses: in Sn 752 it is precisely from this “being 

in this way or not being in some other way” that the nonreturner is un¬ 

loosed {nissito . . . ittha-bhavahnathabhavam samsdram nativattatt). 

Itthatta is then the condition characteristic of the world, of being in some 

given way and not being in some other way: one could not wish for a 

better definition of “things as they are in themselves.” 

utthana. Literally “uprising.” In M 1.354, where it is late at night and the 

Buddha lies down to sleep in the lion-posture, we have utthanasahham 

24 In A 1.148, the same craving is called “unseemly” (na-patiriipam, literally 
“informal,” i.e., ugly). 

25 For example, being warm, or not being cold. Abhava does not imply any 

privation of existence but, like sam\haya-vimutto, implies a not being in any de¬ 

termined manner. Vibhava (in Pali) is “privation of existence,” but in Sanskrit 

“omnipresence”; vibhu corresponding to vi\rama, cf. also vibhuti as “power.” The 

two meanings are by no means so contrary as might appear; since only that which 

is not any thing amongst others can be omnipresent. 
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manasi\aritva, to be rendered by some such phrase as “intent upon the 

thought of rising (in the morning).” Where the same phrase occurs in 

Ud 84, the Buddha has lain down in the same posture on his death bed. 

In both cases he is fully conscious and aware. In both cases, insofar as 

he is “some one” by personal and family name, there is a death of one 

consciousness and the arising of another, in accordance with S 1.135 

(cited, s.v. natthit{a), yet there is this difference that in our second 

case, the “uprising” which the Buddha expects is not to be in the body; 

and this leads us to call attention to the parallel use of utthana in PB 

xxv.io. 19-21, where it means the cessation of a ritual operation and pri¬ 

marily that cessation which is in order when the sacrificers on their 

countercurrent (see samudda) journey have reached their goal. Simi¬ 

larly in SB iv.6.9.7, sattrotthana. Here, of course, utthana as a “standing 

up” contrasts with sattra as sacrificial “session.” Now life itself is tradi¬ 

tionally a sacrificial session (CU 111.17). It is from this session that the 

Buddha looks forward to a “rising”; he is not expecting to “get up 

again” in the temporal and common sense of the words, but to leave the 

bodily operation forever. He will, in fact, enjoy the “final reward” (uttha- 

na-phalam) of the ugghatitah.hu; utthana in this context (A xi.135) 

corresponding very closely to the utthana of PB cited above. 

udda. The PTS Dictionary expresses doubt whether udda may not be 

“beaver” rather than “otter.” “Otter” is presumably the etymological 

equivalent. That udda is “otter” is placed beyond doubt by the Dabbha- 

puppha Jdta\a, where udda catch and eat fish; and by the Bharhut relief 

(Alexander Cunningham, The Stupa of Bharhut, London, 1879, pi. 46, 

fig. 2), inscribed Uda Jataka, in which two animals, more like otters than 

beavers, are represented. Beavers are strict vegetarians and neither catch 

nor eat fish. 

Uddara\a in J v.416 is also “otter.” 

uyyoga. Dh 235-237 is addressed to the man at death’s door, for whom 

the messengers of Yama have come, and who is now come near to Yama. 

The words “Thou standest at the door of disjunction (uyyoga-mu\he), 

nor hast thou any provisions-for-the-way (patheyyam, ‘fare’)” are surely 

reminiscent of KU 11.9, where Naciketas stands at Death’s (Mrtyu, Yama) 

door unfed. Uyyoga (udyoga) is primarily and literally any severance of 

connections such as takes place at a departure, and so implies departure: 

thus in DhA xi.252, uyyojesi is simply “departed” (similarly udyuj in SB 
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iv.1.5.7, and the “Udyoga” Parvan of Mbh); although more specifically, 

when it is a question of death, udyoga is the opposite of that samyoga 

(BG xm.26) by which the Knower of the Field and the Field itself are 

connected during life. Udyuga in AV v.22.11 may be simply “mortal sick¬ 

ness” in the same sense of “departure”;26 udyuje in AV vi.70.2, obscure to 

Whitney, is simply “walks off with,” the sense in full being “as the ele¬ 

phant walks away with its mate, keeping close step (padena padam 

udyuje),” or quite literally, “separating (his) foot with her (hastinyah) 

foot,” i.e., striding side by side: udyuj with padam as object corresponding 

to chid in padacchida. 

\alydna. The Dictionary fails to note the very important context, A 1.149, 

in which the “Lovely Self (\alydnam attanam)” is distinguished from the 

“foul self (papatn attanam)”; a distinction parallel to that of A 1.249 be- 

tween the “Great Self (mahatta)” and the “little self {appatumo).” 

In “Friendship with the Lovely (\alydna-mittatd)” and “Lovely Friend 

(\alydna mitto),” I am tempted to see not merely a reference to environ¬ 

ment and human relations, but at least an ultimate reference to the “Love¬ 

ly Self” of A 1.149, with which “Self” one can also be “unfriendly” (S 

1.57, amitten-eva-attand', cf. BG vi.5-6, bandhur atmaiva ripur atmanah). 

Of what other “friendship” could it have been said that “friendship, com¬ 

panionship, intimacy with the lovely” is not the half, but the whole of 

Brahmacariya (S v.2), or that such friendship is “a single condition 

(e\adhammam)” whereby the Aryan Eightfold Path can arise, or if 

arisen can be perfected (S v.37); or what other “lovely friend” could have 

been described as the chief external factor in the development of the seven 

“limbs of wisdom” (S v.101-102) ? 

It is certainly also the halydnatta, mahatta—not the papattd, appdtumo— 

that is meant by atta in S 1.75 (= Ud 47) which, following BU 11.4, 

iv.5, and iv.3.21 (atmahama), praises the atta\dmo, a term that can be 

rendered by “self-lover” only if it be understood that all that “is not myself 

(na me so atta)” has been excluded. It is in this sense also that “a man, 

out of charity, ought to love himself more than he loves any other per¬ 

son . . . more than his neighbor” {Sum. Theol. 11-11.26.4); and similarly 

Hermes, Lib. iv.6b, “love thyself, if thou wouldst have wisdom”; cf. 

Aristotle, Biicomachean Ethics ix.8, on the two meanings of “self-love.” 

As Scott remarks (Hermes, 11.145), “The man whom the Hermetist de- 

26 We speak of a dying man as “nearly gone” or in slang as a “goner.” 
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scribes as ‘loving himself’ corresponds to Aristotle’s cnrovdaios, who . . . 

shows himself to be c^uXavro? in the sense that he seeks to KaXov (= \a- 

lyanam) for himself . . . (and) develops that which is best and highest in 

himself by religious meditation” (i.e., jhana). 

\dma\dra. “To do what one will does not pertain to the common herd 

(na hdma\dro hi puthujjandnam, Sn 351).’ This denial of free will to 

the natural man is paralleled in Vin 1.13, and S 111.66-67, where the prop¬ 

osition, that body, feeling, willing, etc. are anatta, not I, nor mine, nor 

myself (na me so atta), is proved by the consideration that were they 

myself or mine I should be able to say, “Let my body (or feeling, willing, 

etc.) be thus, or not thus,” and it would be so, since nothing can be 

called I or mine absolutely unless I have full power over it. Sn 351 im¬ 

plies, of course, that a Tathagata is \dma\dro, can do what he will; and 

that this is so is elsewhere made explicit in the lists of iddhis, beginning 

with the formula aham bhi\\have yavadeva a\an\hami, I, almsmen, 

whatever I will . . . ,” S 11.212, etc. The word does not occur in Brah- 

manical texts before the Epics, but is the same in effect as \dmdcdnn, 

“mover-at-will,” recognizable in RV ix.113-9 anubamam cavanam, and 

thereafter throughout the literature, e.g., JUB 111.28.3, CU vm.5.4, TU 111.5. 

pitta (as a weapon). Kiita in Mil 38 is not so much the ridge-pole of 

a house, but rather synonymous with its roof-plate (pannipd) to which 

all the rafters converge. This roof-plate, as we have often shown, rep¬ 

resents in the cosmic architectural symbolism for which we have so many 

data in Indian literature, the Sun; and in microcosmic symbolism the 

brahma-randhra, or scapular foramen, whence the spirit departs when the 

dying man “gives up the ghost.”2' Kiita is then, like \anni\d, a likeness 

27 For further references and detailed analysis see Coomaraswamy, The Sym¬ 

bolism of the Dome” and “Svayamatrnnd: Janua Coeli” [both in Volume 1 of 

this edition—ed.]. In connection with “The Symbolism of the Dome, in which I 

identified the Rbhus with the three dimensions of space, I should like to add that 

this interpretation is virtually proved by RV iv.33.5 where, of the three brothers, 

the eldest proposes to make of Tvastr’s vessel two, the second three, and the 

youngest four (one dimension makes of a single point two points separated by a 

line, a second creates a plane or field of ^angulation, a third creates a real space 

that can be thought of as four-cornered). I ought not, however, to have said that 

Tva?tr disliked what had been done: on the contrary, he approves (panayat, 

Sayana as taut, angicakdra) and likes {avenat, Sayana abamayat angica\ara) the four¬ 

fold arrangement. If the Rbhus are also the best friends of the solar Indra, it is 

likewise because in the beginning he is desirous of a space within which he and his 

followers may fulfill their purposes. 
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of the Sun, and it may be assumed that like the pannipa, the puta may 

be a perforated form. We understand accordingly that when the Yakkha 

of J 1.146 “holds a metal puta, a mighty sun, of the size of a roof-plate” 

(,panmpa-mattam mahantam adittam ayaputam gahetva), he is wielding 

what may be a discus, but is more probably a mace in the familiar shape 

of a discoid head and provided with a handle passing through its central 

opening, just as the Axis Mundi passes through the Sundoor, and as the 

central axis of a house or smoke from the central hearth passes through 

the eye of its dome, or luffer. The same is to be understood in JB 1.49.9, 

where a Season, an agent of the Sun, is represented as descending on a 

ray of light, “armed with a mace (puta-hastah)”; and in SB 111.8.1.15, 

where “they do not strike the victim with a mace (na piitena pragh- 

nanti).”“8 On the other hand, in JB 1.49.2 where “one should strike the 

victim on the puta (pute hanyat),” it is the top of the head that is referred 

to, in accordance with the microcosmic analogy mentioned above. 

gadha (for gadha?). In S v.41 the factors of the Eightfold Path are 

said to “plunge into the Deathless (amato-gadha), have their beyond 

in the Deathless (amata-parayana), to have their last-end in the Deathless 

28 Eggeling mistranslates as though the reading had been Pute. Sayana’s com¬ 

ment, “seizing it by the horn” does not support Eggeling’s, nor does it conflict 

with our own interpretation: one holds the victim by the horn in order to strike 
it with the mace. 

In Oertel s discussion of puta (JAOS, XIX, 1898, 114) he renders by “hammer,” 

quite satisfactorily in the SB context and JB 1.49.9, and only finds phte in JB 

1.49.2 difficult because he forgets that puta is the head or top of anything. Kuta, 

from put, to be bent or curved, is peak or top because the top of anything such 

as a mountain, house, or skull is either an angle or a dome, just as puti or putt 

as “cottage” is evidently so called because of its pointed or bent roof (,\utanpa): 

as the peak of the roof, puta coincides with pannipa: and becomes a mace or 

hammer by analogy because the top of the roof, the aforesaid roof-plate, is actually 

a perforated disc through which the axis of the house passes (as the Axis Mundi 

passes through the Sun), the handle of the hammer corresponding to this axis. 

It follows, in the last analysis, that the mace or hammer as a weapon “derives ” 

like other weapons, from the primordial vajra. The mace or hammer is appropri¬ 

ately held by the “Season” of JB 1.49.9 because the Seasons are the “doorkeepers” of 

the Sun, JB 1.18.2. It is in the same way that Indra’s vajra becomes a hammer in 
the hands of Thor. 

In connection with the equation puta = pannipa, it may be remarked that the 

meanings of pannipa as “earring” and “pericarp of a lotus” are secondary the 

primary sense, depending on the etymological connection of Parna with srnga and 

asn (and Ger. Ecpe), being that of “projection” or “corner” (as in J vi.330) 

Both Puta and pannipa are, then, as “point” of the roof, equivalents of angulus and 

yu>via, “cornerstone” as interpreted in my “Eckstein” in Speculum, XIV (1939) 
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(amata-pariyosana).” The Dictionary does not have gadha (from Skr. gah, 

to dive or plunge into), and treats amatogadha here and elsewhere as 

amat’ogadha, i.e., -avagadha. The metaphor is closely related to that of 

rivers reaching the Sea = Nibbana (see samudda): and corresponds to 

Eckhart’s “Plunge in: this is the drowning” (“in the bottomless sea of 

the Godhead”). The distinction of a drowning in the Upper Waters from 

a drowning in the Nether Waters is, of course, well known; the latter 

corresponds to the shipwreck en route in S iv. 179-80. 

gava\kha. Not in PTS Dictionary. In Eastern Art, in (1931), i95> 1 sup¬ 

posed that no reference for a Pali gava\\ha, corresponding to Skr. gavahja 

(e.g., at Mhv 11.36) and Prakrit gave\\ha, “bull’s-eye window,” could be 

cited. The word occurs, however, in Mhv ix.15, 17. 

cetiya. The PTS Dictionary omits to mention that cetiya is by no means 

necessarily a thupa, but in fact more often a sacred tree. The definition 

of the three classes of cetiyas in the Kalingabodhi Jataha (J iv.228) should 

have been cited. Cf. Coomaraswamy, Elements of Buddhist Iconography, 

1935, and “The Nature of Buddhist Art” [in Vol. 1 of this edition ed.]; 

B. C. Law, “Cetiya in the Buddhist Literature” in Stadia Indo-Iramca 

(I93i), pp. 42-48; and V.R.R. Dikshita, “The Origin and Early History 

of Caityas” in Indian Historical Quarterly, XIV (i938)> 44C^5I- lhe 

suggestion that root cit, to consider, as well as root ci, to build up, enters 

into the meaning of the word caitya, cetiya, has been made independently 

by Dikshita and myself, on the basis of such texts as RV vi.1.5, where 

Agni is cetyah (from cit), and SB vi.2.3.9, where the courses of the Fire- 

Altar are “citayah” (from ci) because they were foreknown in accordance 

with the injunction “cetaya-dhvam’ (from cit), and the fact that it was 

cetayamdnd (from cit) that the builders foreknew the courses, and be¬ 

cause the cetiya is not always in fact a thing “built up,” but is always a 

support of contemplation (caitya, as if from cit). 

jhdna, samddhi. Jhdna is always “contemplation,” j hay in (like dhira) 

always “contemplative.” C.A.F. Rhys Davids’ and F. L. Woodward s usual 

rendering by “musing” or “quiet musing” enormously weakens the proper 

values of these terms.29 Even less appropriate (and it may be added, rather 

29 It is re 

position so 

bhavana as 

ible that CAF. Rhys Davids has not consistently maintained the 

expressed in Kindred Sayings, 1.68, n. 2, where she explains 

structive work (in contemplation, of course) . . . contemplation 
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“early Victorian”) is Lord Chalmers’ rendering of jhayino by “those who 

woo Reverie” and of jhayi by “Reverie” (Sn 719, 638). Contemplation, a 

word of precise meaning in the corresponding European contexts, is any¬ 

thing but “day-dreaming.” ]hdna tends towards and reaches its end in 

samadhi.30 

Samadhi is etymologically and quite literally “synthesis,” and is gen¬ 

erally best translated thus in both Buddist and Sanskrit contexts: dharana, 

dhydna, and samadhi corresponding to the consideration contemplatio, and 

excessus or raptus of Richard of St. Victor and other Christian con- 

templatives; excessus and raptus imply in the one case a “going out of 

oneself” and a being “taken out of oneself,” and in either case a conse¬ 

quent “being in the spirit” and thus one’s real “Self,” but of these two 

terms the latter is unsuited to the Indian contexts, yoga being an “active” 

rather than a “passive” or “mystic” discipline. 

In samadhi there is no longer any object of contemplation; in avita\\a 

samadhi one is what one knows; one knows indeed, but it is not a second 

thing, other than oneself, that one knows; there is adaequatio rei et in¬ 

tellects, as in divinis.31 The synthetic values implied in the common 

expression ajjhatam (adhyatmam) susamahito, “completely Self-cen¬ 

tred, ’32 are clearly brought out in A 11.29 (and corresponding A A m.2.1), 

where all the powers of the soul (the kusald dhamma) are referred to as 

converging to one point, in which they are unified, just as the rafters of 

a dome converge towards and are at-oned in the roof-plate. It is upon 

jhana and samadhi that the possession of iddhis, which are strictly speak¬ 

ing “powers” of the Spirit and not of the individual self, altogether de¬ 

pends. 

means both elimination . . . and . . . creation.” I am appalled by Rhys Davids’ 

Dhyana was not meditation; it was the making attention a tabula rasa for psychic 

communication. It was the later monk who converted this into mental hypnosis,” 
etc. {New Indian Antiquary, II, 1939, 46). 

30 In S 1.48 a Deva suggests that “He is wake who ‘awakens’ contemplation 

(yo jhanam abuddhi buddho)"\ the Buddha assents, with the reservation “Yes, if 

they be perfectly synthesized, or unified (sammd te susamahito)A 

31 Cf. A v.7, where in avitahka samadhi the Comprehensor is not aware of anything, 

and yet not without awareness (asanhi). This is the position so fully stated in BU 

iv.3, although, curiously enough, D 111.127 pours contempt on the saying passam 

11a passati, the very words of BU iv.3.23, na pasyati pasyan. D 111.127 is a bad ex¬ 

ample of the tendency of the Pali texts to pervert the meanings of Sanskrit logoi 

in order to gain the victory over a straw man. 

32 In the sense that “God is in all things self-intent,” “sees only himself,” and 

that the divine manner of knowing is “not by means of any object external ’to the 
knower.” 
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Tathagata. In support of the view that the reference of this word is to 

the Buddha’s advent (cf. my note in BSOS IX) may be cited A 11.23 

where the Buddha is “Tathagata” by virtue of his omniscience, infallibil¬ 

ity, and because “as he teaches, so he does” (yathd-vadl . . . tathd-karl, as 

also in Sn 357): in Sn 430 and Itiv, p. 122, the Buddha is tatha-vadl. 

Tatha-\ art and tatha-vadl are parallel to tathagata; tathagata, then, from 

this point of view, would be “He who came thus saying and thus doing.” 

Sn 957 has buddham . . . tadim . . . agatam, “Buddha come hither in 

such a fashion.” S iv.195, yathagatamaggo = Ariyan Eightfold Path, is 

suggestive. DhA 111.226, tusita . . . agato, is another sense in which he is 

“thus-come.” Lalita vistara, ch. 26 (Lefmann, p. 423), has dharmaca\ram 

pravartitam, yasya pravartanat, tathagata ity ucyate, “It is because of his 

turning of the Wheel of the Law (or Principial Wheel) that he is called 

‘Tathagata’”; and this is confirmatory of the tatha-vadl tathd-\arl ex¬ 

planation, since it is precisely the Dhamma that he teaches and the Dham- 

ma that he “does.” The text is no doubt an echo of D m.135 (= A 11.24), 

where all that the Buddha has said, from the time of his Awakening to 

that of his Decease, “all that is just so and not otherwise, and therefore 

is he called Tathagata. For, O Cunda, what the Tathagata says, he does, 

and what he does is what he says (sabbam tam tath’eva hoti, no ahhatha. 

Tasma tathagato’ti vuccati. Yathavadl, Cunda, tatha\dn, yathd\dri tatha- 

vadl).”33 So much for tatha. Agata occurs so often in connection with 

the Buddha’s coming, as to make the word division tathd-gata very im¬ 

plausible; that agata is likewise often found in connection with Agni 

affords additional evidence (agamana is precisely “advent”). The Tathd- 

gata is the “Thus-come” with reference to any or all of the “ways” of his 

coming, but especially with reference to his advent as one who “practiced 

what he preached.” Cf. sagatam (su-agatam), “Welcome,” in sagatam 

bhante bhagavato, D 1.179 = M 1.481; not to be confused with sugata, 

“well-faring” or “well-fared,” a common epithet of the Buddha. 

tejanam. I have long had in mind to compile a vocabulary of the San¬ 

skrit and Pali terminology of archery. The two most difficult words are 

kulmala and tejana. Pali contexts make the meaning of the latter word 

33 The concept is Vedic, cf. RV iv.33.6, where (with reference to the Rbhus) 

satyam ucur nara eva hi cahruh. The perfect correspondence of thought, word, and 

act is the Tathagata’s integrity. 

The Buddhist “Go thou and do likewise” may be cited from J 11.130, “Those 

who do what the Buddha has enjoined, follow the path of fortune {ye ca \dhanti 

. . . buddhena desitam, sotthim pdram gamissanti = nibbanam gacchanti).” 
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sufficiently clear. The PTS Dictionary emphasizes the sense of tij “to be 

sharp” and makes tejanam the point or shaft of an arrow or the arrow 

itself: we shall see, however, that it is always a “heating” that is directly 

referred to and a “straightening” that is implied. We first consider the 

Sanskrit contexts. Tejanam is a factor in the make-up of an arrow, but 

not any concrete part of the arrow. In RV ix.i 11.22 the fletcher (here 

simply \armdra, “wright”) plies his trade equipped with “dry reeds, 

feathers of birds, stones,34 and fire” dyubhih, i.e., literally, “with flames,” 

and as Sayana comments tejanarthabhih, “for the purpose of heating” 

(hence as in RV 1.53.4 etc-> a°d Grassmann’s sense 15 for divj. These 

four requisites correspond to the four factors of an arrow in AB 1.25, 

where Soma is the shaft (salya), Varuna the feathers, Agni the point 

(anl\aj, and Visnu the tejanam (as he is also in TS vi.2.3.1).35 In AB 

111.26, where the arrow is resolved into its equivalents, the tejanam 

becomes the blindworm (andhahi). AV vi.57.1 is a protection from the 

arrow “of a single firing and a hundred shafts (e\atejanam satasalydm),” 

by which we understand a flight of however many arrows proceeding 

from any one source (as many rays proceed from one sun), and more 

especially a protection from sunstroke. In AV vi.49.1, where “the ape de¬ 

vours the tejanam” (whatever may be meant), there is not necessarily 

any reference to an arrow.30 In AV v.18.8, the teeth are metaphorically 

arrows and are tapasdbhidigdhah, literally “well smeared by heating,” and 

ibid. 15, isur iva digdha . . . sd brahmanasyesur ghora, “and like the arrow 

smeared, so is that arrow of the Brahman terrible.” It has generally been 

presumed that digdha in this and similar contexts (BD v.133, explaining 

RV vi.75.15 alakta . . . isvai; SB xiv.9.4.8; R 11.30.23, etc.) means “smeared 

with poison,” and this is no doubt correct in some cases; in M 1.429, 

sallena . . . savisena galhapalepanena is certainly “with an arrow heavily 

34 Taken together, reference to stone arrowheads here, and to arrowheads of 

bronze in RV vi.75.15, implies a “chalcolithic” cultui/e. 

30 In SB ni.4.4.14-15, where it is a question of the making of the vajra (inci¬ 

dentally, the archetypal weapon, from which the sword, hammer or mace, and 

arrow are all “derived”), Visnu is (1) kulmala, and (2) that which lies “between” 

Agni and Soma as between day and night. Without discussing \ulmala at length, 

I will only say that the equation \ulmala — sandhi implied here agrees with the 

meaning of “fastening” (of point to shaft) which I find for \ulmala as a factor 

in the makeup of an arrow, and with the gloss on AV m.25.2, rendered by 

Whitney “thing to fasten (samslesa-) tip to shaft,”—not, however, “like a ferrule,” 

but either a cement or glue, or as in AB 111.26 a binding with “sinews” (snavani), 

as also in M 1.429 naharu. 

36 (Vrsa-) kapi, perhaps a prototype of Hanuman, hence = Vayu, into whom 

the Fire (and all other “half-deities”) returns when it goes out, being thus swal¬ 

lowed up. 
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smeared with poison,” but it will be seen that there are other ways and 

for other reasons that an arrow can be “smeared.” 

We can now take up the Pali contexts. In M 11.105 and Dh 80 and 145, 

“Irrigators lead the water, fletchers straighten their shafts (usu\ara na- 

mayanti tejanam), carpenters shape (namayanti) the wood, the learned 

train themselves (attdnam damayanti pandita).” It will be observed that 

nam is not here literally to “bend,” but to “sway” in the sense of “con¬ 

trol” or “manage,” and give the proper form to any material.37 “Fletchers 

straighten their shafts” is a legitimate but not a literal translation of what 

is really “fletchers control their fire”; and this is in some respects a better 

rendering from the Buddhist point of view, according to which it is pre¬ 

cisely by the proper control of the fire of life that the “self” is rectified. 

What is important in the present connection, however, is the connection 

of a word implying heat with a metaphor that has all to do with a put¬ 

ting straight, an ordering of things in the way they should go, that is to 

say, straight to their end. 

We can now conclude with the text of J vi.66 and the corresponding 

representation of the fletcher at work, at Bharhut (Cunningham, pi. 44, 

fig. 2). The “moral” is one of single-mindedness; the fletcher sees better 

with one eye closed, sighting along the arrow to see whether it is straight, 

and disregarding what might be simultaneously seen by the other eye, 

were it open. The text reads, tasmin samaye usu\aro angdra\apalle usum 

tdpetvd \anji\ena temetva e\am a\\him nimiletvd e\en’olo\ento ujum 

\arMi, “Just then a fletcher, heating an arrow over a fire-pan, and moist¬ 

ening it with paste, had one eye closed and looking with the other was 

straightening the arrow.” It should now be clear how it is that a heating 

(tejanam or tapas) is essential to the make-up of an arrow, but not a 

concrete part of an arrow. It appears also that an arrow may be smeared 

with a view to temporary softening and not with poison: the expressions 

tapasabhidigdha and digdha in AV v.18.8, 15 imply, then, rather a straight¬ 

ening than a poisoning of the Brahman’s verbal shafts, which are “ter¬ 

rible,” not as being venomous, but inasmuch as they fly “straight to the 

point.” There is no evidence that tejanam ever refers to the sharpening 

of an arrow.38 It is often possible to render tejanam literally by “heat” or 

“fire.” A rendering by shaft or arrow is possible if we assume the series 

37 Nam is found already in AV m.25.2, where salyam . . . tam susamnatdm \rtva 

is rendered by Whitney “having made that arrow well-straightened. 

38 An arrow is “whetted” literally or metaphorically by an incantation (brahma- 

samsita, RV vi.75.16) or by “worship” (upasanisitam, Mund. Up. n.2.4); just as 

a sword is “whetted” by an invocation of the Gale, SB 1.2.4.5-7. 
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of associated ideas, heat straightening, straight, and straight-going (rjita, 

RV vi.75.12; rju-ga, cited from a lexikon as a kenning for 'arrow ). it is, 

in fact, in this way that in RV 1.110.5, tejanena (in spite of Sayana’s 

ti\sanena sastrena) must mean “with a (straight) rod, a rod compared 

to an arrow or “shaft” of light, manus tejanena here corresponding to 

r as mind . . . nname in RV vm.25.18; that tejanam in AV 1.2.4 (where it is 

the Axis Mundi, diva-skambha) is “fiery pillar”; and the tejanam in M 

n.105 = salyam, “arrow,” in AV m.25.2, as can be clearly seen from the 

use of root nam in both contexts. 

thupa. The original meaning of stupa, top, peak, head, dome, etc., may 

be noted in D 111.117, where Nathaputta having died, the Nigantha doc¬ 

trine and discipline are “broken-headed and without protection” (bhinna- 

thupe appatisarane). In J vi.117, a vimdna, palace, is described as panca- 

thupa, “five-domed,” a meaning and reference found in the Dictionary, 

s.v. thupif^a. But it makes no reference to thupika of Mhv xxxi.13, which 

here appears to be a noun meaning “dome”—the dome, or spire, of a 

pasada, palace. The Dictionary knows of thupa only as “tomb” and “tope” 

{dhatu-gabbha). The Buddhist tomb is dhatu-gabbha by function, and 

thupa by its domed form, which corresponds to that of the cranium. 

Di\\hita. The purpose of the present article is to inquire whether or 

not the regular Buddhist ordination can be equated with initiation 

{di\sa).39 The root occurs in Pali only very rarely, in di^hita = di\sita. 

In S 1.226, a prophet it si — rsi; the word is also used of the Buddha 

and of Buddhist monks) is cira-di\\hita, “long initiated,” explained by 

the Commentator as cira-pabbajita,i0 “long ordained as a Pilgrim.” Cira- 

39 It should be needless to say that “ordination” as such must be distinguished 

from “initiation” as such: the former, however significant, is merely the conferring 

of a specific “character” and comparable to the imposition of a new “form” on 

already “formed” material; the latter is always a second birth, the birth of another 

and new man, not a reformation of but a rnz«rformation of the man that was 

before. It does not follow that what has been called an ordination (in translation) 

may not in fact have been an initiation. In any case the Buddhist ordination is not 

the imposition of a “priestly” character; the monk is not a “priest.” For a discus¬ 

sion of Buddhist ordination see Psalms of the Brethren, index, s.v. [cf. Theragatha 

—ED.]. 

40 The root meaning of pabbajati is to “go forth,” “go into exile,” and of the 

causative pabbajeti, to “be exiled” or “banished,” hence technically to abandon 

the indoor and household life and adopt that of the “unroofed” Pilgrim. The 

Pilgrim carries his own roof (umbrella) about with himself. 
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pabbajita contrasts, of course, with navo acira-pabbajita, “recently ordained 

a Pilgrim,” in other contexts, both terms being of common occurrence. 

J v.138-39, reading cira-da\khita, refers to “prophets” (isayo) in the fol¬ 

lowing of the Bodhisattva Sarabhanga-Jotipala, who is unquestionably a 

solar principle; and this spelling is of interest because it preserves the 

form of the root da\s, “to be able,” the basic value of di\sita, “initiated,” 

being precisely “enabled.” 

Taking now for granted the reader’s knowledge of the significance of 

initiation in India and elsewhere,41 we shall argue that pabbajita has really 

the value di\sita, and a fortiori that upasampada has that of a more 

advanced initiation. The first ordinations were necessarily made by the 

Buddha himself, who used the significant words “Come, mendicant monk 

{ehi-bhi\\hu),” reminiscent of the welcome, “Come (ehi)” addressed 

by the Sun to the would-be entrant who has rightly answered the question 

“Who art thou?” (JUB m.14.5, cf. RumI, Mathnawi 1.3602-3). If desig¬ 

nations such as “Kinsman of the Sun” (adicca-bandhu) are to be taken 

literally, as they must be for all those who are not misled by the “histori¬ 

cal” form of the “Buddha legend,” this is sufficient to show that such ordi¬ 

nations were really initiations and invitations, in the etymological senses 

of the words: the historical Buddha is surely an euhemerisation of the 

Vedic Agni,42 who is likewise “awakened” at dawn (usar-budh) and is 

the “deity of the initiate” {agni vai di\sitasya devata, TS m.1.3). Nor is 

anything changed in principle by the delegation of the power of ordina¬ 

tion or initiation to others (who are constantly referred to as “Sons of 

the Buddha,” e.g., S 1.192), such a transmission being equally necessary 

and regular in the most unquestionably orthodox conditions, and indeed 

inevitable if there is to be a transmission of a veritable gnosis from genera¬ 

tion to generation. 

The original ordinations had conferred pabbajja (the status of “Pil¬ 

grim”) and upasampada (“full attainment,” and almost literally the state 

of being an “Adept”) simultaneously. After the delegation of power we 

find that both are still conferred together, but by a quorum of the mendi- 

41 See the comprehensive series of articles on “Initiation” published by Rene 

Guenon in recent volumes of fctud.es traditionelles [see Rene Guenon, Apergus sur 

I’initiation, 2nd ed. (Paris, 1953), in which the articles cited by Coomaraswamy are 

collected—ed.] . We hope to publish on some future occasion some of the principal 

Indian texts in which the subject is treated. 

42 Cf. Emile Senart, fca fcegende du Bouddha (Paris, 1875), p. 425- [lel trone 

du Bouddha substitue a l’ancien autel brahmanique; [le Bouddha] perpetue sous 

une forme nouvelle la presence du feu sacre. ’ 
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cant monks, upon those who having been tonsured and robed, repeated 

thrice the formula of “Taking Refuge.” We find then that upasampada 

can only be conferred on the recommendation of a teacher, upon some 

younger monk who has come to him as a pupil. The teacher is called 

upajjhdya, literally “one who is gone up near to,” the pupil a saddhwiha- 

ri\a, literally “associate resident,” i.e., who lives with the teacher in daily 

intimacy. The relation is formally paternal; the pupil renders the teacher 

personal service. Before a teacher can receive any monk as pupil, he must 

himself have been fully ordained, must have been an “Adept,” for at least 

ten years. Under these conditions he may, when he sees fit, propose the 

pupil as a candidate for upasampada to the monastic assembly; the pupil, 

for his part, formally requesting the assembly to “extract me” (ullumpatuiS 

mam), suggestive of the Brahmana formula “as a snake (aht) might be 

freed from (nirmucyeta) its slough, or as one might draw (vivrhet) an 

arrow from a reed (munjat), so is he liberated (mrmucyate) from all evil” 

(JB ii.i 34, etc.).44 A monk thus fully ordained or initiated might after ten 

years himself receive pupils. The succession of such Vinaya teachers from 

Upali to Mahinda is given in the Dipavamsa. All this has the appearance 

of the regular system of transmission from spiritual father to spiritual son 

((guru-par am par a) in generation after generation, but with a specific 

adaptation to the more communal character of the Buddhist order of 

43 SB m.i.4.1 describes di\sa as an audgrabhana or “lifting up” (from this world 

to that of the gods), and it is to this expression that the Buddhist designation of 

ordination as an ullumpana seems to correspond. A. Preau calls my attention to 

the fourteenth stanza of the Paramartha-sara of Abhinavagupta, where it is said 

that it is the function of the mantras, “by their conducive nature (anugraha-sva- 

bhavdi) to extricate animal-men (pa'sun uddhartum).” 

44 This well-known series of similes recurs in M 11.17 (and D 1.77, cf. 1.34), 

“I have shown my disciples the means (patipanna, with reference to contemplative 

practices already listed) whereby they can create (abhinimminanti, abhi- implying 

a super- or transformation, where the simple nimpiinanti would mean only a 

formation) out of this body (the aforesaid \ayo rupi cptummahabhutiko, the formal 

body based on the four elements) another formal body of intellectual substance 

(,annam /(ayam . . . rupim manomayam — D 1.34 anno atta dibbo rupi manomayo), 

complete with all its limbs and members, and with transcendental faculties (abhi- 

n-indriycam, but in D 1.34 and 1.77 ahlnindriyo, not deprived of any faculty). It 

is just as if a man should draw out (pabbaheyya — pravrhet) an arrow (isi\am) 

from a reed {munjamha), or a sword from its scabbard, or a snake (ahim) from 

its slough. He is aware that arrow and reed are two different things, that sword 

and scabbard are different things, that snake and slough are different things; he 

is aware that the arrow is just what has been extracted from (pabbalhoprabrdha) 

the reed, etc.” With this body of intellectual substance he enjoys omniscience 

(abhinna) and is a Mover-at-will as far as the Brahma-heavens (yarn brahmalo\a 

pi /(aycna vasam vattenti). 
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Pilgrims (pabbajita),” who from the earliest times were thought of as 

a “congregation” (sarngha) rather than as solitaries. 

There are also internal evidences. Ordination involved the abandon¬ 

ment of one s own and of one’s family name (nama-gotta)—“just as when 

rivers reach the sea, they abandon their name and descent (pajahanti 

nama-gottam) . . . ,” the Pilgrim now becoming a “Son of Buddha” 

(sa\ya puttiya, Ud 55). Ordination is, in fact, a second birth: we find to¬ 

gether with yato jato, “from the time I was born,” such expressions as yato 

ariydya jatiya jato, “from the time I was born of the Aryan kin” (Majjhi- 

ma Nt\aya, 11.103), i.e., as a sa\ya puttiya, a “Buddha-son,” and even 

more explicit the passage in which Kassapa speaks of his perfect mastery 

and calls himself a “natural son of the Blessed One, born of his mouth, 

born of the Dhamma, fashioned by the Dhamma, and an heir of the 

Dhamma (S 11.221).45 

45 In the Aggahha Sutta (D 111.84), where these formulae recur, it is explained 

that they are applicable only to those whose faith (saddha) in the Buddha is set¬ 

tled, radical, well-grounded, and such that they cannot be robbed of it. The Sutta 

as a whole is an admirable description of the Fall and Regeneration of man, 

though at D 111.81-82 it affords a good example of the childish level to which 

the Pali texts can descend for controversial purposes; here the Brahman claim to 

be “Natural sons of Brahma, born of his mouth, etc.” is ridiculed, and refuted (!) 

by the argument that Brahmans, like other men, are visibly born of woman, de¬ 

spite the identification of Buddha with Brahma (or Brahman) at 111.84. The in- 

tention of the Pali text is evidently to distinguish the Brahman by human birth 

from the Brahma = Arhat who becomes a son of God by adoption; but in order 

to make this distinction the real significance of RV x.90 is perverted. Equally 

childish is the argument of the Tevijja Sutta (D 1.235 T) that the Vedas are 

futile because of the different “paths” that are taught in their schools; the Brah¬ 

man protagonist rightly maintains that all alike are straight roads to Brahma (i.e., 

Prajapati), but the Buddha is made to say that this is ridiculous, because the Brah¬ 

mans themselves do not claim to have seen Brahma or to know where he is— 

an argument of really astonishing puerility. In the same way S 1.61-62, where it is 

well said that “World’s end is within you,” but it is pretended that the Rohita of 

AB vii. 15 did not know this and had thought that World’s End could be reached 

by an actual locomotion. Or again D 111.127, where the meaning of passam na pas- 

sati (= BU iv.3.23 na pasyati pasyan vaij is distorted. Passages such as these show 

clearly enough that the Pali canon includes much that is of purely human, and 

all-too-human origin. It is in spite of such passages that a fairly thorough study 

of the Pali texts has led us to believe that the early Buddhist dhamma is essentially 

orthodox and only superficially heterodox. We believe that the Buddha meant what 

he said when he affirmed that he “had found the ancient path and followed it” 

(SB 11.106, reflecting BU iv.4.8), viz. that “ancient” (path) which the Brahmans 

of old are said to have remembered (S iv.117) but which others have forgotten 

(D 111.81-82), the “primordial walk with Brahman” of D 111.40. We believe that 

the Buddha came “not to destroy but to fulfill the law.” 
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Nor is it by any means anyone or everyone that can be ordained. As 

an example of intellectual qualification there can be cited, the case of the 

“Long-haired Fire-men” {aggtkd jatila, i.e., Brahman ascetics whose deity 

was Agni) who could be given upasampada immediately, without the 

usual four months’ probation (parivasa) because they were already k^am- 

mavadino and kiriyavadino,46 i.e., believed in the “causal origination” of 

all phenomena whatever, and at the same time that there is an “ought 

to be done,” to be contrasted with an “ought not to be done,” or “savoir- 

faire” to be contrasted with a “laissez-faire” (the opposites of these posi¬ 

tions are well known “heresies” from the Buddhist point of view). We 

need not cite here from the Cidlavagga the long list of disqualifications, 

but only say that these may be moral, intellectual, or physical, the physical 

disqualifications including a great variety of deformities and diseases.4' 

Where, as in Burma, it is the rule for everyone to become a monk for 

a limited time, or when a Buddhist king is temporarily ordained,48 it 

would appear that this temporary retreat from the world corresponds 

46 The opposites of these positions are well-known “heresies” (miccha-ditthi) 

from the Buddhist point of view, as they must be from that of any orthodox teach¬ 

ing. Expressed in Christian terms, pammavada is the doctrine that all “accidents” 

are causally originated, nothing whatever happening by chance or because of any 

direct divine intervention; \iriyavada that there is an “ought-to-be-done” and an 

“ought-not-to-be-done (a\iriya).” It should be noted, however, that akjriyavada 

as a heretical doctrine implies that there is “not-an-ought-to-be-done” and cor¬ 

responds to the “amoralism” with which the Amaurians were charged in the 

Middle Ages. In the same connection it should be observed that while the moral 

values are, if anything, overemphasized in Buddhism (a fact closely connected 

with its especially Ksatriya character), it is not pretended that right conduct is of 

more than a necessary dispositive value in relation to the final attainment: as is 

clearly shown in the Parable of the Raft (M 1.135), where conduct is a “boat” to 

be abandoned when the “Farther Shore” has been reached, and in Dh 267, where 

those who have rejected virtue and vice alike (yo ca punnaii ca papam bahetva) 

can rightly be called “walkers with God in this world” and “mendicant-monks.” 

47 Nagas (serpents of partly human character but retaining ophidian characteris¬ 

tics) are disqualified, even though they may be moved by the best intentions. To 

this corresponds the “folklore” principle, that mermaids cannot as such acquire 

a “soul,” but must be “married” to a human being, at the same time losing their 

scaly tails, which are changed into feet, so that no trace of their ophidian origin 

remains. In reality, of course, it is always a Solar Hero that “marries” the mermaid 

(ndginl), and to this situation (that of Apala in relation to Indra) can be applied 

the words of Donne, “Nor ever chaste unless Thou ravish me.” 

48 For the cases of Asoka and of the Chinese Emperor Wu-ti, both of whom 

took orders without effective abdication, see Vincent Smith, Early History of India 

(Oxford, 1924), p. 168. 
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exactly to that of the Vedic Sacrificer (yaja-mana)*9 who devotes himself 

and, being initiated (dif^sita), is during the operation no longer himself, 

no longer “this man,” un tel, until when the operation is relinquished he 

returns to himself, from the Truth to the Falsehood, and becomes once 

more “who he really is” in the worldly sense, So-and-so by name and 
lineage. 

Buddhist ordination, we conclude, has not only the appearance but also 

the significance of an initiation. The only possible alternative would be 

to regard it as a pseudo- or even counter-initiation. The latter alternative 

is manifestly out of the question:50 nor can the former be entertained 

by anyone who accepts the texts in their entirety, in which the Buddha 

is described as more than man and as of Agni’s and solar lineage. 

natthil^a. Literally a “There-is-not-ist,” or a little more freely, “Nothing- 

morist,” the term is used in Sanskrit and Pali alike to mean approxi¬ 

mately what is meant by our “skeptic,” “materialist,” “pragmatist,” or 

“atheist.” The man who maintains “there is no other world (natthi paro 

loho)”51 despite the fact that “there is assuredly another world” (santam 

49 In this connection it is worthy of note that yajamana is a form that may be 
either reflexive or passive, and thus means both “Sacrificer” and “Sacrificed.” That 
the Sacrificer who is also a Comprehensor of the ritual is really a “sacrificer of 
himself (atma-yajhi)” is repeatedly affirmed (e.g., SB x.2.6.13-14), and this is 
also true of the Christian sacrifice (the Mass). 

50 The Puranas, in which the Buddha is reckoned an avatar of Visnu, consider 
that he was born as a deceiver in order to lead astray the enemies of the Devas. 
We are more inclined to think that (as in Mark 4:11-12) the Buddhist dhamma 
is presented in a form that could easily be misunderstood (cf., for example, D 
in.40, where it is described as “hard to be understood by you who are of different 
views, another tolerance, other tastes, other allegiance, and other training”), and 
that it could have enlightened some (“to whom it is given to know the mystery 
of the kingdom of God”) and deluded others (“them that are without, lest at 
any time they be converted, and their sins should be forgiven them”). I have known 
a modern scholar to admit that “temperament and training” alike prevented his 
acceptance of traditional points of view. The Indian pandit rarely attempts to cor¬ 
rect the European scholar who may entertain what he knows is a false view: 
one has to ask the right question before one gets the right answer. The Buddhist 
dhamma, in the same way, like many other “secret doctrines,” protects its own 
“secret.” What is in any case highly significant is the synthesis of Saiva and Bauddha 
cults that is so conspicuous in the Indian Middle Ages. 

51 Cf. J v.228, where the ucchedavadl (“annihilationist,” “materialist”) is defined 
as one who maintains that “there is no such thing as going from this world to 
another; this world is cut off” (ito paralo\o-gata nama natthi, ay am lo\o ucchijjati). 
In J vi.225 the same heresy is supported by the argument “for who has ever come 
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yeva, bjio pana param lof^am)52 and as against “Arhats versed in the 

other world” (paralo\a-viduno) is “a bad-liver, a man of false view 

(heretic), a denier” (dussilo . . . miccha-ditthi natthi\avado, M 1.403, cf. 

A 11.31 and S m.73). Natthi\a in S 1.96 does not mean “empty of hand” 

or “one who refuses alms”(!) but a “denier” as above: we cannot under¬ 

stand the translator’s comment “we find no parallel to this term.” In 

S 11.17 natthitd, “Not-ism,” and atthitd, “Is-ism,” are the two extreme views 

of denial and affirmation which are popularly maintained with respect to 

what may be called the question of the reality or persistent identity of 

the world or of the individual, in which connection it is further debated 

whether it is the same individual who in this life or in another both 

acts and reaps the reward of acts, or whether one acts and another reaps. 

The Buddha teaches a Middle Way53 of “Causal Origination” (paticcasa- 

muppada), according to which “things” are to be regarded without any 

“in themselves”54 and only as phenomena (rupa) that have arisen in such 

and such a way (yatha-bhutam, “as-become”), viz. in an ordered causal 

sequence. The gist of this doctrine (stated again very clearly in M 1.421) has 

been admirably summarized by the translator in Kindred Sayings [= S] 

back thence?” tato hi idhagato), an appeal to the common experience that the 

dead do not return (as stated also in D 11.226 and J 11.242 and in accordance with 

the normal doctrine of the Brahmanas and Upanisads, SB 11.6.1.6, xm.8.4.12, etc., and 

CU vin.2.3). 

52 Cf. Ud 80, atthi ajatam abhutam afatam asam\hatam, “There is an Unborn, 

Unbecome, Not-made, Without-composition.” 

53 Boethius, Contra Evtychen 7, maintains that faith holds a middle course 

between contrary heresies. Fact and fiction alike are “what we ma\e of” our 

observations; neither is an absolute, or more than a useful fagon de purler, neither 

are any but statistical proofs available for the recognition of fact or fiction. Truth 

itself is transcendent with respect to fact and fiction alike, as is Goodness with 

respect to virtue and vice, and Beauty with respect to lovely and unlovely. 

54 No Buddhist would deny that appearances appear. If our apprehension of these 

appearances can be corrected by closer observation, it may serve practical ends, but 

the better observation is still only the actual or theoretical registration of an appear¬ 

ance (shape), and so on ad infinitum. This will apply even if “things” are reduced to 

mathematical formulae, which are still “shapes.” The question, “Is there a thing in 

itself?” is meaningless: we can only ask, “Is there a form corresponding to the matter 

(dimension or number)?” The traditional answer assumes the existence of such a 

form or idea of the thing, as its eternal reason; this is a “reality,” but observe that 

we are now no longer dealing with a self-subsistent thing “in itself,” but with the 

thing “in intellect” and consubstantial with this intellect. It is in this sense that the 

metaphysician is a “realist”: popular and scientific “realism” (= philosophical “nomi¬ 

nalism”) coincides with “aestheticism” and “sentimentality.” 
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11.22, note: “The subject of the resulting experience is himself the result 

of the causal experience, as much and as little identical as is, say, the tree 

with the seedling ’ (or the child with the man). For us today, whose view 

is animistic and whose interests are psychic rather than spiritual, and who 

think accordingly of a sentient identity as persisting through life or even 

after death,55 this would be an “Is-ist” solution.56 But for the Buddhist 

(as for Plato, Symposium 207DE; cf. Plutarch, Moralia 392s7) this does 

not follow: the persistence of an identity even from day to day is not a 

fact ’ but a merely “conventional truth”; the fact is that, as in the monkey 

parable of S 11.95, "will, mind, knowledge (cittam, mano, vinnanam, 

i.e., the whole mental personality), this every day and every night arises 

(uppajjati) as one thing and is destroyed (nirujjhati) as another,” and as 

in the parable of the chariot,58 S 1.135, where the name of “essence” (satta) 

is said to be given only conventionally (sammucca) to what is not really 

a simple substance, but an aggregate. In the same way at death “the soul 

and body that were in a previous becoming is destroyed without residue 

and another steps forward (purimabhave nama-rupam asesam niruddham, 

anham uppannam, Vis 4x3),” and it is a heresy to maintain that “this 

consciousness (idam vinnanam) concurs and migrates (samdhavati samsa- 

55 Few if any materialists have attempted to disprove the immortality of the “soul” 

by adducing its manifest mutability, or by the argument that whatever has had a 

beginning in time must also end in time. That the scientist would rather disprove 

the spiritualist’s “phenomena” than disprove the latter’s interpretations of them is 

significant of the former’s real position. For the metaphysician the phenomena, how¬ 

ever well attested, are of no more interest than any other phenomena; but his inter¬ 

pretation of them is very different from the spiritualist’s (cf. Rene Guenon, L’Erreur 

spirite, Paris, 1930). The attitude of orthodox religion (essentially one of indiffer¬ 

ence) is also very “correct”; in any case only the “intellectual virtues” survive, 

and these are certainly not those that the “dear departed” are said to display. How 

far the Buddhist is from the spiritualistic position appears not only in the whole 

treatment of “individuality” (liberation being precisely from the “personality” for 

the survival of which the spiritualist adduces “proofs”), but conspicuously in Sn 

774, where the question “What shall we come to be after death” {\im su bhavis- 

sama ito cutase) is one that can only be asked by ignorant worldlings. 

58 The doctrine of “Causal Origination” is expressly described as “profound” and 

“hard to be understood” by those of an altogether different temperament and train¬ 

ing (S 11.92 and 11.267, D m.40, etc.). 

57 Plutarch, Moralia 392D: “Dead is the man of yesterday, for he is passed into 

the man of today; and the man of today is dying as he passes into the man of 

tomorrow. Nobody remains one person, nor is one person. . . . Our senses, through 

ignorance of reality, falsely tell us that what appears to be, is.” 

58 The “chariot” in Indian scripture generally is the psycho-physical vehicle, 

itself an aggregate, in which the simple substance of the Spirit “rides.” 
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rati) without loss of identity («anannam, M 1.256) ;59 and yet it cannot 

be said that death is an automatic release from evil and from works (Mil 

72) because “beings (satta) are the heirs of acts (\amma-dayada). 60 

It must never be overlooked that traditional doctrine makes no distinc¬ 

tion in principle between our daily deaths and births and death and birth 

“when the time comes”: this together with an understanding of what is 

meant by the two selves61 (in Buddhism the great or fair and little or 

foul selves) are essential to a grasp of any Indian scripture. As to the 

survival of personality, whether from day to day or life to life, the Buddha 

teaches a Middle Way of understanding—that of continuity without 

identity. 

It remains only to add that the corresponding Skr. nasti\a and nasti\ya 

— natthita are found in Brahmanical contexts. In MU 11.5, nastiJpyam 

is grouped with fear, hunger, anger, ignorance, etc., in a long list of 

tdmasa qualities; BG 11.42 gives the sense of Pali natthi\a, but not the 

word itself, thus, “Flowery words are uttered by the stolid, whose delight 

is in the literal sense of the Vedas, saying ‘There is nothing more’ (nan- 

yad astiti vddinah).” In the same way KU 11.6, although not mentioning 

the term nasti\a, actually defines the “nothing-morist” in words identical 

with those of M 1.403 and J v.228 cited above, viz. as one “who holds that 

‘there is no other world but this’ {ayam lo\o nasti para iti mam)',' i.e., 

who denies that there are possibilities other than possibilities of manifesta¬ 

tion. For Manu nastifpya is an ahetuvada and effectively an ucchedavada: 

we find in 111.65 that “by the denial of causality, families are soon de¬ 

stroyed (ndsti\yena ca karmanam \iddny dsu vinasyanti)," which we un¬ 

derstand to mean that to deny the inheritance of the father’s karmic 

character by the son is is to deny the reality of filiation, and thus to “de¬ 

stroy the family,” as traditionally understood: for from this point of view, 

where there is no hereditary transmission of a vocation and a character, 

there is no family line. In the same way Manu vm.22, a kingdom infested 

by nastikas is destroyed; in 11.11, and 111.150, nastikas are grouped with 

59 Cf. in M 1.366, alam . . . annathattdya, “Have you had enough of otherness?” 
i.e., “of the vicissitudes” of life. 

60 For inheritance in this sense, see BU 1.5.17 and Kaus. Up. 11.15 (pitdputriyam 

sampratti or sampradanam) and JB 1.18.10, tasya putra ddyam upayanti. 

61 The one an essence (spiritual or intellectual), the other an existence (psycho¬ 

physical and sensitive). In Christianity, the soul to be saved and soul to be lost in 

Luke 17:33, or hated, Luke 14:26, the spirit as sundered from soul in Heb. 4:12: 

the soul to be “hated” being precisely the psyche of the “psychologist.” So also for 

RumI, the soul (najs) is hell (Mathnawi 1.1375) - cf. JUB iv.26, mano narakah, 
etc. 
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thieves, belittlers of the Veda, outcasts, sudras, etc., and in iv.163 ar*d 

xi.67 nastily a is coupled with belittling the Veda and with murder.62 

We conclude that the nasti\a is a nominalist, a denier especially of any 

but empirical truths: and that the word can best be rendered by “skeptic,” 

a word that has the further advantage of corresponding in value to Pali 

ditthi\a, generally in the bad sense of one who entertains false opinions. 

ndga. While in the vast majority of cases ndga as type or epithet of the 

Buddha or other Arhat is “elephant,” there is a text of special interest, 

the Vammi\a (Valmi\i) Sutta, M 1.142-145, in which the khinasava 

bhi\khu, i.e., Arahat, is typified by a ndga that is unquestionably a cobra. 

A certain Deva appears to the elder Kumara Kassapa and says, “almsman, 

almsman, this is an ant-hill that flames by day and smokes by night.” The 

Brahman answers, “take a spade, Sumedha, and dig it up.”63 The Deva 

accordingly digs, and unearths a variety of objects, which he is told to 

62 That from an Indian point of view the lineage ceases as soon as the charac¬ 

teristic habit of the family is neglected is clearly seen in the Ma\hadeva Sutta 

(M 11.75-83); it is the “lovely custom” (\alydna vatta) of this royal line that when 

the barber finds the first gray hair in the king’s head, the king adopts the religious 

life and hands over the kingdom to his son; this tradition is maintained for 84,000 

years, but broken at last, the Buddha remarking “When on the part of one of 

two successive persons there is a breaking down of such a lovely custom, the 

former of them is the last (of the line),” so tesam antimapuriso hoti. In the same 

way the carpenter whose son should become a shopkeeper would certainly be con¬ 

sidered the last of his line. A memory of the same point of view survives in the 

attitude of the parent whose son or daughter has committed some heinous offense 

and who says “you are no child of mine,” or even simply “disinherits” the child. 

The extension of a lineage is literally the repeated rebirth of fathers in sons; each 

of whom is thought of as taking his father’s place in the world. This is the prin¬ 

ciple of hereditary vocation, and it underlies all the resistance that is offered to 

the breakdown of the caste system in accordance with which one’s function is de¬ 

termined by heredity and not by personal choice. It would hardly be possible to 

deny that in modern times and before our eyes “civilization” (in this sense, that 

of the Indian “family and kingdom”) has been destroyed by skepticism (materi¬ 

alism), individualism (involving free choice of occupation) and the “rise” (to 

power) of the proletariat (sudra). In a dictatorship there is government by a single 

sudra, in a soviet government by a few sudras, and in a democracy government by 

many sudras; none of these conditions corresponds to Indian conceptions of civili¬ 

zation or order; what the modern terms progress is for the traditionalist dis¬ 

integration. 

63 Chalmers’ version confuses the speakers; it is quite clear from the sequence 

of the text that “Brahman” refers to Kassapa, and “Sumedha” to the Deva. From 

DhA 111.146, we learn that the Deva had been a monk in the time of the Buddha 

Kassapa and had arisen in the Brahma-world as a nonreturner but not yet fully 

perfected. 
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reject, and to dig further. At last he comes to a cobra (naga), and says, 

“a cobra, your reverence (bhadante).’ The Brahman answers, let it be, 

harm it not, pay it honor.” 

At this point something is missing; it must be understood that the 

Deva asks fifteen questions about what has been found, and that Kassapa 

cannot answer them. The Deva then tells Kassapa to put the questions 

to the Buddha, whose answer will be convincing. He does so, and the 

Buddha explains that the interpretation (adhivacanam) of the ant-hill is 

“the body,” of the fire “acts,” of the smoke “thoughts, of the Brahman 

“the Tathagata, the Arahat, the Fully-awakened”; of Sumedha an “alms¬ 

man still a pupil,” of the spade the “Aryan insight,” of the digging 

“heroic effort,”84 of the various objects “bonds, etc. to be rejected,” and 

of the cobra (naga)65 “the almsman freed of the foul issues ({hinasava 

bhi\hjiu) : Let him be, harm him not, do him honor.” We learn from 

J 1.148 and DhA 111.147 that as a result of these interpretations Kassapa 

became an Arahat. 

In one other context (S v.47, cf. v.63), the attainment of maturity by 

almsmen is compared to the development of young snakes (or eels)68 

who are born in the hills and go down to the sea by way of the lakes 

and rivers, only attaining their full development in the sea, which is here 

an equivalent of nibbana, amata (see “samudda"). 

It is thus firmly established that naga in the ophidian sense may be the 

symbol of an Arahat or Buddha. Further evidence is afforded by Dh 179, 

64 Digging for buried treasure, in a spiritual sense, appears several times in RV. 

65 In the chapter immediately following, two Arahats are described (M 1.151) 

as “two great nagas," and it is probable that in this case also it is naga as “snake” 

rather than naga as “elephant” that is meant. In Vin 1.24-25, where the Buddha 

overcomes Ahi-naga in the Jatila fire-temple, he is referred to as manussa-naga 

and here naga has certainly its ophidian sense; that the Buddha “fights fire with 

fire” (tejasa tejam) corresponds to TS v.2.4.1, where the kindled Agni and “the 

Agni that was before hate one another'' In many other contexts the value of naga 

is uncertain. 

66 The word is naga, but the description suggestive rather of an imperfect knowl¬ 

edge of the life-history of eels than of snakes. If eels were regarded as “snakes,” 

this may in part account for the characteristic association of nagas with the Waters, 

but does not affect the symbolic values. 

Naga is probably also “snake” in M 1.386 ndgassa pantasenassa \hinasamyo-ja- 

nassa. Elsewhere naga, as a symbol or epithet of the perfected Buddha or Arahat, 

is usually “elephant,” and always, of course, where the symbol of the hatthi-pada 

is involved, naga = hatthi, gaja. It is from a different point of view, of course, 

that the elephant’s track can be followed up, as for example in Mil 346, yatha pi 

gajardjassa padam disvana, and similar texts corresponding to the doctrine of the 

vestigium pedis in Brahmanical contexts and in Christianity. 
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“That Buddha whose ‘pasture’ is infinite (ananta-gocaram), being without 

feet (apadam, a kenning for ‘snake,’ and implying also ‘leaving no track’), 

by what track can you track him down? {f^ena padena nessatha)This 

text is closely affiliated to BU hi.8.8, where the Brahman is acahjuh- 

srotram tad apdny apadam . . . anantaram, and Mund. Up. 1.1.6, where 

the Brahman is adrsyam agrahyarn agotram avarnam acabjuhsrotram tad 

apdny apadam, etc., and, it may be added with Shams-i-Tabrlz, “the last 

step, to fare without feet” and “in me is no ‘I’ and no ‘We,’ I am naught, 

without head, without feet” (RumT, Divan, pp. 137, 295). 

At the same time we have wished to point out the parallel in Greek 

mythology, where not only may Zeus (= Dyaus Pitr = Varuna = apara 

Brahman = Buddha parinibbuto) be represented as a snake, but the Hero 

entombed is also a snake: Jane Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study of 

Gree\ Religion (3rd ed., Cambridge, 1922), fig. 96 (the snake is as¬ 

suredly within the tomb) is the very picture of an Indian thupa such as 

is erected for the Buddha {passim), or any parinibbuto bhi\\hu (Ud 8). 

Without pursuing the subject further we shall only remark that if the 

snake is the symbol both of an imperfect nature to be abandoned and of 

a perfected nature to be realized, this corresponds to the double value 

of ‘nonbeing” (1) as a natural evil to be escaped from and (2) as a 

supernatural good to be attained, and to the polarity that is proper to all 

“negative” symbols, which imply on the one hand a privation and on 

the other a freedom from any limiting affirmation. 

nicca\appam. At M 1.249, where, after delivering a discourse, the Buddha 

says that he composes and settles his heart, focuses it and synthesizes it 

{cittam santhapemi sannisddemi e\odi-\aromi samadahami), and that this 

is in conformity with the former samadhi, “in which nicca\appam nicca- 

\appam vihardmi," the translator renders by “in which I always dwell.” 

This is to confuse niccakappam with nicca\alam: the meaning is “which 

I enjoy, or in which I rest, whenever I will." “Always,” indeed, contradicts 

both the sense of the present context, in which the Buddha speaks of 

himself as entering into this samadhi at a certain time, and that of such 

passages as M 1.482, in which the Buddha’s knowledge as a man, as “Go- 

tama, now waking and now sleeping,” differs from his knowledge in 

contemplation. 

nibbdyati, nibbana. It is familiar that nibbana = nirvana implies the ex¬ 

tinction of a flame. Nirvana is literally “not-blowing,” or more technically, 
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“despiration”: nibbutam — mrvdtam thus corresponding to avatam in 

RV x.129.2, tad e\am anid avatam being the exact equivalent of Eck- 

hart’s Da diu zwei apgriinde in einer glicheit sweben gegeistet und en- 

geistet (“equally spirated, despirated”), da ist ein hohez wesen (Pfeiffer 

ed., p. 517). The PTS Dictionary, s.v. nibbana, starts, however, with the 

erroneous statement that nir-va means to “blow,” ignoring the regularly 

privative value of nis. Insofar as nibbana depends upon nirva, then, it 

implies an extinction or death by ceasing to blow, i.e., ceasing to breathe, 

and not an extinction by blowing “which latter process,” as the Dictionary 

remarks with unconscious pertinence to the history of the idea, “rather 

tends to incite the fire than to extinguish it”: Agni being in fact very 

often referred to as “quickened” (jutah) or “churned” (mathitah) by 

the Gale (of the Spirit),67 Vata, Vayu, Matarisvan, with whom he can 

also be identified, in accordance with the principle that both Agni and 

Vayu are “self-kindled” (RV 1.12.6; AB 11.34). Furthermore, the earlier 

references in the Dictionary are “to the fire going out, rather than to the 

fire being put out,” for which there are excellent metaphysical reasons as 

well as those “ethical” reasons to which the Dictionary refers. The ques¬ 

tion of a being “blown out” does not, in fact, arise at any time in connec¬ 

tion with the history of nirva. The Dictionary, s.v. nibbapeti (causative of 

nibbayati), has, indeed, “to make cool by blowing” (this repeats the error 

noted above) and cites RV x.16.13 nirvapaya, addressed to Agni, who is, 

as a matter of fact, besought to cool the ground that he has burnt, the 

still smoldering pyre; but here nirvapaya (causative imperative) is by no 

means “make cool by blowing,” but “make cease to breathe,” or “cease 

to blow,” and in this way extinguish his own flames. To “cool,” though 

not by a “blowing” (which would not cool, but only fan the flame) is thus 

a proper sense of nirva, causative; it occurs thus in J 111.157 sabbam nibba- 

paye daram, “cool all my fever,” and survives in Brajabuli, e.g., na nibhay 

hiyara dgnni, “It cannot quench the flame at my heart” (S. Sen, History 

of Brajabuli Literature, Calcutta, 1935, p. 406). I cannot believe that 

nibbayati or nibbana has anything to do with any root (vr) meaning to 

“cover”; for example } vi.196 jala . . . nibbayati is simply “the fire ceases 

to draw,” and so “goes out.” 

We can now proceed to notice some of the Pali and Sanskrit contexts 

in which nibbayati, or its equivalents, distinctly mean a “going out” of 

the fire, which is a death in the same sense that we speak of the fire as 

67 For Agni’s despiration, because of which he would go out, and contrasted with 

his being kept ablaze by fanning or a supply of fuel, cf. SB 11.8.3.7. 
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“dying down.” The sensp in which the fire “goes out” is almost always, 

in fact, parabolical, the reference being to the extinction of the flame of 

life. In M 1.487 the fire is “gone out for want of fuel” (andharo nibbuto),68 

that food or fuel, of course, by which the empirical consciousness is sup¬ 

ported throughout “life”: S 1.159 refers to the “going out of a flame” 

(pajjotassa nibbdnam): Sn 19 has “My roof yawns wide, my fire’s gone 

out” (vivata \uti, nibbuto gini). Needless to say, too, that there are many 

kinds of “fire,” and that in many cases it is specifically the fire of anger 

{kpdha, A iv.96), or more often the fires of passion, delusion, and defect 

{raga moha dosa, S iv.261) that are extinguished. In Sanskrit contexts 

vd, nirvd are usually found with direct reference to spiration, e.g., KB 

vii.9, where it is a question of the “breaths” (pranah), and these “though 

blowing (vantah) in various directions do not blow out” (na nirvanti\ 

Keith’s version).69 When it is specifically a question of the going out of 

a fire, which no longer “draws” (air) the usual verb is udan,70 in which 

the meanings of “aspire” and “expire” are combined: thus in CU iv.3.1, 

yadd agnir udvayati vdyum apyeti, “when the Fire gives up its breathing 

(dies out), it enters the Gale,” echoing SB x.3.3.8, “when the Fire goes out 

(yadd agnir anugacchati) it is into the Gale that it then blows out (vdyum 

tar hi anudvati), wherefore they say ‘It has expired’ (udavasit)In the 

same way for the Sun, Moon, and Quarters “established in the Gale, they 

are born again of the Gale, forsooth” (vayor . . . punar jayante, are “born 

of the Spirit”). “And the Comprehensor thereof, when he departs from 

this world . . . enters into the Gale with his life-breath, and being in and 

of it (etanmaya eva bhutva) he becomes whichever of these divinities he 

will, and moves at will” (ilayati, Sayana samcarati, cestati).71 In the 

same way, Prasna Up. 111.9, “For those whose fiery-energy has expired, 

68 Just as in MU vi.34, “As fire, of fuel destitute, is quenched in its own source, 

so the will (cittam) by the destruction of its versions is quenched (upasamyate) 

in its own source.” The hermeneutic interpretation of nibbana as nir-vana, “without 

wood,” “without fuel,” is based on this aspect of the decease of the fire of life. 

Anahara — anabhoga as interpreted by Paul Mus in the sense “not deriving 

nourishment from any external source.” 

69 Cf. JUB 1.2.5-6. 

70 Note that udana in the sense of a “spontaneous utterance” is much rather an 

“aspiration” (actually, not in the sense of “ambition”) than an “inspiration.” It is 

a product of the speaker’s own elevation. So C.A.F. Rhys Davids rightly translates 

Udana (the book so called) by “Verses of Uplift” (ignoring, of course, the 

vernacular and social meaning of “uplift”). 

71 Motion at will being a necessary consequence of consubstantiality with the 

Gale of the Spirit, which “bloweth where it listeth” (John 3:8), and “as it will” 

(yatha vasam, RV x.168.4). 
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so that their fiery-energies are quenched (tejo ha va uddnas tasmad upa- 

santatejah) there is a regeneration (ipunar bhavam), by way of the con¬ 

sistence of the powers-of-the-soul in the intellect.” There can be no 

question but that the Buddhist nibbayati preserves the values which are 

contained in the older texts on despiration. 

Our principal purpose in this note, however, is to emphasize that mb- 

bana, and a fortiori parimbbana, is always a death or transformation, and 

to make it clear in what sense the death is a summum bonum, and coin¬ 

cident with a regeneration and the power of resurrection. Parimbbana is, 

in fact, synonymous with the parimara of AB vm.28, SA iv.12-13, and 

Kaus. Up. 11.12,72 where “entering into the Gale, and being dead, yet 

they do not die, because they rise again,” with application alike to the 

divinities and to oneself. Pan- is not so much “round about as (1) 

“thoroughly,” in the sense that “the kingdom of God is for none but 

the thoroughly dead”; and (2) “towards” or “in,” as when we speak of 

“dying in the Lord”: who in these contexts as in those cited above is 

Brahman identified with “He who blows (vati) here,” i.e., Vayu, who 

does not blow yonder (SB vm.7.3.9), but as tad e\am, “That One,” “blow- 

eth and is still” (anid avatam, RV x.129.2), nor ever “goeth home,” being 

himself the “home” (astam) to which all others return (JUB m.1.1-3; 

BU 1.5.22), not excepting the Muni freed from mental and physical both 

(nama\dya vimutto — namarupaya vimutto), who “as a spark that is 

sped by the force of the wind ‘goes home’ and no count can be kept of 

him” (Sn 1074); they are “gone with the wind”; and, as we know, this 

expression (vayogatah)73 is the same as “unified” (e\o bhutva), both of 

these being common ways in Indian literature of saying “dead.” 

It must be realized, however, that there are many deaths, of which that 

death in due course after which one is laid on the pyre is only one 

72 Pravisya vayau mrtva n na mrcchanti, tasmad eva punar addranti-. one of the 

finest of the Indian texts on death and regeneration. The regeneration of the 

Comprehensor (evamvit) at death, when he is “born again” of the fire (and “Ex¬ 

cept a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God,” John 3:3), is 

prefigured in the ritual, where, for example, inasmuch as the priest repeats the 

whole of the hymns, “he brings to birth (pra janayati) the sacrificer, who is now 

an embryo, from the Sacrifice as womb,” AB vi.9, the Sacrifice itself being identi¬ 

fied with the Gale, ibid., v.33. 

73 Vayogatah, accordingly, presumes the fulfillment of the wish so poignantly 

expressed in the Vedic requiems x.14.8 and 16.3, hityavadyam punar astam ehi, sam 

gacchasva tanva suvarca . . . gacchatu vatam atma, “All the accursed (evil) struck 

away, go home again, be constituted in a body of glory. . . . Fare thy spirit to the 

Gale.” 
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amongst many others. All change is a dying, and at the same time in¬ 

volves the birth of a new man (who may be better or worse than the old, 

but in our contexts which are concerned with true Wayfarers, is always 

a better man),74 as is explicit in S 11.95, where “will, thought, discrimina¬ 

tion (citta, mana, vinnana), all this arises as one and is destroyed as an¬ 

other, every night and every day,” and A 11.82, where with reference to 

a change of occupation and status, a man is said to “die to the one and 

be born to such another” (tato cuto itthattam agacchati) .”75 It is from 

the same point of view that the application of nibbuto and parinibbuto 

to still-living human beings must be understood. The Mahasambodhi as 

a nibbana is the death of the Bodhisattva, and the birth of a Buddha, the 

Wake,76 and similarly in the case of others spoken of as nibbuto or even 

parinibbuto77 here and now. 

Pannibbayati thus implies not merely the death of a self, but like all 

deaths whatever, the bringing to birth78 or making-become (bhavana) of 

74 M 1.388-90, however, deals with the case of the man who “goes to the dogs.” 

75 Cf. Augustine, Contra Max., “all change is a kind of death.” What is cited 

above from S and A is stated in almost identical terms by Plato in the Symposium, 

and by Eckhart, “The soul’s progression is matter, wherein she puts on new forms 

and puts off old ones: the one she doffs she dies to, and the one she dons she 

lives in” (Pfeiffer ed., p. 530), like BG 11.22 and BU iv.4.4, but no more than 

either of these a doctrine of “reincarnation.” 

The formula expressing change of occupation is identical with that in which 

the Buddha’s descent from the Tusita heaven is stated, D 111.146, so tato cuto 

itthattam agato (where it may be further remarked that itthattam agato is tanta¬ 

mount to tathdgata); and it is in the same terms that a series of rebirths is de¬ 

scribed, e.g., DhA iv.51 tato cuta setthipule nibratta. 

76 In the same way ordination, in many respects analogous to initiation, is a 

“birth” (therefore also a “death” of the layman as such), as in M 11.103, where 

we have (1) yato . . . jato, “from the day I was born” and (2) yato . . . ariyaya 

jatiyd jato, “from the day of my birth in the Noble Race,” i.e., as a Sakyaputta, a 

“Buddha’s son,” birth in this sense being a filiation. To be awakened is the same 

as to come into being, RV passim, especially in connection with Agni (usar-budh). 

“Wake” in the sense “to be born” may be noted in Widsith, line 5, and we can 

still speak of “waking to the light of day” in this sense [see Widsith, ed. Kemp 

Malone, London, 1936—ed.]. 
77 E.g., A n.155, which distinguishes those who are parinibbuto “here and now, 

before our very eyes” (ditth’eva dhamme) and those who are parinibbuto only 

“at death” (hayassa bheda). These two parinibbanas are again subdivided according 

to whether they are attained “with means” (sasanphara — sasamsharanaj or with¬ 

out, this depending on whether the pupil’s powers (se\ha-balani) are “dull” (mu- 

dutta) or “superabundantly manifested” (adhimattani patubhavanti). 

78 This sense of bhu (causative) is explicit in AA 11.5 \umaram . . . bhavayati. 

In many other contexts bhu (causative) has the creative significance of m~a, and 

similarly where it means to “evoke” a mental image. 
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another self. Every step on the Way uses a “dead self,” now seen to be 

“not mine, not I,” as a rung or stepping stone, and it is thus that the Way¬ 

farer’s very Self would come into being (bhusnur-atma, AB vn.15), and 

is more and more clearly revealed (dvistaram-atma, AA 11.3.2): the final 

product, “when all has been done that was to be done” (patapicco, patam 

\araniyam, passim; prtaprtyah in AA 11.5 and MU vi.30),79 being the 

Spirit all-in-being, a finished and perfected Self (bhavitatta, passim; 

prtatman as in CU vm.13).80 P arinibbay ati in this sense of “bringing to 

perfection” occurs repeatedly in the striking text M 1.446, where the word 

is used in connection with each of the ten stages of the training of a noble 

stallion (and it should not be overlooked that the Almsman whose lower 

self has been brought under complete control \attd sudanto] is often com¬ 

pared to a well-trained steed). What we have wished to bring out, then, 

is that parinibbuto in the sense of “dead” has not the limiting value that 

is commonly attached to this word,81 but also implies “regenerate.” Pan- 

nibbuto has both of the values that inhere in the word “finished,” which 

can mean either “dead” (as in the expression, “that was his finish”) or 

“brought to perfection” (in the sense that we speak of a “finished prod- 

79 AA 11.5 atma \rta\rtyo vayogatah praiti . . . prayann eva punar jdyate, “the 

spirit, all in act, enters in to the Gale and departs, and departing, is regenerated”: 

MU vi.30 prtaprtyo . . . sauram dvdram bhitva, etc., “all in act, he breaks through 

the Sundoor, and follows the path of that one of the solar rays that pierces through 

the Orb and continues beyond the Brahma world, whereby men attain the highest 

goal.” 

80 Krtatma brahmalopam abhisambhavami, the “answer” to Sn 508, pen’ attana 

gacchati brahmalopam. 

81 A limiting value that can only be attached to the event of death by those who 

see anattani attanam, “their self in what is not their self.” These must fear death 

and must grieve, both for their own loss, and for the deceased, who “is no more.” 

It is precisely the same kind of grief that is felt by the profane when a religious 

“leaves the world” or is initiated, which events are also deaths, cf. JUB 111.8.x. On 

the other hand, funeral rites in a traditional society are occasions, not of grief, 

but of rejoicing: cf. D 11.161, where at the Buddha’s decease he is honored as kings 

are honored “with dancing, singing, and instrumental music.” Z. L. C. was at one 

time living near the Burning Ghat in Benares; she saw many funeral processions 

and observed that the “mourners’ ” faces were radiant. Only once she saw an old 

man weeping bitterly as he followed the corpse. On pointing this out to her old 

woman servant, the latter replied with scorn, “He is only an ignorant peasant” 

(or as the Buddhist would have expressed it, an assuta puthujjana: it is the “world¬ 

ly-minded” Devas alone that weep at the Buddha’s death, D 11.139). The tradi¬ 

tional position assumes that the deceased, as prtaprtyah, etc., is vayogatah, punar 

bhutva, udita, amrta; the traditional way of life presupposing this as its normal 

conclusion, death being “the ablution at the conclusion of life’s ritual,” as in CU 

m.17.5. 
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uct ).8“ We need hardly say that all perfection and all peace imply in 

this way the death of whatever had been imperfect or not at peace;83 all 

motion ends when it attains the goal to which it was directed; Death is 

the Ender (anta\a), but also the solar Eros, the Great Spirit (mahat- 

man) who welcomes the perfected at World’s End. Parimbbuto, literally 

despirated,” is thus “finished” in both senses of the word; and it is only 

if we realize this that we can fully understand why the faithful Buddhist, 

when he sees the Buddha’s tomb (thupa), is moved not by sorrow, but 

with the “thrill” (samvejana) of understanding, and exclaims trium¬ 

phantly, “Here the Tathagata was altogether finished (parinibbuto) with 

that attainment of despiration (mbbana) that is without residuum of 

assumption.” 

nettiya. Bhava-nettiya is not, as it has been rendered at least once, “the 

Eye of Existence,” but conduits of existence (or becoming, birth). Just 

as in M 11.105, etc., uda\am hi nayanti nettika, “irrigators (makers of 

channels, or ‘leads’ for the water) conduct the water.” Bhava-netti is cor¬ 

rectly explained in the Dictionary as “leader to renewed existence.” But 

at SA 11.336, cf. DA 127, etc., it is explained as rajju, “cord”: bhava-rajju 

being the cord that ties one to becoming or renewed existence. Similarly 

at AA 111.2, where it is explicitly stated that this rajju = netti is the cord 

“by which beings like cattle tied by the neck, are led to such and such an 

existence.” The Tathagata is the cutter of this netti, D 1.46, which is the 

thirst for existence (DA 128), and so the cord that leads to it until cut. 

82 “Finished” in these two senses provides us with the reason {ratio) of the 

well-known superstition of the “evil eye.” For only that which is imperfect, un¬ 

finished {aparinibbuto) is still “alive”: to recognize that a thing is perfect is as 

much as to say that it is a finished product, no longer viable because already 

geworden was er ist, already come to its “end.” For this reason (of which he may 

be quite unaware) the craftsman often leaves in his work some small defect, and 

for this reason that the possessor of a beautiful object does not like to hear it 

unduly praised, and will even give it away to the thoughtless admirer; or if it 

can not be given away, takes steps to “avert” the evil eye. We can also see why the 

“evil eye” does not necessarily imply an evil intention; the evil consequence is 

the result of what is usually an inadvertent imputation of “finish” in the sinister 

sense. And as usual, the superstition or “standover” is only really such when its 

reason has been forgotten: the superstition of the evil eye corresponds to what may 

have been a matter of fact in a society more sensitive than ours to the direct effects 

of mental acts, whether expressed or not expressed in words. 

83 Santa, “at peace,” Skr. santi, “peace,” from sam, always in sacrificial contexts 

“to give the quietus,” to slake, to kill. It should not be overlooked that the victim 

in these contexts is always, in the last analysis, the sacrificer himself, whose ritual 

death prefigures his final “rest.” 
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Cf. Itiv, p. 94, netticchinna bhi\khu, he who has cut the netti, and for 

whom there is no renewed existence, thirst, or craving, tanha, being got 

rid of, UdA 272. We never meet with the expression bhava-ca\\hu (only 

marnsa-ca\\hu); and the Pali netta = netra is more often “that which 

leads,” e.g., “reins” (nettani, S 1.26), than literally “eye,” which in any 

case is a secondary and not a primary meaning of the word. 

pacchi. In kilahja-pacchi, J vi.370, rush-baskets,” not, as translated by 

Cowell and Rouse, “rolls of matting.” The baskets of J vi.370, with their 

lids, are clearly shown at Bharhut, Cunningham pi. 25, fig. 3. The Dic¬ 

tionary thinks the etymology “doubtful,” but the root is surely pracchad, 

to cover, envelop, conceal. 

padavara and pddacchida. DhA 111.216 describes the Buddha’s ascent to 

the Heaven of the Thirty-three, from Savatthi. “He lifted up his right 

foot and set it down on the summit of Mt. Yugandhara, then he lifted 

up his left foot and set it down on the summit of Mt. Sineru (Meru), and 

thus in just three stands (tayo va padavara) and two strides (dve pa- 

dacchidani), he traversed sixty-eight hundred thousand leagues,” and 

there seated himself on Indra’s golden throne. Burlingame’s version, “in 

three strides, setting foot on earth but twice,” reverses the proper mean¬ 

ings of the two words in question, and is at the same time unintelligible. 

Padavara is the pause in walking, when both feet are brought together; 

there are three such “stands,” first at Savatthi, second on Yugandhara, 

and third on Sineru. Pddacchida is, as the word itself implies, the “separa¬ 

tion of the feet” in striding: the word corresponds to padacchedana, pa- 

dabhajana, and padavibhaga, denoting the analysis of verse to form a 

pada text, the converse of padasamsagga, padasamdhi implying the con¬ 

junction of the words and corresponding to padavara. Not only does the 

corrected rendering make sense, but it enables us to recognize the cor¬ 

respondence of the Buddha’s two with the first two of Visnu’s three 

strides; the summit reached by the Buddha on this occasion is solar, like 

that which he assumes on Mt. Grdrakuta, not supra-solar, the Heaven of 

the Thirty-three over which the solar Indra presides being neither a 

Brahmaloka nor an aspect of Nibbana. 

Padavara and padavara occur also in J 1.213 and 506: in the latter 

context it is especially clear that a pause is implied, the description being 

of a deliberate walk “as though at every step (padavare padavare) he were 

putting down a bag of a thousand pieces of gold”—which could not be 

done without pausing. It may be pointed out that it is, in fact, always with 
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one foot that a stride is taken, the other being left behind during motion. 

In the Bharhut relief (Cunningham, pi. 17, center) representing the sub¬ 

sequent descent at Samkassa, we therefore see on the topmost rung of 

the ladder one foot, and on its lowest rung the other: the descent is made 

in a single stride; we have the actual picture of a padacchida. It is in the 

same way that the Sun has regularly “one foot” or ray with which he 

walks and thus reaches every creature upon whom he bestows its being, 

RV etc., passim, but the feet of Death (who is also the Sun), thought of 

as planted in the heart (hrdaye padav atihatau, SB x.5.2.13) are two, “and 

when he separates them, he departs (achidyotkramati)": where achidya 

is rather “separating” than Eggeling’s “cuts off,” since it is actually a 

padacchida that takes place at death, when the spirit “strides away (uthyra- 

mati),” or as in BU iv.4.3, where “this spirit, striking down the body 

and dismissing ignorance, striding another stride (anyam ahramam a\ra- 

mya), draws itself together,” i.e., enters into its source, returns to itself, 

afpramya again implying a padacchida. 

The SB text continues, “and when he (Death, the Person in the solar 

Orb) ascends (ut\ramati), this person (in the right eye) dies. Hence 

they call the former (etad) the ‘departed’ (prctam), and say of the latter 

(asya) ‘It has been cut off’ (dchedi).”84 The preta is the immanent atman, 

the “ghost” that the man “gives up” when he “expires,” “that other self 

of his” that having done its work “departs” or “proceeds” (praiti) when 

the time comes (AA 11.5), while the psycho-physical manifestation is left 

behind, just as one foot is left behind in striding.85 

It should be noted that paduf^a in Pali is always “slipper,” and is not 

84 Eggeling’s version is insufficiently literal, ignoring the distinction of “former” 

and “latter.” 

85 It is in just the same way that in the introductory sacrifice (prayanlya), the 

sacrificer (who has just undergone the ritual death of initiation) “proceeds (praiti, 

AB 1.7)” to the world of heaven—leaving behind him, of course, the human self 

to which he will only return (as from the truth to what is false) when the opera¬ 

tion is abandoned, and he formally desecrates himself (SB 1.9.3.23 with VS 1.5, 

AB vu.24, cf. SB in.9.4.2), the human self that he sacrifices in the rite (as atma- 

yajin) so as to be “emptied” of self (SB 111.8.1.2). What is thus “left” behind is an 

ahi in the sense of JB in.77 (yad ahlyata tad ahinam ahitvam)\ cf. PB xu.ii.ir, 

where Kalyana is “left behind, for he had told a lie” (as men do, but the gods do 

not, passim) and becomes a svitra, i.e., ahi. 

Preta is then, at least originally and properly, the immanent deity, the “ghost,” 

i.e., Sanctus Spiritus, that a man “gives up” when he “expires (apanati, ucchvasati, 

etc.).” If preta (and especially Buddhist peta) comes to mean also “ghost” in a 

much lower sense, it is in the same way that Yaksa, originally = Brahman, Atman, 

Daimon can become also “demon,” and that “spirit” can refer to such all-too-human 

entities as those with which the “spiritualist” concerns himself. 
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a proper term to be applied to the footprints as represented in art. We 

find in the literature only pada or pada for “footprint’ as well as for 

“foot”; for example, in M 1.175 ff. and S 1.86, tathagatapada and hatthi-pada 

are “Buddha’s footprint” and “elephant’s footprint.” The expression pada- 

valahja occurs in DhA 111.194, and the “foot-trace” left by the Buddha is 

referred to as a pada-cetiycr, this last is clearly the term that should be used 

in monographic descriptions. 

pabbdhati. In the Dictionary, s.v. pabahati, Skr. prabarh, pravrh, as in 

KU 11.13, pravrhya (anum). Pabbaheyya and pabbdjha (v.l., pavalha) 

occur in M 11.17, meaning “might draw forth” and “drawn forth.” The 

Dictionary reference of pavalha to pravrh is certainly correct, for the Pali 

muhjamhd isi\am pabbaheyya corresponds exactly to muhjad isl\am 

vivrhet in JB 11.134 and similar contexts. The metaphor is repeated in 

D 1.77. The Pali versions show clearly that the real meaning is not so 

much “might draw the reed from its sheath” as “draw the arrow from 

the reed”; if the isi\a had not been thought of as “arrow,” there would 

have been no point in the words anno muhjo anna isi\a. It is plain that 

when the fletcher goes to the muhja marshes to gather shafts, he pulls 

them from the plants which are left in place, and that what he pulls 

out is for him the “arrow” and what is left the “plant.” The metaphor 

applies in the Pali contexts to the drawing out of a supernatural body 

from this mortal body;86 cf. SB iv.3.3.16. 

pasa. In J 111.282, Francis and Neil misrender pase vijjhitva by “which 

pierced dice”; the Bodhisatta, however, is the subject of vijjhitva, and 

sucim its object; the meaning is “perforated with an eye.” Supasiyam 

and supasam below mean “having a well-made eye.” 

That pasa (Skr. pasa) can mean “needle’s eye” is of double interest. 

In the first place, pasa is essentially “loop,” and as such “noose,” etc. The 

application of a word meaning “loop” to the eye of a needle suggests a 

period when the first metal needles were made of wire with one end 

bent over to form a “loop” or “eye.” And in the second place, because the 

“eye of the needle” (and such a needle in particular as the Bodhisatta 

makes in the Jdtaka, “it cannot be told how, but only that the purposes of 

the Buddhas succeed [ijjhanti]”) is a recognized aspect of the Janua Coeli, 

86 In these contexts isi\d is no more “reed” (the plant) than asi (sword) is \osi 

(scabbard), or ahi (snake) is \aranda (slough). 
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Sundoor and “narrow gate,” and pdsa being also “noose” (in the hands 

of Mrtyu, Yama, and Varuna), we realize that the loop of Death’s lasso 

is still another aspect of the Gate, and that to slip through the noose 

without its tightening upon you is the same as to have passed through 

the jaws of Death without their closing upon you, just as the “threading 

of the needle” is the passage of the Sundoor in the symbolism of em¬ 

broidery. 

So far, of course, with reference to the “last death of the soul,” in which 

the “threading of the needle” is the passage of the Sundoor. To pass 

through the needle’s eye (cf. Dante, Purgatorio x.16) or to evade the 

noose can also be used with reference to any passage, all passages im¬ 

plying change, and all change a dying (to what was before). We are 

concerned here only with the general symbolic equivalence of the eye of 

the needle and loop of the noose. 

pindi\a. In J vi.376 it must be the globular termination or finial of the 

handle of the umbrella, pinda being a lump, ball. This is supported by 

the facts that Skr. pinda\a is cited from a lexikon as “nave of a wheel,” 

and also as a “round swelling or protuberance,” and that in the Aupapa- 

ti\a Sutra, §16, pindiya corresponds to usnisa in its later sense of “cranial 

protuberance.” Cf. sa\ha. 

beluva (-pandu-vina). The Dictionary has “flute” (twice), but this is 

only a misprint for “lute.” S.v. vlna, the Dictionary has “lute, mandoline 

. . . lyre.” The vlna of the text is, however, a postless harp. For this and 

the Pali names for other parts and appurtenances of the harp, see Coo- 

maraswamy, “The Parts of a vlna" in JAOS, LVII (1937), with further 

references. The Dictionary in particular misrenders \ona, which is not 

“bow” but “plectrum.” 

bhu. The following discussion is by no means to be taken as an argu¬ 

ment against the general position taken by C.A.F. Rhys Davids in To 

Become or Not To Become (London, 1937); I am in agreement with 

this position. The discussion is solely with reference to the meaning of 

the future form bhavissati in A 11.37, where the Brahman Dona finds the 

Buddha’s wheel-marked footprints and, as he looks at them, says to him¬ 

self, “It cannot be that these are the footprints of a human being.” It 
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is not denied that na bhavissati, although future in form, has here the 

conjectural value “cannot be,” with reference to the present fact, and not 

to any future becoming; that the footprints are surely not those of a man 

is the point. Before going further it may be remarked that there is no 

dispute that the future form of bhu can have this gnomic value in Pali; 

of countless examples, not to mention those given by Rhys Davids herself, 

I cite only J vi.364, “your name must be Amara (tvam amara nama bha¬ 

vissati)," certainly with reference to present fact; and J vi.365, uda\am 

na laddham bhavissati, “It must be that you did not get water,” i.e., at 

the time when it was needed for the crops. We find the same usage in 

Sanskrit already in RV 1.164.39, bib1 b^a karisyati, “What will he do 

with the verse?” i.e., what use is it to him. 

So far so good. But in the following context of A 11.38, F. L. Woodward 

and Rhys Davids (To Become or Not To Become, p. 99) have insisted 

upon rendering manusso . . . bhavissati by “will become a human being?” 

and na . . . manusso bhavissdmi by “I shall not become a human being,” 

with specific reference to the future. This is insisted upon in spite of the 

fact that the Buddha concludes his remarks by saying that all those con¬ 

ditions according to which he might have been a man (or deva, gandhab- 

ba, yaXkjia, etc.) have been killed, “so that I am the Wake (tasma bud- 

dho’smi).” It is in just the same way that at Mil 346 we find bhavissati and 

atthi used synonymously in one and the same connection, and both mean¬ 

ing “must surely be” or “assuredly is.” It may also be observed that in 

J v.317, where a similar question is put to Nanda, he replies that he is, or 

literally “has become,” a man (manussa-bhuto). 

In our disputed context we have, first, a future with an admittedly 

present conjectural value; then a series of futures with disputed value; 

and finally a pronouncement definitely in the present, with respect to 

the questions and answers that intervene. We cannot but think that our 

authors force the future sense only because of their extreme unwilling¬ 

ness to allow the Buddha to say of himself, “I am not a man, or god, or 

eros, or daimon.” It is true that in innumerable contexts of the Nikayas it 

is explicit that a Buddha or Arhat is emancipated from being in any given 

way, is nameless, cannot be reached or understood, and so forth; but 

all these our authors would reject as interpolations or developments. To 

me the texts appear to be self-consistent; for me the “higher criticism” of 

these texts amounts to a dangerous reading out of them whatever does 

not seem to us suitable or true. I take the texts as they stand. But it would 

seem to be far better to call our passage an interpolation than to trans- 
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late it in plain contradiction of the syntax. The Buddha is asked “What 

are thou?” and answers “I am not any what,” that is, essentially, as in 

Sn 455-56 \oci no’mhi . . . akimcano . . . carami lo\e . . . alalia mam 

. . . pucchi gotta-pahham. 

rasa. We shall see that vyahjana is distinguished from attha very much 

as flavor is distinguished from food. In one Ni\aya text the word rasa 

actually takes the place which is usually taken by vyahjana: this is 

A 1.36, where “those who get the flavor of the meaning” is attha-rasassa 

. . . labhino, and here we can hardly fail to remark that rasa is used 

essentially as it is in the later rhetoric. The earlier history of the word rasa 

needs fuller treatment in a separate article, but we do wish to suggest 

that even in other than, and older than, Alam\ara contexts, and even 

when the reference is to Deity (so vai rasa), the word should be rendered 

in most cases by “flavor” rather than by “essence.” The word “essence” 

is needed in its proper sense for such terms as bhutata (“being,” in prin¬ 

ciple; for atthita we should prefer to say “existence,” distinguishing esse 

from essentia vel quidditas, i.e., “being in itself” from iti-bhavabhava, 

to ov from to (fiouvo/ievov). On the other hand, to speak of the “flavor” of 

knowledge, or of “digesting an idea” (or “assimilation” = adaequatio 

rei et intellectus), or even of “tasting God” (“O taste and see that the 

Lord is good”) is by no means foreign to the genius of European lan¬ 

guages, Latin sapientia being etymologically a “tastiness,” and as St. 

Thomas Aquinas expresses it, “Quasi sapida scientia, seu scientia cum 

sapore (Pali savyahjanam\), id est cognitio cum amore (Pali piti\),” Sum. 

Theol., 1.43.5, and 11-11.45.2-3 with further references.87 

The attha-rasassa labhi of our text will be, of course, the “Great Self,” 

not the “little self” of A 1.249, the “Fair Self” and not the “foul self” of A 

1.149: just as in AV x.8.44 it is the “Immortal, Contemplative Self,” the 

Spirit that is, that is “delighted by the flavor” (rasena trptah). The flavor, 

in other words, is the “immortal” part of the meaning: and just as in the 

later rhetoric (Sdhitya Darpana 111.2-3) the “tasting of the flavor” (ra- 

87 Cf. Ibn aI-‘Arabi, Tarjuman al-Ashwaq (ed. R. A. Nicholson, London, 1911) 

xxv.4, and his own commentary, where “the saliva in which I tasted white honey” 

stands for the “sciences of communion and converse and speech which leave a 

delicious taste in the heart.” 

The mention of honey here reflects the traditional symbolism of bees and honey, 

where “honey” is the knowledge of things sub specie aeternitatis, and in fact that 

“nectar” (amrta) of which the gods partake and in virtue of which they are “Im¬ 

mortals” (amrtasah). 
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sasvadana) is called the cognate of the “tasting of Brahman” (brahmasva- 

dana), so here it can be said with Augustine that “even we ourselves as 

mentally tasting something eternal, are not in this world” (De Trinitate 

iv.20). 

le\hani. Pencil, crayon, brush,88 or any pointed tool used in carving 

wood or ivory; never “stencil,” as also given in the PTS Dictionary. In 

A 11.200, where the making of a dug-out canoe from a tree is described, 

the le\hani is the most delicate of the three tools used before the polish¬ 

ing is done. The log is “hewn with axes,” or perhaps “adzes” (\uthdrihi 

tacchetvd), “cut with chisels (vdsihi tacchetva),” “graven with the ‘spear- 

point’ (le\haniya hkhitva)” and finally “smoothed with a round pebble 

([pdsanagulena dhopetva).” We render lebhani by “spear-point,” the tech¬ 

nical name of a certain wood-turner’s tool, bearing in mind that one of 

the meanings of lif^h is to “turn” (wood or ivory),89 and because in the 

present case, although there is no question of turning, something like a 

wood-engravers pointed tool must be meant; and lihjutva by “graven” 

in the sense of “graven” image. Le\haniya li\hitva might also mean 

carved in the sense of decorated, but this seems unlikely in the present 

context, where the “graving” is preparatory to smoothing. It is probable 

that metal tools are implied at this period, but the process described must 

have come down from prehistoric times, when the same or similar terms 

could have denoted stone tools. There remains a further and perhaps even 

more plausible alternative, according to which le\hamya lihjiitva would 

mean painted with a paintbrush”: that a polishing with an “agate burn¬ 

isher should follow this would be quite intelligible. 

vatra. “Vrtra”: J v.153 indo vatrabhu . . . sa\\o: S 1.47, vatra-bhu. 

vaddhamdna. I accept Dr. Johnson’s argument (JRAS, 1932, pp. 392-98, 

and 1933, p. 690) to the effect that the three-pointed symbol sometimes 

called trisula or triratna in early Buddhist art has properly been referred 

to as the “vardhamana.” It is perhaps only by chance that we do not find 

any reference to the symbol in Pali literature, and hence no occurrence of 

the word vaddhamdna with reference to a symbol. The word occurs in 

early Jaina literature as the name of a symbol. As regards the word in 

For these senses at a later period see Technical Studies, III (1934), 74. 

Li\h occurs in Pali in the senses of draw, write, carve, turn; le\hani as pencil or 
brush in Mhv. 

89 Cf. JAOS, XLVIII, 263-64. 
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other senses, and primarily those of the root meaning (“increase”), it 

is curious that the Dictionary, s.v., equates vaddhamana in Dpv xi.33 

with vaddhana in Mhv xxm.33, overlooking that vaddhamana itself oc¬ 

curs in the very next verse of the text in a sense explained in the Dic¬ 

tionary, s.v. vaddhati. The word occurs also in Mhv xi.30, where vaddha- 

manam \umdri\am is “a girl in the bloom of her youth” (Geiger, or as 

I should prefer to say, “a still growing girl”). There is also a Pali vaddha- 

ni\a meaning a dish from which food is served, and this explains the later 

Jaina vaddhamanaga in the sense of “auspicious vessel” (distinct from 

punna-ghata). 

vitamsa. I fail to see why the proposed etymology (vi tan) is “not clear”: 

the meaning is “snare” (for birds): it is proverbially “in vain that the 

net is spread in the sight of any bird”; the Old Testament abounds in 

references to the spreading of nets and snares; and for illustrations of 

outspread snares, see MFA Bulletin, No. 210, pp. 50-53. 

vyahjana (contrasted with attha). Before we discuss these terms in the 

Pali contexts, we must assume the meaning of attha in relation to 

dhamma discussed above, s.v. attha = artha. It will also be advisable to 

consider the meaning of vyahjana in pre- and post-Pali contexts in order 

to put the question (of considerable interest from the point of view of 

the history of Indian rhetoric) whether or not Pali vyahjana has really 

a meaning contradictory of its meaning in these pre- and post-Pali con¬ 

texts. The primary sense of the root (vyahj) is to “anoint,” and hence to 

“adorn,” “flavor” (drink, food), and “illustrate” or “manifest.” For the 

first three of these values in RV, cf. Grassmann’s Worterbuch, s.v. ahj. 

Vyahjana (n.) is “adornment” in RV vm.78.2. In the later rhetoric, three 

kinds of meaning (artha) of a proposition (vacakam) are distinguished, 

viz. abhidha, laksand, and vyahjana, respectively literal, figurative, and 

parabolical (Sahitya Darpana, 11.3 etc.), the latter coinciding with what 

is called the “flavor (rasa)” of a poetical text defined as a “statement 

(having the letter for its body and) flavor as its informing spirit (\dvyam 

rasdtma\am vahgyam).” 

On the other hand, the PTS Dictionary has under Vyahjana, “Letter 

(of a word) as opposed to attha (meaning, sense, spirit),” and under 

Savyahjana only “with the letters.”90 Most of the translators render, ac- 

90 It would be difficult to reconcile this with S 11.51, where it is asked, “Have you 

declared Arahatta (taya ahha vya\ata), viz. \hina jdti . . . ndparam itthattayaV' 
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cordingly, attha as “spirit” and vyanjana as “letter.”91 If this could be 

justified we should be faced with the curious phenomenon of a temporary 

reversal of the basic meanings of the word vyanjana. We have shown, s.v. 

attha, that the meaning of attha is anything but “spirit.” 

We propose to discuss the word in its Pali contexts, beginning with the 

simplest and leading up to the more difficult. In J vi.366, Amara Devi is 

preparing a rice pudding with milk, and “adds suitable flavoring” (tada- 

nurupam vyahjanam sampadetva). When the Bodhisatta closes his teeth 

on her “flavored pudding” (savyahjanam yagum addsi), his sense of taste 

is thrilled (rasa-haraniyo). 

In Vin 1.40 an inquirer asks, “What does the Master teach?” The dis¬ 

ciple answers, “I am not able to set forth the doctrine to you at length 

(vittharena dhammam desetum), but I can tell you its purport briefly 

(saml^hittena attham va\\hdmi).” The questioner replies, “Whether you 

say little or much, tell me in any case the purport (attham yeva me bruhi) 

—in accordance with its intention, I mean {atthen’eva me attho)—why 

should you make a great elaboration {\im \dhast vyahjanam bahum) ?” 

The answer is the following “doctrinal formula (dhamma-pariyayam)": 

“Of all things that are of causal origin, the Tathagata has told the cause, 

and so too has the Great Monk proclaimed their suppression” (the well- 

known Buddhist confession which is found as an inscription on so 

many examples of Buddhist art, as if this were the essence of their mes¬ 

sage). There is no question of “spirit and letter” here: what the inquirer 

"The answer is that this meaning (attha) was not stated “In these very words 

(etehi padehi) or with these very trappings (etehi vyahjanehi).” The Buddha re¬ 

sponds by saying that by whatever “alternative formula (pariyaya, paraphrase, 

circumlocution)” anna has been declared, one must take it as having been de¬ 
clared. 

It may be noted incidentally that Pali vyatta = Skr. vyahta (pp. of vyahj), and 

its opposite avyatta are applied to persons, not to statements, as if one should 

speak of an explicit, or inexplicit speaker” rather than of “explicit, or inexplicit 

speech”; that vyahjayati (to “characterize,” etc.) occurs only in Commentaries; 

and that the quite different word vyd\aroti is rather to “state or propound” than 
to “explain.” 

91 So, I think always, in the PTS translations by C.A.F. Rhys Davids and F. L. 

Woodward. The SBE version of the Mahdvagga by T. W. Rhys Davids and H. 

Oldenberg is inconsistent: at Vin 1.40-41 (Mhv 1.23.4-9), attha is rendered by 

“spirit” and vyanjana by “letter,” but 1.358 (x.6.2) attha is rendered by “letter” and 
vyanjana by “spirit.” 

In the last context (text) for atthupeta ca vyahjanupeta ca read atthupetavyanja- 

nupeta, i.e., atthupeta-avyahjanupeta: the contrast is with atthupetd ca vyahjanupeta 
ca. 
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really wants to know is “what he must do to be saved.” In terms of the 

preceding reference, he is hungry and wants primarily food, not caring 

whether it be “seasoned” or “elaborated.” Attham is here the application, 

or immediate bearing of the doctrine; vyanjanam its “flavor,” and the 

same as that attha-rasa that is tasted only by the few (A 1.36).92 

In A 11.160 where we have, “when the analytical factors of the meaning 

(attha-patisambhida)93 have been verified (sacchi^atva)0* both as regards 

92 Even briefer is the Buddha’s enunciation of \ammavada in the two words 

patisamuppannam du\\ham, with respect to which Ananda exclaims, “It is mar¬ 

velous, how this whole matter has been stated in a single phrase (e\ena padena)! 

Had it been set forth at length, it would have been seen to be deep (gambhiro) 

in fact as well as in seeming!” 

93 For the four patisambhida see the PTS Dictionary, s.v. The four are attha, 

dhamma, nirutti ( = hermeneia), patibhana (“illumination,” a meaning given in the 

Dictionary (cf. S 1.187 and Kindred Sayings [— S], Vol. I, p. 237), in connection with 

which it may be noted that pratibhd in the sense to “flash upon the mind” is hardly 

“late” Skr., since it occurs in the Upanisads). The four meanings would seem to 

be moral, literal, hermeneutic, and anagogic or parabolical. They are often men¬ 

tioned in connection with and as if necessary to the attainment of Arahatta, in 

the formula saha patisambhiddhi arahattam papunati, Mil 18, etc. Cf. Dh 352, 

nirutti-padad{ovido, ahfkjiardnam sannipatam jaiind pubbaparani ca, sa ve antima- 

sariro, mahapanno, mahapuriso ti vuccati. Here there is an unmistakable recogni¬ 

tion of the spiritual value of semantic and grammatical scholarship; but it must be 

remembered that these sciences cannot be exactly identified with their modern 

“equivalents,” nirufta being much rather “hermeneia” than “etymology” in our 

sense. 

The students will find it profitable to compare with this the four meanings, 

literal, moral, allegorical, and parabolical, in Scholastic Christian exegesis, as defined, 

e.g., in St. Thomas Aquinas, Sum. Theol. 1.1.10. Most important and of universal 

application is the proposition that “the parabolical meaning is contained in the 

literal.” For this reason it is very necessary not only to have understood the precise 

meaning of the Pali symbols, but also to translate them literally (ipsae res signifi- 

catae per voces etiam significant aliquid). 

94 We suggest the use of “verify” for Pali sacchi\aroti and “verification” for 

sacchifiriya (the so-called “Act of Truth”). Cf. our expression, “to make a thing 

come true.” It should be noted, however, that from the Indian point of view, the 

possibility of this depends upon truth in the agent, cf. J 1.214 bodhisatto . . . saccasa- 

bhdvam arabbha saccafiriyam \aronto. In other contexts we find that “realization” 

is expressed by the phrase yoniso manasifara, “an original act of intellect.” 

The use of sacchi\aroti in the full sense of the words “hear and understand” 

may be noted in D 1.150, where the Buddha, “as being one who has verified it by 

his own extra-generic gnosis (sayam abhinna sacchibatva) promulgates the Law 

and preaches it, lovely in its beginning, in its middle and in its end, both in its 

moral and in its spiritual significance (sattham savyanjanam)”-. and DhA 111.361, 

where sa\\accan na sunanti is literally “do not hear with verification,” i.e., hear 

but do not learn. 
The same is expected of others: “Whatever Monk or Brahman here and now. 
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what is laid down (odhiso) and what is elaborated (vyanjanaso), I then 

explain them by many alternative formulae, teach and illuminate them, 

make them comprehensible, open them up, dissect and spread them out 

(aneha-pariyayena dcil{kjiami, desemi, pa\asemi, pahhapemi, vivarami, 

vibhajami, uttdni-\aromi) .”95 Odhiso here can only refer to the immedi¬ 

ate meaning of the text: odhi deriving from odahati, Skr. avadha, to “set 

down,” analogous to abhidhd, the “literal power” of an expression, or 

“denotation.” It is just in this sense, indeed, that the text itself is a “foot¬ 

print {pada),” a trace set down and that can be followed up, in the sense 

of RV x.71.3 vac ah padaviyam ay an, and of the uhatthi-pada” in Pali, 

passim. Odhi is thus also, like its Sanskrit equivalent avadhi, the object to 

which the mind is directed, and being thus equivalent to the primary 

meaning of the text, vyanjanam can only be the expanded meaning im¬ 

plied by the phrases concluding with uttani-karomi. Odhi referring to 

the actual wording corresponds to desanam, “promulgation”; vacanam, 

“utterance”; ahjiydnam, “narrative”; \athitam, “relation”; padam, “verse,” 

etc. Odhi refers to the “aesthetic surface” of the doctrine, and in this 

connection it may be pointed out that what is said in words differs in no 

way in principle from what is represented in plastic art, the interpretation 

of which from either a strictly aesthetic or a merely anecdotal point of 

view being equally superficial and insufficient: as Lankavatara Sutra 

11.118-19 expresses it, the real picture is not in the colors, the principle 

evades the letter.” 

We meet with the “four meanings” again in A 11.139 in connection 

with the definition of four sorts of orators (vadi), of whom the best is 

the speaker “who is not brought to a standstill either as regards the practi¬ 

cal purport (atthato) or the developed meaning (vyahjanato): it is im¬ 

possible for one fully possessed of the four analytical powers (patisambhi- 

da) to be brought to a standstill in either of these respects.” 

In A 11.138 the first of four ways that conduce to the preservation of the 

“True Law (saddhamma)” is that condition which exists when the Alms¬ 

man is in full possession of a text with well-put verses and flavorings 

{sunihhhittehi pada-vyahjanehi) : for, Almsmen, if the verses and their 

by his own extra-generic gnosis has verified the meaning of monasticism and 

Brahmahood, he has arrived’ (samannatthan ca brahmannatthaii ca dittheva dham- 

me say am abhinna sacchipatva, upasampajja viharanti, S 11.46).” 

Similarly, S 11.28 svaphyato . . . may a dhammo uttano vivato papasito chinna- 

piloti\o, “Doctrine well taught by me, spread out, opened up, illuminated, divested 
of wrapping.” 
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flavoring are well put, the practical meaning is likewise easy to follow 

(attho pi sunnayo hoti).” We hark back in this version to the notion of 

cooking: considering that pada corresponds to the rice, and vyanjana to 

the sauce, and that if these are suitably combined, the intellectual nourish¬ 

ment will be readily assimilated. 

In D 111.127-28, it is said that Almsmen are to meet together and talk 

over Doctrine, not contumaciously but “comparing moral (or literal) sense 

with moral (or literal) sense (atthena attham) and implicit meaning 

with implicit meaning (vyanjanena vyanjanam),” the discussion taking 

such a form as “to such and such a moral sense (imassa . . . atthassa) do 

these, or these other implicit meanings (imani va vyanjanani etani va 

vyanjanani) correspond most closely?” and conversely. Here it may be 

noted how the genitives imply that the moral or literal and the spiritual 

or implicit meanings are reciprocal and inseparable; it is never a question 

of arbitrary explanations but only of an adequate symbolism, in which 

there is a contrast but never an opposition of “letter and spirit” (Islamic 

es-shariyah and el-haqiqah). In S iv.281 and 296, nanattha nanavyanjana 

is clearly “different in denotation and in connotation,” e\attha in the 

same context meaning “alike in denotation.” 

In S v.430, a specifically moral theme, that of du\\ha, “ill” or “sorrow,” 

is effectively the “moral meaning” with reference to which the Buddha 

says that “there are definitely various phases and illustrations thereof 

(1aparimdna vanna aparimdna vyanjana aparimdna sampasana), and here 

vyanjana is certainly something like “coloring,” “disguise,” “shade of 

meaning,” a sense quite in accordance with the root meaning of vyanj, 

“to smear on.” Similarly in A 11.182, where the Buddha says that “he has 

taught that such and such a proposition is right (idam husalam . . . maya 

pannattam), in countless verses (aparimdna pada), with countless color¬ 

ings (aparimdna vyanjana) and countless enunciations of the spiritual¬ 

meaning (aparimdna dhamma-desana)." 

The most difficult text is that of Mil 18, where the Buddha’s word (bud- 

dha-vacanam) is learnt by heart at one hearing, is mastered in three 

months vyanjanato, and in another three months atthato. We should have 

expected the reverse order of words. We cannot, however, allow the ap¬ 

parent meaning of this isolated text to override that of so many others, 

and must conclude that the fully developed meaning is thought of here 

as having been grasped before the application of it was made. 

As we have remarked, in nearly all of the foregoing contexts the trans¬ 

lators render attha by “spirit” and vyanjana by “letter.” It is by no means 
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our intention to suggest that the very words “letter and spirit” are out 

of place in these contexts, but we do say that if these wor.ds are used, it 

is in precisely the opposite sense, attha being the “letter” and vyanjana 

the “spiritual” meaning. For we cannot employ the English words “letter 

and spirit” vaguely but only in one of two ways, either with reference to 

“literal meaning” and “inner meaning” (a relation expressed in Pali by 

saying that “B is the adhivacanam, i.e., interpretation, of A”),96 or in 

that way in which the words “letter and spirit” (or their equivalents) 

were used by St. Paul (n Cor. 3:6), from whom our use of the words de¬ 

scends. Whoever has any doubt as to the meaning of the words of St. 

Paul should consider Augustine’s treatise, De spiritu et littera. St. Paul is 

not referring to figurative expressions but to the distinction between the 

moral law and spiritual understanding, the former essential to the active 

and the latter essential to the contemplative life. It is precisely in the 

same way that attha (as we have seen) refers to things to be done, and 

vyanjana to things to be understood: it would be true to say that in our 

contexts attha and vyanjana correspond to what are called \arma-\dnda 

and jhana kanda in Sanskrit. In Vin 1.40, it is the fact that an injunction 

to walk in a certain Way is implicit in the formula that makes it attha 

and not vyanjana. We can see also why it is that precedence is given to 

attha\ it is just as it is for the hungry man, for whom food is the first 

consideration and flavoring the second; the flavor is better than the food, 

but not for the hungry man, who is still in need of food, without which 

he cannot “keep on going”; it is not this “little self,” the so-called attd or 

appatta, but only the “great self,” mahatta, “the immortal contemplative 

self, without desire” of AV x.8.44, that is “satisfied by flavor” only (rasena 

trptah). It is from the same point of view that the Buddha so often re¬ 

fuses to discuss ultimates (such as “is or is not” after death) because they 

do not pertain or conduce to Wayfaring {maggana). Virtue is only a 

means, indeed; it is dispositive, but not essential to the end. But “while 

we are on the way, we are not there”; virtue is essential to the Way. 

Attha is thus prior to vyanjana in practice, but inferior in hierarchy since 

when the end of the road has been reached there is no more Wayfaring 
to be done. 

96 It is in this connection that we find the Buddhist parallel of St. Paul’s “the 

,tter,k'1,leth” V1Z'm S I‘II> where “Men aware only of what can be told (aHheyya 
the akkhanam, narrative or parable taken historically and literally) live under the 
yoke of death.” This will apply, of course, as much to the understanding of the 
carved or painted parable as to the spoken symbol. 
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We have so far discussed vyanjana in what may be called its “good” 

sense, that sense in which the four patisambhida are said to be essential 

to Arahatta. There are also some contexts in which vyanjana as “orna¬ 

ment” is disparaged, for example PugA 223, where padaparamo, “whose 

ultimate is the verse itself,” is explained by vyahjanapadam eva paramam 

assa, “he for whom the verbal ornament only is the prime consideration.” 

That the reference is disparaging is clear also from A n.135, where the 

final reward (utthana-phalam) is contingent upon the nature of the 

mental effort put forth; there are four classes of hearers, “those who un¬ 

derstand immediately (ugghatitannu), those who understand upon 

reflection (vipacittahhu), those who must be led (neyyo, e-duc-dXtd, 

the YakkhI of S 1.11-12 being a good example), and those whose ulti¬ 

mate is the text itself” (padaparamo, the stupid king of J vi.131 being 

an example). Padaparamo is then either “literalist” (as condemned in 

S 1.11, where indeed “the letter kills”), or in accordance with PugA, 

the man who cares more about the art of the text than its meaning, and 

may be compared to the man who in terms of our first citation (J vi.366) 

might be more particular about the taste of the food than about its nour¬ 

ishing essence. Our immediate concern is with the disparaged vyanjana- 

padam of PugA, where the reference is plainly to artistry considered as 

the final end of oratory: cf. A 1.72, 111.107 and S 11.267, where a suttanta 

characterized by fine sounds rather than fine thoughts is called citta\J{hara 

(cf. the later citra\dvya), and S 1.38, where the syllables themselves 

(1a\\harani, thought of as sounds rather than as written letters)97 are 

called the “sauce or flavor” (vyanjana)98 of poetry. In S 11.267 and parallel 

passages, “the sermons {suttanta) preached by the Tathagata are pro¬ 

found (gambhira), of profound moral significance (gambhlrattha), deal¬ 

ing with the other world (lo\uttard) and bound up with the emptiness of 

this world {sunnata-patisamyutta); but a time will come when they will 

no longer be regarded as things to be studied and mastered; on the con¬ 

trary, those sermons that are made by poets in the poetical style {te sut- 

tanta \avi\atd kaveyya), with embellished sounds (citta{{hard), overlaid 

with ornament (citta-vyanjana), and spoken by profane auditors (bahi- 

ra\a sdva\a-bhasitd), will be considered worthy of study, and the others 

will disappear.” 

97 The reader will not forget that a\sara is primarily a sounded syllable, and 

only secondarily a written sign. Indian rhetoric, at least in its beginnings, has 

therefore more to do with oratory than with literature as we think of it. 

98 This is the Dictionary meaning, s.v. akkhara. 
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We see nothing in all this that is particularly monastic or puritanical, 

but only something serious; the repudiation of an art for .art’s sake and 

of sophistry and of aestheticism. The Buddhist is the same as the Platonic, 

Aristotelian, and Scholastic view of rhetoric as the art of giving effective¬ 

ness to truth. As Augustine says, “I am not now speaking of how to 

please: I am speaking of how they are to be taught who desire instruc¬ 

tion.” Citta\J{hara, citta-vyanjana are “sophistic” in the sense of Augus¬ 

tine’s definition, “A speech seeking verbal ornament beyond the bounds 

of responsibility to its burden (gravitas) is called ‘sophistic.’ ” In the same 

way, “No matter in what connection, when Buddhas preach the Law, 

it is upon the Law that they lay weight (garavam, etymologically and 

semantically the equivalent of Augustine’s gravitas) ; they speak as though 

bringing down from heaven the Aerial River” (akasagangam otarento 

viya, DhA 111.360)." That the preaching of the Law “pierces the skin 

and flesh1'"’ and penetrates to the marrow of the bones” (DhA 111.361) 

recalls St. Paul’s “the word of God is quick and powerful, and sharper 

than any two-edged sword, piercing even unto . . .” (Heb. 4:12),101 and 

St. Augustine’s “O Eloquence, so much the more terrible as it is so un¬ 

adorned; and as it is so genuine, so much the more powerful: O truly 

an axe hewing the rock!”102 

On the other hand, it must not be inferred that the art of oratory, 

rightly used, is in any way disparaged. We find, for example, Maha 

Kaccana praised as the chief of those who dissect at length the meaning 

of what has been briefly said (sam\hittena bhdsitassa vittharena attham 

vibhajantanam aggam),” Kumara Kassapa as the “chief of flowery speak¬ 

ers {citta-\athi\anam aggam), 103 and Maha Kotthita as the “chief of the 

"It seems to have been overlooked that this is an allusion to the “Descent of the 

Ganges, well known in the Epic. The simile is far more tremendous to Indian 

than it could be to European ears: “speaking as if with the roar of Niagara” would 
be a weak analogy. 

100 The full sequence frequently occurs: chavi, camma, mamsa, naharu, atthi, 

atthi-mihja, scarf-skin, skin, flesh, sinews, bones and marrow” (chavi is generally 

“complexion,” “bloom,” and can only be rendered here by “scarf-skin”). At Vin 

1.83, the whole formula is applied to the love of a son. 

101 The completion of the text, “piercing even unto the dividing asunder of 

soul and spirit” corresponds exactly to the often repeated theme of Buddhist teach¬ 

ing, na me so atta, sabbe dhamma anatta, sunnam idam attena, etc., and makes 
the parallel particularly poignant. 

102 The quotations from Augustine are from the De doctrina Christiana, 4. Cf. 

the fuller references in Art Bulletin, XX (March 1938), 72-77. 

103 At Mil 1, Nagasena’s discourse (£atha) is described as “adorned with parables 
and types (citra opammehi nayehi ca).” 
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Masters of the Four Meanings” (patisambhidappattanam aggamj,” A 

I,23~24- Wh find the Buddha praising an Almsman who “in his doctrinal 

discourse was demonstrating to the brethren, making the Law acceptable 

to them, setting them afire, gladdening them with urbane words, well 

enunciated without hoarseness, with exposition of the meaning, pertinent 

and unbiased (S 11.280, cf. 1.189). The same expressions recur in D 11.109, 

where the Buddha explains that he adapts his teaching to his audience 

( Whatever may be their sort, I make myself of the like sort, whatever 

their language, I speak that language”—i.e., becoming as we are that we 

may be as he is), “But they knew me not when I spoke, and would ask 

‘Who may this be that speaks thus, a man or a god?’ Whereupon I 

demonstrated the Law, made it acceptable to them, set them on fire 

(samuttejetvd), gladdened them, etc.” The argument is always ad homi- 

nem: for as Lan\avatara Sutra 11.122 expresses it, “Whatever is not 

adapted to such and such persons as are to be taught, cannot be called 

teaching.” It is thus that “He preaches the lovely Law, with its moral and 

spiritual meanings (dhammam deseti . . . \alydnam sattham savyanjanam, 

D 1.250). 

It will not be inappropriate to conclude the present article with: “At the 

close of my discourse I compose and settle my heart, focus and synthesize 

it (cittam santhapemi sannisademi e\odi\aromi samadahamij, in accord¬ 

ance with the former fashion of my interior synthesis (samadhi), in 

which assuredly I abide when and whenever I will (nicca\appam nicca- 

J^appam viharami, M 1.249).” 

The net result of the foregoing discussion, and that of rasa, is to indi¬ 

cate that Pali vyanjana and rasa are often very nearly the same thing, a 

quality that may be regarded either as the most intimate flavor or color 

of the text, or from another point of view as an overlay of ornament, 

and thus “too much of a good thing.” In any case, vyanjana is never “syl¬ 

lable,” as it has been rendered at A 11.182. 

sd\ha and sa\ha. Like the Skr. equivalent sa\ha, the word occurs in 

Pali in the primary sense of “branch” (of a tree), but also in Sn 688 as 

“rib” of an umbrella, and it is probable that this was also a meaning of 

the word in Skr. The word in this sense is of interest because of the coin¬ 

cident (axial) symbolism of “umbrella” and “tree”; the ribs surround the 

handle (danda, also “stem of a tree”) “as branches surround the trunk 

of the tree (vrhjasya s\andhah parita iva sd\\hah, AV x.7.38),” forming 

a “circle (mandala)Cf. pindi\a. 
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san\ha. The primary meaning is “number,” hence sanhjiam gam, to 

“be reckoned” or “accounted,” as in Ud 55, “they are accounted (san\- 

ham gacchantt) ‘Sons of the Buddha’” (sa\yaputtiya).104 In this sense 

san\ham gam is to “be called,” to “get a name.” It follows that in a more 

general way to be “numbered” is to exist in the quantitative and dimen¬ 

sioned (nimitta) universe, san\ha from this point of view being equiva¬ 

lent to matra (“measure,” and etymologically “matter,” that which is 

known in terms of “form and phenomenon,” nama-rupa), in which sense 

sankha is almost the exact equivalent of “number” as characteristic of 

“species” in Scholastic philosophy. To come into being, take birth, and be 

“named” is a good from some points of view, but never a final good, 

and therefore from another point of view, that of the man who is seeking 

to become “no one” (ahimcana), an evil. So in Sn 1074 it is said of the 

Muni, sped like a flame blown out by the wind, and liberated from name 

and body (nama\aya = namariipaya), that he “gets him home (attham 

paleti), he does not get a number (na upeti sanf{ham),”105 i.e., he is not 

cognizable: in the same way it is said of the Arhat, who is past finding 

out by gods or men in heaven or on earth, that he “has done with num¬ 

ber (pahasi san\ham, S 1.12)”; it is just such as these of whom Brahma 

says, in fact, that he “cannot give any true accounting (sanhjiatum no pi 

sa\\omi, etc., D 11.218)”; and conversely in S m.35, “Whatever it be that 

a man takes to bed, it is by that that he gets his number” {yarn . . . anuseti 

tena sankham gacchati), i.e., his unaccomplished purpose determines his 

birth106 (as in MU n.6d). 

104 It is in this sense that, in RV ix.61.7, Soma is “reckoned with the Adityas 
(sam adityebhir a\hyata).” 

105 Na upeti san\ham, like MU vi.20 niratma\atvat asan\hyah, “out of count, 

because without a self”: Sn 1076, na pamanam atthi. S iv.376-77 is explicit: the 

Tathagata is free of any reckoning ’ (sam\haya-vimutto) in terms of any one 

of the five \handhas, rupa, vedana, etc., i.e., has no psycho-physical “number.” 

Number, if taken as a species of quantity, denotes an accident added to being” 

(Sum. Theol. 1.30.3): “quia designatio individui respectu speciei est per materiam 

determinatum dimensionibus” (De ente et essentia m.i), i.e., inasmuch as all things 
are nimittani, “measured out.” 

It will be seen from what follows that like all other negative symbols, to be 

without number (the same as to be nameless) can have either a “good” or a 

bad meaning; asanbhyah corresponding to amatra, and ajata, etc. In the same 

way there is an asat (nonbeing) that is “naughty” (because of privation of being) 

and an asat (nonbeing) that is also a plenum (purnam) because not limited by 
a being in any way (iti-bhava). 

106 The idiom corresponds to that of “as one makes one’s bed, so must one lie 

upon it. The corresponding word anusaya denotes the condition in which a 

man is naturally found, and from which he is summoned to arouse himself; and 

it is no doubt in the same sense that the New Testament “Arise, take up thy 
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There is, however, another use of the word, or rather of the correspond¬ 

ing verb, of no less interest, occurring in Sn 351, “To do what one will 

does not pertain to the common herd; it pertains to Tathagatas to do 

what is correct,” or more literally, “calculated” (na \dma\dro107 hi puthuf- 

fananam, sankheyyakd.ro ca tathagatanam). Sankheyya here can only be 

understood as equivalent to prameya in the sense of “correct” (an absolute 

pramana is, in fact, attributed to the Buddha; all that the Buddha says 

or does is said or done well). The converse of the text is also, of course, 

implied: what is done by the untaught many-folk is informal, apatirupa, 

asankheyya,108 the Buddhas do what they will. In the same sense, san\ha 

must mean what is “right,” one might even say “mathematically right” 

since it is precisely a question of “number,” in Dh 267, where “he who has 

ousted good and evil, the walker-with-Brahma, whose course in the world 

is ‘calculated (san\haya lo\e carati),' he is rightly called an ‘Almsman’ 

or conversely, “wrong” when “calculating (san\hdya)” implies “with ul¬ 

terior motives,” as in A 11.143. The use of sanhjieyya and san\hdya in 

the good sense corresponds to that of sankjiydnam and asankjiydnam in 

JB 11.69 and 73, where in opposing rites what is done by Prajapati in good 

form overcomes what is done by Death informally, and what is “in order 

(sarn\hydnam)" being immortal (amrtam) and what is “inordinate 

(1asam\hydnam)” mortal (martyam)—a distinction corresponding to that 

of satyam from, anrtam. It is in the same sense that in an unidentified 

sutra (A. F. Rudolf Hoernle, MS. Remains of Buddhist Literature from 

E. Turkestan, Oxford, 1916, I, 98-100), sam\hydm gacchati is “reaches 

fullness.” 

samala. This word is cited for the sake of the light it throws on Skr. 

samulya, samula. The Dictionary omits to note the immediate Skr. equiva¬ 

lent, samala, but gives the meaning, “impure, contaminated, Vin 1.5.” We 

have also sandhi-samala-samkatira, with the general sense of “garbage 

bed, and walk” should be understood. Sanhjia is, in fact, virtually synonymous 

with anusaya, Skr. anusaya, as “bed,” karmic consequence, and finally “repentance” 

inasmuch as it is from this predestined condition that one uprises. Similarly asaya: 

see \armdsaya as used by Patanjali, Yogasutra [The Yoga-System of Patahjali, 

tr. J. H. Woods, Cambridge, Mass., 1914, HOS 17] ii.mff. (rendered by Woods 

“latent deposit of karma”), and the discussion by Jaideva Singh in Review of 

Philosophy and Religion, VIII (1939). 

107 Na \dma\dro, as in CU vin.1.6, ihatmanam ananuvidya . . . sarvesu lo\esv 

akamacaro bhavanti, “not having known the Spiritual-Self in this life, do not 

become ‘Movers-at-will’ in any world.” 

108 In very many contexts, of course, asamhjieyya is simply “incalculable,” i.e., of 

indefinite (not infinite, however) extent: for example, where asam\heyya = \appa. 
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heap” in S 11.270, M 1.334 and D 11.160; and dhammo asuddho samalehi 

cintito, “an unclean doctrine conceived by foul minds” in yin 1.5, S 1.137. 

It seems impossible to doubt that in RV x.85.29 samulyam is not (as com¬ 

monly rendered) “woolen,” but “filthy,”109 the reference being in fact 

to the “snake-skin” that Krtya must be thought of as shedding when she 

“has gotten feet” (padvati bhutvl), all in accordance with the well-known 

formula for procession from ophidian potentiality to human actuality; 

or that in JUB 1.38.4, samula-parnabhyam is not, as rendered by Oertel, 

“with a woolen shirt(?) and a leaf,” but “(clad) in dirty leaves.” 

samudda (as adhivacanam of nibbana). In Buddhism, as in Brahman¬ 

ism, the Pilgrim’s “Way” considered as a voyage (yana, in this sense) 

may be related in three different ways to the flowing river of life and 

death. The journey is either upstream to the waters’ source; or over the 

waters to a farther shore; or downstream to the sea. This use of sym¬ 

bolisms which are contrary in their literal but unanimous in their spiritual 

sense very well illustrates the nature of metaphysics itself, which is not, 

like a “philosophy,” systematic, but is always consistent. All that we have 

to be careful of here (as in any work of art) is to make use of our sym¬ 

bols consistently: it is only, for example, in the second case, that of “cross¬ 

ing over,” that the symbol of the “bridge” can also be employed; it would 

be incongruous to speak of the “bridge” in connection with a going up 

or down stream.110 

In the first case, the symbol is of a procedure against the stream, and 

the Buddhist Wayfarer is accordingly referred to as an “Upstreamer” 

(patisoto or uddhamsoto, with anusotagami, “drifting with the current” 

as opposite). Without going into the history of the underlying thought 

at great length, we may observe that in RV x.28.4, pratipam sapam nadyo 

vahanti (“the rivers carry the foam against the current”), is already a 

paradox to be explained. Whatever this may mean, the text of TS vii.5.7.4, 

“The heavenly world is counter-current (prati\ulam) hence” is explicit: 

and it is precisely in this sense that in PB xxv.10.12-16 the Sacrificers, 

going “counter-current” or “upstream” (pratipam ) along the whole course 

of the Sarasvatl (the River of Life), reach the heavenly world (it is clear 

109 The Vedic and Brahmana associations of “wool” are regularly with purity 

and purification. Sayana appears to be perfectly correct in his gloss samulyam = 

samulam — sartram malam, sariravacchannasya malasya dharabam vastram, “foul 

body, or garment reeking of the foulness of the body that was covered by it.” 

110 Or only if we see in the river itself the “bridge” and Axis Mundi. 
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from verse n that the Sarasvatl is coincident with the Axis Mundi) d11 

it is impossible to reach the goal “downstream.” The symbolism here 

is one of return to the river’s source, the Fons Vitae, Varuna’s abiding 

place sindhunam upodaye (RV vm.41.2), the “Well of Honey in Visnu’s 

highest place (visnoh pade parame madhva utsah, RV 1.154.5),” the Peren¬ 

nial Spring of Plotinus, Enneads m.8.10, etc. Among the Christian paral¬ 

lels may be noted Ruysbroeck, “a perpetual striving after the unattainable 

—this is ‘striving against the stream’ ” (Sparkling Stone, ch. 9; cf. JB 1.85, 

pratiJpulam ndyan . . . samastya); Dante, Purgatorio 1.40, “Against the 

dark stream fled the eternal prison”; Blake, “Jesus died ... he strove 

against the current of this wheel.” 

More familiar is the symbolism of the “Farther Shore,” to be reached 

in various ways, whether by raft, ship, bridge, or ford, and in connection 

with which we meet with a great variety of terms such as tara, tarana, 

tar a, tlran, tlrtha,112 trdtr, etc., deriving from tr, to “cross over.” In this 

case the Waters to be crossed are specifically the River of Death (M 1.225- 

27; DhA 11.275, etc.), or as more fully explained in S iv. 174-75, the Great 

Flood of Water (mahd uda\annavo) is the flood of will, birth, opinion, 

and ignorance (\drna, bhava, ditthi, avijja), the Hither Shore represents 

“embodiment” (sa\\dya), the Farther Shore nibbana, and the “Brahman 

who has crossed and reached the farther side and stands on solid ground 

(tinno paramgato thale titthati brdhmano)” is the Arahat. The formula 

of crossing over to a farther shore or haven of safety occurs so repeatedly 

in Buddhist and Brahmanical contexts alike that no further examples need 

be cited here. The metaphor of the saving “ship” (Pali and Skr. nava) is 

preserved in our “nave” (of a church).113 

111 Coincident, then, with the Shaft of Light, the Bolt and Sacrificial Post that 

strikes downwards from the zenith to the nadir of the universe, and which must 

be reversed by those who would ascend. The digging out and setting upright of 

the Post in AB 11.1-2, etc., has the same spiritual significance as the words “counter- 

current,” etc., discussed above; cf. Coomaraswamy, “Inverted Tree” [in Vol. 1 of 

this edition; the symbols discussed in this entry are also treated in “The Sea,” Vol. I 

of this edition.—ed.]. 
112 Tlrtha is “crossing place”; tirtha\ara virtually synonymous with “pontifex,” 

“pontiff.” Tara is “Savioress,” and also “star,” cf. the Virgin as Stella Maris. Trdtr is 

ferryman or savior. Tarana is crossing; hence avatar ana, “crossing back,” i.e., the 

“descent” of a Savior. Tlran is “crossing” in S v.24 (where we have “few are they of 

mortal men who have reached the Farther Shore”). Our “term,” Lat. terminus, is 

cognate. 

113 As in the well-known Parable of the Raft (M 1.135), the crossing over is 

here by means of a raft, for which there is no more use when the Farther Shore 

has been reached, and as in Revelation 21:1, “there was no more sea.” The 
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Less familiar, though by no means rare in Buddhist contexts, is the 

metaphor of a gliding downstream to a nibbana represented by the Sea, 

not here as a mass of waters to be crossed, but itself the last end. This 

value of samudda (Sea) is overlooked in the PTS Dictionary. In S v.39-40, 

we find “just as rivers lean, tend, and gravitate towards the sea (samudda- 

ninna, -pond, -pabbhard),”11* just so the Almsman who cultivates the 

Aryan Eightfold Path “leans, tends, and gravitates towards Nibbana”; 

similarly S v.134. In the same way in the parable of the Log, S iv.179-80, 

floating downstream on the Ganges is gliding towards Nibbana; the dan¬ 

gers are of stranding on either shore, being taken by those (men or gods) 

who dwell on these shores,115 stranding on a shoal (thale ussldissati),116 

sinking in mid-stream (rnajjhe samsidissati),11‘ or of rotting within, and 

if all these dangers are avoided, then “shall ye lean, tend, and gravitate 

towards Nibbana.” It is clear that the stream is here no longer Mara’s, as 

in M 1.226 (marassa sota), but rather the Flood of Merit (puhhassa dhara) 

of A 11.56. In S v.47, cf. 63, young followers of the Eightfold Path are 

compared to the young Nagas (snakes, or rather eels; see naga) born 

in the Himalayas and who, as they grow bigger, make their way down 

to the Sea and there attain their full dimensions, the Commentary equat¬ 

ing naga with yogavacara and samudda with nibbana. In DhA 111.230 ff., 

Waters to be crossed are represented in the Gospels (John 6, etc.) by the Sea of 

Galilee; cf. W. Norman Brown, Walking on the Water, London, 1928, pp. 20 ff. 

114 The words -ninna, -pond, -pabbhard or their equivalents, mutatis mutandis, 

occur elsewhere, notably in the well-known metaphor of the rafters that converge 

towards and rest in the roof-plate of the dome, and it is thus that the powers of 

the soul converge towards and come to rest in samadhi (SA viii.8, M 1.322-23, 

Mil 38, etc.). 

115 The interpretation (adhivacanam) of “this shore” is ajjhattikdnam ayatananam 

and of “that shore” bahiranam ayatananam, i.e., these internal (microcosmic) and 

those external (macrocosmic) conditions. This provides us with good evidence 

for what can be inferred in many other contexts, viz. that ajjhattikam . . . bahiram 

correspond to adhyatmam . . . adhidevatam as, e.g., in JUB 111.33, where the two 

words have precisely the implication of “subjective” and “objective” that is funda¬ 

mental to Pali ajjhatti\am and bahiram, as in M 1.421, where the five elements as 

they are within you (i.e., microcosmically) are contrasted with the same as they 

are outside you (i.e., macrocosmically). 

116Observe that thale (“aground”) here has the exactly opposite spiritual mean¬ 

ing of thale (“safe ashore”) in S iv. 174-75 cited above. In this connection cf. 

Rene Guenon, “Du Double Sens des symboles,” in Etudes traditionelles, XLII 

(i937)- 
117 “Drowning in the nether waters”; here the symbolism coincides with that 

of crossing over, and if one falls from the ship or bridge or if one sinks while “walk¬ 

ing on the water,” he may be drowned. 
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the significance of the downstream voyage, here in a boat, is the same, but 

the value of naga is reversed;118 because of a sin by which the voyage is 

interrupted the novice is reborn as the Naga Erakapatta. 

Finally, the foregoing texts in which samudda = nibbana, and even 

more literally Ud 55, “Just as rivers lose their former names and clan 

names (purimani nama-gottani)119 when they reach the sea, and it is 

accounted only ‘The Great Sea,’ ” correspond exactly to the better known 

“Just as these flowing rivers that tend towards the sea, when they reach 

the sea are gone home, and their name and aspect (nama-rupa) are broken 

up, and only ‘the Sea’ (samudram iti) is spoken of” (Prasna Up. vi.5, 

etc.), as well as to the almost identical images employed by Dante, Eck- 

hart and Ruysbroeck.120 

It may be added that where symbolism of a going downstream to the 

Sea is employed as above, a return to the source would be equivalent 

to “backsliding (apaya),” and that we actually find the expressions “coun¬ 

ter-current” and “back-flowing” used accordingly in AV x.1.7, where the 

evil powers are enjoined to return “upstream counter-current” (prati\u- 

lam udayyam), and AV iv.17.2, where punahsara = apotropaic. 

sahajanetta. Sn 1096: two MSS. read sahajanetta. We should render 

“possessed of the innate eye,” i.e., as the Commentator implies, “of spon¬ 

taneous omniscience.” We do not agree with the Dictionary’s “lit. ‘coin¬ 

ciding eye,’ ” but take sahaja in its usual sense of “connatural,” “inborn,” 

and hence as in the later rhetoric, not acquired (aharya) or learnt (au- 

118 The two values of “naga" are the same as those of JB 111.77 and PB xxv.15.4, 

where a disdnction is made between those snakes (ahi) that are “left behind” 

{ahiyata) and the others (sarpa) who, inasmuch as they “creep on farther” (ati- 

sarpanti), vanquish death and become Adityas (like the Buddha, adicca-bandhu). 

119 Cf. JB 1.18.5-6, Tam hagatam prcchati, \as tvam asi. Sa yo ha namna va 

gotrena va prabrute . . . tam rtavas . . . padgrhitam—i.e., if in answer to the ques¬ 

tion “Who art thou?” he answers by his own or his clan-name, he is dragged away 

by the representatives of time. For many other parallels see “A\imcahha\ Self- 

naughting” [in this volume—ed.]. 

120 Cited in Coomaraswamy, A New Approach to the Vedas, 1933, pp. 45, 46. 

It may be added that in JB 1.173-75, where the Sacrificers are on their way to heaven 

and ask, “Who shall be able today to swim away out of the open jaws of the 

crocodile?” with reference to the “crocodile standing in the one and only way, 

against the current, with open maw” (e\ayane simsuman pratipam vyadaya 

tisihati), it is clear that the motion of the sacrificers themselves, on the one way, 

is downstream to the sea; the crocodile (.simsumarin — ma\ara = mrtyu = surya) 

is the keeper of the Gate, which is in this case the “mouth” of the river (as we 

should say, although it is rather the mouth of the sea into which the river pours). 
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padesi\a) but “natural (sahaja)” illumination {pratibha). That is the 

terminology of the Kdvyamimamsa, ch. 2, where also sajiaja is equated 

with sarasvata, tantamount to “communicated by Sophia. The parallel 

as regards pratibha is fully justified by M 1.240, There flashed upon me 

spontaneously three parables unheard ere now (tisso upama patibhamsu 

anacchanya pubbe assutapubba).” This is, of course, a quite different thing 

from the ability of the charioteer, well versed and expert in his art, to an¬ 

swer any question on the subject “on the spot {thanaso), without taking 

counsel (cetaso parivitahham)''\ though this facility born of application 

and practice provides an analogy for the Buddha’s ability to “answer on the 

spot (thanaso ... patibhati)” as he can because “he has fully penetrated the 

realm of the Law (dhammadhatu . . . suppatividdha, M 1.396),” or as 

elsewhere stated because he is the Law (S 111.120 yo dhammam passati 

mam passati, cf. D 111.84). There are other ways in which the Buddha’s 

power of immediate response is expressed, for example S 11.105, “ ‘Origi¬ 

nation, origination’: so saying, there arose in me, brethren, a vision in mat¬ 

ters of the Law unheard ere now (pubbe ananussutesu dhammesu ca\- 

\hum udapadi), gnosis, prescience, science, light arose (hanam, pahha, 

vijja, aloko udapa.de)'' Observe that “unheard before,” while implying 

literally “not to be found in sruti, and therefore to be regarded as smrti,” 

does not imply “original” in our individualistic sense, which conceives of 

a property in ideas, but an exegesis suited to the present conditions and 

audience, and authoritative precisely because “original ([yoniso)” in the 

true sense of the word, that of “deriving from the source”; it is not a 

question of what we call “inspiration” but rather of infallibility,121 com¬ 

parable to that of the Christ when he says, “as my Father hath taught me, 

I speak” (John 8:28), or that of St. Paul when he says, “I have the mind 

(vov$) of Christ” (1 Cor. 2:16). 

Sahajanetta can also be explained in agreement with what has been 

said above, s.v. nettiya, but as having a more explicit reference to the 

epithet ca\\hum lobe, “Eye in the World,”122 so often applied to the 

121 D hi.127, nothing is to be added to or taken away from the promulgated 

Dhamma; D in.135, all that the Tathagata has said, from the night of the Awak¬ 

ening to that of the Total Despiration, “all that is just so and infallible” (sabbam 

tarn tath’eva hoti, no annatha). 

122 Ca\\hum lo\e is not noted in the PTS Dictionary. It occurs in D n.159, Sn 

599, etc. Cf. S 1.138, buddhacah\huna lopam volo\ento\ S 1.134, sabbam passati 

ca\\hund. Out of countless Brahmanical texts I cite only AB 1.6, “The Eye is the 

Truth deposited among men” (with reference to Agni), and RV vn.61.1, ca\sur 

. . . suryas . . . abhi yo visva bhuvanani caste. With sahajanetta, ca\bhum lope, 

etc., cf. ca\\hubhuto hana-bhuto in M i.m, S 11.255, etc- 
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Buddha in other contexts, an epithet that in pre- and non-Buddhist con¬ 

texts would be applicable only to the Sun or Agni; in this case sahajanetta 

would be more literally “born as the Eye,” or “Eye by Nature” than 

“possessed of the innate eye.” The distinction is hardly material. 

sunnata. “Emptiness” (sunnata) in Pali contexts is not the metaphysical 

Zero (Nonbeing as the principle of Being, Infinite Possibility as distin¬ 

guished from Indefinite Actuality), but a characteristic of this world, as 

in S iv.295-96, where it has been explained that when the Almsman 

returns from a deathlike Contemplation in which consciousness and 

feeling have been arrested, “three touches touch him,” “emptiness (suhna- 

to-)" “formlessness (animitto-)” and “making no plans (appanihito-phas- 

so)," and he discriminates (viveka) accordingly; and the meaning of 

“emptiness” is explained at M 1.29, “emancipation of the Will by Empti¬ 

ness (.sunnata ceto-vimutti) being consequent upon the realization that 

‘this world is empty of spirit or anything spiritual’ (.sunnam idam attena 

va attaniyena ad)"; sunnata is synonymous with anatta, of which it really 

only paraphrases and isolates the privative an. It is no doubt in the same 

sense that in A 1.72, “the texts are coupled with ‘emptiness’ (suttantd . . . 

sunnata-patisannuta)"; there is, in fact, nothing more characteristic of 

Buddhist teaching that its constant resort to negatives (above all in the 

sense of the word anatta), which even some contemporary hearers found 

perplexing. The denial of spirituality to contingent things in particular is 

a denial of any real essence to these things in themselves, and thus forms 

the basis of the more sweeping sunyavada doctrine which in the Mahay- 

ana denies not any “value” but any essence to even the Buddha’s ap¬ 

pearance and to the promulgation of the Dhamma itself. If such a doc¬ 

trine disturbs us, it may be found more palatably expressed in the Vaj- 

racchedika Sutra thus, “Those who see me in the body (rupena) and 

think of me in sounds (ghosaih), their way of thinking is false, they do 

not see me at all. . . . The Buddha cannot be rightly understood (rju 

boddhum) by any means (updyena).”123 Not that “means” are not dis¬ 

positive to a right understanding,124 but that if regarded as ends, even 

the most adequate means are a hindrance. In such a radical iconoclasm 

as this all traditional teachings are finally agreed. What is true of ethics 

is also true of the supports of contemplation: as in the well-known Parable 

of the Raft, the means are of no more use when the goal has been reached. 

123 A. F. Rudolf Hoernle, MS. Remains, I, p. 270. 

124 Cf. Mund. Up. 111.2-4, etair upayair yatate yastu vidvan . . . visate brahma- 

dhama. 
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On the Indian and 

Traditional Psychology, or 

Rather Pneumatology 

Ecce quomodo in cognitione sensitiva continatur occulte 

divina sapientia, et quam mira est contemplatio quinque 

sensuum spiritualium secundum conformitatem ad sensus 

corporales.1 

St. Bonaventura, De reductione artium ad theologiam io 

'Octtis av aCt/xa Oeparrevei, ra iavrov aAA.’ avrov Ocpanevei.2 

Plato, I Alcibiades 131B. 

As Jadunath Sinha, in the only extensive work on Indian psychology 

(bhuta-vidya), remarks, “There is no empirical psychology in India. In¬ 

dian psychology is based on metaphysics.”3 The explanation of this is that 

[Apparently written in 1943, this essay was rejected because of its length from the 

scholarly Festschrift to which it was contributed. Coomaraswamy seems to have made 

no further effort to publish this summary and extension of his late thought.—ed.] 

1 “Behold how the Divine Wisdom is secretly enclosed in sensitive perception, 

and how marvelous is the contemplation of the five spiritual senses in their con¬ 

formity to the bodily senses.” Continatur occulte — guha nihitam; sensus spirituals 

— jnanendriyani; sensus corporales — \armendriyani. 

2 “One who serves the body, serves what is his, not what he is.” In the same 

way, “One who only knows the body, knows what is the man’s, but not the man 

himself” {ibid., A). 

3 Jadunath Sinha, Indian Psychology: Perception (London, 1934), p. 16. See also 

C.A.F. Rhys Davids, Buddhist Psychology (London, 1914); T. Stcherbatsky, The 

Central Conception of Buddhism, and the Meaning of the Word “Dharma” (Lon¬ 

don, 1923); and R. N. Dandekar, Der vedische Mensch (Heidelberg, 1938) (esp. 

pp. 21-24). Rhys Davids’ book is very informative, but must be read with some 

caution, having been written “in ignorance of the stock of current nomenclature 

of which the Nikayas made use” (p. 18). For this reason, perhaps, the author sees 

a contradiction between the Upanisad doctrine of the Atman as “only seer,” etc., 

and the Buddhist pronouncement that the question “Who sees?” cannot properly 

be asked; not realizing that the question is improper just because the “only seer” 
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“all Indian systems of philosophy are at the same time doctrines of salva¬ 

tion.”4 In other words, Indian philosophers are not interested in the facts, 

or rather statistical probabilities, for their own sake, but primarily in a 

liberating truth.5 The traditional and sacred psychology takes for granted 

that life (bhava, yeVecrt?) is a means to an end beyond itself, not to be 

lived at all costs. The traditional psychology is not, in fact, based on ob¬ 

servation; it is a science of subjective experience. Its truth is not of the kind 

that is susceptible of statistical demonstration; it is one that can only be 

verified by the expert contemplative.6 In other words, its truth can only 

be verified by those who adopt the procedure prescribed by its proponents, 

and that is called a “Way.” In this respect it resembles the truth of facts, 

but with this difference, that the Way must be followed by every indi¬ 

vidual for himself; there can be no public “proof.” By verification we 

mean, of course, an ascertainment and experience, and not such a persua¬ 

sion as may result from a merely logical understanding. Hence there can 

be no “propaganda” on behalf of the sacred science. Our only endeavor 

in the present article will be to expound it. Essentially, the sacred science 

is one of qualities, and the profane a science of quantities. Between these 

sciences there can be no conflict but only a difference, however great. We 

can hardly describe this difference better than in Plato’s words cited above, 

or than in those of Kaus. Up. m.8, “Action (\arma) is not what one 

should try to understand, what one should know is the Agent. Pleasure 

and pain are not what one should try to understand, what one should 

know is their Discriminant,” and so on for the other factors of experience. 

We are careful not to say “of our experience,” for it cannot by any means 

never becomes anyone and is not any “who” or what. Seen in this light, the opposi¬ 

tion of Brahmanical “realism” to Buddhist “nominalism” loses all its force (cf. n. 

50- 
4T. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic (Leningrad, 1932), p. 195. In the same way, 

Plato’s is a moral philosophy—Bildung rather than Wissenschaft, no “mere” theory, 

but also a way of life (cf. Phaedo 64 ff.), a marga = t^veucns, as, e.g., in Phaedrus 

253A- 
5 Cf. Franklin Edgerton, “The Upanisads: What Do They Seek and Why?” 

JAOS, XLIX (1929), 102. 

6Cf. Plato, Phaedo 65BC: “the Soul attains to Truth . . . best when none of these 

things, neither hearing nor seeing, nor pain nor any pleasure troubles it, and it is, 

as far as possible, all alone by itself (avri] Ka6‘ avrrjv yiyvrjTai) .” Note that “all 

alone by oneself” is not a phrase to be taken lightly, whether in English or Greek; 

it implies the distinction of the two selves, and the companioning of self with Self, 

that “other who never absconds” and to whom if one resorts he is “never alone” 

(BU ii.i.ii); cf. Manu, vi.49, atmanaiva sahdyena\ and A v.90, \alydna . . . sahaya. 
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be assumed with safety that we are the Agent and Discriminant, nor 

safely argued cogito ergo sum. 

It may be objected that the application of both the empirical and the 

metaphysical psychologies is to a salvation; and this can be granted, in 

view of the fact that ra/^ation imports a kind of health. But it does not 

follow that we must, on this ground alone, choose between them as a 

means to that end; for the simple reason that “salvation” means different 

things in the different contexts. The health envisaged by the empirical 

psychotherapy is a freedom from particular pathological conditions; that 

envisaged by the other is a freedom from all conditions and predicaments, 

a freedom from the infection of mortality and to be as, when and where 

we will (TU in.10.5; John 10:9, etc.). Furthermore, the pursuit of the 

greater freedom necessarily involves the attainment of the lesser; psycho¬ 

physical health being a manifestation and consequence of spiritual well¬ 

being (Svet. Up. 11.12, 13). So whereas the empirical science is only 

concerned with the man himself “in search of a soul,”7 the metaphysical 

science is concerned with this self’s immortal Self, the Soul of the soul. 

This Self or Person is not a personality, and can never become an object of 

knowledge,8 but is always its substance; it is the living, spirant principle 

in every psycho-hylic individuality “down to the ants” (AA 1.3.8) and, 

in fact, the “only transmigrant”9 in all transmigrations and evolutions. 

Hence we call the traditional psychology a pneumatology rather than a 

science of the “soul.” And because its Self “never became anyone” (KU 

11.18), the metaphysical science is fundamentally one of “self-naughting”; 

as in Mark 8:34, si quis vult post me sequi, denegat seipsum.10 In what fol¬ 

lows we shall take for granted the distinction of “soul” nephesh, 

7 C. G. Jung, Modern Man in Search of a Soul (London, 1933). Jung frankly ad¬ 

mits, “I restrict myself to what can be psychically experienced, and repudiate the 

metaphysical” (R. Wilhelm and C. G. Jung, The Secret of the Golden Flower, 

New York, 1931, p. 135). Such a “restricted” approach becomes a “Taoism without 

Tao” (cf. Andre Preau, La Fleur d’or et le tao'isme sans Tao, Paris, 1931) or Brah- 

mavada without Brahma, and cannot be taken seriously as a scientific account of 

any traditional psychology. 

8 “Whereby (\ena, by what, as whom) might one discriminate the Discrimina¬ 

tor?” (BU 11.4.14, iv.5.15). 

9 Sankaracarya, BrSBh 1.1.5, ne'svarad anyah samsan; i.e., Plato’s Soul that “is co¬ 

extended (crvvTeTay[JLevr], cf. n. 75) now with one body, now with another” (Laws 

903D), as in Svet. Up. v.io, “whatever body he assumes, therewith is he united 

(yujyate),” and BG xm.26, “whatsoever is born is from the conjunction (samyogat) 

of the Knower of the Field with the Field.” 

10 Cf. Coomaraswamy, “A\imcanha\ Self-naughting” [in this volume—ed.] 
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sarira atman) from “spirit” (wev/aa, xpvx'rjs 4IVXV> ruah, asarlra atman) 

implied in the customary printing of “self” with a small “s” and “Self” 

with the capital. 

Our human self is an association (sambhutih, crvyyeveia, crvvovcrla, kol- 

vcov'ia) of breaths or spirations (pranah, aio-Or/creis, JUB iv.7.4, cf. n.4.5), 

or troop-of-elemental-beings (bhutagana); and as such an “elemental-self” 

(bhutatman) to be distinguished logically but not really from “its immor¬ 

tal Self and Duke” (netr11 = rjye/uov), immanent Agent (hartr) and 

Giver-of-being (prabhuh, MU 111.2, 3, iv.2, 3, vi.7), the “Inner Man of 

these elemental-beings” (bhutdnam antah purusah, AA m.2.4); these two 

selves being the passible and impassible natures of a single essence. The 

“elemental beings” (bhutdh, bhutani) are so called with reference to the 

Being or Great Being (mahabhutah), Brahma, Self (atman), Person 

(;purusah), or Breath {pranah), Prajapati, Agni or Indra, etc.,12 from 

whom or which all these “our” powers of expression, perception, thought, 

and action13 have come forth as spirations or “breaths” (pranah) or “rays” 

= “reins” (rasmayah), BU 11.1.20,11.4.12, iv.5.11; MU vi.32, etc. The desig¬ 

nation “Being” (bhutah, more literally “has-become”)14 is “because-of-the- 

coming-forth” (udbhutatvat) of the One who makes himself many (MU 

11 From ni, to lead. Pranah is properly from pra-an, to breathe forth, but is also 

connected hermeneutically with pra-ni, to lead forth, in a metaphor closely con¬ 

nected with irrigation, as in RV 11.12.7, where Indra is apam netr, and in JUB 
I. 58.4. 

12 The names of God are given, as repeatedly stated in Indian texts from RV 

onwards (as also in other theologies), according to the aspect under which he is 

considered, or power that he exerts; and because of his omniformity (as Visva- 

rupah) and universal creativity (as Visvakarma) there can be no end to the 

names. From RV onwards the procedure from aspect to aspect and function to 

function is a “becoming” (V bhu); for example, “Thou, Agni, art Varuna in being 

born, and when kindled [born], becomest (bhavasi) Mitra,” RV v.3.1. We retain 

the various names in their contexts; but the reader, from the present point of view, 

need only think of these names as those of “God” as the First Principle of all 
things. 

13 One, two, three, five, seven, nine, ten, or indefinitely numerous (cf. JUB 
II. 6, etc.). 

14 This is the true sense of “I am” in Exod. 3:14, where ehye - bhav'ami (cf. 

D. B. Macdonald, The Hebrew Philosophical Genius, Princeton, 1934, p. 18); 

similarly Egyptian \hefr. However, Macdonald (like C.A.F. Rhys Davids in To 

Become or Not To Become, London, 1937) does not see that becoming is not a 

contradiction of being but the epiphany of being, or that what can “become” rep¬ 

resents only a part of the possibility inherent in the Being that “becomes.” God 

becomes what he becomes “to mortal worshippers” (RV v.3.2), but in himself is 

“what?” (hah), i.e., not any “what,” and “where?” i.e., not “anywhere.” 
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v.2).15 The powers of the soul thus extended by the Prabhuh and Vibhuh 

are accordingly called “distributive essences (vibhutayaK),”16 The opera¬ 

tion of these powers in us is what we call our consciousness (caitanyam, 

samjndnam, vijndnam), i.e., conscious life in terms of subject and ob¬ 

ject. This consciousness, with which all ethical responsibility is bound up, 

arises at our birth and ceases when “we” die (BU iv.4.12-14, Eccl. 9:5); 

but this consciousness and its correlated responsibility are only particular 

modes of being, not ends in themselves, but means to an end beyond 

themselves.1' Our life, with all its powers, is a gift (AV 11.17) or loan 

(Mathnawi 1.245). 

So “He who giveth-selfhood (ya atmadd — prabhu)is becometh sole 

king of the moving-world . . . becometh overlord of elemental-beings 

(bhutdndm adhipatir babhuva) ;19 and when he takes up his stand 

15 Udbhu, to come forth, i.e., be manifested, is the opposite of nirbhu, to abscond, 

disappear; as pravrt, to extrovert (intrans.), is the contrary of nivrt, to introvert. 

Udbhutatva — prapadana is precisely, in the theological sense, “procession.” 

It is important to bear in mind that bhuta is not primarily (but sometimes'by 

analogy) any such “being” as ourselves, who are not one being or power, but a 

composite of cooperative beings or powers, rather to be regarded as “Intelligencies” 

or “Angels” than as human beings. God is the “only seer, hearer, thinker, etc.” in 

us (BU 111.8.23, etc.); it is He that takes birth in every womb and that “indwelling 

the secret cave [of the ‘heart’] looks round about through these elemental beings 

(guhdm pravisya bhutebhir vyapasyata, KU iv.6),” of which “we” are a “troop”; 

we are his “lookouts.” Our “being” is not our own, and not in fact a being, but 

a becoming (bhava, yeVccns), as is admirably stated in strictly traditional terms by 

Plutarch, Moralia 392 (guhdm pravisya — occulte immanens) and Plato, Sym¬ 

posium 207DE. 

18 In AA ri.1.7 and BG x.40, described as “powers”; and in RV 1.166.11, what 

amounts to the same thing (as will later appear), Maruts, vibhvo vibhutayah. 

It is by this distributive becoming (vibhutva, vibhuti-yoga) that the Self is omni¬ 

present (sarvagatah, Svet. Up. 111.21, cf. Prasna Up. 111.12, Isa Up. iv) and by the 

same token omniscient (MU vi.7) or synoptic (vimana . . . samdrp, RV x.82.2; cf. 

Nirupta x.26), and providential (prajnah) in that its whole experience is ex tempore, 

no more dated than it is placed. All this is the basis of the Indian and Platonic 

doctrines of Recollection and Providence, and inseparable from that of the Only 

Transmigrant. 

17 Cf. Coomaraswamy, Hinduism and Buddhism, 1943, n- 249' 

18 “One as he is there, and many as he is in his children here” (SB x.5.2.16; cf. 

BG xm.27, 30 and Plotinus, Enneads iv.4.2), i.e., “rays”; cf. n.25. 

On the gift of selfhood see Coomaraswamy, “The Sunkiss,” 1940, esp. p. 47, citing 

SB vn.3.2.12 (where it is because the Sun, Prajapati, “kisses,” i.e., breathes down 

upon, his children that each can say: “I am.” So Dante, Paradiso xxix.13-15, 

“perche suo splendore potesse, risplendendo, dir: Subsisto”; and Rumi, Mathnawi 

1.2197, “For this ‘I-hood’ comes to me from Him moment by moment.”). 

19 The usual gnomic aorist; “has become” = “is become,” bhutam. The psy¬ 

chology that we called a bhuta-vidya is the understanding of things, in the Buddhist 

phrase yatha-bhutam, “as become” (M 1.260, etc.). 
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(atisthantam),20 all [these gods] equip (<abhusan) him; putting on the 

kingdom-the-power-and-the-glory (sriyam vasanah), he proceeds (carati), 

self-illuminate. . . . Unto him, the great [Brahma-] Daimon (ya\sam)21 

in the midst of the world-of-being, the supports-of-the-realm bring tribute 

(balim rastrabhrto bharanti)22 . . . And even as his retainers attend upon 

a king when he arrives, even so all these elemental-beings (sarvani bhu- 

tani) prepare for him, crying, ‘Here comes Brahma!’ and just as men 

surround a king when he is setting out on a journey, so, when the time 

has come, all these breaths (pranah) gather about the Self (atmanam 

. . . ab his am ay anti) when This-one [Brahma] aspires”23 (RV x.121.2; AV 

iv.2.1, 2; AV iv.8.1, 3; AV x.8.15; BU iv.3.37, 38). 

The nature of this divine procession in Person,24 the relation of the 

20 “Takes up his stand here” (a-stha, adhi-stha), is the regular expression for the 

“mounting” of the bodily vehicle by its spiritual passenger (CU vm.12.1; Svet. Up. 

1v.11; BG xv.9, etc.). When he takes up a stand here he is no longer svasthah but 

now with a “support” (pratistha, adhisthana), until he returns to himself. 

21 The Brahma-Yaksa, proceeding as Person (Puru$a), who lies (sete) in the 

heart as the Overlord of Beings (bhutadhipati), and “to whom, as he lies (sayanaye), 

these deities bring tribute” (balim haranti, JUB iv.20.11-23.7ff., with BU iv.4.22). 

See also Coomaraswamy, “The Yak§a of the Vedas and Upanisads,” 1938. 

Purusa is interpreted by pur — mXis combined with si = Ket/xai (\/ k_ci, also in 

castra and civis), and denotes, accordingly, “the Citizen in every city” (BU 11.5.18; 

cf. AV x.2.28, 30, SB xiii.6.2.i). Our heart is the true “city of God” (brahma-pura, 

CU vm.1.1-5), which is the same as to say that “the kingdom of God is within 

you.” This is essentially the Platonic doctrine of man as a city or body-politic 

(Republic, and passim), and Philo’s, whose /iovo? Kvpiw o fkos earl (De 

cherubim 121), is virtually a translation of sa va ayam purusah sarvdsu piirsu puru- 

sayah (BU 11.5.18, as above); cf. Philo, De opificio mundi 142, where Adam (not 

“this man” but the Man) is called “the only citizen of the world” (/zo'vos Kocrpo- 

7roAir>?s). It is only on such a basis as this that a salutary «V/lization can be es¬ 

tablished or any sound political economy founded. “The city can never otherwise be 

happy unless it is drawn by those painters who follow the divine original” (Re¬ 

public 500E). 

22 The delegated powers are, precisely, his “attributes” (abharanani) and “orna¬ 

ments” (bhusanani), the original sense of both words being that of “equipment”; 

cf. Coomaraswamy, “Ornament” (in Vol. 1 of this edition—ed.). The king’s re¬ 

tainers (bhut'ah, vibhutayah, pranah, etc.) are his “adornment” (bhusanam, \/ bhu), 

and that quite literally, not only a “wall” but also a “crown,” namely of “glory,” 

as we shall see in connection with the word sri—the glory that he “wears” (sriyam 

vasanah), “he upon whose head the Aeons are a crown, darting forth rays” (d/crtvcs, 

Coptic Gnostic Treatise XI), “who wears the cosmos as his crown” (Hermes, Lib. 

xiv.7; cf. n. 52). 

23 I.e., when “the Spirit returns to God who gave it” (Eccl. 12:7) and we “give 

up the ghost,” the Holy Ghost. 

24 AA 11.2.1, lo\am abhyarcat purusa-rupena . . . pranah, JUB iv.24.1, purusam 

eva prapadanaya’ vrnita. Cf. n. 21. 
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One to the Many,25 and the origination of our consciousness and mobility 

are nowhere more clearly formulated than in MU n.6 ff. Here the intel- 

ligizing Person (manomayah purusah,26 cf. Mund. Up. n.2.7), Prajapati, 

the Progenitor (the Breath, AV xi.4.11), awakening as if from sleep, 

divides himself fivefold,2' to awaken (pratibodhanaya) his lifeless off¬ 

spring. “He, having still unattained ends (a\r tart hah),28 from within 

25 “One as he is there, and many as he is in his children here” (SB x.5.2.16, cf. 

BG xin.27, 30 and Plotinus, Enneads iv.4.2), i.e., “rays,” for the Sun’s rays are his 

sons (JUB 11.9.10). Thus he is “bodiless in bodies” (KU 11.22), “undivided in his 

divisions ... in elemental beings” (BG xvm.20, xin.16): 'O doxo/raTos, ovros 6 

TroXv<j<j)fxaTO<i, pdiWov Se iravrocrwpaTos (Hermes, Lib. v.ioa). 

26 One and the same Person may be considered ontologically from more than 

one point of view or level of reference. In a threefold arrangement he is, (1) the 

Person in the eye, or heart, (2) the Person in the Sun, and (3) the Person in Light¬ 

ning; these Persons assuming the “sheaths,” respectively vegetative {anna-maya), 

intellectual {manomaya), and beatific (ananda-maya), in accordance with which 

the personal Brahma is “existent-intelligent-beatific (sac-cid-ananda)” and logically 

differentiated from the impersonal, “nonexistent (asat)” Brahma, though no real 

distinctions can be made in the Supreme Identity of “That One {tad e\am)" 

that is both “existent and nonexistent {sad-asat).” These two are Meister Eckhart’s 

“God” and “Godhead,” and, as he says, “you must know what God and Godhead 

are”; he uses the expression, “free as the Godhead in its nonexistence,” and says 

that “where these two abysms hang, equally spirated, despirated, there is the Su¬ 

preme Essence.” It will be understood that our affirmative psychology (pneuma- 

tology) as such, like the affirmative theology with which it really coincides, is with 

reference to “God” as Being {ens simpliciter), while the negative psychology, which 

proceeds by way of remotion {neti, neti\ na me so atta) to a residual but ineffable 

Self, is not thus limited as to its end but extends to the absolute unity {e\atvam) 

or aloneness (\evalatvam) that transcends the distinction of natures (KU iii.n; 

MU iv.6, vi.21; BG xv.16, 17; etc.). 

27 There are many ways in which the division is fivefold (cf. AA 1.3.8; Svet. Up. 

1.5 ff.), among which the five senses or powers are here primarily intended; cf. 

BU iv.4.17, Prasna Up. 111.12. The Atmavadins (autologists) maintain that the “Five 

Races” (panca-janah) are those of speech, hearing, sight, mind, and breath (of the 

nostrils) (BD vn.67), as must be the case in RV m.37.9, where Indra’s powers 

{indriydni) are “in the Five Races” (cf. RV 1.176.5, v.32.11, v.35.2). But this is not 

the only meaning of the terms, and speaking more generally, God divides himself 

indefinitely (BU 11.5.19, MU v.2) to fill these worlds, “with only a part of himself, 

as it were” (MU vi.26, BG xv.7): part “as it were',' because the Spirit remains a 

total presence “undivided in the divided beings” {avibha\tam ca bhutefu . . . 

vibhaktesu, BG xin.16, xvm.20); “no part of what is divine is cut off or separated, 

but only extends itself” {eKrelverai [= uttanute], Philo, Deterius 90). 

28 It will be seen that unrealized potentialities are the occasion of the Self’s em¬ 

bodiment and apparent bondage; when Prajapati has entered into his children 

fondly, he cannot extricate himself without their help (TS v.5.2.1; SB 1.6.3.35, 36) 

—a conception with this profound implication, that “our” liberation is also and 

more truly his liberation. With the state of the “bird in the net, or cage,” self-fet¬ 

tered by its own desires (MU 111.2, S 1.44; Phaedo 83A; Mathnawi 1.1541), is to 
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the heart considered, ‘Let me eat29 of sense objects (' arthdn asnani).’ 

Thereupon breaking through these apertures {\hdnimdm% bhitva)30 and 

be contrasted the liberty of the Self “whose ends have been attained” (\rtdrthah, 

Svet. Up. ii. 14)—this is the state of the Marut, Brhadratha, who, “having done what 

there was to do” (\rta\rtyah, MU vi.30, AA 11.5; equivalent to \arma \rtvd in TS 

1.8.3.1, and to \ata\araniyam in the Buddhist Arhant formula), “goes home” (astam 

praiti, TS 1.8.3.1); his state whose desires are attained, who has no desire (a\amah) 

and is self-sufficient (BU iv.4.6.7, iv.3.21, etc.), for whom there are no longer any 

ends to be attained by action (naiva tasya \rtenarthah, BG 111.18) and who can say, 

“there is nothing I needs must do” (BG 111.22), and is thus liberated from all neces- 

sitas coactionis, conditionata, ex fine. 

In all these contexts the “work to be done” (\rtya, \arya, \araniya) is always, of 

course, in some sense sacrificial (\arma \r — operare = sacra facere). 

29 “Food” {anna, bhoga, dhara) must not be understood in any restricted sense, 

but is whatever nourishes any contingent existence; food is life’s fuel, whether 

physical or mental (cf. MU vi.n, M 1.260, and Phaedrus 246Eff.). Our life is a 

combustion. The Sun “rises up on food {annena ati rohati, RV x.90.2),” i.e., “comes 

eating and drinking” (Matt. 11:19), and it is the same solar Fire that “eats food 

in the heart,” within you (MU vi.i), by means of his “rays” (MU vi.12), so that 

“whoever eats (lives), it is by his ray that he eats” (JUB 1.29.6). Of the two selves 

or natures, “one eats the sweet fruit of the tree” {pippalam svadu atti, RV 1.164.20; 

Mund. Up. in.1, Svet. Up. iv.6), like Eve and Adam in Genesis, and suffers ac¬ 

cordingly. In other words, of the conjoint pair (sayujd sa\haya), so often represented 

in the iconography as one bird with two heads, one eats “poison” (visam), the 

other “ambrosia” {amrtam, cf. the Pahcatantra, HOS, Vol. 11, p. 127, and Anton 

Schiefner, tr., Tibetan Tales, London, 1924). In this connection it is significant that 

V vis, to “set,” “work,” “serve,” gives rise equally to visam, poison, and visaya, 

object of sense perception. On these considerations depends the theory of continence 

(again, in no restricted sense of the word); the withholding of their fuel from 

life’s fires (MU vi.34.1, with its Buddhist equivalents, and as in Philo, De specialibus 

legibus iv. 118, v<jxupu)v, KaOdirtp vXrjv irvpos, cr/3ecnv rijs hn6vpia<; airepyalfeTai) 

being in order to conquer hunger (TS 11.4.12.5), i.e., death (BU 1.2.1), by fasting. 

In this broader sense of the words, which includes, for example, “the love of 

fine colors and sounds” {Republic 476), the majority, even of those who lay claim 

to “culture,” really “lives to eat,” not realizing that, as was so well said by Eric 

Gill, “a good taste is a mortified taste”—not an appetite for all sorts of food. The 

kinds must be chosen according to the part of our soul that we propose to nourish 

most; cf. Phaedrus 246E. 

30 Khami, the “doors of the senses” {dvarani, BG vm.12) = ro rtuv aicrOriaeuv 

(TTopa (Philo, Deterius 100) = irvXai, of which vow is the ttdAcupos (Hermes, Lib. 

1.22, cf. v.6). Khdni, pi. of \ha (also \ha), are such openings as connect one “space” 

with another, hence passages that lead from the within to the without, and col¬ 

lectively one \h'a is “Varuna’s Fount of Order” {\h~am rtasya, RV 11.28.5). From 

hha derive su\ha and duhhha, weal and woe. Rta (cf. “rite”) is *60710? as Order: 

the Rivers pour out Order {rtam arsanti sindhavah, RV 1.105.2) and are of the 

nature of Order, and acquainted with Order {arsanti rtavari, RV iv.18.6, rtajnah, 

iv.19.7; cf. Enneads m.8.10, “Imagine a spring that has no source outside itself; it 

gives itself to all the rivers, yet is never exhausted by what they take, but itself 

remains integrally what it always was; the tides that proceed from it are at one 
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going forth, with five rays (rasmibhih)31 he eats of sense objects (visaydn 

atti) : these cognitive powers (buddhindriyani = prajnani, prajna-mdtra, 

tan-matra, intelligences) are his ‘rays,’ the organs of action ({armendri- 

yani) are his steeds,32 the body is his chariot, mind ( manas — vov9) is 

their Governor (niyantr),33 his nature (prakjti — Averts)34 the whip; 

impelled by him as its only energizer, this body spins like the potter’s 

wheel,30 impelled by him alone is this body set up in a state-of-conscious- 

within it before they run their several ways, yet all, in some sense, know beforehand 

down what channels they will pour their streams”). 

31 These “rays,” which are also the “reins” by which the steeds are yoked to the 

Mind, are those of St. Bonaventura’s lumen cognitionis sensitivae, which acts in 

combination with the five corresponding elements, sight, hearing, smell, taste, and 

touch in ourselves {De reductione artium ad theologiam 3, based on St. Augustine, 

De genesi ad litteram, c. 4, n. 6), the distinction of lux, lumen, and color (as 

percipient, means, and object of perception) being taken for granted: “ipsa divina 

veritas est lux, et ipsius expressiones respecter rerum sunt quasi luminosae irradia- 

tiones, licet intrinsicae, qua determinata educunt et dirigunt in ad quod exprimitur” 

(St. Bonaventura, De scientia Dei 3c). Cf. RumI, Mathnawi 1.3268, 3273, 3275, 

“Through my beams thou hast come to life for a day or two. . . . The beams of 

the Spirit are speech and eye and ear. . . . The heart . . . has pulled the reins of 

the five senses”; Hermes, Dib. X.22B, Qeov KaOdircp d<<tivcs al ivepyeuu', and Plo¬ 

tinus, Enneads vi.4.3, where oiov (doXas {i)Xiov) — KaOdnep aKTives deov. Cf. n. 59. 

32 “Yoked are his thousand steeds” (RV vi.47.18), Indra’s ten thousand steeds, 

rays of the Sun (JUB 1.44.1-5); tens of thousands consubstantial with their source 

(BU 11.5.19), who is at once the knower, means of knowing, and the known. 

33 Mind is the prism by which the Light of lights (RV 1.113.1, etc.) is refracted, 

and in which, conversely, its spectra are reunited. The Mind is twofold, pure or 

impure according to whether or not it is affected by its perceptions, whence the 

necessity of a hatharsis {suddha Parana) if we are to know the truth, as distin¬ 

guished from opinion; on the two minds, and the sense of perdvoia, see Coomara- 

swamy, “On Being in One’s Right Mind,” 1942. 

Mind is the niyantr (coachman, \/ yam, as in Jjna), but is itself curbed by the 

ultimate Controller (antaryamin, BU hi.7; niyantr, MU vi.19, 30, cf. KU 111.9). 

The Mind that has ends in view may be unable or unwilling to control the horses, 

which may or may not be unruly. 

The ultimate Controller {ant ary ami n), immanent deity, synteresis and “con¬ 

science,” is the Socratic Daimon “that always holds me back from what T want 

to do” (Plato, Apology 3m): Socrates thinks it “very fine to be opposed thus,” but 

the man whom his desires constrain is only “angered by the voice from the Acropo¬ 

lis that says ‘Thou shalt not’ ” {Republic 440B, with Timaeus 70a); resents, in other 

words, his “inhibitions,” and “kicks against the pricks.” 

34 Pra\rti as the stimulant (not the “inspirer”) of action, BG 111.27, 33. 

35 Suryasya ca\ram, RV v.29.10; deva-ca\ram, AB iv.15; brahma-cak/am, Svet. Up. 

1.6; samsara-ca\ram, MU vi.28; Pali Buddhist bhava-ca\\am = 6 t/joko's 

yevecrews, James 3:6 (the last more likely of Orphic than Indian origin). 

Nichts ist, das dich bewegt, du selber bist das Rad, 

Das aus sich selben liiuft, und keine Ruhe hat. 

Angelus Silesius, Cherubinische Wandersmann 1.37. 
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ness (cetanavat), he only is its mover.”36 As a spectator (prepsapah, play¬ 

goer, on-looker) and as he is in himself (svasthah — anaOr/9, avro?, iv 

eavraj i<TT(o5, Hermes, Lib. ii.i2a), he transmigrates (carati)37 wholly 

unaffected (alepyah)38 by the fates in which his vehicles, whether aughty 

or naughty, are involved; but insofar as he thinks of himself as this man, 

So-and-so, insofar as he identifies himself with his experiences and passions, 

“he fetters himself by himself, like a bird in the net,” and as “elemental- 

self (bhutatman)” is overcome by causality, good and evil, and all the 

36 piv eoriv 7j Trepidyovrra i/jiwv ndvra (Plato, Laws 898c); “questi nei cor 

mortali e permotore” (Dante, Paradiso 1.1x6); “Sanctus Spiritus qui est principaliter 

movens . . . homines qui sunt quaedam organa ejus” (Sum. Theol. 1-11 68.4 ad 1). 

37 As in AV iv.8.1; “multifariously born” (carati bahudha jayamanah, Mund. Up. 

11.2.6; carati garbhe antar adrsyamano bahudha vi jayate, AV x.8.13)—for, indeed, 

“this Breath ( = Prajapati, Atman) hath entered into manifold wombs” (JUB 

m.2.13). Elsewhere, often samscarati = samsarati, “transmigrates.” 

38 Alepyah, “not adherent,” not moistened, as the smooth surface of a lotus leaf 

is not moistened by the drops of water that may fall upon it; y/ lip, to smear, etc., 

whence lepam, plaster, lime, bird-lime, glue. The “clean” Self, master of its own 

powers, and by no means their servant, is not contaminated as it acts (purvan na 

lipyate, BG v.7); as the Sun is unaffected by evils under the sun, so our Inner Man 

is unaffected (na lipyate) by worldly evils, and remains aloof (KU v.ii); the true 

Brahman is not (like a fly in honey) captivated by his desires (na lippati pamesu, 

Dh 401, cf. Sn 71, 547, 1042, etc.). We need hardly say that Rawson’s objections to 

these notions (in Katha Upanishad, Oxford, 1934, p. 180) are Patripassian and 

Monophysite, and it is interesting to observe that in combatting an Indian doctrine 

he is forced to adopt a Christian heresy! 

In the Indian and traditional psychology, all sense perception depends on con¬ 

tact (spar'sa, cf. avrepeuns, Timaeus 45c). He who does not touch (na sprsati) 

sense objects is the true ascetic (MU vi.io). “All experiences are contact-born (ye 

hi samsparsaja bhogah). . . . One whose Self is unattached (asapta, y/saj, to stick 

to, cf. “sticky” = sentimental) enjoys a happiness incorruptible” (BG v.21, 22). 

In fact, the powers of perception and action both “grasp” and are grasped by their 

objects as “super-graspers” (atigraha, BU 111.2); and this is dramatized in the widely 

distributed “Sdckfast” stories, of which S v.148-49, where the “monkey” (mind, 

consciousness, cf. S 11.94) is held fast (ba;;hati) by the “glue” (lepam) it “im¬ 

pinges upon,” may be called an archetype; in a remarkable Spanish version the 

captive has baited his own trap (see W. Norman Brown, “The Stickfast Motif in 

the Tar-Baby Story,” in Twenty-fifth Anniversary Studies; Philadelphia Anthro¬ 

pological Society, 1937, p. 4> ar>d A. M. Espinosa in the Journal of American Folk¬ 
lore, lvi, 1943, 36). 

The same impassibility is implied by the word prepsapa (O^p-qTiKo^), “looker- 

on,” as if at a play, and the corresponding upeps'a, uppeppha, “impartiality” analo¬ 

gous to the Sun’s, who “shines alike upon the just and the unjust.” The Spectator 

is not affected by or involved in the fates of his psychophysical vehicles; the pas¬ 

sible nature only is involved for so long as it does not “know its Self,” who it is; 
cf. Enneads iv.7.9 ff. 
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“pairs” of contradictories.39 The cure for this elemental Self is to be found 

in the dissipation of its “ignorance” (avidya) by the recognition of “its own 

immortal Self and Duke,” of which it is said elsewhere, in the most famous 

of the Aupanisada Xoyoi, that “That art thou.” 

Thus the immanent deity is the sole Fructuary (bho\tr, V bhrij, to 

eat, use, enjoy, experience as, e.g., in JUB ii.io) within the world and in 

individuals. “Self with sense-power yoked they term the ‘Fructuary’ ” 

(KU 111.4); “this Person within you is the only Fructuary and Nature is 

his usufruct (bhojyam, MU vi.io),” “taking up his stand on ear, eye, 

touch, taste, and smell, he is concerned with sense-objects (visayan upase- 

vate)”; “enjoyments contact-born” (BG xv.7-9, v.22). That is, of course, 

in his passible nature, in which he literally sym-pathizes with “us,” as 

experient (bho\tr) of both pleasures and pains (BG xm.20, 22), the real 

and the unreal (MU vn.n.8) of which “our” life and development are the 

product (AA 11.3.6), a mixture40 of corruptible and incorruptible, seen and 

unseen (Svet. Up. 1.8). In “us,” however, just because of its fruitional-nature 

(bho\trtvat) the self is bound and lordless and cannot be released from all 

its limitations (sarva-pd'saih) or from its births in aughty or naughty wombs 

until it recognizes its own divine essence (Svet. Up. 1.7, 8; MU 111.2 ff.; 

BG xm.21); until, that is, “we” know who we are,41 and become what 

we are, God in God and wide awake (brahma-bhutd, buddha).42 To that 

39 It is precisely from the “pairs” of contraries that the Freedman (ymuktah, 

y/muc — Xvco, IXevOepou), liberate) is freed (dvandvair vim.ukj.ah, BG xv.5, cf. v.3), 
in other words “from name-and-aspect” (nama-rupat, Mund. Up. ni.2.3), from the 
tyranny of all things definable in terms of what they are-and-are-not, such as big and 
small, pleasure and pain, good and evil and other values. The coincidence of con¬ 
traries—for example, of past and future, near and far can only be in a now without 
duration (“other than past and future,” KU n.14) and in a space that cannot be tra¬ 
versed. Hence the symbolism of the “strait gate,” Wunderthor and Symplegades, met 
with all over the world from India to Alaska. Thus, “the Paradise in which God 
dwells is girt about with the coincidence of contraries, and that is its wall, of which 
the gate is guarded by the highest spirit of reason and cannot be passed until he 
is overcome; nor canst Thou be seen on the hither side of this coincidence of 
contraries, but only beyond them” (Nicholas of Cusa, De visione Dei ix), where 
as Meister Eckhart says, “neither vice nor virtue ever entered in.” For the^ history 
of the “contraries” (ivavrla) in Greek metaphysics, see E. R. Goodenough, A Neo- 
Pythagorean Source in Philo Judaeus,’ Yale Classical Studies, III (T93-)• 

40 Philo’s crvyKpLfJLa and <f>vpap.a- 
41 “lam scio,” inquit [Philosophia], “morbi tui aliam uel maximum causam; 

quid ipse sis, nosse desisti” (Boethius, De consolatione philosophiae 1.6). “Quod 
autem de scientia magis necessarium est scire, hoc est ut [homo]^ sciat se ipsum 

(Avencebrol, Fons vitae 1.2). yvw9t, aeavrov- not ra avrov, but avrov. 

42 S 111.83, with many parallels. 
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end there is a Way and Royal Road43 and a Rule dispositive to the eradica¬ 

tion of all “otherness,”44 means that are often called a medicine; it is 

literally for the “patient” (for such are all whose “ruling passions,” good 

or evil, are their masters) to decide whether or not to follow the pre¬ 

scribed regimen, or if the end does not attract him, to go on “eating and 

drinking and being merry” with the ol ttoXXoI vofii^ovre*; eavrcov 7ravra 
/ AK 

Knqfiara. 

In the Vedic angelology (devavidya), the Intelligences which are the 

constituents of our psychic personality, and of which we have spoken 

mainly as “elemental-beings,” are called by many other names; we shall 

consider them accordingly as “Breaths” (prdndh), “Glories” (sriyah), 

“Fires” (agnayah), Faculties (indriyani), Seers or Prophets (;rsayah), 

“Storms” or “Gales” (marutah), and as Gods or Angels (devah, devatah). 

The immanent deity, solar Atman, Brahma, Prajapati, Agni, Indra, 

Vayu, is continually called the “Breath” (pranah, spiration),46 and his 

43 The Way is that of the Philosophia Perennis, both in theory and practice: 

a metaphysics that must not be confused with the empirical and systematic “philos¬ 

ophy” ( ra ey/ol/cAia (piXoaocpr^para, De caelo 2793.30 — to i£a)Tepu<a, and not at 

all the same as the “primary philosophy” or “theology” -n-tpl rod ovros fj ov, Meta¬ 

physics I026a.22ff.) that is now usually taught in our universities, or with the 

“philosophies” of individual “thinkers.” The distinction of the traditional from 

modern “philosophies” is of fundamental importance, but cannot be further con¬ 

sidered here. We do wish, however, to point out that a like distinction (which is 

really that of realism from nominalism) must be made in our interpretation of the 

word “naturalist” (\pv<nK.o<s) which, as applied to the early Ionian philosophers, and 

notably Thales, is much more nearly cf)iX6p.v6o‘; than to be equated with the modern 

“physicist”; cf. Philo, De posteritate Caini 7, where it is taken for granted that theirs 

was an “allegorical way.” <J>ucus, indeed, as Natura naturans, Creatrix universalis, is 

Deus ordinans naturae omnium (cf. AV vm.io; Philo, De sacrificiis 75, 98), and 

in this sense “natural history” coincides with theology. We need hardly point out 

that this “Mother Nature” is another than the natured world of which we our¬ 
selves are part. 

44 Nicholas of Cusa’s ablatio omnis altentatis et diversitatis, essential to theosis, 

St. Bernard’s a se tota deliquescere, St. Paul’s divisio animae et spiritus, Christ’s 

denegat se ipsum, Islamic fund al-jana, etc.: “All scripture cries aloud for freedom 
from self” (Eckhart). 

45 “The rabble that imagines that all possessions are its ‘own,’ ” those who talk of 

an I and mine, the Buddhist untaught manyfolk” who take their own incon¬ 

stant and composite personality to be an essence, and all those who hold with 

Descartes, cogito ergo sum. These are also Aristotle’s oi ttoXXol, les hommes moyens 

sensuels, whose ‘good’ is the life of pleasure (Nichomachaean Ethics 1.5.1). 

46 Breath {pranah, often rendered by “Life”) has two senses, (1) as Spirit, Self, 

and Essence, and (2) as the breath-of-life (in the nostrils, and so, as one of the 

senses, smell). In the first sense, the Breath, stationed in the breath-of-life as its 

body, to which it is unknown, is your Self (Atman), the Inner Controller, the 
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divisions and extensions are accordingly the “Breaths” (pranah). All these 

Breaths are the activities or workings (\armdm, ivepyeuu) of vision, audi¬ 

tion, etc., that Prajapati unleashes; severally mortal, it is only of the median 

Breath that Death could not take possession; it is after him as their chief 

Immortal (BU 111.7.16, cf. KU v.5); as for Philo, irvtvpA Icttiv r) xf/xyri^ ovcria (De¬ 

tenus 81, De specialibus legibus iv.123). Accordingly, “Breath moves with breath, 

Breath giveth breath (pranah pranena yati, pranah, pranam dadati, CU vn.15.1)” 

corresponds exactly to “breathed into his nostrils the breath of life” (Gen. 2:7); 

as “in whose nostrils was the breath of life” (Gen. 7:22) does to Skr. praninah, 

pranabhrtah, “breathing things,” i.e., living beings. In divinis the Breath is the 

Gale (vayu), and it is evident that, as an immanent principle (TS 11.1.11.3, SB 

1.8.3.12, etc.), this “Air” corresponds to the Ivto% ar/p which Theophrastus de¬ 

scribes as “the real agent of perception, being a tiny fragment of God within you” 

(De sensibus 42). 

This whole doctrine as enunciated in the cited passages (cf. TU 11.3, prano hi 

bhutanam ayus\ Kaus. Up. 111.2) might be described as that of the traditional 

animism or vitalism. It is not, however, a “theory of the origin of life” in any 

temporal sense, or as if life might have reached this planet from some other place; 

for the Self or Spirit or Breath does not merely initiate life, but as its principle, 

maintains it, and it “has not come from anywhere” (KU 11.18; John 3:8). The 

doctrine is also exclusive of any theory of an origin of life “by a fortuitous con¬ 

course of atoms (!),” since it is a fundamental axiom of the Philosophia Perennis 

that “nothing in the world happens by chance” (St. Augustine, De diversis quaes- 

tionibus lxxxiii, q.24; Boethius, De consolatione philosophiae 1.6 and iv.6; Plutarch, 

Moralia 369); in Buddhism, the notion of an origination by chance is the ahetu- 

vada heresy, the true doctrine being, “this being that becomes, and this not being 

that does not become.” Sanskrit has no word importing “chance” in the modern, 

“random,” connotation of the word and, in fact, “chance” itself, together with all 

the corresponding and equivalent words in other languages, imports no more than 

simply “what takes place,” without any implied denial of causation. 

One fundamental distinction between the metaphysical and the empirical ap¬ 

proach to the problem of origins may be noted. The latter considers only mediate 

causes, all belonging to one and the same realm of compossibles; while for the 

former the problem is one of a first cause that would not be a first cause if it 

could be included in the category of any of its effects. Metaphysics, therefore, while 

not denying that life transmits life, can only consider an origin of life or being 

from what is neither “alive” nor “being” (to Se vnep T-qv CWVV oItlov En- 

neads in.8.10); will predicate, in other words, a production ex nihilo. 

All generation (origination, production) is from contraries (Sum. Theol. 1.46.1 

ad 3). The Supreme Identity (tad e\am, RV) is a syzygy (principium conjunctum) 

of being and nonbeing, spiration and despiration, etc., one essence of two natures 

(RV x.129.2, MU vn.11.8). When these two natures are considered apart and as 

interacting, being takes birth from nonbeing, life from what is not alive, as from 

a father and a mother (RV x.72.2, asatah sad ajdyata; JUB iv.18.8, yat pranena na 

prdniti yena pranah praniyate-, Mund. Up. 11.1.2,3, aprano . . . tasmaj jayate pra- 

nah). The doctrine is expressed also by Philo, 6 ayeyr/ros fOavei Trdaav yeveaiv, 

De sacrifciis 66, cf. 98; and by Plotinus, Enneads vi.7.17, “Form is in the shaped, 

the shaper is formless.” It is in this sense that the world ex nihilo ft (Sum. Theol. 

1.45.1, emanatio totius esse est ex non ente, quod est nihil). 
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(sresthah; literally, most glorious)47 that the others are called “Breaths” 

(BU 1.5.21); they are not “our” powers, but only the names of his (Brah¬ 

ma’s) activities (BU 1.4.7). In us these Breaths are so many unwhole 

“selves” (those of the seeing, hearing, thinking man, etc.), but they act 

unanimously for the Breath (or Life) whose “own” (svah, etc.) they are, 

and whom they serve as his retainers serve a king (BU 1.4.7; Kaus. Up. 

111.2, iv.20)48; to whom, accordingly, they “bring tribute” (balim haranti, 

bharanti, prayacchanti, AV x.7.37, x.8.15, xi.4.19; JUB iv.24.9; Kaus. Up. 

11.1, etc.) and “resort” or “incline” (srayanti, SB vi.1.1.4, etc.), and by 

whom they are in turn protected (AV x.2.27; BU iv.3.12). The operation 

of the Breaths is unanimous,49 for the Mind (manas = vovs), to which 

they are “yoked,” and by which they are directed, is their immediate 

dominant (TS iv.i.i, vi.1.4.5; SB x.5.7.1). The Mind cognizes what the 

other senses only report (BU 1.5.3); as census communis it “partakes of 

and enjoys their several ranges and pastures” (M 1.295). 

At the same time, amongst all these powers, in which the Mind as 

“practical intellect” is included, the outstanding superiority of the Breath 

itself is emphasized in very many recensions of the myth of the contests 

of the Breaths amongst themselves: it proves invariably that the Breath 

is the best and only essential power, for the organism can survive if de¬ 

prived of any of the others, but only the Breath can erect the body, 

which falls down when it departs (AA 11.1.4; BU 1.5.21, vi.1.1-4; Kaus. Up. 

11-14, m-I2> etc-)- ^ is, in fact, the Breath that departs when we “give up 

the ghost”; and, in leaving, it tears up the Breaths by the roots and carries 

them away with it, in what is at once their death and ours (BU iv.4.2, 

vi.1.13; BG xv.8, etc.). Nothing of us” remains when “we, who before 

our birth did not exist and who, in our combination with the body, are 

mixtures and have qualities, shall be no more, but shall be brought into 

the rebirth [TTakiyyeveala, resurrection] by which, becoming united to 

immaterial things, we shall become unmixed and without qualities” (Phi¬ 

lo, De cherubim 114, 115).50 

Cf. sresthin as the head of a guild ; the guild being a sreni, group, series, 

and both words from \/ srt, as to which see below. The organization of a guild, 

like that of any other traditional society (sahitya), “imitates” the cosmic order. 

<( 48 A!1 in the same sense that for Plato, Philo, and Hermes, passim, we are God’s 

“possessions” (KTripara) and “ministers” or “servants” (vm/perai). 

49 They indeed, in their feeding, “conspire” (samananti AA 11.1.2), and having 

thus conspired, aspire (samanyo’danan, JUB iv.22.6). 

50 Philo’s palingenesis is the “third birth” or resurrection of the “other self” that 

takes place at our death, the human personality of “this self” having already been 
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In the above account of the Breaths, the equally Indian and Platonic 

symbolism of the chariot (ratha, ap/xa) is assumed. Self is the passenger 

to whom the vehicle belongs and who knows its destination, and Mind 

the driver (samgrahitr, niyantr) that holds the ray-reins (rasmayah, 

d/mvcs; r)VLa, V yam) by which the sensitive steeds are curbed and 

guided. The horses may or may not have been well trained; while the 

Mind itself, because of its twofold quality, human and divine, clean and 

unclean, may either allow the horses to stray from the highway (mdrga) 

into pagan (desi) fields, or may direct them on behalf of the Spirit.51 

reborn in the man’s descendants, by whom his functions will be carried on (AA 

11.5, cf. AV xi.8.33, SB xi.2.1.1-3, and JUB m.n.1-4). In the whole tradition that we 

are considering, there is no doctrine of the survival or “reincarnation” of per¬ 

sonalities, but only of the Person, the only transmigrator; recognition of the com¬ 

posite and inconstant nature of the human personality and its consequent cor¬ 

ruptibility leads to the whole problem of mortality, expressed in the questions, “In 

whom, when I depart, shall I be departing?” (Prasna Up. vi.3), and “By which self 

is the Brahma-world attainable?” (Sn 508), myself or the Self? The Christian and 

orthodox answer is, of course, that “No man hath ascended up to heaven, save he 

which came down from heaven, even the Son of Man, which is in heaven” (John 

3:13), and therefore, “If any man would follow me, let him deny himself” 

(aTrapvrjadaOd) cavrov, Matt. 14124). In the last citation, airapix-opai is very strong, 

and might better have been rendered by “disown” or “utterly reject”; it is by no 

means a merely ethical “self-denial” that is intended, but a denial like St. Peter’s of 

Christ (in which connection the same verb is used) and such as is implied by 

Meister Eckhart’s “the soul must put itself to death.” See further Coomaraswamy, 

Hinduism and Buddhism, 1943, p. 57- 
The problem of immortality—to be or not to be, after death—obviously hinges 

upon the psychological analysis, in the sense that the answer must depend upon 

our view of what we are now, mortal or immortal; for, evidently, nothing com¬ 

posite or that has had a beginning can by any means become immortal. The Indian 

resurrection (punar janma, abhisambhava, etc.), sacrificially prefigured (AB 11.3, 

etc.), and actually consequent upon the consummation of the last sacrifice in which 

the body is offered up on the funeral pyre (SA vn.7, JUB 1n.11.17, AV vm.2.8, 

BU vi.2.14, SB 11.2.4.8, RV x.14.8, etc.), is, indeed, “from ashes” (Sum. Theol. 

m.Supp.78.2, cf. SB vm.i.1.9) and in a “whole and complete body,” but it is not 

delayed, and is not a reconstitution of this body or personality, but of our “other 

Self,” this self’s “immortal Self,” in an immortal body of “gold” (light, glory), 

wanting in nothing but wholly immaterial. The distinction of “saved” from “lost” 

is similarly immediate; the saved are those who have known their Self (St. Paul’s 

jam non ego, sed Christus in me), the lost are those who have not known them¬ 

selves and of whom, therefore, there is nothing to survive when the vehicle dis¬ 

integrates and the Self departs. 
51 Typically in Phaedrus 246 ff., and in KU 111.3 ff., but throughout both traditions, 

e.g., Philo, De agricultura 72 ff. In Buddhism, the chariot is the typical exemplum 

of the Ego fallacy: there was no chariot before it was constructed nor will there 

be when it finally falls to pieces, and so for the “soul”; both are conventional ex- 
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To the Self, as we said, as to their “chief” (sresthah) or “none more 

glorious” (nihsreyasah), the Breaths “resort” or “incline” -(Jr ay anti). In 

this sense they are at once its beams and glories (sriyah) and, collectively, 

its “glory” (in), it being the “head” {siras, L. caput) to which they tend 

and on which they rest (sritdh) as their resort or shelter (sarman, sara- 

nam); inasmuch as the Breaths are his tributaries, Brahma is “surrounded 

by glory” (sriyd parivrdham) which is both a wall and a crown.52 This is 

a description at once of the cosmic and microcosmic household (grha, with 

its grhdh and grhapati) and of the domed house {grha, dama, Sd/u,os) it¬ 

self (this earthly body, in which “the two selves” dwell together); of which 

house the “beams” (in both senses of the word) or rafters both surround 

and support and are supported by the capital of its axial kingpost {sthuna- 

rajd, sdla-vamsa), just as in the cosmic home of which the roof is sup¬ 

pressions for what is not an essence but only a causally determined process. This 

is the so-called Buddhist “nominalism”: but it should be clear that to deny the 

reality of a pseudo universal is by no means to deny the reality of universal. For 

the equivalent picture, again Platonic and Indian, of man as an articulated puppet 

pulled this way and that by his passions, if not rectified by the “single golden 

cord” by which (in accordance with the “thread-spirit” doctrine) he is suspended 

from above, see Coomaraswamy, Lila and “Play and Seriousness” [both in this 

volume—ed.]. See also Sankara on BU 111.41 (the body and its functions are operated 

like a wooden puppet by the Self). 

52 SB vi.1.1.4, 7; JUB iv.24.11; AA 11.1.4. Cf. RV 1.59.9; iv.5.1; x.18.12. All the 

Skr. words in the sentence above are from yj sri, to tend towards, lean against, 

enter into, join with, of which \/ sri, to shine or glow, is only a variant. With 

sri in the first sense may be compared app.6£w, to join, and other forms of apw, 

e.g., Lat. ars, and Skr. rin sam-r, to join together, infix (pp. samarpita); appovla as 

the peak or keystone of a roof (Pausanias ix.38.3, cf. Hermes, Lib. 1.14) may be 

specially noted. 

We rendered sri, above, p. 338, by “the kingdom-the-power-and-the-glory,” for as 

a feminine “personification” Sri is all these things (SB xi.4.3.1 ff., etc.), i.e., the 

characteristic Fortune or Success (n>^rj) that accompanies the successful hero or 

protects a city, without which—or rather whom—the hero would be helpless or 

the city lost. The identification of Sri with Viraj (lit. radiance, V raj, to shine, and 

so to rule, cf. SB vm.5.1.5, xi.4.3.10)—“governance,” “administration,” “supply” as 

an attribute of, or mythologically the “wife” of the Ruler (and esp. of the solar 

Visnu)—will be easily understood. And also, just as the Ruler’s “glories” con¬ 

sidered together are his crowning “Glory,” so in the case of Indra (king of the 

gods, in divims and within you), his faculties (tndnyani) considered together are 

his “wife” Indrani, and his abilities {sacih, yjsa\, to be able, as in Sakra = Indra) 

are his “wife” Sari; it is in just this sense that a king “espouses” his realm, “the 

lady of the land,” and that the soul is the “bride” of the spirit. In the same way 

for Philo, the relation of aiarOr/aa to vow (i.e. vac to manas) is that of Eve to Adam, 

the “woman” to the “man.” 
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ported by the (invisible) Axis Mundi.53 In the closely related symbolism 

of the Wheel and Circle (ca\ra, kukXo?, circus, cycle),54 the Breaths, our 

selves, and all things are fixed-together-in (samarpitah) and supported by 

(pratisthitah) the central Self and “Person to-be-known,” as are the 

spokes in the hub of a wheel of radii in the center of a circle, from which 

they radiate to its circumference.55 

It is in connection with the architectural symbolism that there can be 

found the explanation of the important term and concept samadhi ( V sam- 

d-dhd, to put together, mend, heal, literally and etymologically “synthesis”), 

of which the opposite is vyadhi (\/ ui-a-dha, to divide up, disintegrate), 

“analysis,” a term that is only, and significantly, met with in the medical 

sense of “disorder.”56 For “just as all other beams are united (samdhitah, 

53 RV i.io.i, tvd . . . ud vam’sam iva yemire. See Coomaraswamy, "Pali \anni\a — 
Circular Roof-Plate” and “The Symbolism of the Dome” [both in Vol. i of this 
edition—ed.] ; “Eckstein,” 1939; “The Sunkiss,” 1940, n. 30. Cf. also Vedic Ex- 

emplarism” [in this volume—ed.]. 

54 Not unrelated to the notion of a “Cyclopean” architecture. 
55 RV 1.33.15, 1.149.19; AV x.8.34; TS vii.4.11.2; AB iv.15; BU 11.5.15; CU vii.15.1; 

Kaus. Up. 111.8; Prasna Up. vi.6: Plotinus, Enneads vi.5.5, vi.8.18. The symbolisms 
of the round house and the wheel are very closely related; for a man is a moving 
house, and in the same way Skr. ratha and vimana are equally “vehicle” and build¬ 

ing,” while to “walk” is to "roll” (vrt). 
The construction of a wheel corresponds to that of a domed roof, or that of an 

umbrella (a moving roof); cf. Coomaraswamy, ' U$nlsa and Chatra, 193^- 
It will be noticed that our metaphysics makes continual use of analogies drawn 

from art. Such a procedure is intelligible in a traditional culture in which the arts 
are applications of first principles to contingent problems, i.e., ‘ art imitates 
Nature in her manner of operation”; and where also, inasmuch as the artist is not 
a special kind of man, but every man a special kind of artist, the jargon of art is 
familiar. The technical terms of traditional thought are those of construction 
(ap/xovia, carpentry, as a working in a “wood,” v\r), analogous to that in which 
He worked “through whom all things were made”; cf. Timaeus 4IB)- Under such 
conditions “manu-facture” provides for the needs of the soul and body at once, and 
accordingly every artifact can be used not only for immediate ends but also as a 
support of contemplation. Therefore, St. Bonaventura could rightly say, The light 
of a mechanical art is the path to the illumination of scripture. There is nothing 
therein which does not bespeak true wisdom, and for this reason Holy Scripture 
makes constant use of such similes” (De reductione artium ad theologiam 14). 
And although this procedure is strange to us whose education is more in words 
than in things (a natural consequence of our nominalism), a student of the tradi¬ 
tional philosophy must learn to think in its own terms. For example, the background 
of Classical Greek philosophy is better and more fully preserved in the forms of 

“geometric art” than it is in the literary fragments. 
56 Inasmuch as it is in the “heart” (identified with Brahma, BU iv.1.7, and else¬ 

where) that man’s various selves are unified (.samdhitah, ehadha bhavan.fi), it will be 
seen that our words schizophrenia and /renzy are highly appropriate designations 
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pp. pi. of sam-a-dha) in the kingpost of the house, so are all the Powers 

in the Breath” (AA m.2.1); and just as all the rafters converge towards 

and are thus united in the roof-plate or peak of the house, so all virtues or 

skills (\usald dhamma) converge and tend towards their synthesis in the 

state of samadhi (Mil 38).57 

Herein also is to be found the explanation of the term hitah (pp. of dha, 

and literally “things put,” posita, with the secondary sense of “aids”), 

applied in the Upanisads58 to the flowing Breaths and equivocally to their 

channels, vectors, or courses (nadyah)59 which are similarly unified in 

of what takes place in a state of “alienation,” or estrangement from our Self. 

On the other hand vi-dha, to distribute, apportion, has no specifically pejorative 

connotation other than is implied in the very notion of “division.” The constituents 

of the world are “distributed” in the primordial sacrifice, where it is asked, “how- 

many-fold (\atidhd) did they divide up (vy adadhuh) the Person?”—in effect, 

“into how many hitah”} These divisions are alluded to in RV 1.164.15, vihitani 

dhamasah; and are, in fact, of the primordial Waters (dpo vy adadhat, AV x.2.11), 

i.e., their release. The answer to \atidhd is, of course, the bahudha of many other 

contexts, cf. n. 37. 

57 Samadhi in its best known sense is, of course, the consummation of yoga, of 

which the three stages, dharana (consideration), dhyana (contemplation), and sam¬ 

adhi (synthesis) correspond to the consideratio, and raptus or excessus (e/ccrracm) 

of Western contemplatives. 

58 For a collation of the references see the concordance published by G. Haas in 

Robert Ernst Hume, Thirteen Principal Upanisads, 2nd ed. 1934, p. 521, and cf. n. 59. 

69 Nadi is a “tube” or “pipe,” like that of a flute (RV x.135.7). Plato’s special 

word ot£j/w7t6s (Timaeus 70B) implies the extreme tenuity of these ducts, which is 

emphasized in the Upanisads by comparison to a hair. As was rightly observed by 

Haas, in Thirteen Principal Upanisads, p. 159, the susumna (MU vi.21) by which 

the Spirit ascends from the heart—by way of the bregmatic fontanelle—to the Sun, 

is not a vein or artery. This is not a physiology but a psychology, and it would be 

futile to seek any of these ducts in the body (as futile as it would be to seek the soul 

by a dissection of the body), for only their analogies, our nerves and veins, can be 
seen. 

All the Powers of the Soul are extensions” (rcTapeva, Republic 462E, cf. Philo, 

Legum allegoriae 1.30, 37) of an invisible principle; when it abandons any inveterated 

body, then just as a goldsmith “draws out for himself (tanute)” from the gold 

another shape (rupam), so the Self (of all beings, not our ‘self,’ but the Only Trans¬ 

migrant) “makes for itself” (\urute) another shape (rupam — tanus, BU iv.4, cf. 

BG 11.22). Our Breaths are the “threads” (tantu, tantri, sutra) of which the solar 

Spider (KB xix.3), our Self (RV 1.115.1), spins his web (BU 11.1.20) of seven rays 

(RV 1.105.9), the “tissue” of the Universe; and in the last analysis, “one thread” 

(Brahma Up. 1) on which all this universe is “strung” (BG vn.7, “on Me, like rows 

of gems on a thread”; Dhyana Up. vm, “all these elemental beings on the Self, as 

on a jewel thread, cf. BG n.17, ix.4, 11, etc.). Accordingly, to know the extended 

thread (sutram . . . vitatam) on which these offspring are woven, to know the 

thread of the thread, is to know God (AV x.8.37). To the same pattern belong 

the life-lines spun by the Greek Fates, and by the Norns, and the life-ray and life- 
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the Brahma-heart from which they proceed and to which they return; for 

he is both “fontal and unflowing” (hjarascakjarah), fontal (\sarah) as 

all elemental-beings,” and “unflowing” (a\sarah) in his eminence (\uta- 

sthah, BG xv.i6);60 it is because the Winds and Waters ever return upon 

themselves that they flow without the possibility of exhaustion (JUB 

1.2.5 bf-). The hitdh, then, are just those Breaths which, as we have seen, 

are sam-a-hitah at the center of their circling. As the several “members” 

(angam) of the Breath they are “externally divided up” (parastat prati- 

vi-hitah), and their relation to that Breath is that of upa-hitah to hitdh 

(Kaus. Up. 111.5; SB vi.1.2.14, 15). The immanent deity—Agni, Atman, 

Prajapati—is himself “deposited” (nihitah,81 RV m.1.20; KU 11.20; MU 

threads of RV 1.109.3 (ra'smi) and 11.28.5b (tantu). 

We said “extensions” above with explicit reference to Skr. tan, to which the fore¬ 

going words beginning with “t” are referable. The basic senses of the root are those 

of tension, tenuity, and tone, all highly appropriate to the Breaths; and it is also 

noteworthy that Skr. tan, to “extend,” and stan, to “sound, thunder,” are as closely 

related as are reivcu and crrevco, the latter present in Plato’s aTevanros. The “paths” 

of the Powers of the Soul are thus much rather “directions” than concrete channels; 

and in fact, as a group of five, the microcosmic Breaths are precisely what the “five 

visible directions” (four quarters and zenith) are macrocosmically (SB xi.8.3.6, 

AA 11.2.3, etc.). 

The whole conception is a part of the well-known “thread-spirit” (sutratman) 

doctrine and of the symbolism of weaving and sewing (cf. Coomaraswamy, “Primi¬ 

tive Mentality,” [in Vol. 1 of this edition—ed.]), according to which the Sun con¬ 

nects all things to himself by means of pneumatic “threads” which are “rays” that he 

extends. For some of the references, see “Primitive Mentality,” “Literary Symbolism” 

[also in Vol. 1], and W. B. Henning, “An Astronomical Chapter of the Bandahishn,” 

JRAS, 1942, p. 232, n. 6, referring to “these indivisible and indestructible connecting 

lines,. . . [or] pipe-lines, Coptic lihme.” The pneumatic “threads” or “rays” are 

likewise the “wind-cords” of MU 1.4 (cf. BU m.7.2) and Rurm’s “cords of causation” 

(Mathnawi 1.849). The hitah and nadyah with which they coincide are essentially 

what we should now call “forces” and “lines of force.” Cf. notes 31, 51, 67, 75. 

60 Kuta-sthah is rendered by “eminent” because the expression reverts to the archi¬ 

tectural symbolism explained above, \uta being the ridge, peak, or “angle” of a 

building and equivalent to \anni\d (see Coomaraswamy, “Pali }{anni\a\ Circular 

Roof-plate” [in Vol. 1 of this edition—ed.]). 

That “all things flow” (as the peovres maintained) and that “the whole is sta¬ 

tionary” (as the crracntoTac maintained) no more involves a contradiction than are 

time and eternity contradictories, one true, the other false (cf. Theaetetus i8iff.). 

Where all things turn about one center, one and the same whole moves and does 

not move; the mover (trans. or intrans.) remains unmoved—“One unstirring out¬ 

goes others running, though standing still,” and is neither diminished by what it 

gives or increased by what it takes (Isa Up. 4; BU iv.4.23, v.i; Enneads iv.8.2). 

61 Pp. of ni-dha, to set down, implant, deposit, bury. This en-graving or housing 

is at the same time a bondage from which the Person cannot easily disentangle 

himself, whence the prayer “Release us that are bound,” as it were in a net (nidha = 

pasah, snares, AB m.19). 
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ii.6c) in the “cave” ((guha)62 of the heart, and so therefore are the Mind 

and the Breaths “deposits” (nihitam, nihitah, RV 1.24.7; AV x.2.19; 

Mund. Up. 11.1.8). Agni, again, is “sent forth” or “put forth” (prahitah) 

as a messenger (ayyeXos) (AV xvm.4.65)—it is one of his commonest 

epithets; and so are the powers of the soul, which are “Measures of Fire,”63 

put forth (prahitah, AA 11.1.5) and to be equated, as we shall see, with 

the Seven Rsis, our body-guard,64 and with the Maruts who are similarly 

62 Guha, “cave,” with respect to the “mountain (girth y/ gr, swallow) of Brahma,” 

our elemental soul, composite of eye, ear, mind, speech, and smell, in which Brahma 

is “swallowed up” (AA 11.1,4). This conception is the same as that of the “entomb¬ 

ment” of the soul in the body (Phaedrus 250c; Enneads iv.8.3; Philo, De opificto 

mundi 108, etc.), or macrocosmically in the “heart” of the world-mountain; in either 

sense the “cave” is the same as Plato’s (Republic, ch. 7). The image of the “cave,” 

moreover, in which the deity is “seated” or “deposited” (nisidan, nihitam'), and 

that he inhabits (pravisya) as his mansion (brahma-sala), underlies the symbolism 

of buried treasure (nidhi) and that of mineral “deposits” (dhatu), delving, and 

mining (MU vi.28). Cf. Rene Guenon, “La Montagne et la caverne,” Etudes tradi- 

tionelles, XLIII (1938). Again, because of the correspondence of “center” with “sum¬ 

mit,” there is an analogous interpretation of mountain climbing; the radiating pow¬ 

ers of the soul are so many paths converging to the mountain top (ad eminentiam 

mentis, in the words of St. Bonaventura, who likewise assimilates mons to mens), 

by which paths the Comprehensor can reach their source (JUB 1.30.1)—climbing 

the “slope” (ucchrayam, yj ud-sri, JUB 1.5.7; cf- ucchrayi, a sloping plank, side of 

a triangle or pyramid) that corresponds to the Platonic and Hermetic dvoSos- Of 

all the ways that lead to the summit of the mountain, those of the active life are 

on its outward slopes, and that of the contemplative is an inward and vertical ascent, 

while the point at which all meet is one and the same. 

63 See Coomaraswamy, “Measures of Fire” [in this1 volume—ed.]. The psychic 

faculties are “fires” (prandgnayah, Prasna Up. iv.3; indriyagnayah, BG iv.26); the 

Breaths “kindle” (samindhate, yj idh, as in aiOr/p) everything here (AB 11.4), i.e. 

quicken, awaken all things to life. Agni himself is the Breath (passim), and “in 

that they bear him apart in many places, that is his form as the Universal Gods” 

(visve-devah, AB 111.4), i.e., Breaths (TS v.6.4.1), speech, sight, hearing, mind, and 

all else (SB x.3.3) that this Great Being (mahabhuta) suspires (BU iv.5.11). Noster 

Deus ignis consumens (Heb. 12:29) is “the principle of every life” (Jacob Boehme, 

Signatura rerum xiv.29) and Heracleitus’ “ever-living Fire, in measures being kin¬ 

dled and in measures dying out” (Fr. xx). 

64 The Seven Rsis are said to “guard” (rahjanti) the body, VS loc. cit. This guard¬ 

ian function is also that of the Maruts in relation to Indra, whom they support in 

battle, and that of the Breaths to the Breath, as whose svdh, svapayah, c)>IXol, etc., they 

are a sort of regiment of the “King’s Own,” whose duty is to him and to the “house” 

in which all dwell together. This is just as it is also in the Greek sources, where the 

powers of perception and action (ataOyaeis) are the Janissaries (8opv<f>6poi) in at¬ 

tendance upon the Great King, Mind, or rational Soul, of which they are the allies 

((tvp.p,a)(ot) and friends {<pikot, Philo, De specialibus legibus, iv.122; Deterius 33) 

they “escort” (Sopvcjsopiw) the Royal Reason to the perception of sense objects, which 

it would not otherwise have apprehended as such (De opificio mundi 139); and the 
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“sent forth" (prahitah, VS xxxiv.55) and “placed” (hitah, RV 1.166.3). 

The deity himself, Visvakarman (All-Worker; Indra, Agni) is at once 

Positor and Dispositor (dhatr, vidhatr, RV x.82.2, 3, where he is called 

“the one above the Seven Rsis”). That Vayu “puts the in and out breaths” 

{prdndpanau dadhati) into man (TS 11.-1.1.3, cf. SB 1.8.3.12), i.e., “the dei¬ 

ties, sight, hearing, mind, and speech” (AA n.3.3), or that Brahma “put” 

(adadhat) these Breaths (AV x.2.13) ipso facto makes these Breaths 

hitah A In all these “dispositions,” indeed, the Spirit is at the same time 

Agent and Subject, Sacrificer and Sacrifice, Divider and Dividend. 

In their identification with their excavated channels (nadyah = nis\ha- 

tdh panthah, JUB iv.24.9; cf. AV x.7.15, CU vm.6), the Breaths are thought 

of as streams or rivers (nadyah, sindhavah) of light, sound, and life.66 They 

are, in fact, the very waters and rivers that are released when Vrtra is slain, 

and are called nadyah “because they sounded (anadata)” as they went their 

way (AV m.13.1; TS v.6.1.2); and in the same way “the Breath is a noise 

(prano vai nadah),” and when it sounds, all else resounds fsamnadati, 

AA 1.3.8).67 Speech is a flowing (kulyd), originating in the pool (hrada) 

heart is the “guard room” (SopvcfsopLKri oiK-rjaLs) of these sensitive powers, whence 

they take their orders (Plato, Timaeus 70B). The Royal Breath himself is the Guard¬ 

ian Angel of the whole organism, and in this guardianship his powers are his com¬ 

rades. It is only when they, in the pursuit of their own private pleasures, neglect 

their duty or even lead their master astray, that “we” go wrong. 

65 Cf. Philo’s explanation of aiaOr/(n<; as eio-6ecn<;, “a putting in” (Immut. 42). 

If, on the other hand, we connect cticrAjcris with duo (Skr. aw, avere), to “perceive,” 

then it will be significant that dtco (Iliad xv.252) also means to “breathe.” 

66 Collectively, these are the flood or torrents of the qualities, etc. (gun’oghah) 

by which the elemental self is swept away (MU 11.2), the Buddhist “flood so hard 

to cross” (S 1.53), though Indra “stands upon these flowing streams at will” (AV 

in.13.4), cf. Coomaraswamy, Hinduism and Buddhism, 1943, n. 269, and W. N. 

Brown, Indian and Christian Miracles of Walking on the Water (Chicago, 1928). 

This River of Life in which we may be swept away and drowned is Plato’s “river” 

(iroTafxos) of the six irrational motions of the senses (<ucr#?/<ms), in which the 

soul is rolled along and tossed about (Timaeus 43), Philo’s “river of the sense per¬ 

ceptions” (6 twv alcrOr)T(t)v ttora/ros, Begum allegonae 111.18, cf. Detenus 100), and 

Hermes’ “flood of ignorance that sweeps along with it the soul imprisoned in the 

body” (Lib. vii.iib). This is the sea that separates “this” from “yonder” shore, 

and that can only be crossed by the “Bridge” or in the “Ship,” or on the Wings of 

a Bird, or by one who can “walk on the Water” as if it were dry land. 

67 That the Breaths “sound” in their “pipes” (nadi — nail, flute, RV x.135.7) 

involves the symbolism of the body compared to an organ, as enunciated in Jacob 

Boehme, Signatura rerum xvi.3-7, “as an organ of divers and various sounds or 

notes is moved with only one air, so that each note, yea, every pipe, has its peculiar 

tune . . . and yet are only one in the divine, eternal speaking word, sound, or voice 
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of the Mind (JUB 1.58.1), and the Seven Rays of the Sun by which we 

see68 and hear, etc., are also Seven Rivers (JUB 1.29.8, 9). The faculties 

(indriyani), together with all else that the Person emanates, are “flowing 

streams” (nadyah syandamanah), parts of him who is the Sea in which, 

when they go home, their distinctive names and aspects are lost (Prasna 

Up. vi.4, 5).69 It is in just the same way that in the Greek sources, 

vision, speech, and other powers of the soul are “streams” (peo?, va/ia, 

Timaeus 45B, 75E, etc.), as also in Chinese, vision is a “stream” (yenpo, 

13,219 + 2336); and, indeed, we can still speak of eloquence as “fluency.” 

With this conception of the Breaths, and indeed of all manifested things, 

as streams or rivers, we can revert to the contexts in which the doors of 

the senses are opened, through which as if through sluices they rush forth, 

singing (BU 1.3). We saw that the Person, Svayambhu (avToyev-qs), 

pierced, or breached these openings (\hdni vyatrnat \hdni bhitva) 

and so looks out, etc., through them. Indra, Purusa, Svayambhu, Brahma, 

are, or rather is, the answer to the question of AV x.2.6.11, “Who pierced 

the seven apertures (sapta khdni vi tatarda, V tr as in vyatrnat) in the 

head, these ears, the nostrils, eyes and mouth . . . who divided up the 

Waters (apo vy-adadhat) for the flowing of the rivers (sindhu-srtyaya) 

of God; for one only spirit rules them; each angelical prince is a property out of the 

voice of God, and bears the great name of God” (in which sense, also, as we shall 

see, the Breaths are Devas); and in Plutarch, Moralia 404, where the soul is God’s 

organ. In a closely related image, the body is compared to a harp (vina, A A m.2.5, 

SA vm.9.10; cf. Phaedo 84E ff.), which must be kept in tune if it is to be made to 

speak well. In Prasna Up. 11.2, the body, indwelt by the deities (devah), is referred 

to as a bana or vana, either vina as in AV xi.4, or flute, as in RV 1.85.10. 

68 “Whoever sees, it is by his ray that he sees,” JUB 1.28.8; “in me there is another, 

by whom these eyes sparkle,” Rumi, Divan, Ode xxxvi. It is because he looks outward 

from within us that we do not see him; to see him who is the “only seer, himself 

unseen” (BU m.7.23), our eye must be turned round (avrtta ca\sus, KU iv.i). In 

other words, it is not with the eye of sense, but that of heart or mind that one must 

look for him. Rawson’s attempt (KU, 1924, p. 149) to show that Plato held an op¬ 

posite view is ridiculous; see Symposium 219, Phaedo 83B, and especially Republic 

526E, where, in order to facilitate an apprehension of the Good, we should pursue 

“those studies that force the soul to turn its vision round to the region wherein 

dwells the most eudaimonic part of the Real, which I must needs see,” and Philebus 

6ie, where vision is either of transitory things or of the immutable. Conversion 

(pcraarpocpy), avrtti, turning round) is, in fact, “a philosophical term which Plato 

invented in order to describe the turning of the soul from the world of opinion 

and error to the principle of true being” (Werner Jaeger, Humanism and Theology, 

Milwaukee, 1943, notes 55, 58). 

69 Parallels abound in all traditions; cf. Coomaraswamy, “The ‘E’ at Delphi,” 

n. 2 [in this volume—ed.], and Angelus Silesius, Cherubinischer Wandersmann 11.25, 

Wenn du das Tropflein wist im grossen Meere nennen, 

Den wist du meine Seel’im grossen Gott erkenneni 
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in this man?” (AV x.2.6.ii).‘° “What Rsi put man together? (sama- 

dadhat, AV xi.8.14).” The answer is that Indra “with his bolt pierced 

the sluices of the streams” (vajrena \hani vyatrnat nadinam, RV 11.15.3) 

and so let loose the “Seven Rivers” (RV passim) by which “we” see, hear, 

think, etc. (JUB 1.28, 29). This opening up of the Fons vitae (utsam a\si- 

tam, RV 1.64.6, vm.7.16, utsa madhvas, 1.154.5, etc.) that had been re¬ 

strained by the Vedic Dragon, Vrtra, Varuna, the Vedic “Pharaoh,”71 is 

the primordial and incessant act of creation and animation that is re¬ 

peated in every generation and in every awakening from sleep. In “Grail” 

70 This is, almost word for word, Hermes, Lib. v.6, “Who is it that has traced the 

circles of the eyes, who pierced the openings of the nostrils and the ears, who opened 

up the mouth?” More shortly, “Who hath made man’s mouth?” (Exod. 4:11). 

There are no peculiarly Indian doctrines; all can be found elsewhere, and stated 

as nearly as possible in the same words, often in the same idioms. Compare, for in¬ 

stance, D n.144, “How, then, can this be possible—whereas anything whatever 

born, brought into being, and organized, contains within itself the inherent neces¬ 

sity of dissolution—that such an existence should not be dissolved? No such situa¬ 

tion exists,” with Phaedo 78c, “Is not that which is compounded and composite 

naturally liable to be decomposed, in the same way in which it was compounded?”; 

or BG 11.22, “Even as a man, casting off worn-out garments, puts on other new ones, 

so the body-dweller (dehin, Inner Man, Self), doffing worn-out bodies, puts on other 

new ones,” with Phaedo 87D, “Each soul wears out many bodies, especially if the 

man lives many years. For if the body is constantly changing and being destroyed 

while the man still lives, and the soul is always weaving anew that which wears out, 

then when the soul is released (a-n-okX.voi.To, pratiyate, “ab-solved”), it must needs 

have been wearing its last garment,” and with Meister Eckhart’s “Aught is suspended 

from the divine essence; its progression is matter, wherein the soul puts on new 

forms and puts off her old ones. The change from one into the other is her death, 

and the ones she dons she lives in” (Pfeiffer ed., p. 530). This is the true doctrine 

of “reincarnation,” as it characterizes this present or any other contingent existence, 

of which the notion of the return of an “individual” to this earth after death is 

only a popular perversion. 

In connection with all these parallels, which could be singly of relatively slight 

significance, but taken together and recognized as the parts of a consistent pattern 

are very impressive, let us say once and for all that it is by no means our intention 

to suggest any borrowings or influences, but rather a remote and common in¬ 

heritance, just as in comparing Greek and Sanskrit words with common roots, it 

would not be meant that the former are of Sanskrit origin, but only that these are 

cognates. The parallels are etymological, idiomatic, and doctrinal, but the most that 

can be said is that if Greeks and Indians met in Alexandria, they could have under¬ 

stood one another very well, and far better than we, from our nominalist and em¬ 

pirical point of view, can understand either. The much argued question of Indian 

influence on Plotinus is beside the point; what we have to consider is the likeness 

of the whole Platonic to the whole Indian tradition, and what this means. It is 

more than a simple problem of literary history, and much rather one of a remote 

prehistory. 

71 “Pharaoh, king of Egypt, the great dragon that lieth in the midst of the waters, 

which hath said, my river is my own, and I have made it for myself” (Ezek. 29:3). 
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terms, the worlds-to-be are as yet unirrigated, unpeopled, and infertile, and 

Indra is the Great Hero (mahavira), or as the Breath the “Only Hero 

(\e\avira, JUB 11.5.1),” by whom their life is renewed and the Waste Land 

refreshed. When he “smote Ahi, sent forth the Seven Rivers, opened the 

doors that had been closed (ahann ahim, annat sapta-sindhun, apa avrnot 

apihitdni \hdni, RV iv.28.1),” then “he filled-full the waste-lands, and the 

thirsty fields (dhanvdni ajran aprna\ trsanan, RV iv.19.7),” i.e., “peopled” 

(.aprnat, y/pl = pr, in “folk,” “people,” “plenty,” etc.) these worlds. The 

Breaths, as we have already seen, are also the Rsis (\/rs, rush, flow, shine 

cf. rsabha, “bull,” and apcrrjv), Seers, Sages or Prophets (votes), and Sacri¬ 

fices, usually referred to in a standard group (gana) of seven. These Seers, 

expressly identified with the Breaths,72 are notably “co-born” (sajatah, 

sd\amjdtdh), modalities (vikrtayah) or “members (angdni) of one and the 

same [sevenfold] Person entered into many places,” composers of incanta¬ 

tions (mantrahjt) and “being-makers” (bhuta-hjt), sacrifices and lovers 

of sacrifice (priya-medhinah), “born here again for the keeping of the 

Vedas”; they attend on “One beyond the Seven Rsis” (Visvakarman, solar 

Indra, Agni, Self, and “Only Rsi”) whom they importune by labor, ardor, 

and sacrifice to reveal the Janua Coeli; they are visibly the seven lights of 

Ursa Major in the center of the sky and invisibly the powers of vision, 

hearing, breathing, and speaking in the head.73 Implanted in the body 

(sarlre prahitah), they protect it, and are these seven Breaths, the six 

72 SB vi.i.i.i, vm.4.1.5 and 3.6, ix.1.1.21, ix.2.1.13; Sayana on RV x.82.2 and AV 

11.35.4; Uvvata and Mahldhara on VS xxxiv.55; Niru\ta x.26, sapta-rsmanindriyani, 

ebhyah para atma, tdni asminn e\am bhavanti-, cf. also Sankara on BU n.2.3. As Keith 

on AA 11.2.1 points out, “the names of the seers of RV can be deduced from prana’s 

actions.” Whitney, on AV x.8.9 = BU 11.2.4, calls the identification of the Rsis with 

the Breaths “extremely implausible,” but if there is one scholar whose opinions on 

any but purely grammatical questions are negligible, it is he. To me the identification 

is “extremely plausible,” but instead of merely saying so, I cite the authority of several 

texts and the five greatest of Indian Commentators. 

73 RV 1.164.15, x.73.1, x.82.2; TS v.7.4.3; AV x.8.5.9, xi.12.19, xix.41.1; SB 11.1.2.4, 

vi.i.i.i ff.; JUB 1.45, 1.46.1, 2, 1.48.3, iv.14.5, 6, iv.26.2; BU 11.2.4. 

In JUB 1.46.6, guptyai corresponds to AV x.8.9, gopah. In JUB iv.14.6, ava rurudhire 

(“they beset”) corresponds to RV x.73.11, upa seduh, and AV xix.41.1, upa-ni-seduh, 

being desirous of the Good (bhadram, ibid.)— that of finding the Janua Coeli, or of 

entering-into (apitvam, AV x.8.5 = ap'ayam, AA 11.2.3) Indra. These contexts throw 

light on the nature of the sacrificial sessions (sattra) in which all participate on 

their own behalf, and the reward is not a fee but the Self (atm an) \ “Upanisad” as a 

doctrine or mystery deriving from upa-ni-sad (upa-sad), in the sense of avarudh, “to 

lay siege to” the teacher as one who knows the Self, and as it were by pressure to 

make him reveal it. In the psychology of Indian education it is not so much the 

teacher that is expected to hand out the truth, as it is the pupil who is expected to 

get it from him. 
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indriyani and manas (VS xxxiv.55 an^ Commentary). The formulation in 

BU 11.2.3, 4 (cf. AV x.8.9; AA 1.5.2)74 is sufficiently explicit; the Seven 

Rsis are the powers of hearing, seeing, breathing (smell), and eating, of 

which the seven openings are in the head; they surround the median 

Breath, and are the Breaths. This “median Breath” is, of course, the “One 

beyond the Seven Rsis” of RV x.82.2, the “ultimate Self,” as Sayana says, 

and the “single-born” of RV 1.164.15. To put this all in Philo’s words, 

“God extends (relvavTos) the power that proceeds from himself through 

the median Breath” (Legum allegoriae 1.37),75 of which the seven most 

essential factors are set in the head, where are the seven apertures through 

which we see, hear, smell, and eat (De opificio mundi 119), while the 

“one beyond the Seven Rsis” he speaks of astrologically as “a supercelestial 

Star, the fountain of the perceptible stars” (De opificio mundi 31). More 

generally, “our soul is divided into seven parts, five senses, speech, and 

generation, to say nothing of their invisible Duke” (fye/ioviKOs, De opi- 

ficio mundi 117), a listing of the powers of the soul that often recurs in the 

Indian texts. 

Philo’s astrological allusion brings us back to the identification of the 

Seven Rsis with the stars of Ursa Major and to the “One beyond,” Indra, 

“the mover of the Rsis” (r si-cod an ah, RV vm.51.3; cf. 1.23.24, indro . . . 

saha rsibhik). Eisler cites Testamentum Ruben, c. 2, to the effect that 

“Seven spirits (irvevjxaTa) were given [to man] at the creation to do all 

his works . . . spirits of life, sight, hearing, smell, speech, taste, and genera¬ 

tion, and as eighth the Spirit of Sleep,” and remarks that these are the 

“seven parts of the soul which, according to Stoic teaching, flow from 

the heart or the fye/xoviKov of the soul as air currents toward the ap¬ 

propriate intellectual functions, these seven parts consisting of the five 

senses, the power of generation and the ability to speak.”76 However, I 

74 In AA 1.5.2, the seven Breaths are “placed” (\Jdha) in the head by a repetition 

of the seven verses of RV 1.11. The Voice is separately mentioned and “not associated” 

(an-anusa\ta) with the other Breaths. The logical reason for this is the well-known 

fact that while one can see, hear, smell, and breathe or eat at the same time, one 

cannot simultaneously speak and breathe, a fact that is often insisted upon (Kaus. 

Up. 11.5, SA iv.5, etc.; cf. Coomaraswamy, “The Sunkiss,” 1940, p. 63), while the 

practical reason is to avoid the stuttering that would result if one tried to talk and 

breathe at once. 

75 Forming what Plato called “the community (of powers) extended (rcra/rev??) 

throughout the body to the Soul for their single integration with its ruling part” 

(Republic 462E). 

76 “Orp/iisch-Dionysische Mysteriengedan\en in der christlichen Anti\e,” Vor- 

trdge der Bibliothep Warburg, II (1922-1923), 87. Gk. iWos = Skr. svapna, herme¬ 

neutically a “coming into one’s own,” or “one’s Self” {svam-apitvam). The “Spirit 
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cannot but suspect that this most Indian psychology is of older than Stoic 

formulation, Ionian, and indirectly Babylonian. A renjarkable parallel 

appears in the Iranian Bundahishn,’’7 where Haftoreng (the Great Bear) 

is the General of the North, and Mex-I Gah (Polaris), called also Mex~i 

miyan asman (the peg in the center of the sky), is the “General of Gen¬ 

erals,” and, further, “A tether [rag, band] ties each of the seven continents 

[= Skr. sapta dvipa or dhdma] to the Great Bear, for the purpose of man¬ 

aging the continents during the period of the Mixture. That is why the 

Great Bear is called Haftoreng [haft rag].” Henning remarks in a note, 

“These seven tethers constitute the ‘light’ counterpart to the seven ties 

which connect the seven planets with the lower regions, and through which 

the planets exercise their influence upon terrestrial events.” All these “ties” 

are what in Indian texts are called the cosmic “wind-cords” (vata-rajjuh), 

mentioned in MU 1.4 in connection with the Pole Star (dhruvah; cf. dhru- 

ti, necessity, RV vn.86.6). But I do not know why Henning speaks of 

“planets,” since he remarks elsewhere that the planets are “unknown” to 

his text, “with its nearly prehistoric views.” The mention of “planets,” 

however, introduces us to the fact that in some earlier (SB vi.7.1.17, 

vm.7.3.10 and BU m.7.2, where it is to the Sun, and not the Pole Star, that 

all things are tied by pneumatic threads) and some later texts (Hermes 

Trismegistos, and the traditional astrology generally), it is by the Planets 

which are themselves governed by the Sun and not by the Bears that 

terrestrial events are influenced. All this can best be explained by a transpo¬ 

sition of symbols78 to be connected with early migrations: the Axis Mundi 

from a “northern” point of view naturally extending from the North 

Pole to the Pole Star, but from an “equatorial” point of view from the 

“center of the earth,” established sacrificially anywhere, to the Sun in the 

of Sleep” thus corresponds to the Breath, or Self, into which the powers of the soul 

re-enter (api-i) in sleep or death. Man’s yea is the gods’ nay (AB 1.16, etc.), and in 

this case what men call waking is for the gods a being asleep, and what men call 

sleep (or death) is for the gods a waking (cf. BG 11.61; Phaedo 71c): a point of 

view that can be traced throughout the whole tradition, in which our all-too-human 

values are transvalued. 

77 See W. B. Henning, “Astronomical Chapter,” pp. 229 ff.; our citations from 

pp. 230-34. In the same connection see also J. Pryzluski, “Les Sept Puissances divines 

dans l’lnde et l’lran,” Revue d’histoire et de philosophic religieuses, XVI (1936), 

500-507, and L. D. Barnett, “The Genius: a Study in Indo-European Psychology,” 

JRAS, 1929, pp. 731-48 (Fravashi — Purusa; the Amesha Spentas correspond to the 

Rsis). 

78 Cf. Rene Guenon, “Les Portes solsticiales,” Etudes traditionelles, XLIII (1938), 

180 ff. 
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zenith; so that in the one case the Polaris and in the other the noonday 

Sun is taken to be the “captain” of our soul, our “Indra.”79 The signifi¬ 

cance of all this will only appear when we come to a discussion of our 
“Fate” and its mastery. 

One of the most remarkable accounts of the Rsis is to be found in SB 

vr.i.i.i ff. In the beginning, they were “this non-existent” (asat). Men 

ask, “Who were those Rsis?” They were, indeed, the Breaths. The median 

Breath is Indra; he by his power (indriya) kindled those Breaths from the 

center, and they originated the “seven several Persons”; these they made 

into One Person (purusa), concentering their virtue in his head, and that 

was the “sevenfold Person” of Prajapati, the world’s Progenitor. The 

emanation of the worlds is his disintegration, and the building up of the 

Fire (-altar) is at once his reintegration and the sacrificer’s. 

This is, as nearly as possible, also the story as told by Hermes, Lib. 1.9 ff. 

There the “second Mind made out of fire and water Seven Governors 

(SioiKT/Tope^), i.e., the Seven Planets, and set agoing their revolutions. 

Man (avOpcovos = purusa), the Son of God, having in himself the work¬ 

ing (evepyeca) of these Seven Governors and knowing their essence, 

looked down through the (solar) roofplate (appovia), broke through 

the cranium (kvtos)80, and loved and wedded the downward-tending 

Nature, who then gave birth to “seven men according to the natures of 

the Seven Governors,” and of elemental constitution; in them the Man, 

from being Life and Light, became soul and mind, subjected to mortality 

and destiny because of the body, but still immortal in his essential form 

(ovcruoSps = svarupa); so “let the man endowed with Mind recognize 

that he is immortal, and that the cause of death is carnal love.” The text 

goes on to show how the Man in us can return by the way he came. 

79 A Sun that never really rises nor sets for the Comprehensor, for whom it is 

evermore high noon (CU iii.n.1-3, cf. AB 111.44; Enneads iv.4.7). So Meister Eck- 

hart, “alse daz gotlich licht der sele unde des engels licht sich sliezent in daz gotlich 

licht, daz heizet er den mitentac” (Pfeiffer ed., p. 123). Hence the various “miracles” 

in which the Sun “stands still” in the zenith for the Hero. The “Hero”—for, as 

Meister Eckhart says, “a perpendicular sun on one’s head is a thing that few can 

survive” (Evans ed., 1, 183). 

80 Kvros, I think, as in Titnaeus 45A, to Trjs Ke<f>aXrj^ kvtos, “the bowl of the 

head,” and here with special reference to its top, since the entry is from above; as 

in AA 11.4.3, where the One Self, “cleaving the hair-parting, entered by that door,” 

i.e., by the bregmatic fontanelle, which corresponds to the macrocosmic Sundoor, the 

capstone (Hermes’ appovia) of the Universe, through which the Spirit enters into 

and departs from it. 
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The Maruts, Vedic “Storm Gods” and, entre nous, our “stormy pas¬ 

sions,” are expressly identified with the Breaths (AB in.ifi, prana vai ma- 

rutah, svdpayah pranah) or are the source of our Breaths (SB ix.3.1.7, 

prana vai marutah'). As Rudras they are the offspring of Rudra (Agni) 

and Prsni (Earth), but win their “sacrificial names” by their cooperation 

with and “shouting around” Indra at the sacrifice of Vrtra, and thus free- 

willed (.svadham anu)81 obtained the rebirth” (RV 1.6.4, Punar garbhat- 

vam erire, with v.29.1 and vm.53.5, 6), i.e., are regenerated from the sacri¬ 

ficial operation as gods (RV x.56.7, \armanah . . . mahna . . . udajayanta 

devah).82 It need hardly be said that the gods, in their plurality, were 

originally mortal, and only obtained their immortality by worth (RV 

x.63.4; cf. SB 11.2.2.8, xi.i.2.12, xi.2.3.6), or that for this very reason the 

sacrificial Breaths are “Perfectible Gods” (RV x.90.16, sadhyah santi de- 

vah, with reference to those first sacrificers whom Sayana rightly calls 

“Prajapati’s Breath-forms,” prajdpati-prana-rupa;83 SB x.2.2.3, prana vai 

sadhyah devah, “the ‘Perfectible Gods’ are, indeed, the Breaths”). Indra 

(“impeller of the Rsis,” RV vm.51.3) is “the Rsi of the Maruts” (RV 

v.29.1); and they are notably “household sacrificers” (grhamedhinah, SB 

11.5.3.4) and participate in the sacrificial session (sattra)8i as fellow initiates 

81 As vi-dhd (cf. n. 56) implies a dispersion of power, so sva-dha is self-determina¬ 

tion, self-placement (cf. svasthah, avroderos), authenticity, and in effect “free will 

(\amacara, yathd vasam carana)," like that of the Gale that “bloweth as it listeth 

{yathd vasam carati).” 

82 For “insofar as he does not sacrifice, one is still unborn” (JUB 111.14.8; cf. JB 

1.17, born of the flesh, but not of the Spirit): the Man, himSelf, is born of the Sacrifice, 

the Fire in which • “this man” sacrifices himself (SB in.9.4.23, vii.2.1.6, xn.9.1.1; 

KB xv.3), and so is redeemed from death (SB in.6.2.16); which sacrificial rebirth 

is the second birth (in the sense of John 3:6, 7), and prefigures the third birth or 

resurrection after death “when the time comes.” 

83 Being only the names of his acts, the “forms” (rupani) that he assumes in his 

sacrificial operation (karma, BU 1.4.7, 1.5.21, 22); or in Indra’s words addressed to 

the Rsi Visvamitra, “I am the Breath, that art thou, that all elemental-beings (bhu- 

tdni), and he that shines yonder (the Sun); it is in this form (rupa) that I pervade 

all the airts (sarvd diso visto’smi), thereof is my food” (AA 11.2.3)—“my food,” 

for “all the airts bring him tribute” (CU 11.21.4), and it is thus that “he rises up 

on food” (yad annena atirohati, RV x.90.2). 

84 A sacrificial “session” (sattra), notably as performed by the grhamedhinah 

and grhapati of the human “household,” i.e., mentally and meta-physically (manasa, 

parohjam), is conducted by priestly initiates on their own behalf; there is no patron 

(;yajamana) and therefore no pecuniary “reward” (dakjina), “only the Self is their 

reward, and it is because they obtain the Self as their reward that they reach heaven” 

(TS vii.4.9.1; cf. TS vn.2.10.2; KB xv.i; SB ix.5.2.12-16; cf. Coomaraswamy, “At- 

mayajna" [in this volume—ed.] and Hinduism and Buddhism, 1943, p. 21). 
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of their Grhapati (Indra, Prajapati, Agni, PB x.3.5,6, xiv.14.9)—the 

house being, of course, that of this body in which we live. It is in their 

capacity as sacrificers that the Maruts agree most of all with the Breaths, 

for “the gods, mind-born, mind-yoked, are the Breaths, in them one 

sacrifices immaterially” (tesu paro\sam juhoti, TS vi.1.4.4), an<^ with a 

view to immortality, since it is only with incorporeal offerings that im¬ 

mortality can be won (AB 11.14). 

It will not surprise us to find that nearly everything that is said of the 

Breaths is also predicated of the Maruts. They are “Powers” (vibhutayah) 

and appointees (hitah), besought to guard (ra\satd) the sacrificer (RV 

1.166.3, 8, 11), and “ward the mortal” (;pdnti martyam, RV v.52.4); they 

are “fires” (agnayah, RV 111.26.4), <<rays” (rasmayah, PB xiv.12.9; SB 

ix.3.1.25), mingled with “glory” (sriya, RV vii.56.6, cf. v.55.3); and like 

the Breaths they are compared to the spokes of a wheel (RV v.58.5, x.78.4). 

They are notably “co-born” (sa\am jatdh, RV v.55.3 =: sa\am-u\s, 

vn.58.1), brothers of whom none is older or younger (v.59.5, 6. v.60.5).85 

As rain-gods they are very closely associated with (RV) and even identified 

with the Waters (AB vi.30), and it is either as winds or waters that they 

make the mountains “roar” (nadayanta, RV 1.1665), while, like the Seven 

Rivers, they are “acquainted with Order” (rtajnah, RV v.58.8). Like the 

elemental-beings (MU vi.10.35), they are identified with Soma-stalks86 

(RV 1.166.3; Sayana, pranadi rupena sarire sthitah; TS vi.4.4.4, prana vai 

ansavah). They are, like the Rsis and Breaths, a troop (gana), or troops 

of seven or sevens (SB 11.5.1.13, v.4.3.17,87 ix.3.1.1-25;88 TS v.4.7.7, etc.), 

whose troop-leader (gananam ganapati88 RV 11.23.1, x.112.9; sagana, 

85 See a\anittha in Coomaraswamy, “Some Pali Words” [in this volume—ed.]. 

The equality of the Maruts who, like the Breaths, are compared to the spokes of a 

wheel, of which spokes none is first or last in order, is like that of clansmen or 

guildsmen and gives its proper meaning to the phrase, “all men are born equal.” 

86 For the implications1 of this, see “Atmayajna,” p. 239 ff. 

87 An analysis of the “chariot” (cf. AA 11.3.8; KU 111.3; J vi.252) with its wooden 

body, four horses, driver, and royal passenger, “seven in all,” like the “sevenfold 

Person” of SB vi.i.i.i ff. 

88 Verses 4-6, beginning “and these worlds are the same as this head,” correspond 

very closely to the description of the cosmic “head” in Timaeus 44D, 45B, 8id. 

89 The Maruts being also Rudras, their father, Rudra, is also called the “leader of 

hosts” (gananam ganapati, VS xvi.17; SB ix.1.1.18). In the “later” mythology, in 

which Siva (Rudra) is attended by troops (gana) of spirits (bhuta), this leadership 

is exercised by his sons, intellectually by Ganapati (Ganesa, the elephant-headed 

deity) and in the military sense by Karttikeya (Senapati), these two representing 

the Sacerdotium and the Regnum and corresponding to the Vedic Agni-Brhaspati 

and Indra. 
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m.47.4) is Brahmanaspati (the Sacerdotium)90 or Indra (the Regnum)— 

Indra, “the impeller of the Rsis” (RV vm.51.3), “is their Rsi” (v.29.1). 

In other words, they are the subjects, liegemen, yeomen, and militia of the 

dual government of Indrabrhaspatl,91 and the pattern of the “Commons” 

of the body politic, whether of the state or the human being, of which 

the health depends upon their loyalty to their head; as is explicit in TS 

v.4.7.7 and vi.1.5.2, 3, where the unanimity and loyalty of earthly peoples 

is a consequence of the attachment of the Maruts to the Regnum in divinis. 

It is chiefly here, in their relation to Agni and Indra, to whom, indeed, 

the Maruts may be disloyal (RV 1.165, vm.7.30, 31, etc.) but whom they 

normally serve as allies in the battle with Vrtra and the winning of the 

Rivers with which they are so closely connected, that their significance 

for our psychology mainly centers. Throughout the Vedic literature we 

find that in the battle with Vrtra, “overweening (abhimati)” Indra is for¬ 

saken by the terrified gods and fights alone, or rather with no other aid 

but that of his “good allies” (RV vm.53.5, 6) the Maruts or Breaths, who 

by their participation in this sacrificial operation attain their divinity 

(RV 1.87.5, vm.96.7; AB hi.16, 20, etc.).92 It is as their leader, not when 

they are pursuing their own ends, that he is victorious; he is the Regnum, 

and the whole science of government is one of self-control (Arthasastra 

1.6). 

We have already seen, incidentally, that the powers of the soul, whether 

as Breaths or otherwise designated, are referred to as “gods” {deva, de- 

vata), although it might be more intelligible here, inasmuch as these pow¬ 

ers are the subjects of God and sent forth by him on His errands, to ren¬ 

der by “angels”; for these are not the “many gods” of a “polytheism” (if 

such a thing ever or anywhere existed), but the delegations and extensions 

90 Saptagu, RV x.47.6 i.e., “seven-rayed”; cf. Grassmann, s.v. gu in senses 7, 8: 

as is explicit for Agni-Brhaspati in RV 1.146.1 and vi.44.14. 

91 For the theory, see Coomaraswamy, Spiritual Authority and Temporal Power 

in the Indian Theory of Government, 1942. The application of the whole of this 

theory is as much with respect to self-control as with respect to the government of a 

State: this is, in other words, a psychology of government. 

92 In the Buddhist version of the same story, the Bodhisatta is in the same way 

deserted by the gods and left “alone”; but the cardinal virtues or powers that are 

as it were his henchmen (panjana, cf. panbrhan in AB vi.28, and srvja parivraham 

in JUB iv.24.11) do not desert him and, using them as his shield, he overcomes 

Mara’s (Namuci’s, Vrtra’s) army (J 1.72 ff.). What this implies, equally for Indra 

and the Bodhisatta, is that they are victorious inasmuch as they are recollected, have 

collected themselves, are in samadhi : for he is deserted by the gods’ who knows 

them otherwise than in himself” (BU iv.5.7). 
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of the power of one God. With this reservation, however, we shall con¬ 

tinue to employ the usual rendering of deva and devata by “god” or “di¬ 

vinity.” By now we should be in a position to understand the statement of 

AV xi.8.i8b, “having made him their mortal house, the gods [angels] 

inhabited man” (grham \rtvd martyam devdh purusam dvisan), and that 

of JUB 1.14.2, “all these gods are in me,” and SB ix.2.1.15 (cf. VS xvn.14), 

where they are neither in the sky nor on earth but in animated beings 

(pramnah).93 These gods as they are within you (adhydtmam) are voice, 

sight, mind, hearing, but in divinis (adhidevatam) manifestly Fire, Sun, 

Moon, and the Quarters. “Whatever they give me not is not in my power” 

(AA 11.1.5; cf. VS xvii.15). The latter enter into man according to their 

stations (yathayatanam = yathd\arma, BU 1.5.21), at the command of 

the Self: Fire becoming Voice enters into the mouth; the Quarters be¬ 

coming hearing enter the ears; the Sun the eyes; Plants becoming hairs, 

the skin; the Moon becoming mind in the heart; the Waters becoming 

seed, the penis. Hunger and thirst are apportioned to all these deities, as 

partners, sharing in all that they obtain (AA 11.4.2.).94 It is precisely this 

hunger and thirst that distinguish the animal judgment (abhijndna)95 

from that of the Person endowed with prescience (prajnana), the former 

knowing only today, and the latter tomorrow (AA 11.3.2) :98 contacts with 

the quantitative (mdtra-sparsdh) are the source of pleasure and pain 

(su\ha-duh\ha), and only the Person whom these do not distract (na 

vy-athayanti, do not “burn apart,” obsolete V ath), one who remains the 

93 The words yada tvasta vyatrnat in the first line of the verse show that this 

empsychosis or anima-tion is predicated as taking place when the doors of the senses 

are pierced, here by the divine Artifex (Tva$tr =r S-^totipyos); the following verses 

show that these deities that enter into us at birth are the totality of all our powers, 

whether for good or evil. 

94 Hunger and thirst are at once the origin and the disease of our contingent 

existence, and a definition of our mortality. The natural man is insatiable (AA n.3.3): 

“Wer viel begehrt und will, der gibet zu verstehn, dass ihm noch mangelt viel” 

(Angelus Silesius, Cherubinischer Wandersmann v.156). All eating is a changing, and 

“all change is a dying.” To satisfy our hunger is impossible; the enemy can be 

overcome only by fasting. Those who choose “hunger and thirst” for the sake of 

the corresponding pleasures are rejecting the true Life of the spirit (Plato, Philebus 

54, 55): our very Self is “the Self that sur-passes (atyeti) hunger and thirst, distress 

and delusion, old age and death” (BU 111.5). 

95 The use of abhijndna here for “estimative knowledge” is sarcastic, as Plato is 

when he speaks of those who are governed by pleasure and pain as aKoXacria ao)cj>p(i>v 

(Phaedo 68e). 

96 The definition of the very Person of a man in AA 11.4.2 is very striking, and 

should be read in connection with the classic European definition of “Person” in 

Boethius, Contra Evtychen. 
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“same” under both conditions, is fitted to participate in immortality 

(iamrtattvdya, BG 11.31 = dOavi^iv, Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics 

x7.1077b.31 = the s’eternar of Dante, Inferno xv.85), the goal to which 

the whole of our traditional psychology points and which is, therefore, as 

has been so well said, “the supreme aim of human education.”9' 

Thus the instinctive life of the “gods within you,” veritably fallen angels, 

is the passion of the Self for so long as it desires and pursues; and the pur¬ 

pose of Initiation or Consecration, di\sa, being precisely the destruction 

of ignorance and the recovery of the knowledge of the Self, we can readily 

understand the necessity for an initiatory98 regeneration of the powers of 

the soul, if they are to be set free from their mortality. It will be clear that 

only he “is really initiated whose ‘gods within him’ are initiated,” namely, 

mind, speech, breathing, sight, and hearing (collectively “man’s constitu¬ 

tion,” manusyasya sambhiiti), each by its own equivocal principle (KB 

vii.4; cf. SB hi.1.3.18-22 and xm.1.7), so that we by “setting free the Hear¬ 

ing of hearing, the Mind of the mind—that is, indeed, the Breath of breath¬ 

ing—and the Seeing of sight, may, when we leave this world, leave it as 

immortals” (JUB iv.18.2 = Kena Up. 1.2).99 For whether we are saved 

97 Jaeger, Humanism and Theology, pp. 34-35 and notes 34-36. 
98 Initiation, or a being born again, is—no less from an Indian than a Platonic 

and Neoplatonic point of view—indispensable to ultimate liberation. Needless to say 

that Initiation implies a Master (guru) through whom the spiritual power is trans¬ 

mitted and by whose mediation the disciple is born again of God as father and of 

Sophia = Savitrl as mother. We cannot go into this at length here but only refer, for 

Plato, to Phaedo 69CD, where Socrates maintains that “whoever goes uninitiated and 

unperfected to the other world will lie in the mire, but he who arrives there cleansed 

and perfected will dwell with the gods,” adding that the Bacchoi are the true philos¬ 

ophers and that he has ever striven to be one of them; and to Theatetus 155E, where 

the “uninitiated” are described as “those who think that nothing is other than what 

they can grasp firmly with their hands, and who deny the existence of actions 

(7rpd£«s = karma) and of becomings (yevecras = bhava), and of all that is in¬ 

visible”; and for Neoplatonism to Hermes Trismegistos, Lib. xm. 

Where all instruction is encyclical and there are no “mysteries,” the traditional 

psychology can only be taught as a curiosity or, at best, can effect an intellectual 

preparation which may dispose the student to work out his own salvation, but cannot 

do it for him. Yet to have accepted, even in theory, that “I” and “mine” are baseless 

concepts, to have consented to “deny ourself” even though we have not been able 

to do so, is already a partial release and deliverance from the dominion of pleasure 
and pain. 

99 For some discussion of this, see Coomaraswamy, “Prand-citi1943, p. 108. Cf. 

Aristotle, Metaphysics xn.9.4, “Thinking cannot be the highest good. Therefore 

Mind (i/otk = manas), if it be the Master Mind that we are speaking of, thinks 

nothing but itself, and its thinking is the ‘Thinking of thinking’ ”; similarly Witelo, 

Liber de intelligentiis xxiv, xxvii, “Intelligentia semper intelligit . . . [sed] se ipsam 
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or lost depends entirely upon whether we have “known ourselves,” Who 

we really are, and on the answer to the pregnant question, “In whom, 

when we depart, shall we be going forth?” (BU iv.4.13, 14, Prasna Up. 

VI-3)> i-e-> in out mortal selves or in the “self’s immortal Self,” the “Soul 

of the soul.”100 

This whole problem can as well be stated in terms of the mastery of Fate 

and the transcending of Necessity. Here we must revert to what was said 

above concerning the Seven Rsis; for the conception of our constitution 

and consequent Destiny that was there implied is by no means uniquely 

Indian but, for example, identical with the Platonic doctrine set forth by 

Hermes Trismegistus {Lib. 1.9.16, xvi.13 ff., Excerpt xn, and elsewhere). 

Here the creative (S^/uoupyo?) solar Mind “made out of Fire and Spirit 

Seven Governors, who encompass in their orbits the sensible universe, and 

their Government (8100070-1 s, literally housekeeping, economy) is called 

‘Destiny’ (etp.app.eVT7).” These Governors are the Seven Planets {acrrepa, 

stars, lights) and they act upon us, or rather in us, through the correspond¬ 

ing Daimons101 who take charge of us at birth, entering into the two irra- 

cognoscendo non cognoscit alia” (Commentary, per receptionem non intelligit, sicut 

anima)\ BU iv.3.28 and iv.5.15, “For where there is a duality, as it were, there one 

thinks of another. But where everything has become just one’s own Self (yatra 

svasya sarvarn atmaivabhui), then how and of what would one ‘think’?” So far is 

this, indeed, from cogito ergo sum, that that which “thinks” is precisely “not my 

Self”! 

100 The hoped-for answer to the question of Prasna Up. vi.3 is, of course, that of 

AA 11.6, “departing hence with the Prescient Self (prajnenatmana), he is reborn 

{samabhavat) immortal.” In general, it is assumed that a full life here, sacramentally 

understood, must imply the full life there; and for this reason death is traditionally 

an occasion for rejoicing rather than for sorrow. For those who know their Self, 

there can be no fear of death (AV x.8.44). The display of grief at an Indian funeral 

(cremation) is exceptional; when such a display takes place, even a peasant will say, 

“poor man, he knows no better.” 

101 Our speaking of the Indian psychology as a bhuta-vidya was, in fact, as much 

as to say a “demonology.” We must, of course, divest ourselves of the pejorative 

connotations with which Christianity has invested the word “daimon,” which, like its 

Indian equivalent, ya\sa and bhuta, refers to God or to beings1 of divine origin, though 

they may be either good (obedient) or evil (disobedient). The traditional demonol¬ 

ogy is at once an angelology and a psychology. We nowadays look back on all these 

things as “superstitions,” and such indeed they are, in the literal sense of “survivals”; 

but that we now call the demons within us “instincts” changes nothing in the nature 

of the “ruling passions” to which we are subjected until we have learned to master 

them and use them for ourselves. An instinct is an impulse {instinguere, instigation) 

and we still rightly speak of our instincts as “r<?«dencies” (because they pull us) and 

of wishful thinking as ^wdentious. Psychology is fundamentally a pathology, as 
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tional parts of the soul and pervading the body, wherein, being seated in 

its vessels102 they pull us to and fro towards themselves (avde\Kovcri . . . 

ers eaurou?), thus governing our earthly life, using our bodies as their 

instruments. Most of us are led and driven by these Daimons because 

of our enjoyment of the activities in which, as Hermes says, their being 

consists. But “neither the gods [the aforesaid Seven Planetary Governors] 

nor the Daimons have any power against the One Light-Ray that is of 

God,”103 and “there are some few104 in the Reasonable Part105 of whose 

soul there shines this Ray that comes from God by way of the Sun [the 

aforesaid Creative Mind],” and in these the working of the Daimons 

Plato’s 7ra6y) iv r/iMv announces, and “every passion is an epileptic seizure” {ini\r]TTTov, 

being captivated, caught), Philo, Legum allegoriae iv.79. To “behave” according to 

our likes and dislikes is not a liberty, nor an act, but a subjection and a passion. The 

soul’s sickness is its own self-will. By whatever name we call the “horses,” the prob¬ 

lem remains the same, to drive or to be driven by them. 

We cannot discuss the etymology of “daimon” here, but would connect it with 

Skr. y/ day or da and with daitya and danava-, and it is probably significant that 

Indra is said to overcome the Daityas and Danavas in seven groups of seven in their 

respective stauons (yathasthanam, BD vn.51, 52), which seems to refer to a “victory 

over the powers of perception and action,” such as in Arthasastra 1.6 is called “the 

whole science of government.” 

102 The aforesaid nadyah, (nevomoL, etc. (see n. 59), and to be thought of as the 

“lines of force” by which our being is penetrated. 

103 Plato’s “golden chain” (Laws 645) and Dante’s “raggio dell’alta luce, che da 

se e vera” (Paradiso xxxm.53). 

104 “For, as they say with reference to the mysteries, ‘Many are the thyrsus-bear¬ 

ers, but few the Bacchoi’; and these, I hold, are the only true philosophers” (Phaedo 

69CD). “To you it has been given to know the secrets of the kingdom of heaven, but 

to them it has not been given. . . . Seeing they do see, and hearing they do not hear, 

nor do they understand . . . lest they should perceive . . . and hear . . . and under¬ 

stand . . . and turn for me to heal them,” Matt. 13:11-15. The last thing that the 

“modern man in search of a soul” desires is to be healed—“In the last days men 

shall be lovers of their own selves,” 11 Tim. 3:1, 2. 

105 Although it is almost unavoidable to render Aoyos, AoyioywK, AoyioriKos 

by “Reason” and “reasonable,” the notion of an infallible Calculus is what is really 

implied, and it must be clearly understood that the Platonic “Reason” is by no means 

our “rationality,” but much rather Aristotle’s “Mind of the mind,” the Mind that is 

“always right” (De amma 111.10, 333.27), and the Scholastic Synteresis, Intellectus 

vel Spiritus, than it is our “mind” or “reasoning power” that forms opinions and 

acts accordingly. Already for Boethius, reason is a mortal faculty, and when he calls 

himself a “reasoning and mortal animal,” Philosophia rejoins that he has forgotten 

Who he is. The greater part of what is nowadays called “knowledge” is based on 

nothing better than statistics, and its “facts” are only what we “make” of these; 

the greater part of modern education, therefore has little or nothing to do with 
man’s last end, s’eternar. 
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(i.e., the pulls of the sensitive powers pursuing their natural objects) comes 

to naught. And so God rules the gods, and they the Daimons, their rep¬ 

resentatives in us; he works through both, and so makes all things for 

himself; and all things are members (^topia)108 of himself. 

This profound psychology is all derived directly from Plato,107 mainly 

from Laws 644E, 645A. Plato’s doctrine of the irrational and mortal soul 

(with its better and worse parts) and its distinction from the rational and 

immortal Soul is, of course, identical with the Indian distinction of our 

passible self from “its immortal Self and Duke.” These two dwell together 

in the house or city of the body, or ride in one and the same bodily vehicle, 

and the question arises as to which shall control it. In the figure of the 

puppet108 Plato speaks of man as literally dis-tracted by his passions. He 

says that these affects in us (raura ra iraOrj iv tj/jlIv) pull us to and fro 

(<xv64Xkovctl), and being contrary to one another (dXXtjXcu? ivavTLai, 

as in Aristotle, De anima 111.10.433^5) do so in contrary directions, either 

to good or evil as the case may be.109 But there is “one holy golden leading 

106 Closely related to fxolpa, “share,” and so “fate,” as discussed below. 

107 Scott [cf. Hermes—ed.] calls the notion of elpappevr] “Stoic,” but it was Platonic 

before Stoic: cf. Phaedo 115A and Gorgias 512A. Equally Platonic is the doctrine of 

the Gods and Daimons, of whom Plato says that they are “our allies in battle, and we 

their properties” (Laws 906, cf. Phaedo 62B and Philo, De specialibus legibus iv.122). 

All these things are “myths” of the Philosophia Perennis, and there is no more 

reason to stop short with the Stoics, or even to suppose that Plato invented them, 

than there is to suppose that they are of Indian origin in their Greek setting. 

108 For which there are many Indian parallels, Hindu and Buddhist. See Cooma- 

raswamy, Lila and “Play and Seriousness” [both in this volume—ed.]. A puppet is a 

“wonder” (Oavpa) and, as Plato also says, “Wonder is the beginning of philosophy” 

(Theatetus 155D). We need hardly say that the gravamen of all traditional “jugglery” 

is metaphysical. 

109 Contrary directions, whether ethical or aesthetic. It is precisely in a liberation 

from these alternatives, these “pairs of opposites,” that freedom consists. The free¬ 

man’s active con-duct (cf. crvvdym, dytoyrj, Skr. samaj, samdja, \/ aj, dyoj. Lat. ago, 

whence “act”) is anything but an instinctive and passive behavior; (by one of the 

“coincidences” of Skr. etymology, a-ja means “unborn”: and the Mover of all things 

is aja in both senses) to conduct oneself is to “be in act,” to behave is to “be in po¬ 

tential'-, conduct is considered, behavior inconsiderate—the former, that is to say, in 

agreement with the orderly motion of the stars, behavior eccentric. The distinction 

parallels that of crvvvoia from irapavoia, and that of Skr. svaraj (autonomy) from 

anyaraj (heteronomy) as drawn in CU vn.25.2, cf. vm.1.5, 6. 

In connection with “being in act,” it is significant that Vedic aja (agent, agile, and 

hence also “goat”) is a characteristic Vedic epithet of the Sun, Rudra, or Indra 

(troop leader of the Maruts), while the ajasah (pi.) who “bring tribute” (balim 

. . . jabruh) to Indra (RV vii.18.19) are almost certainly the Maruts. 
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string of Reason, viz. the common Law of the body politic,110 and this 

we should always hold on to and cooperate with, so that the golden kind 

within us may overcome the other kinds.” Aristotle’s doctrine is the same, 

although he does not use the “myth” of the puppet: motion always im¬ 

plies a choice of some kind, but the choice may be made either in ac¬ 

cordance with the Reason (Xoyioyxo?) or determined by the Passions 

in which last case (that of Plato’s rjiToo eavrov, Republic 

431B, 440B, etc.) the resulting motion will be irrational. The Mind (of 

the mind) is always right; but appetite and mental images {^avTacria, 

— sam\alpa or riipa) may be either right or wrong {De anima 111.10. 

4333.22 ff.).111 

These summaries of the Platonic and Neoplatonic psychology intro¬ 

duce the problem of Fate and Free Will, fundamental in the present con¬ 

text, in which we are considering a science dispositive to Freedom in the 

fullest and every sense of the word. There is hardly any doctrine of the 

Philosophia Perennis that has been more misunderstood, and therefore 

more resented, than that of Fate; resented, because it has been supposed 

that Fate (implied in the notion of Providence) is, as it were, an arbitrary 

decree imposed upon us by an all-too-personal deity—nowadays also re¬ 

ferred to by the new name of “economic determination.” The traditional 

and orthodox doctrine is a recognition of the causal chain by which all 

events are linked in a phenomenal succession,112 but of their intrinsic and 

not extrinsic operation. It can be stated in the words of St. Thomas Aqui¬ 

nas, “Fate lies in the created [i.e., mediate] causes themselves” {Sum. 

Theol. 1.116.2), or those of RumI, “Endeavor is not a struggle with 

Destiny, because Destiny itself has laid this endeavor upon us” (Math- 

nawi 1.976); “Necessitarianism is to sleep amongst highwaymen” (Math- 

nawi 1.943); “You have feet; why do you make yourself out to be lame?” 

n° yge cannot refrain from calling attention here to a serious error in R. G. 

Bury’s version, Loeb Library edition, p. 69; the “golden chain” is not “the public 
law of the State” but “the common law of the (individual) body politic”: “common 
law” (koiNs- vo/xos) because our own psychophysical constitution is a koivmvU 

{Republic 462c), we are an “aggregate animal” (kolvov ££ov, Timaeus 890). It would 

have been against Plato’s whole position to make an absolute of the law of any State; 
he is talking of a Law (Skr. dharma) on which all other laws are to be based. 

111 Cf. Philo, De opificio mundi 117 (where he reverts to the myth of the puppet); 
Legum allegoriae 30; Quod Deus 43. 

112 Buddhist hetupaccaya, “causal sequence”; St. Augustine’s “series of causes” {De 

civitate Dei v.8). For Plato’s mediate, or more literally “ministerial causes” {airiai 

vTrrjpeTovvai), called also sons of God, young gods and gods of gods {6cdi 8cwy. 
cf. VS xvii.13, 14 and SB ix.2.1.14, 15, dead devanam — pranah, a remarkable paral¬ 
lel), see Timaeus 41, 42, 68, 69, 70; Republic 617E; Laws 904. 
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(Mathnawi 1-93°)• Similarly in Buddhism, where the infallible operation 

of causes is insisted upon at least as strongly as it is by St. Thomas 

( non-causation’ \ahetuvada\ being a heresy), it is no less forcibly 

taught that there is an “ought-to-be-done” (\iriya) and that to plead a 

causal necessity by no means absolves a man from the responsibility of 

making a choice between the ought-to-be-done and the ought-not-to-be- 

done; and the fact that such a choice can be made is a predication of 

Free Will. The traditional doctrine is one of Fate and Free Will, and 

must be so, just because there are “two in us,” one fatally determined 

and the other free. Of these two, to have become what we are is to have 

risen above our fate. The chain of fate can never be broken, but we 

can break away from it to become its spectator, no longer its victim. 

The traditional conception of Fate involves no concept whatever of a 

possible injustice. Eip.app.evrj or poipa is literally an “allotment”: the 

essential meaning of v/ mer, present in Latin mereo and English “mer¬ 

it,” is simply to “receive one’s portion, with the collateral notion of being 

one’s due” (H. G. Liddell and R. Scott, A Gree^-English Lexicon, 8th 

ed., Oxford, 1897). Motpa is sometimes simply “inheritance,” and to be 

apoipo? is to be deprived of one’s due share, usually of something good, 

and in this case of “life”; Kara polpav is the same as Kara (f)vcnv, “nat¬ 

urally” or “duly”: to quarrel with our fate is to quarrel with our own 

nature, and to wish we had never been born. For how otherwise could 

we have been born than at a given time and place, and with given pos¬ 

sibilities or “gifts”? Our Fate is only “what is coming to us,” and “what 

we ask for”; “there are no special doors for calamity and happiness; they 

come as men themselves summon them” (Thai-Shang, SBE, XL, 235). 

“Nothing, whether good or bad, that has to do with the body, can happen 

apart from Destiny (eipappevrj). It is moreover ‘destined’ that he who 

has done evil shall suffer evil; yea to this end he does it, that he may suffer 

the penalty of having done it. . . . And all men undergo what Destiny has 

appointed for them, but rational men (those of whom I said that they are 

led by Mind) do not suffer it in the same way as the irrational. . . . For the 

Mind there is nothing impossible, neither to exalt the soul of man over 

Destiny, nor, if the soul, as sometimes happens, give no heed, to subject 

it to Destiny” (Hermes, Lib. xii.1.5, cf. x.19, as well as Plato, Phaedo 83A, 

and MU 111.2). 

The traditional doctrine predicates a First Cause which is directly the 

cause of our Being (by participation), but only indirectly, through the 

working of the second or mediate causes, with which it never interferes, 

the cause of our being what we are. We, in our idiosyncracy, are, there- 
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fore, precisely the heirs113 of things done (\arma). This “unseen (adrsta) 

force of “our \arma,” although a weird that must be dreed, is nothing im¬ 

posed upon us, but the law of our own nature. God, from the Indian point 

of view, is not an arbitrary appointer of fates, but simply the “overseer 

of \arma." In other words, as Plato also says, all that is done by the cosmic 

Draughts Player, and that “is a wondrous easy task,” is “to shift the char¬ 

acter that grows better to a superior place, and the worse to a worse, ac¬ 

cording to what belongs to each of them, thus apportioning an appropriate 

fate (noipa). . . . For according to the trend of our desires, and the na¬ 

ture of our souls, each one of us usually becomes of like character114 . . . 

the divinely virtuous being transported by a holy road to another and 

better place” (Laws 903, 904). So in Christian doctrine, similarly, “Fate 

is the ordering of second causes to effects foreseen by God” {Sum. Theol. 

1.116.4), “without which the world would have been deprived of the per¬ 

fection of causality” {Sum. Theol. 1.103.7 ad 2)- 

We are, then, at the mercy of our own characteristic willing; when the 

sensitive powers are given free rein, whenever we are doing what we like 

or thinking wishfully, insofar as our whole behavior—whatever good or 

evil—is unprincipled, we are not free agents, but passive subjects of what 

are rightly called our “passions.” This is the only orthodox doctrine, name¬ 

ly, that man as he is in himself, “this man” who does not know what is true 

but only what he likes to think, who does not know what is right but only 

what he wants to do, and who knows nothing of art but only what he 

likes, is not a free man and makes no choices, but is pulled and driven by 

forces that are not his own because he has not mastered them. So St. Au¬ 

gustine asks, “Why, then, should miserable men venture to pride them¬ 

selves on their ‘freewill’ before they are set free?” {De spiritu et litter a 

52); Boethius explains that “Everything is by so much the freer from 

Fate by how much it draweth nigh to the Pivot {cardo).115 And if it 

113 References in Coomaraswamy, Hinduism and Buddhism, 1943, notes 211, 218, 

221, 225. 

114 Cf. BU iv.4.5; MU v1.34.3c. 

115 Cardo, V \rad as in KapSta, Skr. hrd, “heart.” Meanings of cardo include 

pivot, pole (North Pole), and especially “hinge” (originally pivot) of a door. Cf. 

Meister Eckhart, “the door goes to and fro upon its hinge. Now I liken the swinging 

door itself to the Outer Man, and the hinge {angel, pole, pivot, hinge) to the Inner 

Man [m qui intusest, 11 Cor. 4:16; antah purusah MU 111.3; antar-dtman, KU vi.17, 

MU vi. 1, BG vi.47]. As the door opens and shuts it swings out and in, but the 

hinge remains unmoved in one and the same place and never changes” (Pfeiffer 

ed., p. 489). Cardo as “Pole” = Skr. s\ambha, sthuna, vamsa, and Islamic qutb, the 

“cardinal” principle on which all things “hinge.” 
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sticketh to the stability of the Supreme Mind, it transcends the necessity 

of Fate” (De consolatione philosophiae iv.6); and St. Thomas Aquinas 

says, “The will is free insofar as it obeys reason, not when we are doing 

what we like’ ’ {Sum. Theol. 1.26.1). “The spirit is willing, but the flesh 

is weak (Matt. 26:41); i.e., in terms of the classic symbols, the horses are 
untrained. 

Thus Free Will is not ours by nature, but only potentially; our self-will 

is only a wanting, a hunger and a thirst, and anything but a Free Will. 

Yet there is a Free Will in us, which can be ours if we know Who we are, 

and can say to that Self, “Thy will be done”; but only by that consent can 

it be won, for “whoso hath not escaped from (self-) will, no (free-) will 

hath he (RumI, Divan, Ode xm); nothing but the perfect practice of 

Islam (“resignation”) is perfect freedom.116 Man is free only when the 

victory over pleasure has been won (Laws 840c); only “where the Spirit 

of the Lord is, there is liberty” (11 Cor. 3:17); “if you are led by the Spirit, 

you are not under the Law” (Gal. 5:18). “Other than that single, all- 

inclusive Life, all other life is darkness, petty, dim and poor” (Plotinus 

vi.7.15); “That (Brahma) is your Self; other than That all else is misery” 

(BU m.4.2). In other words, our Inner Man is in the world but not of it, 

in us but not of us, our Outer Man both in the world and of it, and must 

suffer accordingly. 

The problem is one of internal conflict and its resolution, one of war 

and peace117: internal conflict because, as our whole tradition is agreed, 

there are “two in us,” soul and spirit, king and priest, female and male, 

116 On jabar (necessity) and qadar (freewill), see Nicholson’s notes on Mathnawi 

M7°-73> 617-41. 
117 The private and public problems are inseparable, political wars being a projec¬ 

tion of the civil war within us, and our “peace where there is no peace” such as it is 
because “everyone from the least even unto the greatest is given to covetousnesf’ 
(Jer. 8:10, 11). “All wars arise for the sake of gaining money to serve the body, 
in which service we are slaves” (Phaedo 66c); “those who care for their bodies more 
than anything else . . . draw to them the produce of every region of the globe. . . . 
All these people are war-makers ... to gain advantages pertaining to the body and 
outward things. But for the sake of culture and virtue, the ‘goods’ of the discriminat¬ 

ing mind, the ruling part of us, no war whether foreign or civil has ever yet broken 
out” (Philo, De posteritate caini 116 ff.; cf. Detenus 34, “enjoying the privileges of 

subject peoples”). In its application to what Hesiod called “the best thing of all for 
a man,” viz. to be always at peace with himself, the traditional psychology pro¬ 
poses the one and only means of escape from the state of perpetual economic or 

political warfare in which civilization nowadays moves. No remedy can be ef¬ 

fective but a change of heart. In this connection, cf. Aldous Huxley, Ends and Means 

(London, 1937). 
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mortal and immortal,118 and it is, as Plato says, a question “which shall 

rule, the better or the worse” (Republic 431 abc, Laws 644E, etc.). 

This is the problem of self-mastery, for the sake of which the traditional 

psychology is taught, and to which Plato so often reverts. When the in¬ 

ward government is of the better by the worse part of the soul, i.e., of mind 

by the mob of the passions, then we say that a man is “subject to himself 

avrov) and so censure him, but when, conversely, the inward gov¬ 

ernment is of the worse part by the better, then we say that he is “master 

of himself” (/cpecrra> avrov), by way of praise; and the same applies to 

the right government of States (Republic 431; Laws 645B, 841c; Protagoras 

358, etc.). In other words, “this man and wife, the reason and the flesh . . . 

are engaged in strife and altercation day and night” (RumI, Mathnawi 

1.2617); “Self is at once self’s only friend and only foe: Self is the friend 

of self in his case whose self has been vanquished by Self, but wages war 

as the foe of not-Self” (BG vi.5, 6). This is, mythically, the battle of the 

Gods and Titans, Devas and Asuras within you, where alone the Dragon 

can be killed, and ethically the psychomachy of che Virtues and the 

Vices.119 The issue is literally one of victory or death, for, as our whole 

tradition assumes, there is a real division of the saved from the lost.120 

How is the Victory to be won in this jihad? Our self, in its ignorance 

of and opposition to its immortal Self, is the enemy to be convinced. The 

Way is one of intellectual preparation, sacrifice, and contemplation, always 

presuming at the same time a guidance by forerunners. In other words, 

there is both a theory and a corresponding way of living which cannot be 

divided if either is to be effective. The intellectual preparation is philo- 

118 Sum. Theol. 11-11.26.4, Dug sunt in homine, etc.; Meister Eckhart, “Know then, 

that . . . there are in everyone two men,” Evans ed., I, 344; cf. Republic 604B, and 

Philo, Deterius 82. 

119 On the Psychomachy, cf. Emile Male, Religious Art in France of the Thirteenth 

Century (New York, 1913 [1956]), p. 98 ff.; and the Buddhist Maradharsana. 

120 “When death comes to a man, his mortal part, it seems, dies, but the immortal 

part departs, unhurt and undestroyed” (Phaedo io6e), and the question is, “in 

whom [viz. in my mortal self, or in its immortal Self] shall I be departing, when 

I depart hence?” (Prasna Up. vi.3). “He whose Self has been found, whose Self is 

awake . . . , the (other-) world is his, indeed, he is that world. That Self may be 

found even here and now; if you have not found it, great is the destruction” (BU 

^M-G, :4)- I do n°t know whether the empirical psychology has ever attempted 

to deal with man’s natural fear of death; the traditional philosophy affirms that one 

who has known his own, immortal, and never-aging Self, cannot fear (AV x.8.44). 
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sophical, as “philosophy” was understood by the ancients. The proper 

object of this philosophy is stated in the words of the Delphic Oracle, 

“Know thy Self” (yvu>6i. creavrov). That means also, of course, to distin¬ 

guish Self from what is not-Self, the primary form of ignorance being a 

confusion of Self with what is not-Self. 

The battle will have been won, in the Indian sense and Christian word¬ 

ing, when we can say with St. Paul, “I live, yet not I, but Christ in me” 

(Gal. 2:20); when, that is to say, “I” am dead, and there is none to depart, 

when body and soul disintegrate, but the immanent God. Philosophy is, 

then, the art of dying. “The true philosophers are practitioners of dying, 

and death is less terrible to them than to any other men . . . and being al¬ 

ways very eager to release the Soul, the release and separation of the soul 

from the body is their main care” (Phaedo 67DE). Hence the injunction 

“Die before you die” (Mathnawi vi.723 ff., and Angelus Silesius, iv.77). 

For we must be “born again”; and a birth not preceded by a death is in¬ 

conceivable (Phaedo 77c; BG 11.27, etc.). This dying is to self. It is a 

matter both of a will, and of a method. 

As regards the will, an intellectual preparation is all-important—intellige 

ut credas\ and here we revert to our psychology. The whole force of this 

science is directed towards a destructive analysis of the animistic delusion 

that this man, So-and-so, who speaks of himself as “I,” is an entity at all. 

The situation is nowhere better or more briefly stated than by Plutarch 

when he says, “Nobody remains one person, or is one person” (Moralia 

392D). The argument can be followed in the European tradition from 

Heracleitus onwards: our “life” is a succession of instants of consciousness, 

everyone different from the last and from the next, and it is altogether 

illogical to say of anything that never stops to be, that it “is”; a thing can 

only be, if it never changes (Symposium 207D, Phaedo 78D ff., etc.). Our 

existence is not a being, but a becoming. The systematic demonstration is 

typically Buddhist: the personality is analyzed, generally as a composite of 

body, feeling, cognition, complexes, and discriminating awareness, and it 

is shown successively that each of these factors of the so-called “self” is in¬ 

constant, and that neither of any one nor of all together can it be said that 

“that is my Self.” The traditional psychology is not “in search of a soul,” 

but a demonstration of the unreality of all that “soul,” “self” and “I” 

ordinarily mean. We cannot, indeed, know what we are, but we can 

become what we are by knowing what we are not; for what we are is the 

immanent God, and he himself cannot know what he is, because he is not 
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any what, nor ever became anyone.121 Our end will have been attained 

when we are no longer anyone. That must not, of course, be.confused with 

an annihilation; the end of all becoming is in being, or rather, the source 

of being, richer than any being. “The word ‘I,’ ego, is proper to none but 

God in his sameness” (Meister Eckhart, Pfeiffer ed., p. 261). The notion 

of an ego of “ours” is an infatuation or opination (abhimana, oibjcruj, 

oir)ixa) based on sensitive experience (MU vi.io; Philo, ut infra)-, as we 

have seen, it has no rational foundation—“Our senses, through ignorance 

of reality, falsely tell us that what appears to be, actually is” (Plutarch, 

M or alia 392D). And since the notion that “I am the doer” (aham\ara, 

karto’ham iti) is both the primary form of our ignorance and the cause of 

all suffering felt or inflicted, the whole complex of “I and mine” (aharn 

ca mama ca) and the notion of an “I” than can survive the dissolution of 

the psycho-physical vehicle, are under constant attack. To think that it is 

our own mind that works is a “pierced and cloven doctrine”; nothing is 

more shameful than to suppose that “I think” or that “I perceive” (Philo, 

Legum allegoriae 1.47, 11.68, 111.33). To infer from the accidents of my 

existence that “I am” (upadaya asmi) is ridiculous, because of the incon¬ 

stancy of all experience (S 111.105). “Were it not for the shackle, who would 

say ‘I am I’?” (Mathnawi 1.2449); Ei#e, <5 tckvov, kcll <xt) creavrov 

\v0ei9 (Hermes, Lib. xm.4). There can be no greater sorrow that the 

truly wise man can feel than to reflect that “he” still is “someone” (Cloud 

of Unknowing, ch. 44). 

To have felt this sorrow (a very different thing from wishing one had 

never been born, or from any thought of suicide) completes the intellectual 

preparation. The time has come for action. Once convinced that the Ego 

is “not my Self” we shall be ready to look for our Self, and to make the 

sacrifices that the quest demands. We cannot take up the operation in its 

ritual aspect here (except, in passing, to stress the value of ritual), but 

only in its application to daily life, every part of which can be transformed 

and transubstantiated. Assuming that we are now “true philosophers,” we 

shall inevitably begin to make a practice of dying. In other words, we shall 

mortify our tastes, “using the powers of the soul in our outward man no 

more than the five senses really need it” (Meister Eckhart, Pfeiffer ed., 

121 Our self can be known, but not our Self: for “by what might one understand 

him by whom one understands?” (BU 11.4.14). “How, then, do we ourselves come 

to be speaking of it? seeing that we cannot know it and may not grasp it. . . . We 

can and do state what it is not, while we are silent as to what it is; we are, indeed, 

speaking of it only in the light of its consequences; but although we are unable to 

define it, we can nevertheless possess it” (Enneads v.3.14). 
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p. 488); becoming less and less sentimental (“sticky”), and ever more and 

more fastidious; detaching ourselves from one thing after another. We 

shall feed the sensitive powers chiefly on those foods that nourish the Inner 

Man;122 a process of “reducing” strictly analogous to the reduction of 

fleshly obesity, since in this philosophy it is precisely “weight that drags 

our Self down, a notion that survives in the use of the word “gross” = 

sensual. Whoever would s’eternar, transumanar, must be “light-hearted.”1-' 

At the same time, if we are to act in agreement with our altered think¬ 

ing (Laws 803c), our whole activity must be purified of all self-reference. 

We must—like Christ—“do nothing of ourselves”; must act without any 

personal motive, selfish or unselfish. For this is more than any simple 

“altruism,” and harder; in Plato’s phrasing, we are to become God’s 

“toys” and “instruments,” unmoved by any inclinations of our own, 

whether to evil or good. This is the Chinese Wu Wei, do nothing, and 

all things will be done.” That “inaction is often, and often willfully, mis¬ 

understood by a generation whose only conception of leisure is that of a 

“leisure state” of idleness. The renunciation of works (samnyasa \armd- 

ndm, BG v.i), however, bears no such connotation; it means their assign¬ 

ment to another than ourselves (brahmany ddhdya \armdni, BG v.io, cf. 

JUB 1.5.1-3); the harnessed man should think, “I am doing nothing,” 

whatever it is that he may be doing (BG v.8). This abandonment and 

“yoking” (yoga) are one and the same, and neither is a doing nothing, 

but much rather “skillful operation” (BG vi.2, 11.50). “ ‘Inaction’ is not at¬ 

tained by undertaking nothing” (BG 111.4): almost in these very words 

Philo says that “Moses does not give the name of ‘rest’ (dvanavcru;) to a 

merely doing nothing (anpa^ia, De cherubim 87),” and he adds, The 

cause of all things is naturally active. . . . God’s ‘rest is [not a doing noth¬ 

ing, but] rather a working with absolute ease, without toil or suffering. . . . 

A being free from weakness, even though he be making everything [as 

Visvakarman], will never cease through all eternity to be ‘at rest. 

122 cf. Timaeus 90BC; Phaedrus 24611 ff.; Phaedo 64 ff., etc.; BG xvn.7 xvin.39. 

123 In the Egyptian psychostasis, the heart of the deceased is weighed against a 

feather, representing the goddess Truth (Maat). See further Coomaraswamy, Hin¬ 

duism and Buddhism, n. 269, on levitation. 

We have not attempted to deal with the Egyptian psychology, but would say in 

passing that the whole conception of the Breath and Breaths, or Power from Above 

and “powers of the soul,” is paralleled in that of the Egyptian \a and its attendant 

\au, the powers of life which the divine power “yokes.” For details see A. Moret, 

The Nile and Egyptian Civilization (London, 1927), pp. 181 83 an 35 59, anc 

H. Kees, Totenglauben und Jenseitsvorstellungen der alien Agypter (Leipzig, 1926). 

There can be no doubt of the equation, \a = Atman, Prana. 
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So the injunction not to cease from working is categorical, and accord¬ 

ing to vocation. In the case of the soldier, he is told, “Surrendering all 

works to Me, do thou fight” (BG 111.20); and more generally, “Even as 

the ignorant are busy because of their attachment to activity, so also 

should the Comprehensor work, but without attachment, with a view to 

the guarding of the world (loka-samgraha, BG m.25).” This is, pre¬ 

cisely, the doctrine of guardianship enunciated in the Seventh Book of 

the Republic: the philosopher who has made the steep ascent and seen 

the light, though he may naturally wish to stand aloof, will not be gov¬ 

erned by his inclinations, but will return to the Cave “to care for and 

to guard the other citizens,” so that the city may be governed by “waking 

minds” and that those may hold office who are least eager to do so (Re¬ 

public 519D flf.). This Kara/3acrt5 corresponds to the Indian avatarana 

and avasthana of the All-worker, who is in the world but not of it. In 

Krsna’s words, “There is nothing in this whole universe that I needs 

must do, nothing attainable that I have not attained, nevertheless I am 

in act, for were I not, these worlds would be unsettled and I should be 

an agent of confusion of functions and a slayer of my children” (BG 

111.23, 24). We must not confuse this point of view with that of the 

philanthropist or “servant of society”; the Comprehensor is a servant of 

God, not of society. He is naturally impartial, not an adherent of any 

party or interest, and is never the passive subject of righteous indignation; 

knowing Who he is, he loves no one but himSelf, the Self of all others, 

none of whom he loves or hates as they are in themselves. It is not what 

he does, whatever it may be, but his presence—even in a monastery, 

which is as much a proper part of an ordered world as any farm or 

factory—that “cares for and protects” the other citizens. 

The true ascetic (sawnyast), then, is, as the words dcr/cTjTTj? and its 

Skr. equivalent sramana124 alike imply, a “worker” but, unlike the ig¬ 

norant laborer, one who takes no thought for the morrow” (Matt. 

^•34) j thy concern is with the action only [that it be correct], not 

The semantic development of the words aovopnjs and sramana is the same: 

both are primarily laborer,” and secondarily in the modern religious sense “ascetic” 

and “wayfarer” or “hermit.” In exactly the same way, aocjsla and \ausaly'a are 

primarily technical knowledge and skill, and secondarily “wisdom” and “virtue.” 

These words, so easily misunderstood from the modern point of view, must 

not be understood to imply a commendation of any irrational aimlessness on the 

workers part; that the work should be at the same time pulcher et aptus (as our 

whole tradition maintains) involves its utility, and this implies that very foresight 

that distinguishes a person from an animal (purusa from pasu). The phrase ^ 
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with its fruits’ (BG 11.47)' Thus the traditional psychology, however 

practical, is anything but pragmatic; the judgment is not of ends, but 

of the means. The results are beyond our control and therefore no re¬ 

sponsibility of ours. One result, however, and that the best, follows in¬ 

evitably on the use of the right means, and that is the worker’s own 

perfecting. Man perfects himself by his devotion to his own tasks, de¬ 

termined by his own nature (BG xvm.45, 47): and this is also Justice, 

to iavrov TTparreLv, Kara $v(tlv (Plato, Republic 433). At the same time, 

mentally renouncing all his activities, the ruling Body-dweller [Inner 

Man], rests happily in the nine-doored city of the body, neither acting 

nor compelling action” (BG v.13). In other words, “You must know 

that the outer man’s employment can be such that all the time the Inner 

Man remains unaffected and unmoved” (Meister Eckhart, Pfeiffer ed., 

p. 489). 

Such are the immediate fruits of the traditional psychology, understood 

and practiced. But at the same time that such a man is freed from the 

domination of his hopes and fears—and this is what it means to be the 

“master of one’s fate”—he is becoming Who he is; and when he departs, 

and a successor takes his place, which is provided for in traditional so¬ 

cieties by the inheritance and formal transmission of the ministerial func¬ 

tions, then, “having done what there was to be done,” the psycho-physical 

personality will fall like a ripe fruit from the branch, to enter into other 

combinations, and this self’s other and immortal Self will have been set 

free. And these are the two ends that the traditional psychology proposes 

for whoever will put its doctrine into practice: to be at peace with oneself 

whatever one may be doing, and to become the Spectator of all time and 

of all things. 

Our primary purpose has been to describe the traditional psychology, 

as a contribution to the history of science. In doing so we have had in view 

both European and Indian, professional and lay, readers. We have wished, 

among other things, to show that it will be of the greatest possible ad¬ 

vantage in all philosophical studies to consider the Greek and Sanskrit 

/jLepi/jLvri(rriTe means “not being anxious about,” “not distracted by hopes or fears for” 

the consequences of whatever has been done correctly. The Comprehensor is neither 

to be elated by success nor disappointed by failure, but always the same. The meaning 

“not to be anxious about” is well brought out by Terence’s words, “curae quae meam 

animam divorse trahunt” (The Lady of Andros [LCL], 1.5.25), a reminiscence of 

Plato’s puppet, pulled in opposite directions by its contrary passions (Laws 644E). 
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sources simultaneously, and also, of course, if one’s competence admits, 

as mine does not, such other sources as the Arabic and Chinese. We have 

wished to emphasize that the doctrine of the Philosophia Perennis, in 

which our psychology is included, is stated in different areas and at dif¬ 

ferent times not only in cognate words, but often in the same idioms and 

in terms of the same symbolism, e.g., that of the puppet or that of the 

chariot; the greater part of these symbols are of prehistoric, at any rate 

neolithic, if not greater antiquity. We have sometimes dwelt on etymolo¬ 

gies with a view to showing that the doctrines referred to are implicit 

in the very structure of the sacred languages in which they are stated; 

and to remind the reader that the idioms, even of modern English, pre¬ 

serve the primary assumptions of the perennial philosophy, however little 

we may be conscious of, for instance, the doctrine duo sunt in homine 

when we speak of an “internal conflict” or of being “at peace with one¬ 

self,” or aware of the metaphysics of light and generation when we 

“argue” with a view to “clarifying” our “concepts.” In conclusion, let us 

emphasize again that the perennial psychology is not a science for its 

own sake, and can be of no use to anybody who will not practice it. The 

popular conception of the philosopher as one who “takes life philosophi¬ 

cally” is perfectly correct; the philosopher of our tradition is one who 

not only has the habit of first principles, but also one who approaches all 

contingent problems in the light of these principles. And finally, that the 

philosopher is not a victim of his desires is as much as to say that his 

whole concern is with “the things that make for peace”; one who is at 

peace with himself will have no occasion to wage war on others. For 

him, power and the balance of power are matters of no interest whatever. 
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That the word purusa, of uncertain derivation, but probably from pr, 

“to fill,” (cf. punt, “many”) is properly rendered by and corresponds to 

“person” can be readily established by a confrontation of texts. In AA 

11.2.2-3, “the more clearly one knows the Essence (atman), the more one 

is fully in being.” Consciousness of the Essence is wanting in minerals, 

perceptible in plants and trees, more evident in animated things (pra- 

nabhrt), and “though there are sundry in whom no intelligence is ap¬ 

parent, [it is] most evident in a ‘person’ {purusa). For a ‘person’ is most 

endowed with understanding (prajna), he speaks of what has been 

discriminated {vijhata), he perceives distinctions {vijhatam pasyati), he 

comprehends {veda) the future, he comprehends what is and what is not 

mundane {lo\alo\au)/ and is so endowed that by the mortal he seeks 

the immortal.2 But as for the sundry, mere animals (pasu),3 theirs is an 

estimative understanding (abhivijndna) merely according to hunger 

and thirst, they do not speak what has been discriminated. . . . Their 

becoming is only so far, they have being {sambhavah = habent esse) 

only in the measure of their understanding {yatha prajnam hi). The 

[Coomaraswamy’s translation of atman as Essence indicates that this paper was 

written ca. 1935; the “experimental translation,” as he called it, was proposed in 

“Two Vedantic Hymns from the Siddhdntamu\tavaliBSOS, VIII (1935)? 9I_99> 

and withdrawn in “Vedic Exemplarism,” 1936 (see pp. 188-189 in this volume). 

1 Worldly and superworldly, i.e., what is in time and space, and what is apart 

from time and space. 
2 That is, he sees contingent things eternalwise, for him the world is a theophany, 

he can employ the via analogia, and can follow the vestigium pedis, padam na gor- 

apagulham, RV iv.5.3. 

3 Pasu, in the same sense of “human being that is no better than an animal,” occurs 

in BU 1.4.10, where he who worships any angel otherwise than as his own Essence 

{atman) is called a “mere animal,” and in Siddhantamukt'avali, verse xxxvi, where 

the author in the same way designates as “mere animals” those who refrain from 

the Essence that is man’s last end (purus'artha). The distinction of purusa from 

pasitn (pi.) is like that between a “proper man,” German Mensch, and “the herd.” 
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‘person’ thus defined (sa esa purusah) is the sea, and transcends the 

whole universe (sarvam lol^am ati).,H 

The use of “person” in the sense proper to purusa, above, can be cited 

in Boethius, Contra Evtychen n, “There is no person of a horse or ox 

or any other of the animals which, dumb and unreasoning, live a life of 

sense alone, but we say there is a person of a man, of God, or an Angel,” 

as well as in his better known definition, ibid, in, “Person is an individual 

substance of a rational nature,” and in St. Thomas, Sum. Theol. 1.39.1c, 

where Person is defined as referring to the divine Essence when regarded 

as subject, i.e., “concretely” and in relation to the world as object. St. 

Thomas also wrote, Sum. Theol. 1.29.3 and ad 2, “Person signifies what is 

most perfect in all nature—that is, a subsistent individual of a rational 

nature. Hence . . . forasmuch as His Essence contains every perfection, 

this name ‘person’ is fittingly applied to God; not, however, as it is applied 

to creatures, but in a more excellent way . . . the dignity of the divine 

nature excels every other dignity; and thus the name ‘person’ preeminently 

belongs to God.” 

It is thus clear that the words purusa and “person” are as nearly as 

possible synonymous in reference. In the last passage, “more excellent” 

and “preeminently” exactly correspond to the designation Maha Purusa, 

“Great Person,” in AA m.2.3, where four purusas are distinguished as 

follows: (1) the corporeal (sarira-), which is the “embodied essence” 

l^dehi\a atma) and of which the principle (rasa) is the “comprehend¬ 

ing Essence” (prajnatma); (2) the aggregate of syllables of which the 

principle is “A” (cf. 11.3.6, “A is the whole Word”); (3) that by which 

one comprehends (veda) the Four Vedas, and of which the principle is 

the Brahman priest as being filled with the spiritual power (brahman); 

and (4) the Maha Purusa, the Year (samvatsara), which “distinguishes 

some things and unifies others.4 5 6 And be it known that the incorporeal 

comprehending Essence and the Sun are one and the same, and thus 

it comes about that the Sun is present to every ‘person’ (purusam puru- 

4 Ati, as denoting transcendence, is discussed below. The “sea” is of infinite pos¬ 

sibility, cf. RV x.5.1 e\ah samudro dharuno rayinam (Agni), vm.41.8 samudro 
apicyah (Varuna), and for the idea, St. John Damascene, De Fide Orthodoxa 1, 

“he who is (= asti in KU vi.12) is the principal of all names applied to God; for 

comprehending all in itself, it contains existence itself as an infinite and indetermi¬ 
nate sea of substance.” 

6 I.e., brings life to some and death to others, and is thus the author of the being 

of all beings, cf. x.121.2 (Hiranyagarbha, Prajapati) yasya chaya amrtam, yasya 
mrtyuh, “Whose overshadowing is of life, and likewise of death.” 
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sam pratyaditya) .”6 The Aitareya Aranyapa, continuing, cites RV 1.115.1, 

The bright face of the Angels has arisen (ud agat), the eye of Mitra, 

Varuna, and Agni. It hath filled (apra, from \/ pr) Heaven, Earth, and 

Midgard. The Sun is the Essence (dtman) of all that is motionless or 

mobile (jagatah tasthusah).” 

This evidently, and sentence for sentence, corresponds to RV x.90.4, 

where “With three-fourths the Purusa went upwards (urdhva ud ait).1 

One-fourth of Him became recurrent (abhavat punah) here.8 Thence He 

proceeded universally (visvarn vy apramat) unto what eats and does 

not eat (sdsanasane) .”9 

0 The identity of the “person in the heart” with the “Golden Person in the Sun,” is, 

of course, a fundamental doctrine in the Upanisads, e.g., MU vi.i, “He bears Himself 

twofold, as the breath of life {prana) here, and as yonder Aditya . . . Yonder Aditya is 

verily the outer-Essence (bahir-atma), the breath of life the inner-Essence {antar- 
atma)." The form pratyaditya in Aitareya Aranyapa corresponds to pratyagatman, 
passim. Pratyagatman is almost literally “hypostasis,” dtman is never “body.” 

7 As remarked by W. Norman Brown, “the verb ud i is almost exclusively a 

Surya word.” 

8 That is, as Agni Vaisvanara, “Universal Man,” and/or Soma, etc., who as the 

fire (or water) of life in the worlds takes on death {nirrtim a vivesa, RV 1.164.32), 

is subject to inveteration {jujurvan, ri.4.5), and is born again and again {muhur . . . 
a bhuta, ibid.; janman janman nihitah, m.1.20: bhurijanma, x.5.1; jayate punah . . . 
navo navo bhavati jayamana, x.85.18-19); or as the Sun, the eighth Aditya, whom 

Aditi “bore hitherward unto repeated life and death” {prajayai mrtyave punah, 
x.72.9), cf. 11.5.2, “Agni, eighth in place.” In the same way, Prajapati is “stupified by 

eld” {jiryya mura, PB xxv.17.3), Agni, Soma, and Varuna “sink down” (cyavante, 

x.124.4), Cyavana’s youth and potency are lost, and must be renewed (RV, passim). 
Agni’s mortalities and resurrections are both daily and aeviternal. It is with reference to 

the indefinite duration of aeviternity that Agni is commonly called “undying amongst 

those that die” {amartyam martesu, iv.r.i, etc.), that he is said to bestow upon the 

Angels their aeviternity (vi.7.4, cf. iv.54.2), and that the latter are themselves re¬ 

ferred to as “aeviternal” {amrta, passim). It does not appear that the Rg Veda 
anywhere attributes an absolute immortality to any manifested aspect of deity, but 

rather assumes that “God comes and goes, God passes away” (Eckhart). But ex¬ 

pressions such as amrtattva uttama, 1.31.1, may refer to what Sankara calls “absolute 

immortality” {atyantipa amrtattva) conceived of as an end attainable by men or 

angels, and in any case the Rg Veda, in stressing the doctrine of resurrection, assumes 

an eternal principle underlying all its formal manifestations. That, for example, 

which surveys the past and future at once, cannot be thought of as itself belonging 

to the past or future; He who looks through the Sun, is not himself the Sun. 

9 Adopting Sayana’s perfectly intelligible explanation of sa-asana and an-asana as 

designating respectively “the intelligent animated and generated, that partakes of 

food,” and “the motionless and unintelligent, such as a mountain”; which cor¬ 

responds exactly to jagatah tasthusah (motionless and moving), in RV 1.115.1. In 

view of Sayana’s explanation (Monier Williams also gives “not eating” as the mean¬ 

ing of anasana), I do not see how sasananasane can have come to be called “obscure.” 

W. Norman Brown does not think it worthwhile even to mention Sayana in the 
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The Purusasu\ta affirms the transcendance £>f the Purusa in terms that 

can be closely paralleled in other hymns, as well as in the Brahmanas and 

Upanisads. That one-fourth of Him which, as we have seen, is the “Person 

in the Sun,” “is all existences” (vi'sva bhutam), “this entire world (evarn 

sarvam) both past and future (bhutam yac ca bhavyam).” The latter 

expression corresponds to “what has been done and shall be done” (kjtani 

yd ca hr tv a) in 1.25.11: here Varuna is described as operating ab extra, 

in the Sun, as the expressions “far-seeing (uru-capsasa),” “diffusing a 

golden garb, wearing a glistening-robe (vibhrd drapim hiranyam . . . 

vasta nirnijam),”10 “enthroned for universal empire (ni sasdda . . . samraj- 

ydya),” clearly show; and being seated thus, ibid, n,* 11 “thence He who 

knows all hidden things (vi'sva adbhuta cipitvan)12 surveys what has been 

done and shall be done (abhi pasyati hjtani yd ca hrtva).” In x.88.13-14, 

this “ancient star, the Yaksa’s outlook, Agni Vaisvanara,” is said to have 

“exceeded Heaven and Earth in power (mahimna pari babhuva urvi)," 

and called “an Angel here below and there beyond (uta avastdt uta deva 

parastat).” Neglecting many other parallels that could be cited, this 

takes us back to the Pnrusasu\ta, where in verses 2 and 3, we have “Great 

as is the power (mahima) of the Lord of Aeviternity (amrtasya isanah, 

the Sun) when he rises up with food (annena-ati rohati), still more 

(jydyas ca) is the Person,” as also in verses 1 and 5, it is said that He 

“transcends the ten-finger-space (aty atisthad dasangulam),”13 and “sur¬ 

passes Earth {aty aricyata . . . bhtimim),” where, as usual, “Earth” means 

the whole “ground” of existence. AA 11.3.3, where the Purusa transcends 

present connection. Not that Sayana is always right, but he is always worth con¬ 

sidering, and here the confrontation of texts proves him right beyond doubt. 

10 Nirnija implies “washed white.” Cf. RV vni.41.10, where Varuna, manifested 

as the Sun, is said to have “made, by his operation, the blacks to be glistening white 

{svetan adhi nirnijah. ca\re hrsnan).” 

11 In verse 6, the dual venanta implies Mitravaruna; calling them in effect, the 

“dual solar being,” ven being typically a “sun word.” 

12 Adbhuta, equivalent to adrsta, “invisible,” as in iv.2.12, where Agni is said to 

behold both what is evident and what is hidden {dr'syan agne etan . . . pasye adbhu- 
tan). Adbhuta is often rendered by “marvelous,” but the things past and future are 

here thought of as marvelous, not as being miraculous in themselves, but as being 

mysterious, unknown, and inaccessible to observation. 

13 Dasangulam has been much discussed. Here I merely adduce vi.44.24 dasay- 
antram utsam, x.51.3 dasantarusyat, and PB xxv.15.1, “the Year consists of tens and 

tens,” to suggest that “ten” may have reference to the directions of space. [Also see 

Coomaraswamy, “RV x.90.1 aty atisthad dasangulam'' 1946—ed.]. 
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the whole universe (sawam lo\am-ati), cited above, evidently depends on 

the foregoing texts, nor is there anything that the Upanisadic statements, 

though more detailed, can be said to add to this. 

At this point a digression will be necessary, in order to speak of the two 

different ways in which a knowledge of the divine nature has been 

sought. The Upanisads employ these two ways, those of the via analogia 

(the technique of symbolism) and the via remotionis (the technique of 

abstraction) in precisely the same way as Christianity, which inherited 

the positive (Karac^cmxi?) and negative (diro^aTixr)) methods from Neo¬ 

platonism through pseudo-Dionysius, who employed them in the De 

divims nominibus. The positive method consists in the attribution to God, 

in a superlative and absolute manner, of all the perfections and beauties 

conceivable in existing things; these absolute perfections in Him, al¬ 

though distinguishable logically, are regarded as inexplicable in Him and 

as identical with His essence. Each of these attributions constitutes an 

“essential name,” such essential names being as many as the perfections 

that can be enumerated. Examples of this method may be cited in the 

designation of God as Light, Love, Wisdom, Being, etc., and in the 

Brahmanas’ sac-cid-ananda. On the other hand, the negative method 

proceeds to the definition of the divine nature by the way of abstraction 

and the assertion of transcendence with respect to antitheses. From this 

point of view, the highest understanding that we can have of God is 

expressed by a denial in Him of any of those attributes the notion of which 

is derived from things external to His superessential unity. According to 

this method, God may be spoken of as Nonbeing, No-thing, or Darkness, 

or as in the Upanisads by the famous expression neti, neti, “No, no,” or 

as That “from which words turn back, together with the intellect, not 

finding Him” (TU 11.4), and “where high fantasy falls short of power” 

(Dante, Paradiso xxxm.142). Eckhart follows this method when he says 

that “Nothing true can be said of God.” Such examples could be multi¬ 

plied indefinitely from all kinds of sources, Christian, Sufi, Hindu, Tao¬ 

ist, and others. In Upanisadic metaphysics, no less than in Christian theol¬ 

ogy, “C’est la voie negative qui a la primaute sur l’autre, Dieu n’est pas 

un objet. II est par dela tout ce qui est, done par dela le connaissable, 

puisque la connaissance a letre pour iimite. A ce point de vue sureminent, 

Dieu n’est pas seulement au-dessus d’affirmations et de negations contra- 

dictoires, mais sa nature supersubstantielle est enveloppee de tenebres” 
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(M. de Wulf, Histoire de la philosophic medievale, 6th ed., Paris, 1934, 

p. 107). “He does not know what He Himself is, because He is not any 

thing. . . . Wherefore it is said that God is Essence, but more truly that 

He is not Essence” (“Deus itaque nescit se quid est, quia non est quid. 

. . . Essentia ergo dicitur Deus, sed proprie essentia non est”), Erigena, 

De div. naturae, 11.13 and 1.14; or putting this into Indian terms, “The 

Brahman is called dtman, but more properly anatmya." These reflections 

may prepare us to consider the nature of the Purusa in greater detail ac¬ 

cording to the Vedic and Upanisadic formulations, which seem strange 

only to those who are unfamiliar with the methodology of theology and 

metaphysics universally. The main point to be realized is that if, indeed, 

His nature transcends all logical antitheses, He cannot be found as He 

is in Himself by the seeker who regards only His being, that is, His “Face” 

or “Light,” but only by the Comprehensor who sees also His “Back” or 

“Darkness.” He is not only Love and Life but also Dread and Death, 

the omnipresent (vyapaka) and uncharacterized (alinga) Person {puru¬ 

sa), “by knowing Whom a man is liberated and attains eternity {amrtat- 

vam)Pli 

The similar list of concepts in KU 111.10-13 interpolates “beyond the 

sense are their values or meanings {artha),”15 substitutes buddhi for “pure 

14 Here evidently not “aeviternity,” but as also in KU iv.i, atyanti\am amrtatvam, 
“eternity.” 

15 R. E. Hume and J. N. Rawson render artha by “sense objects,” and the latter 

naturally finds a lesion in the logical sequence of thought—a characteristic result 

of want of “trust” (sraddha) in the scriptural text. Artha means the value or sig¬ 

nificance that is attached to the sense-perceptions. From our empirical point of view, 

such values are introduced post j actum and cannot be thought of as causal principles: 

but ontologically, artha as last end in this sense is the same as the raison d’etre 
of the thing in its inception; cf. the Scholastic view that “the ultimate end of the 

work is ever the same as the real intention of the work’s first cause” (Eckhart, Evans 

ed., I, 252), and similarly AA 111.2.6, “What is the inception, that indeed is the 

fulfilment (yo hy eva prabhavah sa eva apya yah).” 

We say, moreover, with Abelard that nomen est vox significativa, with BD 11.117 

that “the word which designates a thing is derived from its significance {arthat 

padam svabhidheyam . . . -jam),” with Nirukta 11.1 that “names have their basis 

in subsistence (sattva-pradhanam namani),” and scarcely need to demonstrate that 

from the Vedic point of view, “names” are the immediate causes of the coming into 

being of things, viz. in virtue of their being the ideas or forms of things. It is the 

knower who projects the known beyond himself; and where esse est percipi, the 

significance of the thing is thus the formal cause of its becoming, as well as the final 

cause of its existence. Cf. Erigena, Finis enim totius motus est pnncipium sui” 

{De div. naturae v.3, c. 866). In this way, then, significance is logically prior to 
perception. 
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being of the intellect (manasah sattvam uttamam),” affirms that there is 

“nothing whatever beyond the Person,” and employs the expression “Es¬ 

sence at rest (santa atman) 16 as another designation of the superessen¬ 

tial Person. 

The series in TU n.6 begins with vegetative (anna-may a) essence 

(equivalent to “senses” above); beyond this is the pneumatic (prana-maya) 

essence which is our life (dyus) and All-life (sarvayusa); beyond this the 

mand-maya essence, consisting of the Vedas and exegesis; beyond this 

the discriminating (vijnana-maya) essence, identified with Eternal Law 

(rta) and Power or Glory (mahas), and corresponding to buddhi in KU 

in.10; beyond this the beatific (ananda-maya) essence (the last four mo¬ 

dalities of essence are said to be in the similitude of “person” [purusa- 

vidhah],1' as in AA m.2.3); and this is supported by the Brahman, 

whether as nonbeing (asat) or as being (sat). 

An over-anxious scholarship seems to have made a needless mystery 

out of these only slightly varied formulations. That the vegetative mani¬ 

festation of the sense-life depends immediately upon “food” is obvious. 

The pneumatic, or sometimes “fiery” (te jo-may a), essence is evidently 

represented in Agni Vaisvanara, Universal Man (RV 1.35.6 e{dyus, 

iv.28.2 visvayus, 1v.58.11 antah ayusi). The practical intellect (manas) 

and the pure or possible intellect (manasah sattvam, buddhi, vijnana- 

maya) are distinguished, the latter being identified with the Great (ma- 

hat, etc.) and consequently with the Sun (TU 1.5.2, “Mahas, the Sun; the 

worlds are all empowered [mahiyante] by the Sun”). This is of particular 

importance for the understanding of KU vi.8, where “beyond the un- 

16 The “end” of any motion is defined as that in which this motion is brought 

to rest; cf. AA 1.5.3, “rest is full-support” (santir vai pratistha), or as rendered in¬ 

versely by Keith, “atonement is rest.” Cf. Eckhart, “There no work is done at all.” 

17 It may appear strange to speak of “form” (vidha, svarupa, etc.) in connection 

with the superessential and unmanifested Essence. But cf. Boethius, De Trinitate 

11.21, “Omne namque esse ex forma est,” “All being is formal.” The form that is 

predicated of the superessential Essence is not a form, but the principle of form, 

altogether simple and immutable in Itself, although the form of all things; cf. Boe¬ 

thius again, “esse ipsum, forma essendi,” “Being in itself is the form of being,” and 

Thierry of Chartres (Der \ommentar des Clarenbaldus von Arras zu Boethius De 

Trinitate, ed. Wilhelm Jansen [attributed to Clarenbaldus of Arras, but more proba¬ 

bly by Thierry of Chartres], Breslau, 1926, p. 108), “divinitas singulis rebus forma es¬ 

sendi est,” “Godhood is the (exemplary) form of the being that is in singular things.” 

This “Sovereign Form” (rupamai'svaram) of the Most-Personal (purusottama) can 

only be apprehended in its multiplicity (pravibhaktam anehadha), though one in 

Itself (e\astham), hence the nature of Arjuna’s vision in BG xi (the terms cited 

are from verses 3 and 13). 
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shown” (avya\ta)18 requires as logical antecedent “beyond the shown” 

(;vya\ta): for it is precisely the Great, the Person in the Sun, that as 

the light and eye of the divine understanding is the divine manifesta¬ 

tion of all that can be manifested (vyakta). What the Katha Upant- 

sad, then, affirms is that the uncharacterized Person is “beyond” both 

the shown and the unshown, transcending their distinction, not to be 

thought of merely as one or the other, but rather as vya\tavya\ta, “shown- 

unshown”; and thus interpreted, the Person “beyond whom there is naught 

whatever” coincides in reference with the Upanisadic superessential Es¬ 

sence (paramdtman) and the Brahman as transcending the distinction 

of satasat, being and nonbeing alike. 

18 That Rawson, KU, p. 21, renders avya\ta by “matter” shows that he has in mind 

the customary renderings of the Samkhyan purusa and pra\rti by “spirit and matter.” 

But “spirit and matter” represents an antithesis unknown to Indian thought, which 

rather distinguishes essence from nature or substance, or act from potentiality, in the 

Supreme Identity. Indian avya\ta, like the “unshown” of pure metaphysics in general, 

cannot be identified with Christian “primary matter,” which is a “potentiality only 

with respect to the reception of natural forms” {Sum. Theol. 1.7.2 ad 3); avya\ta 

embraces all possibilities, not only those of being, but also those which are not in 

any sense possibilities of manifestation. This metaphysically infinite possibility {aditi, 

mula-pra\rti, etc.), as being the divine nature {svabhava) and the matrix (yoni) of 

the divine essence, becomes the means whereby {sa\ti, maya, svadha, etc.) the latter 

operates, the distinction of essence from nature arising simultaneously with the divine 

act which presupposes it. 
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But when the sun has set . . . moon has set . . . fire gone out, 

and speech hushed, what light does a person here have? 

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad iv.3.6 

A sharp distinction is often drawn between the Way of Gnosis (jndna- 

marga) on the one hand and the Way of Dedication (bhakti-marga) 

or Way of Love (prema-marga) on the other, this distinction correspond¬ 

ing at the same time to that of the Contemplative Life (.sarnhjiya yoga and 

samnyasa of BG) from the Active Life (\arma yoga of BG). The distinc¬ 

tion, which is made as if the operations of the intellect and will could be 

isolated as clearly in the subject as they can be in logic, is one in any case 

of procedure and, under certain conditions, also one of ends; and such 

a distinction is certainly not without meaning insofar as it corresponds to 

one of mysticism from gnosticism, that is, of devotional faith and re¬ 

ligious exercises from initiatory teaching and metaphysical practice, of a 

“deification” in the sense of assimilation with a perfect consent of will 

from a “deification” in which the distinction of knower from known 

is past. 

On the other hand, whatever may be the facts about the devotional 

works generally attributed to Sri Sankaracarya, there can be no doubt that 

Indians whose thought and mode of being is traditional have never found 

any difficulty in thinking of this greatest and most intellectual exponent 

of nondualistic (advaita) metaphysics as having been at one and the 

same time a bha\ta and a jndni. Consider in this connection also the 

markedly devotional phraseology of certain hymns included in V. P. 

Bhatta’s Siddhantamuktavali (J. R. Ballantyne, tr., Calcutta, 1851), 

where, for example, we find, addressed to the spirit (atman), “Now that 

[Internal evidence points only to a date after 1936 for the composition of this paper 

—ED.] 
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I have gotten Thee, I shall never let Thee go” (idanim Warn aham prdpto 

na tyajami \addcana); it is only the academic scholar to whom such 

an expression of feeling on the part of a Vedantist can seem incongruous. 

The Bhagavad Gita, v.2-4, indeed, plainly affirms that for one perfected 

(dsthitah samya\) in either Way, one and the same fruition (e\am . . . 

phalam) and summum bonum (nihsreyasa) results, nor can this sum- 

mum bonum intended be any other than the “despiration in Brahman’ 

(brahma-nirvanam) of BG v .24-25, mrvanam here corresponding to 

andtyam in TU 11.7. BG vm.22 is equally explicit: That supernal Person 

is to be gotten by an exclusive self-dedication (purusah sa parah . . . 

bhahtya labhyas tu ananyaya), that is to say, by an undivided or pure 

love as defined by St. Bernard. 

“Perfected” (samya\) in the passage just cited implies an important 

reservation, since it is not to be supposed that the reward (phala) of one 

who has followed either path halfway will be the same as that of one 

who reaches its end.1 One who goes but halfway, whether by a move- 

1 “According as men approach me, so do I deal unto them” (BG 1v.11), i.e., I give 

them whatever they seek, whether it be mundane welfare, or “salvation,” or “libera¬ 

tion”: “Whatever desire he has, that is bestowed upon him,” i.e., by the Sun (SB 

1.9.3.16). How the wayfarer’s attainment is thus self-determined is1 admirably stated 

in the Abhidharma\osa, vi.45d: “Whatever desire is bound up with a given Way, 

cannot be eradicated by that Way”; the exoteric Christian Way, for example, cannot 

lead to anything but a “personal immortality,” cannot lead beyond “salvation” to 

“liberation.” No Way can be thought of as extending beyond the goal to which 

it is actually directed. 

It may be remarked that although deliverance (mo\sa, nirvana) involves a cessa¬ 

tion (nirodha) of intellection (vijhdna, citta, cf. vinnanassa nirodha — ceto vimutti, 

D 1.223), a sharp distinction of citta, mana, vihhana, from atta is maintained: “This 

(citta, mano, vinnana) is not ‘mine’ this is not ‘I,’ this is not my Spirit (atta)," S 

n.94-95. Cf. also mano nidoddhavyam hrdi, MU vi.34; atmasamstham manah \rtvd 

na kimcid api cintayet, BG vi.25; and “The mind must be de-mented” (Eckhart, 

Evans ed., I, 243). Such a cessation can be of two sorts, (1) a state of real uncons¬ 

ciousness (asamjni), or (2) a state of peace (sdnti) and sameness or perfect sim¬ 

plicity (samtata). The former is expressly described (Abhidharma\osa 42-64) as a 

mistaken conception of deliverance (nihsarana) entertained by certain of the profane 

(prthagjana), who may indeed attain to such a condition, but will reawaken to con¬ 

tingent being (cf. Isa Up. 12, where those who are attached to an ideal of non-entity, 

asambhuta, go to realms of darkness no less than those who are attached to the con¬ 

cept of entity, sambhuta)-, while others of the profane shrink from the idea of “de¬ 

liverance” just because they understand that by deliverance is meant “annihilation.” 

The quoted passages and whole context show that it is not a destruction of the intel¬ 

lect that is implied by amanibhava, but rather that when the intellect no longer in- 

telligizes, i.e., when there is no longer any distinction of knower and known, of 

being and knowledge, but only knowledge as being and being as knowledge (in our 

text, yet cittas tan mayo bhavati), “One is what he thinks” and is no longer one who 
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ment of the will as in mysticism, or by means of an intellectual con¬ 

templation as in theology, guided only by “faith,” may indeed attain to 

the highest level of contingent human being and to the vision of the 

Face of God, but has not yet reached the Supreme Identity (tad e\am), 

and is still in multiplicity. 

The Christ as such, as a Person, is not the final goal, but rather the 

Path itself." The Christ is the Axis of the Universe, Agni “columnar 

\s\ambhah = crraupo?] in the nest of proximate life,* 2 3 standing in His 

ground at the parting of the ways” (pat ham visarge, RV x.5.6), the Sun 

(savitd satyadharmendrah) to Whom all paths converge (samare pathi- 

nam, VS xii.66), and by the same token the Gate of the World, the way 

out into time and way back into eternity. “I am the door, by Me if any man 

enter in, he shall be saved, and shall go in and out and find pasture. . . ,4 

I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life: no man cometh to the Father but 

by Me” (John 10:9 and 14:6). Similarly, in the Vedic tradition the supernal 

Sun, the “Truth” (satyam), is the Portal of the Universe and Heaven’s 

only Opening (Cleft, lo\a-dvara, divas-chidra), as it were the “Hub of the 

Chariot Wheel” (rathasya \ha) passing through which (adityam samaye, 

“through the midst of the Sun”) the Comprehensor (vidvan) is “wholly 

liberated” (atimucyate) (JUB 1.3, 5, and 111.33, CU vm.6.5, Isa Up. 15, 16, 

etc.). “There is no approach by a side path here in the world” (MU vi.30).5 

thinks of anything; that is Gnosis. Cf. Indra in CU vin.ii, with Kaus. Up. iv.20 and 

Eckhart’s, “What the tyro fears is the expert’s delight; the kingdom of God is for 

none but the thoroughly dead” (Evans ed., 1, 419). On the other hand, by a de¬ 

mentation in the second sense is implied that form of beatitude to which the Trans- 

mundane or Aryan Path is ordered; cf. BG 11.71, “The man who rejects all desires 

and proceeds apart, absolved from ‘I and mine,’ he reaches Peace” (santim gacchati), 

and BG vi.15, santim nirvanam aparamam matsamstham adhigacchati\ matsamstham 

= atmasamstham, cf. BG x.20, ahamatma). 

2 See Coomaraswamy, A New Approach to the Vedas, 1933, p. 43. 

3 “Nest,” the sacrificial fire-altar; the seat of the Sacrifice accomplished in the 

beginning and perpetuated in the ritual. “Columnar”: Vedic skambha, coincident 

with the trunk of the Tree of Life and axle-tree of the Chariot of Light, corresponds 

to the Gnostic o-raupos by which Heaven and Earth are at the same time parted 

and connected, and to the vertical of the Cross as well as (in the present connection 

especially) to the Pillar of Fire by night and Pillar of Smoke by day. 

4 “Shall . . . pasture,” as in CU vm.5.4; when the knowers of the Spirit are pos¬ 

sessed of the Brahma world, it is said that “theirs is a movement at will in every 

world” (sarvesu lo\esu \umacarah), i.e., independent of local motion; cf. TU m.10.5, 

etc., quoted in Coomaraswamy, A New Approach to the Vedas, p. 113. 

5 There is an apparent contradiction in SB xi.4.1, where six “doors” of access to 

Brahman are described. But of these, the first five lead only to an acquisition of great 

possessions; it is only by means of what is “perfect in the Sacrifice” (yafnasya sam- 
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The “Cleft” or “Hub” is enveloped by Rays of Light (rasmibhis samchan- 

narn drsyate, JUB 1.3), which must be withdrawn before-the Orb (manda- 

Id) can be clearly seen (Isa Up. 16 vyuha rasmin, JUB 1.6 rasmln ... vyuha- 

pannam) that the sacrificer “enters the Sundoor of Brahman” (aditya ha sa brah- 

inano dvarena pratipadyate) and becomes a “Fellow of the World of Heavenly-light 

(svargalo\ah)"; cf. BG vn.22, 23. The foregoing is one of many passages in which 

it is clear that svarga does not necessarily mean an inferior heaven on the hither 

side of the Sun, but may denote the Empyrean. 

In Kaus. Up. 1.2, it is the Moon that is the Door of the World of Heavenly-light 

which admits some and returns others. The question is evidently put, “Who art 

thou?” but the abbreviated text has only, according to various readings, either (1) 

“One who answers Him, obtains Him completely” (tam yah pratyaha tam atisrjate), 

taking atisrj as in KU 1.11 (cf. srj in the sense “receive” [interest] in Manu vm.140, 

and atisrsti in BU 1.4.6), or (2) with the same reading, “One who answers Him, him 

He sets free,” taking tam atisrjate as repeated at the end of Kau$. Up. 1.2, probably 

with the Moon as subject, or (3) “One who answers Him, saying ‘Thou,’ He liber¬ 

ates” (tam yah pratyaha tvam iti srjate), where we adopt the variant iti srjate 

and make the emendation obviously needed in this case, of tvam for tam. In any case 

translators, ignoring the parallel with JUB in.14 and JB 1.18, have missed the point. 

“But one who does not answer thus” (ya enarn na pratyaha), or much less plausibly 

“does not answer” (atha yo na pratyaha), “descends with the rains to birth in this 

world as animal or person (purusa) according to his works and his wisdom” (pra- 

tyajayate yatha \arma yatha vidyam, cf. AA 11.3.2, yatha prajham hi sambhavah\ 

the list of animals in Kaus. Up. corresponds to itaresam pasunam in AA, and is to 

be taken in a purely symbolic sense, distinction being made of animal men from 

those purusah in whom the form of Humanity is actually realized). Kaus. Up. now 

twice cites the question assumed above, “Who art thou?” (\o’si), and to this two 

answers are given: (1) one which is evidently that of the man destined to be reborn 

includes the words, addressed to the Seasons (who in JUB 111.14, “drag him away 

caught by the foot on the verge of success”), “Send ye me forth in man as a doer 

(ma pumsi \artary irayadhvam), through a man as agent inseminate me in a 

mother,” this answer being appropriate for those of whom it is said that they who 

go to the Moon in the dark fortnight “He makes to be born” (prajanayanti); and 

(2) “I am Thou” (tvam asmiti), corresponding to the tvam iti assumed above, and 

appropriate to the Comprehensor who actually makes this answer (enam . . . praty¬ 

aha), as cited above, and accordingly “obtains the Moon,” or “whom the Moon 

sets free (tam atisrjate)." The Path is often formulated as leading to the Sun, 

thence to the Moon, and thence into the Lightning (e.g., CU iv.n-12 and v.10.2) 

or Fire (MU vi.38), i.e., Agni Vaidyuta, the Lightning; notwithstanding that the 

Sun and Moon are Heaven and Earth, om and Vac, the world of the divinities and 

world of men respectively (JUB 111.13 and BU 111.8.9). ft is explained in MU vi.38 

that “in the midst of the Sun is the Moon, in the midst of the Moon, Fire,” and in 

any case it must be remembered that unification of the Sun and Moon is a con¬ 

comitant of death (candrama ivaditya drsyate, AA m.2.4). There must be borne in 

mind the “Liebesgeschichte des Himmelsit is a constant theme throughout our 

sources that the Sun and Moon, Heaven and Earth, were “once” united, are sepa¬ 

rated in the beginning when time and space come into being, and are reunited at 

the End of the Worlds, End of the Heaven, End of the Year, where Heaven and 
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tif cf. BU v.5.2, where it is a prognostication of death when “he sees that 

orb quite clear, those rays no longer reach him,” suddham evaitan manda- 

lam pasyati nainam ete rasmayah pratyayayanti) J One sees the “Golden 

Disk” (hiranya patra, Isa Up. xv) that is represented in the cosmic rite by a 

golden disk (ru\ma), which is analogically the Sun (aditya), the Truth 

(satya), and is provided with twenty-one peripheral knobs, which represent 

the solar Rays extended to the thrice seven “worlds” (SB in, and passim). 

The Golden Disk, the Orb itself, is an operculum by which the Mouth 

or Inlet (mu\ha, Isa Up. 15, JUB 111.33.8, cf. BG xi.25, muhjiani, cf. 

Earth embrace; cf. Zohar, Shelah Lecha section: “When the light of the Sun arrives, 

the Moon is embraced in it; but the Sun and Moon cannot shine together; the Moon 

cannot shine till the Sun is gathered in.” When the Sun and Moon are unified, the 

worlds are as it were closed up, the “middle space” (antari\sa, rajas) is closed up; 

for one who sees them thus there is no more place for any “world.” And so it is 

said that one “climbs the Tree, conjoining these two Divinities pairwise” (ete dve- 

dve devate samdhaye, JUB 1.3.2), and it is indeed at the Treetop that “the Eagle-pair of 

conjoint lovers are embraced together” (dm suparna sayuja sa\haya samanam vr\sam 

pari svajate, RV 1.164.20; cf. VS xxxvm.25 and TS V11.4.19P), who are at once the 

Sun and Moon, Mitra and Varuna, Heaven and Earth, and as in BU iv.3.19 and 21, 
the Spirit of God and self-same Spirit in Man (prajhenatmana sampansva\tah, ibid.), 

which Foreknowing Spirit, even though embodied Itself, is bodiless and consubstan- 

tial with the Sun (yas cayam asarirah prajhatma yas cdsav aditya e\am, AA m.2.3 

and 4 which, as remarked by Keith, is “the most common doctrine in the Upani- 

shads”). 

6 Misunderstood alike by Oertel (“parts his rays”) and by Hume (“Spread forth 

thy rays”). Sayana’s vyuha = vigamaya is correct; vyuh is here indeed to “scatter,” 

but in the sense “dispel,” “remove,” “withdraw.” 

The formuladon in AA m.2.4 is foolproof: “The Sun’s rays are no longer mani¬ 

fest” (na rasmayah pradur bhavanti). The Sun’s rays are extended and withdrawn 

in accordance with the “spider” symbolism explained in Coomaraswamy, “Angel 

and Titan,” 1935. 

7 The Rays are often spoken of as the “feet” of the Sun, who is thus (1) e\apada 

with respect to the single Life-ray by which each being is immediately connected 

with him, and which is that individual’s “Way” (devapatha), and in the case of the 

Eternal Avatar as manifested at the Navel of the Earth (nabhir prthviya) is the 

shambha, or Axis of the Universe; and (2) sahasrapdda if we consider all the Rays 

that reach all beings severally. That those Rays “no longer reach him” who is dying 

can then be otherwise expressed by saying that the feet of Death, the person in the 

solar Orb, which during life are “deeply planted in the heart” (hrdaye padau ati- 

hatau aditasya ra'smaya . . . nadisu. srpta, sc. hrdayasya, CU vni.6.2), are cut off, 

and when He thus departs, the person dies (SB x.5.2.13); cf. AA m.2.4, where it is 

a sign of death when the rays of the Sun are no longer seen (na rasmayah pradur 

bhavanti). He then who could not gaze upon the sun in life but only sees his rays 

(speaking now in terms of the physical analogy), at death no longer sees the rays, 

but only the well-defined orb. 
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anl\a)& is covered up (apihitam).9 That is, the Intelligible Truth con¬ 

ceals what God is in Himself, “The Immortal veiled, by Truth”: the 

Immortal, i.e., Spiration (prana = dtman); Truth, i.e., Form and Aspect 

(namarupa) in Him as forms or ideas or eternal reasons or “hidden 

names” (namani guhyani), which are ontologically speaking the causes 

of the being of things as they are in themselves. In this there is no contra¬ 

diction, inasmuch as the knowledge of God by which He “creates” cannot 

be distinguished from His essence; “It knew only Itself, that ‘I am Brah¬ 

man,’ thereby It became the All,” BU 1.4.9-10. We are thus brought back 

to the ultimate problem of “distinction in identity,” and it would appear 

that “things as they are in God,” in their “own form” which is also His 

form, are at the same time “themselves” as being capable of a distinct 

manifestation and of specific pleasures (TU in.10.5, like John 10:9, and 

in our text cited here), although this is neither a local motion nor a physi¬ 

cal experience, since “He circles there (sa tara par-yeti) taking his pleasure 

(ramamanah), regardless of any appended body to which the breath of 

Life (prana) may be yoked,” and “When He, the Spirit, proposes to be 

aware of this or that, Intellect (manas) is His Divine Eye, it is therewith 

that He recognizes and takes his pleasure in loves” (\dmdn apasyan ra- 

mate), CU vm.12, 3 and 5). “To know God as He is, we must be absolutely 

free from knowledge” (Meister Eckhart, Evans ed., I, 365), that is, from 

any “knowledge-of” Him, any theodicy whatever. Accordingly, the Com- 

prehensor prays, or rather being himself of a like nature with the Sun, 

demands of the Sun to “gather in His brilliance” (samuha tejo), that is, 

to contract it to a central point without dimension, “That I may see Thy 

fairest form” (rupam \alydnatamam), and exclaims triumphantly, “He 

that is yonder, yonder Person in the Sun, That am I,” Isa Up. 15, 16. 

This Person in the Sun, who is in fact the “Truth of Truth” (satya- 

sya satyam), is otherwise called Death (mrtyu, sometimes yama): “Death 

is the Person in the Orb (mandate); the Light that shines (arcir dipyate) 

8 Literally “mouth,” but here, as commonly also in architectural terminology, “way 

in,” just as we say “mouth of a tunnel.” This is, of course, like the “door” of John 

10:9, both a way in and a way out, and in the latter sense the “gateway of his emana¬ 

tion.” What the Comprehensor seeks is to be swallowed up. Mu\ha is also “face,” 

(Meister Eckhart, Evans ed., I, 364), “His countenance whereto He admits no 

creature and whereinto no creature can get,” without, that is, abandoning its crea- 

turehood. 

9TU 1.4.1 addressed to the omniform (visvarupa) Indra (as the Sun): “Thou art 

the sheath (\osa) of Brahman, shut in by wisdom (medhaya apihitam)." Also cf. 

brahmavarta as the land of the Devas, Manu 11.17. The distinction of avarta from 

pat ha is doubtless intentional; avarta also implies samsarana. 
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is what does not die (amrtam). Accordingly, Death does not die, foras¬ 

much as He is within (na mriyate hy antah), nor is He seen (na drsyate), 

being within what does not die” (SB x.5.2.3), viz. the Light of the Uncon¬ 

querable Sun, who really “neither rises nor sets, but only inverts Himself” 

(AB 111.44). It is precisely with this Death, Privation (mrtyu, asanaya) 

that the Comprehensor is unified, and so forever escapes contingent death 

(BU 1.2.7), though He dogs the Wayfarer’s steps until he reaches the 

Treetop and escapes through the midst of the Sun (JUB 1.3). 

What lies beyond, within, is a “Divine Darkness,” blinding to all human 

faculties by its excess of light, and “hidden from all knowledge” (Diony¬ 

sius, Epist. ad Caium monachunr, cf. Vedic guha nihitam, etc.), the 

“Darkness where God was” of Exodus 20:21, “the City [that] had no need 

of the Sun, neither of the Moon, to shine in it” (Rev. 21:23 f?-)i “There 

the Sun does not shine” (KU v.15, Mund. Up. 11.2.10, etc.), “neither Sun, 

nor Moon, nor Fire” (BG xv.6). “What the soul grasps in the light, she 

loses in the darkness. Yet she makes for the cloud, deeming His darkness 

better than her light” (Meister Eckhart, Evans ed., I, 364). 

Here in the empyrean (paratna vyoman, brahma-lok^a, etc.), correspond¬ 

ing to the “third Heaven” of St. Paul, “there is no more any guidance 

robed in human likeness (puruso’manavah10 sa enarn brahma gamaya- 

tesa devapatho brahmapathah), nor do those who enter there any more 

return to this human wayfaring” (etena pratipadyamand imam manavam 

avartam navartante), CU 1v.15.5-6, cf. v.10.2; paramam gatim, yam pra- 

pya na nivartante, BG vm.21. 

The interior and exterior operations, respectively hidden and revealed 

(guhya, avis), infinite and finite (aditi, diti), inexplicit and explicit 

(ianiruhta, niruhta, etc.), are divided by an opaque screen11 (“veiled by 

my Maya,” BG), penetrable (nirvedhya) only through the Sun. Divinity, 

if we think of it objectively as far away, is there beyond, or if we think 

of it as very near is here within us (antarbhutasya \he, hrdayakase guha 

nihitam, etc.). But these two natures, of God as He is in Himself, and 

as He is in us, are really one, and as explained in JUB 111.33 (and less 

clearly in A A 11.1.5), he only really attains to the Persons who know them 

both ways, as transcendent and as immanent (adhidevatam, adhyatman) 

10 Cf. Mund. Up. 11.1.2 purusah . . . aprano hy arnanah-, in JB 1.50, na manusyah — 

devanam e\ah\ cf. BU 1.2.7 = Agni Vaidyuta, the Lightning, and see Kena Up. 29. 

11 Islamic “murity” (jidariyya); Eckhart’s “boundary line between united and 

separated creatures” (Meister Eckhart, Evans ed., I, 464). 
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in identity (e\adha)\ “he knows the Spirit (or very self), he knows 

Brahman, the Gate or Face (cf. ani\a) accepts him, he getteth all and 

overcometh all, his every desire is fulfilled (sa atmanam veda, sa brahma 

veda . . . mu\ha ddhatte,12 tasya sarvam dptam bhavati, sarvam jitam; 

na hasya \ascana kydmo’ndpto bhavati; cf. BU iv.3.21). And whereby or 

wherein these Persons “become one’ (<?\am bhavanti) is called a super¬ 

human wayfaring” (brahmana avarta), evidently identical with the 

devapatha or brahmapatha of CU iv.15.613 and devayana of Kaus. Up. 

I.3.14 In the same way, in AV xm.4.20, “All the Devas become simplex in 

Him” (ehavrto bhavanti), and similarly in A A 11.3.8 (e\am bhavanti), 

and AA V.12, where a “becoming onefold” is equated with “attainment 

of the highest” (ekadha bhuyam bhiitvd paramatam gacchatah). Such a 

“becoming one” implies a “dying to oneself” (suum et propnum = aham 

ca mama, cf. MU vi.17), and in fact “to be unified” acquires the specific 

meaning “to die” (they say of the dying man in BU iv.4.2, eki bhavati), 

in the same way that to effect the unification of any creature is to “kill” 

(AA m.2.3, where the Year is said to “separate some things and unify 

12 The whole passage reads sa yo ha eva vidvan pranena pranya apanena apanya 

manasa, eta ubhayir devata atmany etya, muhjia adhatte, etc. (the arrangement as 

a pada text and the punctuation are mine). Oertel’s rendering (JAOS, XVI, 1894, 

193) is imperfect: the conspiration, or return of the breath of life {prana, spiraculum 

vitae) to its source is to be effected “intellectually” {manasa), cf. KU 1v.11, “This is 

only to be gotten intellectually” {manasaivedam aptavyam)-, i takes the accusative 

of the goal, and this is “these divinities under both aspects” {eta ubhayir devata), 

atmani being “in the Spirit”; cf. Rev. 4:2, “immediately I was in the Spirit, and 

behold,” etc. Mu\ha, as in Isa Up. 15, is the Sun or Face of God, hidden from 

human vision by the “golden disk” of manifested Truth {satyam)\ Oertel trans¬ 

lates as if the reading were mu\he. That the manifested truth is in the last analysis 

a veil explains the designation of the “nonproceeding” or “inexhaustible” {abjara) 

Brahman within as the “Truth of Truth” {satyasya satyam, AA 11.3.8 = veritas 

veritatis). 

13 Merely to pass through the Sun is not then forthwith to have reached that end 

in which all progress ends: as pointed out by Sayana, there is still to be accom¬ 

plished that union which is implied by the words “being Brahman one attains to 

Brahman.” The stations of the unseen path that leads beyond the “Door of the 

world of Heavenly-light, to the throne of Brahma,” (Kau§. Up. 1.3) are described 

symbolically. 

14 Devapatha, in BU v.5.2 devayanah pathah\ cf. Kau§. Up. 1.3, “Having entered 

upon this devayana he comes ... to the Brahma world.” The “two paths” are those 

of RV x.88.15, repeated in BU vi.2.2. The devapatha is also the same as the sama- 

patha of JUB 1.6. These two paths are further analyzed in BG vm.23-27 (distinction 

of yogis who are “returners” and “Nonreturners.” Also in AA n.1.5, etaddha tat 

corresponds to a\adha bhavanti). The same idea is expressed in JUB 1.3 in a simpler 

form; here one ascends the worlds “uniting these divinities pairwise” (Sun and 

Moon, etc.). 
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\ai\yd bhdvayan] others,” i.e., to bring into being some and to bring about 

the death of others).15 

Two Ways or Cycles (avarta)16 are thus distinguished, a “human” and 

a “superhuman” Way, manavarta and brahmapatha, one of return (pitr- 

yana) and one of nonreturn (devayana); corresponding exactly to what 

is called in Mahayana Buddhism1' respectively, the “Mundane” or 

“Taught” (lau\i\a, saiksa) and “Transmundane,” “Untaught,” “Pure,” 

or “Aryan” (lokottara, asai^sa,18 anasrava, dry a) Paths, of which the 

former leads the Wayfarer to the “Summit of Contingent Being” (bhavd 

gra), which is the highest ground attainable by a Bodhisattva as such, 

whence he proceeds by the latter to omniscience and Buddhahood. It is 

not to be inferred that having reached the Summit of Contingent Being 

one there abandons the Mundane and enters the Transmundane Path. 

On the contrary, although the Mundane Path alone is available in the 

lowest of the “Three Worlds,” or rather “States of Contingent Being” 

(\dmadhdtu, rupadhdtu, drupyadhatu), beyond this level of reference 

the Paths run side by side, but end at different points—“Only the Trans- 

mundane or Aryan Path can destroy the passions that remain at the Sum¬ 

mit of Contingent Being” (Abhidharmafysa vi.47). Nor must the 

“Worlds,” although the sphere of transmigration, be conceived of only 

in a spatial or temporal sense (the Arupyadhatu in particular is “place¬ 

less,” asthana); they are rather, at least in the present connection, states 

of being by which the whole of time and space are permeated, and are 

distinguishable somewhat as one distinguishes the “Life of Pleasure” 

from the “Active Life” and “Contemplative Life,” or the “Householder’s” 

from the “Homeless” life. The Buddha, for example, is considered to 

have attained the bhavagra when he took his seat beneath the Tree, and 

to have attained to omniscient Buddhahood then and there, in virtue of 

the Aryan Path that had been previously trodden. 

These two sharply distinguished Paths correspond, on the one hand, 

to the exoteric, religious, and passively mystical means of approach to 

16 As also formulated in MU vi.15, “From the Year indeed are they engendered 

. . . and in the Year they go home” (astam yanti, “go to their rest,” “die”). 

16 Avarta is “Way” in the sense of course or cycle, or even eddy, with an im¬ 

plication of turning or spiral motion; both the centrifugal and centripetal motions 

of consciousness with respect to its center are, in fact, of this sort; cf. Rene Guenon, 

“La Double Spirale,” Etudes traditionnelles, XLI (1936). 

17 Abhidharmakosa, 11.12 and 42-44, vi.45, 47, etc., vm.5, etc. (see the summarized 

account of the Way, Poussin ed., Vol. IV, avant-propos). 

18 Cf. Kena Up. 1.3, yathaitad anusisydt, “How would one teach it?” 
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God and, on the other, to the esoteric, initiatory, and metaphysical means 

of access to the Supreme Identity. But it would be begging, the question to 

assume that they are to be identified with mutually exclusive paths of 

dedication (bha\ti) and of Gnosis (jnana); the question is rather whether 

these two Paths are not inseparably connected, if not in their beginning 

then in any case in their development. Can we imagine a perfected ardor 

apart from understanding, or a perfected understanding without ardor? 

Can any qualitative distinction be drawn between a consummated union 

of lover and beloved and a consummated union of knower and known? 

It is precisely a consideration of the dtman doctrine that may lead us to a 

conclusion in agreement with the negative answer that had already been 

foreshadowed. It is not by any means to be supposed that such a negative 

answer implies that there can be any transcendence of or liberation from 

human substantiality, both physical and psychic, apart from initiation 

(diksa) and gnosis {jnana); what is implied is, rather, that a perfected 

Gnosis necessarily involves a Beatification {anirdesyam paramam su\h.am, 

KU v.14; paramo hy esa anandah, SB x.5.2.11; su\ham uttamam upaiti . . . 

brahmabhutam, BG vi.27; Dante’s piacere eterno, Paradiso, xvm.16). 

The bhavagra may be more fully explained. Broadly speaking, this 

“Summit of Contingent Being” corresponds to the Christian concept of 

Heaven, where there is a direct vision of God, but by no means necessarily 

a “mystic union.” But, as Eckhart expresses it, “As this is not the summit 

of divine union, so it is not the soul’s abiding place” (Evans ed., I, 276), 

and this is in perfect agreement with the words of SP v.74, “That is a 

resting-place (visrama), not an involution” (nivrti)—not, that is, what 

Eckhart means by the “Drowning.” 

Those who reach the Summit of Contingent Being are, strictly speak¬ 

ing, “saved,” since their essence (atmabhava,19 individual substance con¬ 

sidered as a “naturing of the Spirit” or as a “state of selfhood”) is inde¬ 

structible {Abhidharma\osa 11.45B), though they may or may not be re¬ 

born when their term of being on the plane is completed, those who still 

have “connections” (samyojanani) being “returners” and those who have 

not, “Nonreturners.” A Bodhisattva, for example, “returns” to the lower 

worlds of contingent being, being drawn thereunto by the force of his 

messianic vows, while a Buddha does not return at the end of time, but 

is “wholly despirated” {parinirvrta). 

19 Bhutatman as distinct logically but not really from atman in MU 11.7 and m.i. 
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The Summit of Contingent Being corresponds to the station otherwise 

called the “Treetop” (vr\sagra): “Those who ascend to the Top of the 

Great Tree, how do they fare thereafter? Those who have wings fly away, 

those without wings fall down” (JUB 111.13). The latter correspond to 

the “fallen from yoga” (yogabrastah) of BG vi.41 fh, i.e., those whose 

vision of the Truth is obscured by an imperfect fixation (stabilization) 

of the Intellect in yoga (yogac calita manasah) by which they have fallen 

short of perfection (samsiddham); consider in Buddhism the six kinds of 

Arhats, of whom only the “Immovable” (a\upya-dharman) cannot fall, 

while the deliverance of the others is temporal (.Abhidharmakosa 

vi.56 fl.), a “going and coming” as in BG ix.21. 
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The Flood in Hindu Tradition 

The primary object of the present note is to present the Indian flood 

legend1 as a special case of the Patriarchal Voyage (pitryana), and at the 

same time in coherent and intelligible relation with other fundamental 

conceptions of Vedic cosmology and eschatology. Some analogies with 

other traditional aspects of the flood legend are incidentally noted. What¬ 

ever grounds may or may not exist for belief in an historical flood, the 

doctrine of manvantaras is, like that of palpus, an essential part of Hindu 

tradition, and can no more be explained by any historical event than 

can the Vedic angels be explained by the deification of heroes. Further, 

the Flood legend clearly belongs to a tradition older than any existing 

Indian redaction or reference, older than the Vedas in their present form; 

these Indian redactions must be thought of as having, with the Sumerian, 

Semitic, and perhaps also Eddaic versions, a common source, the corre¬ 

spondences being ascribable not to “influence” but to transmission by in¬ 

heritance from the common source. 

“Floods” are a normal and recurrent feature of the cosmic cycle, i.e., the 

period {para) of a Brahma’s life, amounting to 36,000 f^alpas, or “days” 

of Angelic time. In particular, the na,imitti\apralaya at the end of every 

k.alpa (close of a “day” of Angelic time, and equivalent to the Christian 

“Last Judgment”), and prakrtikapralaya at the end of the lifetime of a 

Brahma (close of a day” of Supernal Time) are essentially resolutions 

of manifested existences into their undetermined potentiality, the Waters; 

and each renewed cycle of manifestation is a bringing forth on the next 

“day” of forms latent as potentiality in the floods of reservoir of being. 

In each case the seeds, ideas, or images of the future manifestation persist 

during the interval or inter-Time of resolution on a higher plane of 

existence, unaffected by the destruction of manifested forms. 

As to this, it will be understood, of course, that the chronological sym- 

[This essay appears to have been written in the mid-ig4os.—ed.] 

1 For the principal texts see Adam Hohenberger, Die indische Flutsage und das 
Matsyapurdna (Leipzig, 1930). 
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holism, inevitable from the empirical point of view, cannot be thought 

of as really characterizing the timeless actuality of all the possibilties of 

existence in the indivisible present of the Absolute, for Whom all multi¬ 

plicity is mirrored in a single image. As, then, there can be no destruction 

of things as they are in the Self, but only of things as they are in them¬ 

selves, the eternity, or rather timelessness, of ideas is a metaphysical neces¬ 

sity. Hence, indeed, the conception of another type of transformation, an 

atyanti\a pralaya, ultimate or absolute resolution, to be accomplished by 

the individual, when or wherever he may be, as Realization: when, in 

fact, by self-naughting a man effects for himself the transformation of 

things as they are in themselves, and knows them only as they are in 

the Self, he becomes immortal—not relatively, as are the Devas, endur¬ 

ing merely to the end of Time—but absolutely, as independent of time 

and of every other contingency. It should be noted that the ideas (images, 

types) in question are not exactly Platonic ideas, but ideas or types of 

activity, the knowledge and being of the Self consisting in pure act; in 

the chronological symbolism their creative efficacy is expressed in terms 

of adrsya or apurva karma, “unseen” or “latent consequence.” 

While the creation of a cosmos (Brahmanda) at the commencement of 

a para, and the recreation of resolved elements of the cosmos at the com¬ 

mencement of every \alpa, are the work of Brahma (Prajapati), the All- 

Father, the more proximate genesis and guidance of humanity in each 

i\alpa and manvantara is brought about by a Patriarch (pitr) of angelic 

ancestry, and designated Manu or Manus. In each \alpa there are fourteen 

manvantaras, each presided over by an individual Manu as progenitor 

and lawgiver; so also the rsis, and Indra and other (\arma-) devas, are 

individual to each manvantara. The first Manu of the present \alpa was 

Svayambhuva, “child of Svayambhu”; the seventh and present Manu, 

Vaivasvata, “child of the Sun.” Each Manu is a determined and conscious 

survivor from the previous manvantara, and through him the sacred 

tradition is preserved and transmitted. The particular Manu intended is 

not always stated in the texts, and in such cases it is generally to be under¬ 

stood that the reference is to the present (Vaivasvata) Manu. It is not 

expressly stated that a flood arises at the conclusion of each manvantara, 

but this may be assumed on the analogy of “the” flood connected with 

Vaivasvata Manu (SB 1.8.1-10), and the analogy of the greater “flood” 

that marks the conclusion of a but whereas in the latter case the 

principle of continuity is provided by the creative Hypostasis, floating 

recumbent asleep on the surface of the waters, supported by the Naga 
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“Eternity” (Ananta), in the case of the partial resolution or submergence 

of manifested forms which takes place at the close of a rqanvantara, the 

connecting link is provided by the voyage of a Manu in an ark or ship. 

It may be observed that this is essentially a voyage up and down the slope 

(pravat) of heaven rather than a voyage to and fro, and quite other than 

the voyage of the devayana, which is continuously upwards and towards a 

shore whence there is no return. 

We are not informed of the chronological duration of the flood and 

Manu’s voyage. From the analogy of the greater pralayas, a duration 

equal to that of the preceding manvantara might be inferred, but a more 

plausible analogy is perhaps to be found in the “twilights” of the yugas, 

and this would suggest a relatively much shorter period of submergence. 

As to the depth of the flood, we have better information. In the first place 

it is evident that the resolution of manifested forms at the close of a man¬ 

vantara will be less in cosmic extent than that, namely of the “three 

Worlds,” which takes place at the close of a \alpa, and this will mean 

necessarily that of the “three Worlds,” svar (the “Olympian” heavens) at 

least, and perhaps also bhuvar (the “atmospheric” spheres) are exempt 

from submergence; we know in any case that Dhruva (the Pole Star) 

remains unaffected throughout the \alpa. The earth (bhur) is submerged 

completely. Now the voyage of a Manu, typically a Patriarch (pitr), is 

a special case of the Patriarchal Voyage (pitryana), and this as we know is 

a voyage to and from the “Moon,” those regularly traveling by this route 

being the Patriarchs (usually spoken of collectively as pitaras), and the 

Prophets (rsayah) “desirous of descendants” (praja-\amah, Prasna Up. 

1.9). The flood, therefore, on which Manu’s ship is borne upwards, must 

rise at least to the level of the sphere of the Moon, though it is not neces¬ 

sary to suppose that the Moon itself is submerged. 

While it is out of the question that the flood waters should extend to 

the Empyrean heavens, Mahar-loka or therebeyond, there is good reason 

to suppose that in rising to the level of the Moon they must also touch 

the shores of the Olympian heavens (Indra-loka, deva-loka). For, not¬ 

withstanding that Indra- or deva-loka is regarded as a station, not of the 

Patriarchal, but of the Angelic Voyage, it is undeniable that Indra-loka is 

continually thought of as a place of reward of the worthy2 dead, war¬ 

riors in particular, who reside there enjoying the society of apsarasas and 

other pleasures until in due course the time comes for their return to 

2 “Worthy,” i.e., due to receive the reward of \amya Works, though not qualified 

by Understanding for either gradual or immediate Enfranchisement (mu\ti). 
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human conditions. And while it is said that the latent effect of Works 

remains effective in the last analysis throughout a \alpa (Visnu Purana 

11.8), it would appear from the fact that the occupancy of Indra’s office 

lasts only during the period of a manvantara3 (hence a k^alpa may as well 

be called a period of fourteen Indras as a period of fourteen Manus)3 4 

that reward in Indra-loka generally must be of the same duration; there¬ 

fore at the commencement of any manvantara a general descent from the 

Angelic World must be initiated, no less than from the Patriarchal. It 

is clear that the two Worlds, Indra- or deva-loka and the Moon as pitr- 

loka, are psychologically equivalent, both being stations of the reward 

of \dmya Works; in fact, the Patriarchs are constantly spoken of as en¬ 

joying Soma in company with the Angels, and it is specifically stated in 

V dla\hilya iv.i that Manu drank Soma in company with Indra. One 

might express the situation by saying that whereas the Moon is naturally 

pitr-loka from the (Brahmana) point of view, as the posthumous abode 

of “those who in the village reverence a belief in sacrifice, merit, and 

alms-giving” (CU v.10.3), Indra- or deva-loka is naturally the home of 

the dead from the (Ksatriya) point of view of the warrior. And if Indra- 

loka is listed only as a station of the devayana, this is because it represents 

actually a station from which there is not only the necessity of return for 

those who have performed Works only, but also the possibility of a passing 

on by way of the Sun to the Empyrean heavens in the course of Krama 

mu\ti and without return, in the case of those “who understand this 

and in the forest truly worship” (BU vi.2.15). When it is said in RV 

3 Those who, as individuals, are particular to a given manvantara are the presid¬ 

ing Angels (devdh), Prophets (rsayah), and Manu and his descendants, i.e., kings 

and other men. The Angels in question cannot, of course, be thought of as any 

of those of the ajanaja (“by birth,” e.g., Kamadeva) order, but will be of the \arma 

class, holding positions to which a qualification by Works has entitled them; and 

of these \arma-devdh or Work Angels the chief is Indra. Hence it is constantly as¬ 

sumed that an individual duly preparing himself here and now may become the 

Indra (or for that matter even the Brahma) of a future age; and jealousy is often 

attributed to the Angels with respect to those who will thus succeed them in office. 

There is some inconsistency of detail, though not of principle, as between Visnu 

Purana n.8, where it is said that the “immortality” of the Angels means a survival 

without change of state until the end of the \alpa, and ibid., m.i, where the life¬ 

time of an Indra and other (\arma) Angels is restricted to the manvantara. 

In any case, the Hindu view of the nature of angelic offices is identical with that 

of orthodox Christian theology, cf. St. Gregory and St. Augustine, Angelas nomen est 

officii, non naturae-, for which, and the rendering of deva by “Angel,” see Coomara- 

swamy, “On Translation: Maya, Deva, Papas, I933- 

4Cf. Visnu Purana m.i, and Mar\andeya Purana C.44. 
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x.14.17 that the two kings whom the dead meet on reaching “heaven” 

are not Indra and Yama, but Varuna and Yama, that is, Varuna in the 

case of the Angelic Voyage (since he who has reached the level of the 

heavenly waters is confronted with the possibility of future being only 

under heavenly conditions), and Yama in the case of the Patriarchal 

Voyage, it may be supposed that Indra (-loka) is omitted as being only 

a stage on the way to Varuna. 

Now with respect to Yama, as he is the brother of Manu (Vaivasvata) 

at the present time, it must be understood that “Yama” implies always 

the Yama of a given manvantara. Yama and Manu, both designated Patri¬ 

archs (pitr), are contrasted in this respect, that whereas Yama, being the 

first man to die, was also the first to find out the way to the other world, 

in other words to map out the outward passage on the pitryana, and there¬ 

by, as first settler, became king and ruler of all those who followed him, 

Manu is at once the last and only survivor of the previous manvantara 

and progenitor and lawgiver in the present. Hillebrandt’s view (Vedische 

Mythologie, I, 394; II, 368, etc.) of Yama as original ruler of the sphere 

of the Moon, perhaps at one time simply the Moon-god, his realm or 

paradise being specifically that of the dead, is naturally acceptable. In 

any case, in one way or another. Yama and the Moon are regarded as 

dividers out of the dead, appointing their course (yana) according as they 

are qualified by Works or by Understanding. This “judgment” is ex¬ 

pressed exceptionally in Kaus. Up. 1.2 as a selection effected by the Moon 

itself, qua door of the heavenly world.5 More characteristically, the divid¬ 

ing out is accomplished by the two dogs of Yama, Sabala and Syama 

(“Iridescent” and “Dark”), who correspond to the Sun and Moon, as 

argued by Bloomfield (JAOS, XV, 171) with reference to RV x.14.10; 

and this is supported by Prasna Up. 1.9 and 10 (and Sankaracarya’s Com¬ 

mentary), where the Sun, considered as a station on the dev ay ana, is 

not merely in a passive sense impassible by those devoid of Understanding, 

but actually and actively a barrier (mrodha) restraining those unqualified 

from passing on to a paradise (amrtam ayatanam) whence there is no 

returning. Incidentally, this also enables us to establish the correspondence 

of the Hebraic Angel with the Flaming Sword with the Vedic Sun qua 

nirodha-, the “Flaming Sword” being the Angel’s natural weapon, in 

Cf. BU hi. 1.6, where the Moon, reached through the efficacy of the Brahmana 

priest now identified with the Intellect, is in turn identified with Intellect, Brah¬ 
man, “complete release.” 
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virtue of his solar character. The analogy of the pitryana with Jacob’s 

ladder may also be noted. 

While the partial Understanding which constitutes the Wayfarer’s 

ship on the Angelic Voyage absolves him from the necessity of return to 

human corporeal conditions, the latent effect of Works necessitates a re¬ 

turn course of the Patriarchal Voyage. In other words, the pitryana is a 

symbolic representation of what is now called the doctrine of reincarna¬ 

tion, and is bound up with the notion of latent (adrsta or apurva) causal¬ 

ity. The purely symbolic character of the whole conception is made all 

the more apparent when we reflect that from the standpoint of very 

Truth, and in the absolute Present, there can be no distinctions made 

of cause and effect; and that what is often spoken of as the “destruction 

of \arma,” or more correctly as a destruction of the latent effects of Works, 

effected by Understanding and implied with mu\ti, is not really a de¬ 

struction of valid causes (as though it were possible to make that which 

has been not to have been, or to conceive of any potentiality of being un¬ 

realized in the Self), but simply a Realization of the identity of “cause” 

and “effect.” It must be similarly understood with reference to the desig¬ 

nation of states of being in spatial terms, for example as “the Sun” or 

“the Moon,” that these are no more to be taken literally with respect to 

visible luminaries than are the analogous designations of states of being 

as time phases, for example, those of the light or dark fortnight, cf. 

Prasna Up. 1.12. It does not appear, in fact, that the Vedic tradition really 

propounds any doctrine of reincarnation in the highly individual and 

literal Buddhist, Jaina, and modern sense, nor in any case an individual 

return to identical conditions,6 such as those of any one manvantara, but 

merely a return to analogous conditions in another age, manvantara or 

\alpa as the case may be. Divested thus of a too literal interpretation, the 

Vedic (Upanisadic) doctrine of “reincarnation” bears a certain resem¬ 

blance to modern conceptions of “heredity”: we too speak of the con¬ 

tinuity of “germ-plasm,” of relatively everlasting “genes,” and the pos¬ 

sibility that the characteristics of a remote ancestor may recur in any 

descendant; we know only too well that “Man is born like a garden 

6 An exact repetition of any past experience would be inconceivable metaphysically, 

since any two identical experiences, regarded from the standpoint of the absolute 

present, in which all potentialities of being are simultaneously realized, must be one 

and the same experience. Metaphysics asserts the unique character of every monad, 

and it is precisely this uniqueness which makes the individual unknowable as he is 

in himself, though intelligible as he is in and of the Self. 
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ready planted and sown,” and few of us can always discard the con¬ 

viction that “a man gets what is coming to him.” 

One further point of importance in this connection: while the Vedic 

point of view necessarily presumes an immortality, that is to say timeless¬ 

ness, of all potentialities of being typally subsistent in the Self (and this 

may be thought of from the standpoint of the Self as an eternal existence 

in the world picture not merely of every individual, but of every act of 

every individual on whatsoever plane of being), an immortality of this 

kind is in no way to be thought of as an immortality from the standpoint 

of any individual consciousness. It is clearly enough brought out that 

both the relative immortality of the Angels, and the absolute immortality 

of Realization are conditions which are altogether dependent on indi¬ 

vidual effort; or, as it is expressed from a more limited point of view in 

the Christian tradition, every individual must work out his own salvation. 

There can be no “immortality” for the individual monad who has not, 

so to speak, either acquired a “soul” by the due performance of Works, 

or realized the Self either partially as a Wayfarer or wholly as a Com- 

prehensor. As to the infrahuman beings, “the small, continually returning 

creatures” of whom it is said “Be born, and die,” theirs is a “third state”; 

their course is ephemeral, and neither by the devayana nor the pitryana, 

though the possibility is not excluded that even an animal, under special 

circumstances, could develop a consciousness with survival value. And 

as to those beings human in form but so little menschlich in nature that 

they do not achieve even any virtuosity (\dusalya) in Works, their Psyche 

is said to be reborn in animal wombs, or alternatively to be lost. Hence 

(of course only from the human point of view, there being no superiority 

of one state over another in the eyes of the Self) the primary importance 

of birth in human form; for here and now it is determined whether or no 

the individual shall inherit Eternal Life, or at least a renewed possibility 

of winning Eternal Life. Furthermore, Veda is the body of Truth in which 

is set forth the way of life; and this Truth, eternal in the consciousness 

of the Self (without distinction of “knowledge” from “being”), is trans¬ 

mitted as it has been “heard,” by a succession of Prophets (r say ah) from 

manvantara to manvantaraJ 

While the pitryana is thus manifested in the succession of manvantaras, 

the devayana is primarily a course whereon the individual is removed 

ever farther and farther from the “storm of the world-flow” (Meister Eck- 

7 In some other versions of the flood legend, the continuity of tradition is more 

mechanically explained. 
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hart, Evans ed., I, 192), those who journey by the ship of Knowledge nor¬ 

mally “never returning” (punar na avartante). The only exception to 

this is in the case of an avatara, whose return or descent is indeed in¬ 

evitable, like that of the Patriarchs, but with this difference, that in this 

case the necessity arises from a purely voluntary self-commitment (as is 

brought out so clearly in the case of the Bodhisattvas, whose appearance 

as a Buddha is a consequence of previous pranidhana), and with this 

further distinction that in such cases the descent is not so much an actual 

embodiment or helpless subjection to human conditions, as a manifesta¬ 

tion (nirmana) not infringing the centering of consciousness in the 

higher state of being from which the avatarana takes place.8 In the case 

of an avatarana of the Supreme Lord, this has to be thought of as an 

immediate act of will or grace;9 and here a fortiori the doctrine of nirma- 

na or that of merely partial (am'sa) incarnation must be invoked.10 

We have seen that every procedure from one state of being to another, 

though formally “death again” (punar mrtyu), is envisaged from the 

Vedic point of view as a passing from one station to another of a voyage 

on the sea of life. This sea can only be thought of as having a horizontal 

surface for so long as our attention is confined to any one and the same 

state of being; whenever a change of state is involved, as in the Angelic 

or Patriarchal Voyages, the surface of the sea of life is necessarily conceived 

of as a slope11 or limiting form of a succession of degrees, leading upwards 

or downwards as the case may be, and as though from a valley to a height 

and vice versa. The slope, steep, or height is designated pravat, contrasted 

with nivat, descent or depth. Pravat is met with frequently in the Rg Veda 

and Atharva Veda. Here it will suffice to note AV vi.28.3, where it is said 

that Yama was the first to achieve the scarp (pravat), spying out the way 

for many; AV x.10.2, where the steeps are said to be seven in number, 

evidently with reference to the seven planes of being, that is to say the 

8 For an explanation of avatarana with reference to the Vedic Apantaratamas and 

others, reference should be made to Sankaracarya’s Commentary on the Vedanta 

Sutras m.3.30-31. The nirmana doctrine corresponds to the Docetic Heresy in Chris¬ 

tianity, and has its equivalent in Manichaeism. 

9 As in BG, passim. 

10 Just as from the Christian point of view it is not supposed that the whole being 

of the Son was by the fact of Incarnation imprisoned in Mary’s womb. 

11 A general consideration of traditional symbolism would lead us to identify this 

“slope” with the pitch of a spiral having for its center the vertical axis of the uni¬ 

verse; or as that of the phyllotaxy of the Tree of Life. 
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“three Worlds” and four Empyrean heavens, Mahar, Janas, Tapas, and 

Satyam; and AV xvm.4.7, where the crossing of the fords (tirtha) of the 

great steeps is said to be by means of the sacrificial Works of the worthy. 

All this is consistent with the Angelic Voyage of the enlightened in the 

ship of Understanding, and the Patriarchal Voyage of those whose ship 

is Works. 

The conception of the sea of life as an ocean and of its surface as a 

slope further explains much of the terminology of the posthumous voy¬ 

ages, and that of a Manu. For example, the attainment of the level of 

any state of being, a port of call on the voyage, is thought of as a tying 

up in harbor: hence in AV xix.39.7, where there is an incidental allusion 

to the Angelic Voyage, the sky-faring vessel is provided with a golden 

hawser (bandhana), and corresponding notions are found in SB 1.8.1.6 

in the injunction to Manu, vr\se navam pratibandhisvatam, “tie up the 

ship to a tree”; in Mbh 111.187.48, “tie up the ship to the summit of 

Himalaya”; and hi. 187.50 nau-bandhana, “ship-tying,” denoting the sum¬ 

mit of Himalaya, where Manu’s ship made land as the Flood subsided. 

In the same way the conception of a slope or “up” contrasted with a 

“down” explains the constant use of the verbal prefix ava-, “down,” 

whenever a descent on the sea of life is envisaged, as in AV xix.39.8, 

where it is said that for those (wayfarers on the devaydna) who “see 

immortality” there is “no gliding down,” na avaprabhramsana,12 and 

SB 1.8.1.6, where the descent of Manu’s ark is spoken of as avasarpana, 

with the same sense of “downward gliding.” 

The general parallel with Biblical tradition is very close; the account 

of creation in Genesis corresponding to the creation at the commence¬ 

ment of the present I{alpa, that of the Flood and Noah to that of the Flood 

and Manu Vaivasvata. Manu, however, is not thought of as taking with 

him into the ark a wife and pairs of creatures after their kind; in other 

words, the apparatus of the Hebraic version in this respect is more 

mechanical. Manu is a progenitor of mankind in the sense that all men 

are of the seed of Manu; and as the reincarnation of the Patriarchs is not 

all at once, but day by day in the natural course of events, it must be un¬ 

derstood not that they descended in Manu’s ark literally, but by the 

pitrydna in its general connotation, their genealogy from Manu being, 

12 This word, divided nava-prabhram'sana, was at one time interpreted as equiva¬ 

lent to nau-bandhana, but this has been rightly rejected on grammatical and other 

grounds. The AV passage does not refer to the descent of Manu’s ark, but is an 

incidental reference to a voyage upwards on the devaydna. 
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as it were, implicit and by seminal virtue. Their actual birth from day 

to day is somewhat obscurely described in various accounts of return on 

the Patriarchal Voyage as a descent of rasa with the rain, and a subse¬ 

quent evolution. 

The Eddaic Gbtterdammerung and subsequent restoration of the world 

may also represent the original tradition of a flood at the close of a world 

period: in Voluspa, such expressions as vepr oil valynd, ragna ro\, verold 

steypesp, spelfr Yggdrasels, snysp jormongandr, himenn plofnar, followed 

by Ser upp pom a opro sinne jorth or aegre ipjagroena . . . sas a fjalle fispe 

veiper, and the assembly of the Aesir calling to mind the fornar runar, 

all closely parallel Indian descriptions of the end of a world age and sub¬ 

sequent restoration. The finding of the gollnar toflor paers i ardaga atta 

hofpo recalls the Berosus version of the flood legend (Isaac Preston Cory, 

Ancient Fragments, London, 1832, pp. 26 ff.), where a history of the be¬ 

ginning, procedure, and conclusion of all things (a veritable Purana\) is 

buried at Sippara before the submergence of the earth, and found again 

after the subsidence of the flood, and then again made known to mankind. 
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Does “Socrates Is Old” Imply 

That “Socrates Is”? 

The flower and fruit of speech is meaning. 
Yaska, Nirukta 1.19 

The flower and fruit of speech is truth. 

Aitareya Aranya\a 11.3.6 

A real art of speaking, says the Laconian, which does not 

lay hold of the truth does not and never will exist. 

Plato, Phaedrus 260E1 

Bertrand Russell says that in such a sentence as “Socrates is old,” “the 

tendency of language is to assume” that the word “is,” connecting “Socra¬ 

tes” with an attributed quality, presumes in him a more or less persistent 

being; and argues that what we “ought” to say is that the series of events 

or phenomena to which we refer by the label “Socrates” has already 

continued for many years.2 I agree that that is what we ought to mean; 

it is, in other words, what I do mean by such a statement. At the same 

[Evidence in this essay suggests that it could not have been written before late 1944.— 

ED.] 

1 With these statements compare Wilbur Marshall Urban’s: “In the ultimate meta¬ 

physical context truth and intelligibility are one,” and “The metaphysical idiom is 

the only language that is really intelligible” (Language and Reality, London, 1939, 

pp. 716, 729, and The Intelligible World, New York, 1929, p. 471). Whatever has no 

meaning is not language, but only a noise. 

As Philo says: “Spoken words contain the symbols of things apprehended by the 

understanding only” (De Abrahamo 119). Here the word “contain” is proper, be¬ 

cause the real symbols are the concrete things to which the words refer by first 

intention. At the same time, it must always be remembered that the verbal symbols 

are a species rather than the genus of language, and that the connotations of things 

can be as well (or sometimes even better) communicated by visual symbols. Se¬ 

mantics, though now restricted to the study of the significations of words, is really the 

study of their iconography, and is in principle the same thing as the study of the 

intentions of visual symbols. 

2 Bertrand Russell, “Logical Atomism,” in Contemporary British Philosophy, First 

Series, cited and discussed by Wilbur Marshall Urban in Language and Reality, 

pp. 285 ff. 
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time, I think we have a right to make use of such elliptical expressions 

for practical purposes, without incurring any charge of bad faith, even 

though we know that our full or real meaning will only be understood by 

a hearer who is not only aware that a real “being” of anything that can 

be named or tagged can be very seriously questioned, but is also aware 

that we do not, in fact, attribute a persistent “being” to any composite 

or variable, subject to change and decay. Such a hearer will recognize 

that I am not “lying,” but only speaking “common current English” in 

order to avoid a language of such complication as would tend to paralyze 

all communication about everyday affairs. It is true that another hearer 

who assumes that “Socrates” must have a being may assume that I agree 

with him; but it is more likely that he does not consider the ultimate 

meaning at all. In such contexts all that is needed is a communication of 

the empirical or surface meaning; it may be supposed that the hearer is 

in search of “Socrates,” the man, and only wants to know what sort of 

man to be on the look out for; it is only if he raises the question of the 

implications of my words that it will be needful for me to interpret them. 

Before going further, I must ask, What can Bertrand Russell mean by 

his personification of language? It is, surely, only human beings that can 

have “tendencies to assume” anything whatever. If the proposition “Socra¬ 

tes is old” implies that “Socrates is,” it must be the human assumption 

that has determined the form of the expression, and not the language itself 

that leads us to suppose that Socrates is simple. Language can never be 

misunderstood: it is human beings who can misunderstand one another, 

which happens when what is voiced is actually a mere noise, or seems to 

be a mere noise because the hearer hears but does not understand. No 

doubt it has been more or less generally assumed that I and others “are” 

persistent beings; and it is this suppositio that can alone explain a uni¬ 

verse of discourse in which it is both meant and understood that Socrates 

is. At the same time, we must be very careful not to confuse this per¬ 

sonalism3 with the metaphysical animism that refers the acts of the so- 

called beings to the presence in (or to) them of a Power that moves them 

—questi nei cor mortali e permotore—the pervasive Power of another 

than “themselves,” and apart from which they could no more “run” than 

any other engine without “power.” In this universe of discourse, that 

“Socrates is old” will not imply that Socrates is, but much rather that 

“he” is not. 

3 By “personalism” (Philo’s ot^cns, Indian ahamhara), I mean an identification of 

the persona (mask), personality, or personification with the very Person of any 

agent: in other words, any confusion of the disguise with the actor. 
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Thus the meaning of the words “Socrates is old” will depend in part 

upon the universe of discourse in which they are spoken. To the philos¬ 

opher in any traditional sense they will not mean that Socrates “is.” For 

it is no new discovery of modern positivism that / “is merely a name for 

a series of atomic events”; this is a traditional doctrine, integral to the 

Philosophia Perennis, and of unknown antiquity. In Plato’s words: “Al¬ 

though a man is called ‘himself,’ still he is never at all such that he re¬ 

tains the selfsame properties in ‘himself’; he is forever becoming a new 

man . . . not only in his body but in his soul, nothing of his moral dis¬ 

position (ra r)9r]), opinions, desires, pleasures, pains, or fears ever re¬ 

maining the same in any individual (e/cdo-rai) . . . nor are we ever the 

same selves as regards the content of our knowledge” (Symposium 207DE, 

2o8a); and so, he says also, “it naturally belongs to whatever is com¬ 

pounded {avvderos) to suffer a corresponding dissolution,” and it is only 

to a real and immutable being that it belongs to be and ever remain itself; 

so that things that are named, such as men, horse, or garments, although 

the naming seems to imply that they “are,” are not really essences, and 

never the same; this applies to everything sensibly perceptible, and it is 

only the invisible and simple substances of which it can properly be said 

that they “are” (Phaedo 78C-79A). Similarly for Plutarch: “Nobody re¬ 

mains one person, nor is one person . . . and if he is not the same person, 

he has no permanent being, but changes his very nature as one personality 

in him succeeds to another. Our senses, through ignorance of reality (to 

ov, what ‘is’), falsely tell us that what appears to be, is” (Mor alia 392DE, 

cf. Philo, De cherubim 113 ff.). And so “the fastidious soul can rest her 

understanding on nothing that has name. ... We must have symbols 

(gelichniisse) . . . [but] our understanding of them is totally unlike the 

thing as it is in itself and as it is in God.... I have always before my mind 

this little word, quasi, ‘like’; children at school call it an ‘adjective’ {bi¬ 

wort)" (Eckhart, Pfeiffer ed., pp. 552, 331-332, 271). Language, in fact 

(and however “scientific”), is essentially conditioned by “the philosophy 

of As if ; and this is only overlooked by fundamentalists and a majority 

of scientists, for whom all communication is only of literal facts, the 

“bread alone” of conversation.4 

4 Hence the supposed conflict of science and religion; cf. Coomaraswamy, “Grada¬ 

tion and Evolution: I,” Isis, XXXV (1944), 15-16; and “Gradation and Evolution: 
II,” Isis, XXXVIII (1947), 87-94. 

The “bread alone” of discourse suffices for all “practical purposes” in our modern 

world of “impoverished reality,” but is not sufficient for the expression or com¬ 

munication of the whole of human experience, of which only a part is recognized 
by “science.” 
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In India it has been consistently maintained that our true Self can only 

be described by a negation of whatever qualities (relations) can be predi¬ 

cated of it. This via remotionis represented by the neti neti5 of the Upani- 

sads and by the axiom that birth and death are inseparable correlatives is 

strongly developed in Buddhism, where we meet with a repeated analysis 

of “personality” (atta-bhava) in terms of its five psycho-physical com¬ 

ponents, to each of which, because of its impermanence (anicca), the 

words “that is not my Self” (na me so atta) apply (Ni\ayas, passim), 

and it is emphasized that “whatever has been born, has come to be (bhii- 

tarn), and is compounded, is a naturally corruptible thing” (palo\a- 

dhamma, D 11.118). Whoever, then, understands things “as-become” 

(yathd-bhutam), i.e., in the natural sequence of causes and effects, will 

not ask: What ‘was’ I, What ‘am’ /, or What shall I ‘be’? (S 11.26, 27). 

This is the familiar doctrine of anatta, that there is no “self” recognized 

in the constituents of personality, which are nothing but a chain of cau¬ 

sally determined factors. At the same time, the Buddhist adept (Arhat), 

no less than the Wake aware that “ ‘I’ am naught of an anyone anywhere” 

(A 11.177), “neither ‘brahman,’ ‘prince,’ nor ‘farmer,’ nor anyone at all” 

(Sn 455), is allowed to say “I” for convenience—even as a Bertrand Rus¬ 

sell might, even though he knows that “he” is nothing but a series of 

events that had a starting point in time and will come to an end; the 

Buddhist master may possibly be misunderstood by an untaught per- 

sonalist, but there is little danger that he will be misunderstood within 

the community of discourse6 to which he belongs, that of the monastic 

order, or even by instructed laymen. 

Alike in Indian, Islamic, and Christian contexts we meet with the 

thought that God alone is and that He alone can properly say “I”; as 

Meister Eckhart puts it, “Ego, the word ‘I,’ is proper to none but God in 

his sameness” (Pfeiffer ed., p. 261), although, indeed, “we have no means 

for considering what God is, but rather how he is not” (St. Thomas 

5 I.e., to whatever can be predicated of the Self, as distinguished from its acci¬ 

dents, the answer is “No, no.” Neti is “no” in quotes. 

6 Community, or universe of discourse: Skr. samdhdya-sambhasd, sdhitya or samgha, 

all etymologically cognate with syn-thesis. The nature of a universe of discourse is 

well illustrated by a gloss cited by Meister Eckhart (Evans ed., II, 65): “No one can 

understand or teach the Pauline writings unless he be of the same mind in which 

Paul spoke and wrote,” or William Law’s “Would you know the truths of Jacob 

Behmen you must stand where he stood.” This has an important bearing on the 

problem of translation, for which a knowledge of grammar alone, however scholarly, 

is an inadequate qualification. Real translation is only possible when the translator 

has himself already experienced (erlebt) something of that which his author is 

communicating. 
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Aquinas, Sum. Theol. 1.3.i).7 In other words, this is a point of view that 

has been almost universally entertained; and so it can be said that it is 

perhaps only to the modern and untaught “man in the street” that the 

proposition “Socrates is old” will really imply that “Socrates is.” To any¬ 

one who has been taught, it will appear that the proposition, on the con¬ 

trary, denies to “Socrates” a being; for he will be aware that whatever is 

now old, must have been young, and will be older, and that in our ex¬ 

perience, exclusively of past and future, there is no “now” in which we 

would pin him down, to say that he is this or that. This man, Socrates, 

is nowhere to be found. 

We have seen that there is an ambiguity of meaning in the predication, 

which may be differently understood on the one hand by a personalist 

and on the other hand by a positivist or any traditional philosopher.8 

So far I agree with Professor Urban; but I cannot agree with his analysis 

of the nature of the ambiguity.9 He says that Socrates is not a persistent 

being in the practical, physiological sense, but is so in his moral and po- 

This is as much as to say that it is only the how of phenomena that can be de¬ 

scribed; their what eludes us. All language not merely indicative must be meta¬ 

physical or symbolic; or if not, must resort to negations. I agree with Professor Urban 

that whatever cannot be expressed literally is not therefore unreal, but simply 

neither true nor false; no relative terms, such as young or old, or good or evil, can 

communicate its essence; the relatives are only the names of its modalities, and not 

its name. God, as Nicholas of Cusa says, is hidden from us by these pairs of con¬ 

traries; and these are the Clashing Rocks” of the great tradition, between which 

none can pass without being docked of a characteristic appendage, to wit, his outer 

man; this contingent “self” being, in fact, his “sop to Cerberus.” 

8 So far—viz. as to the mutability and consequent unreality of all that can be 

perceived, measured, and named—modern positivism and the traditional philosophy 

agree; the existence of “things” is what they do. But whereas for the positivist there 

are no realities whatever, the realist, who is also a nominalist with respect to phe¬ 

nomena, affirms the reality of which the things that can be named are the phenomena, 

and employs their names as adequate symbols without which no discourse about 

their reality would be possible. Positivism is a “nothing-morist” (nasti\a, natthi\a) 

doctrine, and as such, as Professor Urban says, “would eliminate whole areas of 

human discourse as meaningless and unintelligible,” adding that the taking up of 

such a stand may be “a symptom of a decaying culture and a prelude to a scientific 

barbarism and a cultural nihilism ; cf. Rene Guenon, Le Regne de la quantite et les 

stgnes des temps, Paris, 1944 [English tr., London 1953—ed.], and Iredell Jenkins, 

“The Postulate of an Impoverished Reality,” Journal of Philosophy, XXXIX (1942)! 

9 William Marshall Urban, Language and Reality, p. 286. Since I am at variance 

with him on this one point I should like to say that I am in full agreement with 

nearly everything else in his book, and notably with the conclusion that “the meta¬ 

physical idiom of the Great Tradition is the only language that is really intelligible.” 
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litical aspect. But, assuredly, it is not only our physical, but also our moral 

and political nature that is changeable; is not the soul subject to persua¬ 

sion? In the traditional philosophy at least, the soul is as much as the 

body a thing that becomes, according to the food that it assimilates (cf. 

Phaedrus 246c); ra r)dr), as Plato says, are never constant in any indi¬ 

vidual, while the Buddhist holds that it is even more dangerous to identify 

the soul with our Self than the body. That “Socrates is old” cannot, in 

any superior universe of discourse, mean that Socrates “is,” but, on the 

contrary, implicitly denies that he “is.” 

It will be only if we predicate in “Socrates” an authentically constant 

property, some “absolute,” that “is” will imply a veritable essence. In this 

case, however, we shall have to ask, What do we now mean by “Socrates”? 

we cannot be referring to this man, So-and-so, subject to inveteration. 

If we say that “Socrates is infallible,” then we are attributing a being to 

“Socrates,” because infallibility is not a more-or-less attribute but, like 

“perfection,” without degree, and therefore immutable. This will be even 

more obvious, perhaps, if we say that “Socrates is immortal”; for this is 

as much as to say “eternal, immortal, and selfsame” (dicravro)?, Phaedo 

79D), and will necessarily mean that we are referring to a “Socrates” that 

has never been born. Both propositions are like Aristotle’s ‘V0C5 is never 

wrong” (De anima 111.10.433a). 

The notion of an infallibility attributed to any individual properly 

offends us; the notion is irrational. For, indeed, as this man, Socrates, 

says himself: “It is the Truth that you cannot gainsay; Socrates you 

easily may” (Symposium 201c, cf. Apology 23A). When, then, is “Socra¬ 

tes” infallible? When it is not “himself” that speaks, but the “voice from 

the Acropolis” (Timaeus 70); the voice, that is to say, of Socrates’ and 

everyman’s immanent Daimon, “who cares for nothing but the truth” 

and is “a very near relative of mine, living in the same house with me” 

(.Hippias major 288d, 304D); in other words, our soul’s immortal and 

divine part (Timaeus 73D, 90A) and our real Self {Laws 959AB), Philo’s 

“Soul of the soul” (Heres 55), St. Paul’s Trvevfxa as distinguished from 

the i/npc7? (Heb. 4:12), and the Indian “self’s immortal Self and Leader” 

(MU vi.7). When, then, we say that Socrates is infallible, “Socrates” is 

no longer a label for the man that was once young, and is ever getting 

older, but a symbol standing for that man’s very Self, the Self of all men, 

that “never becomes anyone.” It is the same when we speak of the Pope’s 

infallibility, viz. when he speaks oracularly (ex cathedra), and the ref- 
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erence is not to this or that Pope, Pius or Gregory, but to the Sanctus 

Spiritus, whose cathedra is in heaven and who teaches from within the 

heart (St. Augustine, In ep. Joannis ad Parthos). What can the Pope as a 

man \now about the Truth? he can only believe; for “Omne verum, a 

quocumque dicatur, est a Spiritu Sancto” (St. Ambrose on i Cor. 12:3). 

“Pope,” as being “infallible,” is an office, not a name, and as such a sym¬ 

bol that stands for another than “this man.” “Not /, the I that I am, 

knows these things, but God in me” (Jacob Boehme). 

Now, if Bertrand Russell asserts that the Holy Ghost does not exist,10 

and that, therefore, my sentences are meaningless, I shall agree with the 

first part of his proposition, since God is properly called nothing, i.e., no 

thing amongst others; it will not, in fact, be overlooked that in proposi¬ 

tions that do attribute a real being to their subject, the form of predica¬ 

tion is typically negative, the negation implying an absence of any or all 

of those qualities of which there can be more or less. I shall not agree 

with his second part, but only say that if my sentences are meaningless 

to him, that is because his universe of discourse is not identical with mine; 

his is a universe of discourse only about things that are never the same.11 

It may be worthwhile to observe here that a Hindu, even in the vernacu¬ 

lar, does not say that “I am cold,” but that “Cold adheres to me” (ham 

k^o thandd lagta); the suppositio being that I, my Self, remain to be dis¬ 

covered by a process of remotion from all those accidents by which my 

being is veiled and from which I must es-cape if I would be authentically 

what I am. 

10 Existence is necessarily in terms of space and time, from which the language 

of meta-physical discourse, concerned with the nature of reality in an unextended 

here and now, as necessarily abstracts. Therefore, it constantly resorts to paradoxes 

or negations such as “modon without locomotion.” But merely because of this 

enigmatic phraseology we must not overlook (unless we are willing to throw away 

“the baby with the bath”) that, as Professor Urban says (p. 708), “these idioms are 

an expression of authentic experiences which can be communicated, and which are 

confirmed or authenticated precisely in these processes of communication.” When, 

for example, we say that “my mind was elsewhere,” our reference is actually to a 

motion without locomotion and to a possible omnipresence. On the other hand, 

if on looking at an excellent portrait we say “that’s me,” we are literally talking 

nonsense, just as we are if we say that “Socrates is old.” Not even our everyday 

language is literally intelligible; even the “language” of mathematics cannot be ex¬ 

plained in terms of experience, because it deals with only a fraction of human ex¬ 

perience, of which the most valuable part is immeasurable. The language of meta¬ 

physics applies to the whole of reality; its universal are not ex- but in-clusive. 

11 “Things that are never the same” is, of course, a tautology. Such is the nature 

of “things.” 
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To sum up, it appears that a real ambiguity lies in the verb to “be” 

which, as an English word, can mean either to “become” or to “be”;12 

which of these meanings is to be understood in a given proposition de¬ 

pending on the nature of the quality or property attributed to the subject 

of the proposition; a variable quality or property implies a variable sub¬ 

ject, and conversely. In German one could better distinguish ist geworden 

alt from ist unjehlbar, in Greek TTpecrfivs iyevero from icrrlv adavaros, 

or in Sanskrit jirno babhuva from amrto sti\ the first terms implying 

processes, and the latter simple aspects of being. That modern English 

has not (except in the rare expression, “Woe worth”) preserved the An¬ 

glo-Saxon weorthan (G. werden, Eat. vertere, Skr. vrt) represents a real 

loss of expressive power. In many other cases, in the “common current 

English” of today, words or phrases (or in the same way visual or en¬ 

acted symbols)13 have lost their primary intentions and retain only their 

indicative values.14 To the extent that we forget that “illustrate” and 

12 See, on this subject, the discussion by C.A.F. Rhys Davids, To Become or Not 

to Become (London, 1937), rightly dedicated to “fellow-translators.” Note especially 

the contrast presented in A 11.37-39 where, in reply to questions, the Buddha answers: 

“No, I shall not become a Deva, Gandharva, or Yaksa,” and concludes with “I am 

Buddha.” This “am” corresponds to the “That art thou” of the Upani$ads, where it 

is a question of the absolute being of the immanent and immortal Self, and the 

verb to “be” is required, because it would be nonsense to imply that what is mortal 

could become immortal. “Becoming” can only have to do with the process of re¬ 

membering and realizing what we are or who we are (Tvu>6l aeavrov), not with 

this what itself. Rhys David’s book is of the highest value in its bearing on the 

problems of translation, but it is vitiated throughout by her own phobia of the no¬ 

tion of an absolute being, to which she would prefer an endless progress. 

13 What were originally rites, for example, survive only as ceremonies, i.e., merely 

in their utilitarian or decorative aspects. This applies to all the arts, of which the 

techniques themselves, e.g., of sculpture or weaving, are naturally symbolic. In sculp¬ 

ture, for example, one either imposes a form upon the clay (via affirmativa) or dis¬ 

covers a form in the wood or stone (the more that one removes, the nearer one 

comes to the formless source in which the forms inhere), and this is the meta¬ 

physic of the impropriety of modeling in clay a form that is to be copied, not in 

metal, but in stone. In weaving, the warp threads are the “rays” of the Intelligible 

Sun (in many primitive looms they still proceed from a single point), and the 

■woof is the Primary Matter of the cosmic “tissue.” When these things have been 

altogether forgotten, in a world of “impoverished reality,” then the work, which 

originally served the needs of body and soul together, becomes either a mechanical 

task or a pastime. 
14 When the “virtue” has gone out of any word, this is not merely a semantic 

fact, but an indication that a similar virtue has gone out of the activity to which 

the word directly refers. In metaphysical discourse it is very often necessary to use 

current words in their archaic or obsolete senses, i.e., more exactly than in the 

shop-worn speech of commerce or the emotive speech of politics. “Every term that 
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“argument” imply to “throw light upon” and to “clarify,” or that metier 

is etymologically ministerium,15 or that the original rfteaning of such 

words as “nature” (originally of things, but now denoting an aggregate 

of the things themselves), “art” (now used for “works of art”), or “in¬ 

spiration” (now very commonly used to mean “external stimulant”) has 

been actually materialized, these expressions have become cliches or super¬ 

stitions for us, who use them only for indicative purposes.16 In fact, as 

I have said elsewhere, “if we exclude from our theological and meta¬ 

physical thinking all those symbols, images, and theories that have come 

down to us from the Stone Age, our means of communication would 

be almost wholly limited to the field of empirical observation and the 

statistical predictions (laws of science) that are based on these observa¬ 

tions; the world would have lost its meaning.”17 The original symbols, 

as a well known archaeologist has said, “were anchored in the highest, 

not the lowest”; there subsisted in them “a polar balance of physical and 

becomes an empty slogan as the result of fashion or repetition is born at some time 

from a definite concept, and its significance must be interpreted from that point of 

view” (Paul Kristeller, The Philosophy of Marsilio Ticino, New York, 1943, p. 

286); and what is true of the verbal is equally true of visual symbols, which always 

had their reasons long before they became mere “art forms.” 

15 It is partly because we no longer realize (verify) that a vocation, or trade (= way 

of life, Skr. acdrya) is properly a ministry (in both the political and sacerdotal senses 

of the word) that we cannot “understand” a caste system, i.e., cannot imagine what 

a social order could be like in which the notions of honor and hereditary function 

coincide. Any such loss of a capacity to understand represents a constriction of 

our “world”; and, in fact, whatever we cannot understand we try to eliminate from 

the world, usually by “giving the dog a bad name.” Our way of saying “no” to 

anything is, logically enough, to call it naught-y. In this word “naughty” (Skr. asat, 

in this sense) the suppositio is that ens et bonum convertuntur, and, similarly, in 

the case of German Unthat (Skr. a\rtam, in this sense), literally “undeed,” and 

hence “sin,” the sinner himself being “not in act,” and as such, as St. Thomas Aquinas 

says, really non-existent. If we ignore the suppositio, the words themselves have 

little more than an exclamatory value and hardly any real meaning. 

16 In the same way phrases such as “our better self,” “be yourself,” “came to him¬ 

self” and “self-government” and “self-control” (i.e., of self by Self, le moi by le soi) 

are not understood (erlebt) if we overlook their suppositio, equally Platonic, Scholas¬ 

tic, Islamic, Indian, and Chinese, that Duo sunt in homine. It is precisely when we 

have not really understood the implications of such a term as “self-government” 

that we are most liable to make a fetish of it. It has often been asserted by ra¬ 

tionalists that religion has been “the opium of the people”; however that may be, 

it is quite certain that the modern shibboleths of “race,” “equality,” “democracy,” 

and notably, “progress,” are the people’s drugs, and that they are deliberately ad¬ 

ministered as such by politicians and advertisers. 

17 Speculum, XIX (1944), 123. 
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metaphysical” (denotation and implication, use and meaning), but they 

have been “more and more emptied on their way down to us.”18 

Moreover, to the extent that we have “overspecialized,” and do not 

understand one another, we are “idiots”—etymologically “peculiar indi¬ 

viduals,” and so peculiar as to be excluded from whole continents of the 

normally human universe of discourse. Scientist and theologian, maker 

and consumer, philosopher and folk no longer understand one another; 

and we talk of the “mysterious East” in a way that would have been 

impossible in the Middle Ages. It sometimes seems that the more our 

means of communication are improved and multiplied, the less are we 

really able to understand one another, and that the more we know of 

less and less, the more impossible it becomes to understand our own past. 

It would be difficult to imagine a culture more provincial than is that of 

the average educated man of today.19 

So our discussion leads us back to the “miracle of language.”20 The 

very facts that we can communicate with one another, that we can trans¬ 

late from another, even an ancient, language into our own, and that the 

human and noninstinctive universe of discourse is so much more really 

universal than is often supposed, call for an explanation.21 Communica¬ 

tion implies a communicator and a communicant; if the latter under- 

18 Walter Andrae, Die ionische Saule: Bauform oder Symbol (Berlin, 1933), p. 65 

[cf. review of this book in Vol. I of this edition—ed.]. 

19 There was a time when all civilizations were so much alike that a traveller 

could feel at home wherever he went; Plato was better understood by Philo and 

Plotinus, Marsilio Ficino, and Peter Sterry than he can be by any modern nominalist, 

however learned; and “the greater the ignorance of modern times, the deeper grows 

the darkness of the Middle Ages.” Archaeological discoveries and anthropological 

investigations have done but little to widen our horizons, mainly because our eyes 

have been blinded to their meaning by our own belief in “progress” (i.e., by the 

application of evolutionary concepts to culture) and by the pathetic fallacy (which 

attributes to primitive man our own aestheticism). 

20 An expression used by Professor Urban. Cf. also R. A. Wilson, The Birth of Lan¬ 

guage (London, 1937); and E. Dacque, Das verlorene Parodies (Munich, 1938). 

21 The different human cultures being, as Alfred Jeremias said, the dialects of 

one and the same spiritual language. Its idioms are recognizable everywhere, alike 

in folklore and in the classical literatures. Without knowledge of these idioms, a 

history of literature is impossible; without it we cannot distinguish between an in¬ 

dividual poet’s inventions and universal formulae, between le symbolisme qui cherche 

and le symbolisme qui sait. In words we must “distinguish at least the subjective 

symbol of psychological association from the objective symbol of precise intellectual 

meaning. The latter implies some knowledge of the doctrine of analogy” (Walter 

Shewring in Weekly Review, August 17, 1944). which Philo calls “the laws of al¬ 

legory.” Without a knowledge of the meaning of verbal or visual symbols a real 

history of ideas is inconceivable. 
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stands the former, although in his own way, this implies the existence of 

a something in common, and a priori with respect to the particular com¬ 

munication. “I love you” will be meaningless if we have no prior concep¬ 

tion of what it might be “to be loved”; in other words, experience (Er- 

lebnis, Skr. anubhava) must have preceded recognition. It is true that 

the content of “I love you” may range from the lowest levels of desire to 

the highest of identity; but language is capable of conveying also shades 

of meaning, and, for example, when RumI says: “What is love? Thou 

shalt know when thou becomest me,” it is obvious that he is not speaking 

of love as desire. 

But the difficulty of understanding one another, or of understanding 

our own past, is greater now than it has ever been; our “science” knows of 

“love” only as a chemical reaction, and the “quest of immortality, the 

effort of men and women to master matter by spirit, is the chief intel¬ 

lectual preoccupation of the men and women outside the sphere of ‘civili¬ 

zation’ today.”22 Our universe of discourse has long been undergoing 

a process of contraction, mainly by an elimination of values from the sym¬ 

bols that once implied both facts and values; and it is precisely this elimi¬ 

nation of values from our minds that prevents us from understanding 

the normal cultures in which the notion of value predominates. We can 

only communicate with what remains of traditional civilizations on the 

level of a lowest common denominator, for which the vocabulary of 

“basic” English will probably suffice. There is little or nothing in a 

modern American education to qualify a man for converse with a Tibetan 

or Indian peasant—not to mention a scholar; all we can do together is 

“eat, drink, and be merry.” 

It is, however, the fact that a mutual understanding is possible, the fact 

that even the most despatialized and detemporalized experiences, insofar 

as they can be referred to by adequate symbols in any language, can also 

be referred to in any other, the fact that there can never be laid a valid 

claim to any property in ideas, that remains to be explained. The excesses 

of evolutionism are past; the philologist no longer maintains that a non- 

instinctive language capable of expressing ideas can have been developed 

from the cries of animals; there is an art of speaking, and the crying of 

babies and the gambolling of lambs is not an art, but instinctive. 

What is the “mutuality of minds,” or the “common good,” that makes 

22 K. N. Chadwick, Poetry and Prophecy (Cambridge, 1942), p. 94 (italics mine). 
With the general thesis of this book, cf. Paul Radin, Primitive Man as Philosopher 
(New York, 1927). 
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their “contact” possible? Some kind of transcendental, metempirical 

explanation of the “common denominator” is inevitable. If a common 

experience can be shared by two “individual” minds, if both can “recog¬ 

nize” the same object or idea, this can only mean that the minds in ques¬ 

tion, say those of a Chinese and an American, are not so individually 

and empirically distinct from one another as might have been inferred 

from the fact of the spatial distinction of the Chinese and American 

bodies, “in which” we think of them as functioning. If a mutual under¬ 

standing has been only partial, we can speak of a like-mindedness; but to 

the extent that a complete understanding subsists, the notion of a kind 

of unanimity, or o«<?-mindedness, is forced upon us. In more than one 

sense, mind transcends both space and time. Another way of putting this 

would be to say that truth is universal, and that only misunderstandings 

of truths, or what amounts to the same, only untruths, are peculiar to in¬ 

dividuals. 

The word “denominator” (in the expression “common denominator”) 

is itself significant in this connection; for naming implies understanding, 

and the primary meaning of the word “denominator” is that of a “giver of 

names.” To speak of the “common denominator” is, then, as much as 

to say that it is “Adam,” the Man in us, and not this man So-and-so, that 

recognizes and understands. In the Old Testament story we are told 

that Adam named the animals; and it is obvious that the latter had not 

then, and have not since, named themselves. The giving of names en¬ 

dows the factors of the passing show with a permanent existence in our 

mental world; and our total experience is therefore one of “name and 

appearance” (Skr. ndma-rupa), not alone of sensation. The fact that 

names have a permanent meaning enables us to understand not only 

our contemporaries, but also those of our ancestors, whose words have 

been transmitted, whether orally or in writing.23 It is because our speech, 

23 As Floryan Znaniecki has remarked, “the golden period of Greek philosophy is 

thus characterized with respect to this problem by an assumption of the community 

of the essential, conceptual part of contents and the community of the rational per¬ 

fect meanings corresponding to it and determined by it, while the varying indi¬ 

vidual meanings of objects were assumed to be determined by the individually 

differentiated, unessential, sensual part of contents” (Cultural Reality, Chicago, 

1919, p. 88). This is as much as to say that meanings are objective and intrinsic 

for those who know, but subjective and arbitrary for those “independent” thinkers 

who construct their own philosophies. Any misuse of words or visual symbols re¬ 

flects an ignorance of their proper meanings and is useless for purposes of com¬ 

munication. And so, as Plato asks: Why consider the inferior philosophers? That 

words have a permanent meaning, however evanescent their enunciation, or the 
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as the Rg Veda says, retains the signatures (la\smlh) of the contempla¬ 

tive “denominators” who first wedded speech to mind (manasa vacant 

akrata, RV x.71.2), without which speech is a mere babbling (SB m.2.4.11). 

So, as Jacob Boehme says, it is the Spirit that manifests and reveals itself in 

the sound with the voice; to hear and to understand are two different 

things; we only understand one another when signatures and images are 

entertained in common; and “by this we know that all human properties 

proceed from One; that they have only one root and mother; otherwise 

one man could not understand another in the sound . . . the inward 

manifests itself in the sound of the word, for that is the mind’s natural 

knowledge of itself” (Signatura rerum 1.1-6). 

In speaking, then, of a common denominator as the basis of all mutual 

understanding and possibility of argument or clarification, we are refer¬ 

ring not to a lowest but to a highest common denominator; and, in fact, 

not to “ourselves” but to our common Self, the Self of all beings, the omnis¬ 

cient fount of memory (MU vi.7, CU vn.26.1), and only seer, hearer, think¬ 

er, speaker, and knower in us (BU m.7.23 and 8.11). The “common de¬ 

nominator” is that one qui intus corda docet and ex quo omne verum, a 

quocumque dicatur proceeds; a merely family likeness of minds, presumed 

to be as distinct from one another as our bodies are, does not suffice for 

unanimity. The possibility of mutual understanding presupposes a com¬ 

mon experience, and more than any single mind can ever have experi¬ 

enced in a single lifetime. In other words, the fact of linguistic com¬ 

munication, the possibility of what we call “learning,” presupposes the 

Platonic and Indian concept of Recollection,24 that there is a better part 

of us that knows already whatever we seem to learn, but of which we 

are in reality only reminded by the spoken word. 

Common universes of discourse will correspond to those areas of this 

latent knowledge of which the parties involved are already conscious, and 

under these circumstances discourse can be readily conducted even when 

the language employed is very technical or reduced to almost algebraic 

terms; theologian and theologian, or physicist and physicist, for example, 

material on which they are recorded, underlies the Indian, Islamic, and Christian 

doctrine of the “eternity of Scripture,” in which doctrine the date of promulgation 

is, of course, to be distinguished from the timelessness of the embodied meaning. It 

is a form of the doctrine of immutable ideas. 

24 See my “Recollection, Indian and Platonic,” and “On the One and Only Trans¬ 

migrant” [in this volume—ed.]. 
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can understand each other, though the layman overhearing may not have 

understood a word that was said, and may go so far as to call the, to 

him, “foreign” language a gibberish. In other cases, typically that of 

master and student, the purpose is to create a common universe of dis¬ 

course by reminding the pupil of an area of knowledge that he possesses 

only potentially and can only with effort, and the help of some external 

“midwifery” (as Socrates used to put it), bring to life. It would be 

theoretically possible for all men to understand one another perfectly, 

and to be able to make themselves understood by anyone; actually, how¬ 

ever, I think I have made it clear that it is, for me, only in the most super¬ 

ficial sense that individuals can be said to understand one another; it is 

an almost trite observation to remark that the more individual men are, 

the less they have in common. When, then, we do understand (or love) 

one another, it is not so much these men, you and I, distinguished by 

their “accidents,” that understand (or love) one another as it is the Man 

in us that understands (and loves) himself. 

Professor Urban (p. 84) maintains that “the entire marvel of intelligible 

communication can be understood only on the basis of transcendental 

presuppositions.” Explicitly, however, he does not mean by this to claim 

for the Philosophia Perennis the status of a divine revelation; this tradi¬ 

tional philosophy and the preeminently intelligible language in which it 

is expressed, notwithstanding that “there is that in it which is timeless 

and, in principle, irrefutable,” he calls a product of human thought (p. 

728). 

There is not so much divergence here as might appear; so much de¬ 

pends upon what we mean by “human” and what by “thought.” I think 

he would agree that it is not the sensitive outer man who hears the sounds, 

but our intellectual or spiritual Inner Man that understands; and only 

might not agree that this Inner Man is the Person of an immanent deity 

whose throne is in heaven. I need not quarrel with him if he replies that 

the kingdom of heaven is within you, but should only add, within and 

without. 

What is important for the student of the history of language and the 

interpreter of literature is his proposition that the implications of lan¬ 

guage are metaphysical; which will mean that the forms of words, like the 

iconography of the other traditional arts, have not been arbitrarily de¬ 

termined, but rather “well-found” than “well-made. If this is true at all, 

it must have been true from the beginning. 

We can, then, ask: By which men, amongst the others of a primitive 
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community learning to speak intelligibly, were the adequate symbols 

“found”? The Rg Veda (x.71.1, cf. AV vii.i.i), comparing them to men 

who winnow corn, calls them “contemplatives” (dhlrah, sometimes more 

loosely rendered by “wisemen”). In other words, the mantic “culture 

heroes” or “medicine men,” by whom the arts were given to men in 

general, “saw” their useful inventions, and the meanings of these inven¬ 

tions, at one and the same time. One can no more imagine that men in¬ 

vented wheels and then attributed meanings to them than that they in¬ 

vented rituals and afterwards deduced from them the myths of which 

the rituals are an enactment. That is only to say that in any creative art, 

content (form, idea) and shape, intuition and expression, theory and 

practice are inseparable; and that if it is otherwise in any mere labor, 

such as that of a galley slave or factory hand, this only means that the 

theory has been forgotten by the laborer. And just as an industry without 

art, such as is known only to “civilized” men, is brutality, so are the mod¬ 

ern materializations of word meanings and the reduction of visual sym¬ 

bols (of which the references were originally at the same time physical 

and metaphysical) to the level of art forms to be appreciated only as 

aesthetic and otherwise meaningless surfaces, symptomatic of a deviation 

from that human nature of which the intelligible languages are a natural 

function. It is not without good reason that both Plato and Mencius 

asserted that the misuse of words is the outward sign of a sickness of 

the soul. 

If, indeed, the implications of language are metaphysical, the traces of 

this should appear in language itself. There are, in fact, many languages, 

notably those of a hieratic quality, such as Greek or Sanskrit, that seem 

to have been made expressly with a view to the clear expression of meta¬ 

physical ideas; nor can even the terms of “common current English” be 

properly understood apart from their metaphysical presuppositions, our 

word “naught-y” and Skr. asat in this sense, for example, implying the 

assumption, ens et bonum convertuntur. It is not at all so sure that primi¬ 

tive man, the creator of language, did not live more by his ideas than 

by facts; at any rate, it was by an application of his myth to the facts 

that he expected to “control” them, and there can be no doubt that he 

thought of names as evocations of the things named. An important exam¬ 

ple of the metaphysical bias inherent in language itself can be cited in the 

fact that in many of the oldest vocabularies (and with survivals in mod¬ 

ern languages, where, however, the tendency is to give an exclusively good 

or bad meaning to such words as “reward,” which are properly neutral) 
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a single root so often embodies opposite meanings; for example, in Egyp¬ 

tian the sign “strong-weak” must be qualified by determinants if we are 

to know which is meant, while in Sanskrit the same word can mean 

either zero or plenum; one infers that the movement of primitive logic is 

not abstractive from an observed multiplicity but deductive from an 

axiomatic unity.25 

Again, modern scientific and proletarian dialects tend to restrict the 

meanings of words to their merely denotative powers, while the more 

expressive languages (which we only call more picturesque) can employ 

the most ordinary terms with extraordinary significance; a large part of 

the technical language of theology, for example, is supported by the arts. 

It is only, in fact, when the polar balance of physical and metaphysical is 

preserved in a language that the whole man, who does not live by “bread 

alone,” can communicate more than a fraction of his experience. We can 

still say that a girl “angled for” a man and “hooks” him, but this is for 

us only a rather cynical metaphor. We have forgotten that every tech¬ 

nique had once also a spiritual significance; as we can observe if we 

consider in this case Meister Eckhart’s “for love is like unto the fisher¬ 

man’s hook,” and realize that he is using here, not a mere simile but 

the idiom of a tradition that can be recognized as well in Marsilio Ficino, 

in the Gospels (“fishers of men,” Matt. 4:19, Mark 1:17, Luke 5:10), 

and in the words of Hafiz: “Fishlike in the sea behold me swimming, 

till He with His hook my rescue maketh.” This will be all the more ap¬ 

parent if we reflect that “swimming in the sea” has also its technical sig¬ 

nificance, and that in this language the fisherman’s “line” stands for the 

“thread-spirit” or chain on which all things are strung, and by which 

the solar Deity “draws” all things unto himself, a concept that can be 

25 On the subject of verbal roots embracing contrary meanings, see Carl Abel, Uber 

den Gegensinn der Urworte (Leipzig, 1884) (also in his Sprachwissenschajtlichen 

Abhandlungen, Leipzig, 1885); B. Heimann, “Deutung und Bedeutung indischer 

Terminologie,” XIX Congr. Internaz. di Orientalisti; “Plurality, Polarity and Unity 

in Hindu Thought,” BSOS, IX, 1015-1021; and “The Polarity of the Indefinite,” 

JISOA, V (1937), 91-96; M. Fowler, “Polarity in the Rig-veda,” Review of Religion, 

VII (1943), 115-123. As St. Thomas Aquinas says, “everything composed of con¬ 

traries is necessarily corruptible,” but “the principles of contraries are not them¬ 

selves contrary,” “our knowledge of contraries is a single knowledge,” and “there¬ 

fore our intellectual Self must be incorruptible” (Sum. Theol. 1.14.8, 1.75.6, and 

1 80.1). Hence the concept that the Wall of Paradise is made of contraries (Nicholas 

of Cusa, De visione Dei ix), that of a liberation from the pairs of opposites (Bhaga- 

vad Gita), and the worldwide symbols (verbal and visual) of the Symplegades, or 

Jaws of Death, between which the traveller to the world of immortality must pass. 
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traced in European literature (not to mention Babylonian, Islamic, In¬ 

dian, and Chinese) from Homer to Blake.26 In the same,way, the Chris¬ 

tian can speak of the soul as following the “spoor” of her quarry, Christ, 

and in so saying is employing the hunting idiom that Plato uses when 

he speaks of being “on the tracks of truth” and that underlies the Sanskrit 

marga, “Way” (in the highest sense), from mrg, to “track.” One other 

illustration: our words “beam” (of wood, German Baum, tree) and 

“beam” (shaft of light) are etymologically identical, while Pali ruf{\ha, 

tree, is a derivative of rue, to shine, and related to lux, light, as is lux 

itself to lucus, grove; and it will be seen that here are implications that 

reappear in the concept of a Branstoc\, Rubus Igneus and Burning Bush. 

Linguistic studies have often been employed for ethnographical purposes; 

it is, for example, inferred from existing vocabularies that a people who 

spoke a proto-Indo-Aryan language must have lived where the birch 

grows. But through an investigation of the iconographies of words we 

can go much further than this to discover their fullest and, generally 

speaking, oldest content; for these words and phrases are a key not alone 

to the material culture but to the vision or thinking of the people who 

invented them. We must also remember that words themselves are only 

the images of things and acts, and that it is the latter that are the real 

bearers of the connotations that the words communicate; so that when 

we can no longer trace the words “tree of life” in a preliterate culture, 

but meet in prehistoric art, or “superstanding” in a folk art, only with 

visual representations, these are fully as valid as the written word would 

have been, and we can properly translate the visual symbol into “our 

own words.” As Edmund Pottier says, “a l’origine toute representation 

graphique repond a une pensee concrete et precise: e’est veritablement une 

ecriture,” and we ought never to forget that the history of literature begins 

long before letters. 

Our point is, then, that we are denying in advance all real possibility of 

an understanding of the “history of literature” if we fail to read back into 

superstanding words and phrases (that we are disposed to think of as the 

fancies or inventions of individual poets but are really so much more than 

“one man deep”) their full and original meanings. As I see it, our teach¬ 

ing of literary history is a farce because we do not know what it is “all 

about” and treat the universal figures of thought as if they were only 

invented figures of speech; so that if precise English is for the great 

26 Most of the references will be found in Coomaraswamy, “The Iconography of 

Diirer’s ‘Knots’ and Leonardo’s ‘Concatenation,’ ” 1944. 
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majority of our “literate” proletariat a dead language, it may be as much 

because of as in spite of their “literacy.” In the present connection, I say 

that nothing but a familiarity with the supremely intelligible language 

of the traditional philosophy, of which the various cultures are the dia¬ 

lects, will make it clear that in such sentences as have been discussed 

above, the meaning of the copulative “is” will depend entirely on what it 

is that is predicated of the subject: there is one Socrates that ages, and 

another Self of Socrates that is immortal, one that becomes and another 

that is. Paraphrasing Sophocles (Oedipus Tyrannos 870), “A God in him 

is great, he does not age.” “As he is in himself,” Socrates is a phenomenon. 

“As he is in God,” he is an essence. Within these two sentences, “is” has 

different meanings: in the first case that of “becoming,” in the second 

that of “being.” 
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Ez ist nieman gotes riche wan der ze grundc tot ist. 

Meister Eckhart (Pfeiffer ed., p. 600) 

The meaning of death is inseparably bound up with the meaning of life. 

Our animal experience is only of today, but our reason takes account also 

of tomorrow; hence, insofar as our life is intellectual, and not merely 

sensational, we are inevitably interested in the question, What becomes of 

“us” on the morrow of death. That is, eidently, a question that can only 

be answered in terms of what or who “we” are now, mortal or immortal: 

a question of the validity that we attach on the one hand to our convic¬ 

tion of being “this man, So-and-so” and on the other to our conviction of 

being unconditionally. 

The whole tradition of the Philosophia Perennis, Eastern and Western, 

ancient and modern, makes a clear distinction of existence from essence, 

becoming from being. The existence of this man So-and-so, who speaks 

of himself as “I,” is a succession of instants of consciousness, of which 

no two are the same; in other words, this man is never the same man 

from one moment to the next. We know only past and future, never a 

now, and so there is never any moment with reference to which we can 

say of our self, or of any other presentation, that it “is”; as soon as we 

ask what it is, it has “become” something else; and it is only because the 

changes that take place in any brief period are usually small that we mis¬ 

take the incessant process for an actual being. 

This holds good as much of the soul as of the body. Our consciousness 

is a stream, everything flows, and “you can never dip your feet twice in 

the same waters.” Moreover, considered individually, every stream of 

consciousness has had a beginning, and must therefore have an end. Even 

[Features of the manuscript and the absence of footnotes indicate that this essay, 

composed in the late 1930s or 1940s, was originally either a lecture or a formal letter 

intended for publication.—ed.] 
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if we assume that an individual continuity of consciousness can survive 

the dissolution of the body (as would not be inconceivable if we suppose 

the existence of a variety of substantial supports not all so gross as, but 

rather more subtle than, the “matter” that our senses normally report), 

it is evident that such a “survival of personality,” still involving a duration, 

affords no proof that such an existence must last forever. The universe, 

however many different “worlds” (i.e., loci of compossibles) it may be 

thought of as embracing, cannot be thought of apart from time; we can¬ 

not, for instance, ask What was God doing before he created the world? 

or What will he be doing when it comes to an end? because the world 

and time are concomitant and cannot be thought of apart. If we suppose 

that the universe has had a beginning, we also suppose that it will come 

to an end when time and space are no more; and that will mean that 

whatever exists in time and space must come to an end sooner or later. 

We emphasize this point because it is important to realize that the spiritu¬ 

alist “proofs” of the survival of personality, even if we should grant their 

validity, are not proofs of immortality, but only of a prolongation of 

personal existence. To presume a survival of personality is only to post¬ 

pone the problem of the meaning of death. 

The whole tradition of which I am speaking assumes, then, and in this 

respect agrees with the “materialist’s” or “nothing-morist’s” opinion, that 

for this man So-and-so, having such and such a name, appearance, and 

qualities, there is no possibility of an immortality; his existence under any 

conditions is an ever-changing one, and “all change is a dying.” It is held, 

alike on grounds of authority and reason, that “this man” is mortal, and 

that there is “no consciousness after death.” Whatever has been born 

must die, whatever is composite must break down, and it would be idle 

to grieve over what is inherent in the very nature of things. 

But the matter does not end here. It is true that nothing by nature mortal 

can become immortal, however long or short a time it may endure. The 

tradition, however, insists that we should “know our self,” what and Who 

we are. In confusing our intuition-of-being with our consciousness-of-be- 

ing-So-and-so, we may have forgotten ourselves. The case is, in fact, one 

of amnesia and mistaken identity. Let us recall that a “person” is primarily 

a mask and assumed disguise, that “all the world’s a stage,” and that it 

may have been a rather childish delusion to have assumed that the dra¬ 

matis personae were the “very persons” of the actors themselves. From 

the point of view of our tradition, the Cartesian cogito ergo sum is an 
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absolute non sequitur and argument in a circle. For I cannot say cogito 

truly, but only cogitatur. “I” neither think nor see, but there is Another 

who alone sees, hears, thinks in me and acts through me; an Essence, 

Fire, Spirit, or Life that is no more or less “mine” than “yours,” but that 

never itself becomes anyone; a principle that informs and enlivens 

one body after another, and than which there is no other that trans¬ 

migrates from one body to another, one that is never born and never dies, 

though president at every birth and death (“not a sparrow falls to the 

ground . . .”). This is a Life that is lived dove s’appunta ogni ubi ed ogni 

quando, a place without dimensions, and a now without duration, of 

which empirical experience is impossible, and that can only be known 

im-mediately. This Life is the “Ghost” that we “give up” when this man 

dies and the spirit returns to its source and the dust to the dust. 

Our whole tradition everywhere affirms that “there are two in us”; the 

Platonic mortal and immortal “souls,” Flebrew and Islamic nejesh 

(nafs) and mah (ruh), Philo’s “soul” and “Soul of the soul,” Egyptian 

Pharaoh and his Ka, Chinese Outer and Inner Sage, Christian Outer and 

Inner Man, Psyche and Pneuma, and Vedantic “self” (atm an) and “self’s 

Immortal Self” (asya amrta atman, antah purusa)—one the soul, self, 

or life that Christ requires of us to “hate” and “deny,” if we would 

follow him, and that other soul or self that can be saved. On the one hand 

we are commanded, “Know thy self,” and on the other told, “That 

(self’s Immortal Self) art thou.” The question then arises, In whom, 

when I go hence, shall I be going forth? In my self, or its Immortal Self? 

On the answer to this question depends the answer to the question, 

What happens to man after death? It is evident, however, from what has 

been said, that this is an ambiguous question. With reference to whom 

is it asked, this man or the Man? In the case of this man, we can only 

answer by asking, What is there of him that could survive otherwise 

than as an inheritance to his descendants? and in the case of the Immortal, 

only by asking, What is there of him to die? If in this life—and “once 

out of time, your chance is gone”—we have remembered our Self, then 

“That art thou,” but if not, then “great is the destruction.” 

If we have known that Man, we can say with St. Paul, “I live, yet not I, 

but Christ in me.” Whoever can say that, or its equivalent in any other 

dialect der einen Geistessprache, is what is called in India a jivan-mu\ta, 

a “free man here and now.” This man, Paul, announced his own death; 

the words “Behold a dead man walking” might have been said of him. 

What of him remained to survive when the body ceased to breathe, but 
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Christ?—that Christ who said, “No man hath ascended into heaven save 

he which came down from heaven, even the Son of Man, which is in 

heaven”! 

“The kingdom of God is for none but the thoroughly dead” (Meister 

Eckhart, Evans ed., I, 419). So, in the same Master’s words, “the soul must 

put itself to death.” For what else does it mean to “hate” and “deny” 

ourselves? Is it not true that “all Scripture cries aloud for freedom from 

self” ? 

Come I’uomo s’eterna? The traditional answer can be given in the 

words of Jalalu’d-Dln Rumi and Angelus Silesius: “Die before you die.” 

Only the dead can know what it means to be dead. 
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The Seventieth Birthday Address 

I am more than honored—somewhat, indeed, overcome—by your kindness 

in being here tonight, by the messages that have been read, and by the 

presentation of Mr. Bharatha Iyer’s Festschrift} I should like to recall the 

names of four men who might have been present had they been living: 

Dr. Denman W. Ross, Dr. John Lodge, Dr. Lucien Scherman, and Pro¬ 

fessor James Woods, to all of whom I am indebted. The formation of the 

Indian collections in the Museum of Fine Arts was almost wholly due to 

the initiative of Dr. Denman Ross; Dr. Lodge, who wrote little, will be 

remembered for his work in Boston and Washington, and also perhaps for 

his aphorism, “From the Stone Age until now, quelle degringoladeI 

still hope to complete a work on reincarnation with which Dr. Scherman 

charged me not long before his death; and Professor Woods was one of 

those teachers who can never be replaced. 

More than half of my active life has been spent in Boston. I want to 

express my gratitude in the first place to the directors and trustees of the 

Museum of Fine Arts, who have always left me entirely free to carry on 

research not only in the field of Indian art but, at the same time, in the 

wider field of the whole traditional theory of art and of the relation of man 

to his work, and in the fields of comparative religion and metaphysics to 

which the problems of iconography are a natural introduction. I am grate¬ 

ful also to the American Oriental Society, whose editors, however much 

they differed from me “by temperament and training,” as Professor Nor¬ 

man Brown once said, have always felt that I had a “right to be heard,” 

and have allowed me to be heard. And all this despite the fact that such 

studies as I have made necessarily led me back to an enunciation of rela¬ 

tively unpopular sociological doctrines. For, as a student of human manu- 

[This address was published in the Journal of the Indian Society of Oriental Art, 

XV (1947).—ED.] 

1 [AKC saw only galley proofs of the volume edited by K. Bharatha Iyer, which 

was soon after published under the title Art and Tbought: A Volume in Honour 

of the Late Dr. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy (London, 1947).—ed.] 
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factures, aware that all making is per artem, I could not but see that, as 

Ruskin said, “Industry without art is brutality,” and that men can never 

be really happy unless they bear an individual responsibility not only for 

what they do but for the kind and the quality of whatever they make. I 

could not fail to see that such happiness is forever denied to the majority 

under the conditions of making that are imposed upon them by what is 

euphemistically called “free enterprise,” that is to say, under the condition 

of production for profit rather than for use; and no less denied in those 

totalitarian forms of society in which the folk is just as much as in a 

capitalistic regime reduced to the level of a proletariat. Looking at the 

works of art that are considered worthy of preservation in our museums, 

and that were once the common objects of the market place, I could not 

but realize that a society can only be considered truly civilized when it 

is possible for every man to earn his living by the very work he would 

rather be doing than anything else in the world—a condition that has 

only been attained in social orders integrated on the basis of vocation, 

svadharma. 

At the same time, I should like to emphasize that I have never built 

up a philosophy of my own or wished to establish a new school of thought. 

Perhaps the greatest thing I have learned is never to think for myself; I 

fully agree with Andre Gide that “toutes choses sont dites deja,” and 

what I have sought is to understand what has been said, while taking 

no account of the “inferior philosophers.” Holding with Heracleitus that 

the Word is common to all, and that Wisdom is to know the Will whereby 

all things are steered, I am convinced with Jeremias that the human cul¬ 

tures in all their apparent diversity are but the dialects of one and the 

same language of the spirit, that there is a “common universe of dis¬ 

course” transcending the differences of tongues. 

This is my seventieth birthday, and my opportunity to say farewell. 

For this is our plan, mine and my wife’s, to retire and return to India 

next year; thinking of this as an astam gamana, “going home.” . . .2 We 

mean to remain in India, now a free country, for the rest of our lives. 

1 have not remained untouched by the religious philosophies I have 

studied and to which I was led by way of the history of art. Intellige ut 

credas\ In my case, at least, understanding has involved belief; and for 

me the time has come to exchange the active for a more contemplative way 

of life in which it would be my hope to experience more immediately, 

2 [Some brief personal references, of no relevance to the theme, are deleted at 

this point.—ed.] 
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more fully, at least a part of the truth of which my understanding has 

been so far predominantly logical. And so, though I may be here for an¬ 

other year, 1 ask you also to say “good-by”—equally in the etymological 

sense of the word and in that of the Sanskrit Svaga, a salutation that ex¬ 

presses the wish “May you come into your own,” that is, may I know and 

become what I am, no longer this man So-and-so, but the Self that is 

also the Being of all beings, my Self and your Self. 
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i66n, 168, 171, 178, 182, 185-89, 191- 

92, 199, 212-13, 223n, 224-25, 227, 

23I-33> 240, 244-46, 2560, 259-60, 

270, 278, 296, 303^ 311, 322, 333n, 

336-37- 339n> 344-45, 352n, 3540, 

369, 373-74, 379-8o, 383-86, 388n, 392, 

395-96, 398-99, 403-404, 4°6, 408, 

410, 412, 425-29, 435; analysis of, 410- 

15; to be and to know are the same, 

56, 212; becoming is the epiphany 

of being, 336ns our “being” is a be¬ 

coming, 337ns definition of states of 

being in spatial or temporal terms, 

403ns identification of knowing and 

being in divinis, 52; nonbeing, 104 

Bernard, St., 20, 32n, 40, 73n, 216, 

344n, 388 
Berosus, 407 

Bhaga, 173 

bha\ti, 387-97 

Bharhut, 279, 307 

Bhaskara, i98n, 22on, 226, 228 
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Bhatta, V. P., 387 

bird: symbolism of, 76, 82, 123, 125, 

x45n> 209, 251, 339-40; language of 

the birds, 135a 

birth, 52-53, 58-60, 7on, ygn, ioin, 

I78n, 191, i94n, 1980, 203, 207n, 234, 

236, 254, 260, 296, 3030, 322, 325, 

337. 343) 36on, 390n, 411, 428; tem¬ 

poral and eternal, 37, 40, 84, 237, 

242; the “unborn,” 273, 294m See also 

nativity; rebirth; transmigration 

Blake, William, 36, 39, 65, 85, 94, 160, 

249n, 254n, 325, 424 

Bloomfield, Maurice, 174-75, i8on, 402 

bodhisattva (bodhisatta), 99, ioin, 105, 

136, 152, 247, 273, 289, 303, 308, 314, 

3<i2n, 395-96, 405 

Boehme, Jacob, 23, 27, 29, 39, 88 

(epigraph), 94n, 148, 159 (epigraph), 

161-62, i67n, 187, 21m, 240, 352-53, 

41 in, 414, 420 

Boethius, 6, 14, 16, 24n, 38, 57, 68n, 

90-91, 188, 243, 294, 343n, 366n, 370, 

380, 385n 

Bonaventura, St., 3m, 38, 63n, 182-85, 

250, 333. 34m, 349R 352n 
Brahma, 19m, 269, 29m, 297n, 322, 

398-99, 40in 

Brahma(n), 10, 21, 51, 55n, 60-61, 67- 

71, 80-82, 96, 100, 113-14, 117-18, 

i22n, 124, 136-37, 139-41, i46n, i48n, 

153, 161-64, i66n, 182, i96n, 198-99, 

202, 2o6n, 214-15, 226, 232-33, 239, 

267, 2750, 286-87, 290-91, 299, 3040, 

3°7n, 312, 323. 336, 338-39. 344, 346- 

49, 351-54, 384-86, 388-89, 392, 394, 

402n 

Brahmanaspati, i27n, 362 

Brahmanism, reconciled with Buddhism, 

333-34 
Brajabuli, 300 

breath, 18, 50, 58-59, 67-73, 78-80, 

86, 109-12, 114, 117, 119, 120-22, 127, 

133, 153-54, 160, 162-64, 188-89, 239, 

244, 301, 336, 338-39, 342n, 344 ft, 

375n, 392, 394n'. See also gale; Marut; 

spiration 

Brehier, Emile, 16511, i6gn, 19m 

Brhadratha, 265, 34on 

Brhaspati, 109, 114-15, H9n, i27n, 

145, 224, 36m 

Brhat, 203-206, 208 

bridge, symbolism of, 18, 137 

Briggs, C. A., 39 

Brown, W. Norman, 38m, 433 

Buddha, 3-4, 29, 53-55, 6in, 63^ 66n, 

76-77, 87n, 96, 98n, ioon, 105, 117, 

I24n, 133, MB 152, 154, i6on, 181, 
i82n, i96n, 202, 207n, 247, 264-72, 

27511, 277-79, 284-85, 288-91, 293-94, 

296-99, 303, 306, 308-11, 314-15, 

317-23, 326-27, 329, 388n, 395, 405, 

4I5n 
Buddhaghosa, 264-65 

Buddhism, i8on, 247, 264-329 passim-, 

reconciled with Brahmanism, 333— 

34. See also Buddha; ordination; 

teaching 

Bundahishn, 358 

Burlingame, Eugene W., 306 

Bury, R. G., 368n 

Caland, W., 203 

Calderon de la Barca, Pedro, 251 

caste, 132, 297n, 4i6n 

causality, 14-16, 19, 38, 57n, 84, 90-91, 

i49n, 185, 245n, 2920, 294-96, 314, 

342, 345n, 368-70, 384R 403; in 
Buddhist thought, 267-69, 411 

center, symbolism of, 41, 54n, 225, 35m. 

See also circle 

Cerberus, 29, 4i2n 

ceremony, 4i5n 

Chadwick, K. N., 4i8n 

Chalmers, Lord, 284, 297n 

chance, 245^ 276, 345n. See also fate 

character, 213 

chariot, symbolism of, 68n, 77n, 12m, 

125, 128, i63n, 179, 186, 221-23, 249, 

270n, 274, 295, 338n, 347-48, 36m, 

3g9n 
Charlemagne, 35 

chess, symbolism of, 21, 157 

Christ, 3, 5, 10, 12, 20-21, 25, 27-28, 

3°, 32, 34-35, 4°, 42-43, 77n, 84-85, 
95, 105, iio-ii, 145, i66n, 170, 172, 

183, I92n, 234, 237, 240, 242, 244n, 

248, 250, 252, 267, 272n, 325, 328, 

347n, 375, 389, 396, 4°5n, 424, 428- 
29; Antichrist, 27, 32; the art of God, 

i83n, 21 on; Incarnation, 72n; mystical 

body of, 87m See also Cross 
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Chuang-tzu, 21 in 

Cicero, ^jn 

circle, symbolism of, 13, 54n, 179 fT., 

221-25 passim, 349m See also wheel 

city, symbolism of, 74, 78, 80, 338n 

Clarenbaldus of Arras, 385n 

Clement of Alexandria, 35, i6yn, i94n, 

255n 
comprehensor, 50, 52, 79, 98n, 99-100, 

i03n, 108, non, 114, n6n, 12m, 123, 

126, 131, 133, 135, 137, 141, 150, 154, 

i63n, 176, i8in, i86n, 196-97, 200, 

2030, 239, 249, 254, 256, 260, 265, 

284, 293, 301-302, 3520, 3590, 376-77, 

384. 389. 39on, 392-93 

conscience, 25, 63, 85, 34 m 

consciousness, 17, 56n, 68, 72, 90-91, 

94n, 98, 137, 178-80, 185, 2i2n, 

261, 279, 295, 301, 329, 337, 339, 341- 

42, 373. 379- 395n. 404-405. 426-27 
contemplation, 5, 9-10, 18-19, 22, 37, 

40, 50-51, 6in, 690, 77, 122, 124, 1270, 

131-32, 153, 200, 203, 209, 212, 2340, 

252, 269, 283-84, 29on, 299, 311, 318, 

329, 333, 3490, 350n, 352n, 372, 387, 

389, 395, 420, 422, 434; the expert 

contemplative, see life, contemplative 

continence, 340m See also fasting 

contraries, 24, 50, 77, 136, 198-99, 213, 

343, 345n> 367n, 4I2n, 423; coinci¬ 

dence of, 6, 43n, 59-60, 66n, 7m, 92n, 

231-40 passim, 343n, 379-86 passim-, 

reconciliation of, 96n, i05n, 77n, 

I43-I44n 
cornerstone, symbolism of, 2&2n 

cosmology, 227, 398-407 

Cowell, E. B., 273 

crafts, 53, 2440, 3050; smithy, symbolism 

of, n8n, 244 

Cratylus, 258 

creation, of the world, 14, 40, ii5n, 

148, 167, 180-82, 189-90, 192-93, 199, 

225, 236, 238-39, 244, 259; by the 

utterance of a name, 193-97; from 

conjoint principles, 205-2o6n 

criticism, higher, 310 

crocodile, symbolism of, 327 

Cross, symbolism of, 3890; crucifixion, 

77n, 86, non, 136, 233 

Cuchullain, 229 

daimon, 63, 75n, 85, 104, i24n, 307^ 

310, 338, 34in> 365-67, 4i3 

Daityas, 3660 

Danavas, 366n 

Dante, 4-6, 59, 63, 66-67, 74-75, 85, 

93n, i02n, 104, ii5n, i49n, i85n, i9on, 

206, 216-17, 223, 238-39, 241-55 

passim, 259^ 263, 325, 327, 3370, 

342n, 366n, 383, 428 

Daressy, Georges, 144 

darkness, 254, 258; Divine Darkness, 

179, i86n, 384, 393 

dawn, in, 166 (epigraph), 17m, i82n, 

i9on, 201, 205, 207, 243, 248-50 

de Gaigneron, Ludovic, 234n 

De Wulf, Maurice, 268n, 384 

death, 12, 15-17, 20-23, 3°, 38, 52n, 

56, 6in, 67-74, 79n, 83, 87n, 89, 94- 

95, 99, ioon, 107, non, 113-14, n6n, 

120-22, 133, 136-39, 157, 169, 1770, 

i8on, 196, 199, 204-205, 2140, 233n, 

235, 238, 245, 254, 258-59, 266-67, 

278-80, 295-96, 299-305, 323, 337, 

340n, 345-47, 355n, 358n, 36on, 3650, 

372, 380-81, 384, 39on, 391-94, 426- 

29, 405, 411, 423m, death in life, 5, 

26-27, 84, 92, 95, 99, 105, non, 389ns 

initiatory, 32, 43, 92, 108, 124ns natural 

fear of, 372ns ritual, 125, 305ns the 

Deathless, 282. See also immortality 

decapitation, 30, 142 

delight, 238-39 

Delphi, 43-45 

de-mentation, 210-n, 213, 215, 219, 233, 

288-89. See also mind 

demiurge, 7m, 191 

demonology, 3&5n 

Descartes, Rene, 12, 31, 98n, 335, 344n, 

3650, 427 
despiration, 14, 41, i64n, 176, 188, 199, 

205, 2ion, 232, 300, 302, 328, 3390, 

345n, 388, 396. See also nirvana 

destiny, 35n, 186-87, 365, 368. See also 

fate, providence 

Deussen, Paul, 59n, 6gn, 8on 

deva, 80, 99, ii4n, 129, 192, i96n, 20on, 

206, |2i5n, 233, 265, 269, 275, 284n, 

293n, 297, 304n, 354n, 372, 392, 

394, 400, 4i5n 

Devananda, 243 
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Devi, Amara, 314 

dharma (dhamma), 8711, 264-67, 271, 

273, 285, 291, 329 

DTghatamas, 20411 

Dione, 23711 

Dionysius the Areopagite, 6, 9, 20, 36, 

38, 57n> 136, 18711, 243, 247, 383, 393 

DIrghasravas, 204a, 235 

discrimination, 4, 2i2n, 243, 334, 379; 

discernment, 56n 

disguise, 79n, 105, 317, 427 

Docetism, 405n 

doing, i03n, i24n, i3on, 132-34, 151, 

157, 185, 213, 267-69, 375, 376 

dome, 288 

Donne, John, 31, 292n 

door, symbolism of, 20, 389, 392n; 

“active door,” 65n, 412n. See also 

Symplegades 

dove, symbolism of, 245 

draughts, symbolism of, 1480, 370 

dream, 51-520, i8on 

drowning, symbolism of, 283, 326, 396 

dualism, 24, 27, i68n, 198. See also 

contraries 

dust, symbolism of, 92n 

dwarf (gnome), symbolism of, n8n 

eagle, symbolism of, 252-53 

Eckhart, Meister, 3, 5-6, 19-21, 27, 30- 

31, 36, 39, 4E 43n, 52-53. 63-64, 7on, 
80, 82n, 840, 88 (epigraph), 89, 92- 

93, 95-96, 104-106, iogn, hi, 1240, 

i32n, 141, 148, 150, 154-55, 161, 170, 

172, 1760, 181, 183, 185, 188, 191, 

194-95, 197, 213-14, 226n, 233-34, 

237, 242-43, 248-51, 254, 260, 267, 

300, 3030, 327, 339n, 343“44, 347n, 

355, 359n, 37on, 374, 377, 38m, 383, 
384-85, 388-89, 392-93, 396, 404-405, 

410-n, 423, 426n, 429 

ecstasy, i82n 

Edgerton, Franklin, 174 

education, 5-6, 10, 35, 63, 2150, 349n, 

356, 364, 3660, 417-18. See also knowl¬ 

edge; learning; scholarship 

Eggeling, J., 207, 256, 2820, 307 

ego, 25-27, 30, 33, 58, 80, 88, 104, i62n, 

ig8n, 275-76, 3470, 374, 411 

Eisler, Robert, 357 

Eleazar of Worms, 640 

elephant, symbolism of, 297 

Eliade, Mircea, 1130 

Elimelech of Lizensk, 64 

Elixir of Life, i29n 

emanation, 40, 120, 145, 189, 191, 1980, 

226, 2390, 244, 392n 

emotion, 123, 146 

empiricism, 159, i6in, 344n 

emptiness, 319, 329. See also void 

enlightenment, 19 

Epiphanius, 204 

epiphany, 336n 

equality, of men, 36m 

Erakapatta, 327 

Erigena, Joannes Scotus, 39, 6on, 96, 

i82n, 2i2n, 384 

Erman, Adolf, 144 

Eros, 11, 31, 86, in, 147, 201, 310. See 

also Amor 

escapism, 8pn 

Eschenbach, Wolfram von, 235 

esotericism, 214, 396 

essence, 4-5, 10-n, 13, 32, 38, 41, 66, 

76n, 83n, 92n, 96n, 99n, ioin, 103, 

112, 134, 141, 161, i67n, 168, 170, 

I72~73> 182, 184, 188, 191, i94n, 

206, 212-13, 231, 236, 239, 242, 2560, 

258, 270-71, 275, 295-96, 311, 319, 

329, 337, 343-44, 348n, 3550, 379-81, 
383-86, 392, 396, 410, 425-26, 428; 

one essence and two natures, 37, 7m, 

8in, 267, 336, 345n 

eternity, 22, 37, 55, 64, 7on, 75n, 181, 

193, 206, 21 in, 225n, 234, 242, 2570, 

266-67, 312, 375, 379n, 384, 389, 399- 

400, 4030, 420n; eternal man, 5, 19, 

49, 59n, 60, 93, 104, i64n, 193, 343n, 

428 

ethics, 85, 134, 267-69, 337, 367n, 372 

etymology, 30, imn, 193, 289, 315, 378, 

416, 435; hermeneutic, ii9n, 256-63; 

Pali and Skr., 264-329 passim. See 

also philology 

Euripides, 65n, 75n, 95n 

Euthydemus, 44n 

Everyman, 22, 250 

evil, 20, 24-25, 28, 31, 42, 52, 72n, 77n, 

81, 114-16, u8n, 120, i27n, 130-31, 

138, 146, 1490, 183, 197, 233, 236, 258, 
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evil (cont.) 

268-69, 276, 290, 296, 299, 30211, 30511, 

322-23, 342-43, 3630, 367-68 

evolution, 14; evolutionism, 418 

exegesis: four modes of, in Buddhist 

and Christian thought, 3i5n; tradi¬ 

tional method of, 217-19, 328 

exemplarism, 5, 40, 169, 172, 177-97, 

222n, 246 

expression, traditional theory of, 260 

eye: symbolism of, 14, 19, 95n, 117, 181, 

200, 327-29, 3390, 354n, 386, 392; 

evil eye, 305n 

fairy, “the little people,” n8n. See also 

tale, fairy 

faith, 8, 39, 9on, 12m, 129, 201, 215-16, 

29m, 387, 389; diversity of faith a 

matter of divine appointment, 42; a 

mean between contrary heresies, 38 

fasting, i23n, 203n, 34on, 363m See also 

continence 

fate, 49-50, 57n, 84, 90-91, i24n, 134, 

156-57, 187-88, 267, 342, 359n, 365, 

368—73, 377; Fates, 35on; fatalism, 

268n, 276; Norns, 350m See also 

destiny; providence 

Ficino, Marsilio, 83n, 86n, 4i7n, 423 

fiction, 275n, 294n 

figure of thought, 424 

filiation, 22, 41 

Finkel, J., 640 

fire: symbolism of, 150-55 passim, 159- 

65 passim, 274, 299-305; in Indian 

myth and ritual, 107-47 passim 

flavor {rasa), 311-12 

Fletcher, Phineas, j6n 

flood, symbolism of, 100, 398-407 

folklore, ii3n, n8n, 147, 2920, 4170; 

folklore and Philosophia Perennis 

spring from a common source, 262; 

“stickfast” motif, 342m See also fairy; 

tale, fairy 

fontanelle, 35on, 359 

food, 69-70, 86n, 92n, 105, 107, 110-13, 

115-16, 122-23, 125-27, I35n> 235, 

252n, 254, 260, 311, 315, 318-19, 3400, 

36on, 375, 381-82, 385, 413; whatever 

fuel feeds the fires of life, 59n 

footprint, symbolism of, 96n, 117, 298, 

308-309, 316, 3790 

foramen, 154, 281 

forgetting, 51, 90, 92; all forgetfulness 

thought of as a madness, 54m See also 

recollection 

form, 5, 6, 13, 91, 134, 177, 183-84, 

i86n, 19m, 193-94, i97n, 250-51, 

258, 260, 288n, 2940, 323, 385, 392, 

4i5n, 422; to “de-form” oneself of 

oneself (Eckhart), 102; forma humani- 

tatis, 25on 

fountain, symbolism of, 65n; Fons Vitae, 

325, 355. See also waters 

Francis, Henry T., 308 

friendship, 280 

Gaia, 235n 

gale, 18, i67n, 171-72, 188-90, 239, 244, 

265, 275, 287n, 300-302, 3040, 344, 

345n, 36on. See also breath; Marut; 

Vayu 

Ganapati, 36m 

gander, symbolism of, 153, 160 

Gandharva, 59, 201, 4i5n 

Gandhi, Mohandas, 139 

Ganesa, 36m 

Garutman, i4on 

Garvey, M. P., 56n 

Gaudapada, 3 

Gayatra, Gayatri, 208 

Gebhard-Lestrange, A., 66 (epigraph), 

830 

genealogy, 58, 235 

genius, 26n, 36 

Ghosa, ipon 

Gide, Andre, 434 

Gill, Eric, 34on 

Gilson, Etienne, i94n 

glossolalia, i6on 

gnosis, 4, 10, 12, 37, 44, 50, 55n, 62n, 

100, 128, 154, 174, 202, 205n, 207, 

211, 212-14, 254, 315n, 328, 387, 388m 

396 
Gnosticism, 208, 232, 2360, 387 

God, 4, 10, 19-42 passim, 50, 52n, 56- 

57, 60, 62n, 66 (epigraph), 68n, 70-71, 

73, 77-106 passim, 108, m, 117-18, 

121-22, i24n, I27n, 1320, 1360, 137, 

146-50, i63n, 167-71, 177-91, 195^ 

199, 206-15, 23r~54 passim, 260, 268, 

2/2n, 276, 291-92, 302, 311, 336-50 

passim, 354n, 363-76, 380-96, 410-12, 
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41211, 414, 425, 427; is in all things 

self-intent, 20, 182, 284^ Allah, 34; 
divine bi-unity, 41, 195, 205, 231-40 
passim, see also principle: conjoint, 
Supreme Identity, syzygy; divine play, 
148-58; the ever-renascent Serpent, 
141; the face and back of, i9on; God 
Himself does not know what He is, 
96, i82n; liberation of the God within 
us, 78; symbolized by the sun, 5, see 
also sun; we are the “mountain” in 
which God is “buried,” 118; Godhead, 
19, 93, 104, i76n, 179, i86n, 199, 225, 
231-32, 254n, 260, 283, 339n 

Goethe, J. W. von, 24n 
Gotterdammerung, 407 
gold, symbolism of, 179, 347n, 35on; a 

body of, 13 m 
good, goodness, 20, 52, 65, 72n, 77n, 81, 

84, 99-100, 146, 168, 187m, 233, 268, 
2720, 276, 2940, 299, 323, 342-43, 

354n. 367 
government, 62m 68n, 156, 337, 362, 

366n, 371-72, 4i6n; self-government, 

25, i47n 
Govinda, 3 
grace, i24n, 136, 405 
Grail, 36, i35n, 355 
Grassman, Hermann, 58n, 132, 286 
Gregory, St., 107 (epigraph) 
grief, 3040 
Griffith, R.T.H., 195 
Grimm, Brothers, 1470 
Grtsamada, ii7n 
Guenon, Rene, i67n, 198, 229, 257n, 

262n, 2Sgn 

guild, 346n 
Gunn, Andrew Rugg, i24n 

guru, 214, 364n 

Haas, G., 35on 
habit, 213 
Hadley, E. E., 28 
Hafiz, 423 
Hanuman, 286n 
happiness, 342n, 369 
harmony, 187, 206-207, 2330 
harp, symbolism of, 3540 
Harrison, Jane, 141, 299 
health, 335, 362 
Hearn, Lafcadio, 35 

heart, 31, 35, 37, 49 (epigraph), 5on, 
52n, 55n, 6an, 67, 74, 79n, 97n, 117, 

119, 121, 135n» 153- l63n- 173> l95n, 
206, 210-11, 249, 252n, 254, 256, 300, 

337-39. 34m, 349-54. 357. 37in> 38m, 
39m, 414; the Buddha composes and 
settles his heart, 299, 321; feet of 
Death planted in the heart, 307; as 
the seat of will and pure intellect, 18; 
space in the heart, 226 

heaven, 23, 28, 32, 49 (epigraph), 500. 
56, non, 116, 126, 182-83, 186, 189, 
194-95, 204-206, 221, 225, 227, 231, 

239> 249. 252n> 254. 256, 327> 36on, 
381, 3900, 394n, 396, 400, 406, 421, 
429 

Helios, 44n, 159 
Hell, 23-33 passim, 72n, 830, 2490, 

2960; Hades, 61; harrowing of, i86n 

Henning, W. B., 35m, 358 
Heracleitus, 156, 159-65, 352n, 373, 434 

Hercules, 29 
heredity, genetic, 403 
heresy, 7, 99n, i03n, 268, 276, 278, 292- 

94, 342n, 345n, 4050; every belief is a 
heresy if regarded as the truth, 38 

hermeneia, 256-63 passim, 315. See also 

etymology 
Hermes Trismegistus, 52n, 62-63, 67, 

68n, 7m, 75n, 77n, 79n, 95-97, u8n, 
i24n, 1630, i66n, 168, 198 (epigraph), 
231 (epigraph), 24on, 280, 3380, 340- 

42. 346n, 3530, 3550, 358, 366, 374 
hero, 77n, 79n, 95n, inn, n8n, 135- 

37, 141, 292n, 298-99, 348n, 356, 3590, 
398, 422 

Hesiod, 56, 37m 

Hesychius, 143 
Hillebrandt, Alfred, 402 
Hiranyagarbha, 173, 200, 204, 233, 38on 

Hiranyahasta, i<9on 

Homer, 95n, 424 

Horner, I. B., 264n 
horse, symbolism of, 31, 79n, 121, 128, 

I51. 304. 34m, 347. 366n> 371 
house, symbolism of, ii9n 

humanism, 6, 25on 
Hume, Robert Ernest, 6gn, 80-81, ii7n, 

133, 2ion, 212, 3840, 39m 

hunting, symbolism of, 424 
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Ibn ‘Arab!, Muhylddin, 37, 188 

Ibn ‘Ata, 55n 

iconoclasm, 10, 329 

iconography, 421, 433; of the Buddha, 

154; Christian, I92n; related to se¬ 

mantics, 4o8n, 424; the verbal or 

visual icon, 37. See also entries for 

specific images; and symbolism 

Ida, 239 

idea, 223, 258, 267, 2940, 398-99; ideas, 

doctrine of, I94n 

identification, 10, 50, 87n, I05n, 156, 

199, 213, 396; identity of immanent 

and transcendent spirit, 92n; identity 

of knowing and being in divinis, 52. 

See also assimilation, integration 

idolatry, 37 

ignorance, 10, 15, 62n, 121, i82n, 2i2n, 

307, 325; docta ignorantia, 20 

Ik, 239n 

illumination, 51 

imagination, 20, 52n 

imitation, 36, 107, 114, 177-97 passim, 

229, 243, 257; of Agni, 209; in lan¬ 

guage, 261; of the Supreme Identity, 

2030 

Immaculate Conception, 243 

immortality, 8, 12, 22, 25-26, 44-45, 

56, 58-59, 61, 63, 66, 69-72, 74, 79, 81, 

83, 90, 106-109, 121, 126, 128-29, 

3i3. 162-63, 20m, 214, 243, 275n, 

295n> 3II[> 323> 34A 360-61, 364, 372, 

379) 38m, 388n, 399, 40m, 404, 406, 

413, 418, 4230, 426-29 

incest, 239n, 245 

individuality, 270, 294-95, 335> 380; 

archetypal inwardly and phenomenal 

outwardly, 225; mechanistic interpreta¬ 

tion of, i49n 

Indra, 55n, 67, 69n, in, 113-16, 119- 

23, I25n, 132, i34n. 136~37> 144-46, 
153, i6on, i62n, 170-72, 1770, 193, 

203, 205n, 207, 223-24, 226, 233, 2350, 

247, 249, 2520, 259, 281-82, 2920, 306, 

336, 339n, 34In, 344, 348n, 352-57, 359- 
62, 366-67, 392n, 400, 401; In- 

drabrhaspatl, 145; IndragnI, 7m, i6in, 

182, 238, 247; Indram, 12m, 233, 

249, 348n 
industrialism, 422, 433-34; “manu-fac- 

ture,” 349n 

infallibility, I49n, 246, 285, 328, 413; 

papal, 413 

influence, 650 

initiation, 19, 32, 43-45, roin, 109-10, 

116, 120, 126, 129, 133, 151, 1690, 176, 

199-200, 202, 251, 2530, 288, 303, 

3070, 364, 387, 396; Buddhist, 101, 

288-293; royal, 115; the “secret” 

cannot be betrayed, 202, 213-16, 2930 

injustice, 369 

innocence, i97n 

inspiration, 51, 54n, 30m, 328, 416 

instinct, 365 

integration, reintegration, 32, 79n, 8yn, 

g8n, 121, 131, 137, 145, 199-200, 2070, 

225-26, 357n; self-integration is a 

matter of orientation, i62n 

integrity, 28511 

intellect, 18, 25, 30, 7on, i48n, 181, i83n, 

i95n, 200-20in, 203, 207-19 passim, 

224, 232-34, 25m, 29on, 2940, 302, 

3r5n' 383. 385. 387-88, 392, 397. 4°2n 
intention, 1830, 206, 314, 4o8n, 415; 

the “self-intention” of Brahman, 182 

intuition, 50-54, 422 

Tsana, 17m 

Islam, 640, 93, 188, 241, 245-46, 371, 

_ 393n 
Tsvara, 64, 66n 

Iyer, K. Bharatha, 433 

Jadrup, Gosain, 83n 

Jaeger, Werner, 354n, 364n 

Jahangir, 83n 

JamI, ‘Abd al-Rahman, i68n, i78n, 2130 

Janua Coeli, 65n, 308, 356 

Janus, ipon, 224 

jar, symbolism of, 11, 37 

]ata\a, 99, ioin, 105, 152, i54n, 17m, 

270, 273, 279, 283, 287-89, 308, 314, 

3r9 
Jatavedas, 58-59, 66n, 73, 79n, 172, i8in 

Jean de Castel, 32n 

Jeremias, Alfred, 40, 65n, ii5n, 175, 

242n, 248, 4i7n, 434 

Jerome, St., 247 

jihad, 372. See also war 

John of the Cross, St., 8pn 

John of Damascus, St., 37, 231, 243 

Judgment, Last, 85, 94, 254n, 398 
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jugglery, traditional, 3670 

Junayd, 37 

Jung, C. G., 9-10, 26n, 28, 9on, 273n 

justice, 377 

Kala, i8on 

Kalama, Alara, ioon 

Kaniska, iogn 

Karade, King, 141-42 

Karttikeya, 36m 

Kassapa, 291, 297-98; Kumara Kassapa, 

320 

katharsis, i23n, 34m 

Keith, A. B., 59n, 79n, 113—15, 117, 

H9n, 141, 175> T97n, 256, 261, 301, 
356n, 39m 

king, 42, 67, i27n, 132, i62n, 247, 249, 

337-38, 346, 352n, 371, 402; kingdom 

of heaven, 421; kingship, iopn, 114- 

15, 122, 273, 296-97, 348n 

Kirk, William C., 159 

kiss, 152, 337n; Fier Baiser, 32 

knot, symbolism of, 196, 211, 260 

knowledge, 9-10, 15, 49-50, 52-60, 62- 

64, 7on, 90-91, ioin, 104, 123-24, 

131, i6on, i62n, i7on, 177 (epigraph), 

181, 198 (epigraph), 199, 213-14, 

2i6n, 218, 230, 2330, 2360, 244, 247, 

2520, 261, 272-73, 277-78, 280, 284, 

295, 299, 3i 1, 335, 364, 36611, 3740, 

376, 383, 388n, 392-93, 399, 403-404, 

4i7n, 420-21, 428-29; as Being, 56, 

212; learning as a sacrifice of knowl¬ 

edge offered to God, 216; meaning of 

self-knowledge, 137; names are not 

to be confused with knowledge itself, 

259; no knowledge of anything to 

which the will refuses its consent, 8; 

this ignorance surpasses all knowl¬ 

edge, i82n; unknowing, 20, 96n, 2i2n, 

243. See also education; learning; 

scholarship 

Kosmos, 164 

Krishna, 31, 53n, 59, 150, 202, 232, 376 

Kristeller, P. O., 83n, 86n, 4i6n 

Krivi, 196 

Krtya, 324 

Kubera, i45n 

Kumara, 140, 1950 

Lachmann, Robert, 246 

ladder, Jacob’s, 403 

Lancelot, 77n 

land, promised, 256n 

Langdon, Stephen, i94n 

language, 256-63, 408-25 passim 

Lanman, Charles R., iaon 

Lao-tzu, 3, 43n 

law, 187, 368, 385 

Law, William, 28, 41m 

learning, i97n, 214-16; methodology 

in traditional studies, 355m See also 

education; knowledge; scholarship 

leisure, 375 

Leo XIII, Pope, 2281 

liberation, 12-13, 53n, 55> 70n, 74~78, 
89, 91-92, 97n, 117, 124, 132, 135, 

i8on, 188, 202, 210-13, 216, 271-72, 

295n> 322, 334-35. 339n. 364n. 3670, 
384, 388-90, 396, 40on; distin¬ 

guished from salvation, 196; not only 

a matter of shaking off the physical 

body, 93 

liberty, 117 

life, active, 5, 37, 203ns not invalidated 

by the priority of contemplation, 135; 

contemplative, 37, 135, 203ns sacri¬ 

ficial interpretation of, 133 ff., 279 

light, 5, 10, 18-19, 27, 32, 35. 43, 6311, 

73, 96, I02n, 104-105, 107, 126, 131, 

136, 1430, 146, 150, 153-54, i64n, 

i7on, 179, 182-83, 185-86, 190-92, 

194-95, 199-200, 202, 206-207, 2i4n, 

233. 2350, 252n, 254, 256n, 261, 325, 

328, 34m, 349n, 353, 359, 378, 383- 

84, 386, 389-90, 392-3940, 424; coinci¬ 
dence of light and sound, 192; gnosis 

of the Light, 10; image-bearing light, 

185; light of any lantern is only a re¬ 

fraction of the Light of lights, 41; 

light of Gnosis, 154; Light of lights, 

14, 19-21 

lightning, symbolism of, 60, 162, 2ion, 

2140, 339n, 390n, 3930 
Lilith, 249 

lion, lion-posture, 278; lion’s roar (in 

Buddhist rhetoric), 99 

literacy, 62n, 640, 425 

Lodge, John Ellerton, 433 

Logos, 10, 191, 207. See also Word 

lotus, 256; symbolism of, 246 

love, 8, 19-20, 30-33, 35, 56n, 7on, 75n, 
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love (cont.) 

77-78, 86n, 9411, ioin, non, i26n, 

136, 154, 174, 2i2n, 2i6n, 238, 280, 

3i 1, 359, 376, 383-84, 387-88, 392, 
418, 421, 423 

Macdonald, D. B., 26n, 83, 146, 148-49, 

336n 
Macdonell, A. A., 257, 262 

Maclver, David, 94n 

Macrobius, 188 

macrocosm and microcosm, doctrine of, 

185 

Madhavananda, Swami, 81 

Magha, 146 

magic, 9, ii4n, n8n, 147, 172, 184, i94n 

Magna Mater, 40, i7on, 204-205, 232, 248 

Magnien, V., 43n 

Maha Kaccana, 320 

Maha Kotthita, 320 

Mahabhuta, ii5n 

Mahendra, 120 

Mahinda, 290 

Mahisa, 145 

Makha, 75, 113, 14m, 146 

Malalasekera, G. P., 265 

Male, Emile, 5, 175, 2550 

Malinowski, Bronislaw, 9 

Malory, Thomas, 36 

man, animal, i49n; cosmic, 13; inner, 

19, 22, 25, 68n, 72, 84, 125-26, 226, 

254, 336, 342n, 355, 37°n, 37E 375, 
377, 428; innermost (Eckhart), 7on; 

natural, 281; new, 97n, 303; perfect, 

133; primitive, 422; real, ii2n; recol¬ 

lected, 58; universal, 240 

Manasseh ben Israel, 64 

Manichaeism, 405n 

mantra, 173-75, 29on 

Manu, 79n, 184, 239^ 245, 296, 399- 

402, 406; Manu’s ark, 406 

Mara, ii4n, 136, 141, 326, 362n 

marriage, 18, 31-32, no-n, 115, 137, 

23B 233, 236, 239, 249-50, 348n 

Marshall, Margaret, 23n 

Martanda, 73 

Marut, 73n, U7n, 119, 122, i27n, i6on, 

i62n, 265, 34on, 352, 360-62 passim, 

3670. See also breath; gale 

Mass, Christian, i25n, 136, 145, 174-75, 

202, 206, 2i5n, 293n 

mastery: of one’s fate, 377; self-mastery, 

372., 
Matarisvan, 170-72, 189, 300 

materialism, 98n, 21 in, 293, 295n, 297n, 

427. See also industrialism; modernism 

Maternus, Firmicus, 43 

mathematics, 220-30 passim 

maturity, 8gn 

Maya, 205n 

measure, 162-64, i68n, 195, 322, 3520 

meditation, 281, 284n 

memory, see recollection 

Mencius, 422 

Merlin, 36 

mermaid, symbolism of, 2920 

metaphysics, 3-22 passim, 24, 90, 104, 

H3n, 128, 146, 157, i82n, 20m, 203n, 

229, 261, 265, 333, 335, 345n; cannot 

be publicly proved, but only demon¬ 

strated, 8; contrasted with philosophy, 

324; developed on the basis of philol¬ 

ogy) 264-329 passim; metaphysical 

basis of “do unto others,” 85; not a 

system, but consistent, 6-7; one meta¬ 

physics but a variety of religions, 38; 

the unmeasured is the proper do¬ 

main of metaphysics, i64n; visual 

symbolism the characteristic idiom, 

246. See also Philosophia Perennis; 

philosophy 

Middle Ages, 246-47 

Middle Way, 294, 296. See also Bud¬ 

dhism 

Milinda, 27on 

mind, 50-52, 54, 60, 81, 83n, 91, 97n, 

imn, ii7n, 120, 123-25, 127-28, i3on, 

147, 188, 233n, 34m, 346-47, 352, 354, 

359: 364-66, 368, 371, 419-20; dia¬ 

lectic, i97n; divine mind, 55n; perish¬ 

able mind, 55n; “re-minded,” 56 

mining, symbolism of, u8n, 352n 

miracle, 134, 3590; of bodily refulgence, 

154; miraculous powers (iddhi), 9, 

53n: 57. 92, 105, 281, 284 

mirror, symbolism of, 52n, 64, 75n, 

97n. I70n. 180-81, 185, 188, 21 in, 
260 

Mitra, 7m, mn, 113, 137-38, 170-72, 

i77n, 2040, 2o6n, 232, 3360, 381, 39m; 

Mitravarunau, i6in, 175, i99n, 2050, 

232, 238, 3820 
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modernism, 42, 88-89, 157, i8on, 215- 

19, 230, 26m, 295, 2970, 344n, 366n, 

4ion, 4i5n, 417-18, 423 

Mohenjo Daro, 22on 

mongoose, 142-47 

Monier-Williams, Sir Monier, 178a, 220, 

245n, 38in 
monkey, symbolism of, 342n 

Monophysitism, 342n 

monotheism, 166-76 passim 

mountain, symbolism of, 224; mountain 

climbing, 35211 

mover-at-will, 21-22, 9m, 99, 254, 29on 

Mrtyu, ii4n, 279, 309 

Muller, F. Max, i69n, 264 (epigraph), 

274n 
Muhammad, Wali, 238n 

Muni, 274, 302, 322 

murder, 136, 157, 297 

Mus, Paul, i92n, 30m 

museum, 434; Museum of Fine Arts, 

Boston, 433 

music, 206, 208, 246; Dipak Raga, 154; 

endlessness as a quality of liturgical 

chant, 246; music of the spheres, 193; 

organ, symbolism of, 353n 

mystery, 44, 62n, 203n, 212-13, 244, 

293n, 364n, 3^6n 
mysticism, 9-10, 284, 387, 389, 395 

myth, 3, 8, 31, 65n, 95n, 114-15, 136, 

142, 147, 203n, 217-18, 221, 248-49, 

346, 367n> 368> 422 

Naciketas, 279 

Naga, 326, 399. See also serpent 

Nagasena, 53, 270-71, 320- 

Nakula, 142-47 

name, 12-13, 20-22, 27, 34, 36, 43, 58, 

62n, 67n, 70-72, 88, 91, 95-96, 99, 

101-102, 106, i25n, 137, 163, 166, 

171-72, i8in, i86n, 192-97, 209, 243, 

248, 254, 257-60, 265, 270, 279, 291, 

293, 322, 326, 336n, 3430, 38on, 383- 

84, 392, 409-10, 422, 419; names are 

fetters, the initiate is nameless, 43n; 

of God, 36, 160, 166-73 

Namuci, 129, 363n 

Narasansa, 172 

Nathaputta, 288 

nativity, 208, 235n, 237-38, 242, 247. 

See also birth 

necessitarianism, 368 

Neil, Robert A., 308' 

nest, symbolism of, 251-55 

net, symbolism of, 75-76, 3x3, 339-40, 

351 
Nicholas of Cusa, 43n, 50, 7m, 77, pon, 

92n, 96n, 143^ 343-44, 4i2n, 4230 

Nicholson, R. A., 52n, p6n 

Nigantha, 288 

Nirbhyananda, Swami, 82 

nirvana (nibbana), ioon, 283, 299-305 

nonreturner, 278, 297n, 394n, 396 

Nrcaksus, 253 

Nrsad, 253 

number, 322-23; considered as ideo¬ 

gram, 227-28 

Nyagrodha, 253n 

occultism, 9 

ocean, symbolism of, 178, 324. See also 

waters 

Oelsner, Hermann, 251 

Oertel, H., ii9n, 282n, 39m, 394n 

O’Grady, S. H., 257n 

Oldenberg, H., 3i4n 

Om, hi, 120, 263, 39on; the original 

and inexhaustible affirmation, 260 

Omikron, 263 

omnipresence, 51, 59-60, 67, 79n, 92n, 

i67n, 225, 278n, 3370, 4i4n 

omniscience, 49, 51, 53-56, 58-60, 66-67, 

179, 186, 1990, 236n, 259-61, 277, 285, 

29°n, 327, 33711, 395, 420 

ontology, ihyn, 237 

opposites, coincidence of, see contraries, 

coincidence of 

oracle, Delphic, 373 

ordeal, 139 

ordination, Buddhist, 101, 288-93, 3°3ni 

see Buddhism 

Origen, 24, 93n, 2i5n, 2720 

originality, 3 (epigraph), 4, 328 

origins, problem of, 345n 

ornament, 9, 319-21, 338n 

Orpheus, 3 

orthodoxy, 7, 15, 39, 160, 247, 289, 29m; 

of the Tantras, 237 

Osiris, 136- 

pantheism, 38, 104, i67n 

Papivant, ii4n 
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Papman, 113—14 

parable, 215ft, 255, 2650, 270, 27411, 

295> 313, 3x5n; 320> 327; the carved 
or painted parable, 3i8n; log, parable 

of, 326; raft, parable of, 29m, 325-26, 

329 

paradise, 50, yin, 95n, mn, i62n, 197, 

34311, 402, 423n 

paradox, in metaphysical language, 4i4n 

participation, 9, n, 21, 25, 34, 38-39, 

49-51, 61, 73, 152, i62n, 167, 173-74, 

189, 200, 245, 254, 273n, 369 

Partipassianism, 342n 

Parzival, 141 

path, 39on; Aryan, 389^ 395; Eightfold, 

280, 282, 285, 326; mundane, 395; 

transmundane, 395. See also way 

patriarch, 398-402, 405 

Paul, St., 19, 21, 25, 83-84, 88 (epi¬ 

graph), 94, 146, 160, 267, 272n, 318, 

32°, 328, 344n, 347n> 373, 393, 4im, 
413, 428 

peace, 27-28, ioon, 138-39, 305^ 37m, 

377-78, 388 

penance, i02n, 203 

Pentecost, symbolism of, i22n, 155, 160 

perfectionism, i3on 

Person, 23-25, 33, 5 m, 67, 69n, 76n, 78, 

9on, 99, i09n, n5n, H7n, 125, 169, 

170, 177-78, 180, 191-92, 1960, 20m, 

2Io, 235-36, 243, 260, 270, 274, 295n, 

307, 335-36, 338-39, 347n> 349-51, 

354, 356, 359, 363, 373, 379-86 passim, 
388, 391 n, 392-94, 410-n, 421, 427 

personality, 17, 27, 29, 33, 76n, 8on, 89, 

269-70, 295-96, 335, 344, 346-47, 427; 

not his personality but his Person 

survives after death, i28n; systematic 

Buddhist analysis of, 373 

Philo, 5, 6, 29, 56n, 63, 68-70, 76n, 

78n, 83, I02n, ii2n, i26n, i28n, 143, 

146, 1590, i69n, 1790, 191, 3380, 

34°n, 343-46, 348n, 352-53, 357, 37m, 

374, 375, 4°8n, 413, 4170, 428 

philology, 256; Pali and Skr., 264-329 

passim. See also etymology 

Philosophia Perennis, 6, 7, 49, 650, 9on, 

103, 1370, 160, 165, 255, 262, 344-45, 

367-68, 378, 410, 421, 426. See also 

metaphysics; philosophy 

philosophy, 6-8, 12, 6in, 65n, 90, 344n, 

3671, 373, 4:9n, 434! of “as if,” 410; 
in the higher ancient sense, 160; In¬ 

dian, 334; mediaeval, 241; traditional, 

412-13, 425. See also metaphysics; 

Philosophia Perennis, 

Philostratus, 31 

phoenix, symbol of, 253 

physiology, traditional, 35on 

Picasso, Pablo, 27 

pilgrimage, 10, 41, 82, ioin, n6n, 288, 

324. See also way 

Plato, 5, 6, 22, 25-26, 44n, 55-56, 59- 

61, 63-64, 7on, 75-78, 8in, 83n, 85-86, 

i07n, ii7n, n8n, 123-24, i28n, i43n, 

i46n, 148-49, i54n, 156, 159-60, 165, 

194-95, 257> 259n> 261, 267, 3030, 320, 

333-35, 338n, 341-42, 346n, 348n, 

350n, 366-68, 370, 372, 375, 399, 408, 

410, 413, 4170, 4190, 422, 428; in 

connection with the via negativa, 

i65n; on recollection, 49 fE, on the 

man-woman, 236ns on transmigradon, 

66; Neoplatonism, 247 

P^y, 75n, 9In> 1 i3n, 148-55, 156-65 
pleasure, 10, 28, 37, 62n, 116-17, I28n, 

146, 151-52, 156, 334n, 343-44, 353n, 

364n> 371, 392, 395, 400; of abstinence, 
363ns perfects the operation, 157; the 

sole Fructuary, 343 

plenum, 139, i98n, 22on, 222, 226, 237^ 

322, 423 

pleroma, 180, 226 

Plotinus, 3, 6, 31, 39, 51, 55-56, 63n, 

65n, 66, 68-69, 7m, 141, i65n, 168— 

1690, 170, 177, 182, 187, 189, 191-92, 

206, 233n, 325, 340-41, 345, 355n, 

37E 374n 
Plutarch, 44, 112, 144, 146-47, i5on, 

159, 295n, 3370, 3540, 373-74, 410 

pneumatology, 333-78 passim 

poetry, 1790, 4170, 424 

Polyphemus, 95a 

polytheism, 30, 39, 166-76 passim, 362 

portraiture, 102 

positivism, 410, 412 

Pottier, Edmund, 424 

poverty, 1240, 126, 135 

Prabhuh, 337 

Prabhutaratna, 105 

Prajapati, 44, 67, 70-73, 75, 78-81, 870, 

109. 120, i27n, 129, 131, 136-37, 140, 
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145, 163, 168, 17m, 173, 184, 189, 

199-200, 203-204, 207, 209, 2ion, 233- 

34, 23911, 323, 336-37, 339, 34211, 344- 

45> 351, 359, 36°-6i, 38o"8l> 399 

Prana, 137. See also breath; gale 

Preau, A., 290a 

preparation, intellectual, 106 

prescience, 54-55, 57, 93n 

presence, 11, 58, 67-68, 73, 99n, i5on, 

i67n, 189, i97n, 339n, 376; total 

presence within us, 164 

principle, 17, 27, 57n, 6in, 85, 97n, 104, 

ii7n, i25n, 132, 143^ 145-46, 159 

(epigraph), 168, 179, 181-82, i87n, 

190, 192, i94n, i98n, 202-203, 223, 

225, 226n, 228, 230, 234, 258-60, 316, 

335, 350n> 352n, 37°n, 428; of ano¬ 
nymity, 101-102; conjoint, 41-42, x8i, 

I96n, 204-206, 208, 231-40 passim, 

242; see also Supreme Identity, syzygy; 

of contraries, 423; first principle, 8, 

168, 179, 336, 349n, 378; of form, 

3850; immanent spiritual principle, 

49; metaphysical principles adapted 

to the arts and sciences, 7; the mod¬ 

ern scholar is not interested in prin¬ 

ciples, 26m; nonbeing as the principle 

of being, 329; one intellectual prin¬ 

ciple, 63n; only some men have aban¬ 

doned the search for “one principle,” 

159; Platonic ordering-and-governing 

principle, 7m; principle always present 

to all things, 57; principle of which 

the several gods are aspects, 166; pro¬ 

ceeding principles, i83n; providential 

principle, 58; self as the principle of 

life, 345n; the several desirous prin¬ 

ciples, ipon; Supreme Identity of the 

two contrasted principles, i44n, see 

also Supreme Identity 

Proclus, 57n 

progress, 297n, 415-417; on reaching 

God all progress ends, 39 

proof, 23, 43 

prophecy, i8on, 255n 

Protestantism, 38-39 

providence, 15, 49, 56n, 57—58, 60, 180- 

81, i83n, 259, 266, 277, 337n, 368. See 

also destiny; fate; will: free 

Prsni, 360 

psyche, 5, 10, 13, 29, 83, 92, 94, 146, 

404; spirit distinguished from, 91 

Psyche, 31, ^yn, hi, n8n, 12m 

psychology, 9-11, 21, 25n, 9on, 94, 296n, 

333—78 passim-, complex, 21 in; Egyp¬ 

tian, 375n; Indian, i62n 

psychomachy, 27, 31 

punishment, traditional, 77n 

puppet, symbolism of, 13, 149, 348n, 

367, 377n 
purity, 81 

Purohita, 115 

Purusa, 354. See also Person 

Pusan, i8on 

quest, 8, 9, 83^ 135^ 197, 273^ 374 

rain, symbolism of, 7on. See also waters 

Ramakrishna, Sri, 34, 39-40 

Rao, T.A.G., 66n 

Rathantara, 204-205, 207n 

rationalism, 134 

Rawlinson, H. G., 2i7n 

Rawson, }. N., 342n, 3540, 384^ 386n 

Rbhu, 234n, 281 

Rc, 153, 205, 207-208, 235 

realization, 7, 33, 40, ioin, 315^ 329, 

399, 403, 4i5n-4i6n. See also integra¬ 

tion, recollection 

rebirth, 15-18, 43, 6in, 80, 108-10, 120, 

i28n, 137, 141, 201, 235, 274, 278, 

297n> 302-303, 346-47, 360, 373, 38m; 

initiatory, 288n, 291. See also rein¬ 

carnation; resurrection; transmigra¬ 

tion 

recollection, 49-65, 69n, 78-79, 81, 92, 

121, 124, 137, 195, 258, 260-61, 3370, 

4i5n, 420 

reincarnation, 15-19, 66-87 passim, 74, 

76n, 79, 81, 83n, 84, 12m, 218, 235, 

303n, 347n> 355n, 403n, 433; distin¬ 
guished from transmigration, 73m See 

also rebirth; resurrection; transmigra¬ 

tion 

relativity, iot, 229, 275 

religion, 23, 34-42 passim-, comparative, 

41-42; Egyptian, 12m, 126, 144. See 

also entries for specific topics in re¬ 

ligion 

renunciation, 2031 

repentance, 27n, 106, 323 
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responsibility, i03n, 267-69, 434 

resurrection, 8on, 87n, 99, ioon, 105, 

12m, 126, 133, 137, 139, 302, 346-47, 

38m. See also rebirth; reincarnation; 

transmigration 

revelation, 4, 7, 36, 57, 82n, 160, 197, 

240, 421-22 

rhetoric, 320 

Rhys Davids, C.A.F., 97n, 270, 283, 

301 n, 309-10, 3140, 333^ 4150 

Richard of St. Victor, 284 

Riezler, Kurt, 156 

\/rite, ritual, 7, ioin, 107-108, hi, n6n, 

120, i24n, 130, 135, 157, i94n, 199, 

217, 231, 233, 245, 3070, 323, 374, 

4i5n, 422; agricultural, 112, 115; of 

climbing, 137; funerary, 304n 

river, symbolism of, 34, 104, 223, 260, 

324, 34on, 353-54, 363 

rock, symbolism of, 224-26 

Roeder, Gunther, 144 

roof-plate, 281-82, 284, 326 

rose, symbolism of, 246 

Rosicrucian Order, 241 

Ross, Denman W., 433 

Rouse, William- H. D., 273 

Rsi, 3520, 356-57, 359, 362, 365 

Rudra, 133, 238, 360-61, 3670 

Rukma, 145 

Rumi, Jalalu‘ddln, 21, 30, 33n, 43n, 52n, 

6m, 66 (epigraph), 67-68, 75n, 92, 

94, 96, 98-99, 141, I49n, i9on, 196, 
2580, 296n, 299, 337^ 34m, 35m, 

354n> 368, 371-72, 374, 418, 429; 
parable of the man knocking at the 

door, 44 

Ruskin, John, 434 

Russell, Bertrand, 408-409, 411, 414 

Ruysbroeck, Jan van, i66n, 325, 327 

Sabala, 402 

SacI, 12m, 348n 

sacred, distinction from profane, 102 

sacrifice, 22, 34, 37, 6in, 73n, 75, 77-79, 

86n, 87, 97, ioin, 107-47 passim, 157, 

i6on, i62n, 170-71, 174, 184, 199- 

200, 2040, 206-207, 209> 2I5n, 225, 

243, 249-50, 253-54, 259, 267, 279, 

293, 3°5n, 3°7n> 324, 327, 340n, 347n, 

350n, 353, 356, 36on> 372, 374, 389n, 

40m; second Self, born of the sacri¬ 

fice, 72n 

Sadasiva, 190 

Sakhi, i8on 

Sakra, 348n 

sakti, 258; Saktism, 2320 

Sa\untala, 19m 

salvation, 17, 19, 84, ioon, 125, i3on, 

132, 196, 213, 334-35, 364n, 372, 

388n, 396, 404 

Saman, 153, 205, 207 

sameness, 213 

Samkhya, 12, 38' 

Sankaracarya, 3-4, 12, 20, 22, 25n, 

51, 60, 66, 8in, 83, 12m, i37n, i64n, 

181, 187, 202, 233, 235, 335^ 381, 

387, 402 

Saptagu-Brhaspati, 55n 

Sarabhanga-Jotipala, 289 

Sarasvatl, 144, 324-25 

Satan, 23-33 passim, 42, 88 

Savitr, 50, 67, 7m, 128, 170-71, 182, 

i9on, 206-207, 253; Savitr-Savitrl, 

2050; Savitrl, 206-207, 3640 

Sauter, J., 242n 

Sayana, 73, 79n, 86n, 109, ii2n, npn, 

1270, 129, 145, 1490, i6in, 175, i8on, 

249, 281-82, 286, 288, 357, 360-61, 

38 m 

Scharbau, Carl Anders, 175, 225n 

Scherman, Lucien, 4331 

schizophrenia, 58, 349m 

scholarship, 159; modern, 6, 7, 9, 216- 

19, 26m, 26gn, 273^ 293^ 388, 424; 

semantic, 3i5n 

Scholasticism, 4, 64n, 175, 185-87, 

i94n, 228, 244-45, 250-51, 273, 3150, 

320, 322. See also Aquinas; Bonaven- 

tura; Eckhart 

Scholem, Gershom G., 640 

science, 7, 6on, 90, 210, 216, 228-29, 

257, 378, 416, 418; can neither affirm 

nor deny the reality of the spirit, 

91; of subjective experience, 334; 

sacred and profane, 334 

Scott, W., 280 

scripture, 35, 89, 167, 214, 217, 262, 

349n, 42on, 429; free examination of, 

94 n 

sea, symbolism of, 43n, 102, i8on, ipon, 
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260, 324, 354n, 380, 405-406. See also 

waters 

self, 4, 11, 20, 22, 26-28, 31-32, 4411, 

50-52, 58-59, 61-62, 64, 67-72, 74-75, 

78-83, 85, 88 (epigraph), 9011, 93- 

94, 98-101, 103-104, 106, iio-ii, 113— 

15, 120-22, 125-30, 132-33, 135, 137- 

38, 141, 14611, 14911, 156, 162-63, 

i88n, 21m, 226, 236, 2540, 267, 271- 

72, 275-76, 280-81, 284, 287, 296, 

3°3-3°4> 3°7> 311, 3^, 322“23, 333" 
79 passim, 394, 399, 403-404, 411, 

416:1, 420, 42311, 426-29, 435; all-too- 

human self even in its least suspected 

extensions still a prison, pon; analysis 

of, 410-15; as the “sixteenth part,” 

53n; man has as many selves as he 

has powers, 5on; providential, 49, 50, 

57; self-naughting, 33, 84, 88-106 pas¬ 

sim, 267, 335, 3470, 399 

semantics, analysis of “to be,” 410-15; 

the iconography of words, 4o8n 

Semele, 31 

Senapati, 36m 

sentimentality, 6, 16, 156, 211, 2940, 375 

seriousness, 156-58 

serpent: symbolism of, 26, 30, 8on, hi, 

113°, 123, 127, 140-47, 204, 245, 249- 

50, 277, 290, 324; Manasa Devi, 20in. 

See also Ananta; Sesa 

Se$a, n5n, 139-42. See also Ananta; 

serpent 

Seth, 144, 146-47 

sewing, symbolism of, 35m; embroidery, 

309; see thread-spirit, weaving 

sexuality, 59, 86, 109-11, 144-45, i92n, 

195-96, 204, 232, 234-40, 244; con¬ 

tinence, 123. See also symbolism: 

erotic 

Shaker Order, 29, 103 

Shakespeare, William, 56 

Shekinah, 208 

Shewring, Walter, 4170 

Siva, 95n, 1690, 190, 227, 258, 26m; 

drinking the poison, i4on; iconog¬ 

raphy of, 61 n 

silence, 14, i65n, 196, i97n, 233-34, 

267, 274n; Vedic doctrine of, 198-219 

sin, 30, 38, 42, 82, 94n, I03n, 106, non, 

113, H5n, i3on, 137, 215, 245, 268, 

272n> 293n> 327> 4i6n 
Singh, A. N., 220, 227 

Sinha, Jadunath, 333 

skill, 102, i3on, 132, 151, 375-76 

sleep, 14, 20, 51, 54n, 6in, 114, 120-21, 

I3E 133> 153, 2<>7> 2I2n> 278, 339, 355, 
357-58; as symbol for the act of imagi¬ 

nation, 51-52 

society, traditional, 102, 3460; funerary 

rites in, 304n; games and sport in, 151, 

157; its structure determined by the 

requirements of the sacrifice, 132 

Socrates, 31, 44n, 62n, 63, 66n, 9on, 165, 

217-18, 258, 34m, 3640, 408-10, 412-13, 

4r4n, 421, 425 

soma, Soma, 59, 7on, 109-16, 119-20, 

123, 126-27, i29-30. 136-39, I51, 162, 
17m, 200, 20m, 2230, 233, 2350, 253, 

286, 36 m, 38 in, 401 

sophistry, 320 

Sophocles, 28n, 425 

sorrow, 374 

soul, 5, 8-9, 21, 23-33 passim, 44n, 53n, 

55, 57n> 58, 61, 62n, 63-66, 6pn, 7on, 

7m, 75-76, 78n, 81, 830, 84, 93-96, 

in, ii2n, nyn, i2on, 124-25, 127, 

131, 139, 141, 146, 155-56, 168, i88n, 

192, ip4n, 2330, 244, 248, 251, 254, 258, 

260, 267, 272n, 284, 2920, 295-96, 302- 

3°3, 334-35, 34on> 347-5E 359, 364-68, 
370-71, 373, 375n, 393, 404, 410, 413, 

422, 424, 426, 428; distinguished from 

spirit, 5, 93n; power-of-the-soul, 51; 

the untamed soul is a mockery of the 

real man, 11211 

sound, 185, 190, 192-93, 199n, 233n- 
2350, 244, 257-58, 260-61, 263, 2740, 

329, 353, 420; coincidence of sound 

and light, 192 

space, n, 18, 51, 76n, 89-91, 167-68, 

206, 220-30 passim, 235, 254, 28m, 

343n, 3790, 39on, 3950, 4140, 418-19, 

427 

spark, symbolism of, 30, 33, 190 

speech, 50, 55n, 68n, 830, 96n, 122, 127, 

133, 145, 155, i6on, 196, 213, 260, 

263, 408, 420 

sphinx, 29 

spider, symbolism of, 76n, 35on, 39m 
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spiration, 5, 14, 41, 160, 168, 173, 176, 

180, 185, 188, 199, 205, 232, 244, 254, 

300-301, 335-36, 33911, 34511, 392. See 

also breath; gale; Marut 

spirit, 4, 9-12, 17-19, 21-22, 26, 51, 57, 

68n, 91-93, 9511, 96, 99, 101-106, non, 

in, 117-18, 121-22, i25n, 1270, 139, 

I5E 153. 155, 161, 163-64, 166-67, 

i7on, i89n, 2ion, 226, 236, 244, 254, 

265, 270, 274; and letter, 272, 313-21; 

distinguished from psyche, 91; distin¬ 

guished from soul, 93n; the human 

composite of body, soul, and spirit, 

25; a royal procession when the spirit 

drives the vehicle, 77n; this ancient 

space, 226 

spiritualism, 9m, ioon, 295n, 307, 427 

Sri, 348n 

Steinthal, Paul, ioon 

Sterry, Peter, 74n, 76n, 79n, 4i7n 

Stoicism, i69n, ifiyn 

Strzygowski, Josef, I02n 

Sudhamma, 12m 

suffering, cosmic, 2o6n 

Sufism, 27, 29, 830, i8on 

suicide, 89n, 374 

Sullivan, H. S., 28n 

sun: symbolism of, 5-6, 17, 19, 21, 44n, 

45, ion, 72n, 73n, ii7n, 137, 153, 

i59n, i8on, 181, i86n, 189-90, 192-95, 

200-201, 206, 214, 242, 245, 248-49, 

252-55, 263, 275, 282n, 286, 289, 301, 

307. 329, 337n- 339n> 34°n, 342n, 3500, 
354, 358-60, 363, 366-67, 380-82, 385- 

86, 388-94, 399, 401-403, 4i5n; Sun- 

door, 43-44, 65n, 95n, 96, 171, 265, 

282, 3040, 308-309, 359, 3900 

superstition, 9, 27, 33, 365^ 424 

Supreme Identity, 4, 6, 6on, 104, i44n, 

i67n, i9on, 197-99, 203n, 208, 231-32, 

242, 339n> 345n; 379-86, 389. See also 
principle: conjoint; syzygy 

Surya, 67, 129, 145, 208, 235n, 248, 250 

Suryadeva, 220 

Suzuki, D. T., 21 in 

Svadhavan, 172 

Svanaya, 144 

Svayambhu, 354, 399; Svayambhuva, 399 

Swarzenski, H., 102 

sword, symbolism of, 84 

Syama, 402 

symbolism, 7-8, 37, H3n, 132, 214, 

2i5n, 217-19, 250-51, 324-29, 4o8n, 

410, 415-16, 418-19,' 424; adequate, 

i°5n, 155, 16m, 203n, 231, 240, 2440, 

255, 272, 317, 383, 412, 422; adequate 

symbolism in language, 261-63; ar_ 

chitectural, 281, 348-50; as a calculus, 

5; as above, so below, 222n; chrono¬ 

logical, 399; erotic, 22, 31, 41, 5on, 

9m, 148, 152-55, 196, see also sexu¬ 

ality; geometric, 13 ff.; le symbolisme 

qui sait, 4170; metaphysics resorts to 

visual symbols, 5; misunderstood by 

those not themselves in quest, 9; 

“negative,” 299; of ritual sacrifice, 

107-47 passim; of the cosmos, 178; 

visual symbolism the idiom of tradi¬ 

tional metaphysics, 246 

Symplegades, 343n, 423m See also door: 

“active door” 

syncretism: syneretistic faith a religious 

Esperanto, 39 

synteresis, 25, 30, 63, 85, 104, 34m, 366n 

synthesis, 249, 284, 299, 321, 35on. See 

also integration; recollection 

syzygy, I45n, 205-208, 232, 239, 3450. 

See also principle: conjoint; Supreme 

Identity 

tale, fairy, 31, n8n, 135, 229 

Taliesin, 7pn 

Tantrism, 231-40 passim 

Tanunapat, 172 

Tao, 430, 2030, 388n, 430, 388n; Wu 

Wei, 375 

Tara, 325 

Tathagata, 2750, 281, 285, 298, 314, 319, 

322-23. See also Buddha 

Tauler, Johannes, 93, 187-88 

Tayumanavar, 52n 

teaching (Buddhist), transmission and 

reception of, 313-21 

Templar Order, 24m 

Terence, 377n 

Thales, 344 

theology, 57n, 134, 225, 3390, 344n, 389, 

423; affirmative and negative, 4. See 

also via; theodicy, 392 

theophany, 1670 

Theophrastus, 3450 

Theosophy, 6, 16 
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Theotokos, 208, 23511 

Thierry of Chartres, 25011, 3850 

Thor, 28211 

thread-spirit, doctrine of, 149-50, 173, 

189, 348n, 35m, 423. See also sewing; 

weaving 

Tibet, 418 

time, 8, 12-13, 16-19, 21, 26n, 33, 37, 

43, 49-5C 57n> 60, 89-91, 95, 104, 

145, l67n, r93> 2°6, 222, 235, 242, 25on, 

266-67, 295n> 337n> 35m, 377, 379n, 
39°n, 395, 4i4n, 418-19, 427; in 

Hindu cosmology, 398-407 

Tisala, 243 

Titan, 126-27, 147, I72> i93"94, 235, 
372; the hidden or titanic names of 

things, 259 

tolerance, religious, 34-42 passim. See 

also understanding 

touch: three touches touch the contem¬ 

plative, 329 

tradition, 7-8, 89-91, 102, 187, 197, 211, 

230, 240, 255, 257n, 337-78 passim, 

399, 4i2n, 423, 426-27; general dis¬ 

cussion of, 217-19; primordial, 37; 

traditions compared, 40-42; transmis¬ 

sion of, 7, 160, 240, 262, 289-90, 313— 

29> 399, 404 

translation, 41m, 4i5n; of Indian litera¬ 

ture, 6 

transmigration, 4, 5, 18, 52-54, 59, 61, 

66-87 passim, 12m, 123, i37n, 235, 

296, 335, 337n> 342, 347n> 395, 42§; 
distinguished from reincarnation, 73m 

See also rebirth; reincarnation; re¬ 

surrection 

transubstantiation, 112, 129, 134, 20m, 

253 

treasure, symbolism of, n8n, ii9n, 136, 

174, 352n 
tree, symbolism of, 19, n8n, 136-37, 

161, 171, 251-53, 283, 389-90, 393, 

397, 405n 
Trinity, 168, 17cm, 172 

Trita, 172 

truth, 8, 17, 19-21, 33-34, 36, 75n, 8in, 

86, 89, ioin, i3on, 177, i86n, 200, 

207n, 212, 214-15, 266, 273, 275, 293- 

94, 307n, 3i5n, 320, 328, 334, 34m, 

375n, 389, 39i-92, 394n, 397, 403-404, 
408, 413, 4i2n, 419, 435; loss of vi¬ 

sion of truth, 55-56; not-forgetting, 

56; of the via negativa, 4; shattering 

of any image of truth, 20; truth itself 

is inexpressible, 37; ultimate truth 

not a something that remains to be 

discovered, 22; we do not envisage 

the possibility of knowing the truth, 

7 

Tvastr, 116, 170-71, 142, 195, 244, 28m, 

263 

Typhon, 147 

Udgitha, 153 

ugliness, i3on 

Ulrich Engelberti of Strassburg, 185, 188 

Ulysses, 95n 

understanding, mutual, 418-20. See also 

tolerance 

universe of discourse, 410, 41m, 413, 

417, 418, 420, 434 

Upali, 290 

Uraeus, 144 

Urban, Wilbur Marshall, 4o8n, 412, 

4T4n, 4!7n> 421 
Utopia, 23 

Vac, hi, 144-45, :47, I7on, 172> i9on, 
i94n, 239, 39on. See also voice 

Vadhrimati, 190m 

Vaikuntha, 17m 

Vairocana, 79n 

Vaisvanara, 237, 253 

Vaivasvata, 399, 406 

Vala, ii4n, ii9n, 146 

values, transvaluation of, 358n 

Vamadeva, 59, 69n, 72n, 79, n8n 

Vamana, 80, n8n 

Vansteenberghe, Edmond, 9on 

Varuna, 7m, 95n, 111-13, n6n, 119, 

i25n, 138, 170-72, 1770, 180-81, i9on, 

194, 204-206, 209, 223, 2240, 232, 

252n, 259, 286, 299, 309, 325, 3360, 

34on, 355, 38i-S2, 39m, 402 
Vasa, 145 

Vasistha, I22n, 19m 

Vastospati, 2230 

Vasu, 133, 19m, 238 

Vata, 244, 300 

Vayu, 67, 1270, 1670, 17m, 244, 265, 

286n, 300, 302, 344, 353. See also gale 
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Vedanta, 3-22 passim, 38, 63, 65, 82, 

i35> 146*1, i67n, 175, 2i2n, 388, 428 

Vedas (general discussion), 174-76 

via: affirmativa, 4, 20, 38, 75n, 108, 

16511, 339n. 383; analogia, 383; nega- 

tiva, 4, 20, 36, 104, i65n, 383-84; 

remotionis, 38, 108, 202, 2i4n, 339n, 

383, 411, 414. See also way 

Vibhuh, 337 

vice, 213, 292n, 294^ 343n, 372 

Vinaya, 290 

Vincent of Beauvais, mn 

Viraj, i8in, 205n, 348n 

virtue, 6an, i86n, 213, 292n, 294n, 318, 

343n, 372, 376, 4I5n 
Visnu, 120, 286, 293n, 325, 348n 

Visvakarma, 132, i66n, i79n, 244, 

336n, 353. 356, 375 
Visvamitra, 3600 

Visvarupa, 195, 336n 

Visvayu, 192 

Visvederah, y2n 

vocation, 7m, i5on, 296-97, 376, 4i6n, 

434 

voice, Ton, 208, 232-34, 274'n, 187, i9on, 

I92, 357, 363, 420. See also Vac 
void, 220, 226, 249. See also emptiness 

voyage, patriarchal, 398, 402-403, 406- 

407 

Vrtra, 111-17, npn, 120, I22n, 123, 

I25-3i, 133, 135-37, 139-42, 144, 
146, 2040, 312, 353, 355, 360, 362 

war, 27-28, 30, 139, 146, 371-72, 378; 

of the sexes, 139 

waters: symbolism of, 1870, 224, 324, 

350n, 363, 398; farther shore, 325, 
35311, 400; fons, 34011. See also ocean; 

river; sea 

way, 8, 10, 18, 39, 41, 50, 77n, 890, 930, 

97n, ioo-ioi, 106-107, *33, 136, 174, 

196, 2030, 209-10, 2i4n, 225, 254, 

260, 276, 279, 29 m, 303-304, 318, 

324, 334, 344, 372, 387-88, 39m, 393- 
96, 423-24; evoked by the symbolic 

properties of the circle, 13; wayfaring, 

398-407 passim. See also quest, via 

wealth, 107, i22n, i45n 

weapon, symbolism of, 282n, 285-88 

./weaving, symbolism of, 189, 35m, 4150. 

See also sewing; thread-spirit 

wheel, symbolism of, *74, 136, 163, 178— 

79, i9on, 193-94, 220-30 passim, 249, 

255n, 34E 349n, 36m, 389. See also 

circle 

Whitman, Walt, 3 (epigraph), 157 
Whitney, W. D., I20n, 280, 356n 
Wicksteed, P. H., 248, 251 
will, 97, 188, 210-n, 270, 295, 325, 

329, 387, 405n, 434; divorce of intel¬ 

lect and will, 219; free, 91, 186-87, 

276, 281, 36on, 368-73. See also des¬ 

tiny; fate; providence 

William of Thierry, 26n, 29, 93n 

wisdom, 6, 16, 5on, 77, i3on, 151, 18in, 

208, 238-39, 255, 267, 280, 333, 349n, 

376, 383, 39on, 392n, 434; Sophia, 

239 
Witelo, 364n 

Wolfson, H. A., 241-42 

woman, 25-26; Supreme Identity as 

either Father or Mother, 40-41; this 

man and this woman equally capable 

of “fighting the good fight,” 26n 

Woods, James, i23n, 433 

Woodward, F. F., ioon, 272-73, 275, 

283, 310, 3140 

wool, 324 

Word, 41, 55n, 72n, 84, 93, 181, 183, 

192-95, 1990, 202-205, 207-10, 215, 

236-39, 252n, 2570, 260, 266, 2740, 

320, 380, 434. See also Fogos 

Wu-ti, 292n 

Xenophon, 44n 

Yaksa (Yakkha), 122, i24n, 169, 307n, 

338n, 382; YakkhI, 265-66, 319 

Yama, 95n, 109, 120, 170-71, 279, 309, 

402, 405 

Yaska, 166, 256, 408, 4150 

Ymir, 136 

yoga, 40, 8pn, 105, 1240, 126, 128, i82n, 

284, 3500, 397 

zero, 220-30 passim 

Zeus, 55n, 7m, 141, 2370, 299 

Znaniecki, Floryan, 4iqn 
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ayyeAos (messenger), 352 

ayevrjros (nonbeing), 345n 

ayrcoCTta (ignorance), 6m 

ayw (to lead), 367a 

del^wov (everliving), 164 

dr/p (air), 345n 

dOdvaros (deathless), 415 

ddavL^etv (to participate in immortality), 

364 
alOrjp (air), 160, 352n 

alOo) (to kindle), 160 

alduves Orjpes (blazing animals), 160 

aiviyp.aTu>&e(TTepov (very enigmatic), 44 

alcrOrjcns (sense perception), ii2n, 159, 

336, 34on, 348n, 352n, 353n 

airiai (causes), 368n 

amov (cause), 345n 

atrtos (the one causing), 7m 

aim (to breathe), 353n 

aKoXaa'ia (intemperance), 363n 

a/mves (rays), i63n, 34m, 347 

aXr/daa (truth), 56, 85 

a\7]d<l)<; (really), 56 

aAoyos (irrational), 147 

dp,adta (want of learning), 62n 

ap.otpos (deprived of one’s due share), 

3G 
avaSiycras (bind up), 149 

avana-vcns (rest), 375 

dvaTpeyei (runs back), 69n 

avSpoyvvov (man-woman), 236n 

av6eX.Kovcn (pull to and fro), 366, 367 

dvOpwnos (human being), 6in, 75n, 

164, 207n, 359 

avrepeicris (contact), 342n 

dnaOr/s (being in oneself), 342 

dirapveopal (deny), 347n 

aTroOvr/crKeiv (to die), 6in 

dTToWvadcu (to perish), 6in 

dTroXvwv (undoing), i5on 

aTrocrfievvvpu (to die out), 164 

d-n-o^arLK-p (negative), 383 

airpa^La (doing nothing), 375 

dvropaL (to be kindled), 164 

dpeTrj (virtue), 62n 

appot,w (to join), 348n 

appovta (carpentry), 349n; (roofplate), 

„ 359 
dpcnrjv (male), 356 

du/oyrrys (ascetic), 376 

d<TT(.pa (stars), 365 

dcrcoycaTos (unembodied), 339n 

aero (the self, or same), 56, 6in 

avroderos (self-placement), 36on- 

/JoAas (beams), 34m 

/3v6os (abyss), 208 

yeveow (a becoming, life), 74, 334, 

337n> 34in, 345n, 3640 

yevpOlvra (begotten), 234n 

ytyvopcu (to become), 23yn 

yvdprj (mind), 147 

yvQ>6i (know), 44, 50, 62n, 8in, 373 

yvpvu>cn<s (nudity), i26n 

8alpwv (Daimon), 85, i24n, i6on 

Srjpuovpyos (divine artist), 363^ 365 

SiaKocrpwv (ordering), 7m 

SiavoLa (discrimination), 159 

Siavopeia (crossing over), 75n 

SiSaxyv (teaching), 60 

StotKTyats (government), 365 

SioiKyropes (governors), 359 

Sopo<s (house), 348 

8opv<t>opea> (to escort), 352n 

Sopv<f>opiKri otKTyats (guard room), 352n 

8opv(f>6poi (Janissaries), 35211 

Svvapis (power), 121 

eavrov (one’s own), 77n 

eyKpdreia (self-control), 146 

lyKVKXta (circular), 344n 

elpappevr/ (allotment, destiny), 365, 

_367n, 369 

etvat (to be), 56, 124m 

iXevdepoM (to free), 343n 

«Aku> (to draw), i49n 

ivavTiai (contrary), 343n, 367 
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ivepyeia (activities, workings), I24n, 

16311, 34m, 345, 359 
evvoia (wisdom), 208 
iiwrepiKa (external things), 344n 
£7ndvfiia (appetite), 1490, 34on; 

(passion), 368 

eirlr/nrov (seizure), 366n 
epirerov (animal), 143 
epveraipb (draw, rescue), I49n 
erLprpjav, see Ti/xdoi 
evvovv (right mind), 27n 
eveppovrj (night), i64n 

Zcii? (Zeus), 160 

ton7 (life), 345n 

fjyeilOVLKOS (Duke), 357 
vyepovovv (guide), 86n 
r/yeptbv (leader), 7m, 85; (Duke), 336 
rjOo<; (character), 410, 413 
rjAios (sun), 159, i64n, 34m 
rjvta (reins), i63n, 34m 
r/TTo (lesser), 62m 
t]ttm avrov (subject to oneself), 372 

davpa (wonder), 3670 
0£oS (god), 55, 61, 94n, i63n, 168, 

338n, 34m, 368n 
OepaweveL (serves), 333 
©£w £vvonaSo? (walked with God), 55 
Oeaipla (theory), 132 
dewpovpac (watch), 97n 
©ewens (observation), I43n 

6epos ydpos (holy marriage), 12m 
leponola (making sacred), 132 
l^veypiDv (Egyptian mongoose), 143 
t^vet'crts (tracking), 334n 
t^veilto (to track), 143 

Kakeaav (to have called), 257 
/caAds (beautiful), 257, 281 
KapSia (heart), 370 
KaTaftao-L*; (descent), 376 
Kara^aTLKri (positive), 383 
Kepavvos (thunderbolt), 164 
Ke(j>a\ri (head), nan 
kolvov ov (aggregate animal), 368n 
koivos yo/xos (common law), 368n 
Koivwvta (association), 336, 368n 

Koo-/xo7roAtT7/s (citizen of the world), 

338n 
koct/xos (world order)y 94n, 164, 278 
Koerpovv (the ordering-and-governing- 

principle), 7m1 
Kpaivu) (to bring to pass), 132 
KpeiTTw avrov (master of oneself), 372 
Krr/para (possessions), 344 
/abcAos (circle), 74n, 349 
kvtos (cranium), 322 

kr/dr/ (oblivion), 56 
koyicrpos (reason), i49n, 366n, 368 

Aoyt(ttikos (reasonable), 366n 
Aoyos (reason), 134, i49n, 343, 366n 
kvTrrj (sorrow), 94n 

A dens (liberation), 50 
Adai (to free), 343n 

paOr/crLs (learning), 60 
paOrjrr]^ (disciple), 62n 
pavOdvopev (learn), 6o> 
peravoe.lv (to repent), 27n 
peraarpoepr/ (turning around), 354n 
perpov (measure), 164 
plp-rjcn<s (imitation), 261 
pvr/prj (memory), 56n 
fJLolpa (portion), 367n, 369, 370 
pop ta (members), 367 

voelv (to know), 56, I24n 
vorjTos (intelligible), i59n, i64n 
rods (mind, reason), 76n, 83n, i23n, 

r49n, 208, 328, 34on, 341, 348n, 364n 

otrj/xa (self-opinion), 31, 374 
oir?o-<.5 (pride), 31, 374; (personalism), 

4090 

opokoyla (agreement), 83 
Ovpavia (Aphrodite), 237n 
oupavd? (heaven), 56, i5on, 237n 
ovcrla (being), 74n, i24n, 345n 
ov(n<!>8r)s (essential form), 359 
b<p6akpoU (eyes), 97n, ii2n 
ocpiopd^ (snake-fighter), 143, 147 

TrcW-q (experience), 366n, 367 

iraOrjTLKov Kal nravlkov (passable and 
titanic), 147 
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TraiStd (game), 148, i5on 

7raAryyeveo-ta (resurrection), 346 
ndvS^/xos (Aphrodite), 2370 
TravTocno/jLaTos (all-embodied), 339a 
TrapaKXrjTos (counsellor), 85 
napavoLa (out of one’s right mind), 

367n 
vapavodv (going out of one’s right 

mind), 27n 

ttcSlov (plain), 56 
irepidyovcra (the one leading around), 

16311, 342n 
7tAarrow (molding), i5on 
Trvevp.a (spirit), 83-85, 91, 93, 336, 

345n, 357, 413 
noidv (to make), 237n 
TroLrjOevra (made), 2340 
7roAi9 (body politic), 78n, 338n 
7roAtr^? (citizen), 338n 
Tro\v<T<jjp,aTo<; (much-embodied), 339n 
7roTa/xo5 (river), 353n 
7rpa^i5 (practice), 132; (actions), 364n 
■n-paTTuv (to do), 77n, i5on, 377 
Trpc(j/3v<; (elder), 415 
Trpoyvvxns (prognosis), 236n 
TTpop-riOua (Providence, 49 
vpovoLa, (Providence), 49 
Trpodp'qcri'i (salutation), 44n 
npocrunrov (face), ii2n 
ttvXoll (gates), 340m 
miXupos (gatekeeper), 34cm 
irvp (fire), 160, 162, 164, 34on 
pe'09 (stream), 354 
peovre? (flowing), 35m 

aflimv (quenching), 34on 
cnyr/ (satisfaction), 203; (silence), 208 
aocpia (wisdom), 376n 
ct7reipas (seeds), 86n 
cmeLpwv (the sower), 86 
crT£V(07rds (line of force), 366n 
cr7rou8atos (eager one), 281 
(TTaTi&Tai (stationary ones), 35m 
crraupos (pillar), 389 
o-revco (to sound), 35m 
crrevo>7rds (narrow), 350, 35m 
<jt(£o> (jTiypxL (to brand with a pointed 

instrument), 161 
crrd/xa (door), 340 n 

cruyye'ma (kinship), 336 
(TvyKptpa (mixture), 126, 343n 
crvp,p,a-)(Oi (allies), 352n 
cruvSet (bind), 150m 

crvv8e<jp.ov tov ovpavov (fastening of 
Heaven), 1500 

(TVi'Seapo^ (fastening), 1500 
•twcctis (understanding), 5'on 
cn'i/eTos (compounded), 410 

crvvvcna (in one’s right mind), 36yn 
avvovcria (association), 336 
o~)(i£,ovt(u (distinguished), 191 
aa)/xa (body), 69n, 91, 333 

tuvw (to extend), 35m 
TeXevrr/ (end), i64n 
reAos (initiatory death), 32 

rerap-eva (extensions), 35on 
TtTapevr] (extended), 357 
ripaw (to revere), 144 

to ov (reality), 159, 410 
rpoxo's (wheel), 74, 34m 
tv^tj (fortune), 348n 

vXrj (wood), 34on, 349n 

vvepovpdvios (beyond the sky), i62n 
VTrrjpeTcu (ministers), 8on 
vcjxupwv (filching), 34on 

(pavracria (mental images), 368 
<£dos (light), 1640 

(£#di/os (jealousy), 214 

<f>(XavTos (loving himself), 281 
(f}l,XoL (friends), 352n 

^nXopvdo^ (fond of legends), 3440 

cpiXoaocfiripLaTa (philosophy), 344n 
cppovrjcn'? (prudence), 62n 

cf>vpapa (something mixed and 
kneaded), 3430 

(fivcnKos (naturalist), 344n 
<f>vcris (nature), 77n, 135, i5on, 156, 

34t, 344n, 369, 377 

ipvXy (soul), 6in, 7m, 84, 91, 93, 94, 
121, 126, i63n, 335, 336, 342n, 3450, 

4i3 
xpv-^LKos (of this life), 26n 
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a\anittha (none younger), 265, 36m 

akaranlya (should not be done), 268n 

a\arta (non-actor), 267 

a\alita (not in time), 267 

a\alla (improper), 278 

a\ama (desireless), 138, 188 

a\ama-yamanah (still desires), 81 

a\ala (not in time), 257n, 267 

a\alika (intemporal), 264-67 

a\iriyavada (doctrine of ought not to 

be done), I03n, 267-69, 276 

a\upya-dharma (immovable), 397 

ahrta (undone), 4i6n 

a\rtartha (unattained end), 339 

a\sara (imperishable), 141, 260, 319, 

35T 394n 
a\sara brahman, 2ion 

agni (fire), 127, 130, 161-62, 344, 361 

agnihotra (burnt offering), non, 129, 

r33> 135 

anga (member), 356 

aca\sus (blind), 140 

ajjhata susamahita (completely self- 

centered), 284 

atimucyate (wholly liberated), 389 

atisis (remain), 141 

atyanti\a pralaya (absolute destruction), 

399 

atta damatha (self-dompting), 267 

attaniya (espirited), 271 

atta-parinibbapana (self-extinction), 267 

atta-bhava (personality), 411 

atta-samatha (self-allaying), 267 

atta (“body”), 264-71 

attha-patisambhida (factor of meaning). 

3i5 
attha-rasa (flavor of the meaning), 311 

atthita (existence), 294, 311 

aditi (infinite), i98n, 199, 225, 386n, 393 

adr'sya (unseen), 399 

adrsta (“unseen”), 370, 403 

adbhuta (hidden), 382 

advaita (non-dual), 181, 198, 221, 387 

adhidevata (transcendant), 114, 154, 

2i7n, 326n, 363, 393; adhidaivata 

(angelic), 117, 178 

adhipati (lord), 6gn 

adhivacana (interpretation), 272n, 298, 

318, 324, 326n 

adhi\[stha (take a stand), 68 

ad hi (studied), 64n 

adhyahja (eye), 181 

adhyatman (individual), 114, 117, 154, 

178, 2i7n, 326n, 363, 393; adhyatmi\a 

(subjective), 129, 133 

adhvara (not-a-slaying), n6n 

anata (unbent), 275 

anaddha-purusa (mock man), ii2n 

ananuvejjo (past finding out), 99n 

ananta (endless), 196, I98n, 220-26 

Ananta (Endless), 8on, 139-42 

anantara (infinite), 139-42 

anasana (not eat), 38m 

anatman, anatta (not-Self), 89n, 99n. 

129, 267, 270-71, 276, 281, 329, 411; 

anatmya (impersonal), 188, 384 

anayasa-citta (non-exertion thought), 

i8on 

anasrava (pure), 395 

amcca (impermanence), 411 

animitto-phassa (formless contact), 329 

aniru\ta (inarticulate, undeclared), 

i46n, 200, 202, 207n, 26m, 393 

ani\a (point), 171 
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anupas (see), 52 

anuppanna (unborn), 273 

anubhava (experience), 418 

anuyfbhu (experience), 50-51; anubhuta 

(intuitively known), 52; anubhutatas 

(intuitively), 54 

anurupa (likeness), I78n, 185 

anusisya (instruction), 213 

anuy/sru (hear), 52 

anusvara (drop), 223n 

anrta, anatta (false), 100, ioin, 130, 275 

ane\asariri\a (everybody-ish), 270 

anta (end), 187 

antahpurusa (internal person), 69n, 72n, 

i25n, 126, i46n, 428 

antara rupa (internal form), 200 

antaratma (inner-self), 69n, 92n, 129, 

38m 

antari\sa (space, zero), 220-26, 39m 

anna, bhoga, ahara (food), 34on 

anna-may a (vegetative mode of being), 

339n> 385 
anyaraj (heteronomy), 36yn 

apa (Godhead), 225 

apada (footless), 299 

aparabrahman (lower Brahman), 69, 

71, 141, 175, 199, 225, 232 

aparasparabhuta (not produced order¬ 

ly), 276 

aparaddhi (sin), 245 

aparinibbuta (unfinished), 3Q5n 

apanmita (unbounded), 205 

aparva (inarticulate), 146 

apasya (sightless), 140 

apasmara (forgetfulness), 6in 

apad (snake), rn, 140-41 

apana (despiration), 205 

apaya (backsliding), 327 

apurva \arma (latent consequence), 

399, 403 

appacaya (unmotivated), 268n 

appanihito-phassa (planless contact), 

329 

appatumo (petty self), 267, 27m 

apratirupa (improper), I27n, I28n, 

i3°n, 134. i78n> 323 

abharana (attributes), 123, 338n 

abhava (absence), 2780 

abhijna, abhinna (superknowledge), 53, 

66n, 29on, 3150, 363 

abhidha (literal), 313 

abhimana (infatuation), 374 

abhivijnana (understand), 379 

abhisamayanti (unite with it), 121 

abhisambodhi (omniscience), 56n 

abhisamabhava (overcame), 116, 347n 

amanas (demented), 210; amanibhava 

(dementation), 211, 216; amanasa 

(demented), 210 

amdnusi vac a (nonhuman word), iggn 

amavcisya (dwelling together), inn 

amu\ha (headless), 140 

amurta (unformed), 117 

amrta (immortality), 92n, 138, 208, 

2i4n, 223, 252, 298, 323, 38m, 393; 

(ambrosia), 161-62, 200; amrtatva 

(immortality), i28n, 384 

amrtatman (immortal self), 79n, 428 

amrtayatana (station of immortality), 

402 

amauna (utterance), 202 

ara (spoke), 222 

arahanta (worthy), 99 

arc (shine, intone), 193 

artha, attha (meaning), 266, 271-74 

3i3-i4> 384; (purpose), 125, 170, 

187; (sense object), 340 

alinga (uncharacterized), 384 

alepyah (unaffected), 342 

avatarana, avatara (descent), 7pn, 84, 

I50n, 376, 405 
avadyam (unspeakable), 202 

avay/sts (remain), 139 

avasthana (abiding), 376 

avita\\a samadhi (synthesis without 

thought), 284 

avidya, avijja (ignorance), 233, 26m, 

325, 343 

avidvdn (agnostic), 2i2n, 2i5n 

avibhakta (undivided), i68n 

avisvaminva (no outgoing effect), i82n, 

186 

avya\ta (unmanifest), 386 

asanaya (privation), 393 

asabda (silent), i46n, 267 

asarlra dtman (incorporeal spirit), I46n, 

15b 336 
asisyata (remains), in 

asai\sa marga (untaught way), io8n, 

395 
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a'sruta (untaught), 62n 

a'sruti (oblivion), 6m 

asrotra (deaf), 140 

asamyoga (liberation), 7on 

asa\ta (unattached), 3420 

asamjnana (unconsciousness), 2i2n; 

asamjni, asanni (unconscious), 284n 

388n 

asat (non-being), 40, 77n, 225, 232, 258, 

275, 322n, 339n, 345n, 385, 4i6n, 422 

asta, attha (home), 274 

asthana (placeless), 395 

asmimana (independence), 31 

aham\ara, attakara (I-maker), 31, 

i°3n, 134) 275-76) 374, 409n 
ahasta (handless), 140 

aharya (unacquired), 327 

a hi (snake), 278; ahi-naga (snake), 277; 

ahihan (snake killer), 142 

ahetuvada (doctrine of non-causality), 

276-77, 296, 345n, 369 

akasa (space), 51, 76n, 220, 230 

akimcana, a\imcanha (naught), 6on, 

88-106, 266, 322 

ahimcannayatana (the station of “no- 

what-ness”), 97, 100, 267, 271, 276 

d\imcanha-sambhavam (the coming 

forth of not being “anyone”), 100 

akjti (symbol), 199 

agamana (advent), i53n 

aciyanta (edified), 209 

ani (axle point), 222-24 

atman, attd (self), 5on, 51, 59, 6in, 68n, 

77, 79n, 81, 85n, 86, 91, 95, 96n, ioin, 

103, 109, ii4-i7n, 121, 126, 133, 138, 

ME 146, 153, 161-63, 166-67, I72_73, 
186-90, 2i3n, 254, 271, 318, 3330-338, 

356n, 3650, 3700, 379, 381, 384, 387, 

388n, 392, 394, 411, 428 

atma-\dma (self-desire), 81, 188, 280 

atma-jaya, atta-jaya (self-conquest), 267 

atmajnana (self-knowledge), 6an, ioin, 

265 

atma-dakjinam (guerdon), 126 

atmabhdva (state of selfhood), 396 

atmaydji (self-sacrificer), 126, 131, 2930 

atmayajna (self-sacrifice), 107-138, 267 

atma-vida (self-knower), i7on 

atmavidya (science of self), 9on 

atmastha (stand in self), 119 

ddarsa-jnana (mirror-knowledge), i8on 

dditya (God), 225 

ananda (bliss), 1480, 249 

ananda-maya (beatific mode), 339n, 385 

dpana (in-spiration), 133 

apta\ama (attained desire), 138, 188 

ayatana (resort, station), 180, 226 

ayus (life), 45, 74, 2040, 385 

drambha (evocation), 1940 

drupyadhdtu (formless realm), 395 

alayavijndna (hoard of discernment), 

56n 

avarta (cycles), 395 

asivisa (basilisk), 277 

dhuti (offering), 131 

iti-bhavabhavam (all relativity), 101 

itthatta (present), 277-78 

iddhi (power), 530, 57, p2n, 105, 281, 

284 

indu (point), 221, 223 

indriya (organ), 930, 121, 1620-63, 339n? 

344. 348n, 354, 357, 359 

~\Jindh (kindle), 123, 160 

isvara, issara (lord), 66, 690, 225, 268 

isvara-tattvam (lord principle), 191 

ucchista (remains), 131 

ucchedavadi (annihilationist), 2930, 296 

utthana (uprising), 278-79 

utbja (striding forth), 79 

uddhamsoto (upstream), 324 

ud\/bhu (manifest), 3370 

upa\Jdha (superimposed), 131 

upa-ni-sad (sit down near), 3560 

upabdim (noise), 200 

upabho\tr (enjoyer), 69 

upasa (pacify), 138 

upasad (seance), 129 

upasampadd (advanced initiation), 

289-92 

upasmr (instant memory), 60 

upan'su (silently), 200, 202 

updya (means), 135, 216, 329 

upehha\a (disinterest), 6gn 

uyyoga (severance), 279 

usnisa (cranial protuberance), 1540 
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re (spoken verse), 206 

rta (order), 277, 3400, 385 

rtajna (acquainted with order), 361 

rsi (seer), 117, 204n, 288, 344, 357, 

399-401 n, 404 

ekjutvam (unity), 3390 

e\adha (identity), 394 

e\apdda (one-footed), 39m 

e\avrtatva (simplicity), 213 

ekj-bhuta (being one), 240 

evamvit (Comprehensor), 108, 254, 302n 

ehi-bhityhu (“come, Monk”), 289 

OM, 260 

om\ara, 263 

odhi (set down), 316 

aupade'si\a (learnt), 328 

\anni\a (roof plate), 281, 35m 

katha (discourse), 272 

yj\am (desire), 78, 97n 

k^amma-ddyada (heir of acts), 296 

\ammavdda (doctrine of action), 277, 

292, 3i5n 

\ammasacca (truth of action), 269 

\araniya (should be done), 268n 

\artr (agent), 68n, 134, 2o6n, 336 

\arma (action), 14-16, 57n, 70, 8on, 

8in, 84, 9on, 91, I03n, 108, i24n, 

i3on-i35, i48n, 166, 194, i96n, 225, 

267, 269, 276-77, 334, 360, 364^ 370, 

390n, 401 n, 403 

\arma \dnda (ritual), 108, 272n, 318 

\armamaya (activity), 133 

harma-marga (way of action), 97n, 108, 

:33> 135 

\arma yoga (discipline of action), 387 

harmendriya (organ of action), 68n, 341 

\alpa (eon), 398-401, 403, 406 

\alpaya (conceive), 170, 19m 

\alyana (fair), ioin, i27n, i3on, 275, 

280-81 

\alydna atta (lovely self), 280 

\alyana mitta (lovely friend), 280 

\alydna mittatd (friendship with lovely), 

280 

kavi (creator), 167, 182 

kama (desire), 86, 124, 2ion, 213, 325, 

392 

\dma\aro (act-at-will), 890, 117, 281, 

323 
\amadhdtu (desire-relam), 395 

\dmamayam (desire-composite), 76n 

\dmasamparhat (correlation with de¬ 
sire), 211 

\dmdcdrin (“mover-at-will”), 9m, 99, 

117, 254, 281, 36on, 3890 

\aya (body), 270 

haya-samarambha (bodily activity), 269 

\drana (means), 210 

\arayitr (activator), 68, 72 

\ala (time), 222, 267 

\avya (poetry, created things), 168, 

179, 194 
\imcana (naught), 98; \imci (naught), 

99 
kjmpurusa (mock-man), 112 

\inya (ought to be done), 369 

kilbisa (sin), 137 

\uta (discus), 281-82 

\utastha (eminence), 351 

\rta (done), 135, 382 

kytakjtya, \ata kjzraniya, \ata\icca 

(“having done what was to be done”), 

79, 8on, 104, 133, 265, 269, 277, 304, 

340n 

hrtatman (perfected self), 304 

\rtdrtha (attained end), 34on 

krtima (factitious), 53-54 

\rtyd (potentiality), 133, 250 

kevalatvam (aloneness), 339n 

\odha (anger), 301 

\ausala, \usala (skill), i3on, 151-52, 

376n, 404; \usala dhamma (useful 

element), 284, 350 

\ratu (intention), I23n, 213 

\riyavddin, \iriyavddin (a teacher of 

an ought-to-be-done), 268, 292 

\nd (playing)', 151-52 

\satra (regnum), 6on, i6in 

\sani\atva (momentariness), 25n 

\ha (cavity, zero), 220-30, 340, 354— 

56, 389 
\handha (heap), 276, 322n 

\hina jati (exhausted birth), 277 
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\hinasava bhikXhu (monk with ceased 

outflows), 141, 297-98 

gati (course), 225 

gambhira (deep), 26411, 3i5n, 319 

gambhirattha (deep in meaning), 264^ 

3J9 
garbha (womb), 59, 72-73, 78-79, 203- 

204, 235 

gavaXkha (bull’s eye, window), 283 

y/gir (swallow), 117-19 

guru (teacher), 364n 

guha (cave), 119, 125a 

guhadhyatman (hidden individual), 117 

guhya (hidden), 258, 393 

\Jgrah (grasp), 118 

cakja (wheel), 178, 221, 349 

ca\sur (eye), 181 

y/ct (build-up), 283 

yfcit (consider), 283 

citta (thought), 53, 56n, 123-34, i8on, 

211-13, 270, 295, 303, 388a 

cittakXhara (embellished sound), 319 

citta-vrtti (emotion), 123a 

citta vyaiijana (overlaid ornament), 319 

cintaya (contemplate), 2i2n 

cira-di\\hita (long initiated), ioin, 288 

cira-pabbajita (ordained), ioin, 288 

cetana (consciousness), 68, 72 

cetiya (shrine), 283 

ceto-vimutti (freedom of thought), 97, 

329 

caitanya (consciousness), 337 

caitya (shrine), 283 

codana (animating), 192 

codayitr (driver), 68 

jagaccitra (world-picture), 260 

janma (birth), 73-74 

jataveda (knower of lives), 53, 58, i8in, 

229 

jatissara (lord of birth), 54, 58 

jita (conquered), 138 

jiva (living being), 82 

\ivanmu\ta (released but living), 92, 

99, 428 
jnana, nana (knowledge), 4, 100, 154, 

164, 202, 211, 2i4n, 328, 396 

jnana \anda (knowledge section of 

Vedas), 108, 272n, 318 

jnana dharmabaya (knowledge-essence 

body), i8on> 

jnana-marga (way of knowledge), 97n, 

108, 174, 387 

jnana-yajiia (knowledge-sacrifice), 216 

jnanin (knower), 254, 387 

jnanendriya (organ of knowledge), 333n 

jyoti (light), 185, 192 

tabs (wrought), i95n, 2340 

tanha (thirst), 278, 306 

tattva (principle), 179, 190 

tathabara (acting thus), 269, 278, 285 

tathagata, 285, 303^ 323 

tad ebam (That One), 41, ipon, 198-99, 

232, 3390, 3450, 389 

y/tan (to extend, sacrifice), n8n, 354a 

tan-matra (intelligence), 341 

tapas (ardor), 77, ioin, 129, 131 

tamas (darkness), 170, i86n, 258 

tar ana (crossing over), 75n 

tasta (fashioned), 183 

yftij (be sharp), 161 

tira (hidden), 205n 

y/tus (be satisfied), 203 

tusnim (silent), 199-2040, 208 

tr (cross), 325 

tejana (straighten), 285-88 

tejas (fiery brilliance), 130, i6o-63n 

tejo-dhatum-busalo (master of element 

of fire), 161 

tejo-maya (fiery), 163, 385 

tejo-matrah (measure of fire), 121, 164, 

i68n 

tya (immanent), 117 

triguna (three qualities), 6gn 

dab?ina (guerdons), 1250, 207n 

dama (dome), 119 

Vday (divide), 366n 

yfdd (give), 366n 

dana (liberality), 274 

ditthi (view), 325; ditthiba (one who 

holds a view), 297 

diti (finite), 393 

dibsa (initiatoin), 101, 108, 129, 199, 

215, 288, 364, 396 
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di\sita, di\\hita (initiated), 99, 108, 

116, 120, 1250, i99n, 288-93 

didhitim (concept), 204 

du\\ha (suffering), 99n, 315, 317, 34on 

dr's (see), 52, I92n, 390, 393 

deva-ca\ram (god-wheel), 34m 

devapatha (“way” of gods), 391-94 

devayaj (god-sacrifice), 127 

devaydna (way of the gods), 2ion, 394- 

95, 400-406 

devavidya (angelology), 344 

desa (place), 222 

dehi\a atman (embodied self), 380 

dehin (embodied), 70, 147, 3550 

daiva ca\sus (divine eye), 5on 

daiva manas (divine mind), 8in 

daiva mithuna (holy marriage), 31 

dvandva (pair), 198, 2250; dvandvair 

vimukta (“free from the pairs”), 343n 

dvirupa (two-form), 7m 

dvaitibhava (dual nature), 7m 

dhamma-cal{ka (wheel of law), 98n, 285 

dhammadhatu (realm of law), 328 

dhamma-pariyaya (doctrinal formula), 

314 
dharma, dhamma (applied meaning), 

272; (law), 266, 273-74. 293n, 368m, 

(substance), 179, 187 

dharma\aya (essence body), 275n 

dharma-paryaya (synonym of doctrine), 

255_ 
yjdha (placed), 357n 

dharana (fixing the mind), 40, 284, 35on 

dhiya (contemplation), 85n, i8on, 209, 

259; dhiyalambha (support of con¬ 

templation), 132 

dht (thought), 50, i8on, 200, 203, 209, 

253 
dhira (contemplative), 209, 252, 422 

dhyana, jhana (contemplation), 40, 5m, 

i8on, 254, 281-84, 35on 

dhyai (contemplate), 153, 234n; dhyaya 

(contemplation), 52n, 85n, 234 

na\ula (mongoose), 142-47 

nahuli (she-mongoose), 144-45 

\/nabh (to expand), 222 

nabha (sky, zero), 220-26 

nasti\a, natthi\a (“nothing-morist”), 

15, 91, 98n, 2i5n, 278, 293-97, 412, 

4i2n; natthikavada (doctrine of noth¬ 

ing-more), 276; natthi\avadin (de¬ 

nier), 98n; natthita (not-ism), 98n, 

294 

nadi (river), 353-54 

nandanti (enjoy), 180 

naga (serpent, elephant), 141, 292n, 

297-99, 326-27 

nadi (vein, course), I27n, 350-55, 366n 

nab hi (hub, nave), 179, 222-24 

nama (name), 177, i8o-8in, i88n, 192- 

96, 225, 258-59, 270 

nama\aya (name and body), 322 

nama guhya (hidden name), 193-94 

nama-gotta (name and lineage), 88, 

102, 297 

namadha (naming), 194-95 

namarupa (name and form), 91, 99, 

1640, 225, 254, 258, 260, 322, 327, 

343n, 392, 419; namarupa-vimukta 

(freed from name and form), i96n 

nava (boat), 325 

niccahappa (at will), 299, 321 

nicca\ata (always), 299 

nityam (eternal), i93n 

nibbayati (to be extinguished), 299-305 

nibbuta (extinguished), 303-305 

nimittabhivyahjal{a (manifestation of 

appearance), 1940 

niyantr (driver), 347 

niru\ta (defined), 7m, i46n, i99n-200, 

256-63, 393 
nirodha (stoppage), 99n, 216, 388n, 402 

nirguna (without qualities), 69n 

nir\Jma (to measure out), 207m, 

nirmana (measured, manifestation), 

163, 405; mrmana-kaya (manifestation 

body), 2070 

nirmucyate (free), 290 

nirvacana (interpretation), 141 

nirvana, nibbana, 32, 98n, i64n, 202, 

269, 272, 278, 298-305, 324-25, 388n 

nivrtta (turned down), 225 

nirvedhya (penetrable), 393 

nivrti (involution), 396 

nivrtti (turning in), 95 

nispita (drained), 120 
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nihita (deposited), 351 

neti neti (“no, no”), 202, 2i4n, 339n, 

383- 4i 1 

nettiya (conduit), 305-306 

nemi (felly), 222 

naimitti\apralaya (occasional destruc¬ 

tion), 398 

nyagrodha (type of tree), 20m 

pace hi (basket), 306 

pahha (speculation), 9on, 97n, 328 

panha-vimutti (intellectual emancipa¬ 

tion), 970 

paticcasamuppada (dependent original 

tion), 294, 3i5n 

patisambhida (analytical factor), 316 

patissto (upstream), 324 

patihara (recovery), 57 

pandita (learning), 215 

pada-cetiya (foot-trace), 308 

padaparama (literalist), 319 

pabbajaka (wanderer), ioin, 102; pab- 

bajita (ordained), 289-91 

pabbahati (draw forth), 308 

pamuttha, pramrsta (forgotten), 53 

para (period), 398 

param\ara (other maker), 1030 

parabrahman (higher brahman), 68, 8in, 

141, 175, 199, 2ion, 2i4n, 225, 232 

parama vyoma (empyrean), 393 

paramatman (higher self), 7on, 92n, 

181, 386 

paramananda (perfect beatitude), 207n 

paramarthika (highest), 2i5n, 2i7n 

paragata (migrated), 131 

parapara (higher and lower brahman), 

7m 

paramasati (puff up), 55 

parasya (a thing to be spat out), 114 

paridrastr (viewer), 225 

parinibbayin (one who attains parinib- 

bana), 265 

parinibbuta (completely despirated), 

278, 299, 303-305 

parinirvrta (wholly despirated), 396 

paribhavitum (environ), 201 

paribhramati (wander), 76 

parimita (bounded), 200, 205 

parimitaparimita (measured and un¬ 

measured), 71 n 

parimussati (wholly forget), 54n 

pariyaya (paraphrase),. 314 

parivasa (probation), 292 

parivrajak^a (wanderer), i35n 

parisis (remain), 141 

paro\sa (metaphysically), 129, 133, i97n, 

20m, 2i7n, 36on, 361 

paryaptum (contain), 201 

parva (joint), 145-46 

paloba dhamma (corruptible principle), 

411 

pavattani (effective), 272 

pavi (felly), 222 

pas (see), 181, 187, 284^ 29m, 328, 

379, 382, 391 
paf{a manas (mature intellect), 210 

pddacchida (step), 306-308 

pddavara (standing), 306-308 

pdpman (evil), ioin, 114-115, 1300-131, 

1780, 215, 258, 275 

papa atta (evil self), 267, 280 

pdsa (eye, loop), 308-309 

pindika (globular), 309 

pitr (patriarch), 41, 174, 399-402 

pitryana (way of the fathers), 395, 398— 

404 

\/pin (expand), 223 

puhiia (merit), 270 

punar aiti (return), 81 

punar janma (rebirth), 74, 347m, punar 

jay ate (reborn), 80, 235 

punarbhava (born again), 74, 99 

punarmrtyu (re-death), 74, 405; punar 

mriyate (die again), 74 

purisya (chthonic), ii2n 

puru-nama (polynomial), 171 

purusa (person), 690, 760, 78, 112, 180, 

20m, 2ion, 236, 336, 3380, 359, 3700, 

379n, 386n, 388, 3900, 3930 

purusa-rupa (form of person), 184 

purusottama (most personal), 3850 

puruspr\ (multiple effect), 193 

purodha (high priest), 129 

purvani\a (variously manifested), 171 

purna (plenum, zero), 220 

Vpr (to fill), 379 

prthagjana, puthujjana (common folk), 

8pn, 2i5n, 2640, 277, 281, 3880 

pra\rti (nature, matter), 18in, 232, 

341, 386n 
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pra\rti guna (qualities of matter), 75 

prajanana (generation), 183, 2070 

praja (children), 71, 72n, 137, 145 

praja-kama (desire for children), 400 

prajna (intelligence), 49, 57, 9on, 236, 

277> 337n! 34i, 379, 39on 

prajnatman (providential self), 49, 57, 

163, igan, 236, 244, 365n, 380, 39m 

prajnana (prescience), 363 

prajnana-ghana (precognition-mass), 51, 
180 

prajna-matra (organ of sense), 164, 341 

prati\a (symbol), 199 

pratikiila (cross current), 324 

pratica\sanaya (viewing), 184 

pratibuddha atman (awakened self), 85, 

9i 

pratibodhandya (awakening), 118, 339 

pratibha (illumination), 328 

pratima (image), i78n, 184 

pratimana (likeness), 183-84 

pratirupa (appropriate, likeness), i3on, 

r34> 178, 184-85 

pratividhi (corrective), 77 

pranidhana (religious meditation), 405 

prabhava (come forth), 141 

pramana (authority), 323- 

pramiti (standard), 184 

pralaya (destruction), i86n, 400 

pravara (invocation), 129 

pravrtta (turned forth), 225, 337n 

pravrajin (traveller), 85 

prasanta (pacified), 138 

prahita (put forth), 352 

prana (breath), 50, 68n~73n, 78, no, 

114, 117, 121, 123, 127-28, 133, 154- 

55n, 160, i62n, i68n, 180, i88-89n, 

19211, i95n, i97n, 205, 209, 244, 249, 

301, 336, 338. 344-45, 360-61, 379, 
38 m, 392 

prana-may a (pneumatic), 385 

prana-rupa (breath forms), 109, 360 

pranagni (fire of breath), 164 

pranapanau (imand-out breaths), 353 

pranina (living being), i27n, 363 

prati\avat (symbolic), 217 

pratipa (upstream), 324 

pratya\sam (literal), i97n, 2i7n 

pratyagatman (hypostasis), 38m 

pratyanubhu (re-experience), 57; pratya- 

nubhuta (directly experienced), 52 

prakrtikapralaya (material destruction), 

398 
priya-medhina (lovers of sacrifice), 356 

pre\sa]{a (spectator), 72, 342 

prend (love), 78, 136 

preta (ghost), 307 

prema-mdrga (way of love), 174, 387 

phala (fruit), 134, 388 

balim (tribute), i22-24n, 131 

bahir-atman (outer self), 38m 

bahudha (many), i82n, 183 

bahudha vyavisti (multiply distributed), 

177 

bala (childish), 2i5n 

bahyamartha (external validity), 19m 

bindu (point), 221, 223 

brhat (great), 235 

beluva (lute), 309 

buddha (awakened), 96n, 98n, 343 

buddha-vacana (Buddha speech), 317 

buddhi (intellect), 5on, 210-iin, 384-85 

buddhlndriya (organs of sense), 68n, 

164, 341 

Vbudh (to awaken), 53n 

brahman, 50, 6on, 77, i28n, 16m, i97n, 

206, 267, 394 

brahman (incantation), 233 

brahma-cakja, brahma<a\\a (wheel of 

brahman), 98n, 341 

brahmacari (student), 55 

brahma-nirvana (despiration in brah¬ 

man), 388 

brahmapatha (way of brahman), 2i4n, 

393-95 
brahmapura (city of brahman), 78, 338n 

brahma-bhuta (become brahman), 77, 

98n, 141, 343 

brahma-yoni (brahma source), 140 

brahma-randhra (brahma aperture), 281 

brahma-rupa (form of brahma), 201 

brahmalo\a (abode of brahma), 6in, 

393 
brahma-vit (knower of brahma), 98n, 

141 

brahmavadya (brahma dictum), I99n 

brahmodaya (holy conversation), 19m 
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brahmana (priest), 174 

bhakta (participant), 122, 173-74, 189, 

387. 
bha\ti (lot, share), i67n, 173-74, 189— 

90, 215, 388, 396 

bhakti-marga (way of devotion), 97n, 

174, 387 

bhakja (share), 173 

bhagavan (lord), 173 

bhan (speak), 193 

bhava (becoming, birth), 74, 325, 334, 

337n, 364n 
bhavacaWa (way of becoming), 74, 34m 

bhavagra (summit of contingent being), 

395-96 
bhavabhava (become in a certain way), 

278 

bhavissati (will become), 309-11 

bhavya (future), 6on, 140, 382 

yfbha (shine), 193 

bhaga (share), 122, 173, 252 

bhava (becoming), pon 

bhavana (constructive contemplation), 

283n 

bhavavrtta (creation), 1150 

bhavitatta (perfected self), 304 

bdhya rupa (external form), 200 

bhi\\u (monk), ioin 

bhuvar (the “atmospheric” spheres), 400 

bhus (earth), 400 

yfbhu (become), 172, 309-11, 336n, 

338n 

bhurini-nama (polynomial), 171 

bhuta (being), 6gn, 71, n8n, 336-37^ 

36on, 36m, 365^ 411 

bhuta (past), 6on, i4on, 382 

bhuta-krt (being maker), 356 

bhutagana (host of beings), 6gn, 7on, 

126, 162, 336 

bhutata (essence), 237, 311 

bhuta-vidya (psychology), 333, 3650 

bhutatman (elemental self), 68n-72n, 

75, ii9n, 126, i4'6n, 162, 336, 342, 

396 

bhedabheda (distinction without dif¬ 

ference), 22, io5n 

bhesaj (heal), 147 

bho\tr (enjoyer), 6gn, 343 

bhokjtva (enjoyment), 76n 

bhoga (coil), 140, 142 

bhogaya (enjoyment), 123 

bhojya (enjoyment), 34)3 

maggana (wayfaring), 318 

mandala (cosmic circle), 221, 390-92 

madam (ignorance), p6n 

madhyama prana (median breath), ii2n 

yfman (think), 51, 78, gyn 

manavarta (human way), 395 

manas (mind), 49-51, 8in, i23n, 128, 

130, 134, i48n, 180-83, 19m, i95n> 

200-19, 232“35> 244. 295, 303, 341, 

346, 3480, 357, 36on, 385, 388n, 392, 

394n; 420 

manasyfkr (consider), i95n 

manasyfya) (intellectual sacrifice), 209 

manas stuvate (chant mentally), 201 

manas stotra (mental chant), 201, 207n 

mano-maya (intellectual), 385 

manomaya purusa (intelligizing per¬ 

son), 339 

mano-samarambha (mental activity), 

266 

manusyana (human being), 124 

mantra, 167, 173-75, 206-207, 267 

mantra\rt (incanter), 153, 356 

Vmantraya (chant), 186 

manvantara (age of Manu), 398-404 

martya (mortal), 323 

mahat (great), 385 

mahatman, mahatta (great self), 68, 93, 

94n, ioin, 271, 305, 318; mahdtmya 

(greatness of self), 166 

mahapurusa (supreme identity), 379-86 

mahabhuta (great being), i62n, 336, 

357n 
mahavira (great hero), 356 

mahima (power), 382 

yfmh (to measure), 207n 

mdtr (mother), 2070 

matra (measure), 164, 207n, 322 

mana, abhimana (pride), 31 

manasa (mental), 397 

may a (illusion, matrix), 184, 207n, 385, 

386 

m'arga (way), 347, 424 

miccha-ditthi (false view), 268, 276, 

2p2n, 294 

mitra (friend), 126, 169 
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mithuna (pairing), 207n, 2ion, 234, 

242, 249; mithunatva (state of being 

paired), 232; maithuna (conjuga¬ 

tion), 6on 

\Jmuc (free), i8on, 183, i94n 

mu\ta (freed), 188, 225, 343n 

mukti (liberation), 196, 400, 403 

mu\ha (gate), g$n, 119, i55n, 394n 

mutthassati\a (forgetful), 54 

muni (silent sage), 202 

mumu\su (desirous of liberation), 135 

mudha (foolish), 215 

murta (formed), 117 

mula-pra\rti (root matter), 386n 

Vmr (to die), 73n, non, 393 

Vmrg (hunt), i43n, 424 

mrtyu (death), 73, i77n, 204n, 245, 

392-93 
\fmrs (forget), 55-56 

mrsa, musa, mosa (false), 56, ioin, 275 

medha (sacrificial essence), 112 

mo\sa (liberation), 50, 124, 210-11, 388n 

mauna (silence), 202 

yaj (sacrifice), 108, 132 

yajusa (formula), 200 

yajha (sacrifice), 86n, 108-109, 135, 184, 

199, 207n, 3890 

yathabhuta (as become), 276, 294, 411 

yathayatana (according to station), 363 

yathavadi (so-speaking), 285 

yathavasa (according to wish), 183 

yana (voyage), 324, 402 

yu\ta (controlled), 128 

yuga (eye), 400 

\/yuj (connect), 7on, 128, 335n' 

yupa (post), i64n 

yoga (discipline), 89n, 128, 130, 284, 

350n> 375 

yogin (disciplined man), I24n-i26 

yoni (source), 68, 125, 140, 205-2o8n, 

232, 386n; yonisa (original), 328 

\/raj (shine, rule), 348n 

rajas (passion), 39m 

rat ha (chariot), 347 

rathitah (charioteer), 77 

rasmi (ray), 68n, i63n, 189, 347, 361 

rasa (flavor), 200, 311-12, 380, 407 

rasasvadana (tasting of flavor), 312 

raga-dosa-moha (passion-hatred-delu¬ 

sion), 98n, 301 

\frfc (to pour out), 109, 120-21 

rupa (form), 70, i27n, 145, 163, 172, 

177, 180, 185, i88n, 190-95, 20in, 

^225, 258, 270, 294, 35on, 360n, 392 

rupadhatu (realm of form), 395 

labjmi (signature), 4201 

laya (dissolution), 211, 225 

lih (lick), 152 

li (cling, adhere), 152, 21 in 

lilha (play), 152 

lila (play), 148-55, i8in 

le\hani (brush), 312 

\/lelay (quiver), 151-53, i6o‘ 

lo\a (world), 85n, ii3n, 121, 178, 226 

lo\a-duhkJ{a (suffering of the world), 

2060 

lo\advara (world door), i86n, 389 

lo\a samgraha (guarding of the world) 

376 
lo\ottara (transcendent), 264^ 319, 395 

lau\i\a (worldly), 2i5n, 395 

vajra (thunderbolt), 164, 282n 

vaddhamana (precious), 312-13 

va'sa (will), 2100 

vasor dhara (stream of wealth), 107, 

i22n 

vac (speech), 50, 122, i55n, i7on, 181, 

195-96, 20i-2ion, 232-35, 249, 260, 

348n, 420 

vaca\a (proposition), 313 

vaciha sarvamaya (sum of all language), 

260, 263 

vaci samarambha (vocal activity), 269 

vata (gale), 189, igon, 244 

vadapatha (speechway), 104, 274 

vayu (wind), i6yn, 189, 244 

vi\alpa (conceptual thought), 19m, 

192, 1940 

vi\alpa-matra (conceptual), 19m 

vihrtaya (modalities), 356 

vijna (recognize), 51, 64n, 2i2n 

vijhata (recognized), 379 

vijhana, vinnana (recognition), 52n, 

295> 3°3> 337. 388n 
vijhana-ghana (recognition-mass), 51, 

56n, 2i2n 
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vijhana-maya (discriminating), 385 
viyhanamaya-purusa (reflective person), 

5in 
vitamsa (snare), 313 
\fvtd (know), 59, 2140, 379-80, 394 
vidus (Comprehensor), 108 
vidya, vijja (knowledge), 131, 138, 

2I4n> —33n, 266, 328 
vidvan (Comprehensor), 108, 128, 216, 

389 
vidha (form), 3850' 
vidhatr (disposition), 353' 
viparyaya (inversion), 190 
vibhaktr (dispenser), 173-74 
vibhava (non-becoming), 278n 
vibhuti (presence), 167, 361 
vimuco, vimutto (freed), 55, i8on 
viyoga (separation), 2o6n 
viraj (single luminous power), 205, 232 
vivadetha (contrarious), 266 
vivrata (distinct operations), i99n 
visa (subjects), 122 
visrama (resting place), 396 
vi'sva e\am (integral multiplicity), 169, 

177 
visva\arma (doer of all), 132, i66n 
vi’sva garbha (germ of all), 177 
visvajani (all birth), i8in, 183 
visvajyoti (universal light), 186 
vi’svarupa (all form), 58, 182-86, 19m, 

x94n 
visvavida vac a (omniscient word), 186, 

.I99n 
vi’sva satya (manifold truth), 177 
visvatman (universal spirit), 151 
visvambhara (all supporting), 186 
visa (poison), 140 
visamatva (multiplicity), 225 
visaya (sense objects), 124, 1400, 210-11, 

343 
vismrtyonmatta (oblivious), 54n 
virya (virtue), 138' 
vusita brahmacarya (followed the pure 

life), 277 
vrt (turn), 415 
vrttiksaya (surcease from fluctuation), 

211 
Vrtra, Vatra, 120, 204’n, 312 
vrt ha (will), 134 
vedana (soul), 93m 

vedi (altar), 205, 2o8n 
venayika (misleader), 99a 
vesma (locus), 226 
vairagya (disgust), 94n 
vyakta (manifest), 386 
vyahjana (flavoring, letter [opposed to 

spirit]), 313-18; (ornament), 319-21 
\/vyadh (penetrate), 170, 2i4n 
vya\rti (utterance), 193 
vyadhi (analysis), 349 
vyapa\a (omnipresent), 384 
vyoma (air, zero), 220, 226 
vrata (rite), 108, 135 

sa\ti (power), i92n, 237, 386n 
satatman (hundred-fold self), 173 
sabda (expressive), i46n, 267 
sabdartha (sound and meaning), 258 
\fsam (pacify), 138 
samitr (slayer), 133, 138 
sayana (recumbent), 140, 181 
sarira (body), 75, 2050, 222, 270, ‘380 
sarirastna (embodied self), 7on, 8on 
sariratman (body and soul), I46n, 336 
santa atman (peaceful self), 385 
santi (peace), 138-39, 213, 388, 3890 

sala-vamsa (king-post), 348 
sastra (treatise), 229 
suddha (pure), 124, 211 

suddha \arana (catharsis), i23n 
sunya (zero, void), 220-30; sunyavada 

(doctrine of emptiness), 98n, 329; 

suhhata (emptiness), 329; suhnata- 

patisamyutta (coupled with empti¬ 
ness), 264n, 319, 329; sunnato-phassa 

(contact with emptiness), 329 
srngara (erotic), 31 

srnvire (heard), i92n 
sesa (remainder), n6n 

Sesa (residue), 8on, 139-42 

saikjamdrga (taught way), io8n, 395 
sods (flame), 161 

sraddha, saddha (faith), 217, 29m, 384 

sraddhayanta (faithful), 2i5n 

sramana, samana (“toiler”), 89n, 98, 

376 
srava (sound), i79n 

sri (glory), ii2n, 12m, 344, 348, 361 
sruta (heard), 49-5on 
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sruti (“what was heard”—scripture), 

_ 213, 328 

srotiya (auditor), 21511 

samyoga (conjunction), 7on, 71, 335n 

samyojana (connection), 396 

samvit (cognoscent), 207n, 2i2n, 249 

samsarati (wander), 76n, 295, 3420 

samsara (world-flux), 123, 211-12, 278 

samsara-cahja (world-flux wheel), 34m 

samsarin (transmigrant), 66, 8in, 12m, 

235, 335n 
sams\fkj (integrate), 131, 137, 200 

samsharana (reintegration), 207n 

sams\ara (integration), 32 

samsiddha (perfection), 397 

samhata (compound), 126 

samhatum (to put together), 87n 

Vsamhan (come together), 87n 

sa\imcana (man of aught), ioon 

sa\\aya (embodiment), 325 

sa\ta (still attached), 81 

sakyaputta (buddha son), 291 

samhalpa (formulation), 225 

samkalpita (conceptual), 2i2n 

samhha (number), 322-23 

samgrahitr (driver), 347 

samgha (congregation), 291, 41m 

sac-cid-ananda (existent-thought-bliss), 

339n> 383 
sacchi\atva (verified), i03n, 106, 315 

samcarati (wander), 69, 76' 

samjnana (consciousness), 68, 139, 337 

samjnapaya (consent), 139 

sat (being), 40, 52, 77, 117, 176, 199, 

232, 339n) 385-86 
satisada (truth seating), 131 

sattra (sacrificial session), I25n, 126, 

279, 356n, 360; sattrasada (seated 

session), 131 

sattva, satta (being), 76n, 154, 258, 

295-96 

satpurusa, sappurisa (very person), 9on 

satya, satta (truth), 56, 6on, 62n, 8in, 

100, ioin, 130, 133, 192, 207n, 269, 

273, 275, 389-94n 

satyakama (true desire), 123 

satya-vac (true speech), 55n, r6on 

sadasad yoni (source of being and non- 

being), 76n, 86 

sadrs (true form), i77n 

saddhamma (true law), 316 

saddhivi\ari\a (pupil), 290 

samdhata (united), 141 

samdha (putting together), 137 

samdhatr (disposer), 84 

samdhaya-sambhasa (community of 

discourse), 41 in 

samdhavati (concur), 295 

samdr\ (seer at a glance), 259 

samdeha (compound), 126 

sanatana dharma (eternal tradition), 255 

santana (continuation), 58n 

sanditthika (manifest), 267 

samnyasa (renunciation), 375, 387; 

samnyasin (homeless wanderer), 3, 

I24n> 126, 376 

sampasyati (see completely), 181 

sabbanha (omniscience), 277 

sambhava (coming into being), 116, 379 

sam\/bhu (come together), 78-79, 365ns 

sambhuta (entity), 388ns sambhuti 

(compound), 126, 336 

sambhoga-\aya (enjoyment body), 275n 

samata (sameness), 213, 388n 

samata-jnana (knowledge of sameness), 

i8on 

samanta (come together), 140 

samala (impure), 323-24 

samagamana (coition), run 

samaja (conduct), 36yn 

samadhi (trance, synthesis), 40, 92, 98n, 

114, i2on-i2i, 127, 145, 154, i64n, 

i82n, 283-84, 299, 321, 349-50, 362n 

samahita (synthesized), 139, 180, 349 

samahrtya (constricting), 140 

samudda (ocean), 272n, 324-27 

sammosa (confused), 54 

samya\ (perfected), 388 

sarva\ama-maya (composite of all de¬ 

sire), 76 

sarvajna (omniscient), 54n, 7pn 

sarvarupa (universal form), i89n 

sarvanubhu (omniscient), 67 

sava (animating), 192 

savijfidna (aware), 277 

savijnana\dya (name and appearance), 

91 
sasams\arana, sasam\hara (with 

means), 303 
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sahaja (natural), 257, 327 

sahasrapada (thousand-rayed), 39m 

sahdjanetta (innate eye), 327-29 

sdkamijdta (co-born), 356 

sd\ha, sahjia (rib), 321 

sambhya yoga (contemplative life), 387 

sadhu (to the point), 134 

sama (chant, verse), 206, 207n 

samapatha (way of the chant), 394n 

sasananasane (what eats and does not 

eat), 38m 

sahitya (association), 41m 

sincati (pours), non 

slla (morals), 274 

suJ{ha (good, pleasure), 34on, 363 

sugata (well-faring), 285 

suttanta (treatise), 264n 

surya cab? a (sun wheel), 34m 

sukta (portion, poem), 1790 

sutratman (thread-self), I49n, 35m 

y/srj (express), 78, 39on; srjyamana 

(expressively), 185 

srsti (expression), 163, 191, 193 

soma, 200-201 

s\ambha (post, axis), i5on, 1640, 224, 

233, 288, 3700, 389, 39m 

sthuna (post), 1640; sthuna-raja (king¬ 

post), 348 

stupa, thupa (reliquary), 118, 283, 288, 

299 

sparsa (contact), 34211 

smara, smrti, sati (recollection), 51-65 

Vsmr (remember), 51, 86n 

smrti (“what was remembered”— 

tradition), 328 

sva\arma (own action), 72n 

svagocare (own lineage), 21 in 

svadharma (own duty), 77, i^on, 22911, 

434 
svadha (own place), 386m 

svapna (sleep), 207n 

svapra\asatva (self-manifesting), 63 

svabhava (own nature), i5on, 179, 

i8in, 386n; svabhavaniyata 

(essentially), 135 

Vsvar (shine), 193, 400 

svaraj (autonomous), 25n, 9m, 132-34, 

36?n 
sva-rupa (own-form), 187, 2i4n, 359, 

385n 
svarga (heaven), 225 

svastha (natural, healthy), 342 

svastha-citta (sound in mind), i8on 

svastha-buddhi (sound intellect), i8on 

\fsvr (sound), 193 

hita (appointee), 350-51, 361 

hiranyagarbha (golden seed), 189, 200 

hrd (heart), 68n, 121, 37on 

hetu (cause), 277 

hetupaccaya (causal sequence), 368n 

hetuvdda (doctrine of causality), 276-77 

hotr (priest), 174 
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